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Introduction
Content
The 2011 Plain English Descriptions for 
Coding Terms was created to provide a quick 
reference for looking up terms that may 
be encountered while coding or reading 
medical documentation. The terms selected 
include not only symptoms, diagnoses, and 
conditions, but also entries for procedures, 
surgical techniques, medical equipment, 
drugs and other supplies. Laboratory or 
clinical tests, test results, anatomical areas, 
and theories or concepts used in practice 
across many specialties are also included. The 
entries found in the Plain English Descriptions 
for Coding Terms are written to provide 
explanations of terms encountered in medical 
documentation in more common language 
that are relevant to the coder’s needs. Where 
codes are applicable, related ICD-9-CM, 
CPT, and/or HCPCS Level II codes have 
been attached to an individual entry.

Format
This book is presented in two columns. 
All entries, no matter the type of term or 

specialty, are listed alphabetically. Each entry 
occupies its own paragraph: the term being 
defined is found first in bold, followed by 
the definition or explanation. Any related  
ICD-9-CM, CPT, and/or HCPCS Level II 
codes can be found indented under the entry 
in italics. Thumb tabs to the side mark off 
alphabetical groupings for locating the term 
quickly. The Plain English Descriptions for 
Coding Terms also contains anatomical charts 
in the front for use as helpful reference tools 
as well as a listing of common root words, 
prefixes/suffixes, acronyms, and abbreviations 
comprising medical terms.
Although related codes are listed with 
applicable entries, this book is not intended 
to be used as a coding manual, but as a 
helpful reference tool to give the coder 
pertinent, easily understood information 
that is quickly available to explain specific 
terms and concepts encountered in medical 
documentation. Using this book in 
conjunction with the official code books will 
enable the coder to make the most accurate 
choices in coding.
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Acronyms/Abbreviations/
Root Words/Prefixes/Suffixes

Acronym
s /

Abbreviations

A majority of medical terms are composed 
of Greek and Latin word parts and are 
broken down into different elements.  One 
element is the root word. The root word 
is the foundation of the medical term and 
contains the fundamental meaning of 
the word.  All medical terms have one or 
more roots.  

Examples:

hydr = water
lith = stone
path = disease

Combining forms (or vowel, usually “o”) 
links the root word to the suffix or to 
another root word. This combining vowel 
does not have a meaning on its own; it 
only joins one part of a word to another.

Prefixes and suffixes are two of the other 
elements used in medical terminology 
and consist of one or more syllables 
(prepositions or adverbs) placed before 
or after root words to show various kinds 
of relationships. Prefixes are before the 
root word and suffixes are after the root 
word and consist of one or more letters 
grouped together. They are never used 
independently; however, they can modify 
the meaning of the other word parts. 
Many prefixes and suffixes are added to 
other words with a hyphen, but medical 
dictionary publishers are opting to drop 
the hyphen on many of the more common 
prefixed medical words.

Examples:

Prefixes:
micro = small
peri = surrounding

Suffixes:
algia = pain
an = pertaining to

The following are lists of prefixes and 
suffixes typically seen in coding:

Root Words/Combining Forms
abdomin/o abdomen
acous/o hearing
acr/o   extremities, top,  

  extreme point
aden/o gland
adip/o  fat
andr/o male
ankyl/o stiff, bent, crooked
anter/o front
arthr/o joint
ather/o yellowish, fatty plaque
audi/o  hearing
aur/o   ear
aut/o   self
axill/o  armpit
balan/o glans penis
bi/o   life
blast/o developing cell
blephr/o eyelid
brach/o arm
bronch/o bronchial tubes
carcin/o cancer
card/o  heart
cheil/o lip
chol/o  gall, bile
cholangi/o bile duct
chondr/o cartilage
cis/o   to cut
colp/o  vagina
coron/o heart
cost/o  ribs
crani/o skull
cry/o   cold
cutane/o skin
cyan/o blue
cyt/o   cell
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cyst/o  urinary bladder
dacry/o tear duct, tear
derm/o skin
dermat/o skin
dipl/o  double, two
dips/o  thirst
dist/o  distant, far
ech/o   sound
encephal/o brain
enter/o intestine
erythr/o red
erythem/o red
eti/o   cause of disease
galact/o milk
gastr/o stomach
gloss/o tongue
gluc/o  sugar
glyc/o  sugar
gon/o  seed
gravid/o pregnancy
gynec/o female, woman
hemat/o blood
hepat/o liver
hidr/o  sweat
hist/o  tissue
home/o sameness
inguin/o groin
isch/o  to hold back
kal/o   potassium
kerat/o horny tissue, hard
labi/o  lip
lapar/o abdomen, abdominal
laryng/o larynx
lei/o   smooth
leuk/o  white
lingu/o tongue
lith/o   stone
lord/o  swayback, curvature in  

  lumbar region
mamm/o breast
mast/o breast
melan/o black
ment/o mind
metr/o uterus
morph/o shape, form
my/o   muscle

myc/o  fungus
myel/o spinal cord
myring/o eardrum
natr/o  sodium
necr/o  death (of cells or all of  

  the body)
nephr/o kidney
neur/o nerve
noct/o night
odont/o tooth
olig/o  few, scanty
omphal/o naval, umbilicus
onc/o  tumor
onych/o nail
oophor/o ovary
opt/o   eye
ophthalm/o eye
or/o   mouth
orch/o testis
orchi/o testis
orchid/o testis
orth/o  straight
oste/o  bone
ot/o   ear
ov/o   egg
ovul/o  egg
pachy/o thick
path/o disease
phag/o to eat, swallow
phleb/o vein
phon/o voice
phot/o light
phren/o diaphragm
plas/o  formation,   

  development
pneumon/o lungs
poli/o  gray matter
proct/o rectum and anus
pulmon/o lungs
psych/o mind
py/o   pus
quadr/o four
ren/o   kidney
rhin/o  nose
rhytid/o wrinkle
rhiz/o  nerve root
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Acronym

s /
Abbreviations

salping/o fallopian tubes
sial/o   salivary gland
sarc/o  flesh
sect/o  to cut
spir/o  breathing
spondyl/o vertebra
squam/o scale-like
staphyl/o clusters
steat/o fat
strept/o twisted chains
terat/o monster
thec/o  sheath
thorac/o chest
thromb/o clot
trich/o hair
tympan/o eardrum
ung/o  nail
vas/o   vessel
ven/o  vein
viscer/o internal organs
xanth/o yellow
xer/o   dry

Prefixes
a(d)-   towards
a(n)-   without
ab-   from
ab(s)-  away from
ad-   towards
allo-   other, another
ambi-  both
amphi- on both sides, around
ana-   up to, back, again,  

  movement from
aniso-  different, unequal
ante-   before, forwards
anti-   against, opposite
ap-, apo- from, back, again
bi(s)-   twice, double
bio-   life
brachy- short
cata-   down
circum- around
con-   together
contra- against
cyte-   cell

de-   from, away from, down  
  from

deca-   ten
di(s)-   two
dia-   through, complete
di(a)s   separation
diplo-  double
dolicho- long
dur-   hard, firm
dys-   bad, abnormal
e-, ec-  out, from out of
ecto-   outside, external
ek-   out
em-   in
en-   into 
endo-  into
ent-   within
epi-   on, up, against, high
eso-   will carry
eu-   well, abundant,   

  prosperous
eury-   broad, wide
ex-, exo- out, from out of
extra-  outside, beyond, in  

  addition
haplo-  single
hapto- bind to
hemi-  half
hept-   seven
hetero- different
hex-   six
homo- same
hyper-  above, excessive
hypo-  below, deficient
im-, in- not
in-   into, to
infra-   below, underneath
inter-   among, between
intra-   within, inside, during
intro-  inward, during
iso-   equal,same
juxta-  adjacent to
kata-   down, down from
macro- large
magno- large
medi-  middle
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mega-  large
megalo- very large
meso-  middle
meta-  beyond, between
micro- small
neo-   new
non-   not
ob-   before, against
octa-   eight
octo-   eight
oligo-  few
pachy- thick
pan-   all
para-   beside, to the side of,  

  wrong
pent-   five
per-   by, through,   

  throughout
peri-   around, round-about
pleo-   more than usual
poly   many
post-   behind, after
pre-   before, in front, very
pros-   besides
prox-   besides
pseudo- false, fake
quar(r)- four
re, red- back, again
retro-   backwards, behind
semi-   half
sex-   six
sept-   seven
sub-   under, beneath
super-  above, in addition, over
supra-  above, on the upper  

  side
syn-   together, with
sys-   together, with
tetra-   four
thio-   sulfur
trans-  across, beyond
tri-   three
uni-   one
ultra-   beyond, besides, over

Suffixes
-ase   fermenter
-ate   do
-cide   killer
-c(o)ele cavity, hollow
-ectomy removal of, cut out
-form  shaped like
-ia   got
-iasis   full of
-ile   little version
-illa   little version
-illus   little version
-in   stuff
-ism   theory, characteristic of
-itis   inflammation
-ity   makes a noun of   

  quality
-ium   thing
-ize   do
-logy   study of, reasoning  

  about
-megaly large
-noid   mind, spirit
-oid   resembling, image of
-ogen  precursor
-ol(e)   alcohol
-ole   little version
-oma   tumor (usually)
-osis   full of
-ostomy “mouth-cut”
-pathy  disease of, suffering
-penia  lack
-pexy   fix in place
-plasty re-shaping
-philia  affection for
-rhage  burst out
-rhea   discharge, flowing out
-rhexis shredding
-pagus Siamese twins
-sis   idea (makes a noun,  

  typically abstract)
-thrix  hair
-tomy  cut
-ule   little version
-um   thing (makes a noun,  

  typically abstract)
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Abbreviations 
a before meals

A without, lack of

A & P anterior and posterior; auscultation 
and percussion

AA aortic aneurysm; ascending aorta

AAA abdominal aortic aneurysm

AAR aortic arch syndrome

AAT atrial demand triggered pacemaker

Ab antibody

Ab away from

ABE acute bacterial endocarditis

ABG arterial blood gases

ABP arterial blood pressure

ACBG aortocoronary bypass graft

ACD absolute cardiac dullness

ACE angiotensin converting enzyme

ACG angiocardiography

ACI acute coronary insufficiency

ACL anterior cruciate ligament

ACT anticoagulant therapy, active motion

ACTH adrenocorticotropic hormone

Ad to, toward, near to

Ad lib as desired

ADG atrial diastolic gallop

ADH antidiuretic hormone

ADL activities of daily living

AED automatic external defibrillator

AEI atrial escape interval

AEP average evoked potential

AER average evoked response

AF aortic flow, atrial fibrillation

AFB acid-fast bacilli

AFIB atrial fibrillation

AFP alpha-fetoprotein

AGA appropriate for gestational age

AHTR Acute hemolytic transfusion reaction

AI aortic insufficiency

AICD automated implantable cardio-
defibrillator

AIDS acquired immune deficiency 
syndrome

AIPHI Acute idiopathic pulmonary 
hemorrhage in infants

AKA above knee amputation

ALMI anterior lateral myocardial infarction

ALP alkaline phosphatase

ALT alanine transaminase, alanine 
aminotransferase

AMA against medical advice

AMB ambulatory

Ambi both, Ambidextrous

AMI acute myocardial infarction

Amphi about, on both sides, both

Ampho both

Ana up, back, again, excessive

Ant before, forward

Anti against, opposed to, reversed

AO angle of, aorta

AOD arteriosclerotic occlusive disease

AP apical pulse

Apo away from

APSGN acute poststreptococcal 
glomerulonephritis

ARF acute renal failure

AS aortic stenosis

ASCVD arteriosclerotic cardiovascular disease

ASD atrial septal defect

ASHD arteriosclerotic heart disease

AST aspartate aminotransferase

ATN acute tubular necrosis

AU both ears

AV aortic valve

AVB atrio-ventricular block

AVR aortic valve replacement
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B/K below knee

BBS bilateral breath sounds

BE barium enema

BG blood glucose

BI brain injury

Bi twice, double

BID twice a day

bilat bilateral

BM bowel movement, breast milk

BMI Body mass index

BMR basal metabolic rate

BP blood pressure

BPH benign prostatic hypertrophy

BRM biologic response modifiers

BRP bathroom privileges

BS bowel sounds

BSA body surface area

BSE breast self examination

BT bowel tones

BUN blood urea nitrogen

bx biopsy

C Celsius(centigrade)

c (C) with

C&S culture and sensitivity

c/o complaint of

Ca calcium, cancer, carcinoma

CA cardiac arrest

CABG coronary artery bypass graft

CAD coronary artery disease

CAPD continuous ambulatory peritoneal 
dialysis

CAS computer-assisted surgery

CAT computerized tomography scan

Cata down, according to, complete

CATH LAB cardiac catheterization lab

CBC complete blood count

CBD common bile duct

CBE clinical breast examination

CBG coronary bypass graft

CBI continuous bladder irrigation

CBR complete bed rest

CC chief complaint

CCK cholecystokinin

CCPD continuous cyclic peritoneal dialysis

CCU cardiac care unit

CD cardiovascular disease

CEA cultured epithelial autograft

CFT complement-fixation test

CHD coronary heart disease

CHF congestive heart failure

CI cardiac insufficiency

CICU cardiac intensive care unit

CIHD chronic ischemic heart disease

CIN cervical intraepithelial neoplasm

Circum Around, about

CMS circulation, motion, sensation

CO cardiac output

CO2 carbon dioxide

Com with, together

Con with, together

Contra against, opposite

COPD chronic obstructive pulmonary disease

CP chest pain, cleft palate

CPAP continuous positive airway pressure

CPD cephalo-pelvic disproportion

CPP cerebral perfusion pressure

CPPD chest percussion and post drainage

CPR cardiopulmonary resuscitation

CRF chronic renal failure

CRRT continuous renal replacement therapy

CRT capillary refill time

CSF cerebrospinal fluid, colony stimulating 
factors 

CT chest tube, computed tomography
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CVA cerebral vascular accident, 
costovertebral angle

CVE complex ventricular ectopy

CVP central venous pressure

CX circumflex

Cx’d cancelled

CXR chest x-ray

D5LR dextrose 5% with lactated ringers

D5W dextose 5% in water

DAT diet as tolerated

DBP diastolic blood pressure

DC (dc) discontinue

DCCT diabetes control and complication 
trials

De away from

DEX (DXT) blood sugar

DHTR delayed hemolytic transfusion reaction

Di twice, double

Dia through, apart, across

DIC disseminated intravascular 
coagulation

Dis reversal, apart from, separation

DKA diabetic ketoacidosis

DM diabetes mellitus

DNA deoxyribonucleic acid

DNR do not resuscitate

DTR deep tendon reflex

DVT deep vein thrombosis

Dx diagnosis

Dys bad, difficult, disordered

Ex out, away from

EBV Epstein-Barr virus

Ec out from

ECF extracellular fluid, extended care 
facility

ECG (EKG) electrocardiogram, electrocardiograph

Ecto on outer side, situated on

EENT eye, ear, nose and throat

EMC ensephalomyocarditis

EMG electromyogram

Endo within

Epi upon, on

ERCP endoscopic retrograde 
cholangiopancreatography

ESRD end stage renal disease

ET endotracheal tube

Exo outside, on outer  side, outer layer

Extra outside

F & R force and rhythm

FA fatty acid

FBS fasting blood sugar

FD fatal dose, focal distance

FDA Food & Drug Administration

FNHTR febrile nonhemolytic transfusion 
reaction

FUO fever of unknown origin

FVD fluid volume deficit

Fx fracture

GB gallbladder

GFR glomerular filtration rate

GGT gamma-glutamyl transferase

GI gastrointestinal

GOT glutamic oxalic transaminase

GU genitourinary

GVHD graft-versus-host-disease

h/o history of 

HA headache

Hb hemoglobin

HCG human chorionic gonadotropin

HCO3 bicarbonate

HCT hematocrit

HCVD hypertensive cardiovascular disease

HD heart disease, hemodiaysis

HDL high density lipoprotein

HEENT head, eye, ear, nose and throat

Hemi half
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Hgb hemoglobin

HIV human immunodeficiency virus

HM heart murmur

HPA human platelet antigen

HPI history of present illness

HRT hormone replacement therapy

HS hour of sleep

HTN (BP) hypertension

HTR hemolytic transfusion reaction

Hx history

Hyper over, above, excessive

Hypo under, below,  deficient

I&O intake and output

IBC iron binding capacity

IBD inflammatory bowel disease

IBS irritable bowel syndrome

IBW ideal body weight

ICCE intracapsular cataract extraction

ICF intermediate care facility

ICP intracranial pressure

ICS intercostal space

ICT inflammation of connective tissue

ICU intensive care unit

IDDM insulin dependent diabetes mellitus

IDM infant of diabetic mother

IE inspiratory exerciser

IH infectious hepatitis

IHD ischemic heart disease

IHR intrinsic heart rate

IIP implantable insulin pump

IM intramuscular

Im, in in, into

Im, in not

Imp impression

IMV intermittent mandatory ventilation

Infra below

INR international normalization ratio

Inter between

Intra within

Intro into, within

IPD intermittent peritoneal dialysis

IPPB intermittent positive pressure 
breathing

ITP immune thrombocytopenic purpura

IV intravenous

IVF in vitro fertilization

IVP intravenous pyelography

JAMA Journal of the American Medical 
Association

JVP jugular venous pressure

K potassium

KCl potassium chloride

KI potassium iodide

KUB kidney, ureter, bladder

KVO keep vein open

L & A light and accommodation

LB large bowel

LDL low density lipoprotein

LE lupus erythematosus

LFTs liver function tests

LLQ left lower quadrant

LMP last menstrual period

LP lumbar puncture

LUQ left upper quadrant

Lytes electrolytes 

MAP mean arterial pressure

MAR medication administration record

MDI multiple daily vitamin

MDM medical decision making

Meta beyond, after, change

MI myocardial infarction

MLC midline catheter

MM mucous membrane

MoAbs monoclonal antibodies

MOM Milk of Magnesia
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MRDD mental retarded/developmentally 
disabled

MRI magnetic resonance imaging

MRM modified radical mastectomy

MS multiple sclerosis, morphine sulfate

MV mitral valve

MVP mitral valve prolapse

Na sodium

NaCl sodium chloride

NAD no apparent distress

NED no evidence of disease

Neg negative

NF neurofibromatosis

NICU neonatal intensive care unit

NIDDM noninsulin dependent diabetes 
mellitus

NKA no known allergies

NKDA non-ketotic diabetic acidosis

NKMA no known medication allergies

noc night

NPD nightly peritoneal dialysis

NPO nothing by mouth

NS (NIS) normal saline

NSAID nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drug

NSR normai sinus rhythm

NTD neural tube defect

NV nausea & vomiting

NYD not yet diagnosed

O2 oxygen

OATS osteoarticular transfer system

OHS obesity hypoventilation syndrome

OOB out of bed

Opistho behind, backward

ORIF open reduction internal fixation

OS left eye

OT occupational therapy

OU both eyes

p after

P pulse

P.T. physical therapy

PABA para-aminobenzoic acid

Para beside, beyond, near to

PCA patient controlled analgesia, posterior 
communicating artery

PCN penicillin, primary care nurse

PCV packed cell volume

PD peritoneal dialysis

PDA patent ductus arteriosus

PDD pervasive development disorder

PDR physician’s desk reference

PE physical examination

PEG percutaneous endoscopic gastrostomy

PEJ percutaneous endoscopic jejunostomy

Peri around

PERL pupils equal, react to light

PERRLA pupils equal, round, react to light, 
accommodation

PET positron emission tomography

PFT pulmonary function test

PG prostaglandin

PH past history

PI present illness

PICC peripherally inserted central venous 
catheter

PID pelvic inflammatory disease

PMH past medical history

PMI point of maximal impulse

PNH paroxysmal nocturnal hemoglobinuria

PO by mouth

Post after, behind

post op post-operative

PRBC packed red blood cells

Pre before, in front of

pre op pre-operative

prep preparation

PRN as needed
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Pro before, in front of

PS pyloric stenosis

PSA prostate specific antigen

PT prothrombin time

PTP post transfusion purpura

PTT partial thromboplastin time

PUD peptic ulcer disease

PVD peripheral vascular disease

Px pneumothorax

Q every

Q2H every two hours

QD everyday

QH every hour

QID four times a day

qns quantity not sufficient

QOD every other day

Qs quantity sufficient, quantity required

R respirations

RAD reactive airway disease

RAI radioactive iodine

RAIU radioactive iodine uptake

RAS robotic-assisted surgery

RBC red blood cells

RDW red cell distribution width

Re back, again, contrary

REEDA redness, edema, ecchymosis, drainage, 
approximation

Retro backward, located behind

RHD rheumatic heart disease, relative 
hepatic dullness

RLQ right lower quadrant

RM respiratory movement

RO rule out

ROM range of motion

ROS review of systems

RT or R right

RUQ right upper quadrant

Rx prescription, pharmacy

S without

S (s) without

S/S signs & symptoms

SAB spontaneous abortion

SAST serum aspartate aminotransferase

SB spina bifida

SBO small bowel obstruction

Semi half

SGPT serum glutamic-pyruvic transaminase

SLE systemic lupus erythematosus

SNF skilled nursing facility

SOB shortness of breath

SOBOE shortness of breath on exertion

SOP standard operating procedure

SR sinus rhythm

SS social services

STAT immediately

STD sexually transmitted disease

STH somatotropic hormone

STM short term memory

Sub under

SUI stress urinary incontinence

Super above, upper, excessive

Supra above, upper, excessive

SVR systemic vascular resistance

Sx symptoms

Sym together, with

T temperature

T3 triiodothyronine

T4 thyroxine

TACO transfusion-associated circulatory 
overload

TBSA total body surface area

TCDB turn, cough, deep breathe

TDM treadmill

TED (hose) thromboembolism deterrent

TEP transesophageal puncture
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THOT topical hyperbaric oxygen therapy

THR total hip replacement

THTM thallium treadmill

TIA transient ischemic attack

TIBC total iron binding capacity

TID three times a day

TIL tumor infiltrating lymphocytes

TKR total knee replacement

TNF tumor necrosis factor

TNM tumor, node, metastases

TNTC too numerous to mention

TP tuberculin precipitation

TPN total parenteral nutrition

TPR temperature, pulse, respiration

TRALI transfusion associated lung injury

Trans across, through, beyond

TTN transient tachypnea of the newborn

TTP thrombotic thrombocytopenia purpura

TUPR transurethral prostatic resection

TUR (or TURP) transurethral resection of the prostate

TWB touch weight bear

TWE tap water enema

Tx treatment, traction

UA urinalysis

UAO upper airway obstruction

UBW usual body weight

UGA under general anesthesia

UGI upper gastrointestinal

Ultra beyond, in excess

up ad lib up as desired

UPJ ureteropelvic junction

URI upper respiratory infection

US ultrasonic, ultrasound

UTI urinary tract infection

UVJ ureterovesical junction

VA visual acuity

VBAC vaginal birth after caesarean

VBP venous blood pressure

VC ventricular contraction

VENT ventral

VF/V-fib ventricular fibrillation

VLDL very low density lipoprotein

VMA vanillylmandelic acid

VP venous pressure, venipuncture

VPB ventricular premature beats

VPC ventricular premature contractions

VS vital signs

VSD ventricular septal defect

VT/Vtach ventricular tachycardia

W vessel wall

W/C wheelchair

WBC white blood cell

WD well developed

WHO World Health Organization

WN well nourished

WNL within normal limits

WPW Wolff-Parkinson-White Syndrome

X times
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Parietal region

Frontal region

Orbital region

Nasal region

Oral region

Mental region

Anterior Neck region

Lateral Neck region

Infraclavicular region

Deltoid region

Sternal region

Pectoral region

Brachial region

Cubital region

Antebrachial region

Femoral region

Knee region

Crural region

Axillary region

Hypochondriac region

Epigastric region

Umbilical region

Lateral abdominal region

Inguinal region

Pubic region

Temporal region

Male Figure
(Anterior View)
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Female Figure
(Anterior View)
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Parietal region

Frontal region

Orbital region

Nasal region

Oral region

Mental region

Anterior Neck region

Lateral Neck region

Infraclavicular region

Deltoid region

Sternal region

Pectoral region

Brachial region

Cubital region

Antebrachial region

Femoral region

Knee region

Crural region

Axillary region

Hypochondriac region

Epigastric region

Umbilical region

Lateral abdominal region

Inguinal region

Pubic region

Temporal region
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Pectoralis major muscle

Lobule

Secondary tubule

Mammary duct

Lactiferous sinus

Lactiferous Duct

Nipple

Areola

Lobe

Female Breast
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Frontalis m.
Temporalis m.

Orbicularis oris m.Masseter m.

Pectoralis minor m.

Trapezius m.

Coracobrachialis m.

Deltoid m.

Brachialis m.

Pectoralis major m.

Rectus sheath

Serratus anterior m.

Internal intercostal mm.

Levator scapulae m.

Depressor anguli oris m.
Sternocleidomastoid m.

Zygomaticus minor m.Orbicularis oculi m.

Rectus abdominus m.

Biceps brachii m.

Internal abdominal oblique m.

Brachialis m.

Palmaris longus m.

Extensor carpi 

radialis longus m.

Abductor digiti 

minimi m.

Flexor carpi radialis m.

Abductor pollicis 

brevis m.

Superficial inguinal ring

Flexor pollicis 

brevis m.

Tensor fasciae

latae m.

Flexor pollicis longus m.
Palmaris longus m.

Transversus abdominus m.

Brachioradialis m.

Linea albaExternal abdominal 

oblique m.

Iliopsoas m.
Sartorius m.

Adductor brevis m.

Adductor longus m.

Adductor magnus m.Iliotibial tract

Vastus medialis m.

Lateral patellar retinaculum

Tibialis anterior m.

Patella

Gastrocnemius m.

Vastus lateralis m.Vastus medialis m.

Gracilis m.

Vastus lateralis m.

Pectineus m.Rectus femoris m.

Patellar ligament

Extensor digitorum longus m.

Soleus m.

Tibia

Extensor hallucis longus m.

Abductor hallucis m.

Flexor digitorum longus m.

Extensor hallucis brevis m.

Medial patellar retinaculum

Peronius brevis m.

Flexor digitorum 

superficialis m.

Buccinator m.

Zygomaticus major m.

Peronius longus m.

Muscular System
(Anterior View)
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Skeletal System
(Anterior View)
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Parietal bone

Frontal bone

Temporal bone

Nasal conchae
Maxilla

Manubrium

of sternumCoracoid process

Acromion

Greater tubercle

Head of humerus

Scapula

Humerus

Orbit

Zygomatic bone

Nasal septum

Mandible

Hyoid bone

True ribs (1-7)

False ribs (8-12)

Medial epicondyle

Lateral epicondyle

Radius

Ulna

Sacrum

Anterior superior iliac spine

Head of femur

Greater trochanter

Clavicle

Coracoclavicular ligament

Articular capsule

Subscapularis tendon

Body of sternum

Xiphoid process

Costal cartilages

Anterior longitudinal ligament

Ulnar collateral ligament

Radial collateral ligament

Annular ligament

Iliac crest

Anterior sacroiliac ligament

Interosseous membrane

Inguinal ligament

Coccyx

Iliofemoral ligament

Medial epicondyle

Lateral epicondyle

Patella

Head of fibula

Tibial tuberosity

Quadriceps femoris tendon

Tibial collateral ligament

Fibular collateral ligament

Patellar ligament

Tibia

Fibula

Interosseous membrane

Medial malleolus

Lateral malleolus

Key to Carpal and 
Tarsal Bones:

A Scaphoid

B Trapezium

C Trapezoid

D Capitate

E Lunate

F Pisiform

G Triquetrum

H Hamate

J Intermediate cuneiform

K Lateral cuneiform

L Cuboid

M Talus

N Navicular

O Calcaneus

P Medial cuneiform

Femur

Pubic

symphysis

AB

C

D

E
F

G
H

J
K

L

M
N

O

P

1
2

3
4

5
6

7
8
9
10

11
12
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Skeletal System
(Posterior View)
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Mastoid process

Parietal bone

Key to Carpal Bones:
A Lunate

B Triquetrum

C Hamate

D Capitate

E Scaphoid

F Trapezium

G Trapezoid

Occipital bone

Temporal bone

Atlas (C1)

Axis (C2)

Supraspinous fossa

Acromion

Infraspinatus tendon

Teres minor tendon

Scapula

Ulnar collateral ligament

Radial collateral ligament

Annular ligament

Radius

Ulna

Ilium

Posterior sacroiliac ligament

Iliofemoral ligament

Ischiofemoral ligament

Sacrotuberous ligament

Tibial colateral ligament

Medial meniscus

Anterior cruciate ligament

Fibular collateral ligament

Lateral meniscus

Posterior cruciate ligament

Interosseous membrane

Posterior tibiofibular ligament

Posterior talofibular ligament

Calcaneal (Achilles) tendon

Mandible

Clavicle

Scapular notch

Spine of scapula

Greater tubercle

Head of humerus

Infraspinous fossa

Humerus

Medial epicondyle

Lateral epicondyle

Head of radius

Olecranon of ulna

Posterior superior iliac spine

Sacrum

Greater sciatic notch

Greater trochanter

Head of femur

Medial epicondyle

Lateral epicondyle

Lateral condyles

Head of fibula

Medial condyles

Tibia

Medial malleolus

Lateral malleolus

Metatarsals

Talus

Calcaneus

Fibula

A

B

C
D

E
F

G

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Metacarpals

Phalanges
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Skeletal System
(Vertebral Column – Left Lateral View)
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Atlas (C1)

Cervical vertebrae (C1-C7)

Thoracic vertebrae (T1-T12)

Lumbar vertebrae (L1-L5)

Sacrum

Axis (C2)

Cervical curve

C7

T1

Intervertebral discs

Thoracic curve

Foveae for ribs

T12

L1

Lumbar curve

Intervertebral foramina

L5

Pelvic curve

Coccyx
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Shoulder and Elbow
(Anterior View)
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Coracoclavicular ligament
Coracoid process

(Posterior View)

Coracoacromial ligament

Coracohumural ligament

Transverse humeral ligament

Acromioclavicular ligament

Long tendon of biceps

Subscapularis tendon

Articular capsule

Clavicle

Acromion

Head of humerus

Subscapular fossa

Scapular notch

Scapula

Lesser tubercle

Greater tubercle

Humerus

Humerus

Lateral epicondyle

Ulna

Radius

Coronoid fossa

Medial epicondyle

Trochlea

Coronoid process
Head of radius

Ulnar tuberosity

Capitulum

Radial tuberosity

Acromioclavicular ligament

Supraspinous fossa

Infraspinatus tendon

Teres minor tendon

Scapula

Humerus
Clavicle

Acromion

Head of humerus

Infraspinous fossa

Scapular notch

Greater tubercle

Humerus

Lateral epicondyle

Ulna

Radius

Olecranon fossaMedial epicondyle
Olecranon process

Articular capsule

Radial collateral 

ligament

Annular ligamentUlnar

collateral 

ligament
Interosseous

membrane

Radius

Ulna

Radius

Ulna

Radial collateral ligament

Annular ligament

Ulnar collateral ligament

Interosseous membrane

Biceps tendon

Anterior 

ligament

Olecranon of ulna

Spine of scapula
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Musculoskeletal System – Hand and Wrist
(Dorsal and Palmar Views)
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Extensor digiti minimi m.

Abductor pollicis longus m.

Extensor carpi ulnaris m.

Extensor retinaculum

Extensor digiti minimi t.

Extensor digitorum tt.

2nd, 3rd, 4th Dorsal

interosseous mm.

Extensor pollicis brevis m.

Extensor digitorum tt.

Extensor pollicis brevis t.

Extensor pollicis longus t.

Extensor carpi radialis brevis t.

Extensor carpi radialis longus t.

1st Dorsal interosseous m.

Scaphoid

Trapezium

Trapezoid

Triquetrum

Hamate

Capitate

Lunate

Abductor

pollicis

longus m.Flexor pollicis

longus m.

Opponens pollicis m.

Abductor pollicis

brevis m.

Adductor pollicis m.

Lumbrical mm.

Flexor digitorum profundus tt.

Flexor digitorum

superficialis m.

Flexor carpi

ulnaris m.

Opponens digiti minimi m.

Flexor digiti minimi brevis m.

Abductor digiti minimi m.

Flexor digitorum

superficialis tt.

Deep transverse

metacarpal ll.

Flexor pollicis

longus t.

Extensor pollicis

brevis t.

Carpal  Bones
(Dorsal  View)

Antebrachial fascia

Flexor retinaculum

Radius

Ulna

Metacarpals

UlnaRadius

Flexor

pollicis

brevis m.
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Musculoskeletal System – Hip and Knee
(Anterior and Posterior Views)
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Anterior longitudinal ligament
Sacral promontory

Iliolumbar ligamentSacrum
Anterior scaroiliac ligamentIliac crest

Coccyx

Ilium Sacrotuberous ligament

Anterior superior iliac spine

Sacrospinous ligament

Spine of ischium

Inguinal ligament

Anterior inferior iliac spine

Iliofemoral ligament

Head of femur

Pubofemoral ligamentGreater trochanter

Obturator membrane

Obturator foramen

Pubic symphysis

Pubis
Femur

Lesser trochanter

Quadriceps femoris tendon
Medial epicondyle

Medial patellar retinaculum
Lateral epicondyle

Fibular collateral ligament
Patella

Tibial collateral ligament
Lateral condyles

Lateral patellar retinaculum
Head of fibula

Patellar ligament
Tibial tuberosity

Interosseous membrane

Medial condyles

Tibia

Tibial collateral ligament

Medial meniscus

Anterior cruciate ligament

Fibular collateral ligament

Lateral meniscus

Posterior cruciate ligament

Ilium

Posterior sacroiliac

ligament

Iliofemoral ligament

Ischiofemoral ligament

Sacrotuberous ligament

Posterior superior iliac spine

Sacrum

Greater sciatic notch

Fibula

Femur

Tibia

Fibula

Femur

Ischium
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Musculoskeletal System – Foot and Ankle
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Tibialis anterior m.

Extensor digitorum

longus m.
Tibia

Lateral malleolus

Superior

extensor

retinaculum

Inferior

extensor

retinaculum

Medial malleolus

Extensor  digitorum

brevis m.

Extensor hallicus

longus t.

Peronius tertius m.

Extensor hallicus

brevis m.

Tuberosity of 5th

metatarsal

Abductor

hallucis m.

Dorsal

interosseus mm.Opponens digiti

minimi m.

Fibula

Medial

cuneiform

Navicular

Talus

Calcaneus

Middle

phalanges

Proximal

phalanges

Metatarsals

Intermediate

cuneiform

Lateral

cuneiform

Cuboid

Distal

phalangesExtensor digitorum

longus  tt.

Extensor digitorum

brevis m.
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Vascular System
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Common carotid a.

Internal carotid a.

External jugular v.

Vertebral a.

Subclavian a. & v.

Internal jugular v.

Brachiocephalic trunk

Superior vena cava

Brachiocephalic v. Aortic arch

Axillary a. & v.
Pulmonary a.

Cephalic v.

Pulmonary v.

Brachial a. Cardiac a.

Hepatic v.

Abdominal aorta

Celiac trunk

Basilic v.

Superior mesenteric a.

Median cubital v.

Left renal a. & v.

Radial a.

Gonadal a. & v.

Ulnar a.
Inferior mesenteric a.

Medial antebrachial v.

Inferior vena cava

Deep palmar arch

Common iliac a. & v.

Superficial palmar arch

Internal iliac a. & v.

Superficial venous

palmar arch

External iliac a. & v.

Descending genicular a.

Deep femoral a. & v.

Small saphenous v.

Femoral a. & v.

Lateral tarsal a.

Saphenous v.

Arcuate a.

Popliteal a.

Dorsalis pedis a.

Dorsal venous arch

Right renal a. & v.

Anterior tibial a.

Anterior tibial v.

Peroneal a.

Posterior tibial a.

Posterior tibial v.

Popliteal v.

Lateral genicular aa. Medial genicular aa.
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Heart
(External View)
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Heart
(Internal View)

Left subclavian artery

Left common carotid artery

Left brachiocephalic vein

Brachiocephalic artery

Aortic arch

Superior vena cava

Ligamentum arteriosum

Ascending aorta

Left pulmonary

artery

Right coronary artery

Pulmonary trunk

Right atrium

Left auricle

Right ventricle

Circumflex

artery

Right marginal artery

Great cardiac

vein

Small cardiac vein

Left anterior 

descending

artery

Left ventricle

Anterior cardiac vein

Apex

Inferior 

vena cava

Descending aorta

Left atrium

Superior

vena cava

Right pulmonary

artery

Left ventricle

Right pulmonary

vein

Left pulmonary artery

Aorta

Left pulmonary vein

Pulmonary

semilunar valve

Aortic semilunar valve

Right atrium
Bicuspid (left AV) valve

Tricuspid 

(right AV) valve

Papillary muscle

Inferior vena cava

Interventricular septum

Right ventricle Myocardium

Trabeculae carneae

Chordae tendineae

Right brachiocephalic vein

Left pulmonary

veinRight pulmonary artery

Right pulmonary vein
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Respiratory System
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Frontal sinus

Sphenoid sinusPulmonary arteriole

Alveoli

Pulmonary

venule

Nasopharynx

Soft palate

Oropharynx

Epiglottis

Esophagus

Thyroid cartilage

Cricoid cartilage

Superior nasal concha

Middle nasal concha

Inferior nasal concha

Trachea

Right lung

Superior lobe

Aortic arch

Superior lobar bronchus

Superior vena cava

Middle lobar bronchus

Right atrium

Left ventricle

Right ventricle

Middle lobe

Inferior lobe

Left lung

Superior lobe

Superior lobar bronchus

Inferior lobar bronchus

Oblique fissure

Left anterior

descending artery

Inferior lobe

Tracheal ring

Diaphragm

Pulmonary trunk

Smooth muscle

Oblique fissure

Horizontal fissure
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Digestive System
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Pharynx

TeethTongue

Epiglottis

Esophagus

Common hepatic duct

Liver, right lobe

Gallbladder

Duodenum

Cystic duct

Common bile duct

Ascending colon

Pancreas

Transverse colon

Tenia coli

Iliocecal valve

Rectum

Cecum

Appendix

Liver, left lobe

Stomach

Rugae

Aorta

Portal vein

Muscularis:

Longitudinal

Circular

Oblique

Superior mesenteric

vein & artery

Descending colon

Jejunum

Sigmoid colon

Ileum
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Nervous System
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Brain

Cerebrum

Cerebellum

Lateral cord

Brain Stem

Spinal cord

Cervical plexus

Medial cord
Brachial plexus

Posterior cord

Intercostal nn.

Musculocutaneous n.

Lumbar plexus

Ulnar n.

Sacral plexus

Median n.

Radial n.

Femoral n.

Iliohypogastric n.

Ilioinguinal n.

Sciatic n.

Genitofemoral n.

Lateral femoral 

cutaneous n.

Common peroneal n.

Deep peroneal n.

Superficial peroneal n.

Saphenous n.

Tibial n.

Subcostal n.

Muscular branch

of Femoral n.

Obturator n.

Pudendal n.
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Brain
(Inferior View)
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Cerebrum

Anterior communicating a.

Anterior cerebral a.

Middle cerebral a.

Posterior

communicating a.

Posterior cerebral a.

Superior cerebellar a.

Basilar a.

Vertebral a.

Anterior spinal a.

Anterior inferior

cerebellar a.

Internal carotid a.

Cerebellum

Spinal cord

Posterior inferior

cerebellar a.

Olfactory bulb

Olfactory tract (I)

Optic n. (II)

Optic chiasm

Pituitary gland

Oculomotor n. (III)

Trochlear n. (IV)

Trigeminal n. (V)

Pons

Abducens n. (VI)

Facial n. (VII)

Vestibulo-

cochlear  n.(VIII)

Glosso-

pharyngeal n. (IX)

Vagus n. (X)

Cervical n. I

Hypoglossal n. (XII)

Accessory n. (XI)

Cervical n. II

Medulla oblongata

Pontine aa.

C
BA

Trigeminal Nerve (V) branches:
A Ophthalmic branch

B Maxillary branch

C Mandibular branch
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Lateral rectus m.

Vitreous body

Conjunctiva

Canal of Schlemm

Zonular fibers

Iris

Lens

Cornea

Pupil

Aqueous humor

Anterior chamber

Posterior chamber

Ciliary body

Sclera

Ora serrata

Choroid

Medial rectus m.

Hyaloid canal

Macula lutea

Optic disc

Retinal vessels

Optic nerve

Nerve sheath

Retina

The Right Eye
(Transverse Section)
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Temporalis bone

External

auditory

canal

Temporalis m.

Cartilage

Middle ear

Semicircular
canals:
Posterior

Lateral

Anterior

Cochlea

Cochlear nerve

Eustachian tube

Cartilage

NasopharynxTympanic

membrane Ossicles:

Stapes

Incus

Malleus

Antihelix

External acoustic

meatus

Helix

Triangular fossa

Scapha

Concha

Vestibular nerve

The Right Ear
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Inferior vena cava

Inferior mesenteric a.

Fibrous capsule

Papilla

Minor calyx

Major calyx

Branches of 

renal artery

Cortex

Adrenal gland

Right kidney

Right renal aa.

Right renal v.

Renal pelvis

Right gonadal a.& v.

Right common iliac v.

Right common iliac a.

Urinary bladder

Trigone

Opening of ureter

Urethra

Left kidney

Abdominal aorta

Left ureter

Left common iliac v.

Left common iliac a.

Celiac trunk

Supererior mesenteric a.

Renal pyramid

Renal column

Renal pelvis

Adrenal gland

Renal a.

Urinary System
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Male Genital System
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Prostate

Bladder

Bulbourethral gland

Glans penis

Urethral opening

Corona

Trigone

Prostatic

urethra

Membranous

urethra
Bulb of penis

Crus of penis

Opening of

bulbourethral

gland

Corpus cavernosum

Deep artery of penis

Corpus spongiosum

Ductus deferens

Epididymis

Efferent ductules

Rete testes

Lobule

Septum

Rectum

Anus

Ampulla of ductus deferens

Urinary bladder

Seminal vesicle

Peritoneum

Ejaculatory duct

Prostate gland

Urogenital diapragm

Pubic symphysis

Corpus spongiosum

Urethra

Ductus deferens

Corpus cavernosum

Testis

Epididymis

Navicular fossa

Glans of penis

Seminiferous tubule

Tunica

albuginea
Penile

urethra

Sigmoid colon

Scrotum

Suspensory ligament

Sacrum

Anal sphincter

Prostatatic utricle

Urethral opening

Prepuce
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Body of uterus

Uterine cavity

Perimetrium

Myometrium

Endometrium

Uterosacral ligament

Vagina

Ovarian

ligament
Isthmus of fallopian tube

Fundus of uterus

Oocyte

Fimbriae of fallopian tube

Infundibulum of fallopian tube

Mesposalpinx

Ampulla of fallopian tube

Cervical canal

Cervix

Broad ligament

Rectouterine

pouch

Sigmoid colon

Sacrum

Rectum

Cervix

Anal sphincter

Anus

Vagina

Suspensory

ligament

Fallopian tube

Ovary

Round ligament

of uterus

Peritoneum

Uterus

Urinary bladder

Pubic symphysis

Urethra

Ovary

Corpus luteum

Fimbriae

Suspensory

ligament

Clitoris

Labium majus

Vaginal orifice

Labium minus

Female Genital System
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Diaphragm

Liver

Stomach

Transverse colon

Pancreas

Placenta

Uterus

Amniotic fluid

Umbilical cord

Small intestine

Sacrum

Rectum

Cervix

Coccyx

Vagina

Bladder

Pubic symphysis

Urethra

Sigmoid colon

Female Reproductive System – Pregnancy
(Lateral View)
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Terminology
2D Echocardiography  A feature of the 
echocardiogram machine which allows imaging of the 
heart structure.

3D conformal radiotherapy Radiation delivery that 
is performed using three dimensional scans to directly 
treat a tumor with less destruction of healthy tissue.

CPT	 0520F,	4165F

3D rendering  The application of computer software to 
give a two dimensional object depth and texture.

CPT	 76376

4D imaging  The application of computer software to 
give a three dimensional object motion.

A-hydroCort  Drug used as a corticosteroid-type 
hormone when the body is not producing enough cortisol. 
Also used to suppress the immune system in order to 
treat conditions such as allergies, rejection of transplanted 
organs, or rheumatoid arthritis.

HCPCS II	 J1710

A-MethaPred  Drug used to provide relief for inflamed 
areas of the body and to treat severe allergies, skin 
problems, asthma, or arthritis.

HCPCS II	 J2920,	J2930

A-mode  A one-dimensional representation of a reflected 
sound wave in a diagnostic ultrasound.

A-Spas  Drug used for relief from spasms of the gastrointestinal 
tract, the bladder, and the biliary tract, and in controlling 
conditions such as colitis, spastic bladder, diverticulitis, infant 
colic, renal and biliary colic, peptic ulcer, irritable bowel 
syndrome , splenic flexure syndrome, and pancreatitis.

HCPCS II	 J0500

Aarskog-Scott syndrome  A syndrome of wide spaced 
eyes, front facing nostrils, a broad upper lip, a malformed 
scrotum, and looseness of the ligaments resulting in bending 
back of the knees, flat feet, and overly extensible fingers.

abarelix   Drug used in the palliative treatment of 
advanced prostate cancer.

abarognosis  Loss of the ability to sense weight.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 781.99

abasia  Inability to walk.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 300.11,	307.9,	781.3

abatacept   Drug used to treat arthritis.
HCPCS II	 J0129

Abbe-Estlander procedure  Procedure in which 
lower lip is used to reconstruct upper lip. Also known as 
lip switch.

CPT	 40527

Abbokinase   Drug used to dissolve blood clots that 
have formed in certain blood vessels.

HCPCS II	 J3365

Abbokinase, open cath  Drug used to dissolve blood 
clots that form in tubes that are placed in the body.

HCPCS II	 J3364

abciximab  Drug used to lessen the chance of heart 
attack in people who need percutaneous coronary 
intervention (PCI), a procedure to open blocked arteries 
of the heart.

HCPCS II	 J0130

abdominal aorta  The portion of the aorta (main 
blood vessel) in the abdomen.

abdominal cavity  The hollow space of the body 
between the diaphragm and pelvis containing the 
abdominal organs.

abdominal delivery  Delivery of an infant through 
an incision made into the intact uterus through the 
abdominal wall.

CPT	 59514,	59618,	59620
ICD-9-CM Px	 74.0-74.99

abdominal hysterectomy  Surgical removal of all or 
part of the uterus through an incision in the abdominal 
wall.

CPT	 58150-58240,	58951,	58953-58956
ICD-9-CM Px	 68.39,	68.41,	68.49,	68.61,	68.69
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abdominohysterectomy  Surgical removal of all or 
part of the uterus through an incision in the abdominal 
wall.

CPT	 58150-58240,	58951,	58953-58956
ICD-9-CM Px	 68.39,	68.41,	68.49,	68.61,	68.69

abdominoplasty  Plastic surgery of the abdomen in 
which excess fatty tissue and skin are removed, usually for 
cosmetic purposes.

CPT	 15847

abduction  Movement of a body part away from the 
medial plane.

Abelcet  Drug used to help the body overcome serious 
infections caused by fungus.

HCPCS II	 J0287

aberrant  1) Deviating from the usual course, as certain 
ducts, vessels, or nerves. 2) Out of place; ectopic.

aberration  Deviation from the normal or usual.

abiotrophy  Progressive loss of the ability of 
certain tissues to live, leading to disorders; applied to 
degenerative hereditary disease of late onset.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 799.89

ablation  Removal of a body part of the destruction of its 
function, as by surgery, disease, or noxious substance.

There	are	too	many	CPT	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	CPT	book	
for	appropriate	codes.

ABLC (amphotericin B lipid complex)  Drug used to 
help the body overcome serious fungal infections.

HCPCS II	 J0285

ablutomania  Morbid preoccupation with thoughts 
about cleanliness, exhibited by frequent washing, as seen 
in obsessive-compulsive disorder.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 300.3

ABO  A, B, and O are the three major blood types. ABO 
incompatibility is a reaction of the immune system that 
occurs if two different and incompatible blood types are 
mixed together. 

ICD-9-CM Dx	 656.2x,	999.60-999.69

abocclusion  Condition in which the upper teeth do not 
touch the lower teeth when biting.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 524.2

aborted systole  A weak contraction of the heart, 
usually premature.

abortifacient  A substance that causes pregnancy to 
end prematurely and cause an abortion.

aboulomania  Pathological indecisiveness and the 
inability to act independently.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 301.6

abrachia  Congenital absence of the arms.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 755.2

abrachiocephalia  Congenital absence of the arms and 
head. Also known as acephalobrachia.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 759.89

abrasion arthroplasty  Surgical procedure to reshape 
the joint by grinding down the damaged surface then 
allowing new joint surface to form by itself.

Abraxane  Drug used to treat cancer of the breast after 
other treatments have failed.

HCPCS II	 J9264

abscess  A localized collection of pus in a cavity formed 
by decomposed or decayed tissue.

There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

absolute pitch  The ability to identify unerringly the 
fundamental frequency of a tone that is heard.

absorptiometry  A diagnostic technique for measuring 
bone mineral density in which an image of bone is 
produced.

CPT	 77080,	78350,	78351

absorption cavities  Hollow spaces that are formed 
when developing compact bone due to osteoclastic 
erosion, usually occurring in the areas laid down first.

abulia  Loss or impairment of the ability to make 
decisions or act independently.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 799.89

acalcerosis  Deficiency of calcium.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 275.4

acanthion  A point at the tip of the front of the nasal 
spine.

acanthamoeba  A microscopic organism that is found 
in dirt, dust and water. The organism can cause infection 
in humans.

ICD-9-CM Dx 136.21
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acanthrocytosis  A rare condition in which the majority 
of the red blood cells are acanthocytes (a red blood cell 
characterized by spiny cytoplasmic projections).

ICD-9-CM Dx	 272.5

acapnia  A condition marked by the presence of less 
than the normal amount of carbon dioxide in the blood 
and tissues.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 276.3

acarbia  Decrease of bicarbonate in the blood.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 276.2

acardia  Congenital absence of the heart.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 759.89

acardiotrophia  Atrophy (wasting away) of the 
myocardium (heart muscle).

ICD-9-CM Dx	 429.1

acardius  An imperfectly formed free twin fetus, lacking 
a heart and other body parts.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 759.89

acaridiasis  Infestation with mites.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 133.9

acarophobia  1) An abnormal fear of mites, small 
insects, or worms. 2) An abnormal fear of small particles, 
or itching.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 300.29

acatalasemia  Hereditary deficiency of catalyses 
(enzyme) in the blood, often manifested by recurrent 
infection or ulceration of the gums and related oral 
structures.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 277.89

accessory nerve  Either of the 11th pair of cranial nerves, 
which convey motor impulses to the pharynx (throat) and 
muscle of the upper thorax, back and shoulder.

ACE (angiotensin-converting enzyme)  A drug 
that lowers blood pressure by interfering with the 
breakdown of a substance involved in blood pressure 
regulation.

acellular dermal replacement  A synthetic skin 
graft used on burn patients to close the resulting wound 
caused by a burn.

CPT	 15170-15176

acephalobrachia  Congenital absence of the arms and 
head.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 759.89

acephalus  A headless fetus.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 740

acetabuloplasty  Surgical repair of the acetabulum 
(the cup-shaped cavity at the base of the hip bone into 
which the head of the femur fits).

CPT	 27120-27122

Acetadote  Drug used to lessen potential lung damage 
resulting in an overdose of acetaminophen, the leading 
cause of drug toxicity in the United States.

HCPCS II	 J0132

acetaminophen  A crystalline compound used in 
chemical synthesis and in medicine to relieve pain and 
reduce fevers. Also known as the brand name Tylenol.

acetazolamide sodium  Drug used to treat glaucoma 
and as an anticonvulsant to control certain seizures in the 
treatment of epilepsy.

HCPCS II	 J1120

acetylcysteine  Used to lessen potential lung damage 
resulting in an overdose of acetaminophen, the leading 
cause of drug toxicity in the United Sates.

HCPCS II	 J0132,	J7608

achalasia  The failure of a ring of muscle fibers, such as a 
sphincter of the esophagus, to relax.

There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

acheilia  Congenital absence of the lips.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 750.26

acheiria  Congenital absence of the hands.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 755.21

achillobursitis  Inflammation and thickening of the 
bursae (fluid-filled sac at the joints) about the Achilles 
tendon.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 726.71

achillodynia  Pain due to inflammation of the Achilles 
tendon or the bursa associated with it.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 726.71

achillotomy  Surgical division of the Achilles tendon.
CPT	 27605-27606

achlorhydria  A lack of hydrochloric acid in the digestive 
juices in the stomach.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 280.9,	536.0

acholia  Lack or absence of secretion of bile.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 575.8
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achondroplasia  The most common form of short 
stature with disproportionately short limbs.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 756.4

achromate  A person with monochromatic vision 
(complete color blindness).

ICD-9-CM Dx	 368.54

achromatopsia  Complete color blindness; inability to 
discriminate hues, all colors of the spectrum appearing as 
neutral grays with varying shades of light and dark.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 368.54

achromia  The lack or absence of normal color or 
pigmentation, as of the skin.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 111.0,	270.2,	703.8

Achromycin  A drug used for respiratory infections 
due to Hemophilus influezae, Streptococcus pneumonia, 
or Mycoplasma pneumonia, and for nongonococcal 
urethritis, Rocky Mountain spotted fever, typhus, 
chancroid, cholera, brucellosis, anthrax, syphilis, acne, and 
Helicobacter	pylori infections.

HCPCS II	 J0120

achylia  Absence of hydrochloric acid and pepsinogens 
(pepsin) in the gastric juice.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 306.4,	536.3,	536.8,	577.1

acid reflux  A burning sensation, usually centered in the 
middle of the chest near the breast bone, caused by the 
reflux of acidic stomach fluids that enter the lower end of 
the esophagus.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 530.81

acidosis  An abnormal increase in the acidity of body 
fluids, caused either by accumulation of acids or by 
depletion of bicarbonates.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 276.2,	276.4,	588.89,	656.8x,	775.81

aciniform  Resembling an acinus (small saclike dilation) 
or grape like structure.

acinus  A small saclike dilation, particularly one in a 
gland.

acoustic  Pertaining to sound or to the sense of hearing.

acoustic nerve  A sensory nerve that emerges from the 
brainstem and consists of the vestibular nerve and the 
cochlear nerve, that affect the ear.

acoustic neuroma  A benign tumor that may develop 
on the nerves near the inner ear for hearing and balance.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 225.1

acoustic reflex  The reflex contraction of the intra-aural 
muscles (tensor tympani and stapedius) in response to 
sound. Also known as intra-aural reflex, cochlear reflex, 
auditory reflex.

acquired defect  A non-genetic imperfection arising 
secondarily, after birth.

acroagnosis  Absence of sensory perception of the 
limbs.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 781.99

acrocephalosyndactyly  A congenital syndrome 
characterized by a peaked head due to premature closure 
of the skull sutures and is associated with webbed fingers 
or toes. Also known as acrodysplasia.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 755.55

acrochordon  A small tag of skin that may have a stalk 
or stemlike connecting part.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 701.8

acrocyanosis  Blueness of the extremities.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 443.89,	770.83

acrodynia  Pain in the extremities.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 729.5

acrodysplasia  A congenital syndrome characterized 
by a peaked head due to premature closure of the skull 
sutures and is associated with webbed fingers or toes. 
Also known as acrocephalosyndactyly.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 755.55

acroesthesia  1) Pain in the extremities. 2) Exaggerated 
sensitiveness.

acromegaly  Condition due to the production of too 
much growth hormone by the pituitary gland after the 
end of adolescence.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 253

acromelalgia  A form of erythromelalgia (a sudden 
attack of pain in the skin) characterized by redness, pain, 
and swelling of the fingers and toes, headache, and 
vomiting.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 443.82

acromioclavicular  Pertaining to the acromion (the 
outer edge of the scapula) and clavicle (collarbone).

acrophobia  An abnormally excessive and persistent 
fear of heights.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 300.29
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ACTH  Drug used for diagnosing adrenal gland function 
and treating low levels of certain hormones. It is also used 
to treat certain types of problems related to the thyroid, 
immune system, eye, lung, blood and bowel.

HCPCS II	 J0800

Acthar  Drug used for diagnosing adrenal gland function 
and treating low levels of certain hormones. It is also used 
to treat certain types of problems related to the thyroid, 
immune system, eye, lung, blood and bowel.

HCPCS II	 J0800

Acthrel   Drug used to differentiate pituitary and ectopic 
production of ACTH in patients with ACTH-dependent 
Cushing’s syndrome.

HCPCS II	 J0795

actigraphy  Method of activity and sleep study achieved 
by mounting a small actigraph (electronic device used to 
measure sleep patterns) unit on a patient for an extended 
period of time.

CPT	 95803

Actimmune   Drug used in reducing the number 
and severity of infections associated with chronic 
granulomatous disease. It is also used to delay the 
progression of severe, life-threatening bone density 
disease.

HCPCS II	 J9216

actinic cheilitis  Pain and swelling of the lips and 
development of a scaly crust on the red border after 
exposure to actinic (producing chemical action) rays; it 
may be acute or chronic.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 692.72,	692.74,	692.82

actinic elastosis  Premature aging of the skin and 
degeneration of the elastic tissue of the dermis due to 
prolonged exposure to sunlight.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 692.74

actinic keratosis  A wart lesion occurring on the sun 
exposed skin of the faces or hands, especially of light-
skinned persons. Also known as senile keratosis.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 370.24

actinotherapy  The therapeutic use of ultraviolet light.
CPT	 0168T,	96900

action tremor  Rhythmic, back and forth, involuntary 
movements of the outstretched upper limb; it may also 
affect the voice and other parts.

Activase  Used to dissolve blood clots that have formed 
in certain blood vessels.

HCPCS II	 J2997

acupressure  The application of pressure on specific 
points on the body to control symptoms such as pain or 
nausea.

acupuncture  A procedure used in or adapted from 
Chinese medical practice in which specific body areas are 
pierced with fine needles for therapeutic purposes or to 
relieve pain or produce regional anesthesia.

CPT	 97810-97811,	97813-97814

acute  Having severe or sudden onset of symptoms and 
a short course.

acute hemolytic transfusion reaction (AHTR) A 
potentially life-threatening immune system reaction due 
to blood incompatibility that causes immediate (within 24 
hours) intravascular destruction of transfused red blood 
cells by the patient’s own immune system. Symptoms 
include abrupt onset of fever, chills, rigors, lumbar back 
pain, dyspnea, constricting chest pain, hypotension, 
increased heart rate, and a feeling of impending doom.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 999.62,	999.72,	999.77,	999.84

acute idiopathic pulmonary hemorrhage in 
infants (AIPHI)  A very rare condition of bleeding in 
the lungs in infants over 28 days old. Diagnostic criteria 
include pulmonary hemorrhage in a healthy infant over 32 
weeks gestation with no prior history, severe presentation 
causing respiratory distress or failure requiring mechanical 
respiration, and von Willebrand’s disease ruled out.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 786.31

acute myeloid leukemia  A common type of 
leukemia in which myeloblasts (an immature cell of the 
bone marrow) predominate, it is divided into two types on 
the basis of degree of cell differentiation (the process by 
which cells change into a certain type of cell).

ICD-9-CM Dx	 205.0x

acute pain  The physiological response to trauma, 
injury, surgery, or illness, generally limited from days to 
weeks.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 338.11,	338.18,	338.19

acute pancreatitis  The initial stage of pancreatitis, 
characterized by gradual or sudden severe pain in the 
center part of the abdomen that moves around to the 
back, signaling a damaged or irritated pancreas.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 577.0
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acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS)  A 
syndrome caused by severe inflammation in the body, 
usually by a severe pneumonia, but can be caused by 
pancreatitis, shock, severe infection anywhere in the body 
and is associated with a severe lack of oxygen, respiratory 
distress usually requiring life support.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 518.5,	518.82

acute respiratory failure  Sudden, severe inability to 
perform gas exchange.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 518.81,	518.84

acute sinusitis  Symptoms of infection in the sinuses 
that begin suddenly, often about one week after a typical 
cold.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 461.9

acyanoblepsia  Inability to see the color blue. Also 
known as blue blindness.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 368.53

acyanotic  The absence of cyanosis, or blueness of the skin.

acyanotic heart disease  Heart defect without bluish 
discoloration of the skin.

acyclovir  An antiviral drug used to treat infections 
caused by herpes viruses, including genital herpes, cold 
sores, shingles, and chicken pox. Also known as Zovirax.

HCPCS II	 J0133

Adagen  Drug used to treat children who do not have a 
properly developed immune system because of a lack of 
adenosine deaminase assay (ADA) in the body.

HCPCS II	 J2504

adalimumab  Drug used for reducing the signs and 
symptoms of rheumatoid arthritis, psoriatic arthritis, and 
ankylosing spondylitis.

HCPCS II	 J0135

ADAMTS-13  The gene that is responsible for making the 
enzyme the body uses for blood clotting.

CPT	 85397

add-on codes  Describes additional service associated 
with the primary procedure and must never be reported as 
a stand alone code.

Addison’s disease  A disease caused by partial or total 
failure of adrenocortical gland function, characterized 
by bronzelike pigmentation of the skin and mucous 
membranes, anemia, weakness, nausea, and low 
blood pressure. Also known as bronzed disease, chronic 
adrenocortical insufficiency, glucocorticoid deficiency, 
primary adrenal insufficiency.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 255.41

adduction  Movement toward the midline of the body 
or the midline of a limb, drawing the limbs together.

adductor  A muscle which draws a body part towards 
the center or midline of the body.

adductor tendinitis  An inflammation of the adductor 
tendons, commonly occurring in athletes and horse 
riders, with localized pain over the tendinous origin of the 
adductor longus from the pubis or at its musculotendinous 
junction.

There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

adenectomy  The surgical removal of one or more 
lymph nodes.

There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

adenia  Chronic, great enlargement of the lymphatic 
glands.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 289.1

adenitis  Inflammation of a lymph node or lymph gland.
There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

adenocarcinoma  A malignant tumor of epithelial cells 
found in glandular tissue.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 171.9,	198.89,	215.9

adenocard  Drug used to treat supraventricular 
tachycardia, a rhythm disturbance of the heart.

HCPCS II	 J0150,	J0152

adenoid cystic cancer  A rare type of cancer that 
usually begins in the salivary glands.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 142.9,	198.89,	230.0

adenoma  A benign epithelial tumor of an endocrine 
gland, which has the potential to become cancerous.

There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).
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adenomatous polyp  A grape-like shaped growth that 
occurs on the lining of the colon and rectum, which can 
become cancerous.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 211.3,	211.4

adenopathy  An abnormal enlargement or swelling of 
the glands, especially the lymph nodes.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 785.6

adenoscan  Drug used to treat supraventricular 
tachycardia, a rhythm disturbance of the heart.

HCPCS II	 J0150,	J0152

adenosine  Drug used to treat supraventricular 
tachycardia, a rhythm disturbance of the heart.

HCPCS II	 J0150,	J0152

adenosis  The abnormal development or formation of 
gland tissue, such as the presence of multiple ectopic 
areas of columnar epithelium in the vagina.

There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

adenovirus  Any of a group of DNA-containing viruses 
that cause conjunctivitis (inflammation of the mucous 
membrane that lines the inner surface of the eyelid) and 
upper respiratory tract infections in humans.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 079.0

adherent leucoma  An opaque white spot, similar to 
a cataract, which appears on the cornea following an eye 
injury.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 918.1,	918.9

adhesion  A condition in which fibrous tissues are 
formed between two normally separate body tissues, 
which may cause a lot pain when stretched, because 
fibrous tissue is not elastic.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 568.0,	752.69

adiadochokinesia  The inability to perform rapid 
alternating movements of one or more of the extremities. 
This task is sometimes requested by physicians during 
physical exams to determine if there are neurological 
problems.

Adie’s syndrome  A neurological condition in which the 
pupils are of unequal size.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 379.46

adipodermal  Pertaining to both the dermal layer of 
skin and the layer of fat just beneath it.

adiposalgia  Condition in which painful areas of 
subcutaneous (under the skin) fat develop.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 272.8

adipose tissue  Connective tissue that has been 
specialized to store fat.

adiposity  The condition of being obese; increased body 
weight caused by excessive accumulation of fat.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 278.02,	278.1,	429.1

adjacent tissue transfer  A mass of tissue for 
grafting, usually including skin, only partially removed 
from one part of the body so that it retains its own blood 
supply during its transfer to a new location; used to repair 
defects is an adjacent or distant part of the body.

CPT	 14000-14350

adjunctive therapy  Another treatment used together 
with the primary treatment to enhance its effect or 
minimize potential toxic side effects.

adjuvant  An add-on or additional therapy.

adjuvant analgesic  Drugs that have a primary use 
other than pain control, but have secondary pain relieving 
qualities.

adjuvant chemotherapy  Chemotherapy performed 
after surgery to destroy any remaining cancerous tissue.

administration route  The manner in which a drug 
or therapy is introduced into the body (e.g., intravenously, 
orally, intramuscularly).

adnexa  Different anatomical parts that are accessory, 
adjoining, or added on.

adnexitis  Inflammation of the adnexa uteri 
(appendages of the uterus).

ICD-9-CM Dx	 614.2

adrenal apoplexy  Sudden massive hemorrhage into 
the adrenal gland, occurring in Waterhouse-Friderichsen 
Syndrome.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 036.3

adrenal corticotropic hormone (ACTH)  A 
hormone produced by the pituitary gland to stimulate 
the adrenal glands. Excessive levels may lead to fertility 
problems.
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adrenal glands  Two triangular glands located 
above each kidney. The cortex (outer portion) produces 
corticosteroids responsible for regulating the sodium and 
potassium levels in the body, the reaction to stress, the 
rate of metabolism, and sexual and immune function. The 
adrenal medulla (inner portion) produces adrenalin and 
noradrenalin, the fight or flight hormone released when 
the body experiences stress, fear, or extreme urgency.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 227.0

adrenalectomy  Surgical excision of one or both of the 
adrenal glands.

CPT	 60540

adrenalin  The hormone secreted by the central part 
(medulla) of the adrenal gland, also used as a drug to treat 
anaphylaxis, sudden or severe breathing problems, severe 
allergic reactions from food, drugs, or other substances, 
and certain heart problems.

HCPCS II	 J0171

adrenergic  Referring to neuronal or neurologic activity 
caused by neurotransmitters such as epinephrine, 
norepinephrine, and dopamine.

adrenocortical cancer, stage I  The cancer is smaller 
than 5 cm and has not spread into tissues around the 
adrenal gland.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 194.0

adrenocortical cancer, stage II  The cancer that is 
larger than 5 cm (about 2 inches) and has not spread into 
tissues around the adrenal gland.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 194.0

adrenocortical cancer, stage III  The cancer has 
spread into tissues around the adrenal gland or to lymph 
nodes around the adrenal gland.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 194.0

adrenocortical cancer, stage IV  The cancer has 
spread to nearby tissues or organs and to lymph nodes 
around the adrenal cortex, or into other parts of the body.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 194.0

Adriamycin  An antibiotic medication also used to 
destroy tumors.

Adriamycin PFS  A cancer medication that interferes 
with the growth of cancer cells, causing them to be 
destroyed by the body. It is used to treat cancer affecting 
various parts of the body, such as the blood, thyroid, 
lymph system, bladder, breast, stomach, lungs, ovaries, 
kidneys, nerves, bones, and soft tissues, etc. Also known 
as doxorubicin hydrochloride.

HCPCS II	 J9000

Adriamycin RDF  Drug used to treat many types of 
cancer.

HCPCS II	 J9000

Adrucil  Drug used to treat cancer of the colon, rectum, 
breast, stomach, and pancreas.

HCPCS II	 J9190

advancement flap  A local mass of tissue, usually 
including skin, is carried to its new position by a sliding 
technique to close the defect. Also known as sliding flap.

CPT	 15570-15650

adventitia  The membranous outer covering of an organ 
or a blood vessel.

adventitious cyst  1) An abnormal sac that resembles 
a cyst but has no membranous lining. 2) A cyst whose 
wall is formed by a host cell and not by a parasite. 3) 
A cyst consisting of a host cell enclosing a mass of 
Toxoplasma parasites, usually found in the brain.

adversive seizure  A type of focal motor seizure in 
which there is forceful, sustained turning to one side by 
the eyes, head, or body.

adynamic ileus  Intestinal obstruction due to inhibition 
of bowel motility.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 560.1

aeroallergen  Allergen that is suspended in the air and 
breathed into the respiratory tract, where it begins an 
allergic reaction.

aerobic  1) When molecular oxygen is present. 2) 
Growing, living, or occurring in the presence of molecular 
oxygen. 3) Requiring oxygen for respiration. 4) Designed 
to increase oxygen consumption by the body.

AeroBid  Drug used to prevent or reduce the frequency 
and seriousness of bronchial asthma attacks.

HCPCS II	 J7641

AeroBid-M  Drug used to prevent asthma attacks and 
other conditions involving inflammation of the lung tissues.

HCPCS II	 J7641
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aerodontalgia  Pain in the teeth that results from a 
change in air pressure.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 993.2

aerosolized  A form of administration in which a drug, 
is turned into a fine spray (aerosol) or mist by a nebulizer, 
and then inhaled.

aerotitis  A morbid condition of the ear due to exposure 
to differing atmospheric pressures.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 993

AFB Smear  A laboratory technique for visualizing 
mycobacteria under the microscope; however, a positive 
result cannot distinguish between TB, MAI or other 
mycobacterial infections.

afebrile  Without a fever.

affective disorder  Mood disorder, such as depression, 
dysthymia, depressive adjustment disorder with depressed 
mood, and bipolar disorder.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 296.81,	296.90

afterloading  The insertion of a radioactive substance 
through an applicator that was implanted earlier.

agalactia  The absence or faulty secretion of milk after 
childbirth.

agalsidase beta  Drug used in the treatment of Fabry 
disease.

HCPCS II	 J0180

Agar dilution method  A test used to measure the 
effectiveness of a chemical agent by determining the zone 
of inhibition (refrain or block).

CPT	 87186,	87187

age-associated memory impairment (AAMI)  The 
mild disturbance in memory function that occurs normally 
with aging; benign senescent forgetfulness.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 290.0,	290.10-290.3,	780.93

age-related macular degeneration  A 
degenerative condition of the retina leading to blindness, 
beginning with yellowish deposits in the retina causing 
blurred and distorted vision, trouble discerning colors, and 
difficulty adjusting to light; contributing factors include 
age, family history, hypertension, and others.

agenesis  Absence or incomplete development of an 
organ or body part.

There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

agglutination  Clumping together of particles or cells.

Aggrastat  Drug used in the treatment of acute coronary 
syndrome, whether managed medically or by undergoing 
PTCA or atherectomy.

HCPCS II	 J3246

agitated depression  Major depression disorder 
accompanied by more or less constant activity.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 296.2x,	296.3x

agitation  A strong emotion of anxiety, irritation, or 
restlessness.

aglossia  Congenital absence of the tongue.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 750.11

aglutition  Inability to swallow.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 307.1,	787.2x

agnail  A loose narrow strip of skin near the base of a 
fingernail that can tear or produce a painful, infected sore; 
a hangnail.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 681.02

agomphosis  Congenital absence of the teeth; anodontia.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 520.0

agonist  A chemical or drug that binds to a receptor 
and mimics the action of a naturally occurring particle to 
trigger a reaction within the cell.

agoraphobia  A disorder often triggered by anxiety 
about being in places or situations in which escape might 
be difficult or embarrassing, or in which help may not be 
available should a panic attack occur.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 300.21,	300.22

agrammatism  Inability to speak grammatically because 
of brain injury or disease, usually with simplified sentence 
structure and errors in tense, number, and gender.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 784.69

agraphia  The loss of a pre-existing ability to write.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 315.39,	784.61,	784.69

agrypnia  Inability to sleep.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 780.52

aguesia  Loss of the sense of taste.

AIDS dementia complex  A degenerative neurological 
condition with a wide variety of clinical presentations, 
including loss of coordination, mood swings, loss of 
inhibitions, and finally wide spread cognitive deficit.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 042
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AIDS Related Complex (ARC)  A condition in which 
HIV antibody tests are positive, and symptoms including 
fatigue, night sweats, enlarged lymph nodes, diarrhea, 
weight loss, and fever.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 042

ailurophobia  Irrational fear of cats.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 300.29

air sacs  Spherical structures found in the respiratory 
system which are the main sites of gas exchange with the 
blood.

air sinus  An air-containing space within a bone.

air trapping  Air caught behind collapsed bronchial 
branches during expiration.

airborne infection  Infection that is contracted by 
inhalation of microorganisms or spores suspended in air 
on water droplets or dust particles.

airway collapse  Actual collapse or closure of branches 
of the bronchial tree, caused by weakened bronchial walls 
secondary to disease.

airway obstruction  Narrowing, clogging, or blocking 
of the air passages.

AK-Zol  Drug used to treat glaucoma and as an 
anticonvulsant to control certain seizures in the treatment 
of epilepsy. Sometimes used to prevent or lessen some 
effects in mountain climbers who climb in high altitudes.

HCPCS II	 J1120

akathisia  An inability to sit or remain still due to 
internal restlessness.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 333.99,	781.0

akinesia  Delay in initiating movement or the inability to 
move due to problems within the brain.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 352.6

akinetic mutism  A state of apparent alertness with 
following eye movements, but no speech or voluntary 
motor responses.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 784.3

Akineton  Drug used to treat stiffness, tremors, spasms, 
and poor muscle control of Parkinson’s disease and used to 
treat and prevent these same muscular conditions when 
they are caused by other drugs.

HCPCS II	 J0190

alacrima  Hereditary or congenital deficiency or absence 
of tear secretion.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 743.65

alanine aminotransferase (ALT)  A liver enzyme, 
measured through a blood test, that indicates the health 
of the liver. Levels may be raised in hepatitis and other 
infections, or due to drug toxicities.

alar cartilage  Either of a pair of cartilages that form 
the tip of the nose.

alar nasi  The outer wall of the nostril.

alar rim  The border of the nostril.

alatrofloxacin mesylate  A drug used to kill certain 
bacteria or in treating severe infections of the blood, pelvic 
area, skin, and lungs.

HCPCS II	 J0200

Albee’s operation  An operation for ankylosis 
(abnormal fusion of a joint) of the hip, in which the 
upper portion of the head of the femur is removed and 
the corresponding point on the acetabulum is scored or 
freshened, so the two newer surfaces rest in contact with 
each other.

albino  Lacking normal pigmentation, resulting in 
abnormally pale or white skin and hair and pink or blue 
eyes with a deep-red pupil.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 270.2

albumin  A type of protein widely distributed in the 
tissues and fluids of plants and animals; the single 
most abundant protein in blood that acts as a carrier for 
numerous substances.

albuminuria  More than normal amounts of the 
protein, albumin, found in the urine, which may be a sign 
of kidney disease.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 034.1,	593.6,	642.4x,	646.2x,	760.1,	
785.9,	791.0

albuterol  Bronchodilator that relaxes muscles in the 
airways and increases air flow to the lungs, used to 
treat or prevent bronchospasm in people with reversible 
obstructive airway disease.

HCPCS II	 J7609,	J7610,	J7620

albuterol, ipratropium bromide  Drug used to treat 
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease.

HCPCS II	 J7620
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alcoholic cardiomyopathy  Dilated disease of the 
heart muscle in patients abusing alcohol.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 425.5

alcoholic cirrhosis  Inflammation with loss of function 
of the liver in alcoholics, due to associated nutritional 
deficiency or chronic excessive exposure to alcohol as a 
hepatotoxin.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 571.2

alcoholic coma  Stupor accompanying severe alcoholic 
intoxication.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 780.01

aldesleukin  Drug used to treat wide-spread cancer of 
the kidney and skin.

HCPCS II	 J9015

Aldomet  Drug used to treat hypertension.
HCPCS II	 J0210

aldosterone  A substance produced by the adrenal 
glands that helps to regulate salt and water balance by 
holding on to salt and water, and removing potassium.

Aldurazyme  Drug used in the treatment of 
mucopolysaccharidosis.

HCPCS II	 J1931

alefacept  Drug used for the treatment of moderate 
to severe chronic plaque psoriasis in people who are 
candidates for systemic therapy or phototherapy.

HCPCS II	 J0215

alemtuzumab  Drug used to treat certain form of 
leukemia in patients who have already received and/or 
have not responded to other cancer chemotherapy drugs.

HCPCS II	 J9010

alexia  Loss of a previously intact ability to grasp the 
meaning of written or printed words and sentences.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 315.01,	784.61

Alferon N  Drug used to treat genital warts.
HCPCS II	 J9215

alglucerase  Drug used to treat Gaucher’s disease 
caused by a lack of a certain enzyme, glucocerebrosidase, 
in the body.

HCPCS II	 J0205

algology  The science and study of pain.

algoneurodystrophy  A painful disorder of 
overactivity of the sympathetic nervous system with 
trophic changes in skin. Also known as reflex sympathetic 
dystrophy, Sudeck’s atrophy, and causalgia.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 733.7

algophobia  Fear of pain.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 300.29

algospasm  Painful spasm or cramp.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 729.82

alienation  The estrangement felt in a foreign, 
unpredictable, or unacceptable setting.

alimentation  A source of material to nourish the body.

Alimta  Drug used in the treatment of mesothelioma, a 
form of lung cancer associated with exposure to asbestos.

HCPCS II	 J9305

Alkaban-AQ  Drug used for treatment of generalized 
Hodgkin’s disease, and lymphocytic and histiocytic 
lymphoma.

HCPCS II	 J9360

alkalemia  A blood pH above normal, greater than 7.45.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 276.3

alkaptonuria  A genetic metabloic disorder in which 
the enzyme, homogenistic acid oxidase cannot effectively 
breakdown homogenistic acid, a toxic byproduct harmful 
to bones and cartilage. Symptoms include the darkening 
of ear wax and urine when exposed to air, and progressive 
arthritis.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 270.2

Alkeran  Drug used to treat certain types of cancer.
HCPCS II	 J8600,	J9245

alkylating agent  A chemical used in chemotherapy 
that attacks the DNA of cancer cells.

all-trans retinoic acid (ATRA)  Vitamin A derivative 
being investigated for possible tissue regeneration in 
patients with mild to moderate emphysema, known to be 
toxic when used systemically, but used in treating acute 
promyelocytic leukemia (APL).

all-trans retinoic acid syndrome  A life-threatening 
complication that can occur during the treatment of 
acute promyelocytic leukemia (APL) with ATRA. The main 
clinical signs are respiratory distress, fever, pulmonary 
infiltrates, weight gain, pleural effusion, renal failure, 
pericardial effusion, cardiac failure, and hypotension.
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Aller-med  Drug used to relieve or prevent the 
symptoms of hay fever and other types of allergy.

HCPCS II	 Q0163

allergen  A substance, such as food, fur, pollen, or dust, 
that is normally harmless but causes an allergic reaction in 
susceptible persons.

allergenic  A predisposition to trigger allergies or cause 
allergic sensitization.

allergic bronchopulmonary aspergillosis 
(APBA)  A disease characterized by asthma symptoms, 
eosinophilia, and abnormalities on chest x-ray.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 518.6

allergic conjunctivitis  Red, itchy, watery eyes as a 
result of exposure to an allergen or an irritant.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 372.05,	372.14

allergic contact dermatitis  Inflammation of the skin 
upon contact with an allergen, due to hypersensitization.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 692

allergic march  A pattern that evolves as one allergic 
condition slowly progresses into another as the person 
grows up.

allergic rhinitis  Inflammation of the nasal mucous 
membranes and reaction by the eyes to an allergic 
response. Also known as hay fever.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 477.0-477.9

allergy  Inappropriate or exaggerated reaction of the 
immune system to substances that may cause sneezing, 
itching, and skin rashes.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 477,	995.3,	995.7

AllerMax Caplets  Drug used to relieve or prevent the 
symptoms of hay fever and other types of allergy.

HCPCS II	 Q0163

allogeneic bone marrow transplantation  A 
procedure in which a person receives stem cells from a 
compatible, though not genetically identical, donor.

allogeneic graft  A graft of tissue obtained from a 
donor genetically different from, though of the same 
species as, the recipient. Also known as allograft, allogenic 
homograft, homograft, homologous graft, homoplastic 
graft.

CPT	 15300-15366

allogenic  The state of being genetically different, yet 
still of the same species.

allograft  A graft of tissue obtained from a donor 
genetically different from, though of the same species as, 
the recipient. Also known as allogeneic graft, allogeneic 
homograft, homograft, homologous graft, homoplastic 
graft.

CPT	 15300-15366

allograft bone  Sterile bone derived from another 
human which is used for grafting procedures.

alloimmunity  Immunity gained against own cells due 
to the receipt of cells from another person.

alloplastic  Referring to adaptation by means of altering 
the external environment.

allopurinol  A drug that lowers high levels of uric acid, 
a byproduct of metabolism, in the blood caused by some 
cancer treatments or by gout.

allotransplantation  An organ or tissue transplant 
between two different people.

Allpyral  Alum-precipitated, pyridine-extracted pollen 
extracts.

alogia  Impoverished thinking inferred from brief and 
concrete replies to questions and restrictions in the 
amount of spontaneous and impromptu information.

alopecia  Any loss of hair on the head or body.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 091.82,	704.00-704.09,	757.4

Aloxi  Drug used to prevent nausea and vomiting 
associated with cancer chemotherapy.

HCPCS II	 J2469

alpha 1-proteinase inhibitor, human  Drug 
used in the treatment of congenital alpha 1-proteinase 
deficiency in patients with symptoms of emphysema.

HCPCS II	 J0256

alpha motoneuron  A large, heavily myelinated 
neuron found in the brainstem and spinal cord, 
responsible for the contraction of skeletal muscles.

alpha-1 antitrypsin deficiency (A1AT deficiency)  
An inherited recessive disorder resulting in low or no 
production of the protein, alpha-1 antitrypsin which leads 
to organ damage, mainly to the liver and lung.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 273.4
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alpha-fetoprotein (AFP)  A protein normally 
produced by a fetus. AFP levels are usually undetectable 
in the blood of healthy adult men or women (who are not 
pregnant). An elevated level of AFP suggests the presence 
of either a primary liver cancer or germ cell tumor.

Alphanate  Drug used to form clots to stop bleeding. 
Used to temporarily prevent or control bleeding episodes 
in patients with hemophilia A.

HCPCS II	 J7190

AlphaNine SD  Drug used to prevent or control bleeding 
episodes in persons with low factor levels. Also used to 
reverse the effects of warfarin blood thinner.

HCPCS II	 J7193-J7195

Alport’s syndrome  A hereditary condition 
characterized by kidney disease, sensorineural hearing 
loss, and some difficulties with eye defects.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 759.89

alprostadil  Drug used in the temporary treatment of 
men with erectile dysfunction.

HCPCS II	 J0270

alprostadil, urethral suppository  Drug used to 
treat male impotence.

HCPCS II	 J0275

alteplase recombinant  Drug used to dissolve blood 
clots that may form within patient’s IV lines.

HCPCS II	 J2997

Alupent  Drug used to treat the symptoms of asthma, 
bronchitis, emphysema and other lung diseases.

HCPCS II	 J7667,	J7668,	J7669,	J7670

alveolar  Pertaining to the air sacs of the lungs.

alveolar macrophage (AM)  A cell in in the lungs 
which engulfs bacteria and foreign material and produces 
enzymes to digest them and protect the lung from 
invasion.

alveolar process  The ridge on the surface of the upper 
and lower jaw containing the tooth sockets.

alveolectomy  Surgical removal of a portion of the 
alveolar process (containing tooth sockets) to facilitate the 
fitting of a dental prosthesis.

CPT	 41830

alveoli  Air sacs in the lungs where oxygen and carbon 
dioxide are exchanged to and from the bloodstream.

alveoloplasty  Surgical preparation of the tooth sockets 
for the reception of dentures.

CPT	 41874

Alzheimer’s disease  A neurological disorder causing 
a gradual loss of brain function, resulting in progressive 
behavioral changes, and the loss of memory and cognitive 
function; the most common type of dementia.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 331.0

amastia  Congenital absence of one or both breasts. Also 
known as amazia.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 611.8

ambisexual  Containing sexual characteristics, or 
structure, found in both sexes.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 752.7

AmBisome  Used to help the body overcome serious 
infections caused by fungus or protozoa.

HCPCS II	 J0289

amblyopia  Condition which occurs when one of the 
eyes appears healthy and normal yet produces poor or 
blurred vision. Also known as lazy eye.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 300.11,	368.00-368.03,	368.55-368.60,	
377.34

amblyopia exanopsia  A loss of visual function 
resulting from long disuse.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 368

Amcort  Drug used to treat incapacitating allergic 
disorders intractable to adequate trials of conventional 
treatment.

HCPCS II	 J3302

amebiasis  Infection by a disease-causing ameba.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 006,	007.8

amelanotic melanoma  A type of skin cancer in 
which the cells do not make melanin. Skin lesions are 
often irregular and may be pink, red, or have light brown, 
tan, or gray at the edges.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 172.0-172.9

Amen  Drug used to promote menstruation when 
women do not begin naturally to menstruate at puberty 
or if they stop menstruating before menopause.

HCPCS II	 J1051,	J1055

amenorrhea  Abnormal suppression or absence of 
menstruation.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 256.8,	626.0
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amentia  Subnormal development of the mind, with 
particular reference to intellectual capacities; a type of 
severe mental retardation.

american sign language (ASL)  Manual (hand) 
language with its own syntax and grammar used primarily 
by people who are deaf.

ametropia  An eye abnormality, such as 
nearsightedness, farsightedness, or astigmatism, resulting 
from faulty refractive ability of the eye.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 367.9

Amevive  Drug used in the treatment of moderate 
to severe chronic plaque psoriasis in people who are 
candidates for systemic therapy or phototherapy.

HCPCS II	 J0215

Amgen  Medication given to treat hepatitis C, similar to 
interferons that assist the body in fighting off infection 
found naturally in the body. Also called interferon 
alphacon-1, recombinant.

HCPCS II	 J9212

Amicar  Drug used to treat serious bleeding especially 
when bleeding occurs after dental surgery or other kinds 
of surgery.

HCPCS II	 S0017

amifostine  Drug used as a chemoprotective drug to 
control some of the side effects of chemotherapy and 
radiation therapy.

HCPCS II	 J0207

amikacin  An antibiotic used as a component 
in combination therapy to treat tuberculosis or 
mycobacterium avium complex.

amikacin sulfate  Drug used to treat serious bacterial 
infections.

HCPCS II	 J0278

amimia  Disorder of language characterized by 
an inability to make gestures or to understand the 
significance of gestures.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 784.69

amines  Organic compounds, such as epinephrine 
and norepinephrine, which are significant because they 
function as neurotransmitters.

amino acid  Any one of 20 or more organic acids, some 
of which are the building blocks for proteins and are 
necessary for metabolism and growth.

aminocaproic acid  Used to treat serious bleeding 
especially when bleeding occurs after dental surgery or 
other kinds of surgery.

HCPCS II	 S0017

aminolevulinic acid HCI  Used in the treatment of 
minimally to moderately thick actinic keratoses of the face 
or scalp.

HCPCS II	 J7308

aminophylline  Drug used to treat the symptoms of 
asthma, bronchitis, and emphysema that relaxes the 
bronchial smooth muscle and pulmonary blood vessels; 
decreases sensitivity to allergens and other drugs that 
cause inflammation; and increases the contractions of the 
diaphragm to draw more air into the lungs.

HCPCS II	 J0280

amiodarone HCl  Used to correct life-threatening 
heartbeat problems called ventricular arrhythmias in 
adults when other treatments did not work or were not 
tolerated.

HCPCS II	 J0282

amitriptyline HCl  Used for the symptoms of 
depression.

HCPCS II	 J1320

ammonia dermatitis  Inflammation of the skin 
in infants on the areas covered by a diaper, due to the 
ammonia decomposition products of urine.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 691

amniocentesis  A procedure in which a small sample of 
amniotic fluid is drawn out of the uterus through a needle 
inserted in the abdomen and then is analyzed to detect 
genetic abnormalities in the fetus or to determine the sex 
of the fetus.

CPT	 59000-59001,	59850-59852

amnioinfusion  A procedure in which extra fluid is 
infused into the amniotic sac to provide extra cushioning 
for the fetus and the mother.

CPT	 59070

amnion  A thin, tough, membranous sac that encloses 
the embryo or fetus.

amniotic cavity  The closed sac between the embryo 
and the amnion (thin membranous sac that encloses the 
embryo), containing the amniotic fluid.

amniotic fluid  Fluid that surrounds and cushions the 
fetus in the mother’s womb.
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amniotic sac  A thin, tough, membranous sac that 
encloses the embryo or fetus.

amobarbital  Used before surgery to relieve anxiety or 
tension, and as anticonvulsants to help control seizures in 
certain disorders or diseases, such as epilepsy.

HCPCS II	 J0300

Amphadase  Used with other drugs given under the 
skin to improve their uptake by the body.

HCPCS II	 J3470

Amphocin  Used to help the body overcome serious 
fungal infections.

HCPCS II	 J0285

Amphotec  Used to help the body overcome serious 
infections caused by fungus, such as aspergillosis.

HCPCS II	 J0288

amphotericin B  An antifungal drug used to treat 
fungal infections in persons with HIV, including candida, 
cryptococcus, histoplasmosis, and others. Also known as 
Fungizone.

HCPCS II	 J0285-J0289

amphotericin B, lipid complex (ABLC)  Drug used 
to help the body overcome serious infections caused by 
fungus.

HCPCS II	 J0287

amphotericin B, liposomal  Drug used to help the 
body overcome serious infections caused by fungus or 
protozoa.

HCPCS II	 J0289

ampicillin sodium  Drug used to treat infections due 
to susceptible strains of microorganisms in skin and skin 
structures.

HCPCS II	 J0290,	J0295

ampulla of Vater  An enlarged portion of the ducts 
from the liver and pancreas where they enter the small 
intestine.

amputation  The traumatic or surgical loss of a body 
part.

amusia  Loss or impairment of the ability to produce or 
comprehend music or musical tones.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 315.39,	784.69

amyelia  Congenital absence of the spinal cord.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 742.59

amygdala  A collection of nuclei at the base of the 
temporal lobe, part of the limbic system, that plays a role 
in several emotional behaviors such as aggression and 
sexual behavior.

amygdalin, vitamin B-17  Used to treat cancer.
HCPCS II	 J3570

amylophagia  Condition involving the compulsive 
consumption of excessive amounts of purified starch.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 307.52

amyotrophic lateral sclerosis  A progessive disease 
in which nerves of skeletal muscles die and are replaced 
by hard tissue, leading to the loss of movement.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 335.20

Amytal  Used before surgery to relieve anxiety or tension. 
Used as anticonvulsants to help control seizures in certain 
disorders or diseases, such as epilepsy.

HCPCS II	 J0300

anabiosis  Resuscitation after apparent death; to be 
moved from death.

anabolic steroids  Derivatives of the male sex 
hormone, testosterone, used for performance enhancing 
and increasing muscle bulk and strength; taken orally or 
as an injectable.

Anabolin LA 100  Used in the management of anemia 
of renal insufficiency and ha been shown in increase Hgb 
and RBC mass.

HCPCS II	 J2320,	J2321,	J2322

anaclitic  Dependence of the infant on the mother, 
or mother as a substitute for a sense of well-being, 
considered normal behavior in childhood, but pathologic 
in later years.

anaclitic depression  Impairment of an infant’s 
physical, social, and intellectual development resulting 
from absence of mothering.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 309.21

anakusis  Total loss or absence of the ability to perceive 
sound.

anal cancer, stage I  The cancer only affects the anus 
and is smaller than 2 cm.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 154.2-154.8
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anal cancer, stage II  Cancer has spread beyond the 
top layer of anal tissue and is larger than 2 cm (about 1 
inch) but has not spread to nearby organs or lymph nodes.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 154.2-154.8

anal cancer, stage III  Stage III anal cancer is divided 
into stage IIIA and III B. Stage IIIA anal cancer has spread 
to the lymph nodes around the rectum or to nearby organs 
such as the vagina or bladder. Stage IIIB cancer has spread 
to the lymph nodes in the middle of the abdomen or in 
the groin, or the cancer has spread to both nearby organs 
and the lymph nodes around the rectum.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 154.2-154.8

anal cancer, stage IV  Cancer has spread to distant 
lymph nodes within the abdomen or to organs in other 
parts of the body.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 154.2-154.8

anal cleft  A fissure that separates the buttocks.

anal fistula  An abnormal passage from the anus to the 
skin, sometimes communicating with the rectum.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 014.8x,	565.1,	751.5

anal manometry  The measurement of pressure 
generated by the anal sphincter, used in the evaluation of 
fecal incontinence (involuntary passage of feces).

CPT	 91122

anal sinus  Furrows, with pouchlike openings at the 
distal end, separating the rectal columns.

anal sphincter  Sphincter (ringlike muscle which closes 
a passage) muscle of the anus.

analgesia  Pain relief which may be achieved by use 
of medication (e.g., aspirin, codeine), or therapeutic 
modalities (e.g., ultrasound, acupuncture).

analog  A chemical compound with a structure similar 
to that of another but different in respect to a certain 
component; it may have a similar or opposite metabolic 
action.

analogous  Similar in function but not in structure.

analyte  A substance undergoing analysis.

anamnesis  The developmental history of a patient 
and of his or her illness based upon the explanations and 
recollections of the patient.

anankastic personality disorder  A psychological 
disorder defined as having an excessive need for 
perfection, order, and uniformity. Also known as 
obsessive-compulsive personality disorder.

anaphylactic shock  A life-threatening allergic 
reaction characterized by a swelling of body tissues in the 
throat and lungs and a sudden decline in blood pressure, 
occasionally triggered by a medication.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 287.0,	989.5,	995.0,	995.60-995.69,	
997.9,	999.4

anaphylaxis  A severe and life-threatening allergic 
reaction to a substance, for example, penicillin or an insect 
sting. Also known as anaphylactic shock.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 977.9,	995.0,	995.6x,	999.4

anaplasia  The loss of differentiation in a group of cells, 
which indicates a malignancy.

anaplastic large cell lymphoma  A rare aggressive 
form of lymphoma, usually of T-cell origin.

anaplastic thyroid cancer  A rare type of thyroid 
cancer that spreads rapidly; the least common but most 
deadly of all thyroid cancers.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 193

Anaspaz  Used to treat a variety of stomach and 
intestinal tract disorders such as peptic ulcers, diarrhea, 
irritable bowel syndrome, diverticulitis, colitis, or 
pancreatitis. It is also used to control bed-wetting and 
frequent urination, prevent motion sickness, treat alcohol 
withdrawal symptoms, Parkinson’s disease, or poisonings 
due to certain insecticides and plants.

HCPCS II	 J1980

anastomosis  The connection of two tubular structures 
in the body.

anastrozole  Used in the treatment of post-menopausal 
breast cancer in women.

HCPCS II	 S0170

Ancef  Used in the treatment of infections caused by 
bacteria.

HCPCS II	 J0690

Ando/Fem  Drug used to make up for lower amounts of 
female hormone, and to relieve signs of menopause.

HCPCS II	 J1060
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Andrest 90-4  Used to make up for lower production 
of hormones. Used to relieve signs of menopause, such 
as hot flashes and unusual sweating, chills, faintness, or 
dizziness.

HCPCS II	 J0900

Andro L.A. 200  Used in men and boys to treat 
conditions due to androgen deficiency, such as lack of 
natural testosterone, delayed puberty, and impotence. 
May be used to treat women for certain types of cancer.

HCPCS II	 J3130

Andro-Cyp  Drug used to replace male hormone when 
the body does not produce enough on its own, and to 
stimulate the beginning of puberty in boys who are late 
naturally. Also used to treat certain types of breast cancer.

HCPCS II	 J1070

Andro-Cyp 200  Used in men and boys to treat 
conditions due to androgen deficiency, such as lack of 
natural testosterone, delayed puberty, and impotence. 
May be used to treat women for certain types of cancer.

HCPCS II	 J1080

Andro/Fem  Used in the treatment of replacement 
therapy in the male in conditions associated with 
symptoms of deficiency or absence of endogenous 
testosterone.

HCPCS II	 J1060

androgen  A masculinizing hormone (e.g., 
testosterone).

androgen blockade, total  Therapy used to eliminate 
male sex hormones (androgens) in the body, which 
may be done with surgery, hormonal therapy, or a 
combination. Also often used as a treatment for prostate 
cancer.

androgens  Masculinizing, or male hormone, produced 
in smaller amounts by women, responsible for facial hair 
and other secondary masculine characteristics.

androgen insensitivity syndrome (AIS)  A 
genetic abnormality that occurs when the fetus produces 
both masculine and feminine characteristics due to an 
insensitivity to the hormone androgen.

ICD-9-CM	DX	 295.9

Androgyn L.A.  Used to make up for lower production 
of hormones. Used to relieve signs of menopause, such 
as hot flashes and unusual sweating, chills, faintness, or 
dizziness.

HCPCS II	 J0900

andrologist  A physician-scientist who may hold a 
Ph.D. degree instead of an M.D., who performs laboratory 
evaluations of male fertility, usually affiliated with a 
fertility treatment center working on in vitro fertilization.

Androlone-D 100  Used in the management of anemia 
of renal insufficiency and ha been shown in increase Hgb 
and RBC mass.

HCPCS II	 J2320,	J2321,	J2322

Andronaq-LA  Drug used to replace male hormone 
when the body does not produce enough on its own, and 
to stimulate the beginning of puberty in boys who are late 
naturally. Also used to treat certain types of breast cancer.

HCPCS II	 J1070

Andronate-100  Drug used to replace male hormone 
when the body does not produce enough on its own, and 
to stimulate the beginning of puberty in boys who are late 
naturally. Also used to treat certain types of breast cancer.

HCPCS II	 J1070

Andronate-200  Used in men and boys to treat 
conditions due to androgen deficiency, such as lack of 
natural testosterone, delayed puberty, and impotence. 
May be used to treat women for certain types of cancer.

HCPCS II	 J1080

Andropository 100  Drug used to stimulate the 
beginning of puberty in boys who are starting later than 
normal and to treat certain types of breast cancer.

HCPCS II	 J3120

Andryl 200  Used in men and boys to treat conditions 
due to androgen deficiency, such as lack of natural 
testosterone, delayed puberty, and impotence. May be 
used to treat women for certain types of cancer.

HCPCS II	 J3130

Anectine  Used in the treatment of congestive heart 
failure, certain types of irregular heartbeat, and other 
heart problems.

HCPCS II	 J0330

Anectine Flo-Pack  Used in the treatment of congestive 
heart failure, certain types of irregular heartbeat, and 
other heart problems.

HCPCS II	 J0330

anemia  Below normal counts of the number of red 
blood cells, quantity of hemoglobin, or the volume of 
packed red cells in the blood; a symptom of various other 
diseases and disorders.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 280.0-285.0
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anencephaly  Congenital absence of most of the brain 
and/or spinal cord.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 655.00,	655.01,	655.03,	740.0

Anergan 50  Drug used to treat nausea and vomiting. 
Also used to treat life-threatening allergic symptoms and 
reaction to blood products.

HCPCS II	 J2550,	Q0169,	Q0170

anergic  The state of being immunologically suppressed 
and the body is unable to produce cutaneous delayed type 
hypersensitivity reaction (DTH).

anesthesia  The absence of sensation, either in a 
region of skin, a region of the body, or as a total loss of 
consciousness.

anesthesia dolorosa  Pain is present in an area that is 
anesthetic.

anesthesiologist  Physician who administers pain-
killing medications during surgery.

anesthesiology  A medical specialty devoted to 
the science and administration of anesthesia, with a 
subspecialty in the study of pain control drugs and 
procedures.

anesthetic  An agent that causes loss of sensation with 
or without the loss of consciousness.

anetholtrithione  A drug that may reduce the risk of 
development or progression of cancer.

aneuploidy  Condition of having an abnormal number 
of chromosomes.

aneurysm  A sac-like protrusion or distention of a blood 
vessel wall or the heart muscle, resulting from a point of 
weakening, where blood and cellular debris may pool.

There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

aneurysmal bone cyst  A locally destructive, rare 
bone tumor which usually occurs in the teens and often 
in the spine.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 733.22

anger camera  Instrument invented by Hal Anger for 
recording distribution of (y) gamma-emitting radioactivity 
in the body; it can detect radiation over its entire face, 
which ranges from 25 to 32.5 cm in diameter. Also known 
as a scintillation or gamma camera.

angina  Chest pain associated with cardiac disease that 
may present as a feeling of severe oppression or tightness 
of the chest or throat.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 411.1,	413.9

angioblastic meningioma  A slow-growing tumor 
of the meninges (the layer that surrounds the brain and 
spinal cord), occurring most often in adults, containing 
many blood vessels of various sizes.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 225.2,	225.4

angiocardiography  X-ray imaging of the heart and 
great vessels made visible by injection of a radiopaque 
solution.

angiodysplasia  Abnormal bleeding from the 
gastrointestinal tract.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 537.82-537.83,	569.84-569.85

angioedema  A rapid swelling of skin and/or mucous 
membranes which occurs due to an allergic reaction.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 277.6,	995.1

angiofibroma  A small pink bump on the skin 
consisting of blood vessels and collagen.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 210.0-229.9

angiogenesis inhibitor  A substance that prevents 
the formation of blood vessels, used in anticancer therapy, 
to prevent the growth of blood vessels from supplying the 
tumor.

angiography  An x-ray technique that makes use of 
contrast dye injected into the coronary arteries, allowing 
physicians to study the blood flow through the vessels and 
determine possible blockages.

See	the	Radiology	chapter	in	the	CPT	book	for	appropriate	
codes.

angiokeratoma corporis diffusum  A genetic, 
x-linked recessive, disease causing globotriaosylceramide 
to accumulate in blood vessels, tissues, and organs which 
impairs function, causing skin lesions, fatigue, lack of 
sweat, and the organ failure. Also known as Fabry’s 
disease.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 210.0-229.9,	272.7

angiomax  Used as a blood thinner in patients with 
certain heart problems during a type of heart procedure. 
Also helps prevent blood clots from forming during and 
after this type of procedure and is usually used along with 
aspirin.

HCPCS II	 J0583
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angioneurotic edema  A vascular reaction involving 
the deep dermis or subcutaneous or submucosal tissue, 
representing localized edema caused by dilation and 
increased permeability of the capillaries, and characterized 
by the development of giant wheals (small swelling on 
the skin).

ICD-9-CM Dx	 277.6,	995.1

angioplasty  The surgical repair of a blood vessel, either 
by inserting a balloon-tipped catheter to unblock it, or by 
reconstructing or replacing part of the vessel.

CPT	 35450-35476,	75962-75968,	75978,	
92982-92984,	92997-92998

angiosarcoma  A type of cancer that begins in the 
lining of blood vessels.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 171.0-171.9

angioscopy  Visualization of the passage of 
intravenously injected substances through the blood 
vessels and capillaries.

CPT	 35400

angiotensin-converting enzyme  A peptide that 
activates vasoconstriction, or narrowing in blood vessels, 
elevating blood pressure.

angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitor  A 
drug that lowers blood pressure by interfering with the 
breakdown of an enzyme involved in blood pressure 
regulation.

angiotension  Hormone produced by the kidneys that 
works together to control blood pressure. Angiotensin is 
stimulated by renin when blood pressure is low and then 
causes blood vessels to constrict, raising blood pressure.

Angiox  Used as a blood thinner in patients with certain 
heart problems during a type of heart procedure. Also 
helps prevent blood clots from forming during and after 
this type of procedure and is usually used along with 
aspirin.

HCPCS II	 J0583

angular gyrus  A region of the parietal lobe of the 
brain involved in the processing of visual and auditory 
sensation, as well as some language functions.

anhedonia  Inability to experience pleasure from 
activities that usually produce pleasurable feelings.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 302.72

anhydrovinblastine  An anticancer drug belonging to 
the mitotic inhibitors.

anidulafungin  Used in the treatment of esophageal 
candidiasis, candidemia, and other forms of Candida 
infections.

HCPCS II	 J0348

anihydrosis  Lack of the ability to sweat.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 705.0

aniridia  Congenital absence of all but the root of the iris.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 743.45

aniseikonia  Condition in which one eye sees an object 
as different in size and shape than the way the other eye 
sees it.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 367.32

anisocoria  Unequal size of pupils.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 379.41,	743.46

anisometropia  Condition in which each eye has a 
different refractive power.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 367.31

anistreplase  Used to dissolve blood clots that have 
formed in certain blood vessels. Used to dissolve blood 
clots that form in tubes that are placed in the body.

HCPCS II	 J0350

ankle sprain  An overstretching of the lateral (outside) 
ligament of the ankle joint to varying degrees, from minor 
to complete rupture.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 845.00-845.09

ankylocheilia  Adhesion of the lips to each other.

ankylodactly  Birth defect in which there is partial or 
total webbing connecting two or more fingers or toes. 
Also known as syndactylism.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 755.10

ankylosing hyperostosis  Florid new bone formation 
at entheses resulting in spinal stiffness; may be confused 
with ankylosing spondylitis. Also known as diffuse 
idiopathic skeletal hyperostosis (DISH) and Forestier’s 
disease.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 721.8

ankylosing spondylitis  Arthritis of the spine, 
resembling rheumatoid arthritis and leading to lipping or 
fusion of the vertebrae. Also known as Strümpell-Marie 
disease, Marie-Strümpell disease, rheumatoid spondylitis, 
Strümpell-Marie disease.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 720.0
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ankylosis  The stiffening or immobility of a joint 
resulting from disease, trauma, surgery, or bone fusion.

There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

annamycin  A substance that is being studied as 
an anticancer drug, belonging to the anthracycline 
antibiotics.

annihilation radiation  Radiations produced when 
an electron and positron unite and cease to exist. Each 
annihilation event produces two photons, each with an 
energy of 0.51 MeV.

annular  Ringshaped.

annular scotoma  Circular area of depressed vision 
surrounding the point of fixation.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 368.41-368.44

annulus fibrosus  The outer, fibrous, ring-like portion 
of an intervertebral disc.

anodontia  Congenital absence of teeth. Also known as 
agomphosis.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 520.0,	524.30,	525.10-525.13

anoetic  Lacking the power of comprehension, as in 
severe and profound levels of mental retardation.

anogenital  Pertaining to the anus and external 
genitals.

anogenital band  The first indication of the perineum 
(region between the thighs) in the embryo.

anomalipede  Having abnormal, irregular feet.

anomalous conduction  Conduction of cardiac 
electrical impulses through any abnormal pathway.

anomalous trichromatism  A defect in color 
perception in which there appears to be an abnormality 
of deficiency in one of the three primary pigments of the 
retinal cones of the eye.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 368.59

anomalous uterus  A malformed uterus caused by 
abnormal development or fusion of the paramesonephric 
ducts (paired ducts of the embryo which empty into 
the structure in the development of the urinary and 
reproductive organs).

ICD-9-CM Dx	 654.0x,	660.2x,	752.3,	763.1,	763.89

anonychia  Congenital absence of the nails.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 703.8,	757.5

anopsia  Defect of sight; blindness.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 368.46

anorchia  Congenital absence of the testes.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 752.89

anorectal  Pertaining to both the anus and the rectum.

anorectovaginoplasty  A complex plastic surgery 
procedure performed to repair defects to the anus, rectum, 
and vagina, due to congenital malformations, cancer, or 
other ailments.

anorexia  Lack or loss of appetite for food
ICD-9-CM Dx	 300.11,	307.1,	783.0

anorexigenic  Promoting or causing less of an appetite.

anoscopy  An inspection of the anal canal using a 
lighted scope.

anosognosia  The apparent unawareness or failure to 
recognize one’s own functional defect, such as hemiplegia 
and hemianopsia.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 780.99

anotia  Congenital absence of one or both ears.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 744.09

anoxemia  An absence of oxygen in arterial blood.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 770.88,	799.02

anserine bursa  Bursa lying medial to the knee.

antacid  A drug that aids in protecting the digestive 
system and relieves heartburn and digestive discomfort.

antagonism  The opposite of synergy in treatment. An 
antagonistic treatment factor reduces or cancels the effect 
of another.

antagonist medication  A chemical entity that is 
not naturally occurring within the body which occupies 
a receptor, produces no physiologic effects, and prevents 
endogenous and exogenous chemicals from producing an 
effect on that receptor.

antalgic gait  Gait in which a patient reduces weight-
bearing on a painful joint or limb.

antemortem  Before death.

antenatal  Before the time of birth.

antepartum  Relating to the period of time before 
childbirth.

anterior (ventral)  Nearer to the front.
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anterior cerebral artery  One of the three primary 
cerebral arteries that provide blood supply primarily to the 
frontal and parietal lobes of the brain.

anterior chamber  The space in the eye behind the 
cornea and in front of the iris.

anterior commissure  A forebrain commissure (nerve 
tissue bridge) that provides communication between 
structures within the temporal lobes.

anterior cord syndrome  Damage to the front of the 
spinal cord, which often leads to a loss of sensation for 
pain, temperature, and touch.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 721.1

anterior neuropore  The opening at the cranial end 
of the neural tube that closes during the fourth week of 
development.

anterograde  Moving forward.

anterolateral  Situated or occurring in front of and to 
the side.

anterolateral system  The somatosensory pathway 
responsible for pain, temperature, and crude touch 
sensation, composed of the A-delta and C afferent fibers, 
dorsal spinal gray matter, and the anterolateral pathway 
of the spinal cord, the spinothalamic tract, and the smaller 
spinoreticular, spinomesencephalic and spinotectal tracts.

anteroposterior  Pertaining to both front and back.

anteroposterior view  An examination directed from 
the front toward the back.

anteversion  A displacement of an organ in such 
manner that its whole axis is directed further forward 
than usual.

anteverted uterus  Uterus that tips forward toward 
the bladder.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 621.6,	654.4x,	660.2x,	752.3,	763.1,	
763.89

anthracenediones  A subgroup of the family of 
anticancer drugs called anticancer antibiotics.

anthraquinones  A family of anticancer drugs.

anthropometer  An instrument especially designed for 
measuring various dimensions of the human body.

anti-CEA antibody  An antibody against 
carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA), a protein present on 
certain types of cancer cells.

anti-idiotype vaccine  A vaccine made of antibodies 
that see other antibodies as the antigen and bind to it. 
Anti-idiotype vaccines can stimulate the body to produce 
antibodies against tumor cells.

anti-inflammatory drugs  Drugs that reduce 
symptoms and signs of inflammation.

anti-inhibitor coagulant complex  Used to treat 
certain blood clotting conditions in patients who are 
bleeding or are going to have surgery.

HCPCS II	 J7198

anti-LA  Autoantibody marker for Sjögren’s syndrome 
and other connective tissue disorders but not specific. Also 
known as anti-SSB.

anti-RNP  Autoantibody to ribonucleoprotein - a marker 
for a variant of systemic lupus erythematosus, often 
referred to as mixed connective tissue disease.

anti-RO  A nonspecific autoantibody marker for Sjögren’s 
syndrome and other connective tissue disorders. Also 
known as anti-SSA.

anti-SCL70  Autoantibody marker for diffuse systemic 
sclerosis.

anti-thymocyte  Used to prevent a rejection after organ 
transplant or to treat certain blood disorders.

HCPCS II	 J7504

antibiotic  A substance that combats bacterial infection, 
usually derived from living organisms.

antibody  Proteins produced by white blood cells that 
confer immunity to certain bacterial and viral infections.

antibody therapy  Treatment with an antibody, a 
substance that can directly kill specific tumor cells or 
stimulate the immune system to kill tumor cells.

antibody-dependent cell-mediated 
cytotoxicity (ADCC)  An immune response in which 
antibodies bind to target cells, identifying them for attack 
by the immune system.

anticachexia  Refers to a drug used to treat cachexia, 
a state of poor, wasting, undernourished health often 
associated with cancer.

anticancer antibiotics  A group of anticancer drugs 
that block cell growth by interfering with DNA, the genetic 
material in cells. Also known as antitumor antibiotics or 
antineoplastic antibiotics.
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anticarcinogenic  Pertaining to something that 
prevents or delays the development of cancer.

anticoagulant therapy  The use of blood thinning 
drugs to reduce or prevent intravascular or intracardiac 
clotting.

CPT	 99363-99364

anticonvulsants  Group of drugs used to prevent 
seizures and also used as adjuvant analgesics in chronic 
pain treatment to alter transmission of the pain signal 
chemistry in the brain.

antidepressant  A medication that prevents or treats 
depression.

antidiuretic  A natural body chemical or drug that 
slows down the production of urine.

antidiuretic hormone  Hormone produced by the 
pituitary gland that causes the kidneys to hold on to 
water and helps to control blood pressure. Also known as 
Vasopressin.

antiemetic  A medication that prevents or alleviates 
nausea or vomiting.

antifungal  A medication that combats fungal 
infections.

antigen  Any substance capable of inducing a specific 
immune response and of reacting with the products of 
that response.

antigen-presenting cell (APC)  A cell that shows 
antigen on its surface to other cells of the immune system.

antigen-presenting cell vaccine  A vaccine made of 
antigens and antigen-presenting cells.

antigenemia  The presence of detectable amounts of 
an antigen in the blood.

antigenicity  The ability of an antigen to combine with 
antibodies and T-cell receptors to invoke a reaction from 
the immune system.

antigens  Substances that react with antibodies and 
activate the immune system.

antiglucocorticoid  An agent that blocks the action 
of a glucocorticoid, such as cortisol, or any of the steroid 
hormones produced in the adrenal cortex concerned with 
carbohydrate metabolism. Also known as a glucocorticoid 
antagonist.

antihelix  The inner fold in the cartilage of the outer ear.

antihemophilic factor  A medication that temporarily 
raises the protein in the blood that helps blood to clot.

HCPCS II	 J7186

antihistamine  A medication that counteracts some 
types of allergic reactions.

antihypertensive  Any drug or therapy that lowers 
blood pressure.

antilactase  A substance that opposes the action of 
lactase, the enzyme that catalyzes the breakdown of 
lactose into glucose and galactose.

antimetabolites  A drug which interferes with cell 
division and is used to treat cancer.

antimitochondrial antibody  Autoantibody found 
predominantly in patients with primary biliary cirrhosis 
and Sjögren’s syndrome.

antinuclear antibodies (ANA)  Anti-self antibodies 
directed against the DNA normal components of the cell 
nucleus, present in a number of autoimmune diseases, 
such as systemic lupus erythematosus, rheumatoid 
arthritis, and certain collagen diseases.

antiphospholipid antibodies (APA)  Antibodies 
which attack phospholipids and whose presence may 
indicate an underlying process resulting in recurrent 
pregnancy loss since phospholipids work to hold dividing 
cells together, and are necessary for placental growth into 
the wall of the uterus. They also filter nourishment from 
the mother’s blood to the baby, and the baby’s waste back 
through the placenta. There are seven antiphospholipid 
antibodies: anticardiolipin (ACA), phosphoethanolamine, 
phosphoinositol, phosphatidic acid, phosphoglycerol, 
phosphoserine, and hosphocholine.

antipyretic  A compound that reduces fever.

antiretroviral  A substance, drug, or process that 
destroys a retrovirus, or suppresses its replication, often 
used to describe a drug active against HIV.

antisense C-FOs  Synthetic genetic material that may 
slow or stop the growth of cancer cells.

antiseptic  Any substance that kills infectious agents, 
applied topically and too strong to be swallowed or 
injected.

antiserum  Watery fluid from the tissues or blood 
containing antibodies for at least one antigen.
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antispas  Used for relief from spasms of the 
gastrointestinal tract, the bladder, and the biliary tract. Is 
also used in controlling conditions such as colitis, spastic 
bladder, diverticulitis, infant colic, renal and biliary colic, 
peptic ulcer, irritable bowel syndrome , splenic flexure 
syndrome, and pancreatitis.

HCPCS II	 J0500

antispasmodic  A medication that eases or prevents 
muscle spasms.

antisperm antibodies (ASA)  Antibodies that attach 
themselves to sperm and inhibit movement and their 
ability to fertilize, which may be produced by either sex.

antithrombin III  Naturally occurring substance used 
to treat hereditary antithrombin III deficiency, a deficiency 
in connection with surgical or obstetrical procedures, or 
thromboembolism.

HCPCS II	 J7197

antithrombin III (human)  Used in the treatment 
of patients with hereditary antithromblin III deficiency in 
connection with surgical or obstetrical procedures or with 
thromboembolisms.

HCPCS II	 J7197

antithyroid antibodies (ATA)  Antibodies that 
interfere with thyroid functions, and thus with normal 
metabolism that are also indicators for a predisposition to 
additional autoimmune problems.

antitoxin  A substance that neutralizes a toxin or poison.

antiviral  A substance, drug, or process which destroys a 
virus or suppresses its replication.

Antizol  Used as an antidote for ethylene glycol or 
methanol poisoning, or for use in suspected ethylene 
glycol or methanol ingestion, either alone or in 
combination with hemodialysis.

HCPCS II	 J1451

antrostomy  The surgical formation of an opening into 
an antrum (either of the sinuses in the bones of the upper 
jaw, opening into the nasal cavity).

CPT	 31256-31267

antrotomy  Incision through the wall of an antrum 
(either of the sinuses in the bones of the upper jaw, 
opening into the nasal cavity).

CPT	 31020-31032,	69501

antrum  Large nasal sinus or spaces in the maxilla or 
upper jaw, whose function is not fully understood.

Anucort-HC  Used to treat swelling, inflammation, or 
itching due to conditions such as hemorrhoids.

HCPCS II	 J1700

anuria  A condition in which the body stops making 
urine.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 788.5

anus  Opening at the end of the rectum that allows solid 
waste to be eliminated.

anusitis  Inflammation of the anal tissue.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 569.49

Anusol-HC  A corticosteroid given to reduce swelling, 
inflammation, redness, and itching that may occur in 
association with conditions such as hemorrhoids. Also 
called hydrocortisone acetate.

HCPCS II	 J1700

anzemet  Used to prevent nausea and vomiting 
associated with cancer chemotherapy.

HCPCS II	 J1260,	Q0180,	S0174

aorta  The largest artery in the body and the initial 
blood-supply vessel from the heart to the rest of the body.

aortic arch  The part of the aorta, the main vessel from 
the heart, which curves down, usually to the left but 
sometimes to the right.

aortic atresia  Congenital absence of the aortic orifice 
(the opening of the left ventricle into the aorta).

ICD-9-CM Dx	 746.7,	747.22

aortic insufficiency  Leaking of the aortic valve.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 424.1

aortic orifice  The opening of the left ventricle into the 
aorta.

aortic regurgitation  A condition in which the aortic 
valve doesn’t close properly, allowing blood to leak 
backward through it.

There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

aortic septal defect  A congenital anomaly in which 
there is abnormal communication between the ascending 
aorta and pulmonary artery just about the semilunar valves.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 745.0

aortic sinus  A dilation between the aortic wall and 
each of the semilunar cusps of the aortic valve.
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aortic stenosis  A narrowing of the aortic opening of 
the heart or of the aorta near the valve.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 424.1,	440.0

aortic suspension  A procedure performed to 
change the position of the aortic arch. Also known as an 
aortopexy.

CPT	 33800

aortic valve  The valve that prevents blood flowing 
backwards from the aorta into the heart.

aorto-pulmonary window (fenestration)  An 
abdominal direct communication between the aorta and 
the pulmonary artery.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 745.0

aortofemoral bypass  Surgery used to bypass 
diseased large blood vessels in the abdomen and groin.

ICD-9-CM Px	 39.25

aortography  Radiography of the aorta (main artery of 
the heart) after introduction into it or a contrast material.

CPT	 75600-75605,	75625,	75630,	93544

aortoplasty  The surgical repair of the aorta.
CPT	 33417

apathy  Lack of feeling, emotion, interest, or concern.

apepsia  The impairment or the absence of digestion 
occurring within the stomach.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 306.4,	536.0,	536.8

apex  The usually pointed end of an object; the tip.

aphagia  Inability to swallow.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 307.1,	787.2x

aphakia  The absence of the lens of the eye, usually due 
to cataract removal surgery.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 379.31,	743.35

aphasia  The inability to speak, write, or understand 
spoken or written language because of brain injury or 
disease.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 094.89,	315.31,	784.3

aphemia  A condition in which the patient loses the 
ability to speak while retaining the ability to communicate 
through writing.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 315.31,	784.3

apheresis  A procedure in which blood is drawn and 
separated into its components.

CPT	 36511-36516

aphonia  Loss of voice; inability to produce vocal sounds.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 300.11,	306.1,	784.41,	784.49

apical  Pertaining to the apex (the top of a body, organ, 
or part).

apicectomy  The surgical removal of the apex (the 
pointed end of an object) of the pertrous (resembling 
stone) part of the temporal bone.

CPT	 69530,	69605

Apligraf  A biological skin regeneration therapy that 
contains ingredients such as growth factors, cells, 
nutrients and proteins. It is used for ulcers and sores in 
people with diabetes or circulatory problems.

HCPCS II	 Q4101

aplasia  Congential absence of an organ.

aplastic anemia  A form of anemia (low number of 
red blood cells) in which the capacity of the bone marrow 
to generate red blood cells is defective, caused by bone 
marrow disease or exposure to toxic agents, such as 
radiation, chemicals or drugs.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 284.01,	284.09,	284.81,	284.89,	284.9

apleuria  Congenital absence of one or more ribs; 
usually associated with absent transverse process (bony 
protrusion on either side of the arch of the vertebra) or 
processes.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 756.3

Apley’s test  A test of meniscal integrity comprising 
compression of the knee in 90° flexion, with the patient 
lying prone, and then performing both medial and lateral 
rotation.

aplidine  An anticancer drug obtained from a marine 
animal.

apnea  A pause in breathing.

apocrine  A type of sweat gland particularly found in the 
axillary and genital areas.

apodia  Congenital absence of feet.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 755.31

Apokyn  Drug used to treat the loss of body movements 
in people with advanced Parkinson’s disease.

HCPCS II	 J0364

apomorphine HCl  Drug used to treat the loss of body 
movements in people with advanced Parkinson’s disease.

HCPCS II	 J0364
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aponeurosis  A sheet of membranous tissue that 
separates muscles from each other.

apophyseal joint  Joints between vertebrae, limited in 
their range of motion. Also known as facet joints.

apoplexy  A condition occurring when a patient loses 
consciousness due to a blockage or rupture of a blood 
vessel carrying blood to the brain.

appendectomy  Surgical removal of the inflamed 
appendix.

CPT	 44950-44960,	44970

appendicitis  Inflammation of the veriform appendix.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 540.0-543.0

appendico-vesicostomy  Surgical transference of the 
appendix so that it can be used as a conduit (a channel 
for the passage of fluids) for urinary diversion from the 
bladder to the skin.

CPT	 50845

appendicular skeleton  The bones of the limbs and 
supporting thoracic (pectoral) and pelvic girdles.

appendix  A short, worm-like tube attached to the 
cecum that has no known function.

apperception  Perception as modified and enhanced by 
emotions, memories, opinions, and biases.

apprehension test  A test that places the joint in a 
position normally simulating subluxation or dislocation, 
with the degree of positivity being judged by the level of 
apprehension on the patient’s face.

apraxia  Inability to make learned movements.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 379.51,	784.69

aprepitant  Used to prevent nausea and vomiting 
associated with cancer chemotherapy.

HCPCS II	 J8501

Apresoline  Used to treat hypertension. It is also used 
to control high blood pressure in the mother during 
pregnancy or in emergency situations when blood 
pressure is extremely high.

HCPCS II	 J0360

aprotinin  Drug used to reduce blood loss and the need 
for blood transfusions in patients undergoing certain types 
of heart surgery.

HCPCS II	 J0365

apthous ulcer  A sore of indeterminate origin in the 
mouth or esophagus.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 528.2

AquaMEPHYTON  Drug used to control blood clotting.
HCPCS II	 J3430

aqueous humor  The clear, watery fluid normally 
present in the front and rear chambers of the eye that 
flows between and nourishes the lens and the cornea.

aqueous shunt  A tube placed into the eye to drain 
excess aqueous humor (ocular fluid).

HCPCS II	 L8612

arachnodactyly  Long slender fingers, occurring 
particularly in Marfan’s syndrome.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 759.82

arachnoid  Middle layer of membranes covering the 
brain and spinal cord.

arachnoiditis  Fibrosis or inflammation of the arachnoid 
membrane with scarring around the nerve roots. May be 
associated with chronic back pain or follow spinal surgery 
and has also been associated with the use of Myodil (an 
x-ray contrast medium) in the past.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 322.9

Aralast  Used in the treatment of congenital alpha 
1-proteinase deficiency in patients with symptoms of 
emphysema.

HCPCS II	 J0256

Aralen HCI  Used to treat acute attacks of malaria caused 
by Plasmodium vivax, P.	malarie, P.	ovale, and susceptible 
strains of P.	falciparum; extraintestinal amebiasis.

HCPCS II	 J0390

Aramine  Used to prevent and treat hypotensive 
state occurring with spinal anesthesia. It is also used as 
adjunctive treatment of hypotension due to hemorrhage, 
reactions to medications, surgical complications, and 
shock associated with brain damage due to trauma or 
tumor.

HCPCS II	 J0380

Aranesp  Used to treat anemia.
HCPCS II	 J0881-J0882

arborization  The surgical formation of a treelike bundle 
of blood vessels to better vascularize an area of the body.

Aredia  Used to prevent and to treat osteoporosis in 
women after the menopause.

HCPCS II	 J2430
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areola  The circular field of dark colored skin surrounding 
the nipple.

Argyll Robertson pupil  A pupil which does not 
respond to light.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 379.45

Arimidex  Used in the treatment of post-menopausal 
breast cancer in women.

HCPCS II	 S0170

Aristocort Forte  Drug used to provide relief for 
inflamed areas of the body. Used to treat severe allergies, 
skin problems, asthma, or arthritis.

HCPCS II	 J3302

Aristocort Intralesional  Drug used to provide 
relief for inflamed areas of the body. Used to treat severe 
allergies, skin problems, asthma, or arthritis.

HCPCS II	 J3302

Aristospan Intra-Articular  Drug used in treatment 
in acute gouty arthritis, acute and subacute bursitis, acute 
nonspecific tenosynovitis, epicondylitis, rheumatoid 
arthritis, synovitis of osteoarthritis.

HCPCS II	 J3303

Aristospan Intralesional  Drug used in treatment in 
acute gouty arthritis, acute and subacute bursitis, acute 
nonspecific tenosynovitis, epicondylitis, rheumatoid 
arthritis, synovitis of osteoarthritis.

HCPCS II	 J3303

Aristospan, intra-articular/ intralesional  Drug 
used to treat incapacitating allergic disorders intractable to 
adequate trials of conventional treatment.

HCPCS II	 J3303

Arixtra  Drug used as a type of blood thinner used to 
help prevent the formation of blood clots following hip or 
knee surgery.

HCPCS II	 J1652

Arm-a-Med  Works in the lungs to open breathing 
passages to make breathing easier. It is used to prevent 
and treat asthma attacks or other breathing problems.

HCPCS II	 J7647,	J7648,	J7649,	J7650

Aromasin  Drug used to treat breast cancer occurring 
after menopause.

HCPCS II	 S0156

aromatase inhibition  Prevention of the formation 
of estradiol, a female hormone, by interfering with an 
aromatase enzyme. Also a type of hormone therapy 
used in postmenopausal women who have hormone-
dependent breast cancer.

Arranon  Drug used for treating leukemia or lymphoma 
in certain patients.

HCPCS II	 J9261

arrector pili  A microscopic length of muscle which 
connects a hair follicle to the dermis of the skin.

arreflexic  Having a diminished or absent reflex.

Arrestin  Drug used for the treatment of nausea and 
vomiting and nausea associated with gastroenteritis and 
to treat periodontal disease.

HCPCS II	 J3250,	Q0173

arrhythmia  Variations in the normal rhythm of the 
heartbeat.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 306.2,	426.9,	427.0-427.9,	427.81-
427.89,	997.1

arrhythmogenic  Capable of causing a heart 
arrhythmia.

arsenic  A poisonous chemical used to kill weeds and 
pests. Also used in cancer therapy.

arsenic trioxide  An antineoplastics substance that 
induces programmed cell death (apoptosis) in certain 
cancer cells.

HCPCS II	 J9017

arterial blood gas (ABG)  A blood test drawn from an 
artery to measure the amount of oxygen, carbon dioxide, 
and acid in blood. Changes in respiratory care can be 
made on the basis of this test.

CPT	 82803

arterial conduit  Artificial artery connecting two 
organs

arterial embolization  The blocking of blood flow 
through an artery by a clot of foreign material, mechanical 
device, or medication, often done as treatment to block 
blood flow supplying a tumor.

arterial plaque  A collection of fatty deposits on the 
inside lining of an artery.

arteries  Vessels that carry oxygen-rich blood to the 
body.
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arteriogram  An x-ray of the arteries taken with the 
aid of a dye.

CPT	 75600-75774

arteriography  Radiographic imaging of the arteries, 
visible after injection of a contrast dye that outlines the 
vessels on an x-ray.

CPT	 75600-75630

arterioles  Small, muscular branches of arteries. When 
they contract, they increase resistance to blood flow, and 
blood pressure in the arteries increases.

arteriolitis  Inflammation of the arterioles (small 
terminal that turns into a capillary).

ICD-9-CM Dx	 447.6

arteriopathy  An disease of the arterioles ( a small 
artery that connects to the capillaries).

ICD-9-CM Dx	 447.9

arterioplasty  The surgical repair of an artery, either 
by inserting a balloon-tipped catheter to unblock it, or by 
reconstructing or replacing part of the vessel.

CPT	 35450-35459,	35470-35475,	75962-
75968,	92982-92984,	92997-92998

arteriosclerosis  A disease process, commonly called 
hardening of the arteries, which includes a variety of 
conditions that cause artery walls to thicken with the 
build-up of fatty plaque and lose elasticity.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 414.0x,	437.0,	440

arteriovenous  Pertaining to both arteries and veins.

arteriovenous fistula  An abnormal passage between 
an artery and a vein.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 417.0,	447.0,	747.3,	747.6x,	747.81,	
747.82

arteritis  Inflammation of the arteries.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 417.8,	446.0,	446.2x,	446.5,	446.7,	447.6

arthralgia  Pain in a joint.
There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

arthritis  Inflammation of a joint.

arthritis mutilans  An extremely destructive form 
of arthritis, usually applied to a severe form of psoriatic 
arthritis.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 696.0

arthrocele  1) Hernia of the synovial membrane through 
the capsule of a joint. 2) Swelling of a joint.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 719.0x

arthrocentesis  Puncture of a joint space with a needle 
to remove accumulated fluid from the joint.

CPT	 20600,	20605,	20610

arthrodesis  The surgical fixation of a joint to promote 
bone fusion (merging).

There	are	too	many	CPT	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	CPT	book	
for	appropriate	codes.

arthrodysplasia  Abnormal joint development.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 755.9

arthroereisis  Limitation of excessive movement of a 
joint.

arthrography  A diagnostic procedure in which x-ray 
images of the interior of a joint are taken, following the 
injection of contrast material.

arthropathy  Any disease or disorder involving a joint.

arthroplasty  1) The creation of an artificial joint. 2) The 
surgical restoration of the integrity and functional power 
of a joint

There	are	too	many	CPT	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	CPT	book	
for	appropriate	codes.

arthrorisis  Limitation of excessive movement of a joint.

arthroscope  An instrument inserted into it’s joint 
cavity to view the interior of a joint and correct certain 
abnormalities.

arthroscopy  The procedure or visualizing the inside of a 
joint by means of an arthroscope (an instrument inserted 
into a joint cavity to view the interior).

There	are	too	many	CPT	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	CPT	book	
for	appropriate	codes.

arthrosis  An older term used to refer to osteoarthritis.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 715.90

arthrotomy  Incision into a joint.
There	are	too	many	CPT	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	CPT	book	
for	appropriate	codes.

articular  Pertaining to a joint.
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articular cartilage  The fibrous covering around 
the ends of bones that allows for the distribution of 
compressive loads over the cross section of bones, while 
providing a near frictionless and wear resistant surface for 
joint movement.

articulated  Consisting of separate segments joined as 
to be movable on each other.

articulation disorder  Inability to correctly produce 
speech sounds (phonemes) because of imprecise 
placement, timing, pressure, speed, or flow of movement 
of the lips, tongue, or throat.

artifact  A spurious structure or feature in an image or 
data produced by the imaging technique or instrument 
rather than by the imaged object itself.

artificial insemination (AI)  The placement of sperm 
within the vagina, uterus, or fallopian tubes by artificial 
means, usually an injection through a catheter or cannula, 
to overcome problems relating to sexual performance, 
sperm-mucus interaction, poor quality semen.

CPT	 58321-58323,	58976

artificial spermatocele  An artificial, surgically 
created pouch used to collect sperm from men with 
irreversible tubal blockage.

artificial ventilation  The use of mechanical assistive 
devices to move air into the lungs.

arytenoid  1) Either of two small pitcher-shaped 
cartilages at the back of the larynx to which the vocal cord 
are attached. 2) A muscle that is connected to either of 
these cartilages. 3) Any of several small mucous glands 
located in front of these cartilages.

arytenoidectomy  Excision of an arytenoid cartilage 
(located in the larynx).

CPT	 31400,	31560

arytenoidopexy  Surgical fixation of the arytenoid 
cartilages (located in the larynx) or muscles.

CPT	 31400

ascending aorta  The first portion of the aorta, 
emerging from the heart’s left ventricle.

ascites  Abnormal buildup of fluid in the abdomen.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 789.51,	789.59

aseptic  Without the presence of disease-causing 
microorganisms.

aseptic necrosis  Death of a part or whole of a bone 
which often forms part of a joint, usually occurring due 
to an inadequate blood supply. Also known as avascular 
necrosis.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 733.40-733.49

asomatognosia  Lack of awareness of the condition of 
all or part of one’s body.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 781.8

asparaginase  Used with or without anticancer drugs 
to treat acute lymphocytic leukemia and works by starving 
tumor cells of needed nutrients and slowing tumor cell 
growth.

HCPCS II	 J9020

aspartate aminotransferase  A liver enzyme, 
measured through a blood test, that indicates the health of 
the liver, with lower counts being better, and levels rising 
because of hepatitis, other infections, or drug toxicities.

aspergillosis  A fungal infection resulting from 
Aspergillus. Also known as aspergillomycosis.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 117.3

aspergillus  A ubiquitous fungus, most commonly 
found in compost heaps and the frequent cause of 
disease in transplant patients, those with HIV, and other 
immunocompromised patients.

aspermia  The absence of sperm in semen.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 606.9

asphyxia  A condition in which an extreme decrease in 
the amount of oxygen in the body accompanied by an 
increase of carbon dioxide leads to loss of consciousness 
or death.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 768.0-768.1,	768.5-768.6,	768.9,	799.01,	
933.1,	934.0-934.1,	986,	987.9,	994.1,	994.7

aspirate  To inhale foreign material into the windpipe 
or lung tissue, a significant reason for the development of 
pneumonia. To withdraw fluid from the body by suction, 
usually through a needle or syringe.

aspiration  1) The act of breathing in; inhalation. 2) The 
process of removing fluids or gases from the body with a 
suction device.

asplenia  Congenital absence of the spleen.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 759.0
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assay  A quantitative or qualitative evaluation, or test, 
of a substance, frequently used to describe tests for the 
presence or concentration of infectious agents, antibodies, 
etc.

assimilation  A person’s ability to comprehend and 
integrate new experiences.

assisted hatching (AH, AZH)  Thinning out the zona 
pellucida prior to transferring the embryo into the uterus.

assisted reproductive technology (ART)  Several 
procedures employed to bring about conception without 
sexual intercourse, including IUI, IVF, GIFT and ZIFT.

assistive devices  Technical tools and devices such 
as alphabet boards, text telephones, or text-to-speech 
conversion software, used to assist people with physical 
or emotional disorders to perform certain actions, tasks, 
and activities.

astasia  The inability to stand due to a lack of muscle 
coordination.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 300.11,	307.9

asteotosis  Dryness of the skin.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 706.8

astereognosis  Inability to recognize familiar objects by 
touch that cannot be explained by a defect of elementary 
tactile sensation.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 780.99

asthenopia  A condition of the eyes featuring fatigue, 
strain, headache, blurred vision, and other symptoms.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 368.13

asthenozoospermia  Low sperm motility.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 792.2

asthma  A chronic inflammatory lung disease 
characterized by recurrent breathing problems.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 493,	500,	502,	504

asthmatic bronchitis  Coexistence of wheezing and 
chronic bronchitis.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 493.20

asthmatiform  Resembling asthma (spasmodic 
contraction of the bronchi).

astigmatism  A visual defect in which the unequal 
curvature of one or more refractive surfaces of the eye, 
usually the cornea, prevents light rays from focusing clearly 
at one point on the retina, resulting in blurred vision.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 367.20-367.22

astragalectomy  Surgical removal of the ankle bone.
CPT	 28130

Astramorph PF  Used to relieve pain before and during 
surgery or during labor and delivery. Also used to make 
the anesthetic work better.

HCPCS II	 J2270,	J2271,	S0093

astringent  A substance that shrinks, tightens, or draws 
body tissues together.

astrocytoma  A tumor that begins in the brain or spinal 
cord in small, star-shaped cells called astrocytes.

See	neoplasm,	by	site,	malignant.

asymbolia  A form of aphasia (inability to use or 
understand language) in which the significance of signs 
cannot be comprehended.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 784.6

asymmetry  Lack of identical size, structure, or 
proportion on the opposite side or mirror image.

asymptomatic infection  An infection or phase of 
infection without symptoms.

asynergy  Lack of coordination among parts or organs 
normally acting in unison.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 429.89,	781.3

Atarax  Used for relief of nasal and non-nasal symptoms 
of various allergic conditions such as seasonal allergic 
rhinitis. Also used as an aid for insomnia and to induce 
sedation prior to certain uncomfortable diagnostic or 
therapeutic procedures.

HCPCS II	 J3410

ataxia  A loss of muscular coordination, abnormal 
clumsiness.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 331.89,	334,	781.3

atelocardia  Imperfect development of the heart.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 746.9

Atgam  Used to prevent a rejection after organ transplant 
or to treat certain blood disorders.

HCPCS II	 J7504

athelia  The congenital absence of the nipples.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 757.6

atherectomy  The removal of obstructive plaque or 
debris in an artery and a portion of the diseased arterial 
lining.

CPT	 0234T-0238T,	37225,	37227,	37229,	
37231,	37233,	37235
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atheroembolism  An embolism caused by a buildup 
of lipid debris that breaks free and can travel to another 
organ or vessel where it then causes damage when it 
becomes blocked within an artery too small for passage .

ICD-9-CM Dx	 445.01-445.89

atherosclerosis  Loss of elasticity in arterial walls in 
which atheromas, or plaques form on the walls of the 
artery containing cholesterol, lipid material, and liphages 
within the inner media of large and medium sized arteries. 
Also known as arteriosclerosis.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 414.0x,	437.0,	440

athetosis  Slow, involuntary, writhing movements of the 
limbs and fingers due to a lesion of the brain, most often 
seen in children.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 781.0

athrepsia  Chronic wasting of body tissues, especially 
in young children, commonly due to prolonged dietary 
deficiency of protein and calories. Also known as 
marasmus.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 261

Ativan  Used to treat, relieve anxiety, nervousness, and 
tension associated with anxiety disorders. It is also used 
to treat certain types of seizure disorders and to relieve 
insomnia.

HCPCS II	 J2060

atom  The smallest particle of an element that can 
participate in a chemical reaction.

atonic  A flaccid anatomical part that shows no tone or 
muscle strength.

atonic seizure  A type of minor seizure in which a brief 
lack of muscle tone can cause falling or injury.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 345.00,	345.01

atopy  A predisposition to develop allergy, which may 
remain latent until clinical allergy develops.

atrasentan  An endothelin receptor antagonist being 
studied as a treatment for cancer.

atresia  The congenital absence or closure of a normal 
body opening or tubular structure, such as the anus, 
intestine, or external ear canal.

atria  The two upper chambers of the heart that each 
pump blood into the ventricles.

atrial dysrhythmia ablation  A procedure that 
involves the transmission of a mild radiofrequency energy 
through a catheter to the heart muscle to stop many types 
of rapid, irregular heartbeats (atrial fibrillation).

CPT	 93651

atrial fibrillation  The normal rhythmical contractions 
of the cardiac atria are replaced by rapid irregular 
twitching of the muscular wall that cause the ventricles to 
respond irregularly. Also known as A-fib.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 427.31

atrial flutter  A rapid, well organized contraction of 
the atrium (chamber of the heart) at a rate of 250-350 
contractions per minute. Also known as auricular flutter.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 427.32

atrial septal defect  A hole in the atrial septum.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 745.0

atrial septum  The wall partitioning the right and left 
atrium.

atrial systole  The contraction of the atria by which 
blood is propelled from the atria into the ventricles.

atrichia  The congenital or acquired absence of hair. Also 
known as atrichosis.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 740.00,	757.4

atrichosis  The congenital or acquired absence of hair.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 740.00,	757.4

atriomegaly  Abnormal dilation or enlargement of the 
atrium (chamber) of the heart.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 429.3,	746.89

atrioseptoplasty  Surgical repair of an atrial septic 
defect.

CPT	 33641,	33647

atriotomy  Surgical opening of an atrium (a chamber).

atrioventricular  Pertaining to an atrial chamber and a 
ventricle of the heart.

atrioventricular block  The impairment of electrical 
impulse conduction between the atria and the ventricles.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 426.10

atrioventricular node  A group of cells located 
between the atria (two upper heart chambers) and the 
ventricles (two lower heart chambers) that regulates the 
electrical current that passes through it, and hence the 
heart rhythm of contraction.
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atrium  Either of the heart’s two upper chambers.

atrophic cirrhosis  Chronic liver cell destruction and 
scar formation in which the tissue shrinks in size.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 571.5

atrophic rhinitis  Chronic inflammation of the 
nasal mucous membrane with wasting of the mucous 
membrane and glands.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 472.0

atrophy  Muscle wasting.

atropine  Drug used in the treatment of abdominal 
pain, bloating and cramps in patients with irritable bowel 
syndrome. Also used in patients with acute inflammation 
of the stomach and intestines, in reducing pain and 
diarrhea, and as additional therapy in patients with 
duodenal ulcer.

HCPCS II	 J7635,	J7636

atropine sulfate  Drug used to treat a variety of 
stomach and intestinal tract disorders such as peptic 
ulcers, diarrhea, irritable bowel syndrome, diverticulitis, 
colitis, or pancreatitis. Also used in treating cases of bed 
wetting, frequent urination, motion sickness, alcohol 
withdrawal, Parkinson’s disease, asthma, poisoning (due 
to certain insecticides or plants), to relax muscles in the 
eye, which causes the pupil to widen (dilate), and to treat 
inflammation of certain parts of the eye.

HCPCS II	 J0461

Atrovent  Used to prevent bronchospasm attacks.
HCPCS II	 J7644,	J7645

attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD)  
A syndrome, or group of signs and symptoms, usually 
characterized by serious and persistent difficulties in 
maintaining attentiveness, manifesting as distractibility, 
impulsivity, and hyperactivity.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 314.00-314.01

attenuated virus  A weakened virus with reduced 
ability to infect or produce disease, from which some 
vaccines are made.

attenuation  The combination of absorption and 
scattering process by which radiation is reduced in 
intensity when passing through some material.

atticotomy  Incision into the tympanic attic (the upper 
portion of the eardrum).

CPT	 69631,	69635

atypical  Not corresponding to the normal form or type; 
not typical.

atypical hyperplasia  A benign condition in which 
cells may have abnormal features and are increased in 
number.

atypical squamous cells of undetermined 
significance (ASC-US)  A mild cellular change of an 
unknown cause that is found with a Pap smear and may 
be caused by an infection or inflammation.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 795.11

audiogram  A record of the threshold of sensitivity of 
hearing measured at several different frequencies.

CPT	 92551

audiology  The study of hearing and hearing 
impairment; the study of the nature, causes, and 
treatment of diseases of the ear.

audiometry  Measurement of the acuity (sharpness) of 
hearing for the various frequencies of sound waves.

CPT	 92552-92561,	92579-92583,	92585-
92586

auditory brainstem response (ABR) Test  Test 
used for hearing in infants and young children, or to test 
for brain functioning in unresponsive patients.

CPT	 92585

auditory canal  Either of two passages of the ear, the 
internal or the external.auditory hallucination  A 
hallucination involving the perception of sound that is not 
there, most commonly of voices, usually counted as those 
sounds whose source is perceived as being external and 
not originating from inside the head.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 780.1

auditory nerve  Eighth cranial nerve that connects the 
inner ear to the brainstem.

auditory perception  Ability to identify, interpret, and 
attach meaning to sound; the sense of hearing.

auditory prosthesis  Device that substitutes or 
enhances the ability to hear.

augmentation  An adding on, or the resulting 
condition.

CPT	 21120-21127,	21208

augmentative devices  Tools that help individuals 
with limited or absent speech to communicate.

HCPCS II	 E1902
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Augmerosen  A drug that may kill cancer cells 
by blocking the production of a protein that makes 
cancer cells live longer. Also known as bcl-2 antisense 
oligodeoxynucleotide G3139 and oblimersen.

aura  A premonitory, subjective brief sensation, such as 
a flash of light, experienced in migraines and epilepsy, 
that warns of an impending headache or convulsion. 
The nature of the sensation depends on the brain area in 
which the attack begins.

aural  Associated with the ears.

aural rehabilitation  Techniques used with people 
who are hearing impaired to improve the ability to speak 
and communicate.

CPT	 92626-92633

auricular  Pertaining to the auricles of the heart or to the 
little finger.

aurothioglucose  Drug used in the treatment of active, 
progressive, or destructive forms of inflammatory arthritis, 
such as juvenile rheumatoid arthritis.

HCPCS II	 J2910

autism  Brain disorder that begins in early childhood and 
persists throughout adulthood that affects three crucial 
areas of development: communication, social interaction, 
and creative or imaginative play.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 299.00,	299.01

autoanalysis  A patient’s own analysis of the mental 
state underlying his or her mental disorder.

autogenous  Originating from the same individual (i.e., 
an individual’s own anatomical part).

autograft  An organ or tissue removed from a 
person and grafted back into a new position in or on 
the same individual. Also known as autologous graft, 
autotransplant.

See	anatomical	site	for	code(s).

autograft bone  Bone transplanted from one part to 
another part of the body in the same individual.

autoimmune  An immune reaction against one’s own 
tissue.

autoimmune deafness  Hearing loss in an individual 
that may be associated with an autoimmune, tissue-
attacking disease, such as rheumatoid arthritis or lupus.

autoimmune disease  Disorders in which the body 
mounts a destructive immune response against its own 
tissues.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 279.4

autoimmune hepatitis  A disease in which the 
immune system attacks the liver causing inflamation and 
cirrhosis.

ICD-9-CM Dx 571.42

autologous  Pertaining to a graft of tissue removed from 
and implanted in the same person.

autologous bone marrow transplantation  A 
procedure in which bone marrow is removed from a 
person, stored, and then given back to the person after 
intensive treatment.

autologous cultured chondrocytes, implant  
Used to help repair damaged knee cartilage.

HCPCS II	 J7330

autologous tumor cells  Cancer cells from an 
individual’s own tumor.

automated lamellar keratoplasty (ALK)  A 
procedure in which a thin slice of the cornea is removed to 
improve severe myopia.

CPT	 65760

automatism  Automatic and undirected, nonpurposeful 
behavior that is not consciously controlled, seen in 
psychomotor epilepsy.

autonomic nerve  Any of the parasympathetic or 
sympathetic nerves of the autonomic nervous system. 
The autonomic nervous system is a part of the peripheral 
nervous system that functions to regulate the basic 
visceral (organ) processes needed for the maintenance of 
normal bodily functions.

autonomic nervous system  A system of nerve cells 
whose activities are involuntary and regulates the organs 
needed for the maintenance of normal bodily functions.

autophony  Abnormal hearing of one’s own voice and 
respiratory sounds.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 388.40-388.45

Autoplex T  Used to treat certain blood clotting 
conditions in patients who are bleeding or are going to 
have surgery.

HCPCS II	 J7198
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autopsy  An examination of a cadaver (a dead body, 
especially one intended for dissection), or cadaver part, 
in order to determine the cause of death or to study 
pathologic changes.

CPT	 88020-88099
ICD-9-CM Px	 89.8

autoreceptor  A receptor molecule located in the 
presynaptic neuron’s axon terminal, thought to play a role 
in providing feedback to the presynaptic neuron and in 
modulating synaptic activity.

autotoxemia  Self-poisoning caused by endogenous 
(produced within an organism) microorganisms, 
metabolic wastes, or other toxins produced within the 
body. Also known as autointoxication.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 799.89

autotransfusion  Reinfusion of a patient’s own blood.
CPT	 86890-86891

autotransplant  An organ or tissue removed from a 
person and grafted back into a new position in or on the 
same individual. Also known as autograft, autologous 
graft.

CPT	 15040-15157,	20936-20938,	27412,	
28446,	29866,	50380

avascular necrosis  Death of a part or whole of a bone 
which often forms part of a joint, due to an inadequate 
blood supply.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 733.40-733.49

Avastin  Used along with chemotherapy medications to 
treat patients with colon and rectal cancer.

HCPCS II	 J9035

Avelox  Used to treat bacterial infections.
HCPCS II	 J2280

aversion therapy  Learning or conditioning therapy 
to eliminate some maladaptive behavior, done by pairing 
the maladaptive behavior which is in some way rewarding 
to the person engaging in it, with a very unpleasant 
stimulus.

avian influenza  An acute contagious viral infection 
adapted to birds, commonly occurring in epidemics, 
characterized by inflammation of the respiratory tract and 
by the sudden onset fever, chills, muscular pain, headache, 
and severe prostration. Also known as bird flu.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 488.0

avolition  An inability to initiate and persist in goal-
directed activities.

Avonex  Used in treatment of relapsing multiple sclerosis 
to slow the development of physical disability and to 
decrease the frequency of exacerbations.

HCPCS II	 J1825,	Q3025,	Q3026

avulsion  The forcible tearing away of a body part by 
trauma or surgery.

There	are	too	many	CPT	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	CPT	book	
for	appropriate	codes.

avulsion fracture  Separation of a small fragment of 
bone at the site of attachment of a ligament or tendon.

There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

axial compression fracture  Fracture of a vertebra 
by excessive vertical force so that pieces of it move out in 
horizontal directions.

axial pattern flap  A type of graft used for large skin 
defects in which a direct cutaneous artery that supplies 
blood is used.

CPT	 15731

axilla  The space below the shoulder joint and under 
the arm.

axillary  Near, or related to, the space below the shoulder 
joint and underarm.

axillary lymph nodes  Numerous nodes around the 
axillary (below the shoulder joint) veins which receive the 
lymphatic drainage from the upper limb, scapular region 
and pectoral region (including mammary gland); they 
drain into the subclavian trunk.

axillobifemoral  Pertaining to the axillary artery 
between the armpit and the arm, and both femoral 
(upper leg) arteries.

axon hillock  The portion of the axon that leaves the 
soma where the action potential begins.

axon terminal  The ending of the axon that connects 
to the neural target, that contains the neural transmitters 
to be released.

axoplasmic flow  Continually moving cytoplasm within 
the neuron that provides necessary material synthesized 
by the cell body to meet the performance needs of the cell 
body, the axon, and the target tissues.
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azacitidine  Drug used in patients with myelodysplastic 
syndrome subtypes, such as refractory anemia with 
ringed sideroblasts, excess blasts, or excess blasts in 
trasnformation, and chronic myelomonocytic leukemia.

HCPCS II	 J9025

Azactam  Used to treat a wide variety of bacterial infections.
HCPCS II	 S0073

Azasan  An immunosuppressant given to prevent 
organ rejection in kidney transplant patients. May also 
be given to treat rheumatoid arthritis in patients who 
have not responded to other treatments. Also known as 
azathioprine.

HCPCS II	 J7500,	J7501

Azathioprine  Used in preventing kidney transplant 
rejection. It may also be used to treat signs and symptoms 
of active rheumatoid arthritis.

HCPCS II	 J7500,	J7501

Azidothymidine  Drug used in combination with 
other anti-virus medicines in the treatment of HIV); the 
first drug approved for treatment of HIV used to slow 
disease progression and help prevent pregnant women 
from passing the virus to their babies. Also known as 
zidovudine.

HCPCS II	 J3485

azithromycin  Effective against susceptible bacteria 
causing infections of the middle ear, tonsillitis, throat 
infections, laryngitis, bronchitis, pneumonia and sinuses. 
It is also effective against certain sexually transmitted 
infectious diseases, such as nongonococcal urethritis and 
cervicitis.

HCPCS II	 J0456

azithromycin dihydrate  Drug used to treat many 
different types of bacterial infections, such as respiratory, 
skin, ear, and sexually transmitted diseases. In children, 
it is used to treat middle ear infections, pneumonia, 
tonsillitus and strep throat. Also used to prevent 
Mycobacterium avium complex (MAC) disease in patients 
with HIV.

HCPCS II	 J0456,	Q0144

Azmacort  Corticosteroid used to help prevent the 
symptoms of asthma.

HCPCS II	 J7622,	J7683,	J7684

azoles  A family of antifungal drugs (Fluconazole, 
itraconazole) used to treat fungal infections in persons 
with HIV, including candida, cryptococcus, histoplasmosis, 
and others.

HCPCS II	 J1450

azoospermia  Absence of sperm in ejaculate.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 606.0

azotemia  An excess of urea or other nitrogenous 
compounds in the blood.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 586,	790.6

AZT  A thymidine (genetic building block) analog that 
suppresses replication of HIV; the only FDA-approved drug 
for the initial treatment of HIV infection. Adverse side 
effects may include anemia, leukopenia, muscle fatigue, 
muscle wasting, nausea, and headaches. Also known as 
Zidovudine, Retrovir, or azidothymidine.

HCPCS II	 J3485

aztreonam  Used to treat a wide variety of bacterial 
infections.

HCPCS II	 S0073,	S0143

B cells (B-lymphocytes)  Blood cells that mediate 
the ‘humoral’ immune response, derived from the 
bone marrow and spleen involved in the production 
of antibodies. B-lymphocytes are in all body fluids, 
and detect the presence of foreign invaders, producing 
antibodies on their own when primed by T-lymphocytes. 
B-lymphocytes can later differentiate into plasma and 
memory cells.

B-Scan  A diagnostic test used to produce a two-
dimensional cross section view of the eye and the eye 
socket.

Bacillus Calmette-Guerin (BCG)  Drug used in 
biological therapy for cancer in a solution that contains 
live, but weakened forms of the bacteria to activate the 
immune system, used to help prevent tuberculosis and to 
treat bladder cancer.

HCPCS II	 J9031

backbench preparation  The standard preparation 
of a cadaver donor organ prior to transplantation, which 
includes dissection of the allograft from surrounding soft 
tissues.

CPT	 32855,	32856,	33933,	33944,	44715,	
44720,	44721,	47143,	47144,	47145,	
47146,	47147,	48551,	48552,	50325,	
50327,	50328,	50329
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background radiation  Baseline radioactivity due 
to cosmic radiation, radioactive materials in the vicinity, 
and to slight radioactive contamination of materials from 
which an object being handled is made.

baclofen  Drug used to treat spasm of skeletal muscles 
that cause muscle clonus, rigidity and pain due to multiple 
sclerosis.

HCPCS II	 J0475,	J0476

baclofen intrathecal screening kit  Used to relieve 
signs and symptoms of spasticity resulting from multiple 
sclerosis, particularly for the relief of flexor spasms and 
concomitant pain, clonus, and muscular rigidity.

HCPCS II	 J0476

bacteremia  The presence of bacteria in the blood.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 771.83,	790.7

bacterial vaginosis  An imbalance in the normal 
bacteria found in the vagina associated with infertility, 
miscarriage, pre-term birth, and low-birth weight babies.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 616.10

bacteriaphobia  An abnormal and persistent fear of 
germs.

bactericidal  Capable of killing bacteria.

bacteriological specimen  Any body fluid, secretion, 
or tissue obtained for biopsy on which smears and cultures 
for the presence of bacteria will be performed.

bacteriophages  Cells that digest or eat bacteria.

bacteriostatic  Capable of inhibiting bacterial growth, 
but not necessarily of killing bacteria.

Bactocill  Used to treat infections caused by bacteria.
HCPCS II	 J2700

Bactrim IV  Brand name of trimethoprim-
sulphamethoxazole, used with other antibiotics to treat a 
wide variety of bacterial infections and a certain type of 
pneumonia.

HCPCS II	 S0039

bagging  Pumping air or oxygen into the lungs by 
squeezing a rubber bag attached to a mask placed over 
the nose and mouth. Also known as bag and mask 
ventilation.

Baker’s cyst  A collection of synovial fluid that has 
escaped from the knee joint or from a bursa and has 
formed a synovial-lined sac behind the knee.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 015.2x,	692.89,	727.51

bakers’ itch  Any of several inflammatory skin disease of 
the hands seen with special frequency in bakers.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 692.89

BAL in oil  Treats arsenic, mercury, gold and lead 
poisoning.

HCPCS II	 J0470

balance  The biological mechanism enabling one to 
know where the body is in position to the environment, 
allowing one to maintain a desired physical orientation; 
balance depends on information from the labyrinth in the 
inner ear, and other senses such as sight and touch, as 
well as from muscle movement.

balance disorder  A disruption in the ability to 
maintain an upright position or orientation in the 
environment, usually caused by a problem in the 
labyrinth, the organ in the inner ear that controls the 
balance system.

balanced occlusion  The points of contact between the 
upper and lower teeth function in a harmonious working 
relation.

balanced translocation (BT)  The correct number of 
chromosomes, but with the pieces joined up incorrectly.

balanitis  Inflammation of the glans penis (the head of 
the penis).

ICD-9-CM Dx	 607.1

balanoplasty  Surgical repair of the glans penis (the 
head of the penis).

Baldy-Webster operation  An operation for 
retroversion (turning or tilting back) of the uterus by 
shortening the round ligaments.

Balint’s syndrome  A condition arising due to damage 
to the parietal cortex, in which afflicted patients are 
typically unable to accurately reach for objects, guide 
their eye movements, or perceive more than one object 
at a time.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 368.16

balloon angioplasty  A procedure in which an 
inflatable balloon is inserted into an occluded or 
constricted artery via a catheter and then inflated to 
compress the occluded material, or dilate the artery and 
open the blood vessel.

There	are	too	many	CPT	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	CPT	book	
for	appropriate	codes.
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bamboo spine  X-ray appearance of a spine in 
advanced ankylosing spondylitis, due to ligamentous 
ossification and syndesmophytes.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 720.0

band cells  Immature white blood cells.

bandemia  An increased number of immature white 
blood cells in the blood.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 288.66

Banflex  Used to help relax certain muscles in the body 
and relieve the stiffness, pain, and discomfort caused by 
strains, sprains, or other injury to the muscles. Also used to 
relieve trembling caused by Parkinson’s disease.

HCPCS II	 J2360

Bankart lesion  An anterior pouch formed when the 
humeral head of the shoulder dislocates anteriorly and 
remains following reduction, leaving a deficit in the 
anterior restraining mechanisms.

Bankart procedure  Surgical technique for the repair 
of recurrent shoulder joint dislocations.

CPT	 23455

Banophen  Drug used to relieve or prevent the 
symptoms of hay fever and other types of allergy. Also 
used to prevent motion sickness, nausea, vomiting, and 
dizziness. In patients with Parkinson’s disease, may be 
used to decrease stiffness and tremors.

HCPCS II	 J1200,	Q0163

baragnosis  Loss or impairment of the ability to 
differentiate varying weights or pressure, sometimes the 
result of a brain lesion.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 780.99

Barany Caloric Test  A test for vestibular function, 
made by irrigating the external auditory meatus with 
either hot or cold water; this normally causes stimulation 
of the vestibular apparatus, resulting in nystagmus, or 
rapid movement of the eyes. In vestibular disease, the 
response may be reduced or absent.

CPT	 92533

barba  1) Beard. 2) The hair of the beard.

barbiturates  A class of drug that produces effects 
similar to alcohol, causing feelings of depression, 
sleepiness, impaired judgment, and reduced inhibition. 
Also known as downers.

bariatric  The branch of medicine that deals with the 
causes, prevention, and treatment of obesity.

barium enema  A series of radiographic pictures taken of 
the bowel, colon, and rectum while an enema containing 
barium, an inert element not absorbed by the body which 
can be seen on x-rays, is held within the intestines.

CPT	 74270-74280

barium sulfate  An inert element that is not absorbed 
by the body, used in solution that is ingested or taken into 
the digestive tract and helps to radiographically outline 
the various parts on an x-ray for diagnostic examination.

barium swallow  A series of radiographic images taken 
of the esophagus after drinking a solution containing 
barium, which coats and outlines the esophagus on the 
x-ray.

barium x-rays  Diagnostic radiographs in which barium 
is used to diagnose abnormalities of the digestive tract.

Barlow’s sign  Flexion, adduction, and axial pressure 
on the hip in a posterior direction to detect congenital 
dislocation.

baroparesis  Reversible paralysis of the facial nerve 
due to pressure in the middle ear going up in a plane or 
surfacing in scuba diving.

barosinusitis  A sudden pain that develops in one sinus 
area as a result of sudden swelling and closure of the sinus 
opening (ostium).

ICD-9-CM Dx	 993.1

barotrauma  Injury to the middle ear caused by a rapid 
reduction of air pressure.

Barr bodies  Small, dark-staining, inactivated X 
chromosome seen in female cell. Also called sex 
chromatin.

barrel chest  The shape of the chest in some patients 
with COPD when air trapping causes overinflated lungs.

barrier  Shields of radiation absorbing material, usually 
lead or concrete, used to protect medical staff from 
radiation exposure, and to protect healthy tissue in the 
patient from being exposed to localized radiation therapy.

Bartholin’s gland  Mucosal glands found on either side 
of the opening of the vagina.

Bartonella  A genus of bacteria found in humans that 
multiply in red blood cells and reproduce by binary fission 
(cells that split and multiply).
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basal body temperature (BBT)  Temperature of 
the female, taken orally upon waking in the morning 
before any activity, used to help determine if ovulation is 
occurring.

basal cell  A cell found in the innermost layer of the 
epidermis that can become malignant in some types of 
skin cancer.

basement membrane zone  An amorphous 
extracellular layer closely applied to the basal surface of 
epithelium and also investing muscle cells, fat cells, and 
Schwann cells (cells forming the myelin sheaths of nerve 
fibers).

basilar membrane  This is a long membrane that 
is part of the auditory system. It runs the length of the 
cochlea and contains tiny hairs that act as sound receptors.

basilar meningitis  Inflammation of the membrane 
covering the base of the brain.

Basiliximab  Drug used to lower body’s natural 
immunity in patients who receive kidney transplants.

HCPCS II	 J0480

basket cells  Basket and stellate cells provide lateral 
inhibition to the Purkinje cells of the cerebellar cortex. The 
neurotransmitter is gamma-amniobutyric acid (GABA).

basopenia  A decrease in the number of basophilic 
granulocytes normally present in the circulating blood.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 288.59

basophil  A type of white blood cell, also known as 
granulocytes.

basophilia  Condition in which there is an excess of 
basophils (specific type of white blood cell) in the blood.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 288.65

Bassini operation  Plastic repair of an inguinal hernia 
(a loop of intestine entering the groin area).

bathophobia  An abnormal fear of depths.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 300.23

batimastat  An anticancer drug that belongs to the 
family of drugs called angiogenesis inhibitors. Batimastat 
is a matrix metalloproteinase inhibitor.

Battens disease  A progressive, fatal genetic disease of 
children which causes lipid deposits to form in the brain 
and in the eyes. Symptoms include blindness, seizures, 
and mental retardation.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 330.1

BayGam  Used to prevent or reduce the severity of 
infections by hepatitis A, measles, chickenpox, and 
rubella. Also may be used to prevent or reduce the severity 
of other infections in individuals with immunoglobulin 
deficiencies.

HCPCS II	 J1460,	J1470,	J1480,	J1490,	J1500,	J1510,	
J1520,	J1530,	J1540,	J1550,	J1560

BayTet  Used to prevent tetanus infection.
HCPCS II	 J1670

bearing-down pain  Pain accompanying uterine 
contractions during the second stage of labor.

Bebulin VH  Used to prevent or control bleeding 
episodes in persons with low factor levels. Also used to 
reverse the effects of warfarin blood thinner.

HCPCS II	 J7193-J7195

becaplermin gel, 0.01%  Drug used for healing skin 
ulcers of the lower legs or feet caused by diabetes.

HCPCS II	 S0157

beclomethasone  Nasal corticosteroid sprayed or 
inhaled into the nose to help relieve stuffiness, irritation, 
and discomfort of hay fever, asthma, and other allergies. 
Also used to prevent nasal polyps from growing back.

HCPCS II	 J7622

Beconase  Used for the control of bronchial asthma in 
persons requiring continuous treatment.

HCPCS II	 J7622

Beer’s operation  A flap method for cataract surgery.

behavior modification  A type of behavioral therapy 
in which the principles of operant conditioning using 
reinforcement and punishments are used to eliminate 
some type of unwanted, maladaptive behavior.

behind-the-ear (BTE)  A type of hearing aid designed 
to fit behind the ear, which transmits sound to the ear 
canal via tubing and a custom earmold. Many can be 
modified with connections to external sound sources such 
as auditory training equipment, infrared listening systems 
or television.

Bell’s palsy  Temporary facial muscle weakness or 
paralysis resulting from damage or trauma to one of the 
paired facial nerves.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 094.89,	351.0,	767.5
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Ben-Allergin-50  Drug used for relief of nasal and 
non-nasal symptoms of various allergic conditions such 
as seasonal allergic rhinitis, to treat patients with chronic 
urticaria, allergic reactions involving the eyes, to prevent 
or treat active motion sickness, and for mild cases of 
Parkinsonism, as well as for insomnia.

HCPCS II	 J1200,	Q0163

Bena-D 10  An antihistamine used to treat symptoms of 
allergies and the common cold, such as sneezing, runny 
nose, irritated eyes, rashes, hives, nausea, etc. Also used 
as a mild sedative. Also known as diphenhydramine 
hydrochloride.

HCPCS II	 J1200,	Q0163

Bena-D 50  An antihistamine used to treat symptoms of 
allergies and the common cold, such as sneezing, runny 
nose, irritated eyes, rashes, hives, nausea, etc. Also used 
as a mild sedative. Also known as diphenhydramine 
hydrochloride.

HCPCS II	 J1200,	Q0163

Benadryl  Drug used for relief of nasal and non-nasal 
symptoms of various allergic conditions such as seasonal 
allergic rhinitis, to treat patients with chronic urticaria, 
allergic reactions involving the eyes, to prevent or treat 
active motion sickness, and for mild cases of Parkinsonism, 
as well as for insomnia.

HCPCS II	 J1200,	Q0163

Benadryl Allergy  An antihistamine used to treat 
symptoms of allergies and the common cold, such 
as sneezing, runny nose, irritated eyes, rashes, hives, 
nausea, etc. Also used as a mild sedative. Also known as 
diphenhydramine hydrochloride.

HCPCS II	 J1200,	Q0163

Benahist  Drug used for relief of nasal and non-nasal 
symptoms of various allergic conditions such as seasonal 
allergic rhinitis, to treat patients with chronic urticaria, 
allergic reactions involving the eyes, to prevent or treat 
active motion sickness, and for mild cases of Parkinsonism, 
as well as for insomnia.

HCPCS II	 J1200,	Q0163

Benahist 10  An antihistamine used to treat symptoms 
of allergies and the common cold, such as sneezing, 
runny nose, irritated eyes, rashes, hives, nausea, etc. Also 
used as a mild sedative. Also known as diphenhydramine 
hydrochloride.

HCPCS II	 J1200,	Q0163

Benahist 50  An antihistamine used to treat symptoms 
of allergies and the common cold, such as sneezing, 
runny nose, irritated eyes, rashes, hives, nausea, etc. Also 
used as a mild sedative. Also known as diphenhydramine 
hydrochloride.

HCPCS II	 J1200,	Q0163

bendamustine  An alkylating agent that is used for 
lymphocytic leukemia and non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma.

HCPCS II J9033

Bender-Gestalt test  Psychological test used to 
evaluate visual-motor maturity and used to screen 
for developmental disorders, or to assess neurological 
function in brain damage.

CPT	 96101-96103

Benefix  Drug used to treat hemophilia B, which is 
sometimes called Christmas disease. It helps the blood 
form clots.

HCPCS II	 J7193-J7195

benign  Noncancerous, nonrecurring, not causing acute 
disease.

benign endometrial hyperplasia  An overgrowth 
and thickening of the cells lining the uterus caused 
by cellular proliferation in response to an abnormal, 
continuous hormonal stimulus from estrogen unopposed 
by progesterone; may occur with polycystic ovarian 
disease or when several cycles occur without ovulation, 
causing continuous estrogen activity.

ICD-9-CM Dx 	 621.34

benign essential tremor  A condition more common 
than Parkinson’s disease, which often includes bilateral 
tremor of the hands, head tremor, and a tremulous quality 
to the voice. Also known as familial or essential tremor 
(ET).

ICD-9-CM Dx	 333.1

benign paroxysmal positional vertigo (BPPV)  
Balance disorder that results in a sudden onset of 
dizziness, spinning, or vertigo that occurs when suddenly 
moving the head from one position to another.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 386.11

Bennett’s fracture  A dislocation fracture of the first 
metacarpal bone between the hand and the wrist at the 
carpal-metacarpal joint.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 815.01,	815.11
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Benoject  Drug used for relief of nasal and non-nasal 
symptoms of various allergic conditions such as seasonal 
allergic rhinitis, to treat patients with chronic urticaria, 
allergic reactions involving the eyes, to prevent or treat 
active motion sickness, and for mild cases of Parkinsonism, 
as well as for insomnia.

HCPCS II	 J1200,	Q0163

Benoject -10  An antihistamine used to treat symptoms 
of allergies and the common cold, such as sneezing, 
runny nose, irritated eyes, rashes, hives, nausea, etc. Also 
used as a mild sedative. Also known as diphenhydramine 
hydrochloride.

HCPCS II	 J1200,	Q0163

Benoject- 50  An antihistamine used to treat symptoms 
of allergies and the common cold, such as sneezing, 
runny nose, irritated eyes, rashes, hives, nausea, etc. Also 
used as a mild sedative. Also known as diphenhydramine 
hydrochloride.

HCPCS II	 J1200,	Q0163

Bentyl  Used for relief from spasms of the 
gastrointestinal tract, the bladder, and the biliary tract. 
This is also used in controlling conditions such as colitis, 
spastic bladder, diverticulitis, infant colic, renal and biliary 
colic, peptic ulcer, irritable bowel syndrome , splenic 
flexure syndrome, and pancreatitis.

HCPCS II	 J0500

Benylin Cough  Drug used to relieve coughs due to 
colds or influenza.

HCPCS II	 J1200,	Q0163

benztropine mesylate  Drug used to treat Parkinson’s 
disease. It is also used to control severe reactions to 
certain medications such as reserpine or phenothiazines, 
chlorprothixene, thiothixene, loxapine and haloperidol.

HCPCS II	 J0515

berlock dermatitis  Inflammation of the skin on the 
neck, face, or chest with patches or streaks, caused by 
exposure to perfume or other toilet articles containing 
bergamot oil and then to sunlight.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 692.72

berry aneurysm  A small aneurysm of the cerebral 
artery.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 430

Berubigen  Drug used in vitamin B12 deficiency such as 
anemia, stomach problems, and nerve damage.

HCPCS II	 J3420

beryllium  An element with the atomic symbol Be, 
atomic number 4, and atomic weight 9.01218. Short 
exposure to this element can lead to a type of poisoning 
known as berylliosis.

Best’s disease  Atrophy of the photoreceptors in the 
macula with later loss of visual acuity to the degree of 
legal blindness and often accompanied by a blind spot 
in central vision. Also known as vitelliform macular 
dystrophy.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 362.76

beta blocker  An antihypertensive drug that limits the 
activity of epinephrine, a hormone that increases blood 
pressure; medications that help block symptoms, such 
as palpitations, and tremor caused by excess thyroid 
hormone.

beta carotene  A form of carotene, precursor to 
vitamin A; a red-orange pigment found in plants and 
plant-eating animals, and in dark green and yellow fruits 
and vegetables that may have beneficial effects on the 
immune system.

beta HCG test  A blood test used to detect very early 
pregnancies and to evaluate embryonic development. A 
beta test usually refers to a quantitative hCG in which the 
units of hCG are counted, but may also be a qualitative 
test that reads only to to a certain hCG level that is lab 
dependent.

CPT	 84702,	84703,	84704

beta-2  Drug used to treat or prevent the symptoms 
of asthma, emphysema, and other breathing problems. 
Also used to prevent the symptoms of exercise-induced 
asthma.

HCPCS II	 J7647,	J7648,	J7649,	J7650

betalin 12  Drug used to treat pernicious anemia, 
nutritional vitamin B12 deficiency, malabsorption, 
stomach problems, and nerve damage.

HCPCS II	 J3420
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Betameth  Used to treat inadequate blood circulation 
due to surgical or accidental trauma or severe infection, 
Inflamed soft tissue, life threatening allergic reaction to 
medication, severe allergic reaction, severe and prolonged 
asthma attack. Also used to treat sudden onset of 
symptoms caused by insufficient production of hormones 
from the adrenal glands, due to abnormal stress in 
Addison’s disease, Simmond’s disease, surgical removal of 
the adrenal glands or decreased functioning of the adrenal 
glands or decreased functioning of the adrenal glands 
from the corticosteroid therapy.

HCPCS II	 J0704

betamethasone  Used for the relief of itching and 
inflammation associated with a wide variety of skin 
conditions.

HCPCS II	 J7624

betamethasone sodium phosphate  Drug used to 
provide relief for inflamed areas of the body.

HCPCS II	 J0702,	J0704

Betaseron  Drug used in the treatment of relapse-
remitting multiple sclerosis to slow the development 
of physical disability and to decrease the frequency of 
exacerbations.

HCPCS II	 J1830

bethanechol chloride  Drug used in treatment of 
acute postoperative and postpartum nonobstructive 
urinary retention and for neurogenic atony of the urinary 
bladder with retention.

HCPCS II	 J0520

bevacizumab  Drug used along with chemotherapy 
medications to treat patients with colon and rectal cancer.

HCPCS II	 J9035

benzene  A chemical that is frequently used to make 
plastics, nylons and adhesives. Exposure to Benzene can 
cause damage to the kidneys, heart, lungs, brain, liver and 
chromosomes.

ICD-9-CM Dx V87.12

biarthrodial muscles  Muscles that span over two 
joints and exert a function over those joints, such as the 
biceps brachii - shoulder and elbow flexion.

biarticular  Pertaining to two joints.

bicarbonate  Neutralizes acid and protects digestive 
enzymes.

Bicillin C-R 900/300  Drug used in treating infections 
caused by bacteria.

Bicillin L-A  Drug used as an antibiotic used to treat a 
variety of bacterial infections.

HCPCS II	 J0560,	J0570,	J0580

BiCNU  Used to treat cancer of the lymph system, 
cancerous brain tumors, and a certain type of cancer in the 
bone marrow.

HCPCS II	 J9050

bicornuate  Having two horns, or structures that 
resemble horns.

bicornuate uterus  A congenital malformation of the 
uterus where the upper portion (horn) is duplicated.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 654.00-654.04,	660.20,	660.21,	660.23,	
752.3,	763.1,	763.89

bicortical  A type of fixation in orthopedics surgery to 
repair or stabilize bone.

Bier block  Regional anesthesia by intravenous injection 
used for surgical procedures on the arm below the elbow, 
or the leg below the knee, that are done in a bloodless 
field maintained by a pneumatic tourniquet.

bifid  Cleft or split in two.

bifurcation  A division into two branches; a forking.

bigeminy  The occurrence of two beats of the pulse in 
rapid succession.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 427.89

bile  A brown liquid containing bile salts, cholesterol, 
bilirubin, and lecithin, that aids in digestion, produced at 
the rate of about three cups a day by the liver and stored in 
the gallbladder before being released into the intestines. 
Some substances in bile, including bile salts and lecithin, 
act like detergents to break up fat so that it can be easily 
digested and others, like bilirubin, are waste products.

bile acids  Acids that help dissolve dietary fat.

bile duct  Tubular structure responsible for conducting 
bile from the liver to the intestine, where it aids in 
digestion.

biliary calculus  A concretion in the gall bladder or bile 
duct, composed chiefly of cholesterol, calcium salts, and 
bile pigments. Also known as gallstone.
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biliary cirrhosis  Inflammation of the liver due to 
chronic bile retention after obstruction or infection of 
the major extra- or intraheptic bile ducts, or of unknown 
cause, and sometimes occurring after administration of 
certain drugs.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 121.1,	121.3,	571.6

biliary dyskinesia  Derangement of the filling and 
emptying mechanism of the gallbladder.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 575.8

biliary obstruction  Blockage or clog of a bile duct.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 574.11,	574.21,	574.31,	574.41,	574.51,	

575.2,	751.61

biliary system  The ducts and tubes that collect and 
drain bile.

bililights  Lights placed over an infant to assist in the 
breakdown of bilirubin and to decrease jaundice.

HCPCS II	 E0202

bilirubin  A dark brown substance which is a waste 
product of bile and gives a brown color to both bile and 
stool.

bilobectomy  Surgical excision of two lobes, mainly 
referring to the lungs.

CPT	 32482

biloma  An encapsulated collection of bile within the 
abdomen.

binaural  Able to hear with both ears; of or pertaining 
to sound transmission from two separate sound sources, 
which may vary acoustically relative to the listener, as in 
the wearing of two hearing instruments.

Binet test  A standardized test for the measurement 
of intelligence consisting of a series of questions, graded 
according to the intelligence of normal children at 
different ages, the answers to which indicate the mental 
age of the person tested; used primarily for children.

CPT	 96101-96103

binocular vision  The blending of the separate images 
seen by each eye into a single image; allows images to be 
seen with depth.

biochemical pregnancy  An early positive pregnancy 
detection through a test, but no pregnancy visible on 
ultrasound.

CPT	 81025,	84702

Bioclate  Used to temporarily prevent or control bleeding 
episodes in patients with hemophilia A.

HCPCS II	 J7192

biocompatibility  A characteristic of materials that do 
not produce a significant rejection or immune response.

biodegredation  The breakdown of organic materials 
into simple chemicals commonly found in the body.

biofeedback  The process of giving someone 
information on one or more physiologic variables, such as 
heart rate, blood pressure, or skin temperature in certain 
circumstances to try and help the person gain some 
voluntary control over them.

bioimpedance  A measure of changes in the electrical 
conductivity of the thorax or heart.

biological  Chemical synthesized by recombinant 
techniques that is intended to serve as a therapeutic 
intervention providing a therapeutic effect.

biological half-life  The time for the body or an organ 
to eliminate one-half the original material.

biomarkers  A substance sometimes found in an 
increased amount in the blood, other body fluids, or 
tissues and which may mean that a certain type of cancer 
is in the body. Examples of biomarkers include CA 125 
(ovarian cancer), CA 15-3 (breast cancer), CEA (ovarian, 
lung, breast, pancreas, and gastrointestinal tract cancers), 
and PSA (prostate cancer). Also known as tumor markers.

biomicroscopy  The examination of tissues on a 
microscopic level; often used to view cornea or lens of 
the eye.

biophysical  The science dealing with the application of 
physical methods and theories to biological problems.

biopsy  Removal and examination, usually microscopic, 
of tissue from the living body performed to establish a 
diagnosis.

BiPAP  Bi-level positive airway pressure is a machine 
which administers air under pressure via a nose mask to 
keep airways open and unobstructed.

HCPCS II	 A7030-A7039,	E0561-E0562

biperiden lactate  Used to treat stiffness, tremors, 
spasms, and poor muscle control of Parkinson’s disease. 
It is also used to treat and prevent these same muscular 
conditions when they are caused by drugs.

HCPCS II	 J0190
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biphasic  Having two phases. Used to describe BBT 
charts that show a clear shift from the follicular phase 
(before ovulation) to the luteal phase (after ovulation).

bipolar cautery  To burn or sear using a high frequency 
electrical current passed through tissue from one electrode 
to another.

bipolar disorder  Also known as manic depression, this 
is a mood disorder in which the person’s mood swings 
from euphoric, manic stages to depressed (from one ‘pole’ 
to the other).

ICD-9-CM Dx	 296.00-296.16,	296.40-296.89,	296.80

birth defect  A defect present at birth, whether 
developmental or genetic.

birth injury  Impairment of body function or damage 
due to adverse influences to which the infant was 
subjected at birth.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 665.9x

bismuth  A chemical agent used to treat diarrhea, 
nausea, and other gastrointestinal conditions.

bispectral index (BIS)  A calculation based on certain 
readings of an EEG. Used to measure the hypnotic state / 
sedation level of a patient.

bisphosphonates  Drugs which inhibit bone 
resorption.

bitolterol mesylate  Drug used for the relief of 
bronchospasms as found in asthma and some other 
respiratory illnesses.

HCPCS II	 J7628,	J7629

bivalirudin  Used as a blood thinner in patients with 
certain heart problems during a type of heart procedure. 
Also helps prevent blood clots from forming during and 
after this type of procedure and is usually used along with 
aspirin.

HCPCS II	 J0583

bivalving  Cutting a cast in half to relieve pressure 
underneath for patients that have decreased or no 
sensation in that area.

CPT	 29700

biventricular  Pertaining to or affecting both ventricles 
of the heart.

biventricular pacing  A procedure in which electronic 
leads are placed in the right ventricle and right atrium to 
syncronize contractions of the ventricles.

bladder calculi  An abnormal concretion of mineral 
salts, occurring within the bladder.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 594.0,	594.1

bladder cancer, stage I  The cancer has spread to 
the connective tissue layer below the inner lining of the 
bladder.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 188.0-188.9

bladder cancer, stage II  The cancer has spread to 
either the inner or outer layer of the muscle wall of the 
bladder.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 188.0-188.9

bladder cancer, stage III  The cancer has spread from 
the bladder to the fatty layer of tissue surrounding it, and 
may have spread to the reproductive organs, such as the 
prostate, uterus, or vagina.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 188.0-188.9

bladder cancer, stage IV  The cancer cells have 
spread to the wall of the abdomen or pelvis or to nearby 
lymph nodes, or it has spread to lymph nodes and other 
parts of the body far from the bladder.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 188.0-188.9

bladder inhibition  Conscious effort that keeps the 
bladder, or detrusor muscle, from contracting.

bladder irrigation solution  Medication used to 
dissolve renal or bladder calculi in patients who are not 
candidates for surgical removal of stones, or to help rid the 
body of remnants following surgery; it may also be used 
to flush catheters. Also known as Renacidin.

HCPCS II	 Q2004

bladder neck  The area of the bladder where the 
bladder muscle converges to form the urethra.

bladder training  A behavioral technique that teaches 
the patient to resist or inhibit the urge to urinate, and to 
urinate according to a schedule rather than urinating as 
the urge occurs.

blast crisis  The phase of chronic myelogenous leukemia 
in which the number of immature, abnormal white blood 
cells in the bone marrow and blood is extremely high. 
Also known as blast phase.

blastocyst transfer  Allowing in vitro fertilized 
embryos to reach blastocyst stage, usually five days, 
before transferring the embryos into the uterus.

CPT	 89255

blastoma  A tumor thought to arise in embryonic tissue.
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blastomere  Any of the cells resulting from the splitting 
of a fertilized ovum during early embryonic development.

bleb  Air-filled cysts near or on the surface of the lung. 
Blebs are less than 1 cm in diameter.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 492.0,	709.8,	770.5,	997.99,	V45.69

blennorrhea  A mucous discharge, especially from the 
urethra or vagina.

blenoxane  Drug used to treat several types of cancer, 
including cervix and uterus cancer, head and neck cancer, 
testicle and penile cancer, and certain types of lymphoma.

HCPCS II	 J9040

bleomycin sulfate  Drug used to treat several types 
of cancer, including cervix and uterus cancer, head and 
neck cancer, testicle and penile cancer, and certain types 
of lymphoma.

HCPCS II	 J9040

blepharectomy  Excision of all or part of the eyelids.

blepharitis  An inflammation of the eyelids or lid 
margins.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 017.3x,	373.00-373.02

blepharochalasis  An unnatural stretching and 
subsequent atrophy of the upper eyelid, brought on by 
cyclical exacerbation and remission of eyelid edema, 
causing the skin to lose elasticity, become thinner, and 
sag.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 374.34,	743.62

blepharophimosis  A decrease in the amount of space 
between the eyelids.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 374.46,	743.62

blepharoplasty  A cosmetic procedure performed to 
reshape the upper or lower eyelid.

CPT	 15820-15823

blepharoplegia  Paralysis of the eyelid.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 374.89

blepharoptosis  Drooping of the upper eyelid.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 374.30,	743.61

blepharospasm  Spasmodic winking caused by the 
involuntary contraction of an eyelid muscle.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 333.81,	333.85

blepharotomy  An incision into an eyelid.
CPT	 67700

Blessig’s cyst  Cystic spaces formed at the periphery 
(outward surface) of the retina.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 362.62

blighted ovum  A pregnancy that stops developing 
very early on. The amniotic sac may only contain fluid and 
no fetal tissue when the miscarriage occurs.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 631

blind fistula  An abnormal passage open at one end 
only, onto the skin or an internal mucous surface.

blindness  Legal blindness is defined as visual acuity 
of 20/200 (only being able to see the big E on the eye 
chart) or less in the best eye even with the eyes corrected 
by glasses or contact lenses; or the peripheral visual field 
is reduced to 20 degrees of visual angle or less. Twenty 
degrees of visual angle is about the length of a one foot 
ruler held at arm’s length.

There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

blood blister  A small sac having bloody contents, as 
may be caused by a pinch or bruise.

blood brain barrier  A selective barrier between brain 
blood vessels and brain tissues whose effect is to restrict 
what may pass from the blood into the brain. Certain 
compounds readily cross the blood brain barrier; others 
are completely blocked.

blood clot  A jelly-like mass of blood tissue formed 
by clotting factors in the blood to stop the flow of blood 
from an injury; clots may also form inside an artery with 
damaged walls from atherosclerotic build-up, leading to a 
heart attack or stroke.

blood glucose (BG)  Blood sugar level affected by the 
type and volume of food that is consumed.

blood pressure  The force or pressure exerted by the 
heart in pumping blood; the pressure of blood in the 
arteries.

blood transfusion  The administration of blood or 
blood products into a blood vessel.

CPT	 36430

blood urea nitrogen (BUN)  A waste product in the 
blood that comes from the breakdown of food protein. The 
kidneys filter blood to remove urea. As kidney function 
decreases, the BUN level increases.

CPT	 84520-84545
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Blount’s disease  A developmental disorder of the long 
bones of the leg that causes the legs to bow outward.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 732.4

blue baby  An infant born with cyanosis (blue 
discoloration of the skin) due to lack of oxygen as a result 
of a congenital cardiac or pulmonary defect causing 
incomplete oxygenation of the blood.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 746.9

blue bloater  Term for the COPD patient whose 
symptoms include hypoxemia, secondary polycythemia, 
CO2 retention, pulmonary hypertension and cor 
pulmonale.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 491.20-491.22

blue diaper syndrome  A rare, inherited metabolic 
disorder characterized in infants by bluish urine-stained 
diapers caused by a defect in tryptophan (amino acid) 
absorption.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 270.0-270.9

blue dome cyst  A benign retention cyst of the breast 
which shows a blue color.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 610.0

blunted affect  An affect type that represents 
significant reduction in the intensity of emotional 
expression.

body box  A device used to measure the volume of 
the body or of a specific body part. Also known as a 
plethysmograph.

CPT	 54240,	93720-93722,	93922-93923,	
93965

body mass index (BMI)  A number calculated from a 
person’s weight and height used to indicate body fat as an 
alternative to measuring body fat directly. BMI correlates 
to direct measures of body fat, such as underwater 
weighing and dual energy x-ray absorptiometry (DXA)1, 
2 and is an easy method of screening for weight-related 
health problems: under 18.5 is considered underweight, 
over 25 is overweight, and over 30 is considered obese.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 V85.0-V85.54

boil  A red, painful, pus-filled lump caused by the 
infection of a hair follicle.

There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

bolus  1) A round mass. 2) A single, relatively large dose 
of a drug that is administered for therapeutic purposes and 
taken orally. 3) A concentrated mass of a pharmaceutical 
preparation, e.g., an opaque contrast medium, given 
intravenously. 4) A soft mass of chewed food within the 
mouth or alimentary canal (digestive tract).

bone densitometry (DEXA)  The use of x-rays to 
measure bone density.

CPT	 76977,	77078,	77079,	77080,	77081,	
77082

bone density  A description of bone mass that is 
diminished in osteoporosis. Bone density has also been 
seen to be diminished in hormone deficiency syndromes, 
particularly estrogen depletion.

bone graft  Bone which is harvested from one location 
in an individual and placed in another individual (allograft 
bone) or in a different location in the same individual 
(autogenous bone).

bone marrow ablation  The destruction of bone 
marrow using radiation or drugs.

CPT	 20982

bone marrow aspiration  The removal of a small 
sample of bone marrow (usually from the hip) through a 
needle for examination under a microscope.

CPT	 38220

bone marrow transplantation  A procedure to 
replace bone marrow destroyed by treatment with high 
doses of anticancer drugs or radiation. Transplantation 
may be autologous (an individual’s own marrow saved 
before treatment), allogeneic (marrow donated by 
someone else), or syngenic (marrow donated by an 
identical twin).

CPT	 38240-38242

bone metastases  Cancer that has spread from the 
original (primary) tumor to the bone.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 198.5,	213.9,	238.0,	239.2

bone plate  Usually a relatively thin metal device which 
is affixed to bone via screws. Bone plates are used to 
immobilize bones or bone fragments so that healing can 
occur.

bone screw  A threaded metal device which is inserted 
into bone. The functions of bone screws are to immobilize 
bones or bone fragments or to affix other medical devices, 
such as metal bone plates, to bones.
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Boniva  Used to prevent and treat osteoporosis in 
women after menopause.

HCPCS II	 J1740

boron neutron capture therapy  A type of radiation 
therapy. The patient is given an intravenous infusion 
containing boron, which concentrates in the tumor cells. 
The patient then receives radiation therapy with atomic 
particles called neutrons from a small research nuclear 
reactor. The radiation is absorbed by the boron, killing the 
tumor cells without harming normal cells.

borrelia burgdorferi  Spirochete responsible for Lyme 
disease. Transmitted by a tickbite.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 088.81

bortezomib  Used for the treatment of multiple 
myeloma for patients who have received at least one year 
of therapy.

HCPCS II	 J9041

Botox  Drug used for the treatment of cervical dystonia 
to reduce abnormal head position and neck pain caused 
by the muscular spasm. It is also injected into the muscles 
that control the eyeball for treating strabismus and 
the muscles of the eyelid for treating blepharospasm 
associated with a condition called dystonia. Can be used 
for reducing glabellar lines in adults 65 years of age or 
younger.

HCPCS II	 J0585

botulinum toxin type A  Drug used for the treatment 
of cervical dystonia to reduce abnormal head position 
and neck pain caused by the muscular spasm. It is also 
injected into the muscles that control the eyeball for 
treating strabismus and the muscles of the eyelid for 
treating blepharospasm associated with a condition called 
dystonia. Can be used for reducing glabellar lines in adults 
65 years of age or younger.

HCPCS II	 J0585

botulinum toxin type B  Used to treat abnormal head 
position and neck pain that is result of cervical dystonia.

HCPCS II	 J0587

botulism  An extremely dangerous food poisoning 
caused by bacterium usually found in improperly canned 
or preserved foods. Botulism is characterized by vomiting, 
abdominal pain, coughing, muscular weakness, and visual 
disturbance.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 005.1,	040.41,	040.42

Bouchard’s nodes  Bony swelling of the proximal 
interphalangeal joints of fingers in osteoarthritis.

bougie  A flexible instrument inserted into a bodily canal 
to dilate, examine, or insert medicine.

boutonniere deformity  A deformity of the finger 
due to fixed flexion of the proximal interphalangeal joint 
and hyperextension of the distal interphalangeal joint.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 736.21

Bouveret-Hoffman syndrome  Recurrent 
tachycardial attacks with sudden onset.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 427.2

bovine papular stomatitis virus (BPSV)  A form of 
parapoxvirus that causes a rapidly growing inflammation 
of the skin.

ICD-9-CM Dx 059.11

bowleg  A leg having an outward curvature in the region 
of the knee.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 268.1,	736.42,	754.44

Bowman’s membrane  A smooth layer of the eye 
composed of collagen fibers that helps the cornea 
maintain its shape.

boxer’s encephalopathy  Slowing of mental function, 
accompanied by confusion and scattered memory loss due 
to continual head blows absorbed in the boxing ring.

brachial  Pertaining to the arm.

brachial neuritis  A neuropathy involving symptoms 
in an upper limb. Pain and weakness may be out of 
proportion to sensory abnormality.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 722.0,	723.4

brachial plexus  A network of vessels and nerves 
originating from the anterior branches of the last four 
cervical and the first thoracic spinal nerves, giving off 
many of the principal nerves of the shoulder, chest, and 
arms.

brachial sinus  An abnormal cavity or space opening 
externally on the inferior third of the neck.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 744.41

brachialgia  Intense pain in the arm.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 729.5

brachiocephalic artery  The artery that supplies 
blood to the right side of the head and neck, the right 
shoulder, and the right arm.
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brachioplasty  A plastic surgery procedure performed 
to remove excess skin and fat from the upper arm.

brachycephaly  A congenital skull deformity resulting 
in a shortened front-to-back diameter of the skull.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 756.0

brachydactyly  Short, stubby fingers and toes.

brachytherapy  Radioactive elements placed directly 
into or around a targeted tissue or body cavity to treat 
cancer by the slow delivery of radiation over time.

CPT	 77750-77799
ICD-9-CM Px	 92.27

brachytherapy isodose distribution  The dosage 
distribution plot around an application or implant of 
radioactive substance for the treatment of cancer.

CPT	 77326-77328

bradycardia  An abnormally slow heartbeat, usually 
less than 50 beats per minute.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 427.89

bradykinesia  Extreme slowness of movement.

bradyphrenia  Slowed thought processes; can be a side 
effect of certain psychiatric medications.

bradypnea  Decreased breathing rate, usually under 
ten breaths per minute. Bradypnea is often caused by the 
administration of narcotic analgesics such as morphine.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 786.09

brain death  When the brain has permanently stopped 
working, as determined by a neurological surgeon, 
artificial support systems may maintain functions such as 
heartbeat and respiration for a few days.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 348.8

brain metastases  Cancer that has spread from the 
original (primary) tumor to the brain.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 198.3

brain stem glioma  A tumor located in the part of the 
brain that connects to the spinal cord (the brain stem). It 
may grow rapidly or slowly, depending on the grade of 
the tumor.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 191.7,	198.3,	225.0,	237.5,	239.6

brain vesicles  The three major subdivisions of 
the brain, consisting of prosencephalon (forebrain), 
mesencephalon (midbrain), and rhombencephalon 
(hindbrain).

brainstem implant  Auditory prosthesis that bypasses 
the cochlea and auditory nerve to help individuals who 
cannot benefit from a cochlear implant because the 
auditory nerves are not working.

branched DNA assay (BDNA)  A DNA test for 
detecting and measuring HIV in the blood plasma of 
people with HIV. The bDNA test is faster and probably 
more accurate than plasma culture, the test that is 
currently the default in DNA testing. It is less sensitive 
than PCR, another new test. bDNA testing may eventually 
be useful to monitor the effectiveness of anti-HIV drugs 
and to gauge HIV disease progression. It is not yet FDA-
approved, nor is it widely available.

Bravelle  A fertility drug that is identical to the hormone 
called follicle-stimulating hormone (FSH) that is produced 
naturally by the pituitary gland.

HCPCS II	 J3355

Braxton-Hicks contraction  Light, usually painless, 
irregular uterine contractions during pregnancy, gradually 
increasing in intensity and frequency and becoming more 
rhythmic during the third trimester.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 644.1x

breast cancer, stage I  The cancer is no larger than 2 
cm and has not spread outside the breast.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 174.0-174.9

breast cancer, stage IIA  In stage IIA, the cancer is 
either no larger than 2 cm and has spread to the axillary 
lymph nodes, or it is between 2 and 5 cm but has not 
spread to the lymph nodes.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 174.0-174.9

breast cancer, stage IIB  In stage IIB, the cancer is 
either between 2 and 5 cm and has spread to the axillary 
lymph nodes, or larger than 5 cm, but has not spread to 
the lymph nodes.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 174.0-174.9

breast cancer, stage III  Stage III is divided into stages 
IIIA and IIIB. In stage IIIA, the cancer is either smaller 
than 5 cm (2 inches) and has spread to the lymph nodes 
in the armpit, which have grown into each other or into 
other structures and attached to them; or it is larger than 
5 cm and has spread to the lymph nodes in the armpit. In 
stage IIIB, the cancer has either spread to tissues near the 
breast, such as the skin or chest wall, including the ribs 
and muscles in the chest); or it has spread to lymph nodes 
inside the chest wall along the breast bone.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 174.0-174.9
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breast cancer, stage IV  The cancer has spread to 
other organs of the body, most often the bones, lungs, 
liver, or brain; or the tumor has spread locally to the skin 
and lymph nodes inside the neck, near the collarbone.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 174.0-174.9

breast hypertrophy  The development of abnormally 
large breasts in the female, which can weight-bearing 
pain in the muscles of the back and neck. Also known as 
macromastia.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 610.1,	611.1,	676.30-676.34

breast reconstruction  Surgery to rebuild a breast’s 
shape after a mastectomy.

breast-conserving surgery  An operation to remove 
the breast cancer but not the breast itself. Types of 
breast-conserving surgery include lumpectomy (removal 
of the lump), quadrantectomy (removal of one quarter 
of the breast), and segmental mastectomy (removal of 
the cancer as well as some of the breast tissue around the 
tumor and the lining over the chest muscles below the 
tumor).

CPT	 19301

breech delivery  Delivery in which the buttocks present 
first.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 652.2x

Brethaire  Drug used in the treatment of asthma, 
chronic bronchitis, emphysema and other lung diseases, 
while others are used to prevent the symptoms.

HCPCS II	 J3105,	J7680,	J7681

Brethine  Drug used to open the bronchial tubes of the 
lungs to treat symptoms of asthma, chronic bronchitis, 
emphysema, and other lung diseases.

HCPCS II	 J3105,	J7680,	J7681

Bricanyl  Drug used to open the bronchial tubes of the 
lungs to treat symptoms of asthma, chronic bronchitis, 
emphysema, and other lung diseases.

HCPCS II	 J3105,	J7680,	J7681

broad ligament  A fold of the peritoneum that 
connects the sides of the uterus to the pelvis.

Broca’s area  Broca’s area is located in the frontal lobe 
of the brain and acts as the speech center. Although there 
are other areas of the brain that also influence speech 
(Wernicke’s area and the motor cortex), Broca’s area is 
considered the central component.

Brodie’s abscess  Occurs in chronic osteomyelitis, 
especially in the upper tibia.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 730.10-730.19

Brodspec  Drug used for respiratory infections due 
to Hemophilus influezae, Streptococcus pneumonia, 
Mycoplasma pneumonia, nongonococcal urethritis, 
Rocky Mountain spotted fever, typhus, chancroid, cholera, 
brucellosis, anthrax, syphilis, and acne. Also used to treat 
Helicobacter	pylori.

HCPCS II	 J0120

bromelain  An enzyme derived from pineapples that is 
used to reduce inflammation and swelling of the skin.

bromhidrosis  Foul-smelling perspiration, which is 
usually indicitive of another condition.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 705.89

bromocriptine  An oral medication used to reduce 
prolactin levels and reduce the size of a pituitary tumor 
when present. This medication often causes dizziness and 
upset stomach and must be started with a small dose 
which is gradually increased as needed. This medication is 
equally effective when the tablet is placed into the vagina. 
Also known as Parlodel.

brompheniramine maleate  Provides relief of 
symptoms of allergic reactions such as rash, hives, watery 
eyes, runny nose, itching eyes and sneezing. It may also be 
used to treat motion sickness relief of anxiety, or tension 
or sleeplessness.

HCPCS II	 J0945

bronchi  Larger air passages of the lungs.

bronchiectasis  Chronic dilation of the bronchi and 
bronchioles.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 011.5x,	494.0,	494.1,	748.61

bronchioles  Smaller air passages of the lungs.

bronchiolitis  Inflammation of the smallest bronchioles, 
usually caused by viral infections.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 466.19,	487.1,	491.8,	506.0,	506.4

bronchiolitis obliterans  An obstructive process 
involving small airways in the lung periphery. It may occur 
following a bout of pneumonia or lung transplantation.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 491.8,	516.8,	996.84
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bronchiolitis obliterans organizing pneumonia 
(BOOP)  Obstructive condition characterized by 
granulation tissue plugs within the small airways of the 
lungs. This abnormal tissue extends into alveolar ducts 
and alveoli.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 516.8

bronchitis  Inflammation of the bronchi. Acute 
bronchitis comes on suddenly and usually clears up in a 
few days. Chronic bronchitis lasts for a long period and 
recurs over several years.

See	type	of	bronchitis	for	ICD-9-CM	codes.

bronchoalveolar lavage (BAL)  During 
bronchoscopy, a small amount of saline is injected into 
the distal (far) portions of the lung, then aspirated back 
through the bronchoscope, washing out the alveoli. 
The material recovered is then analyzed for cell count, 
differential or foreign bodies.

CPT	 31624

bronchoconstriction  Tightening of the muscles 
surrounding the bronchi; the opposite of bronchodilation.

bronchodilator  A drug that relaxes the smooth 
muscles in a constricted airway.

bronchomalacia  Degeneration of the elastic and 
connective tissue of the bronchi and trachea.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 748.3

bronchomycosis  A fungal disease of the bronchial 
tubes or bronchi in the lungs.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 112.89

bronchoplasty  Surgical repair of a defect in the 
bronchus, one of the two main branches leading directly 
to the lungs.

CPT	 31770,	31775,	32501

bronchopulmonary dysplasia (BPD)  Abnormal 
development of the lung that results from oxygen toxicity 
in premature infants who receive prolonged respiratory 
assistance for hyaline membrane disease.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 770.7

bronchorrhagia  Hemorrhage from the bronchial 
tubes.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 011.3x,	770.3,	786.3

bronchoscopy  Examination of the interior of the 
tracheobronchial tree leading to the lungs through an 
endoscope.

CPT	 31315-31656

bronchospasm  Constriction of air passages of the 
lung by spasmodic contraction of the bronchial muscles, 
obstructing the flow of air.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 519.11

bronchus  Any of the larger air passages that connect 
the trachea (windpipe) to the lungs.

Bronkaid Mist  Drug used to treat symptoms of asthma, 
chronic bronchitis, emphysema, and other lung disease.

HCPCS II	 J0170

bronkometer  A bronchodilator used to open airways 
and improve breathing in order to treat or prevent 
bronchospasms and other symptoms of various respiratory 
diseases, such as asthma, chronic bronchitis, emphysema, 
etc. Also called isoetharine hydrochloride.

HCPCS II	 J7647,	J7648,	J7649,	J7650

bronkosol  Drug used to treat symptoms of asthma, 
chronic bronchitis, emphysema, and other lung disease.

HCPCS II	 J7647,	J7648,	J7649,	J7650

bronzed disease  A genetic disease in which the body 
takes in too much iron from food, causing excess iron to be 
deposited in the liver, heart and other organs, eventually 
leading to organ failure and death.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 017.6x,	255.41

brow lift  The removal of excess tissue and redraping of 
the skin to smooth the forehead, lift the upper eyelids, and 
minimize frown lines. Also known as forehead lift.

CPT	 15824

Brown-Séquard syndrome  A partial lesion of the 
spinal cord caused by an injury which results in loss of 
sensation to the affected part of the body.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 344.89

Brown’s Syndrome  Diplopia due to interference with 
smooth operation of the superior oblique tendon. May 
occur in rheumatoid arthritis.

broxuridine  A drug that makes cancer cells more 
sensitive to radiation and is also used as a diagnostic agent 
to determine how fast cancer cells grow.

Bruch membrane  The innermost layer of the choroid 
in contact with the pigmented layer of the retina.

bruxism  Grinding of the teeth, especially during sleep.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 306.8,	327.53

bryostatin  A drug used for its antitumor activity.

bucca  The cheek.
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buccal fat  The fat deposit in the lower cheek area.

bucket-handle tear  A description given to a type of 
tear of the meniscus of the knee joint, usually medial. The 
tear is one that extends along the length of the meniscus, 
within the body of the meniscus. This tear allows for the 
internal portion of the torn meniscus to slip into the joint. 
A common cause of a ‘locked’ knee.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 717.41

budding  A step in the replication of some viruses in 
which the virus leaves the host cell encapsulated with a 
portion of the cell’s membrane without killing the host 
cell in the process.

budesonide, compounded  Drug used for the control 
of asthma in persons requiring continuous, prolonged 
treatment.

HCPCS II	 J7626,	J7627,	J7633,	J7634

Buerger’s disease  A peripheral vascular disorder in 
which there is granulomatous infiltration of the arteries, 
predominantly in the lower limbs.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 443.1

bulb  A globular anatomical structure or an expansion in 
a canal, vessel, or organ.

bulbourethral gland  Either of two small clustered 
glands in the male located below the prostate 
thatdischarge a component of the seminal fluid into the 
urethra.

bulbus  A rounded mass or enlargement.

bulimia nervosa  An eating disorder involving binge 
eating and purging behaviors.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 307.51

bullous disease  Formation of alveolar bullae within 
the lungs.

bullus  A large blister or vesical of pathological origin.

bumetanide  Drug used in the treatment of mild to 
moderate hypertension and in the management of edema 
associated with congestive heart failure, renal disease and 
liver cirrhosis.

HCPCS II	 S0171

Bumex  Drug used in the treatment of mild to moderate 
hypertension and in the management of edema 
associated with congestive heart failure, renal disease and 
liver cirrhosis.

HCPCS II	 S0171

bundle branch block  A condition in which portions 
of the heart’s conduction system are defective and either 
slow or block the electrical impulses traveling through 
specialized conduction tissue on the way to the heart’s 
ventricles.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 426.2-426.5x

bundle of His  Small band of specialized cardiac muscle 
fibers for conducting electrical impluses to the ventricles; 
it originates in the atrioventricular node and extends into 
the membranous part of the interventricular septum.

bunion  A structural bone deformity with enlargement 
of bursal tissue around the joint at the base of the big toe; 
often painful and causing the big toe to turn inward and 
displace the second toe.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 727.1

buphthalmia  A disease of infancy marked by an 
increase of intraocular fluid and enlargement of the 
eyeball.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 743.20-743.22

bupivicaine HCI  Drug used to cause loss of feeling 
before and during surgery, dental procedures, or labor and 
delivery.

HCPCS II	 S0020

buprenorphine hydrochloride  Drug used to 
cause loss of feeling before and during surgery, dental 
procedures, or labor and delivery.

HCPCS II	 J0592

Burkitt’s lymphoma  A type of non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma 
that most often occurs in people aged 12-30 years. The disease 
usually causes a rapidly growing tumor in the abdomen.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 200.20-200.28

burn eschar  A dry scab or slough formed on the skin as 
a result of a burn or by the action of a corrosive or burning 
substance.

burr  An electrical drilling tool for enlarging atrephine 
(circular) hole in the cranium.

burr hole  A hole drilled into the skull, usually to relieve 
intracranial pressure.

bursa  A fluid-filled sac or sac-like cavity in joint tissues 
where friction would otherwise occur.

bursa of Achilles tendon  A fluid-like sac between 
the calcaneal (heel) tendon and the back of the calcaneus.
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bursectomy  Surgical drainage and removal of an 
infected bursa sac.

CPT	 27604

bursitis  Inflammation of a bursa (sac or sac-like 
lubricating joint cavity), especially in the shoulder, elbow, 
or knee.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 727.3

buserelin  A long-acting GnRH available in Europe as 
a nasal spray and used to create the pseudomenopause 
desirable for reducing the size and number of 
endometriotic lesions. It can also be used to treat fibroid 
tumors, PMS, hirsutism, ovulation induction and for in 
vitro fertilization.

busulfan  An anticancer drug that belongs to the 
family of drugs called alkylating agents, used to treat 
myelgenous leukemia.

HCPCS II	 J0594,	J8510

buthionine sulfoximine  A drug that may help 
prevent resistance to some anticancer drugs.

butorphanol tartrate, injection  Used to relieve 
the pain of surgical procedures and labor and to boost the 
effects of anesthesia.

HCPCS II	 J0595

butorphanol tartrate, nasal spray  This medication 
is a strong analgesic used to control pain. It has been used 
to treat migraine headaches.

HCPCS II	 S0012

butterfly rash  A scaling lesion on the cheeks linked by 
a band across the nose. Commonly seen in patients with 
lupus.

byclomine  Used for relief from spasms of the 
gastrointestinal tract, the bladder, and the biliary tract. It 
is also used in controlling conditions such as colitis, spastic 
bladder, diverticulitis, infant colic, renal and biliary colic, 
peptic ulcer, irritable bowel syndrome , splenic flexure 
syndrome, and pancreatitis.

HCPCS II	 J0500

bypass graft  A portion of blood vessel taken from 
another part of the body used to make a pathway around 
a blocked coronary artery.

There	are	too	many	CPT	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	CPT	book	
for	appropriate	codes.

bypass surgery  An operation to create an alternate 
arterial path around a blocked coronary artery.

C-1 esterase inhibitor (C1-INH)  A protein in blood 
plasma that controls the first major component of the 
complement system, called C1, that plays a role in the 
development of inflammation. Low levels of C1-INH cause 
hereditary angioedema.

HCPCS II	 J0597,	J0598

C-Peptide  The connecting material between insulin 
molecules. The C-peptide level can be used to gauge 
insulin production in the body.

C-Reactive protein  A protein produced by the liver; an 
acute-phase reactant whose levels serve as a guide to the 
presence and severity of inflammation.

cabergoline  Used to treat different types of medical 
problems that occur when too much of the hormone 
prolactin is produced. It can be used to treat certain 
menstrual problems, fertility problems in men and 
women, and pituitary prolactinomas.

HCPCS II	 J8515

cachectic infantilism  Condition in which an adult 
retains childhood characteristics, marked by mental 
retardation, underdeveloped sex organs, and often 
dwarfism, due to chronic infection or poisoning.

cachexia  The loss of body weight and muscle mass 
frequently seen in patients with cancer, AIDS, or other 
diseases.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 799.4

cadaver  A dead body, especially one intended for 
dissection.

cadaveric donor  An individual who has recently died 
of causes that do not affect the function of an organ to be 
transplanted. Either the person or the person’s family has 
offered organs and/or tissues for transplantation.

Cafcit  Drug used to help restore mental alertness when 
unusual tiredness or weakness or drowsiness occurs.

HCPCS II	 J0706

caffeine citrate  Drug used to help restore mental 
alertness when unusual tiredness or weakness or 
drowsiness occurs.

HCPCS II	 J0706

Caine-1  Used in the eye to cause numbness or loss of 
feeling. Used before certain procedures such as measuring 
of eye pressure, removing foreign objects or sutures from 
the eye, and performing certain eye examinations.

HCPCS II	 J2001
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Caine-2  Used in the eye to cause numbness or loss of 
feeling. Used before certain procedures such as measuring 
of eye pressure, removing foreign objects or sutures from 
the eye, and performing certain eye examinations.

HCPCS II	 J2001

calcaneal spur  Also called calcaneal enthesiopathy, 
where there is repetitive microtrauma at the attachment 
of the Achilles tendon resulting in the formation of a spur, 
extending from the calcaneum into the tendon.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 726.73

calcaneodynia  Pain in the calcaneous (heel) and the 
fibula (outer and smaller bone of the leg).

ICD-9-CM Dx	 729.5

calcaneus  The quadrangular bone at the back of the 
foot, the largest of the tarsal bones; the heel.

calcific tendonitis  A condition in which calcium 
deposits form within a tendon.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 726.11

calcification  Formation of calcific (chalky) material in 
tissue.

Calcijex  Used as a dietary supplement to help prevent 
and treat rickets. It is also used to prevent and treat muscle 
cramps and certain types of calcium and phosphate 
disorders and to regulate parathyroid hormone.

HCPCS II	 J0636

Calcimar  Used to treat postmenopausal osteoporosis in 
women who cannot or will not take estrogen.

HCPCS II	 J0630

Calciparine  Used to decrease the clotting ability of the 
blood and help prevent harmful clots from forming in 
the blood vessels. Blood thinner that prevents clots from 
becoming larger.

HCPCS II	 J1644

calcitonin  A hormone produced by medullary thyroid 
cancer. Its measurement in the blood is a sensitive test for 
early diagnosis, as well as detecting recurrence following 
an operation for medullary thyroid cancer.

calcitonin-salmon  Used to treat postmenopausal 
osteoporosis in women who cannot or will not take 
estrogen.

HCPCS II	 J0630

Calcitriol  A hormonally active form of vitamin D (D3) 
used to treat low levels of calcium in patients on renal 
dialysis, those with hypoparathyroidism, and secondary 
hyperparathyroidism resulting in metabolic bone disease. 
Also used as a dietary supplement to help prevent and 
treat rickets, as well as muscle cramps, certain types 
of calcium and phosphate disorders, and to regulate 
parathyroid hormone.

HCPCS II	 J0636

Calcitrol  An active form of vitamin D found to activate a 
tumor suppressing protein that can inhibit the growth of 
breast cancer cells.

HCPCS II	 S0169

calcium  A mineral that the body needs for strong bones 
and teeth. Calcium salts, phosphates and urates may form 
stones in the kidney.

calcium channel blocker  Drug that lower blood 
pressure by regulating calcium-related electrical activity 
in the heart.

calcium disodium versenate  Drug used for the 
reduction of blood levels and depot stores of lead in lead 
poisoning and lead encephalopathy, in both pediatrics 
populations and adults.

HCPCS II	 J0600

calcium EDTA  Drug used for the reduction of blood 
levels and depot stores of lead in lead poisoning and lead 
encephalopathy, in both pediatrics populations and adults.

HCPCS II	 J0600

calcium gluconate  Drug used to treat or prevent 
serious conditions that may cause hypocalcemia.

HCPCS II	 J0610

calciuria  Calcium in the urine.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 791.9

calculus  An abnormal, solid, hard mass or stone, usually 
composed of mineral salts.

Caldwell-Luc operation  A procedure used to open 
the maxillary (upper jaw) sinus and remove its diseased 
lining; also used to biopsy a tumor or gain access to the 
floor of the orbital cavity containing the eyeball, the 
ethmoid sinus, or the internal maxillary artery.

CPT	 21385,	31030-31032
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calicoplasty  Plastic surgery of a calix (a branch of the 
kidney), usually designed to increase its lumen (the inner 
open space) at the infundibulum (the recesses of the 
kidney).

calicotomy  Incision into a calix branch of the pelvis of 
the kidney.

caliectasis  Dilation of a calix branch of the pelvis of the 
kidney.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 593.89

caliper  An instrument that has two curved hinged legs, 
used to measure thickness and distances.

caloric nystagmus  Involuntary rotation of eyes about 
the visual axis induced by irrigating the ears with warm or 
cold water or air.

Calphosan  Drug used to treat or prevent serious 
conditions that may cause hypocalcemia.

HCPCS II	 J0620

Calve’s disease  Osteochondritis due to eosinophilic 
granuloma of a vertebral body.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 732.1

CAM treatment  CAM is an abbreviation for Cambridge 
(England) where a new therapy for amblyopia was 
proposed that uses rotating gratings (series of black and 
white bars). Patients would view the rotating gratings 
while they performed various drawing tasks on top of 
the rotating gratings. CAM treatment is not effective as 
other treatments at improving visual acuity in amblyopic 
children.

Campath  Protein used to treat a certain form of leukemia 
in patients who have already received and/or who have not 
responded to other cancer chemotherapy drugs.

HCPCS II	 J9010

Camptosar  Used to treat cancers of the colon and 
rectum. It is usually given with other cancer medicines in a 
combination chemotherapy.

HCPCS II	 J9206

camptothecin  An anticancer drug that belongs to the 
family of drugs called topoisomerase inhibitors.

canal of Nuck  A pouch of the peritoneum which 
extends into the inguinal canal.

canaliculi  Small ducts or canals in the orbital bone.

canaliculitis  Inflammation of the tear duct.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 039.8,	375.30-375.32,	375.41

canalith  Small crystals of calcium carbonate that is 
located in the vestibule of the inner ear. Dislocation of 
these crystals causes vertigo.

canaloplasty  An operation performed to remove 
growths, repair, or widen the ear canal.

CPT	 69631,	69635

cancellous bone  The spongy or honeycomb structure 
of some bone tissue typically found at the ends of long 
bones.

cancer vaccine  A vaccine designed to prevent or treat 
cancer.

cancerous resistance  Failure of a cancer to shrink or 
respond to treatment.

Cancidas  Used to help the body overcome serious 
fungal infections.

HCPCS II	 J0637

candida albicans  A yeast-like fungi, commonly found 
in the normal flora of the mouth, skin, intestinal tract, and 
vagina. Generally, candida is harmless, but can become 
clinically infectious in immune compromised people.

Candida Kruseii  Another candida species, similar 
to Candida	albicans, but often less susceptible to the 
common drugs used to treat C	Albicans.

candidemia  Candida albicans in the blood.

candidiasis  A fungal or yeast infection. Also known as 
thrush.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 112.0-112.9,	771.7

Cannon-Bard theory  This theory of emotion states 
that an emotion is produced when some stimulus triggers 
the thalamus to send information simultaneously to the 
brain (specifically, the cerebral cortex) and the autonomic 
system (including the skeletal muscles). The stimulus is 
perceived at both a physiological and the subjective level.

cannula  A flexible tube inserted into a body cavity, duct, 
or vessel to drain fluid or administer a substance such as 
medication.

cannulation  To insert a cannula into a bodily structure 
to drain fluid or administer medicine.

canthopexy  Procedure designed to stabilize the 
existing tendon in the lower eyelid without removing it 
from its normal attachment.

CPT	 21280,	21282
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canthorrhaphy  The surgical shortening of the 
palpebral fissure (the opening between the upper and 
lower eyelid) by suturing the canthus forming the angle 
between the eyelids.

CPT	 67880-67882

canthotomy  An incision into the angle formed by the 
upper and lower eyelids on either side of the eye.

CPT	 67715

canthus  The point at which the upper and lower eyelids 
meet.

capacitation  A process that sperm undergo as 
they travel through the woman’s reproductive tract. 
Capacitation enables the sperm to penetrate the egg.

capecitabine  Drug used to treat cancer. Kills cancer 
cells and shrinks tumors by blocking the process in which 
the cells divide and are formed

HCPCS II	 J8520,	J8521

Capgras syndrome  The delusion that others, or the 
self, have been replaced by imposters. It typically follows 
the development of negative feelings toward the other 
person that the subject cannot accept and attributes, 
instead, to the imposter. The syndrome has been reported 
in paranoid schizophrenia and more frequently in organic 
brain disease.

capillarectasia  Dilation of the capillary blood vessels.

capillaries  Microscopically small blood vessels between 
arteries and veins that distribute oxygenated blood to the 
body’s tissues.

capillaropathy  Any disease of the capillaries.

capillary fracture  Fracture that appears on a 
radiogram as a fine, hairlike line, the segments of bone 
not being separated; sometimes seen in fractures of the 
skull.

capitation  A payment mechanism in which a provider 
is paid, in advance, a set fee for medical services regardless 
of the amount or intensity of medical services rendered 
to a patient.

Caplan syndrome  Massive nodulosis in the lungs in a 
patient with rheumatoid arthritis exposed to silica (e.g., in 
coal miners due to coal dust).

ICD-9-CM Dx	 714.81

capsulectomy  The surgical removal of scar tissue 
around an implant or foreign body.

CPT	 19371

capsulorrhaphy  The suture of a tear in a joint capsule.
There	are	too	many	CPT	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	CPT	book	
for	appropriate	codes.

capsulotomy  Division of or incision into a capsule, 
especially a joint, but also in the breast.

CPT	 19370,	25085,	27036,	27435,	28260-
28262,	28270-28272

captioning  Text display of spoken words presented on a 
television or a movie screen that allows a deaf or hard-of-
hearing viewer to follow the dialogue and the action of a 
program simultaneously.

captopril  An angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitor 
drug used in the treatment of hypertension, congestive 
heart failure, and other cardiovascular disorders.

carbidopa  Carbidopa is a peripheral decarboxylase 
inhibitor. Dopa decarboxylase is an enzyme that converts 
levodopa into dopamine - a major neurotransmitter and 
neuromodular of cellular function. Carbidopa is sometimes 
used to prevent the peripheral conversion of levodopa 
into dopamine in peripheral sites such as the gut, thus 
allowing more levodopa to reach the brain where it can 
have therapeutic effects.

Carbocaine  Used to cause loss of feeling before and 
during surgery, dental procedures, or labor and delivery.

HCPCS II	 J0670

carbon dioxide (CO2)  Gas that is produced by the cells 
of the body. It is carried by the blood to the lungs, where 
it is exhaled.

carboplatin  Used to treat ovarian cancer and many 
other types of cancer.

HCPCS II	 J9045

carboxyhemoglobin  The binding of carbon monoxide 
instead of oxygen to hemoglobin. It is formed in carbon 
monoxide poisoning.

CPT	 82375,	88740

carbuncle  A large sore on the skin with several 
openings through which pus escapes, usually caused by a 
bacterial infection.

There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

carcinogen  Any substance that can cause cancer.
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carcinogenesis  The process by which normal cells are 
transformed into cancer cells.

carcinoid  A type of tumor usually found in the 
gastrointestinal system (most often in the appendix), and 
sometimes in the lungs or other sites. Carcinoid tumors are 
usually benign, but may be malignant.

ICD-9-CM Dx 209.0x-209.6x

carcinoma  A cancerous growth or malignant tumor.

carcinoma in situ  Cancer that involves only the cells 
in which it began and that has not spread to neighboring 
tissues.

carcinosarcoma  A malignant tumor that is a mixture 
of carcinoma (cancer of epithelial tissue, which is skin and 
tissue that lines or covers the internal organs) and sarcoma 
(cancer of connective tissue, such as bone, cartilage, and 
fat).

carcinostatic  Pertaining to slowing or stopping the 
growth of cancer.

cardiac arrest  The complete cessation of cardiac 
activity (heartbeat).

cardiac catheterization  An imaging process of 
examining the heart by introducing a thin tube (catheter) 
into a vein or artery and passing it into the heart to sample 
oxygen and measure blood pressure.

CPT	 93526-93529

cardiac cirrhosis  Formation of fibrous tissue of the liver 
in association with congestive heart disease.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 571.2,	571.5

cardiac edema  An abnormal, excessive accumulation 
of fluid within tissue spaces as a manifestation of 
congestive heart failure, caused by increased venous and 
capillary pressures, often associated with renal sodium 
retention.

cardiac enzymes  Complex substances capable of 
speeding up certain biochemical processes, found in 
cardiac muscle. Abnormal blood levels of these enzymes 
may signal a pending heart attack.

cardiac ion channels   The proteins that control the 
ionic currents across the plasma membranes and are 
responsible for the repolarization in cardiac cells.

cardiac muscle tissue  This is a unique tissue found 
only in the walls of the heart. Cardiac (heart) muscle 
tissue shows some of the characteristics of smooth muscle 
and some of skeletal muscle tissue. Its fibers, like those 
of skeletal muscle, have cross-striations and contain 
numerous nuclei. However, like smooth muscle tissue, it 
is involuntary.

cardiac output  The amount of blood the heart pumps 
through the circulatory system in one minute.

cardiac rehabilitation program  A supervised 
program of exercise and lifestyle changes to help keep the 
heart healthy after surgery.

CPT	 93797-93798

cardiac tamponade  Compression of the heart due to 
the accumulation of fluids between the cardiac muscle 
and the pericardium (outer membranous sac enclosing 
the heart).

ICD-9-CM Dx	 423.3

cardialgia  Pain in the heart.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 786.51

cardioesophageal sphincter  Muscle fibers around 
the opening of the esophagus into the stomach.

cardiology  Study of the heart and its function in health 
and disease.

cardiomegaly  Enlargement of the heart.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 429.3,	746.89

cardiomyopathy  A disease of the heart muscle that 
leads to deteriorization of the muscle and its pumping 
ability.

cardioplasty  Surgical repair of the cardiac sphincter of 
the stomach.

CPT	 43320

cardiopulmonary  Pertaining to both the heart and 
the lungs.

cardiopulmonary bypass  The process by which a 
machine is used to do the work of the heart and lungs 
so the heart can be stopped during surgery, to allow the 
surgeon a motionless field.

cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR)  An 
emergency method of life-saving. Artificial respirations 
and chest compressions are used to restart the heart and 
lungs.

CPT	 92950
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cardiotomy  Surgical incision into the heart.
CPT	 33310-33315

cardiovascular  Pertaining to the heart and blood 
vessels; the circulatory system of the body.

cardioversion  The restoration of the heart’s normal 
rhythm using electrical shock or medication.

CPT	 92960-92961

cardioverter-defibrillator  A device connected 
to leads placed in or on the heart used to sense the 
cardiac rhythm and deliver low energy electrical shocks 
to defibrillate, convert the rhythmn, or pace against 
ventricular tachycardia as needed.

HCPCS II	 G0297,	G0300

caries  Tooth decay or death of bone tissue, in which it 
becomes softened, discolored, and porous. In dentistry, 
another name for cavity.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 015.9x,	521.0x

Carimune NF  Used to reduce the risk of infection in 
individuals with poorly functioning immune systems such 
as those with HIV infection, hereditary immunodeficiency 
syndromes, chronic lymphocytic leukemia, and 
following bone marrow transplantation. Also is used to 
increase platelets counts in individuals with idiopathic 
thrombocytopenic purpura and to prevent coronary artery 
aneurysms associated with Kawasaki syndrome.

HCPCS II	 J1562

carina  A ridge like structure.

carina fornicis  A ridge running along the undersurface 
of the fornix (arch or fold) of the brain.

carina tracheae  The ridge separating the openings of 
the right and left main bronchi at their junction with the 
trachea (windpipe).

carinate abdomen  A sloping of the sides with 
prominence of the central line of the abdomen.

carmustine  Drug used to treat cancer of the lymph 
system, cancerous brain tumors, and a certain type of 
cancer in the bone marrow.

HCPCS II	 J9050

Carnitor  Drug used to treat a genetic energy 
metabolism disorder. Used by the body to carry 
certain chemicals into the cells of the body for energy 
metabolism.

HCPCS II	 J1955

carotenoids  Substance found in yellow and orange 
fruits and vegetables and in dark green, leafy vegetables. 
May reduce the risk of developing cancer.

carotid artery  A major artery (right and left) in the 
neck that supplies blood to the brain.

carotid sinus syndrome  A condition in which the 
pressure sensors in the sinus are overstimultated and 
cause the heart rate to slow and the individual to lose 
consciousness. The stimultation can occur from turning the 
head, tight collars or even shaving.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 337.01

carotid sinus  A dilation of the proximal portion of the 
internal carotid or distal portion of the common carotid, 
containing pressoreceptors (sensory nerve terminals) in its 
walls, which are stimulated by changes in blood pressure.

carotid surgery  A surgical technique for removing 
obstructions (plaque) in either of the the carotid arteries. 
Blockages in the carotid artery increase the risk of stroke.

carotinosis  A yellowing of the skin caused by excess 
carotene in the bloodstream.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 278.3

carpal scaphoid  One of the eight bones of the wrist.

carpal tunnel syndrome  A condition characterized 
by pain, numbing or tingling sensations in the hand 
caused by compression of the median nerve running 
through the carpal tunnel at the wrist, induced by 
repetitive motion.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 354.0

carpectomy  The surgical removal of one or more of the 
eight bones which form the joint between the arm and 
the hand.

CPT	 25210,	25215

carpi ulnaris  A muscle in the forearm that extends and 
adducts the wrist.

carpocarpal  Pertaining to the two parts of the carpus 
(wrist) and the articulation between carpal bones.

carpometacarpal  Relating to or involving the carpus 
(wrist) and metacarpus (hand).

carpopedal contraction  Condition due to chronic 
shortening of the muscles of the fingers, toes, arms and 
legs in tetany.
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carpopedal spasm  Spasm of the hand or foot, thumbs 
or great toes, seen in tetany (muscular spasms and 
tremors caused by faulty calcium metabolism).

ICD-9-CM Dx	 781.7

carrier-free  A radioisotope undiluted with stable 
isotope carrier.

carticel  Used to help repair damaged knee cartilage.
HCPCS II	 J7330

cartilage  The hard, thin layer of white glossy tissue that 
covers the end bones at a joint, or in the outer ear, and 
larynx.

caruncle  A fleshy outgrowth that may be normal or 
abnormal, often growing from mucous membranes.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 375.30,	599.3,	616.89

carzelesin  An anticancer drug that belongs to the 
family of drugs called alkylating agents.

caspid  The protein covering of some viruses - made 
up of capsomeres. May stimulate the body’s immune 
response.

caspofungin acetate  Used to help the body overcome 
serious fungal infections.

HCPCS II	 J0637

castleman’s disease  A rare disorder in which 
noncancerous growths develop in lymph node tissue.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 785.6

CAT scan  A series of detailed pictures of areas inside the 
body, taken from different angles; the pictures are created 
by a computer linked to an x-ray machine. Also known as 
computerized axial tomography, computed tomography 
(CT scan), or computerized tomography.

catalepsy  Rigid maintenance of a body position over an 
extended period of time.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 295.21,	295.2x,	300.11

cataplexy  A sudden loss of muscle tone and strength, 
usually caused by an intense emotional stimulus.

Catapres  Used to treat high blood pressure. Also 
used to ease withdrawal symptoms associated with the 
long-term use of narcotics, alcohol and nicotine. Also 
used for migraine headaches, hot flashes associated with 
menopause, attention deficit hyperactivity disorder and 
other conditions.

HCPCS II	 J0735

cataract  A haziness of the lens of the eye. It may or 
may not reduce the vision depending on size, density, and 
location.

There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

catarrh  Inflammation of mucous membranes, 
particularly the nose and throat with a broad spectrum of 
conditions, such as postnasal drip, a dry, irritating cough, 
lump in the throat.

catatonic behavior  Marked motor abnormalities 
including motoric immobility (e.g., catalepsy, stupor), 
certain types of excessive motor activity (apparent 
purposeless agitation not influenced by external stimuli), 
extreme negativism (apparent motiveless resistance 
to instructions or attempts to be moved) or mutism, 
posturing or stereotyped movements, and echolalia or 
echopraxia.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 295.21,	781.99

catheter  A tubular, flexible instrument inserted into a 
body cavity for the withdrawal, drainage, or collection of 
fluid, or to introduce fluid.

catheterization  The procedure of introducing a 
catheter (thin flexible tube) into the body.

cathexis  Attachment, conscious or unconscious, of 
emotional feeling and significance to an idea, an object, 
or, most commonly, a person.

cation  A positive ion.

cauda equina  The collection of spinal roots descending 
from the lower spinal cord and occupying the vertebral 
canal below the cord.

cauda equina syndrome  Neurogenic claudication, 
resembling intermittent (arterial) claudication. Results 
from narrowing of the spinal canal (spinal stenosis).

caudad  Toward the tail, in a posterior position.

caudate process  The right side of the two processes on 
the caudate (narrow, tail-like appendage) lobe of the liver.

causalgia  A burning pain in a limb along the course of a 
peripheral nerve, usually associated with skin changes.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 354.4,	355.71,	355.9
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causation  There is causation only when one factor 
necessarily alters the possibility of a second. Statistical 
methods alone cannot establish a causal relationship 
between factors. Examples of criteria to test causation 
include: (1) strength of the association, (2) biologic 
credibility of the association, (3) consistency of the 
findings with other investigations, (4) temporal 
relationship of the association, (5) presence of a dose-
response relationship. Randomization allows assessment 
of causation.

cauterization  The use of intense heat to destroy tissue 
by burning, searing, cutting, or scarring, using sources 
such as electrical currents, caustic chemicals, and lasers. 
Also known as cautery.

cautery  The use of intense heat to destroy tissue by 
burning, searing, cutting, or scarring, using sources such 
as electrical currents, caustic chemicals, and lasers. Also 
known as cauterization.

caval  Related or pertaining to the characteristics of the 
vena cava (the main vein).

Caverject  Use to treat erection problems.
HCPCS II	 J0270

cavernosography  Radiographic visualization of the 
corpus cavernosum (erectile tissue) of the penis.

CPT	 54230

cavernosometry  Measurement of the vascular 
pressure in the corpus cavernosum (the erectile tissue in 
the penis).

CPT	 54231

cavernosus  A muscle in the perineum that connects to 
the sex organs.

cavitating  Eroding, or creating holes. Often used to 
describe the characteristic destruction of lung tissue 
accompanying active tuberculosis.

cavopulmonary  Pertaining to the vena cava and the 
pulmonary artery.

CCNU  A chemotherapy drug commonly used to treat 
lung and brain cancers.

CD4 cell  ‘Helper’ T-cells are responsible for coordinating 
much of the immune response. CD4 cells are one of the 
main targets damaged by HIV.

CD4 count  The number of T-helper lymphocytes 
per cubic millimeter of blood. The CD4 count is a good 
predictor of immune health. A CD4 count less than 200 
qualifies as a diagnosis of AIDS.

CD8 (T8)  A protein embedded in the cell surface of killer 
and suppressor T-lymphocytes.

CD8 count  The number of killer/suppressor 
T-lymphocytes in a cubic millimeter of blood.

CEA assay  A laboratory test to measure 
carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA), a substance that is 
sometimes found in an increased amount in the blood of 
people who have certain cancers.

cecostomy  The surgical formation of an artificial 
opening into the pouch which forms the beginning of the 
large intestine.

CPT	 44188,	44300

cecum  A small pouch that lies at the junction of the 
large and small intestine. This junction is known as the 
ileocecal sphincter.

CeeNu  Used to treat some types of cancers.
HCPCS II	 S0178

Cefadyl  Used in the treatment of infections caused by 
bacteria.

HCPCS II	 J0710

cefazolin sodium  Used to eliminate bacteria that 
causes many kinds of infections, including lung, skin, 
bone, joint, stomach, blood, heart valve, and urinary tract 
infections. This medication is sometimes prescribed for 
other uses. It is a kind of antibiotic called a cephalosporin. 
It does not cure viral infections such as colds and the flu. 
May also be used before, during, and after surgery to 
decrease the risk of infection.

HCPCS II	 J0690

cefepime hydrochloride  Drug used to treat or 
prevent bacterial infections in various parts of the body. 
Also called Maxipime.

HCPCS II	 J0692

Cefizox  Drug used in the treatment of infections caused 
by bacteria.

HCPCS II	 J0715

Cefobid  Drug used in the treatment of infections caused 
by bacteria.

HCPCS II	 S0021
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cefoperazone sodium  Drug used in the treatment of 
infections caused by bacteria.

HCPCS II	 S0021

Cefotan  Drug used in the treatment of infections caused 
by bacteria.

HCPCS II	 S0074

cefotaxime sodium  Drug used in the treatment of 
infections caused by bacteria.

HCPCS II	 J0698

cefotetan disodium  Drug used in the treatment of 
infections caused by bacteria.

HCPCS II	 S0074

cefoxitin sodium  Treatment of infections of lower 
respiratory tract, urinary tract, skin and skin structures, 
bone and joint; treatment of intra-abdominal infections, 
gynecological infections, septicemia caused by susceptible 
microorganisms, and perioperative prophylaxis.

HCPCS II	 J0694

ceftazidime  Drug used to treat infections caused by 
bacteria by killing the bacteria or preventing the growth.

HCPCS II	 J0713

Ceftin  Drug used to treat many kinds of bacterial 
infections, including severe or life-threatening forms.

HCPCS II	 J0697

ceftizoxime sodium  Used in the treatment of 
infections caused by bacteria.

HCPCS II	 J0715

ceftriaxone sodium  Drug used to treat many 
different types of bacterial infections such as bronchitis, 
pneumonia, blood infections, bone and joint infections, 
meningitis, abdominal infections, skin infections, ear 
infections, gonorrhea, pelvic inflammatory disease and 
urinary tract infections.

HCPCS II	 J0696

cefuroxime sodium  Drug used for treating bacterial 
infections or preventing bacterial infections before, during, 
or after certain surgeries. Infections may include: lower 
respiratory tract infections, urinary tract infections, skin 
and skin-structure infections, and septicemia.

HCPCS II	 J0697

cefuroxime sodium, sterile  Drug used to treat 
many kinds of bacterial infections, including severe or 
life-threatening forms.

HCPCS II	 J0697

Cel-U-Jec  Systemic treatment of primary or secondary 
adrenal cortex insufficiency, rheumatic disorders, collagen 
diseases, dermatologic diseases, allergic states, allergic 
and inflammatory ophthalmic processes, respiratory 
diseases, hematologic disorders, neoplastic diseases, 
edematous states (resulting from nephrotic syndrome), GI 
diseases, multiple sclerosis, tuberculous meningitis and 
trichinosis with neurologic or myocardial involvement.

HCPCS II	 J0704

celestone phosphate  Drug used to provide relief for 
inflamed areas of the body. Used to treat severe allergies, 
skin problems, asthma, or arthritis.

HCPCS II	 J0704

celiac  Pertaining to the celiac trunk.

celiac sprue  A malabsorption syndrome precipitated by 
ingestion of gluten-containing foods, with loss of villous 
projection structure of the intestinal mucosa, bulky, frothy 
diarrhea, abdominal distention, flatulence, weight loss, 
and vitamin and electrolyte depletion.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 579.0-579.1

celiotomy  Incision into the abdominal cavity.
CPT	 49000,	49220

cell assembly  Refers to a group of cortical neurons that 
function to sustain the active memory trace that remains 
for a short time after some stimulus has been perceived.

cell lines  Specific cell types artificially maintained in the 
laboratory (in vitro) for scientific purposes.

cell mediated immunity (CMI)  A branch of the 
immune system responsible for the reaction to foreign 
material by specific defense cells (T-lymphocytes, killer 
cells, macrophage and other white blood cells) rather than 
antibodies.

CellCept  Used to prevent the body from rejecting a 
kidney, liver, or heart transplant.

HCPCS II	 J7517

cellular oncogenes  Genes which control the growth 
of cells. Abnormalities of these genes can cause cancer.

cellulite  A condition in which underlying fat gives skin a 
wrinkled or dimpled appearance.

cellulitis  A spreading inflammation of connective or 
subcutaneous tissue.

There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).
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cementoma  A tumor composed of tissue resembling 
cementum (bone-like tissue covering the root of a tooth).

ICD-9-CM Dx	 213.0,	213.1

cementum  The bone-like tissue covering the root of 
a tooth.

Cenacort  Drug used for relieving symptoms of rhinitis.
HCPCS II	 J3301

Cenacort Forte  Used as an anti-inflammatory and 
immunosuppressant in a wide variety of disorders.

HCPCS II	 J3302

Cenestin  Used to treat symptoms of menopause such as 
hot flashes, and vaginal dryness, burning and irritation.

HCPCS II	 J1410

central auditory processing disorder  Inability 
of individuals with normal hearing and intelligence to 
differentiate, recognize, or understand sounds.

central axis depth dose  The dosage as derived 
along the central axis of an isodose curve. This is the most 
common method of expression of tumor dose as related to 
maximum dose.

central cord syndrome  An incomplete lesion of the 
spine which causes partial or total paralysis of the upper 
limbs, as well as a lesser degree of impairment to the 
lower extremities.

central necrosis  Death of tissue affecting the central 
portion of an affected bone, cell, or lobe of the liver.

central nervous system  The brain and spinal cord.

central pain syndrome  Pain associated with a lesion 
of the central nervous system.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 338.0

central precocious puberty  Early onset puberty 
due to premature hypothalamic-pituitary-gonadal 
maturation. Increase in height, weight, and bone growth 
are accelerated with early closing of the growth plates 
leads to short stature.

central retinal artery occlusion (CRAO)  A 
condition which causes painless, sudden vision loss in one 
eye due to a loss of blood supply to the retina.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 362.35

central scotoma  An area of depressed vision 
corresponding with the point of fixation and interfering 
with central vision.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 368.41

centrifuge  A machine that separates materials with 
different densities by spinning them at high speed.

centroceal scotoma  A horizontal oval defect in the 
field of vision situated between and embracing both the 
point of fixation and the blind spot.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 368.41

centrum  The body of a vertebra.

cephalgia  Headache.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 307.81,	346.2x,	784.0

cephalic  Pertaining the head.

cephalic flexure  A ventrally located flexure in the 
developing brain, lying between the fore- and midbrain 
vesicles.

cephalothin sodium  Used in infections cause by 
bacteria.

HCPCS II	 J1890

cephapirin sodium  Used in the treatment of 
infections caused by bacteria.

HCPCS II	 J0710

Ceptaz  Used in treatment of infections caused by 
bacteria.

HCPCS II	 J0713

ceramide  A type of fat produced in the body. It may 
cause some types of cells to die and is being studied in 
cancer treatment.

cerclage  Encircling of a part with a ring or loop, as for 
correction of an incompetent cervix uteri or fixation of 
adjacent ends of a fractured bone.

cerea flexibilitas  The waxy flexibility often present in 
catatonic schizophrenia in which the patient’s arm or leg 
remains in the position in which it is placed.

cerebellopontine  Pertaining to the cerebellum, pons, 
and medulla.

cerebral cortex  The thin outer layer of the brain’s 
(approximately 2 mm) cerebral hemispheres that acts as 
the main control center and information processing center. 
The cerebral cortex is not required for performing many 
simple actions, but is crucial for creating new episodic 
memories, the fancier associations, and many new 
movement programs. The cerebral cortex is made up of 
two different sub-components: the motor cortex and the 
sensory cortex.
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cerebral embolism  A blood clot or small plaque 
formed in one part of the body and then carried by the 
bloodstream to the brain, where it blocks an artery.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 434.10

cerebral hemorrhage  Bleeding within the brain 
resulting from a ruptured blood vessel, aneurysm or a 
head injury.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 431,	767.0

cerebral lipidoses  An abnormal accumulation of fat 
in the brain.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 330.0,	330.1

cerebral meningitis  Inflammation of the membranes 
of the brain.

cerebral palsy  A chronic disorder of muscle movement 
and coordination caused by a brain injury at or before 
birth.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 333.71,	343.0-343.9,	437.8

cerebral thrombosis  The formation of a blood clot in 
an artery that supplies part of the brain.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 433.00-434.01

cerebrifugal  Conducting or proceeding away from the 
brain.

cerebrospinal fluid (CSF)  Water-like fluid produced 
in the brain that circulates around and protects the brain 
and spinal cord.

cerebrospinal meningitis  Inflammation of the 
membranes of the brain and spinal cord.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 036.0,	V02.59

cerebrotomy  Incision of the brain.

cerebrovascular  Means pertaining to the blood vessels 
of the brain.

cerebrovascular accident  An impeded blood supply 
to some part of the brain, resulting in injury to brain 
tissue.

cerebrovascular occlusion  The obstruction or closing 
of a blood vessel in the brain.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 434.00-434.91

Cerebyx  Used to treat or prevent seizures.
HCPCS II	 S0078

Ceredase  Used to treat Gaucher’s disease caused by a 
lack of a certain enzyme, glucocerebrosidase, in the body.

HCPCS II	 J0205

Cerespan  Used to treat problems resulting from poor 
blood circulation.

HCPCS II	 J2440

Cerezyme  Used to treat Gaucher’s disease caused by a 
lack of a certain enzyme, glucocerebrosidase, in the body.

HCPCS II	 J1785

certolizumab pegol  A tumor necrosis factor blocker 
used to treat adult patients with moderate to severe 
Crohn’s disease and severely active rheumatoid arthritis.

HCPCS II	 J0718

cerubidine  Used to treat some types of cancer.
HCPCS II	 J9150

cerumen  A yellow or brown wax-like substance 
(‘earwax’) secreted in the outer one-third of the external 
ear canal by the ceruminous glands.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 380.4

cerumnious glands  Ceruminous glands are modified 
sweat glands. These glands produce a waxy secretion 
called cerumin. These coiled, tubular glands are located in 
the external auditory canal. The sticky, waxy cerumin, also 
known as ear wax, that is produced by these glands helps 
to protect our inner ear from foreign particles, objects, 
and insects.

cervical  Pertaining to or in the region of the neck or to 
the neck of an organ or structure.

cervical cancer, stage IA  Cancer is in the cervix only. 
The cancerous growth is a size that can only be seen with 
a microscope.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 180.0-180.9

cervical cancer, stage IB  The cancerous areas can 
usually be seen without a microscope.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 180.0-180.9

cervical cancer, stage II  Cancer has spread to nearby 
areas but is still inside the pelvis.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 180.0-180.9

cervical cancer, stage III  Cancer has spread 
throughout the pelvic area and may have spread to the 
lower part of the vagina. Cancerous cells may also block 
the ureters, the tubes connecting the kidneys to the 
bladder.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 180.0-180.9
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cervical cancer, stage IV  Cancer has spread to other 
parts of the body. In stage IVA, cancer has spread to the 
bladder or rectum; in stage IVB, cancer has spread to 
distant organs, such as the lungs.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 180.0-180.9

cervical flexure  A ventrally located flexure in the 
developing brain, lying between the hindbrain and spinal 
cord.

cervical intraepithelial neoplasia (CIN)  A general 
term for the growth of abnormal cells on the surface of 
the cervix. Numbers from one to three may be used to 
describe how much of the cervix contains abnormal cells.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 233.1

cervical lymph nodes  Lymphoid organs located in 
the neck.

cervical mucus  Mucus produced by the cervix which 
permits passage of sperm to the uterus and fallopian 
tubes. This mucus changes in volume and quality at the 
time of ovulation.

cervical nerves  Cervical nerves provide sensation to 
the head, neck, diaphragm, arms, wrists, and hands.

cervical plexus  A nerve plexus (network of vessels or 
nerves) formed by the anterior branches of the first four 
cervical nerves, supplying structures in the neck region, 
shoulders, back of the head, and motor fibers to muscles 
of the cervical spinal column and diaphragm.

cervical shortening  The bodies natural preparation 
for giving birth. This should happen in the late third 
trimester of a pregnancy. When this occurs in the second 
or early third trimester, this can be indicative of pre-term 
labor or miscarriage.

ICD-9-CM Dx 649.7x

cervical smear  A sample of the cervical mucus 
examined microscopically to assess the presence of 
estrogen (ferning) and white blood cells, indicating 
possible infection.

CPT	 88141,	88155,	88164-88167,	88174-
88175

cervical spondylosis  Degenerative process in the 
spine in the neck. A combination of disc deterioration and 
osteoarthritis.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 721.0,	721.1,	756.19

cervical stenosis  A blockage of the cervical canal 
from a congenital defect or from complications of surgical 
procedures.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 723.0

cervical vertebrae  The first seven of the vertebrae 
make up the cervical vertebrae (C1-C7). The main function 
of the cervical vertebrae is to support the neck. The 
first two cervical vertebrae, the atlas and axis, allow for 
movement of the head. The atlas rotates on the axis.

cervicalgia  Pain in the neck which does not radiate 
outward to the head or shoulders.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 723.1

cervicectomy  The surgical removal of the cervix.
CPT	 57530

cervicitis  An inflammation of the cervix.
There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

cervicoplasty  Plastic surgery on the neck.
CPT	 15819

cervix  The opening between the uterus and the vagina. 
The cervical mucus plugs the cervical canal and normally 
prevents foreign materials from entering the reproductive 
tract. The cervix remains closed during pregnancy and 
dilates during labor and delivery to allow the baby to be 
born.

Cesamet  Used to prevent nausea and vomiting 
associated with cancer chemotherapy.

HCPCS II	 J8650

Cesarean delivery  The delivery of a fetus by surgical 
incision through the abdominal wall and uterus.

cetuximab  Used to treat cancers of the colon and 
rectum. It is also used to treat head and neck cancer.

HCPCS II	 J9055

cevimeline  A substance that increases production 
of saliva and tears. It is being studied as a treatment for 
dry mouth caused by radiation therapy to the head and 
neck. It belongs to the family of drugs called cholinergic 
enhancers.

chalazion  A cyst of a tarsal (eyelid) gland.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 373.2

chancroid  A sexually transmitted disease, characterized 
by a painful primary ulcer usually on the external genitalia.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 099.0
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characteristic radiation  Radiation originating from 
an atom following the removal of an electron or excitation 
of the nucleus. Each element has its own particular 
spectrum.

Charcôt foot  A condition in which the joints and soft 
tissue in the foot are destroyed, a result of damage to the 
nerves.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 094.0,	713.5

Charcôt joint  Unusually destructive hypertrophic 
arthropathy resulting from impairment of sensory nerve 
supply. May occur in syphilis, syringomyelia and diabetes 
mellitus.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 094.0,	713.5

Charnley  Orthopaedic surgeon who devised the first 
replacement hip prosthesis.

chealamide  Used in patients for the emergency 
treatment of hypercalcemia and for the control of 
ventricular arrhythmias associated with digitalis toxicity.

HCPCS II	 J3520

cheesy necrosis  Death of tissue in which the tissue 
resembles cottage cheese, most often seen in tuberculosis.

cheilectomy  The chiseling away of bony irregularities 
on the lips of a joint cavity that interfere with movements 
of the joint.

CPT	 28289

cheilosis  Inflammation and cracking of the lips.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 265.2,	266.0,	528.5

cheiroarthropathy  Stiffness and thickening of the 
soft tissues of the hand, often with a ‘waxy’ appearance of 
the skin. May mimic scleroderma or other inflammatory 
arthritis. Occurs in long-standing insulin-dependent 
diabetes mellitus.

chemical actions  Many areas of the body produce 
chemicals and enzymes which help attack harmful 
bacteria. One example is pepsin, a digestive enzyme 
produced by the stomach. Pepsin works by digesting the 
proteins of which the microbes are composed.

chemical peel  The use of a caustic chemical to burn 
away skin blemishes or wrinkles.

CPT	 15788-15793

chemical pregnancy  A pregnancy where hCG levels 
are detected, but the pregnancy is lost before a heartbeat 
is seen on an ultrasound. This is a very early miscarriage, 
often before the woman misses a period.

chemocautery  Any substance that destroys tissue 
upon application.

chemodenervation  Interruption of messages sent 
between nerves and muscles by administration of a 
chemical substance.

There	are	too	many	CPT	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	CPT	book	
for	appropriate	codes.

chemoembolization  A procedure in which the blood 
supply to the tumor is blocked surgically or mechanically 
and anticancer drugs are administered directly into the 
tumor. This permits a higher concentration of drug to be in 
contact with the tumor for a longer period of time.

chemolysis  A term sometimes applied to the 
decomposition of organic substance into more simple 
bodies, by the use of chemical agents alone.

chemonucleolysis  Dissolution of a portion of the 
nucleus pulpous (the semi-fluid mass of fine white and 
elastic fibers) of an intervertebral disk by injection of 
a proteolytic agent, such as chymopapain; used in the 
treatment of a herniated intervertebral disk.

CPT	 62292

chemoprevention  The use of drugs, vitamins, or 
other agents to try to reduce the risk of, or delay the 
development or recurrence of cancer.

chemoprophylaxis  Prevention of disease by chemical 
means.

chemoprotective  A quality of some drugs used in 
cancer treatment. Chemoprotective agents protect healthy 
tissue from the toxic effects of anticancer drugs.

chemosensitivity assay  A laboratory test to analyze 
the responsiveness of a tumor to a specific drug.

chemosensitizer  A drug that makes tumor cells more 
sensitive to the effects of chemotherapy.

chemosensory disorders  Disorders or diseases of 
smell or taste.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 781.1

chemosurgery  The destruction of tissue by chemical 
agents.

CPT	 17000-17004,	17110-17111,	17260-
17286

chemotherapeutic agent  A drug used to treat 
cancer.
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chest tube  Surgical insertion of a hollow, flexible 
drainage tube into the chest.

chest x-ray  Images of the chest cavity can be used to 
assess lung disease. Dense structures of the body, like 
bone, will appear white; air will be indicated by areas in 
black (‘air’ is a void which can’t be photographed).

CPT	 71010-71035

Cheyne’s nystagmus  An unusual, rhythmical eye 
movement.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 379.5x

Chiari malformation  A congenital malformation of 
the brain in which the cerebellum is herniated through the 
base of the skull, blocking the circulation of cereberospinal 
fluid in the brain.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 348.4,	741.0x,	742.0,	742.2

chief complaint  The main symptom or group of 
symptoms for which the patient first consults the doctor; 
the presenting symptom.

child and adolescent psychiatrist  A psychiatrist 
who, in addition to full medical and adult psychiatric 
training in social, emotional, and behavioral concerns, has 
been trained and certified in working with children and 
adolescents and can prescribe medication.

child and adolescent psychologist  A psychologist 
who has specialized training in working with children and 
adolescents in their social, emotional, and intellectual 
development.

child development specialist  A professional who is 
trained in infant/toddler development and in identifying 
developmental delays and disabilities. In a developmental 
assessment, a child development specialist would help 
identify a child’s strengths and areas of concern.

chiropractor  A therapist who practices a system 
of therapy to correct disease considered the result of 
abnormal function of the spinal cord and nervous system.

Chlamydia  A common, often asymptomatic, 
sexually transmitted disease caused by the Chlamydiae 
microorganism.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 079.88

chloasma  A patchy or dark brown skin discoloration 
that usually occurs on a woman’s face, resulting from 
hormonal changes, as in pregnancy.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 646.8x,	709.09

chlorambucil  Used in the treatment of cancer.
HCPCS II	 S0172

chloramphenicol sodium succinate  Used in the 
treatment of infections caused by bacteria.

HCPCS II	 J0720

Chlordiazepoxide HCl  Used to treat peptic ulcer 
disease and irritable bowel syndrome, Also used in the 
management of acute gastroenteritis.

HCPCS II	 J1990

Chloromycetin  Used in the treatment of infections 
caused by bacteria.

HCPCS II	 J0720

chlorophane  A green-yellow pigment in the retina.

chloroprocaine HCl  Used for the production of local 
anesthesia by infiltration and peripheral nerve block.

HCPCS II	 J2400

chloroquine HCl  Used to treat malaria, a red blood 
cell infection transmitted by the bite of a mosquito, and 
to treat some conditions, such as liver disease caused by 
protozoa.

HCPCS II	 J0390

chlorothiazide sodium  Used in the treatment of 
high blood pressure and other conditions that require the 
elimination of excess fluid from the body. These conditions 
include congestive heart failure, cirrhosis of the liver, 
corticosteroid and estrogen therapy, and kidney disease.

HCPCS II	 J1205

chlorpromazine HCl  Used in the treatment of 
schizophrenia, controlling nausea and vomiting, relief of 
restlessness before surgery, acute intermittent porphyria, 
in the treatment of tetanus, manic depression, relief of 
intractable hiccups, and severe behavioral problems in 
children.

HCPCS II	 J3230,	Q0171,	Q0172

choanal atresia  Congenital disorder in which the back 
of the nasal passage is blocked, usually by abnormal bony 
or soft tissue.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 748.0

chocolate cyst  A cyst in the ovary that is filled with 
old blood.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 617.1

cholangiography  An x-ray image taken of the bile ducts.
CPT	 47500-47505,	47560-47561,	74300,	

74301,	74305,	74320
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cholangiolitis  Inflammation of the small bile radicals 
(small structures) or cholangioles (fine element of the bile 
duct system).

ICD-9-CM Dx	 002.0,	002.9,	575.8,	576.1

cholangiopancreatography  Radiographic 
examination of the bile ducts and pancreas.

CPT	 43260-43267,	43269

cholangiosarcoma  A tumor of the connective tissues 
of the bile ducts.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 156.1

cholangitis  Inflammation of the bile duct.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 571.6,	576.1

cholecystenterostomy  The surgical formation of a 
direct communication between the gallbladder and the 
intestine.

CPT	 47570,	47720-47741

cholecystokinin  Signal for gallbladder contraction, 
pancreatic secretion (and growth), and satiety.

cholecystostomy  The surgical creation of a fistula into 
the gallbladder.

CPT	 47480

cholecystotomy  The surgical formation of an opening 
into the gall bladder, usually to facilitate the removal of a 
gallstone.

CPT	 47480

choledochal cyst  A congenital cystic dilatation of 
the common bile duct, which may cause pain in the 
right upper quadrant, jaundice, fever, or vomiting or be 
asymptomatic (neither causing nor exhibiting symptoms 
of disease).

ICD-9-CM Dx	 751.69

choledochoscopy  A laparoscopic examination to 
detect bile stones.

choledochostomy  The creation of an opening into the 
common bile duct for drainage.

CPT	 47420-47425

choledochotomy  Incision into the common bile duct.
CPT	 47420-47425

cholelithiasis  The presence of gallstones in the 
gallbladder or bile ducts.

See	type	of	gallstones	for	ICD-9-CM	codes.

cholesteatoma  Accumulation of dead cells in the 
middle ear caused by repeated middle ear infections.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 380.21,	385.30-385.33,	385.35	

cholesterol  An oily substance occurring naturally in 
the body, fats, and dairy products, that is transported in 
the blood.

cholesterolosis  The abnormal deposition of cholesterol 
in tissues.

choletystitis  Inflammation of the gallbladder.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 575.10

chondomalacia  A disorder marked by weight loss, 
nausea, vomiting, and impaired renal function.

chondritis  Inflammation of cartilage.
There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

chondroblastoma  A tumor of the growth plate of a 
young male.

chondrodysplasia  Congenital condition in which there 
is a mutation of a collagen-associated gene.

chondrodystrophy  A disorder of cartilage formation.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 359.23,	756.4

chondroplasty  Plastic or reparative surgery on the 
cartilage.

There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

chondrosarcoma  A type of cancer that forms in 
cartilage.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 170.9

ChoPat strap  An infrapatellar strap, commonly used in 
the treatment of patellar tendinitis or chondromalacia in 
the patella.

chordae tendineae  Fibrous tissue which connects 
the edges of the tricuspid and mitral heart valves to the 
papillary muscles.

chordee  Painful downward bowing of the penis, due to 
a congenital anomaly or urethral infection.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 098.2,	607.89,	752.63

chordoma  A type of bone cancer that usually starts in 
the lower spinal column.
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chorea  Any of several degenerative nervous disorders 
characterized by spasmodic movements of the body and 
limbs.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 333.4,	333.5,	392.9

Chorex  Drug used to help conception (pregnancy) occur.
HCPCS II	 J0725

Chorignon  Drug used to help conception (pregnancy) 
occur.

HCPCS II	 J0725

chorioallantoic membrane  The membrane in hen’s 
eggs that helps chicken embryos get enough oxygen and 
calcium for development.

chorion  The outer membranous sac which encloses an 
embryo.

chorionic gonadotropin  Drug used to help 
conception (pregnancy) occur.

HCPCS II	 J0725

chorionic villa sampling  An alternative to 
amniocentesis that can be done earlier in the pregnancy. It 
is a biopsy of the placenta that is used to check for genetic 
abnormalities in the fetus.

CPT	 59015

chorionic villus  The numerous fingerlike projections of 
the chorion of the embryo that contain fetal blood vessels 
and grow into the placenta.

chorioretinitis  Inflammation of the layer of blood 
vessels and connective tissue that supplies nutrients to 
the inner eye and the retina (the innermost lining in the 
eyeball).

ICD-9-CM Dx	 363.10-363.13,	363.20

choroid  The vascular layer between the retina and the 
sclera which oxygenates and nourishes the outer layers of 
the retina.

choroid plexus tumor  A rare type of cancer that 
occurs in the ventricles of the brain. It usually occurs in 
children younger than two years.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 191.5

choroiditis  Inflammation of the choroid.
There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

Choron 10  Drug used to help conception (pregnancy) 
occur.

HCPCS II	 J0725

Christmas disease  A clotting disorder of blood 
resembling hemophilia A, caused by hereditary deficiency 
of factor IX. Also known as hemophilia B.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 286.1

chronic pulmonary embolism  A blood clot that has 
broken away from the wall of a vein and traveled to the 
lungs where it gets lodged in the arteries, blocking blood 
flow to the heart and lungs, and occurring repeatedly over 
several years.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 416.2

chromatography  The separation of chemical 
substances and particles.

chromatometer  A scale of colors for testing color 
perception.

chromhidrosis  A rare condition marked by the 
secretion of colored sweat.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 705.89

chromomycosis  A chronic fungal infection of the skin 
characterized by rough, irregular lesions.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 117.2

chromopertubation  This test is usually done in 
combination with a diagnostic laparoscopy. It involves 
injecting colored liquid through the fallopian tubes and 
watching the ends of the tubes for the dye. Spillage of dye 
indicates patent (open) tubes.

chromosome  The structures in the cell that carry 
the genetic material (DNA). The human has 46 
chromosomes-23 from the egg and 23 from the sperm.

chromosome analysis  Test to determine chromosome 
abnormalities. Also known as karyotyping.

chromotubation  A test performed to determine 
whether the fallopian tubes are open or closed.

CPT	 58350

chronic condition  Frequent or regular event occurring 
over a long period of time.

chronic disease  Illness that occurs at frequent intervals 
over a long period of time.

chronic exposure  Radiation exposure of long duration.

chronic granulocytic leukemia  A slowly 
progressing disease in which too many white blood cells 
are made in the bone marrow. Also known as chronic 
myelogenous leukemia or chronic myeloid leukemia.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 205.10-205.11
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chronic granulomatous disease  A congenital 
defect in the ability of polymorphonuclear leukocytes to 
kill bacteria, resulting in increased susceptibility to severe 
infections.

chronic hepatitis  Inflammation of the liver that lasts 
at least six months or longer.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 571.2,	571.40-571.49

chronic leukemia  A slowly progressing cancer of the 
blood-forming tissues.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 208.10-208.11

chronic lung disease  Broad term covering both 
obstructive conditions, characterized by a slow rate of 
forced expiration, and restrictive disease characterized by a 
reduction in total lung capacity.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 496

chronic lymphoblastic lymphoma  A slowly 
progressing disease in which too many immature white 
blood cells (called lymphoblasts) are found in the body.

chronic meningitis  A condition of prolonged fever, 
headache, lethargy, stiff neck, confusion, nausea, and 
vomiting with pleocytosis (greater number of cells in 
the cerebrospinal fluid) due to a variety of infectious and 
noninfectious causes.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 322.2

chronic obstructive pulmonary disease 
(COPD)  COPD is diagnosed when chronic bronchitis and 
emphysema present themselves as one disease, most 
often in smokers and former smokers.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 496

chronic pain  An ongoing or persistent pain syndrome; 
generally lasting more than six months.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 338.21-338.29

chronic pancreatitis  Occurs when the symptoms of 
acute pancreatitis continue to recur. Usually due to years 
of excessive alcohol consumption, this condition may also 
develop from other causes.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 577.1

chronic phase  Refers to the early stages of chronic 
myelogenous leukemia or chronic lymphocytic leukemia. 
The number of mature and immature abnormal white 
blood cells in the bone marrow and blood is higher than 
normal, but lower than in the accelerated or blast phase.

chronic phase chronic myelogenous leukemia  A 
phase in which 5 percent or fewer of the cells in the blood 
and bone marrow are blast cells, or immature blood cells. 
The phase may last from several months to several years, 
and there may be no symptoms of leukemia.

chronic prostatitis  Inflammation of the prostate 
gland, developing slowly and lasting a long time.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 601.1

chronic sinusitis  Patients are diagnosed with 
chronic sinusitis when their sinusitis symptoms persist 
for greater than 12 weeks despite medical treatment. 
Chronic sinus disease may be caused by anatomic sinus 
ostial narrowing, mucociliary disturbances or immune 
deficiency.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 473.0-473.9

chunking  Organizing information into familiar 
groupings. This is done with all sorts of information, 
including numbers, single words, and multiple-word 
phrases which are collapsed into a single word to create 
acronyms.

Churg-Strauss syndrome  Vasculitic disorder with 
predominant pulmonary eosinophilia.

chyle  A milky fluid consisting of lymph and emulsified 
fat; formed in the small intestine during digestion of 
ingested fats.

chylocele  A cystlike lesion resulting from the escape of 
chyle (milky fluid consisting of lymph and emulsified fat) 
into the tunica vaginalis of the testes or the vaginal tunica 
propria.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 125.0-125.9,	457.8,	608.84

chylous  Pertaining to or mixed with chyle, the milky 
fluid consisting of lymph and emulsified fat.

chyluria  The presence of chyle (milky fluid consisting of 
lymph and emulsified fat) in the urine.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 120.0,	125.0,	125.1,	125.9,	791.1

cicatricial contraction  Pulling tight or shrinkage of 
skin that occurs with the healing of some wounds and 
burns, that can result in dysfunction.

cicatrix  A scar formation when new connective tissue 
grows over a healing sore or wound.

cicatrize  To heal by forming scar tissue.
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cidofovir  Drug used for the treatment of CMV retinitis 
in patients with acquired immunodeficiency syndrome 
(AIDS).

HCPCS II	 J0740

cilastatin sodium, imipenem  Used in the treatment 
of infections of the abdomen, such as appendicitis; lung 
infections such as pneumonia and bronchitis; skin and 
skin structure infections such as abscesses, cellulitis, and 
infected skin ulcers and wounds; gynecological infections 
such as uterine following delivery of a baby; urinary tract 
infections; bone and joint infections; heart infections, and 
blood infections.

HCPCS II	 J0743

ciliarotomy  Surgical division of the ciliary zone (the 
outer area of the iris) in glaucoma.

ciliary body  A body of tissue that connects the iris with 
the choroids and includes a group of muscles which act on 
the lens of the eye to change its shape.

cimetidine hydrochloride  Used for treatment of 
duodenal ulcers, active gastric ulcers, gastroesophageal 
reflux disease, pathological hypersecretory conditions, 
heartburn and the prevention of gastrointestinal bleeding.

HCPCS II	 S0023

Cimzia A tumor necrosis factor blocker used to treat 
adult patients with moderate to severe Crohn’s disease and 
severely active rheumatoid arthritis.

HCPCS II	 J0718

cineangiography (CINE)  The technique of taking 
moving pictures to show the passage of contrast (an 
opaque material, or dye) through blood vessels which 
allows physicians to diagnose diseases of the heart and 
blood vessels.

cineplasty  The creation of a muscle loop in the chest 
that can be used to control an artificial limb.

CPT	 24940

cingulotomy  The use of an electric probe to destroy the 
anterior cingulate gyrus and callosum.

Cipro IV  Used to treat bacterial infections in many 
different parts of the body.

HCPCS II	 J0744

ciprofloxacin  A synthetic antibacterial effective against 
many gram-positive and gram-negative bacteria.

HCPCS II	 J0744

circadian rhythm  The body’s internal, biological clock. 
The typical human circadian rhythm occurs on a cycle of 
approximately 24 hours. However, the clock is not really 
functioning on time, but on body temperature.

circinate retinopathy  A condition in which a circle 
of white spots encloses the macula (opaque spot on the 
cornea), leading to complete foveal blindness.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 362.1

circular  In the shape of a circle, round.

circulating tumor cell  Cells from solid tumors that are 
capable of growing and are carried in the bloodstream.

HCPCS II  S3711

circulatory system  Pertains to the heart, blood vessels 
and the circulation of blood.

circumduction  Movement of a part or extremity in a 
circular direction.

circumocular  Around the eye.

circumorbital  Around the orbit (the bony cavity that 
contains the eyeball).

circumstantiality  Pattern of speech that is indirect 
and delayed in reaching its goal because of excessive or 
irrelevant detail or parenthetical remarks.

cirrhosis  Disease marked by inflammation, loss of 
shape, fibrosis, and nodular formation; most often 
attributed to the liver, although ocurring in other organs.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 331.9,	571.1,	571.2,	571.5,	571.6,	587.0

cisplatin  Used to treat cancer of the bladder, ovaries, 
and testicles.

HCPCS II	 J9060

cisternal puncture  Passage of a hollow needle 
through the posterior atlanto-occipital membrane that 
attaches the atlas to the skull, into the cerebellomedullary 
cistern (sac or cavity containing fluid).

CPT	 61050-61055

cisternography  The radiographic study of the basal 
cisterns (sac or cavity containing fluid) of the brain after 
the introduction of an opaque contrast medium.

CPT	 70015,	78630

cladribine  Used as an anticancer medication used to 
treat certain leukemias.

HCPCS II	 J9065
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Claforan  Used in the treatment of infections caused by 
bacteria.

HCPCS II	 J0698

clanging  A type of thinking in which the sound of 
a word, rather than its meaning, gives the direction to 
subsequent associations.

clarithromycin  A macrolide antibiotic sometime 
used as a component in combination therapy for 
mycobacterium avium complex. Also known as Biaxin.

Clark level  Any of the four levels that mark the invasion 
of malignant melanoma through the skin layers to the 
subcutaneous fat layer, each successive level indicating a 
worsening prognosis.

Clarke sign  Compression of the patella with 
resisted knee extension. Commonly used as a test of 
chondromalacia of the patella, but has not been shown to 
be reliable.

classical conditioning  Elicitation of a response by 
a stimulus that normally does not elicit that response, 
mediated primarily by the autonomic nervous system, 
such as salivation or change in heart rate.

claudication  A limp or halting gate, which can be 
caused by poor blood circulation.

There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

claviculectomy  The removal of the collar bone or 
clavical.

cleavage  The division of a fertilized egg. The egg size 
remains unchanged; the cleavage cells become smaller 
with each division.

cleft  Failure of joining of parts.

cleft lip  A congenital deformity in which the upper lip is 
not properly fused together.

cleft palate  A congenital fissure in the roof of the 
mouth, resulting from incomplete fusion of the palate 
during embryonic development.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 749.00,	749.2x

cleocin phosphate  A drug used to treat infections 
caused by bacteria.

HCPCS II	 S0077

clevidipine butyrate  An intravenous therapy used for 
the reduction of blood pressure in lieu of oral therapy.

HCPCS II	 C9248

climacteric  The syndrome of endocrine, somatic, and 
psychic changes occurring at menopause in women.

climbing fiber  A series of neuronal projections from 
the inferior olivary nucleus located in the medulla.

clindamycin  An antibiotic sometimes used in the 
treatment of PCP and toxoplasmosis. Clindamycin usage 
has been associated with severe diarrhea caused by the 
bacteria C.	dificile.

HCPCS II	 S0077

clinical  Related to direct observation and treatment of 
an individual child, adult, or family. For example, a clinical 
interview is a face-to-face conversation. An informed 
clinical opinion is the judgment of a qualified professional, 
based on direct contact with the patient.

clinical pregnancy  A pregnancy confirmed by an 
increasing level of hCG and the presence of a gestational 
sac detected by ultrasound.

clinical psychology  The branch of psychology 
involving assessment and treatment of people with 
psychological disorders. In addition, clinical psychologists 
do conduct some research and experimentation, with 
topics that focus primarily on practical applications.

clinical studies  A process of strictly controlled 
evaluations involving patients. Some of these studies are 
required by the FDA prior to general release of a device or 
compound for use in humans.

clitoroplasy  Plastic surgery performed to repair the 
clitoris.

CPT	 56805

cloaca  A birth defect in which the genitals, urethra, and/
or the rectum all end in a common opening.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 751.5

cloacal anomaly  A malformation or defect of a 
common passage for fecal, urinary, and reproductive 
discharge.

clodronate  A drug used as treatment for hypercalcemia 
(abnormally high levels of calcium in the blood) and for 
cancer that has spread to the bone (bone metastases). 
It may decrease pain, the risk of fractures, and the 
development of new bone metastases.

clofarabine  Drug used to treat acute lymphoblastic 
leukemia, a type of blood cancer.

HCPCS II	 J9027
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clofazimine  An anti-leprosy drug that is used as a 
component in combination therapy of Mycobacterium	
avium complex.Clolar  Drug used to treat acute 
lymphoblastic leukemia, a type of blood cancer.

HCPCS II	 J9027

clomiphene citrate  A fertility drug that stimulates 
ovulation through the release of gonadotropins from the 
pituitary gland. Also known as Clomid and Serophene.

clomiphene citrate challenge test (CCCT, CCT)  
This test entails the oral (by mouth) administration of 100 
milligrams of clomiphene citrate on menstrual cycle days 
5-9. Blood levels of FSH are measured on cycle day 3 and 
again on cycle day 10. Elevated blood levels of FSH on 
cycle day 3 or cycle day 1.

clone  A group of genetically identical cells or organisms 
descended from a common ancestor to produce such 
genetically identical copies.

clonic spasm  A spasm consisting of clonic contractions 
(rapid alternating muscle contraction and relaxation).

clonidine HCI  Used to treat high blood pressure. Also 
used to ease withdrawal symptoms associated with the 
long-term use of narcotics, alcohol and nicotine. Also 
used for migraine headaches, hot flashes associated with 
menopause, attention deficit hyperactivity disorder and 
other conditions.

HCPCS II	 J0735

Clopidogrel  A medicine that is used to stop platelets 
from sticking to vessel walls and injured tissues in people 
at risk of stroke or heart attack.

Cloquet’s node  Lymph nodes that form a chain 
immediately below the inguinal ligament running from 
the ileum to the pubis.

closed fracture  A fracture in which bone does not 
penetrate the skin surface.

There	are	too	many	CPT	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	CPT	book	
for	appropriate	codes.

closed heart surgery  A surgical procedure of the 
heart in which the heart continues to pump. This typically 
involves minor procedures to the heart.

CPT	 33840-33851

clostridium dificile (C. dificile)  A normal 
gastrointestinal tract bacteria, antibiotics can cause 
overgrowth of C.	dificile, and accompanying perforating 
enterocolitis.

closure  The state of experiencing an emotional 
conclusion to a difficult life event.

clotrimazole  A topical antifungal drug that is used to 
treat fungal infections in persons with HIV, particularly 
candida.

cloud chamber  A device for observing the paths 
of ionizing particles. It is based on the fact that the 
supersaturated vapor condenses readily on ions.

cloverleaf skull  A cranial defect of children in which 
several cranial bones fuse together prematurely, resulting 
in a skull deformity.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 756.0

Cloward’s spots  Areas of referred pain in the thoracic 
spine, close to the scapulae, secondary to cervical spine 
disorders.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 719.41,	724.1

clubbing  Refers to a condition where tips of the fingers 
enlarge and the nails become curved from front to back as 
a result of chronic low blood-oxygen levels.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 781.5

clubfoot  A congenitally twisted foot. Also known as 
talipes.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 754.51,	754.70

cluster headache  A severe headache which occurs 
with the release of histamine from cells.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 339.00-339.02

cluster investigation  An epidemiologic investigation 
mounted to determine if there has been an unexpected 
increase in the number or prevalence of cases of illness. 
The increase can be with respect to a particular interval in 
time, a particular location, or both.

CMS-1500 form  The standard paper claim form 
used by a non-institutional provider or supplier to bill 
Medicare carriers and Medicare administrative contractors 
(MACS) when a provider qualifies for a waiver from the 
Administrative Simplification Compliance Act (ASCA) 
requirement for electronic submission of claims. Also used 
to bill Medicaid stage agencies.

CNS metastases  Cancer that has spread from the 
original (primary) tumor to the central nervous system

ICD-9-CM Dx	 198.4
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CNS prophylaxis  Chemotherapy or radiation therapy 
given to the central nervous system (CNS) as a preventive 
treatment. It is given to kill cancer cells that may be in the 
brain and spinal cord, even though no cancer has been 
detected there

CPT	 61517,	96450

CNS Region  Specified level of central nervous system 
involvement where injury, disease, or its effects are 
located, and include the brainstem, cervical, thoracic, or 
lumbosacral spinal cord areas.

CNS tumors  Tumors of the central nervous system, 
including brain stem glioma, craniopharyngioma, 
medulloblastoma, and meningioma.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 191.7,	194.0,	194.3

co-morbid  Two or more disease conditions that occur 
simultaneously within the same person. A diagnosis of 
chronic fatigue syndrome (CFS) requires that certain other 
conditions that may also cause fatigue, such as cancer, are 
not present.

co-surgery  Two separate medical professionals 
performing a distinct part of a procedure.

coactivated T cells  T cells that have been coated with 
monoclonal antibodies to enhance their ability to kill 
tumor cells.

coagulation  The process of clotting.

coagulopathy  Any disorder of blood coagulation 
(blood clotting).

ICD-9-CM Dx	 286.6,	286.9,	776.2

coal workers’ pneumoconiosis  A lung disease 
caused by deposition of coal dust in the lungs, usually 
characterized by centrilobular emphysema (retention of air 
affecting the elasticity of the bronchioles).

ICD-9-CM Dx	 500

coarctation  Narrowing or stricture of the aorta or of a 
blood vessel.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 747.10,	747.3

cobalt chrome  A term that is used in referring to 
cobalt-chromium-molybdenum alloy, a mixture of metals, 
used in many surgical implants.

Cobex  Drug used to treat pernicious anemia, nutritional 
vitamin B12 deficiency, malabsorption of vitamin B12 and 
any other B12 deficiency.

HCPCS II	 J3420

coccidioidomycosis  A fungal disease which 
results from infection with Coccidioides	immitis. 
Coccidioidomycosis or valley fever is common only in a 
limited geographic area.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 114.0-114.9

coccydynia  Pain around the coccyx. Often caused by 
local trauma, but may also be a referred pain syndrome 
from the lumbar spine.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 724.79

coccygeal sinuses  Cavity or channel just over or close 
to the tip of the coccyx.

coccyx  The small, triangular bone at the base of the 
spinal column formed by the fusion of four rudimentary 
(imperfected developed) vertebra. Also known as the tail 
bone.

cochlea  The winding tubular cavity within the inner 
ear, shaped like a snail-shell, which contains the organ of 
Corti, the end-organ of hearing. It changes the pressure 
waves of sound into nerve impulses.

cochlear implant  An electronic device designed to 
stimulate the hearing mechanism. It utilizes a coil of 
wire embedded under the skin behind the ear with an 
extension of wire into the fluid of the inner ear (cochlea).

HCPCS II	 L8614,	L8619

cochlear nerve  The eighth cranial (acoustic) nerve 
that arises in the cochlea and conveys sound stimuli to 
the brain.

cochlear otosclerosis  A disease that causes the tiny 
filaments in the cochlea that transmits sound to harden, 
causing hearing loss.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 387.2

codeine phosphate  Used to treat mild to moderate 
pain.

HCPCS II	 J0745

Codimal-A  Temporarily relieving runny nose, watery 
eyes, sneezing and itchy nose, eyes, and associated with 
hay fever or other allergies.

HCPCS II	 J0945

codon  A sequence of three bases that specifies a 
particular amino acid; a building block of the cell’s genetic 
material, DNA and RNA.
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cofactor  A substance, microorganism or environmental 
factor that activates or enhances the action of another 
entity such as a disease-causing agent. Cofactors may 
influence the progression of a disease or the likelihood of 
becoming ill.

Cofatrim Forte  Drug used to treat urinary tract 
infections. Also used to treat bronchitis, middle ear 
infection, traveler’s diarrhea, and to treat and prevent 
Pneumocystis	carinii	pneumonia.

HCPCS II	 S0039

Cogan’s syndrome  Rare disorder characterized by 
recurrent inflammation of the eyes, episodes of dizziness, 
and hearing loss that can lead to deafness, if untreated.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 370.52

Cogentin  Drug used to treat Parkinson’s disease. It is 
also used to control severe reactions to certain medications 
such as reserpine or phenothiazines, chlorprothixene, 
thiothixene, loxapine and haloperidol.

HCPCS II	 J0515

Cognex  Used for mild to moderate treatment of 
dementia of the Alzheimer’s type.

HCPCS II	 S0014

cognition  All the mental activities associated with 
thinking, knowing, and remembering. Any ideas, 
thoughts, memories, etc., are all types of cognitive 
processes.

Cognitive Developmental Theory  Theory 
developed by Jean Piaget that states children learn to 
understand the world through four main stages, roughly 
correlated with and becoming increasingly sophisticated 
with age: sensorimotor stage, preoperational stage, 
concrete operational stage, formal operational stage.

Cognitive Dissonance Theory  Proposed by 
Festinger, the Cognitive Dissonance Theory asserts 
that people often have two conflicting or inconsistent 
cognitions which produce a state of tension or discomfort 
(also known as dissonance). People are then motivated to 
reduce the dissonance.

cognitive impairment  Decreased mental processes, 
particularly those involving awareness, perception, 
reasoning, and judgement.

cognitive map  A mental representation of the layout 
of one’s environment. It seems that many animals, not just 
humans, are able to form a mental representation of an 
environment that they have been in or are currently in.

cognitive perspective  The psychological viewpoint 
that the focuses on the how people (and other animals) 
process, store, and retrieve information and how this 
information is used to reason and solve problems.

cognitive therapy  This form of therapy was 
introduced and developed by Aaron Beck who 
suggested that people often have maladaptive, negative, 
exaggerated, irrational beliefs about themselves, and that 
these beliefs cause many problems for the people who 
have them.

cogwheeling  A ratchet-like movement in the joints, 
characteristic of Parkinson’s disease.

cohort  In epidemiology, a group of individuals sharing a 
common characteristic and observed over time in the group.

coincidence counting  The occurrence of one or more 
ionizing events in one or more detectors simultaneously or 
within a given time interval.

coitus incomplete  Sexual intercourse in which the 
penis is withdrawn from the vagina before ejaculation.

Colchicine  Drug used to treat acute flares of gouty 
arthritis and to prevent recurrent acute attacks. It is also 
used to treat the inflammation of pseudogout, and other 
uncommon diseases, such as Familial Mediterranean 
Fever, amyloidosis, and scleroderma.

HCPCS II	 J0760

cold nodule  A lump in the thyroid gland that does not 
take up iodine on a scan as well as the surrounding thyroid 
tissue. Cancers show on a scan as cold nodules but most 
cold nodules are not cancer.

cold uritcaria  Hives caused by cold air, water, or 
objects.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 708.2

colectomy  The surgical removal of all or part of the 
colon.

There	are	too	many	CPT	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	CPT	book	
for	appropriate	codes.

colic  Acute abdominal pain, caused by spasm, 
obstruction, or distention of any of the hollow organs. In 
infants, colic usually results from accumulation of gas in 
the digestive system.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 789.00-789.09

colistimethate sodium  Drug used to treat infections 
caused by bacteria.

HCPCS II	 J0770,	S0142
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colitis  Inflammation of the colon.
There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

colitis, eosinophilic The occurance of high amounts 
of eosinophils in the large intestine.

ICD-9-CM Dx 558.42

collagen  A fibrous protein which is a major component 
of connective tissue, such as skin, tendons, ligaments, 
cartilage, and bones.

collagen disease  Any of a group of diseases 
characterized by widespread pathologic changes in 
connective tissues; they include lupus erythematosus, 
dermatomyositis, scleroderma and rheumatoid arthritis.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 446.20,	710.8,	710.9

collagenosis  Inflammatory, often autoimmune 
diseases affecting connective tissue, including lupus 
erythematosus, rheumatoid arthritis, polyarteritis nodosa, 
sclerodoma, and dermatomyositis.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 425.4,	519.3,	710.9

collateral  Small side branch.

collateral circulation  Blood flow through small, 
nearby vessels in response to blockage of a main blood 
vessel (natural bypass).

ICD-9-CM Dx	 459.89

Colle’s fracture  A common fracture to the distal radius, 
usually brought about by a fall onto the outstretched 
hand.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 813.41,	813.51

collective unconscious  According to Carl Jung, each 
person not only has their own unique unconscious mind, 
but also shares some elements of unconsciousness with 
all other people. He called this shared unconscious the 
collective unconscious.

Collet-Sicard syndrome  Paralysis and numbness of 
the face and head due to encephalitis epidemica.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 352.6

collimator  A lens for focusing radiation within a given 
solid angle.

colloid acne  Premature aging of the skin and 
degeneration of the elastic tissue of the dermis due to 
prolonged exposure to sunlight.

coloboma  An anomaly of the eye, usually a 
developmental defect in which some structures are 
missing, that often results in some loss of vision.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 743.36,	743.49,	743.52,	743.59,	743.62,	
746.46-743.47

colon  The large intestine.

colon cancer  A disease in which malignant (cancer) 
cells are found in the tissues of the colon.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 153.0-153.9,	154.0,	197.5,	211.4,	230.4,	
235.2,	239.0

colonic fistula  An abnormal passage connecting the 
colon with the body surface or another organ.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 569.81

colonization  Residence of bacteria in, or on, part of the 
body and causing neither disease nor a response by the 
individual’s immune system.

colonoscopy  The use of an endoscope to examine the 
large intestine. A colonoscopy can examine much more of 
the colon than a sigmoidoscopy.

There	are	too	many	CPT	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	CPT	book	
for	appropriate	codes.

colony count  Bacterial count in urine culture. The 
number of organisms per milliliter of a clean-voided urine 
specimen is a useful indicator.

Colony stimulating factor (CFS)  A drug which 
stimulates the blood marrow to produce more cells.

coloproctostomy  A surgical procedure to form a 
connection between the rectum and the colon.

CPT	 44145,	44146

color ambylopia  Dimness of color vision due to toxic 
or other influences.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 368.55,	368.59

color constancy  Process of the human color perception 
system which ensures that the perceived color of objects 
remains relatively constant under varying illumination 
conditions.

color doppler  This technology of the echocardiogram 
machine shows the moving blood inside the heart and 
direction they are going in. This helps differentiate normal 
and abnormal blood flow.

color scotoma  An isolated area of depressed or 
defective vision for color.
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colorectal  Relating to the colon and rectum, or to the 
entire large bowel (large intestine).

colorectal cancer, stage I  Cancer has grown through 
several layers of the colon/rectum, but not outside of the 
colon or rectum. Also known as Dukes A colorectal cancer.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 154.0

colorectal cancer, stage II  Cancer has spread 
outside the colon and/or rectum to nearby tissue, but has 
not gone into the lymph nodes. Also known as Dukes’ B 
colorectal cancer.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 154.0

colorectal cancer, stage III  Tumor cells have spread 
to organs and lymph nodes near the colon/rectum. Also 
known as Dukes C colorectal cancer.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 154.0

colorectal cancer, stage IV  Cancer cells have spread 
to organs and lymph nodes in other parts of the body.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 154.0

colorrhaphy  Suture of the colon.
CPT	 44604

colostomy  A surgical operation creating an opening 
from the colon to the surface of the body for fecal waste to 
leave the body.

colotomy  A surgical incision into the large intestine.
CPT	 44025

colpectomy  Excision of the vagina.
CPT	 57106,	57110,	58275-58280,	58280

colpocentesis  A surgical puncture of the vagina.
CPT	 57020

colpocleisis  A surgical procedure in which the walls 
of the vagina are sutured together to prevent prolapse of 
the uterus.

CPT	 57120

colpoperineorrhaphy  Suture of ruptured vagina and 
perineum (the area between the genitals and anus).

CPT	 57210

colpopexy  A procedure in which the vagina is sutured 
to the abdominal wall.

CPT	 57280,	57282,	57283,	57425

colporrhaphy  A surgical repair of a ruptured vagina, 
usually involving sutures.

CPT	 57240,	57260-57265,	57267,	57289

colposcopy  Examination of the vaginal and cervical 
epethelia by means of a endoscope.

CPT	 57420-57421,	57452-57461

colpotomy  A surgical incision into the wall of the 
vagina. This procedure is generally done in conjunction 
with many common surgeries such as: gynecologic 
laparoscopy, hysterectomy and tubal ligation.

CPT	 57000,	57010

Coly-Mycin M  Drug used to treat infections caused by 
bacteria.

HCPCS II	 J0770,	S0142

coma  A state of deep, often prolonged unconsciousness, 
usually the result of injury, disease, or poison, in which 
an individual is incapable of sensing or responding to 
external stimuli and internal needs.

combination chemotherapy  Treatment using more 
than one anticancer drug.

Combivent  Used to treat chronic obstructive pulmonary 
disease. Bronchodilater.

HCPCS II	 J7620

Combretastatin A4 phosphate  An anticancer drug 
that reduces the blood supply to tumors; it is a tubulin-
binding agent.

comedocarcinoma  A form of breast carcinoma in 
which plugs of necrotic malignant cells may be expressed 
from the ducts.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 174.0-174.9,	198.81,	217,	233.0,	238.3,	
239.3

comedolytic  A type of medication which increases the 
shedding of the outermost skin layer, which is used to 
treat acne.

comedone  A plug of keratin and sebum (oily secretion) 
within a hair follicle that is blackened at the surface. Also 
known as a blackhead.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 706.1,	757.4

comminuted fracture  A fracture in which a bone 
is broken into more than two pieces. Often internal or 
external fixation devices are used to maintain proper 
alignment of the fragments.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 813.40,	816.03,	817.0,	823.02

commissure  the site of union for corresponding parts; 
such as eyelids, lips, or cardiac valves.
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commissurotomy  Surgical division of a commissure, 
fibrous band, or ring.

CPT	 33476-33478

common iliac arteries  At this portion of the body, 
below the abdomen, the aorta branches off into two large 
arteries, similar to the coronary arteries. These arteries, 
however, branch off into each leg, which form the left and 
right common iliac arteries.

comorbidity  The simultaneous appearance of two or 
more illnesses, such as the co-occurrence of schizophrenia 
and substance abuse or of alcohol dependence and 
depression.

companionate love  The love often found in marriage 
in which passion has gone out of the relationship, but a 
deep affection and commitment remain.

compartment syndrome  Exercise, or effort, induced 
pain syndrome, whereby the pain is due to the inability 
of the muscles within the compartment to expand. Often 
confirmed by using catheter pressure testing.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 729.71-729.79,	958.90-958.99

Compazine  Used to control nausea and vomiting of for 
certain mental or mood conditions.

HCPCS II	 J0780,	Q0164-Q0165

compensation  A defense mechanism, operating 
unconsciously, by which one attempts to make up for real 
or fancied deficiencies.

compensator  A device that offsets or counterbalances 
a deficiency.

compensatory goiter  Thyroid enlargement due to 
inefficient thyroid tissue.

complement  A group of proteins in normal blood 
serum and plasma that, in combination with antibodies, 
causes the destruction of antigens, particularly bacteria 
and foreign blood corpuscles.

complement cascade  A precise sequence of events, 
usually triggered by an antigen-antibody complex, in 
which each component of the complement system is 
activated in turn, inactivating and occasionally destroying 
pathogens.

complete dislocation  Total separation of the surfaces 
of a joint.

There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

complete fracture  Fracture involving the entire cross 
section of the bone.

There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

complete remission  The disappearance of all signs 
of cancer in response to treatment. Also known as a 
complete response.

complete response  A situation in which all signs of 
cancer have disappeared due to treatment.

completely-in-the-canal (CIC)  A type of hearing 
aid that is micro-miniature in size and fits entirely within 
the ear canal to most closely imitate the natural hearing 
process. It is custom-designed to fit the contours of the 
wearer’s ear canal.

HCPCS II	 V5244

complex cavity  Tooth decay involving three or more 
surfaces of a tooth.

complex isodose distribution  One or more 
treatment beams directed into a specific area but with the 
addition of wedge filters, moving fields, compensation 
for tissue or geometric inhomogeneities, bolus, special 
blocking procedures, mantle fields, tangential fields, etc, 
to minimize the damage to surrounding tissue.

complex partial seizure  A type of partial seizure 
associated with disease of the temporal lobe and 
characterized by varying degrees of impairment of 
consciousness and automatisms (involuntary action of 
organs), of which the patient later has no memory.

complex treatment  Treatment of malignant disease 
requiring complex field localization, the use of beam 
shaping devices, three or more treatment volumes being 
irradiated per day, massive single dose treatment, mantle 
field, and/or inverted y field.

compliance  The practice of following medical direction 
fully and correctly.

composite noise  A sound stimulus generally 
composed of a large number of individual sinusoidal 
signals summed together for simultaneous presentation. 
The result is a noise-like stimulus with controlled spectral 
characteristics.

composite odontoma  An odontogenic tumor 
consisting of both enamel and dentin, the chief substance 
in teeth, in an abnormal pattern.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 213.0,	213.1
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compound cavity  Tooth decay involving two surfaces 
of a tooth.

compound dislocation  A joint dislocation exposed to 
the external environment.

There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

compound nevus  A type of mole formed by groups of 
nevus cells found in the epidermis and dermis (the two 
main layers of tissue that make up the skin).

ICD-9-CM Dx	 216.3,	216.5,	216.6,	216.7,	216.9

Compoz  Used to relieve and prevent the symptoms of 
hay fever and other types of allergies. Used to prevent 
motion sickness, nausea, vomiting, and dizziness. Used in 
the treatment of nervous and emotional conditions to help 
control anxiety. May be used in patients with Parkinson’s 
disease to decrease stiffness and tremors.

HCPCS II	 Q0163

compression amplification  A method of limiting 
(compressing) the amplification of loud sounds in 
comparison to weak sounds. When this type of circuit is 
used in a hearing aid or other amplifier, the wave form of 
a loud sound is less modified than when peak clipping 
is used.

compression fracture  A fracture caused by the 
compression of one bone, especially vertebra, against 
another.

There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

Compton effect  The production of a recoil electron and 
a photon of lessor energy by the collision of an x-ray or 
gamma ray with the orbital electron of an absorber atom.

compulsion  Repetitive ritualistic behavior such as hand 
washing or ordering or a mental act such as praying or 
repeating words silently that aims to prevent or reduce 
distress or prevent some dreaded event or situation. The 
person feels driven to perform such action.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 300.3,	301.4,	307.22,	307.23,	307.51,	
307.9

computed tomography  A type of radiology 
diagnostic procedure in which an x-ray beam moves in a 
circle around the body, which allows many different views 
of the same organ or structure, and provides much greater 
detail. Also known as a CT scan.

computed tomography colonography  A method 
under study to examine the colon by taking a series of 
x-rays (called a CT scan) and then using a high-powered 
computer to reconstruct 2-D and 3-D pictures of the 
interior surfaces of the colon from these x-rays.

computer-assisted surgery  The use of computer 
programs for pre-surgical planning, as well as for 
guidance in surgical interventions.

conative  Pertains to basic strivings as expressed in 
behavior and actions.

concentration  Increase in strength by evaporation.

concentration gradient  The difference in level of 
concentration between two areas. There is a tendency for 
molecules to flow, by chance movements, from regions of 
high concentrations to low concentrations.

concept  An abstract idea or notion.

conception  Fertilization of a woman’s egg by a man’s 
sperm.

concomitant  At the same time.

concrete operational stage  Third of four stages of 
cognitive development in Piaget’s theory. This stage occurs 
between the age of 6 and 11 and is characterized by the 
appropriate use of logic.

concrete thinking  Thinking characterized by 
immediate experience, rather than abstractions.

concurrent care  When more than one physician 
renders services more extensive than consultation during 
a period of time.

concurrent therapy  A treatment that is given at the 
same time as another.

concussion  A brain injury caused by a violent blow to 
the skull, resulting in a temporary impairment of brain 
function.

There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

condensation  A psychological process, often present in 
dreams, in which two or more concepts are fused so that a 
single symbol represents the multiple components.

conditioned response (CR)  In classical conditioning, 
the conditioned response is the learned response (reflexive 
behavior) to a conditioned stimulus (CS).
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conditioned stimulus (CS)  In classical conditioning, 
a formerly neutral stimulus that, after association with an 
unconditioned stimulus, comes to produce a conditioned 
response. For example, a dog salivates (UR) from the smell 
of a bone (US) naturally, without any conditioning. 

condom therapy  Therapy prescribed to reduce the 
number of sperm antibodies in the woman by using a 
condom during intercourse for six months or more and by 
the woman refraining from all skin contact with sperm.

conduction disorders  A disturbance affecting the 
electrical signals which regulate heart function.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 426.89,	426.9

conduction system  Pertains to special muscle fibers 
that conduct electrical impulses throughout the muscle 
of the heart.

conductive hearing loss  One of three types of 
hearing loss (sensorineural and mixed hearing loss being 
the other two types). Produced by injury to, or problems 
with, the bones, eardrum and membranes that carry 
sound from the external ear through the middle ear to the 
inner ear.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 389.00-389.06,	389.08

conduit  A channel for the passage of fluids.

condyle  A round bump on the end of a bone where it 
interfaces with another bone.

condylectomy  The surgical removal of the knob at the 
end of a bone.

CPT	 21050,	61596-61597

condyloid joints  Condyloid joints move in two planes: 
from side to side and back and forth. These joints can be 
found between the metacarpals (bones of the hand).

condyloma  A wartlike growth on the skin or mucous 
membranes, typically the anus or genitals.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 078.10,	078.11,	090.0,	091.3,	098.0

condylomata  A wartlike growth on the skin or mucous 
membrane, usually in the area of the anus or external 
genitalia.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 078.11

condylomata acuminata  Genital warts caused by 
certain human papillomaviruses.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 078.11

cone dystrophy  A disease of the cones in the retina 
which causes loss of color vision and decreased central 
vision.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 362.75

cone rod degeneration  Also called cone-rod 
dystrophy. Leads to a loss of visual acuity between 20/25 
to 20/400 - legal blindness. First, there is a loss of cone 
photoreceptors followed by a loss of rod photoreceptors.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 362.75

confabulation  Fabrication of stories in response to 
questions about situations or events that are not recalled.

confirmation bias  Tendency to search for or interpret 
information in a way that confirms preconceptions, 
leading to statistical errors.

conformal treatment  Treatment of malignant 
disease utilizing multiple custom megavoltage treatment 
beams that are focused on a large three-dimensional 
reconstructed target.

conformity  Changing behavior, views, and attitudes 
due to real or imagined influence of others.

confrontation  A communication that deliberately 
pressures or invites another to self-examine some aspect 
of behavior in which there is a discrepancy between self-
reported and observed behavior.

congenital  Existing at and usually before birth; 
referring to conditions that are present at birth.

congenital adrenal hyperplasia  A congenital 
condition characterized by elevated androgens which 
suppress the pituitary gland and interfere with 
spermatogenesis or ovulation. Women may have 
ambiguous genitalia from the excess production of male 
hormone.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 255.2

congenital cataract  A cataract or clouding of the lens 
of the eye, that occurs in the fetus at some time during 
pregnancy.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 743.30

congenital chondrosternal depression  
Congenital deformity with a deep, funnel-shaped 
depression in the anterior chest wall.

congenital defect  Deformity present at birth, acquired 
during pregnancy, that may be hereditary or due to 
damage acquired during fetal growth.
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congenital heart defects  Malformations of the heart 
or of its major blood vessels present at birth.

There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

congenital heart disease  Abnormal embryological 
development of the heart.

There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

congestive heart failure  A condition in which the 
heart is unable to supply adequate blood flow to all of the 
body’s systems.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 428.0

conjoined twins  Twins that are physically joined in utero.
ICD-9-CM Dx  678.1x

conjoint tendon  A structure formed from the 
conjoined tendons of the internal oblique and transversus 
abdominis muscles.

conjunctiva  The membrane that lines the exposed 
eyeball and the inside of the eyelid.

conjunctivitis  Inflammation of the membrane 
covering the surface of the eyeball as a result of infection, 
irritation, or related to systemic disease.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 372.0x-372.1x

conjunctivorhinostomy  A surgical procedure 
to construct a passageway through the conjunctiva 
(membrane that covers the inward part of the eyelid and 
the eyeball) into the nasal cavity.

CPT	 68745,	68750

conjuntivoplasty  Plastic surgery to repair the 
conjunctiva of the eyelid.

CPT	 68320-68330

connective tissue disease  Any disease that attacks 
the collagen or other components of connective tissue, 
such as lupus.

conscious sedation  Intravenous medication used to 
help a patient relax during a procedure, without putting 
the patient to sleep.

CPT	 99143-99150

consciousness  The state or condition of being aware 
and able to react and respond to stimuli.

conservation  The act or process of preserving for future 
use.

constant ciliary movement  The continuous 
rhythmic sweeping movement characteristic of epithelial 
cell cilia or ciliate protozoans.

constipation  Difficult, incomplete, or infrequent 
evacuation of dry, hardened feces from the bowels.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 306.4,	564.00-564.09

constricted affect  Mild reduction in the range and 
intensity of emotional expression.

constructional apraxia  An impairment in activity 
such as building, assembling , and drawings, caused by 
parietal lobe lesions.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 784.69

consultation report  A written report containing 
another physician’s findings, opinion, or assessment 
regarding the treatment and condition of another 
physician’s patient.

contact dermatitis  An acute or chronic skin 
inflammation resulting from contact with an irritating 
substance or allergen.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 692.3,	692.5,	692.89

contagiosum  A viral infection of the skin caused by a 
pox virus, that is usually sexually transmitted.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 078.0,	686.9

contamination  The act or process of being contaminated.

contiguity  The state of being continuous.

continence  Voluntary control over urinary and fecal 
discharge.

continent ileostomy  A surgical procedure to create an 
artificial excretory opening from the ileum that allows the 
patient to control excretion.

CPT	 44316

contingency reinforcement  Ensuring that desired 
behavior is followed by positive consequences and that 
undesired behavior is not rewarded.

contraceptive  An agent, device, or medication 
intended to prevent conception.

contraction  A drawing together; a shortening or 
shrinkage.

contracture  An abnormal, permanent shortening, as of 
muscle or scar tissue, that results in distortion, deformity, 
or dysfunction.
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contracture, capsular  The shrinking of the natural 
capsule that forms when a foreign body is implanted 
which constricts the foreign body.

ICD-9-CM Dx 611.83

contralateral  Relating to the opposite side.

contrast dye  Any substance capable of coloring other 
substances to which it is applied; agent used for staining 
and coloring, as a test reagent or as a radiographic marker 
for better visualization.

contrast medium  A radiopaque substance introduced 
into the body to allow radiographic visualization of 
internal body structures.

contrecoup contusion  An injury resulting from a 
blow to one side of the head that results in damage to the 
cerebral hemisphere on the opposite side of the brain by 
transmitted force inside the skull.

contusion  An injury in which the skin is not broken, a 
bruise.

conus  1) Cone. 2) Posterior staphyloma (protrusion of 
the globe of the eye) of the myopic (nearsighted) eye.

convalescence  The stage of recovery from an illness, 
operation, or injury.

convergent strabismus  Deviation of the visual axis 
of one eye toward that of the other eye; cross-eyed. Also 
known as esotropia.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 378.0x

Copaxone  Used to decrease the frequency of relapses in 
patients with relapsing-remitting multiple sclerosis.

HCPCS II	 J1595

Cophene B  Temporarily relieving runny nose, watery 
eyes, sneezing and itchy nose, eyes, and associated with 
hay fever or other allergies.

HCPCS II	 J0945

copper contraceptive, intrauterine  Intrauterine 
contraception used to prevent pregnancy.

HCPCS II	 J7300

cor triatrium  A heart with three atrial chambers, the 
pulmonary veins emptying into an accessory chamber 
above the true left atrium and communicating with it by 
a small opening.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 746.82

coracoid process  The curved projection arising from 
the upper neck of the scapula and overhanging the 
shoulder joint.

Cordarone  Used to correct life-threatening heartbeat 
problems called ventricular arrhythmias in adults when 
other treatments did not work or were not tolerated.

HCPCS II	 J0282

cordectomy  Excision of all or a part of a vocal cord 
(larynx).

CPT	 31300

cordocentesis  Puncture of the umbilical vein under 
ultrasonographic guidance to obtain a fetal blood sample.

CPT	 59012

coreoplasty  Plastic surgery to correct a deformed or 
obstructed pupil.

CPT	 66762

Corgonject-5  In females, it is used to help conception 
occur. In males, stimulates the testes to produce male 
hormones such as testosterone, increasing sperm.

HCPCS II	 J0725

cornea  The clear front window of the eye that transmits 
and focuses light into the eye.

corneal pachymetry  A device that uses ultrasound to 
determine the thickness of the cornea.

CPT	 76514

coronary artery bypass grafting (CABG)  A 
surgical rerouting of blood around a diseased vessel 
supplying the heart by grafting a healthy piece of vein 
from the leg and/or an artery from another location to 
reinstate good blood flow to the heart.

CPT	 33510-33516,	33517-33530,	33533-
33548

coronary artery disease (CAD)  A disease caused 
by artherosclerotic build up in the artery walls supplying 
the heart, causing narrowing, hardened, or completely 
blockage, and likely to produce angina (pain in the chest) 
pectoris or heart attack.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 414.0x

coronary endarterectomy  Excision of occluding 
material, including intima (inner layer of a blood vessel) 
and most of the media (medial layer of the artery), from 
an artery supplying the heart.

CPT	 33572
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coronary occlusion  Complete obstruction of an artery 
of the heart.

coronary thrombosis  The formation of a clot in one of 
the arteries that carry blood to the heart.

coronoid  Crown-shaped.

coronoidectomy  Surgical removal of the coronoid 
process of the mandible (lower jaw).

CPT	 21070

corpectomy  An operation to remove a portion 
of the vertebra and adjacent intervertebral discs for 
decompression of the cervical spinal cord and spinal 
nerves.

CPT	 63101-63103

corpora cavernosa  Two chambers running the length 
of the penis, filled with spongy tissue into which blood 
flows, filling the open space in the spongy tissue to cause 
erection.

Cortastat  Used to provide relief for inflamed areas of 
the body and to lessen swelling, redness, itching, and 
allergic reactions. Also used to treat severe allergies or skin 
problems, asthma, or arthritis.

HCPCS II	 J1100

Cortastat L.A.  Used to reduce swelling and decrease 
the body’s immune response and to treat endocrine 
disorders when the body does not produce enough of its 
own steroids. It is also used to treat many immune and 
allergic disorders, such as arthritis, and lupus.

HCPCS II	 J1094

cortex  The outer layer of an organ.

corticorelin ovine triflutate  Used to differentiate 
pituitary and ectopic production of ACTH in patients with 
ACTH-dependent Cushing’s syndrome.

HCPCS II	 J0795

corticosteroid  Any of the steroid hormones produced 
by the adrenal cortex (a gland near the kidneys) or their 
man-made equivalent.

corticotropin  Used for diagnosing adrenal gland 
function and treating low levels of certain hormones in 
your body. It is also used to treat certain types of thyroid 
problems, immune system problems, eye problems, lung 
problems, blood problems, leukemia, fluid retention, and 
bowel problems.

HCPCS II	 J0800

Cortifoam  Used to treat mild to moderate ulcerative 
colitis. Also used to relieve swelling, itching, and 
discomfort of some other rectal problems, including 
hemorrhoids and inflammation of the rectum caused by 
radiation therapy.

HCPCS II	 J1700

Cortrosyn  Used to help doctors diagnose adrenal 
gland problems. May also be used for long-term medical 
conditions that produce swelling that respond to 
corticosteroids.

HCPCS II	 J0835

corvert  Used for treating irregular heart rhythms.
HCPCS II	 J1742

Cosmegen  Used to treat Wilm’s tumor, childhood 
rhabdomyosacroma, Ewing’s sarcoma and testicular 
cancer. Also used in the treatment of gestational 
trophoblastic neoplasia and in the treatment of locally 
recurrent solid malignancies.

HCPCS II	 J9120

costectomy  Surgical excision or resection of the rib.
CPT	 19260-19272,	32900

costotransversectomy  Excision of a portion of a rib 
and the articulating transverse process.

CPT	 21610

Cosyntropin  Used to help doctors diagnose adrenal 
gland problems. May also be used for long-term medical 
conditions that produce swelling that may respond to 
corticosteroids.

HCPCS II	 J0833,	J0834

Cotrim  Drug used to treat infections such as urinary tract 
infections, bronchitis, ear infections, traveler’s diarrhea, 
and Pneumocystis	carinii	pneumonia.

HCPCS II	 S0039

Cotte’s operation  Surgical removal of the presacral 
plexus (network of nerves) to relieve severe dysmenorrhea 
(painful menstruation).

CPT	 58400-58410

cough headache A type of headache that is 
caused by coughing or other types of straining.

ICD-9-CM Dx  339.83

course tremor  Involuntary trembling or quivering in 
which the vibrations are slow.
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Cowper’s gland  Either of two small glands in the male 
located below the prostate that discharge a component of 
the seminal fluid into the urethra.

cowpox A virus that manifests with localized pustular 
lesions that generally appear on the hands

ICD-9-CM Dx  051.01

coxa  The ball-and-socket joint between the head of the 
femur and the acetabulum, the cup-shaped cavity in the 
hipbone.

coxalgia  Pain in the hip.

coxitic scoliosis  Scoliosis (lateral curvature of the 
spine) in the lumbar region resulting from tilting of the 
pelvis in a case of hip disease.

coxitis  Inflammation of the hip.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 716.65

coxodynia  Pain in the hip joint.

coxofemoral  Relating to the hip bone and the femur 
(thigh).

coxotomy  Incision into the hip joint.

CPT  A listing of 5-digit numeric or alphanumeric codes 
used to describe procedures and services, performed by 
medical practitioners. Current Procedural Terminology.

cradle cap  Inflammatory skin rash oo the scalp of 
infants characterized by flaky or scaly skin with redness.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 690.11

cramp  A painful spasmodic muscular contraction.

cranial cavity  The space enclosed by the bones of the 
cranium.

craniofacial  Involving both the cranium and the face.

craniopharyngioma  A form of primary brain tumor 
which develops in the pituitary gland.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 237.0

cranioplasty  Surgical repair of a defect or deformity of 
the skull.

craniosinus fistula  An abnormal passage between 
the cerebral space and one of the sinuses, permitting 
escape of cerebrospinal fluid into the nose.

craniosynostosis  Premature ossification (bone 
formation) of the skull and closure of the sutures.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 756.0

craniotomy  Incision into the skull.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 763.89

crepitus  A crinkly, crackling, or grating feeling or sound 
in the joints, skin, or lungs.

Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease  A form of brain damage 
caused by a mutation in the prion gene which leads to 
death within two years. This manifests with blurred vision, 
hallucinations, coordination problems, muscle stiffness, 
personality changes, dementia, and speech impairment

ICD-9-CM Dx  046.11

cricoid cartilage  A ring-like cartilage forming the 
lower and back part of the larynx.

cricothyroid  Relating to the cricoid part of the larynx 
and the thyroid cartilages.

Crohn’s disease  A type of chronic, inflammatory bowel 
disease, usually limited to the ileum (distal portion of the 
small intestine), but may occur along the alimentary tract, 
attributed to a problem with the body’s immune system 
response. Also known as granulomatus enteritis, regional 
enteritis, regional ileitis, terminal ileitis.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 555.9

cromolyn sodium  Used as an inhalant to prevent 
asthma attacks and other conditions involving 
inflammation of the lung tissues.

HCPCS II	 J7631

cross finger flap  A reconstructive surgery where skin is 
grafted from one finger to another.

CPT	 15574

crossmatch  Testing performed to determine 
compatibility of a donated unit of blood for its intended 
recipient.

CPT	 86920-86923

croup  Acute partial obstruction of the upper airway, 
usually seen in young children and caused by a viral or 
bacterial infection, allergy, foreign body, or new growth; 
characteristics include barking cough, hoarseness, and 
harsh, high-pitched breathing sound.

cryopreservation  To preserve by freezing. For 
example, bone marrow harvested for an autologous bone 
marrow transplant.

cryosurgery  The selective exposure of tissues to 
extreme cold, often by applying a probe containing liquid 
nitrogen, to destroy or eliminate abnormal cells.
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cryptectomy  Excision or removal of a small pit, recess, 
or glandular cavity in the body.

CPT	 46999

cryptococcus  A yeastlike fungus, commonly occurring 
in the soil and including certain pathogenic species.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 117.5

cryptorchidopexy  Surgical freeing of an undescended 
testicle with implantation into the scrotum. Also known 
as orchiopexy.

CPT	 54640,	54650,	54692

crystamine  Used for people who have a vitamin B12 
deficiency and to treat alcoholism, anemia hemolytic, 
fever, genetic disorders, intestine diseases, infections, 
kidney disease, liver disease, pancreas disease, stomach 
disease, stress, thyroid disease, and worm infections.

HCPCS II	 J3420

Crysticillin 300 A.S.  Used to treat infections caused 
by bacteria.

HCPCS II	 J2510

Cubicin  Used to treat bacterial infections of the skin and 
underlying skin structures.

HCPCS II	 J0878

cubitus  The elbow.

culdoscopy  Visual examination of the female organs 
through an endoscope in the pelvic cavity through the 
posterior vaginal wall.

cuneiform  Wedge shaped.

curettage  The removal of tissue or growths from the 
interior of a body cavity, such as the uterus, by scraping 
with a surgical instrument shaped like a scoop.

cutaneous  Of, relating to, or affecting the skin.

cutaneous vascular proliferative lesions  
Vascular lesions most common in children. Also known as 
birthmarks, port wine stains, or salmon patches.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 757.32

cyanobacteria  Blue-green bacteria.

Cyanoject  Drug used to treat pernicious anemia, 
nutritional vitamin B12 deficiency, malabsorption, and 
any other B12 deficiency.

HCPCS II	 J3420

cyanosis  A bluish discoloration of the skin and mucous 
membranes resulting from inadequate oxygenation of the 
blood or tissues.

cyclitis  Inflammation of the ciliary body.

cyclophosphamide  Drug used to treat several types 
of cancers and often in combination with other drugs 
to treat breast cancer, leukemia and ovarian cancer. It 
is also approved for treating nephrotic syndrome in 
children. Unapproved uses included the treatment of 
Wegener’s granulomatosis, severe rheumatoid arthritis, 
lupus erythematosus, advanced mycosis fungoides, and a 
number of forms of vasculitis.

HCPCS II	 J8530,	J9070

cyclophosphamide, lyophilized  Drug used to treat 
several type of cancer. Also used to treat certain cases of 
nephrotic syndrome in children.

HCPCS II	 J9070

cyclophosphamide, oral  Drug used to treat different 
types of cancer.

HCPCS II	 J8530

cyclophotocoagulation  Directing a laser through the 
pupil to destroy individual ciliary (hairlike) processes, used 
in treating glaucoma (eye disease).

CPT	 66710-66711

cycloplegia  Paralysis of the ciliary muscles of the eye 
that results in the loss of visual accommodation.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 367.51

cyclosporine  Drug used to prevent or treat organ 
rejection in transplant patients. It is also used in certain 
patients with arthritis or psoriasis.

HCPCS II	 J7502,	J7515,	J7516

Cycrin  Drug used to promote menstruation when 
women do not begin naturally to menstruate at puberty 
or if they stop menstruating before menopause.

HCPCS II	 J1051,	J1055

cylinder cast  A cast used to hold the elbow muscles 
and tendons in place after dislocation or surgery.

Cymetra  An injectible dermal implant material that is 
made from decellularized human donor tissue.

Cyanoject  Drug used to treat pernicious anemia, 
nutritional vitamin B12 deficiency, malabsorption, and 
any other B12 deficiency.

HCPCS II	 J3420
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cyanosis  A bluish discoloration of the skin and mucous 
membranes resulting from inadequate oxygenation of the 
blood or tissues.

cyclitis  Inflammation of the ciliary body.

cyclophosphamide  Drug used to treat several types 
of cancers and often in combination with other drugs 
to treat breast cancer, leukemia and ovarian cancer. It 
is also approved for treating nephrotic syndrome in 
children. Unapproved uses included the treatment of 
Wegener’s granulomatosis, severe rheumatoid arthritis, 
lupus erythematosus, advanced mycosis fungoides, and a 
number of forms of vasculitis.

HCPCS II	 J8530,	J9070

cyclophosphamide, lyophilized  Drug used to treat 
several type of cancer. Also used to treat certain cases of 
nephrotic syndrome in children.

HCPCS II	 J9070

cyclophosphamide, oral  Drug used to treat different 
types of cancer.

HCPCS II	 J8530

cyclophotocoagulation  Directing a laser through the 
pupil to destroy individual ciliary (hairlike) processes, used 
in treating glaucoma (eye disease).

CPT	 66710-66711

cycloplegia  Paralysis of the ciliary muscles of the eye 
that results in the loss of visual accommodation.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 367.51

cyclosporine  Drug used to prevent or treat organ 
rejection in transplant patients. It is also used in certain 
patients with arthritis or psoriasis.

HCPCS II	 J7502,	J7515,	J7516

Cycrin  Drug used to promote menstruation when 
women do not begin naturally to menstruate at puberty 
or if they stop menstruating before menopause.

Cymetra  An injectible dermal implant material that is 
made from decellularized human donor tissue.

HCPCS II Q4112

Cyomin  Needed for the body to grow, cell production, 
blood and nerve function. It is given to treat low levels of 
B12 or in conditions where requirements may be increased 
such as chronic illnesses.

HCPCS II	 J3420

cyst  An abnormal membranous sac containing a gaseous 
liquid, or semisolid substance.

cystadenoma  A benign tumor derived from glandular 
tissue, in which secretions are retained and accumulate 
in cysts.

cystalgia  Pain in the bladder.

cystectomy  Surgical removal of a cyst.

cystic fibrosis  A hereditary metabolic disorder of 
the exocrine gland, usually developing during early 
childhood and affecting mainly the pancreas, respiratory 
system, and sweat glands. Symptoms include production 
of abnormally viscous mucus by the affected glands, 
resulting in chronic respiratory infections and impaired 
pancreatic function. Also called Clarke-Hadfield syndrome, 
fibrocystic disease of pancreas, mucoviscidosis.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 277.0x

cysticercosis  Infection caused by the pork tapeworm 
when its larvae enter the body and form cysts.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 123.1

cystitis  Inflammation of the urinary bladder.

cystocele  Herniation of the bladder into the vaginal 
canal.

cystography  Radiologic visualization of the urinary 
bladder.

CPT	 51600,	52281,	74430

cystolithotomy  Surgical removal of stones from the 
bladder through an incision in its wall.

CPT	 51050

cystoma  A tumor which contains cysts.

cystometrogram  A diagnostic study that measures 
pressures within the bladder, often used in the evaluation 
of urinary dysfunction and incontinence.

CPT	 51725-51726

cystoplasty  Surgical repair of a defect in the urinary 
bladder.

CPT	 51800

cystorrhaphy  Suture of the bladder.
CPT	 51860-51865

cystoscopy  Examination of the inside of the bladder 
using an endoscopic device.

CPT	 52000
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Cystospaz  Used to treat a variety of stomach and 
intestinal tract disorders such as peptic ulcers, diarrhea, 
irritable bowel syndrome, diverticulitis, colitis, or 
pancreatitis. It is also used to control bed-wetting and 
frequent urination, prevent motion sickness, treat alcohol 
withdrawal symptoms, Parkinson’s disease or poisoning 
due to certain insecticides and plants.

HCPCS II	 J1980

Cystospaz-M  An antispasmodic medication to treat 
cramping or spasms within the intestinal and urinary 
tracts, as well as the stomach; may also be used before 
anesthesia in order to reduce excess secretions of the body. 
Also called hyoscyamine sulfate.

HCPCS II	 J1980

cystostomy  The surgical formation of an opening into 
the urinary bladder.

cystourethroplasty  Plastic repair of the bladder neck.
CPT	 51800-51820

cystourethroscopy  A procedure that uses an 
endoscopic instrument for visually examining the bladder 
and urethra.

Cytarabine  Used to treat blood cancers.
HCPCS II	 J9100

cytarabine liposome  Used as a long-acting 
chemotherapy drug used to treat a certain type of cancer 
affecting the area around the spinal cord.

HCPCS II	 J9098

CytoGam  This medication contains antibodies which act 
against the cytomegalovirus thus reducing the incidence 
of CMV disease in persons undergoing kidney transplants.

HCPCS II	 J0850

cytogenic  Producing cells or promoting the production 
of cells.

cytology  The branch of biology that deals with the 
formation, structure, and function of cells.

cytomegalovirus  Any of a group of herpes viruses 
that attack and enlarge the epithelial cells lining vessels 
or organs. The viruses also cause a disease of infants 
characterized by circulatory dysfunction and microcephaly 
(abnormal smallness of the head).

cytomegalovirus immune globulin intravenous 
(human)  This medication contains antibodies which act 
against the cytomegalovirus thus reducing the incidence 
of CMV disease in persons undergoing kidney transplants.

HCPCS II	 J0850

cytopathology  The study of cells in disease.

cytopenia  A deficiency of some cellular element of the 
blood.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 238.72,	289.9

Cytosar-U  Drug used to treat blood cancers.
HCPCS II	 J9100,	J9110

Cytotec  Prescribed for the prevention of stomach 
ulceration and related ulcer complications in patients on 
aspirin and other NSAIDs medications.

HCPCS II	 S0191

cytotoxic edema  Cerebral edema (accumulation 
of fluid) caused by hypoxic injury to brain tissue and 
decreased functioning of the cellular sodium pump so that 
the cellular elements accumulate fluid.

Cytovene IV  Drug used to treat infections caused by 
viruses.

HCPCS II	 J1570

Cytoxan  Drug used to treat several types of cancers 
and often in combination with other drugs to treat breast 
cancer, leukemia and ovarian cancer. It is also approved 
for treating nephrotic syndrome in children. Unapproved 
uses included the treatment of Wegener’s granulomatosis, 
severe rheumatoid arthritis, lupus erythematosus, 
advanced mycosis fungoides, and a number of forms of 
vasculitis.

HCPCS II	 J8530,	J9070,	J9080,	J9090,	J9091,	
J9092

Cytoxan lyophilized  Drug used to treat several types 
of cancer. Also used to treat certain cases of nephrotic 
syndrome in children.

HCPCS II	 J9093,	J9094,	J9095,	J9096,	J9097

D-5-W, Dextrose 5% in water, infusion  Drug used 
as a source of water, electrolytes and calories.

HCPCS II	 J7070
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D-Med 80  A type of steroid given to decrease the body’s 
immune response and inflammation. Used as a treatment 
for autoimmune disorders, skin and lung conditions, 
asthma, allergic reactions, various types of cancer, and 
other medical problems. Also called methylprednisolone 
acetate. The number 80 denotes the mg/ml, so D-Med 80 
represents a dose of 80 mg/ml.

HCPCS II	 J1040

D.H.E. 45  A nasal spray used to treat migraines 
and the accompanying symptoms, such as nausea, 
pain, and sensitivity to light and sound. Also called 
dihydroergotamine mesylate.

HCPCS II	 J1110

D.H.E. 45, Migranal  Drug used to treat acute 
treatment of migraine headaches with or without aura 
and the acute treatment of cluster headache episodes.

HCPCS II	 J1110

dacarbazine  Drug used to treat skin cancer and 
Hodgkin’s Disease.

HCPCS II	 J9130

daclizumab  An immunosuppressant used to prevent 
organ rejection in patients receiving kidney transplants, 
usually used as part of a treatment regimen including 
other medications (e.g., cyclosporine and steroids).

HCPCS II	 J7513

Dacogen  Used to treat myelodysplastic syndromes.
HCPCS II	 J0894

dacryoadenectomy  Excision of a lacrimal gland.
CPT	 68500,	68505

dacryocystitis  Inflammation of the lacrimal sac in the 
eye causing obstruction of the tube draining tears into 
the nose.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 375.30,	375.32-375.33,	375.42

dacryocystocele  Inflammation of the lacrimal system 
in which the tear ducts and eyes fill with mucus.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 375.43

dactinomycin  Drug used to treat Wilm’s tumor, 
childhood rhabdomyosacroma, Ewing’s sarcoma and 
testicular cancer. Also used in the treatment of gestational 
trophoblastic neoplasia and in the treatment of locally 
recurrent solid malignancies.

HCPCS II	 J9120

dactyledema  Swelling of the fingers or toes.

dactylitis  An inflammation of a finger or toe.

Dalalone  Drug used to provide relief for inflamed areas 
of the body. Also used to lessen swelling, redness, itching, 
and allergic reactions and to treat severe allergies or skin 
problems, asthma, or arthritis.

HCPCS II	 J1100

Dalalone D.P.  Drug used to reduce swelling and 
decrease the body’s immune response. Used to treat 
endocrine disorders when the body does not produce 
enough of its own steroids. It is also used to treat many 
immune and allergic disorders, such as arthritis, and lupus.

HCPCS II	 J1094

Dalalone L.A.  Drug used to reduce swelling and 
decrease the body’s immune response. Used to treat 
endocrine disorders when the body does not produce 
enough of its own steroids. It is also used to treat many 
immune and allergic disorders, such as arthritis, and lupus.

HCPCS II	 J1094

Dalcaine  Drug used to cause loss of feeling before and 
during surgery, dental procedures, or labor and delivery.

HCPCS II	 J2001

dalteparin sodium  Drug used to prevent deep venous 
thrombosis, a condition in which harmful blood clots form 
in the blood vessels of the legs.

daptomycin  Drug used to treat bacterial infections of 
the skin and underlying tissues.

HCPCS II	 J0878

darbepoetin alfa  Drug used to treat anemia.
HCPCS II	 J0881-J0882

daunorubicin citrate, liposome formula  Drug 
used to treat advanced acquired immunodeficiency 
syndrome associated Kaposi’s sarcoma, a kind of skin 
cancer.

HCPCS II	 J9151

daunorubicin HCI  Drug used to treat some kinds of 
cancer.

HCPCS II	 J9150

DaunoXome  Drug used to treat advanced acquired 
immunodeficiency syndrome associated Kaposi’s sarcoma, 
a kind of skin cancer.

HCPCS II	 J9151

Daviel’s operation  Extraction of a cataract through a 
corneal incision without cutting the iris.

day vision  Visual perception in the daylight or under 
conditions of bright illumination.
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Dazamide  Drug used to treat glaucoma as an 
anticonvulsant to control certain seizures in the treatment 
of epilepsy. It is also sometimes used to prevent or lessen 
some effects in mountain climbers who climb in high 
altitudes.

HCPCS II	 J1120

DDAVP  Used to prevent or control the frequent urination 
and loss of water associated with diabetes insipidus . Also 
used to treat frequent passage of urine and increased thirst 
in people with certain brain injuries, and those who have 
undergone surgery in the pituitary region of the brain. 
May be used to stop some types of bedwetting.

HCPCS II	 J2597

death rate  The ratio of total deaths to total population 
in a specified community or area over a specified period of 
time. Also known as fatality rate.

debridement  Surgical excision of dead, devitalized, or 
contaminated tissue and removal of foreign matter from 
a wound.

There	are	too	many	CPT	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	CPT	book	
for	appropriate	codes.

debulk  To remove part of the bulk, usually of a tumor or 
dead tissue.

Deca-Durabolin  Drug used for management of anemia 
of renal insufficiency and has been shown to increase Hgb 
and RBC mass.

HCPCS II	 J2320,	J2321,	J2322

decadron  Drug used to relieve inflammation and is 
used to treat certain forms of arthritis, skin, blood, kidney, 
eye, thyroid, and intestinal disorders; severe allergies, and 
asthma. Also used to treat certain types of cancer.

HCPCS II	 J7637,	J7638,	J8540

decadron L.A.  Drug used to reduce swelling and 
decrease the body’s immune response. Used to treat 
endocrine disorders when the body does not produce 
enough of its own steroids. It is also used to treat many 
immune and allergic disorders, such as arthritis, and lupus.

HCPCS II	 J1094

decadron phosphate  Used to provide relief for 
inflamed areas of the body. Used to lessen swelling, 
redness, itching, and allergic reactions. Also used to treat 
severe allergies or skin problems, asthma, or arthritis.

HCPCS II	 J1100

Decadron-LA  Used to reduce the swelling and 
decreases the body’s immune response. It is used to treat 
endocrine disorders when the body does not produce 
enough of its own steroids. It is also used to many 
immune and allergic disorders, such as arthritis, lupus, 
severe psoriasis, severe asthma, ulcerative colitis and 
Crohn’s disease.

HCPCS II	 J1094

Decaject  Drug used to provide relief for inflamed areas 
of the body and to lessen swelling, redness, itching, and 
allergic reactions. Also used to treat severe allergies or skin 
problems, asthma, or arthritis.

HCPCS II	 J1100

Decaject L.A.  Drug used to reduce swelling and 
decrease the body’s immune response. Used to treat 
endocrine disorders when the body does not produce 
enough of its own steroids. It is also used to treat many 
immune and allergic disorders, such as arthritis, and lupus.

HCPCS II	 J1094

decidua  The inner layer of the lining of the uterus, 
which contains the embryo, forms part of the placenta, 
and is discharged.

deciduitis  Inflammation of the membrane lining of the 
uterus.

Decitabine  Drug used to treat myelodysplastic 
syndromes.

HCPCS II	 J0894

Decolone  Drug used for management of anemia of 
renal insufficiency and has been shown to increase Hgb 
and RBC mass.

HCPCS II	 J2320,	J2321,	J2322

DeComberol  Drug used to make up for lower amounts 
of female hormone and to relieve signs of menopause.

HCPCS II	 J1060

decompression  A surgical procedure used to relieve 
pressure on an organ or part, such as the abdomen, 
cranium, or spinal cord.

There	are	too	many	CPT	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	CPT	book	
for	appropriate	codes.

decortication  The removal of the surface layer, 
membrane, or fibrous cover of an organ or structure.

CPT	 32225,	32320,	32651-32652
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decubitus ulcer  A pressure-induced ulceration or sore 
of the skin occurring in persons confined to bed for long 
periods of time, due to lack of circulation and oxygenation 
to the affected tissue. Also called bedsore or pressure sore.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 707.0x

deep vein thrombosis  A blood clot in a deep vein in 
the calf, thigh, arm, or pelvis.

There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

deferoxamine mesylate  Used to remove excess iron 
from the body. This may be necessary in certain patients 
with anemia who must receive many blood transfusions. 
It is also used to treat acute iron poisoning, especially in 
small children.

HCPCS II	 J0895

defibrillation  Delivery of electrical current to the 
heartthat is beating erratically in order to restore a regular 
heartbeat. Also known as cardioversion.

CPT	 92960-92961

definity  Used to make the heart easier to see during 
certain diagnostic procedures.

HCPCS II	 Q9957

defluvium  A flowing down or disappearance.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 374.55,	703.8,	704.00

Degarelix  Hormonal therapy that blocks 
gonadotrophin-releasing factor used to treat advanced 
prostate cancer by reducing testosterone and prostate-
specific antigen (PSA) levels

HCPCS II	 J9155

degenerative disc disease  Deterioration of the 
cushioning fibrocartilage between the vertebrae of the 
spine.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 722.5x-722.7x

degenerative joint disease  A form of arthritis, 
occurring mainly in older persons, characterized by chronic 
degeneration of the cartilage in the joints. Also known as 
osetoarthritis.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 715.09,	715.9x

deglutition  The act or process of swallowing.

dehiscence  A bursting open or splitting along natural 
or sutured lines.

Dehist  Temporarily relieving runny nose, watery eyes, 
sneezing and itchy nose, eyes, and associated with hay 
fever or other allergies.

HCPCS II	 J0945

dehydration  Excessive loss of water from the body, 
often due to severe vomiting or diarrhea.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 276.0,	276.1,	276.51,	775.5

dehydroepiandrosterone (DHEA)  A natural steroid 
hormone produced from cholesterol by the adrenal glands, 
the gonads, adipose tissue, and the brain.

deindividuation  The phenomenon of relinquishing 
one’s sense of identity.

Delatest  Drug used in men and boys to treat 
conditions due to androgen deficiency, such as lack of 
natural testosterone, delayed puberty, and impotence. 
Testosterone may be used by women to treat some types 
of cancer.

HCPCS II	 J3120

Delatestryl  Used to replace hormone when the body is 
unable to produce enough on its own and to stimulate the 
beginning of puberty in certain boys who are late starting 
puberty naturally. Also used to treat certain types of breast 
cancer in females.

HCPCS II	 J3130

delayed hemolytic transfusion reaction (DHTR)  
A delayed immune reaction due to blood incompatibility 
that causes slowly accelerating extravascular destruction 
of transfused red blood cells by the patient’s own immune 
system.  Symptoms appear after 1 day and up to 28 days 
following transfusion and include a dropping hematocrit 
level, a positive Coombs test, elevated bilirubin and 
hemoglobin in the urine, and fever.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 999.63,	999.73,	999.78,	999.85

delayed-type hypersensitivity (DTH)  A cell-
mediated immune response that produces cellular 
infiltrate and swelling, redness, and hardness between 48 
and 72 hours after exposure to an antigen. DTH response is 
the basis for PPD testing of tuberculosis exposure.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 995.3

Delestrogen  Drug used to make up for lower amount 
of estrogen and to help relieve signs of menopause, such 
as hot flashes and unusual sweating, chills, faintness, or 
dizziness.

HCPCS II	 J0970,	J1380,	J1390

deligation  A binding up; a bandaging.
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CPT	 50940

delirium  A mental disturbance, usually of relatively 
short duration and reflecting a toxic state, marked 
by illusions, hallucinations, delusions, excitement, 
restlessness, impaired memory, and incoherence.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 291.0,	292.81,	293.0,	293.89,	293.9,	
296.0x-296.1x,	300.11,	308.9,	780.09

delta wave  A slow brain wave, having frequency of 
fewer than six cycles per second, that emanates from the 
forward portion of the brain and is associated with deep 
sleep in normal adults.

Delta-Cortef  Used to provide relief for inflamed areas 
of the body and to lessen swelling, redness, itching, and 
allergic reactions. Also used to treat severe allergies or skin 
problems, asthma, or arthritis.

HCPCS II	 J7510

Deltasone  Used in the management of inflammatory 
conditions or diseases in which the immune system 
plays an important role to treat several types of arthritis, 
ulcerative colitits, Crohn’s disease, systemic lupus, allergic 
reactions, asthma and severe psoriasis. Also used to treat 
leukemias, lymphomas, idiopathic thrombocytopenic 
purpura and autoimmune hemolytic anemia to suppress 
the immune system and prevent the body from rejecting 
transplanted organs, and as replacement therapy in 
patients whose adrenal glands are unable to produce 
sufficient amounts of cortisol.

HCPCS II	 J7506

delusion  A belief that is either false, fanciful, or derived 
from deception.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 297.1,	297.9,	300.29

delusion of reference  A delusion with the theme 
that events, objects, or other persons an environment have 
a particular and unusual significance, negative or positive 
nature, but may also be grandiose in content.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 297.1

delusional jealousy  The delusion that one’s sexual 
partner is unfaithful.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 297.1

Demadex  A water pill that increases the amount of 
urine made, which causes the body to rid excess water. 
Used for high blood pressure and reduces swelling/fluid 
retention resulting from conditions, such as congestive 
heart failure, liver disease, or kidney disease.

HCPCS II	 J3265

demarcate  To separate, or to indicate the interface 
between two areas.

Demerol  Used to treat moderate to severe pain.
HCPCS II	 J2175

demineralized bone  Bone tissue which has been 
depleted of its minerals, particularly calcium and 
phosphorous.

demyelination  To destroy or remove the protective 
sheath around a nerve.

dendritic cell  A type of antigen-presenting immune 
cell that functions to initiate the immune response by 
activating lymphocytes and stimulating the secretion of 
cytokines.

dendritic stalk  The thickening of the dendrite where it 
forms synapses.

denervation  Interruption of the nerve connection or 
pathway to an organ or part.

CPT	 27035

Denileukin Diftitox  A substance used to treat 
cutaneous T-cell lymphoma when other treatments have 
not worked.

HCPCS II	 J9160

Denis-Browne splint strapping  Splint that has an 
aluminum crossbar holding a pair of plastic shoe inserts 
molded into correct positions; used in cases of talipes 
equinovarus, or clubfoot.

CPT	 29590

Dennie’s line  Crease seen under eyelid in allergy 
sufferer.

densitometer  A device used to measure the density or 
of a material such as a photographic negative.

dentagra  Spontaneous attacks of pain in a tooth.

dental calculus  Calcium phosphate and carbonate, 
with organic matter, deposited on tooth surfaces.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 523.6

dental cavity  Tooth decay caused by bacterial 
destruction of the enamel and dentin.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 521.00-521.09.

dentoalveolar  Pertaining to the tooth and its aveolus.

deoxycytidine  One of the principal nucleosides of DNA 
composed of cytosine and deoxyribose.
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deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA)  The nucleic acid 
composed of deoxyribose, phosphoric acid, and the bases 
adenine, guanine, cytosine, and thymine, that constitutes 
the primary genetic material of all cellular organisms, 
occurring predominantly in the nucleus as a double helix.

DepAndro 100  Drug used to replace male hormone 
when the body does not produce enough, to stimulate 
the beginning of puberty in boys who are late starting 
naturally, and to treat certain types of breast cancer.

HCPCS II	 J1070

DepAndro 200  Used in men and boys to treat 
conditions due to androgen deficiency, such as lack of 
natural testosterone, delayed puberty and impotence. Also 
used by women to treat some types of cancer.

HCPCS II	 J1080

DepAndrogyn  Drug used to make up for lower 
amounts of female hormone and to relieve signs of 
menopause.

HCPCS II	 J1060

dependent edema  Accumulation of fluid in lower or 
dependent tissues of the body.

depersonalization  An alteration in the perception or 
experience of the self in which the feeling of detachment 
is as if they are an outside observer of personal mental 
processes or body.

DepGynogen  Used to make up for lower amount of 
estrogen and to help relieve signs of menopause, such 
as hot flashes and unusual sweating, chills, faintness, or 
dizziness.

HCPCS II	 J1000

depigmented  Having a complete or partial loss of 
pigment.

DepMedalone 40  Used to provide relief for inflamed 
areas of the body and to lessen swelling, redness, itching, 
and allergic reactions. Also used to treat severe allergies or 
skin problems, asthma, or arthritis.

HCPCS II	 J1030

DepMedalone 80  Drug used to provide relief for 
inflamed areas of the body and to lessen swelling, redness, 
itching, and allergic reactions. Also used to treat severe 
allergies or skin problems, asthma, or arthritis.

HCPCS II	 J1040

Depo-estradiol cypionate  Drug used to make up for 
lower amount of estrogen. Also used to help relieve signs 
of menopause, such as hot flashes and unusual sweating, 
chills, faintness, or dizziness.

HCPCS II	 J1000

Depo-Medrol  Used to provide relief for inflamed areas 
of the body and to lessen swelling, redness, itching, 
and allergic reactions. Also used to treat severe allergies 
or skin problems, asthma, or arthritis. Also known as 
Depopred-40 and Depopred-80.

HCPCS II	 J1020,	J1030,	J1040

Depo-Provera  Used to promote menstration 
when women do not begin naturally to menstruate at 
puberty (called primary ammenorrhea) or if they stop 
menstruating before menopause. Also used for treating 
abnormal bleeding from the uterus in many situations and 
for endometriosis pain.

HCPCS II	 J1051,	J1055

Depo-Testadiol  Hormones used to for normal sexual 
development of the female and for regulation of the 
menstration cycle during childbearing years, also used to 
make up for lower amounts of female hormone and to 
relieve signs of menopause.

HCPCS II	 J1060

Depo-Testosterone  Drug used in men and boys to 
replace male hormone or treat conditions due to androgen 
deficiency, such as lack of natural testosterone, delayed 
puberty, and impotence. Used by women to treat some 
types of cancer.

HCPCS II	 J1070,	J1080

DepoCyt  Drug used as a long-acting chemotherapy 
drug used to treat a certain type of cancer affecting the 
area around the spinal cord.

HCPCS II	 J9098

Depofoam-encapsulated cytarabine  The 
anticancer drug cytarabine formulated inside small 
particles of a synthetic lipid material called depofoam. 
This dosage form slowly releases the drug and provides a 
sustained action.

Depogen  Used to make up for lower amount of 
estrogen and to help relieve signs of menopause, such 
as hot flashes and unusual sweating, chills, faintness, or 
dizziness.

HCPCS II	 J1000
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Depoject  Drug used to provide relief for inflamed areas 
of the body. Used to lessen swelling, redness, itching, and 
allergic reactions. Also used to treat severe allergies or skin 
problems, asthma, or arthritis.

HCPCS II	 J1020,	J1030,	J1040

depolarization phase  The initial portion of the action 
potential where the voltage sweeps from the resting 
potential past the neutral voltage to the point where the 
inside of the axon is positively charged.

Depopred-40  A type of steroid given to decrease the 
body’s immune response and inflammation; used as 
a treatment for autoimmune disorders, skin and lung 
conditions, asthma, allergic reactions, and various types of 
cancer. Also called methylprednisolone acetate.

HCPCS II	 J1020,	J1030,	J1040

Depopred-80  A type of steroid given to decrease the 
body’s immune response and inflammation; used as 
a treatment for autoimmune disorders, skin and lung 
conditions, asthma, allergic reactions, and various types of 
cancer. Also called methylprednisolone acetate.

HCPCS II	 J1020,	J1030,	J1040

Depostestogen  Drug used to make up for lower 
amounts of female hormone and to relieve signs of 
menopause.

HCPCS II	 J1060

depotest  Drug used to replace male hormone when 
the body does not produce enough, to stimulate the 
beginning of puberty in boys who are late starting 
naturally, and to treat certain types of breast cancer.

HCPCS II	 J1070,	J1080

Depotestogen  Drug used to make up for lower 
amount of estrogen and help relieve signs of menopause, 
such as hot flashes and unusual sweating, chills, faintness, 
or dizziness.

HCPCS II	 J1060

depressants  A chemical agent that decreases the rate 
of vital physiological activities.

depressed fracture  Fracture of the skull in which a 
fragment is depressed.

depressed skull fracture  A break in the bones of 
the head in which some bone is pushed inward, possibly 
pushing on or cutting into the brain.

depression  1) Reduction of the level of functioning. 
2) A prologned mental state of depressed mood 
characterized by feelings of sadness, despair, 
discouragement, and hopelessness.

depsipeptide  Polypeptide that contains ester bonds 
as well as peptides, common metabolic products of 
microorganisms that often have potent antibiotic activity.

depth perception  The ability to perceive spatial 
relationships, especially distances between objects, in 
three dimensions.

derailment  Disordered thought or speech characteristic 
of schizophrenia marked by constant jumping from one 
topic to another before the first is fully realized.

derangement  Mental disorder; insanity.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 298.9

derealization  An alteration in the perception or 
experience of the external world so that it seems strange 
or unreal.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 300.6

dereistic  Mental activity that is not in accordance with 
reality, logic, or experience.

dermabrasion  A cosmetic medical procedure in which 
the surface of the skin is removed by ‘sanding’. It is used to 
remove sun-damaged skin, blemishes and dark spots, and 
to lessen the look of scars.

CPT	 15780-15783

Dermagraft  A dermal substitute that is made from 
newborn foreskin tissue and polyglactin mesh.

HCPCS II Q4106

dermal  Relating to the skin.

dermal graft  A skin graft made with a thin section of 
the dermal skin layer.

dermal replacement  A technique for treating severe 
burns by replacing destroyed skin tissue with an artificial 
skin substitute.

dermaplaning  The use of a high-speed, dermabrasion 
device to remove the outer layer of skin cells, reducing the 
appearance and depth of wrinkles.

dermatitis  Inflammation of the skin.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 691.x-693.x
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dermatochalasis  Lax or loose skin on the upper or 
lower eyelids.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 374.87

dermatofibrosarcoma protuberans  A type of 
tumor that begins as a hard nodule and grows slowly, 
usually found in the inner layer of tissue making up skin, 
that grow into surrounding tissue but do not spread to 
other parts of the body.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 216.1,	216.2,	216.3,	216.5,	216.7

dermatographism  A red line that develops if the 
skin is stroked with pressure applied, common in allergy 
sufferers.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 708.3

dermatopathology  The study of skin diseases.

dermatophyte  Any of various fungi that can cause 
parasitic skin infections.

dermatophytosis  A fungal infection of the skin, 
usually referring to athlete’s foot.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 110.0-110.9

dermatoplasty  Plastic surgery performed on the skin.
CPT	 30620

dermatosis  A disease of the skin which is not 
accompanied by inflammation.

There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

dermoid  Resembling skin; skinlike.

dermoid cyst  A usually benign cyst characterized 
by mature ectodermal elements, having a fibrous wall 
and containing keratinous material, such as hair and 
sometimes bone, tooth, or nerve tissue, most often found 
in the ovary.

dermopathy  Any skin disorder.

descemetocele  A herniation of Descemet’s membrane.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 371.72

descending aorta  The part of the main vessel from 
the heart which descends down into the abdomen.

descriptive statistics  A branch of statistics that 
denotes any of the many techniques used to summarize 
a set of data.

desensitization  A method to reduce or eliminate an 
organism’s negative reaction to a substance or stimulus.

Desferal  Used to remove excess iron from the body. This 
may be necessary in certain patients with anemia who 
must receive many blood transfusions. It is also used to 
treat acute iron poisoning, especially in small children.

HCPCS II	 J0895

desiccated thyroid  A crude preparation made of 
animal thyroid glands, which was the first available source 
of the thyroid hormone, thyroxine, which is no longer 
used.

desmoid tumor  A tumor of the tissue that surrounds 
muscles, usually in the abdomen that rarely metastasizes.

desmoplastic small round cell tumor  A soft 
tissue sarcoma; an aggressive and rare tumor primarily 
occurring as multiple masses in the abdomen, considered 
a childhood cancer that usually occurs in males.

desmopressin acetate  Used to prevent or control 
the frequent urination and loss of water associated with 
diabetes insipidus . Also used to treat frequent passage 
of urine and increased thirst in people with certain brain 
injuries, and those who have undergone surgery in the 
pituitary region of the brain. May be used to stop some 
types of bedwetting.

HCPCS II	 J2597

desmosomes  A site of adhesion between two 
epithelial cells, made of a dense attachment plaque 
separated from a similar structure in the other cell by a 
thin layer of extracellular material.

desquamating  Shedding or peeling off in scales of 
the skin.

desquamation  The shedding or peeling of the 
epidermis in scales.

desquamative interstitial pneumonitis (DIP)  
Early stage of idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis.

detached retina  Condition in which the retina 
separates from its underlying layer of cells in the back of 
the eye, resulting in a decrease in visual field, or blindness.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 361.00-361.07,	631.2

detachment  The condition of being separated or 
disconnected.

detector  A device used to measure or reveal the 
presence of something.

detoxify  To counteract or destroy the toxic property of 
a substance.
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detrusor  The smooth muscle that forms the bladder.

detrusor hyperreflexia  Increased contractivity of the 
destrusor sphincter muscle in the bladder, causing urinary 
incontinence.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 344.61

detrusor pressure  The pressure in the bladder caused 
exclusively by the contraction of the detrusor muscle.

deutan defect  Defect of color vision.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 368.52

deuteranomaly  A common, mild form of color vision 
deficiency, known as “green weakness” in which all three 
retinal cones are present, but the pigment sensitive to 
the green wavelength has a deficiency that shifts peak 
sensitivity to different wavelengths. The person has trouble 
distinguishing small hue differences of red, orange, yellow, 
and green since they all appear shifted towards red.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 368.52

development  The process of growth and 
differentiation.

developmental assessment  An ongoing process 
of observing and thinking about a child’s current 
competencies and the best ways to help the child develop 
further.

developmental domains  Areas of a child’s 
development that includes: gross motor development 
of large muscle movement and control; fine motor 
development of hand and finger skills, and hand-eye 
coordination; speech and language communication; 
relationship to toys, other objects, people, and the larger 
world; and the child’s emotions, coping behavior, and 
self-help skills.

developmental history  Term used by many 
professionals for the story of a child’s development, 
beginning before birth.

developmental milestone  Term frequently used 
to describe a memorable accomplishment on the part 
of a baby or young child, such as rolling over, sitting up 
without support, crawling, pointing to get an adult’s 
attention, and walking.

developmental psychology  The branch of 
psychology that studies physical, cognitive, and social 
change of humans throughout their life cycle.

developmentally delayed/disabled  A term used 
to describe severe life-long disabilities attributable to 
mental and/or physical impairments manifested before 
the age of 22.

Dexacen LA-8  Used to reduce swelling and decrease 
the body’s immune response. Used to treat endocrine 
disorders when the body does not produce enough of its 
own steroids. It is also used to treat many immune and 
allergic disorders, such as arthritis, and lupus.

HCPCS II	 J1094

Dexacen-4  Used to provide relief for inflamed areas of 
the body. Used to lessen swelling, redness, itching, and 
allergic reactions. Also used to treat severe allergies or skin 
problems, asthma, or arthritis.

HCPCS II	 J1100

Dexacort Turbinaire  Drug used to relieve 
inflammation and is used to treat certain forms of arthritis, 
skin, blood, kidney, eye, thyroid, and intestinal disorders; 
severe allergies, and asthma. Also used to treat certain 
types of cancer.

HCPCS II	 J7638,	J8540

Dexameth  Drug used to relieve inflammation and is 
used to treat certain forms of arthritis, skin, blood, kidney, 
eye, thyroid, and intestinal disorders; severe allergies, and 
asthma. Also used to treat certain types of cancer.

HCPCS II	 J7637,	J7638,	J8540

dexamethasone  A potent synthetic glucocorticoid 
hormone that acts as an anti-inflammatory and 
immunosuppressant, many times stronger than 
hydrocortisone.

HCPCS II	 J7637,	J7638,	J8540

dexamethasone acetate  Used to reduce swelling 
and decrease the body’s immune response. Used to treat 
endocrine disorders when the body does not produce 
enough of its own steroids. It is also used to treat many 
immune and allergic disorders, such as arthritis, and lupus.

HCPCS II	 J1094

dexamethasone sodium phosphate  Drug used for 
treatment of inflamed areas of the body, severe allergies, 
skin problems, asthma, chronic obstructive pulmonary 
disease, organ transplantation, leukemias/lymphomas, 
brain swelling, ulcerative colitis, sarcoidosis, spinal cord 
injuries, Addison’s disease, and arthritis.

HCPCS II	 J1100
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Dexasone  Used to provide relief for inflamed areas of 
the body. Used to lessen swelling, redness, itching, and 
allergic reactions. Also used to treat severe allergies or skin 
problems, asthma, or arthritis.

HCPCS II	 J1100

Dexasone L.A.  Used to reduce swelling and decrease 
the body’s immune response. Used to treat endocrine 
disorders when the body does not produce enough of its 
own steroids. It is also used to treat many immune and 
allergic disorders, such as arthritis, and lupus.

HCPCS II	 J1094

Dexone  Used to relieve inflammation and is used to 
treat certain forms of arthritis, skin, blood, kidney, eye, 
thyroid, and intestinal disorders; severe allergies, and 
asthma. Also used to treat certain types of cancer.

HCPCS II	 J7637,	J7638,	J8540

Dexone L.A.  Used to reduce swelling and decrease 
the body’s immune response. Used to treat endocrine 
disorders when the body does not produce enough of its 
own steroids. It is also used to treat many immune and 
allergic disorders, such as arthritis, and lupus.

HCPCS II	 J1094

dexrazoxane hydrochloride  A chemoprotective 
agent used to help reduce the incidence and severity of 
heart problems caused by the toxic effect from anticancer 
drugs, such as doxorubicin in women being treated for 
metastatic breast cancer.

HCPCS II	 J1190

dextromethorphan acetic acid  An anticancer drug 
belonging to the angiogenesis inhibitors.

dextranomer (hyaluronic acid copolymer 
implant)  An injectible material that is used for 
endoscopic treatment of urinary incontinence or 
vesicorectal reflux.

HCPCS II L8604

Dextrose 5% with potassium chloride  Used as 
source of water, electrolytes and calories.

HCPCS II	 S5012

dextroversion  Turning to the right, such as eye 
movement to the right. Also, the location of the heart 
in the right side of the chest, with the left ventricle 
remaining in normal position on the left, but lying anterior 
to the right ventricle.

Dey-Lute  Used to treat symptoms of asthma, chronic 
bronchitis, emphysema, and other lung diseases, while 
others are used to prevent the symptoms.

HCPCS II	 J7647,	J7648,	J7649,	J7650

Di-Spaz  Used for relief from spasms of the 
gastrointestinal tract, the bladder, and the biliary tract. 
This is helpful in controlling conditions such as colitis, 
spastic bladder, diverticulitis, infant colic, renal and biliary 
colic, peptic ulcer, irritable bowel syndrome , splenic 
flexure syndrome, and pancreatitis.

HCPCS II	 J0500

diabetes insipidus  A condition of extreme polyuria 
in which the body expels over three liters a day, causing 
subsequent dehydration, massive thirst, and emaciation.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 253.5,	588.1

diabetes mellitus  A disease in which the body does 
not produce enough insulin, or does not use the insulin 
present and is not capable of responding to its normal 
action, causing erratic and high blood glucose levels.

diabetes mellitus, secondary   A type of diabetes 
that originates from something other than disease or 
genetics. The most common causes are as a result of a 
medication that increases the blood sugar levels, or a 
disease that has destroyed pancreatic tissue.

ICD-9-CM Dx 249.xx

diabetic coma  State of profound unconsciousness 
caused by severe diabetic acidosis.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 250.2x,	250.3x

diabetic dermopathy  Any of several skin 
manifestations related to diabetes.

diabetic ketoacidosis  A form of acidosis in type 1 
diabetic patients caused by the accumulation of ketones, 
acids that poison the body, and can lead to diabetic coma 
and death, rarely occurring in people with type 2 diabetes.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 250.10-250.13

diabetic retinopathy  Pathologic changes in the retina 
due to diabetes, causing the growth of abnormal blood 
vessels in the retina and optic disk, blood leaking into the 
jelly-like substance of the eye, and detachment of the 
retina.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 250.5x

diagnosis-related groups (DRG)  Groupings of 
diagnoses into categories used as a basis for hospital 
payment schedules by Medicare and other third-party 
payment plans.
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diagnostic radiology  The use of various radiology 
techniques, mostly noninvasive, to diagnose an array of 
medical conditions, including the use of x-rays, CT scans, 
MRI scans, and ultrasound.

dialysis  Renal replacement therapy used to provide 
artificial functioning for filtering the blood when normal 
kidney function has been lost.

diamelia  Absence of two limbs.

Diamox  Used to treat glaucoma and as an 
anticonvulsant to control certain seizures in the treatment 
of epilepsy. It is also used to prevent or lessen some effects 
in mountain climbers who climb in high altitudes.

HCPCS II	 J1120

diaphysectomy  The removal of all or part of the shaft 
of a long bone.

diaphysis  The shaft of a long bone.

diarthric  Relating to two joints.

diastasis  Dislocation or separation of two normally 
attached bones with no true joint and an abnormally wide 
separation between associated bones, such as the ribs. 
Also, a relatively quiescent period of slow ventricular filling 
during the cardiac cycle, just before atrial systole.

diastat  Drug used to treat certain cases of seizures. This 
product is only recommended for short-term treatment of 
actual seizure attacks, not for daily use.

HCPCS II	 J3360

diastolic blood pressure  The lowest blood pressure 
measured in the arteries, occurring when the heart muscle 
is relaxed, between beats.

diastrophic dwarfism  Short stature, cleft palate, thick 
pinnae, and other features, caused by autosomal recessive 
inheritance.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 259.4

diathermy  The therapeutic generation of local heat into 
body tissues by high-frequency electromagnetic radiation, 
electric currents, or ultrasonic waves.

CPT	 97024

diathesis  A hereditary predisposition of the body to 
a disease, a group of diseases, an allergy, or another 
disorder.

diazepam  Medication used in the treatment of anxiety 
disorders, alcohol withdrawal, tremor, muscle spasms, and 
seizure control. May also be used before surgery to reduce 
apprehension and anxiety.

HCPCS II	 J3360

diazepam intensol  Used to treat certain cases of 
seizures. This product is only recommended for short-term 
treatment of actual seizure attacks. It is not for chronic 
daily use.

HCPCS II	 J3360

diazoxide  Used in the treatment of hypoglycemia. It 
works by preventing release of insulin from the pancreas.

HCPCS II	 J1730

Dibent  Used for relief from spasms of the 
gastrointestinal tract, the bladder, and the biliary tract. 
This is helpful in controlling conditions such as colitis, 
spastic bladder, diverticulitis, infant colic, renal and biliary 
colic, peptic ulcer, irritable bowel syndrome , splenic 
flexure syndrome, and pancreatitis.

HCPCS II	 J0500

dicelous  Having two natural cavities or pouches on 
opposite surfaces.

dicephalus diauchenos  Symmetrically conjoined 
twins with two separate necks and heads.

dicephalus dipygus  Conjoined twins united in the 
middle but separated above and below.

dicoria  Presence of double pupil in the eye.

dicyclomine HCl  Used for relief from spasms of the 
gastrointestinal tract, the bladder, and the biliary tract. 
This is helpful in controlling conditions such as colitis, 
spastic bladder, diverticulitis, infant colic, renal and biliary 
colic, peptic ulcer, irritable bowel syndrome , splenic 
flexure syndrome, and pancreatitis.

HCPCS II	 J0500

didanosine  An analogue of dideoxyadenosine; an 
antiretroviral agent used for the treatment of advanced 
HIV-1 infection and acquired immunodeficiency 
syndrome, administered orally.

Didronel  Used for treating adults with Paget disease, 
and preventing and treating abnormal bone growth 
following hip replacement surgery or spinal cord injury.

HCPCS II	 J1436
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DIEP Flap  A type of breast reconstruction in which 
blood vessels, called the deep inferior epigastric 
perforators (DIEP), and the skin and fat connected to 
them, are removed from the lower abdomen and used for 
reconstruction.

diethylstilbestrol diphosphate  Drug used for 
intensive and selective palliative therapy of inoperable 
prostatic carcinoma.

HCPCS II	 J9165

dieulafoy lesion  A rare defect in the submucosa of the 
digestive tract in which an artery is abnormally close to 
the mucosa and bursts through or ruptures from pressure 
and bleeds into the GI tract, usually occurring near the 
gastroesophageal junction, but also in the the small or 
large intestine.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 530.82,	537.84,	569.86

differentiated  An increase in morphological or 
chemical heterogeneity.

diffuse alveolar disease  The histopathological 
correlate of ARDS, or adult respiratory distress syndrome.

diffuse goiter  A uniformly enlarged thyroid gland.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 240.9,	241.0-242.31

diffuse idiopathic skeletal hyperostosis  A 
generalized spinal and extraspinal articular disorder 
characterized by calcification and ossification of ligaments, 
particularly of the anterior longitudinal ligament.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 721.6,	721.8,	733.3,	733.99,	756.0,	756.59

Diflucan  Used for oral, esophageal, urinary, vaginal, 
and possibly other organ infections caused by the fungus 
Candida. Also has been used in the fungal infection 
Cryptococcus.

HCPCS II	 J1450

difluoromethylornithine (DFMO)  An anticancer 
drug that has been shown to reduce the risk of cancer in 
animals.

DiGeorge syndrome  A genetic disorder causing 
congenital heart defects, as well as vascular defects to the 
blood vessels around the heart.

digestion  The process of breaking down food into its 
simplest chemical compounds so that it can be absorbed 
and used for energy.

Digibind  Drug used for treating severe, possibly life-
threatening digoxin or digitoxin overdose.

HCPCS II	 J1162

DigiFab  Drug used for treating severe, possibly life-
threatening digoxin or digitoxin overdose.

HCPCS II	 J1162

digit(al)  Pertaining to a finger or toe.

digital block  Technique of blocking the nerves of the 
digits to achieve anesthesia of the fingers.

digitalis  A dried leaf ofdDigitalis purpurea, called 
Foxglove and used as a beneficial agent for the heart 
(cardotonic), used to treat congestive heart failure and 
atrial arrythmias by strengthening the force of contraction 
and slowing the signals from the atrioventricular node.

digoxin  Used to treat conditions such as congestive 
heart failure and atrial fibrillation/atrial flutter.

HCPCS II	 J1160

digoxin immune fab (ovine)  Drug used for treating 
severe, possibly life-threatening digoxin or digitoxin 
overdose.

HCPCS II	 J1162

dihematoporphyrin ether  Used in photodynamic 
therapy, a drug that is absorbed by tumor cells and when 
exposed to light, becomes active and kills the cancerous 
cells.

Dihydrex  Drug used for relieving symptoms from 
allergies. Also used in treating motion sickness and 
symptoms of Parkinson’s disease. Also known as 
diphenhydramine.

HCPCS II	 J1200,	Q0163

dihydroepiandrosterone sulfate (DHEAS)  A 
natural steroid hormone produced from cholesterol by the 
adrenal glands, the gonads, adipose tissue, and the brain; 
the most abundant hormone in the human body.

dihydroergotamine mesylate  Used to treat acute 
treatment of migraine headaches with or without aura 
and the acute treatment of cluster headache episodes.

HCPCS II	 J1110

dihydrofolate reductase (DHFR)  The bacterial, 
or protozoal, enzyme targeted by trimethoprim-
sulphamethoxazole, necessary for pneumocystis or 
toxoplasmosis to survive.

Dilantin  Used to control seizures.
HCPCS II	 J1165

dilate  To stretch an opening or hollow structure beyond 
its normal dimensions.
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dilation  The widening of a passageway or body 
opening.

dilation and curettage (D&C)  A surgical procedure 
in which the cervix is expanded using a dilator and the 
uterine lining is scraped with a currette for the diagnosis 
and treatment of various uterine conditions.

dilation and evacuation (D&E)  A procedure in 
which the cervix is dilated and the early products of 
conception are removed by suctioning.

Dilaudid  Used for the relief of moderate to severe pain 
due to biliary colic, burns, cancer, heart attack, injury, renal 
colic, or surgery.

HCPCS II	 J1170,	S0092

Dilaudid-HP  Used to treat moderate to severe pain. 
Allso known as Dilaudid-5 .

HCPCS II	 S0092

Dilocaine  Used to cause loss of feeling before and 
during surgery, dental procedures, or labor and delivery. 
These medicines do not cause loss of consciousness.

HCPCS II	 J2001

Dilomine  Used for relief from spasms of the 
gastrointestinal tract, the bladder, and the biliary tract. 
This is helpful in controlling conditions such as colitis, 
spastic bladder, diverticulitis, infant colic, renal and biliary 
colic, peptic ulcer, irritable bowel syndrome , splenic 
flexure syndrome, and pancreatitis.

HCPCS II	 J0500

Dilor  Used to treat and prevent the symptoms of 
bronchial asthma, chronic bronchitis, and emphysema.

HCPCS II	 J1180

dimenhydrinate  Drug used to prevent and treat 
nausea, vomiting, and dizziness caused by motion 
sickness and also used as an antihistamine.

HCPCS II	 J1240

dimercaprol  Treats arsenic, mercury, gold and lead 
poisoning.

HCPCS II	 J0470

DIMESNA  A drug that belongs to the chemoprotective 
agents.

dimethyl sulfoxide  A colorless liquid which rapidly 
penetrates the skin and can be mixed with many other 
substances to deliver them through the skin barrier. The 
only use for which it is FDA approved is the treatment 
of interstitial cystitis, but it also has anti-inflammatory, 
analgesic, and antioxidant qualities. Also called Rimso-50 
or DMSO.

HCPCS II	 J1212

dimethylxanthenone acetic acid  An anticancer 
drug that belongs to the angiogenesis inhibitors.

dinate  Used to treat and prevent nausea, vomiting, 
dizziness, and vertigo associated with motion sickness.

HCPCS II	 J1240

Dioval  A female estrogen hormone given to treat low 
estrogen levels caused by menopause or other disorders, 
and reduce the accompanying symptoms, such as bone 
density loss, hot flashes, and vaginal itching, burning, and 
dryness; used in the treatment of some forms of breast 
and prostate cancer. Also known as estradiol valerate.

HCPCS II	 J0970,	J1380,	J1390

Dioval 40  A female estrogen hormone given to treat low 
estrogen levels caused by menopause or other disorders, 
and reduce the accompanying symptoms, such as bone 
density loss, hot flashes, and vaginal itching, burning, and 
dryness; used in the treatment of some forms of breast 
and prostate cancer. Also known as estradiol valerate.

HCPCS II	 J0970,	J1380,	J1390

Dioval xx  A female estrogen hormone given to treat low 
estrogen levels caused by menopause or other disorders, 
and reduce the accompanying symptoms, such as bone 
density loss, hot flashes, and vaginal itching, burning, and 
dryness; used in the treatment of some forms of breast 
and prostate cancer. Also known as estradiol valerate.

HCPCS II	 J0970,	J1380,	J1390

Diphen Cough  An antihistamine used to treat 
symptoms of allergies and the common cold, such as 
sneezing, runny nose, irritated eyes, rashes, hives, and 
nausea; also used as a mild sedative. Also known as 
diphenhydramine hydrochloride.

HCPCS II	 Q0163

Diphenacen-50  An antihistamine used to treat 
symptoms of allergies and the common cold, such as 
sneezing, runny nose, irritated eyes, rashes, hives, and 
nausea; also used as a mild sedative. Also known as 
diphenhydramine hydrochloride.

HCPCS II	 J1200,	Q0163
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Diphenadryl  An antihistamine used to treat symptoms 
of allergies and the common cold, such as sneezing, 
runny nose, irritated eyes, rashes, hives, and nausea; also 
used as a mild sedative. Also known as diphenhydramine 
hydrochloride.

HCPCS II	 J1200,	Q0163

Diphenhist  An antihistamine used to treat symptoms 
of allergies and the common cold, such as sneezing, 
runny nose, irritated eyes, rashes, hives, and nausea; also 
used as a mild sedative. Also known as diphenhydramine 
hydrochloride.

HCPCS II	 J1200,	Q0163

diphenhydramine HCI  Antihistamine used to treat 
sneezing, runny nose, itching, watery eyes, hives, rashes, 
and other symptoms of allergies and the common cold. 
Also used to suppress cough, treat motion sickness, induce 
sleep and treat mild forms of Parkinson’s disease.

HCPCS II	 J1200,	Q0163

diphtheria  An acute infectious disease usually confined 
to the upper respiratory tract, caused by toxigenic strains 
of Corynebacterium dipththeriae, acquired by contact with 
an infected person or a carrier of the disease.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 032.0-032.9,	V02.4,	V03.5,	V06.1,	V06.2,	
V06.3,	V06.5

diplegia  Paralysis of symmetrical parts on both sides of 
the body, such as both hands or both feet.

diplocoria  A double pupil in the eye.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 743.9

diplopia  Muscle imbalance in the eye. The perception 
of two images of a single object. Also known as double 
vision.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 368.15,	368.2

diprosone  Used for the relief of itching and 
inflammation associated with a wide variety of skin 
conditions.

dipyridamole  A medication used in combination with 
other drugs to prevent blood clotting in patients who 
have undergone heart valve surgery, or to prevent or 
reduce further heart- related complications. Also known 
as Persantine.

HCPCS II	 J1245

direct closure  Repair or reapproximation of an incision 
or wound.

direct coupling  Method used to connect electode to 
a device such as a neurostimulator or pulse generator or 
receiver.

direct fracture  Fracture at the site of injury.

direct intra-peritoneal insemination (DIPI, 
IPI)  Injection of sperm into the peritoneal cavity; a form 
of artificial insemination used with low sperm counts or 
motility.

direct oocyte-sperm transfer (DOST)  Transvaginal 
retrieval of eggs from the stimulated ovary, as in standard 
in vitro fertilization but with transfer of the inseminated 
eggs directly into the uterus nonsurgically two hours 
later, allowing the eggs to fertilize within the uterus. 
This procedure is used for women with damaged, 
nonfunctional, or absent fallopian tubes.

direct patient contact  Patient contacts initiated by 
the study clinic for recruitment or data collection that 
are directed at specified patients without any reliance on 
interviewing, other agencies, institutions, or generalized 
advertising campaigns to make contacts.

direct pedicle  A graft or flap of tissue attached at 
its base to maintain blood supply and used to repair 
extensive wounds.

CPT	 15570,	15572,	15574,	15576,	15650,	
15731,	15740,	15750

disarticulation  To separate at the joints.

disc degeneration  The loss of structural and 
functional integrity of an intervertebral disc.

disc herniation  Disruption in the normal integrity of an 
intervertebral disc, causing the nucleus pulposus to breach 
the annular fibres internally and protrude from its normal 
space in varying degrees, from minor bulging, to bursting 
through the outer annular fibers into the spinal canal and 
putting pressure on nerves. Also known as disc prolapse, 
disc bulge, or a slipped disc.

discission  Incision, or cutting into, as of a soft cataract.
CPT	 66820,	66821,	67030

discitis  Variant of a nonbacterial inflammation of an 
intervertebral disk or disk space.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 772.90-722.93

discography  Examination of the intervertebral disk 
space using x-rays after injection of contrast media into 
the disk.

CPT	 62290,	62291,	72285,	72295
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disconnection syndrome  Any neurologic disorder 
caused by an interrupted impulse transmission along a 
cerebral fiber pathway.

disinhibition  The loss of inhibition, as through the 
influence of drugs or alcohol; a temporary loss of an 
inhibition caused by an unrelated stimulus, such as a loud 
noise.

disintegration anxiety  A fear of fragmentation of 
the personality, often observed in patients exposed to 
repetitions of previous experiences that interfered with self 
development; a fear expressed as feelings of falling apart, 
a loss of identity, or a fear of impending loss of vitality or 
psychological depletion.

dislocate  To put out of place, out of joint, or out of 
position.

Disodium EDTA  A medication used to treat 
hypercalcemia and irregular heartbeat caused by digitalis 
toxicity. Also known as edetate disodium.

HCPCS II	 J3520

disorientation  Confusion about the time of day, date, 
season, physical location, or self.

Disotate  A medication given for immediate and short-
term treatment of irregular heartbeat caused by too much 
digitalis in the body, or hypercalcemia. Also known as 
endrate ethylenediamine-tetra-acetic acid.

HCPCS II	 J3520

displacement  Removal from the normal position or 
place.

dissection  The act of dividing and separating tissues 
of the body or the connective tissue between different 
structures of the body.

disseminated  Spread throughout the body.

dissociated nystagmus  Involuntary rhythmic 
movements in the two eyes that are dissimilar in direction, 
extent, and frequency of movement.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 379.55

dissociation  The act of separating or being separated; 
separation of some mental processes from the rest of a 
person’s conscious functions such as memory, perception, 
and sensory and motor behavior.

dissociative disorders  Mental disorders characterized 
by sudden, temporary alterations in identity.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 300.14,	300.15

distal  Situated away from the center of the body.

distant cancer  Cancer that has spread from the original 
tumor site to distant organs or lymph nodes.

distend  To swell out or expand beyond normal size from 
internal pressure.

distomiasis  Parisitic infection by a trematode or fluke.
There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

distractibility  The inability to maintain attention, 
shifting from one area or topic to another with minimal 
provocation.

Disulfiram  An antioxidant used in the treatment 
of chronic alcoholism that interferes with the normal 
metabolic degradation of alcohol in the body, thereby 
producing an unpleasant reaction when even a small 
amount of alcohol is consumed.

diuretics  Any drug or herb that elevates the rate of urine 
excretion from the body.

Diuril Sodium  Used in the treatment of high blood 
pressure and other conditions that require the elimination 
of excess fluid from the body. These conditions include 
congestive heart failure, cirrhosis of the liver, corticosteroid 
and estrogen therapy, and kidney disease.

HCPCS II	 J1205

diverticulectomy  Excision of a diverticulum.

diverticulitis  The formation of an infected or inflamed 
pouch in the large intestine, which can cause fecal 
blockage and pain.

diverticulum  A pouch or sac which branches out from 
the intestine.

dizziness  Physical unsteadiness, imbalance, and 
lightheadedness associated with balance disorders.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 780.4

DME (durable medical equipment)  Equipment 
that meets these three criteria 1) is very resistant to 
wear, may be used over a long period of time, and can 
withstand repeated use, 2) is used for a medical purpose 
by a person with an illness or injury, and 3) is appropriate 
for use outside of a medical facility, such as in the patient’s 
home.
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DMSO  Dimethyl sulfoxide; a powerful solvent that 
dissolves compounds and crosses tissue carrying 
other substances transcutaneously resulting in better 
penetrability; used as a topical analgesic and anti-
inflammatory. Also used in the bladder to relieve 
symptoms of interstitial cystitis.

HCPCS II	 J1212

dobutamine hydrochloride  A medication given to 
treat heart failure by strengthening the heart muscle and 
improving blood flow. Also may be used in heart stress 
testing. Also called Dobutrex.

HCPCS II	 J1250

Dobutrex  A medication given to treat heart failure by 
strengthening the heart muscle and improving blood 
flow. Also may be used in heart stress testing. Also called 
dobutamine hydrocholoride.

HCPCS II	 J1250

Docetaxel  Drug used to treat breast, lung, prostate, 
stomach and head/neck cancer.

HCPCS II	 J9171

dolasetron mesylate  Used to prevent nausea and 
vomiting associated with cancer chemotherapy.

HCPCS II	 J1260,	Q0180,	S0174

Dolophine  A pain medication given to reduce the 
feeling of, and emotional response to pain. Also used to 
treat opiate addiction by easing withdrawal symptoms. 
Also called methadone hydrochloride.

HCPCS II	 J1230

domiciliary  A type of facility or residence that provides 
room, board, and personal assistance, usually on a long-
term basis.

Donnatal  Used in the treatment of abdominal 
pain, bloating and cramps in patients with irritable 
bowel syndrome. It is also used in patients with acute 
inflammation of the stomach and intestines, in reducing 
pain and diarrhea. It is frequently used as additional 
therapy in patients with duodenal ulcer.

HCPCS II	 J7635,	J7636

donor insemination  Artificial insemination with 
donor sperm.

dopamine hydrochloride  A medication used to treat 
heart conditions by stimulating the heart muscle and 
causing it to pump more effectively. Also used to improve 
blood supply to organs. Also known as Dopostat or Intropin.

HCPCS II	 J1265

Dopastat  A medication used to treat heart conditions by 
stimulating the heart muscle and causing it to pump more 
effectively. Also used to improve blood supply to organs. 
Also known as dopamine hydrochloride.

HCPCS II	 J1265

doppler  An ultrasound method of examining flow 
within blood vessels.

doppler ultrasound  Ultrasound in which the shift in 
frequency between continuous or pulsed emitted sound 
waves and their echoes is used to measure the velocities of 
moving objects, such as blood flow.

dormant  At rest; clinically silent.

Dormarex  An antihistamine used to treat symptoms 
of allergies and the common cold. Also used as a 
mild sedative and more recently as an adjunctive oral 
antiemetic for the prevention of nausea and vomiting. Also 
called diphenhydramine hydrochloride.

HCPCS II	 Q0163

dornase alpha  Drug used in the long-term 
management of cystic fibrosis.

HCPCS II	 J7639

dorsal  Pertaining to the back.

dorsal hump  A bump on the bridge of the nose.

dorsiflex  The act of bending backwards.

dorsopathy  A disease or disorder affecting the spine.

dosage  The determination and regulation of the size, 
frequency, and number of doses.

dose  The quantity to be administered at one time, as a 
specified amount of medication, or a given quantity of 
radiation.

dose ranging  The establishment of the optimal dosage 
of a new drug by repeated trials of varying dosages.

dose rate  The dosages of radiation delivered per unit 
of time.

dosimeter  An instrument used to detect and measure 
an accumulated dose of radiation.

dosimetry  The measurement of absorbed doses of 
ionizing radiation in matter and tissue resulting from the 
serial exposure.
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Dostinex  Used to treat different types of medical 
problems that occur when too much of the hormone 
prolactin is produced. It can be used to treat certain 
menstrual problems, fertility problems in men and 
women, and pituitary prolactinomas.

HCPCS II	 J8515

double crush syndrome  A serial impingement of 
a nerve tract, which may arise from an initial injury to a 
nerve that leads to a secondary lesion, impinging on the 
nerve.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 958.5

double inlet left ventricle  A cardiac defect in 
which both mitral and tricuspid valves open into the left 
ventricle.

Douglas’ cul-de-sac  A peritoneal pouch that is the 
deepest point of the peritoneum, located between the 
uterus and the rectum.

Dowager’s hump  An abnormal outward curvature of 
the vertabrae of the upper back.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 737.9,	756.19

Down syndrome  A condition of retardation and 
associated physical disorders caused by an extra, 3rd 
chromosome on the 21st pair. The results are both 
mental and physical, and include a stereotypical facial 
appearance, small eyes and hands, protruding tongues, 
and short necks and fingers. The probability of this 
disorder increases as the mother’s age increases.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 758.0

doxercalciferol  A synthetic analogue of vitamin D, 
used to reduce levels of circulating parathyroid hormone in 
treating secondary hyperparathyroidism associated with 
chronic renal failure.

HCPCS II	 J1270

Doxil  A chemotherapy drug used to inhibit the growth 
of cancer cells in the treatment of various forms of 
cancer, especially ovarian cancer that is progressive or 
recurring despite other treatments. Also called doxorubicin 
hydrochloride, all lipid formulations.

HCPCS II	 J9001

Doxorubicin  An antineoplastic antibiotic, produced by 
Streptomyces	peucetius, which binds to DNA and inhibits 
nucleic acid synthesis, used as a hydrochloride salt and as 
a liposome-encased preparation of hydrochloride salt.

Doxorubicin HCl  Drug used in the treatment of cancer 
to slow or stop its growth.

HCPCS II	 J9000

doxorubicin hydrochloride, all lipid 
formulations  A chemotherapy drug used to inhibit the 
growth of cancer cells in the treatment of various forms 
of cancer, especially ovarian cancer that is progressive or 
recurring despite other treatments. Also known as Doxil.

HCPCS II	 J9001

doxycycline  A tetracycline derivative; an antibiotic 
that inhibits many of the microorganisms infecting the 
reproductive tract and often used for treating ureaplasma 
infections.

Dramamine  Drug used to treat and prevent nausea, 
vomiting, dizziness, and vertigo associated with motion 
sickness.

HCPCS II	 J1240

Dramanate  An antihistamine used to treat motion 
sickness including nausea, vomiting, and dizziness due to 
vertigo. Also called dimenhydrinate.

HCPCS II	 J1240

Dramilin  Drug used to treat and prevent nausea, 
vomiting, dizziness, and vertigo associated with motion 
sickness.

HCPCS II	 J1240

Dramocen  Drug used to treat and prevent nausea, 
vomiting, dizziness, and vertigo associated with motion 
sickness.

HCPCS II	 J1240

Dramoject  Drug used to treat and prevent nausea, 
vomiting, dizziness, and vertigo associated with motion 
sickness.

HCPCS II	 J1240

drip  The common name for an intravenous infusion (IV); 
a hollow tube inserted into a vein, through which liquid 
runs from an elevated sterile container.

dronabinol  A synthetic pill form of delta-9-
tetrahydrocannabinol (THC), an active ingredient in 
marijuana that is used to treat nausea and vomiting 
associated with cancer chemotherapy.

HCPCS II	 Q0167-Q0168
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droperidol  A tranquilizer given to ease nausea and 
vomiting associated with a medical procedure or surgery, 
or to aid in the effectiveness of a general of regional 
anesthetic. Also called Inapsine.

HCPCS II	 J1790

droperidol and fentanyl citrate  A tranquilizer 
given to relieve anxiety and pain. The state of 
analgesia and amnesia that it creates is referred to as 
neuroleptanalgesia. Also has antipsychotic uses. Also 
called Innovar.

HCPCS II	 J1810

droplet infection  Infection due to inhalation of 
respiratory pathogens suspended on liquid particles 
exhaled by someone already infected.

Droxia  A medication given to treat various types of 
cancer and blood diseases, such as sickle-cell anemia, 
melanoma, chronic myelocytic leukemia, or certain types 
of ovarian cancer. The medication reduces the number of 
cancer or abnormal blood cells in the body. Also called 
hydroxyurea.

HCPCS II	 S0176

drug  Chemical synthesized or purified by standard 
chemical techniques that is intended to serve as a 
therapeutic intervention to provide a treatment effect.

drug resistant  The ability of some pathogens to grow 
and multiply even in the presence of certain drugs which 
would normally kill them.

drug-eluting stent  A metal tube or scaffold placed 
into narrowed, diseased coronary arteries that slowly 
releases a drug to block cell growth. This prevents scar-
tissue growth that together with clots could block the 
stented artery.

drug-induced movement disorders  Side effects 
of some drugs, most commonly those that affect the 
dopamine system, that can cause Parkinsonism-like and 
other movement disorders.

drusen  Small, bright deposits or accumulations of 
material seen in the retina and/or optic disc that are 
associated with a variety of eye diseases including macular 
degeneration, hereditary retinal degeneration, and loss of 
peripheral vision.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 362.57,	362.77,	377.21

dry labor  Labor in which the amniotic fluid escapes 
before the onset of uterine contractions.

DSM-IV-TR  The American Psychiatric Association’s 
Diagnostic	and	Statistical	Manual	of	Mental	Disorders	(Fourth	
Edition,	Revised). The most widely accepted set of guidelines 
and definitions for classifying mental disorders, with 
approximately 230 disorders organized into 17 categories.

DTGM fusion protein  An anticancer drug formed 
by the combination of diphtheria toxin and a colony-
stimulating factor, the latter of which is attracted to cancer 
cells, and the diphtheria toxin kills them.

DTIC-Dome  Used to treat skin cancer and Hodgkin’s 
Disease.

HCPCS II	 J9130,	J9140

dual energy x-ray absorptiometry (DEXA)  A 
means of measuring bone density to detect osteoporosis.

dualism  The existence of two fundamental principles, 
often in opposition to each other.

Duane’s syndrome  A congenital condition of 
abnormal eye movement caused by abnormal innervation 
of the eye muscles.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 378.71

duct  A passage or tube with well-defined walls for the 
passage of air or liquids.

ductal lavage  A washing method used to collect cells 
from milk ducts in the breast for microscopic examination 
in which a small amount of salt water is flowed into the 
duct through a hair-sized catheter to remove the cells.

ductogram  A radiographic procedure used to produce 
images of the breast duct. Also known as galactogram.

Duhring disease  A skin disorder characterized by 
extreme itching and the formation of highly symmetrical 
vesicles or papules on the back, elbows, knees, and 
buttocks.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 694.0

Duhrssen operation  Vaginal fixation of the uterus.

Dukes classification  A staging system used to 
describe the extent of colorectal cancer, with stages 
ranging from A (early stage) to D (advanced stage).

dumping syndrome  A group of symptoms that occur 
when food or liquid enters the small intestine too rapidly, 
causing cramps, nausea, diarrhea, and dizziness, often 
seen in people who have had a portion of their stomach 
removed.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 536.8,	564.2
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DuoCyp  Drug used to make up for lower amounts of 
female hormone and to relieve signs of menopause.

HCPCS II	 J1060

duodenal  Pertaining to the duodenum.

duodenal ulcer  A lesion or erosion of the mucous 
membrane in the first part of the small intestine 
(duodenum).

ICD-9-CM Dx	 532.00-532.91

duodenitis  Inflammation of the first segment of the 
small intestine.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 127.2,	535.60-535.61

duodenum  The beginning portion of the small 
intestine, starting at the lower end of the stomach and 
extending to the jejunum.

DuoNeb  A medication given to relax airways to relieve 
bronchospasms in patients with chronic obstructive 
pulmonary disease (COPD). Also known as Albuterol and 
ipratropium bromide.

HCPCS II	 J7620

Dupuy-Dutemps operation  Surgical repair of the 
lower eyelid with tissue from the upper eyelid.

CPT	 67971,	67973,	67975

dura mater  The fibrous outer membrane of the three 
coverings around the brain and spinal cord.

Duracillin A.S.  An antibiotic used to treat susceptible 
bacterial infections. Also known as penicillin G procaine, 
aqueous.

HCPCS II	 J2510

Duraclon  A pain medication administered via epidural 
infusion in combination with opiates to cancer patients 
suffering from severe neuropathic pain. Also known as 
clonidine hydrochloride.

HCPCS II	 J0735

Duragen-10  A female estrogen hormone given to 
treat low estrogen levels caused by menopause or other 
disorders, and reduce the accompanying symptoms, such as 
bone density loss, hot flashes, vaginal itching, burning, and 
dryness, etc. Also used in the treatment of some forms of 
breast and prostate cancer. Also known as estradiol valerate.

HCPCS II	 J1380

Duragen-20  A female estrogen hormone given to 
treat low estrogen levels caused by menopause or other 
disorders, and reduce the accompanying symptoms, such as 
bone density loss, hot flashes, vaginal itching, burning, and 
dryness, etc. Also used in the treatment of some forms of 
breast and prostate cancer. Also known as estradiol valerate.

HCPCS II	 J1390

Duragen-40  A female estrogen hormone given to 
treat low estrogen levels caused by menopause or other 
disorders, and reduce the accompanying symptoms, such 
as bone density loss, hot flashes, vaginal itching, burning, 
and dryness, etc. Also used in the treatment of some forms 
of breast and prostate cancer. Also known as estradiol 
valerate.

HCPCS II	 J0970

dural  Pertaining to the dura mater.

Duralone-40  A type of steroid given to decrease the 
body’s immune response and inflammation. Used as 
a treatment for autoimmune disorders, skin and lung 
conditions, asthma, allergic reactions, various types 
of cancer, and other medical problems. Also called 
methylprednisolone acetate.

HCPCS II	 J1030

Duralone-80  A type of steroid given to decrease the 
body’s immune response and inflammation. Used as 
a treatment for autoimmune disorders, skin and lung 
conditions, asthma, allergic reactions, various types 
of cancer, and other medical problems. Also called 
methylprednisolone acetate.

HCPCS II	 J1040

Duramorph  A medication given to relieve pain 
associated with surgery, childbirth, or other medical 
procedures. May also be given in conjunction with 
anesthetic in order to improve its effectiveness. Also 
known as morphine sulfate.

HCPCS II	 J2270,	J2271,	J2275,	S0093

Duratest- 200  A medication given to men with a 
testosterone deficiency causing poor development of 
muscles, bones, or genitals, or disrupting normal body 
function. May also be given to induce puberty in boys 
with delayed puberty, or to women to treat some forms of 
breast cancer. Also called testosterone cypionate.

HCPCS II	 J1080
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Duratest-100  Drug used to replace male hormone 
when the body does not produce enough, to stimulate 
the beginning of puberty in boys who are late starting 
puberty naturally, and also to treat certain types of breast 
cancer.

HCPCS II	 J1070

Duratestrin  Drug used to make up for low amounts of 
female hormone and to relieve signs of menopause.

HCPCS II	 J1060

Durathate-200  A medication given to treat certain 
forms of hypogonadism, testosterone deficiencies, or 
delayed puberty in men. May be given to women to treat 
some forms of breast cancer. Also called testosterone 
enanthate.

HCPCS II	 J3130

Duvoid  Used in treatment of acute postoperative and 
postpartum nonobstructive urinary retention and for 
neurogenic atony of the urinary bladder with retention.

HCPCS II	 J0520

Duypuytren’s contracture  Fixed flexion deformity of 
the fingers due to thickening, nodularity and contracture 
of the palmar aponeurosis.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 728.6

dwarfism  A pathological condition of stunted growth 
having various causes. Also known as nanism.

Dymenate  Used to treat and prevent nausea, vomiting, 
dizziness, and vertigo associated with motion sickness.

HCPCS II	 J1240

dynamic wrinkles  Wrinkles in the skin caused by 
muscle contraction, especially facial expressions.

dynamometer  Mechanical instrument that allows 
for measurement concentric and eccentric muscle action, 
muscle endurance, and muscle balance ratios.

Dyphylline  Used to treat and prevent the symptoms of 
bronchial asthma, chronic bronchitis, and emphysema.

HCPCS II	 J1180

dysarthria  Group of speech disorders caused by 
disturbances in the strength or coordination of the 
muscles required for speech as a result of damage to the 
brain or nerves.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 784.5

dysbasia  Difficulty or distortion in walking, especially 
that due to nervous system lesion or to a mental disorder.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 300.11,	307.9,	333.6,	719.7

dyscephalia  Malformation of the head and face.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 756.0

dyschromia  Any disorder of pigmentation of skin or 
hair.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 709.00

dyscrasia  An abnormal state or disorder of the body, 
especially of the blood.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 273.9,	289.9

dysentery  An inflammatory disorder of the lower 
intestinal tract, usually caused by a bacterial, parasitic, or 
protozoan infection and resulting in pain, fever, and severe 
diarrhea, often accompanied by the passage of blood and 
mucus.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 009.0

dysequilibrium  Any disturbance of maintaining balance.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 780.4

dysesthesia  Impairment of sensation, especially touch; 
an unpleasant abnormal sensation produced by normal 
stimuli.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 300.11,	782.0

dysfluency  Disruption in the smooth flow or expression 
of speech; stuttering.

dysfunction  An abnormality or impairment of function.

dysgenesis  Defective or abnormal embryonic 
development of an organ.

There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

dyshidrosis  Disfunction of the sweat glands which 
causes them to operate abnormally.

ICD-9-CM Dx 705.81

dyskeratosis  Premature keratinization of epithelial 
cells that have not reached the keratinizing surface layer. 
Dyskeratotic cells are generally rounded and separated 
from adjacent cells.

ICD-9-CM Dx 701.1

dyskinesia  Distortion or impairment of voluntary 
movement.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 781.3

dyskinesia intermittens  Intermittent disability of the 
limbs due to impaired circulation.

dyslexia  A learning disorder characerterized by impaired 
reading ability due to difficulty with word recognition.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 315.02,	784.61
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dysosmia  Distortion or absence of the sense of smell.

dysosteogensis  The defective formation of bone. Also 
known as dysostosis.

dysostosis  The defective formation of bone. Also known 
as dysosteogenesis.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 277.5,	755.59,	756.0,	756.50,	759.89

dyspareunia  Difficult or painful sexual intercourse.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 302.76,	608.89,	625.0

dyspepsia  Disturbed digestion; indigestion.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 306.4,	536.3,	536.8,	564.89

dysphagia  Difficulty in swallowing or inability 
to swallow. Also known as agglutinin, aphagia, 
odynophagia.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 280.8,	300.11,	306.4,	530.5,	787.2x

dysphonia  Any impairment of the voice or difficulty 
making speech sound.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 300.11,	306.22,	784.49

dysphoric mood  An unpleasant mood, such as 
sadness, anxiety, or irritability.

dysplasia  Abnormal development or growth of tissues, 
organs, or cells.

There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

dysplastic  The abnormal growth of development of 
body tissues.

dysplastic nevus  An atypical mole; a mole whose 
appearance is different from that of a common mole, 
generally larger than ordinary with irregular and indistinct 
borders, nonuniform color ranging from pink to dark 
brown, with portions that may be raised above the skin 
surface.

dyspnea  Labored or difficult breathing usually 
associated with heart of lung disease. Shortness of breath.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 786.09

dyspraxia  Partial loss of the ability to consistently 
pronounce words.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 315.4,	781.3

dysreflexia  An abnormal disturbance of any reflex 
action; often seen in patients with spinal cord injuries.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 337.3

dysrhythmia  An abnormality in a normal rhythmic 
pattern usually used in reference to an abnormal heart 
rhythm or an abnormal brain wave pattern.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 348.30,	427.89,	427.9,	429.4,	997.1

dyssomnia  Disorders of the amount, quality, or timing 
of sleep; primary disorders of sleep or wakefulness 
characterized by insomnia or hypersomnia as the major 
presenting symptom.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 307.47,	780.56

dyssynergia  Inability to perform movement smoothly 
or accurately because of a lack of communication or 
harmony between the components required to synchonize 
the movement. Used primarily in reference to cerebellar 
disorders, but also associated with disorders of the biliary 
tract, bladder sphincter, or heart ventricles.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 334.2,	429.89,	576.8,	596.55

dyssynergia cerebella progressiva  A condition 
marked by generalized intention tremors associated with 
disturbance of muscle tone and of muscular coordination; 
due to disorder of cerebellar function.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 334.2

dyssynergia cerebellaris myoclonica  A 
collection of familial degenerative neurological disorders 
characterized by epilepsy, cognitive impairment, muscle 
twitching, and progressive loss of muscle coordination 
most likely due to multiple causes with one being 
mitochondrial abnormalities. Onset is usually late 
childhood or early adulthood.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 334.2

dysthymic disorder  A chronic disturbance of mood 
lasting at least two years in adult or one year in children, 
characterized by recurrent periods of mild depression and 
such symptoms as insomnia, tearfulness, and pessimism.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 300.4

dystocia  A slow or difficult labor and delivery.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 660.40,	660.41,	660.43,	660.90,	660.91,	

660.93,	661.00,	661.01,	661.06,	661.40

dystonia  Abnormal prolonged or repetitive muscle 
contractions causing twisting or jerking movements of the 
body or a part of the body such as the neck or extremities.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 333.6,	333.72,	333.79,	333.89
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dystonia musculorum deformans  A hereditary 
disorder marked by involuntary, irregular, clonic 
contortions of the muscles of the trunk and limbs, which 
twist the body forward and sideways distortion.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 333.6

ear  Organ of hearing and of equilibrium, with an 
external, middle, and internal portion.

ear impression  A cast made of the contours within the 
external ear, from which an earmold (for BTE instruments) 
or custom shell (for ITE, ITC and CIC instruments) is made. 
Impressions are typically made using a silicone or audalin 
material.

ear wax  Secretion from glands in the outer ear that 
keeps the skin of the ear dry and protected from infection. 
Also known as cerumen.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 380.4

eardrum  A membrane that stretches across the end of 
the ear canal and forms the boundary of the middle ear. 
It reacts to sound waves and starts the ossicular chain 
moving. Also known as tympanic membrane.

early childhood special educator  A professional 
trained in young children’s typical and atypical 
development who assists with developing plans 
and implementing interventions, or administering 
developmental tests.

early intervention  A process of assessment and 
therapy provided to children, especially under age 6, to 
facilitate normal cognitive and emotional development 
and prevent developmental disability or delay.

Ebstein anomaly  A congenital heart defect in which 
the opening of the tricuspid valve is displaced towards the 
apex of the right ventricle of the heart.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 746.2

eccentric  Departing from a recognized, conventional, or 
established norm or pattern.

ecchymosis  A discoloration due to the effusion of blood 
beneath the skin.

eccrine  The most common type of sweat gland, which 
helps regulate body temperature.

eccrine gland  One of the small sweat glands 
distributed over the surface of the body that helps to 
regulate body temperature.

echinococcus  A genus of tapeworm who are parasitic 
in humans and domestic animals. The larvae form large 
cysts in the liver or lungs causing serious and sometimes 
fatal disease.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 122.0-122.9

echinulate  Having small prickles or spines; applied 
in bacteriology to cultures showing toothed or pointed 
outgrowth.

echocardiogram (ECHO)  A method of studying the 
heart’s structure and function by analyzing the sound 
waves bounced off the heart and recorded by an electronic 
sensor placed on the chest.

CPT	 76825-76828,	93303-93350

echoic memory  Temporary memory for sound; very 
brief sensory memory of some auditory stimuli that fades 
quickly.

echopraxia  A semiautomatic, involuntary, or 
uncontrollable repetition by imitation of the movements 
of another.

eclampsia  A condition usually associated with and 
occurring during or immediately after pregnancy or 
childbirth characterized by one or more convulsions and/
or coma that is accompanied by edema, hypertension, 
and proteinuria. The condition may also be due to uremia 
and may also be diagnosed in males and females with an 
undetermined cause.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 642.60-642.64,	642.70-642.74,	780.39

ectasia  Dilation of a hollow organ or of a canal.
There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

Ecteinascidin 743  An anticancer drug that inhibits 
the growth of cancer cells by disrupting the structure of 
tumor-cell DNA.

ecthyma  An infection of the skin, consisting of large, 
round pustules, on hardened and inflamed skin.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 051.2,	686.09,	686.8

ectoderm  The outermost of the three embryonic 
germinal layers, giving rise to the epidermis, sweat and 
sebaceous glands, and the entire central nervous system.

ectoparasite  A parasite that lives on the outside of its 
host rather than within the host’s body.
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ectopia cordis  Abnormal development of the heart 
resulting in its abnormal position outside the thoracic cage 
and visible to the eye.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 746.87

ectopic beat  A heart beat that originates in a location 
other than the sinoatrial node.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 427.60

ectopic pregnancy  Implantation and development of 
a fertilized egg outside the cavity of the uterus.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 633.00-633.91

ectrodactyly  Congenital absence of all or a portion of 
one or more fingers or toes.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 755.29,	755.39,	755.4

ectropion  A rolling outward of the edge or margin of a 
body part, such as the eyelid.

There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

eczema  An acute or chronic noncontagious 
inflammation of the skin often associated with allergies 
or asthma and characterized by redness, itching, and the 
outbreak of lesions. The lesions may itch or burn, discharge 
serous matter, and become encrusted.

There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

edatrexate  An anticancer drug that belongs to the 
antimetabolites.

edema  Swelling caused by excessive fluid accumulation 
in tissues.

There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

edema neonatorum  A disease of premature and 
feeble infants resembling sclerema(fatal disorder of 
adipose tissue) , marked by spreading accumulation of 
fluid with cold, livid skin.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 778.5

edematous  Marked by edema.

edentia  Absence of the teeth. May be acquired or 
congenital

There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

edentulous  Having no teeth, usually applied to the 
condition of having lost the natural teeth.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 525.40-525.44,	525.50-525.54

edetate calcium disodium  Used for the reduction 
of blood levels and depot stores of lead in lead poisoning 
and lead encephalopathy, in both pediatrics populations 
and adults.

HCPCS II	 J0600

edetate disodium  A medication used in emergency 
situations to treat hypercalcemia and digitalis toxicity. Also 
known as Chealamide, Endrate ethlenediamine-tetra-
acetic acid, Disodium EDTA, Disotate, Endrate.

HCPCS II	 J3520

Edex  Use to treat erection problems.
HCPCS II	 J0270

edrecolomab  A type of laboratory-produced antibody 
that can locate and bind to cancer cells, used in cancer 
detection or therapy.

effective half-life  The combined effects of biologic 
elimination and physical decay, which results in an 
observed half-life shorter than either of these two values 
individually.

efferent  A type of neuron which carries impulses away 
from the central nervous system.

efficacy  A production of a desired, beneficial treatment 
effect.

effusion  The escape of fluid into another part.

egg donation  Surgical removal of an egg for 
fertilization with the recipient partner’s or other donor’s 
sperm, so the resulting embryo can be transferred into the 
fallopian tube or uterus of another.

egg donor  A female who contracts to donate eggs to an 
infertile couple for in vitro fertilization.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 V59.70-V59.74

egg retrieval  A procedure used to obtain eggs through 
the use of a long needle from ovarian follicles for use in 
artificial reproduction, such as in vitro fertilization, GIFT, 
and ZIFT.

ego  The division of the psyche that functions consciously, 
that most controls thought and behavior, and mediates 
between the person and external reality.

ego ideal  The part of the personality comprising aims 
and goals for the self, usually referring to the emulation of 
significant figures and emphasizing what should be done 
or do in contrast to what should not be done or do.
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ego-dystonic  Aspects of a person’s behavior, thoughts, 
and attitudes that are viewed by the self as repugnant or 
inconsistent with the total personality.

egocentrism  Self-centered; preoccupied with one’s 
own interest and needs and lacking concern for others.

Ehlers-Danlos syndrome  Group of inherited disorders 
of connective tissue characterized by hypermobility of 
joints, atrophic scar formation, loss of skin elasticity, and 
easy bruising.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 756.83

eidetic image  The image that is still seen, at least in 
some degree of detail, after the original stimulus has been 
removed.

ejaculate  The act of releasing semen and sperm at 
orgasm.

ejaculation  Ejection of semen during male orgasm.

ejection fraction  A measurement of the percentage of 
blood that is pumped out of the ventricles with each heart 
beat. Used to measure the strength with which the heart 
ventricles are contracting and to evaluate the pumping 
capacity of the heart.

CPT	 78468,	78472,	78473,	78481,	78483,	
78494,	78496

elaboration  The process of producing complex 
substances out of simpler material. Also, an unconscious 
process consisting of expansion and embellishment of 
detail or event.

elastase  An enzyme that breaks down a number of 
proteins including elastin, the elastic fibrous mucoprotein 
found in connective tissues in a number of organs such as 
the lungs, large blood vessels, tendons, and ligaments.

elastic recoil  The ability of a stretched object or organ, 
such as a bladder, to return to its resting position.

elastin  A protein found in skin which gives its elastic 
properties.

elastosis  Degeneration or absence of elastic tissue 
or collagen fibers in the skin causing wrinkling. Most 
commonly due to sun exposure, but some types are of 
unknown etiology.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 692.74,	701.1,	701.8

Elavil  Used for the symptoms of depression.
HCPCS II	 J1320

elective abortion  The voluntary termination of a 
pregnancy for non-medical reasons.

electrical stimulation  A type of therapy that provides 
an electrical generation of action potentials, that induce 
therapeutically significant physiological responses, such as 
increased muscle strength, stimulated lymph and blood 
flow, analgesia, and autonomic nervous system responses.

electricity  Part of the electromagnetic force carried by 
the movement of charged particles.

electrocardiogram (ECG or EKG)  A record of the 
electrical activity of the heart that plots electrical impulses 
preceding contraction of the heart muscle.

electrocardiograph  An instrument used to identify 
abnormalities in the heart by measuring electrical 
potential of currents associated with heart muscle activity.

electrocoagulation  A procedure that uses a high-
frequency electric current to change a liquid into a solid by 
producing clotting. May be used to destroy tissue and to 
cause blood clotting.

electrocochleography  A measurement of the 
electrical potentials of the acoustic nerve generated using 
an electrode placed in the external auditory canal or 
against the typanic membrane to simulate sound.

CPT	 92584

electroconvulsive therapy (ECT)  Therapy in which 
a brief electric current is sent through the brain in order 
to produce a chemical change to treat severe depression, 
and has been shown to work quite effectively for certain 
periods. Also known as shock treatment.

electrocorticography  A method of measuring the 
electrical activity of the cerebral cortex.

electrode  A device used to stimulate or record electric 
potentials of an organ or tissue, such as the heart or 
brain, or other mediums such as a cell body, solution, or 
apparatus.

electrode array  Arrangement of conductors or 
mediums by which an electric current is conducted to or 
from any medium.

electrodesiccation  Destruction of tissue by dehydration, 
done by means of high-frequency electric current.

CPT	 17000-17286,	54055,	55870

electrodissection  The process of cutting apart or 
separating tissue with an electric device.
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electroejaculation  A controlled electric stimulation to 
induce ejaculation in a male with nerve damage.

electroencephalogram  A graphic record of the 
electrical activity of the brain.

electroencephalography  A diagnostic technique in 
which sensors are placed on the scalp to record electrical 
activity in the brain.

electrogastrography  The recording of the electrical 
activity of the stomach muscle associated with gastric 
secretion and motility using electrodes placed on the 
abdomen.

CPT	 91132-91133

electroglottography  Non-invasive method of 
evaluating vocal fold closure using two electrodes placed 
around the neck and measuring the electrical resistance 
between them. The cyclical opening and closure of the 
vocal cords is then recorded and displayed in graph form.

electrohydraulic fragmentation  Destruction 
of stones or calculi using shock waves delivered via an 
ultrasound device. The procedure may be done through 
the skin, also referred to as excorporeal or transcutaneous 
fragmentation or it may be done within the body during 
an open or endoscopic procedure. Also referred to as 
electrohydrolic lithotripsy (EHL).

electrohydraulic lithotripsy (EHL)  A technique 
that uses a special probe to break up small stones in the 
urinary tract with shock waves generated by electricity. 
The tip of the probe is positioned near the stone and 
electrically generated hydraulic shock waves are sent 
through an irrigating fluid at the stone until it is broken 
into small fragments.

electrolarynx  A battery-operated instrument used 
to help people whose voice box has been removed to 
communicate.

electrolysis  The use of an electric current to destroy 
hair roots.

electrolytes  Substances that dissociate in water to 
form a cation (a positively charged ion) and an anion (a 
negatively charged ion). These charged ions are central 
to a variety of important processes in the body, including 
muscle contraction and nerve impulse conduction.

electromagnetic radiation  Electrical and magnetic 
radiation in the form of energy waves or packets of 
photons traveling at the speed of light; the spectrum of 
electromagnetic radiation ranges from long-wavelength, 
low energy radio waves to very high-energy, short-
wavelength x- and v-rays.

electromyogram  The recording and study of electrical 
activity in the muscle.

electromyography (EMG)  A method of recording 
the electrical currents generated in a muscle during its 
contraction.

electron beam  A group of nearly parallel lines of 
electromagnetic radiation.

electron beam therapy  The delivery of external 
beam radiation therapy by means of an electron beam of 
specific energy.

electron volt (eV)  The amount of energy gained by 
an electron as it passes through a potential difference of 
one volt.

electrophoresis  A method of separating and purifying 
molecules by placing the substance, such as serum or 
plasma, in an electric field thereby causing charged 
particles to move toward in electric pole.

electrophysiology studies (EPS)  The use of electric 
current to study arrhythmias, or abnormal heartbeats, and 
identify their origin or test the effectiveness of treatment. 
An electrical current is applied to stimulate the heart in an 
effort to provoke an arrhythmia.

electroporation therapy (EPT)  Treatment that 
generates electrical pulses through an electrode into a 
tumor to enhance the ability of anticancer drugs to enter 
tumor cells.

electroscope  An instrument for the detection of 
electric charges.

electrosurgery  Surgery performed using 
electrocautery; the active electrode may be applied via 
needle, bulb, or disk. Also known as surgical diathermy.

electrotherapy  Treatment of disease by means of 
electricity.
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elephantiasis  Swelling and hardening of cutaneous 
and subcutaneous tissue resulting from lymphatic 
obstruction. The term is most commonly used to describe 
enlargement of the genitalia and lower extremities due 
to long-term parasitic infection of the lymph nodes and 
vessels by filiarial worms. However, the term elephantiasis 
may also be used to describe lymphatic obstruction and 
lymphedema due to other causes, such as non-filiarial 
infection, as well as lymphedema following surgery, such 
as mastectomy.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 030.9,	125.0,	125.1,	125.9,	237.71,	
374.83,	457.0,	457.1,	523.8,	624.4

Eligard  A medication given to treat prostate cancer, 
endometriosis, uterine fibroids, and early onset puberty 
by reducing testosterone levels in men and estrogen levels 
in women. The medication is similar to the gonadotropin- 
releasing hormone found in the body. Also known as 
leuprolide acetate (for depot suspension.)

HCPCS II	 J1950,	J9217

Elitek  A drug that increases the rate at which uric acid is 
broken down in the body, used in some types of cancer.

HCPCS II	 J2783

Ellence  A medication used to treat breast cancer in 
conjunction with surgery for removal of cancerous tissue. 
Also called epirubicin hydrochloride.

HCPCS II	 J9178

Elliot’s operation  Excision a small disc of scleral tissue 
at the corneoscleral junction in the eye to relieve tension 
on the optic nerve due to glaucoma.

CPT	 66130

Eloxatin  A cancer medication used to treat colon and 
rectal cancer by interfering with the growth of cancerous 
cells. Often used in conjunction with other medications, 
following surgery to remove a tumor, or when other 
treatments have failed. Also called oxaliplatin.

HCPCS II	 J9263

Elspar  Used with or without anticancer drugs to treat 
acute lymphocytic leukemia and works by starving tumor 
cells of needed nutrients and slowing tumor cell growth.

HCPCS II	 J9020

elution  The process of pulverizing substances and 
mixing them with water in order to separate out the 
heavier constituents, which settle in solution.

embolectomy  The surgical removal of a blood clot, air 
bubble, or other foreign material from a blood vessel.

embolic gangrene  Death of tissue resulting from obstruction 
of an artery by a blood clot, air bubble, or foreign body.

embolization  The therapeutic introduction of a 
substance or device into a vessel in order to occlude it; the 
process of condition of becoming an embolus.

embolus  A mass of clotted blood or other material 
carried from one location through the blood stream until it 
becomes lodged in a vessel too small to let it pass.

There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

embryo toxic factor (ETF)  An immune response of 
the mother against her own fetus, producing substances 
toxic to the embryo that may result in the loss of the 
pregnancy. Treatment is high doses of progesterone until 
the 16th week of pregnancy.

embryo transfer (ET)  After artificial insemination, the 
process by which the fertilized ovum is transferred at the 
blastocyst stage to the recipient’s uterus.

embryologist  A scientist who specializes in embryo 
development.

embryonal rhabdomyosarcoma  A soft-tissue 
tumor that affects children and begins in muscle 
cells, usually occurs in the head, neck, arms, legs, or 
genitourinary tract.

embryonic implantation  The embedding of the 
embryo into the lining of the uterus to establish contact 
with the mother’s blood supply for nourishment, usually 
occurring 5-10 days after ovulation.

Emend  Used to prevent nausea and vomiting associated 
with cancer chemotherapy.

HCPCS II	 J8501

emesis  Vomiting.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 787.01,	787.03

Eminase  Used to dissolve blood clots that have formed 
in certain blood vessels. Used to dissolve blood clots that 
form in tubes that are placed in the body.

HCPCS II	 J0350

emission scan  Images formed by external detection 
of radiation emitted from internally administered 
radioactivity, as opposed to external radiation transmitted 
through the areas of interest.

emmetropia  The normal refractive condition of an eye 
with perfect vision.
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emollient  A substance with a softening or smoothing 
effect on the skin.

emphysema  Chronic lung disease causing airway 
obstruction, decreased respiratory function, and 
progressive destruction of the lung tissue and respiratory 
structures. Common causes are exposure to toxic 
chemicals, chronic bronchitis, and long-term smoking.

There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

empty sella syndrome  A condition diagnosed 
radiographically in which an extension from the 
subarachnoid space has formed to the sella turcica and 
spinal fluid leaks into the fossa, or chamber housing the 
pituitary gland, which appears empty due to fluid pressure 
compressing the gland. The adverse affects may result in 
too little or too much hormonal excretions.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 253.8

empyema  Accumulation or presence of pus in a body 
cavity.

There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

emulsion  A mixture of two liquids not mutually soluble.

en bloc  All together; in one piece; as a whole; in total.

en bloc resection  The surgical removal of a multi-part 
structure, such as a tumor or body part, as an entire unit 
or whole piece.

enamel hypoplasia  Incomplete development of the 
enamel of the teeth; it may be hereditary or acquired.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 520.4,	520.5

Enbrel  A synthetic protein that binds with and suppresses 
tumor necrosis factor (TNF), a normally occurring protein 
involved in inflammatory and immune responses, and used 
in the treatment of rheumatoid arthritis, psoriatic arthritis, 
ankylosing spondylitis, and psoriasis. Also called etanercept.

HCPCS II	 J1438

encephalitis  Inflammation of the brain.
There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

encephalocele  A congenital condition in which the 
brain protrudes through a hole in the skull.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 376.81,	742.0

encephalopathy  Any degenerative brain disease.
There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

encoding  The first stage in the memory process in 
which information is obtained through the senses for 
processing, storage, and future retrieval.

encopresis  The repeated uncontrolled or involuntary 
passage of feces.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 307.7,	787.6

end-position nystagmus  Involuntary rapid 
movement of the eyeball occurring in normal individuals 
only at extremes of gaze. Also called pseudonystagmus, 
end-point nystagmus, and deviational nystagmus.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 379.56

end-stage organ disease  The disease of an organ 
in its final stage of capacity, that ultimately leads to 
complete functional organ failure.

end-Stage pulmonary disease  Irreversible, severe 
deterioration of the lungs, leading to incapacitating 
clinical manifestations and eventual respiratory failure.

endarterectomy  The surgical removal of plaque 
deposits or blood clots along with the atheromatous 
portion of the intimal lining of the artery.

endarteritis  Inflammation of the intima, or inner 
lining, of an artery.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 017.9,	090.5,	093.89,	094.89,	362.18,	
437.4,	444.9,	447.6

endemic  A term that refers to a disease that occurs 
continuously and with predictable regularity in a specific 
area or population, such as chicken pox.

Endep  Used for the symptoms of depression.
HCPCS II	 J1320

endfeel  The practitioner evaluation of the quality 
of movement at the very end of the available range of 
motion during a passive range-of-motion test.

endoaneurysmorrhaphy  Surgical opening of 
the aneurysmal sac, or the dilated segment of artery, 
with suture of the artery wall to restore the normal 
circumference to the inner wall or lumen of the artery.

There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

endocarditis  Inflammation of the lining layer of the 
heart.

There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).
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endocardium  The membrane which lines the interior 
of the heart.

endocervical  Within or pertaining to the cervix.

endocervicitis  An inflammation of the mucous 
membrane that surrounds the uterine cervix.

endocervix  The uterine portion of the cervix.

endocrine  Relating to the internal secretion of 
hormones into systemic circulation.

endocrine cancer  Cancer that occurs in endocrine 
tissue, the glands in the body that secrete hormones.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 194.9

endocrine glands  Ductless glands that produce 
hormones which are secreted into the bloodstream or 
lymph.

endocrine modulator  Any chemical that affects the 
normal operation of the endocrine system.

endocrine therapy  Treatment that adds, blocks, or 
removes hormones in the body in order to treat a disease. 
Also known as hormone therapy.

endocrinology  The science that deals with the study of 
the endocrine system, hormones, and their physiological 
effect throughout the body.

endocytosis  The process by which cells take in fluids or 
other large molecules.

endoderm  The innermost of the three embryonic 
germinal layers, giving rise to the lungs and 
gastrointestinal organs.

endogenous infection  Infection due to a pathogen 
that is already present in the body but that has previously 
been inactive or dormant.

endoleak  A complication of endovascular repair of 
an abdominal aortic aneurysm caused by failure to 
completely exclude the aneurysm following placement 
of the endograft resulting in persistent blood flow around 
the endograft and into the aneurysmal sac or an adjacent 
vascular segment being treated by the endograft.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 996.1

endolymph  Fluid in the labyrinth, the organ of balance 
in the inner ear.

endolymphatic sac  The blind, flattened cerebral end 
of the endolymphatic duct located in the inner ear.

endometrial  Pertaining to the lining of the uterus and 
cervix.

endometrial biopsy (EB, Ebx, EMB)  A test to check 
for luteal phase defect or hyperplasia in which a sample 
of the uterine lining is collected for microscopic analysis 
to help determine ovulation and the proper preparation 
of the endometrium by estrogen and progesterone 
stimulation.

endometrial cancer, stage I  The tumor is limited to 
the uterine body.

endometrial intraepithelial neoplasia [EIN]  
A premalignant, non-invasive neoplasm of the uterus 
composed of abnormal endometrial cells arising 
from glands in the uterine lining and predisposing to 
endometrioid adenocarcinoma.

ICD-9-CM Dx		 621.35

endometrioma  A confined mass of endometrial tissue 
occurring outside the uterus in endometriosis.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 617.9

endometriosis  A condition, usually resulting in pelvic 
pain and painful menstruation, characterized by functional 
endometrial tissue in sites outside the uterus that 
sometimes present as cysts containing altered blood.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 617.0-617.9

endometrium  The mucous membrane that lines the 
inside of the uterus.

endophlebitis  Inflammation of the inner lining of a 
vein.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 093.89,	362.18,	451.0,	451.11,	451.19,	
451.2,	451.81-451.89,	451.9,	572.1

endophthalmos  The recession of the eyeball within 
the eye socket.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 360.00-360.03,	360.13

endoprosthesis  An artificial replacement for a body 
part located inside the body.

endorphin  A natural substance (neuropeptide) with 
potent, natural analgesic powers that binds to opioid 
receptors in the brain, acting like morphine, and can be 
stimulated by exercise.

endoscope  An instrument used to examine and/or 
surgically treat disorders of the interior portions of a bodily 
canal or a hollow organ such as the colon, bladder, or 
stomach.
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endoscopic retrograde 
cholangiopancreatography (ERCP)  A radiographic 
examination of all parts of the biliary tree, including 
the pancreas, pancreatic duct, common bile duct, and/
or sphincter of Oddi, that is accomplished by using 
both retrograde cholangiography and transhepatic 
cholangiography. A long, flexible, fiberoptic scope is 
inserted through the ampulla of Vater and placed into the 
common bile duct and the pancreatic duct with retrograde 
injection of contrast dye to highlight the biliary passages 
and any stones or blockages.

endoscopic surgery  Surgery that is accomplished by 
the use of an endoscope with other surgical instruments 
are inserted into a hollow body cavity through small 
openings, allowing for a less invasive procedure.

endoscopic vein harvesting  A process which uses 
an endoscope to remove a vein from the leg to be used as 
a graft during coronary artery bypass surgery.

endoscopy  Inspection of body organs or cavities by use 
of an endoscope.

endosonography  An ultrasound procedure performed 
with an ultrasound transducer introduced using an 
endoscope where high-energy sound waves are bounced 
off internal organs to create of two-dimensional image.

CPT	 31620,	43231,	43232,	43237,	43238,	
43259,	45341,	45342,	45391,	45392

endosseous implant  A blade, screw, pin or vent 
implant inserted into the jaw bone through the alveolar 
and/or basal bone, with a post that protrudes through the 
bone, periosteum, and mucous membrane into the mouth 
to serve as an attachment for dentures or orthodontic 
appliances or to fix a fracture.

endostatin  A drug that is being studied for its ability 
to prevent the growth of new blood vessels into a solid 
tumor, belonging to the angiogenesis inhibitors.

endosteal implants  A dental implant that is placed 
directly into the bone.

endothelial cell  The main type of cell found in the inside 
lining of blood vessels, lymph vessels, and the heart.

endothelium  The smooth inner lining of many 
body structures, including the heart, blood vessels, and 
lymphatic vessels.

endotracheal tube (ET)  A tube inserted through the 
mouth or nose, down the throat, and into the air passages, 
which is used to connect a patient to a respirator.

endovascular  Pertaining to the inside of a blood vessel.

endovenous  Pertaining to the inner lining or lumina 
of a vein.

Endrate  A medication given for immediate and short-
term treatment of irregular heartbeat caused by too much 
digitalis in the body, or hypercalcemia. Also called edetate 
disodium.

HCPCS II	 J3520

endrate ethylenediamine-tetra-acetic 
acid  Used in patients for the emergency treatment 
of hypercalcemia and for the control of ventricular 
arrhythmias associated with digitalis toxicity.

HCPCS II	 J3520

enema  The injection of liquid through the anus into the 
rectum for cleansing, as a laxative, or for other therapeutic 
purposes.

energy  The capacity to do work, or to effect a change or 
happening.

enfuvirtide  A medication given to patients with 
Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) that is used in 
conjunction with other treatments in order to prevent the 
virus from spreading to healthy cells within the body. Also 
called Fuzeon.

HCPCS II	 J1324

engorgement  An overfullness or obstruction of the 
vessels; congestion.

See	anatomical	site	for	ICD-9-CM	code(s).

engram  A neurophysiological process that accounts for 
persistence of memory.

eniluracil  An anticancer drug that increases the 
effectiveness of fluorouracil. Also known as ethynyluracil.

enophthalmos  Recession of the eyeball within the 
orbit.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 376.50,	376.51,	376.52

Enovil  Used for the symptoms of depression.
HCPCS II	 J1320
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enoxaparin sodium  A blood thinner given to prevent 
blood clots following knee or hip replacement surgery, or 
abdominal surgery. Also used in combination with other 
medications to treat deep vein thrombosis, or certain heart 
complications. Also called Lovenox.

HCPCS II	 J1650

enteral  Within or by way of the intestines or 
gastrointestinal tract.

enteric  Relating to, or of the intestines or 
gastrointestinal tract.

enteritis  Inflammation of the small intestine.

enterocolitis  Inflammation of the small intestine and 
colon.

enterocystoplasty  Enlargement of the urinary bladder 
by grafting it to a detached segment of intestine.

CPT	 50825,	51960

enteroenterostomy  A surgical connection between 
two segments of the intestine.

enterology  The study of the internal organs (viscera) 
contained within the thoracic, abdominal and pelvic 
cavities. Used primarily in reference to the study of the 
intestinal tract.

enterolysis  The surgical removal of intestinal 
adhesions.

enterorrhaphy  The suturing of a tear in the intestine.

enteroscopy  Direct visualization of part or all of the 
small bowel (duodenum, jejunum, ileum) using a long 
slender instrument introduced through the nose or mouth, 
colon, or a surgically created opening (stoma) in the 
bowel.

enterostomal therapist  A health professional 
trained in the care of persons with urostomies and other 
stomas.

enterostomy  The surgical formation of an artificial 
opening from the intestine through the abdominal wall.

enterotomy  A surgical incision into the intestine.

enterovesical fistula  An abnormal passage 
connecting the urinary bladder with some part of the 
intestines.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 596.1

enterovirus  Any of a group of picornaviruses that infect 
the gastrointestinal tract and can spread to other areas, 
especially the nervous system.

enthesis  The site of attachment of a ligament or tendon 
to bone.

enthesopathy  A nonspecific disease process involving 
the site of attachment of muscle tendons and ligaments to 
bones or joint capsules.

See	anatomical	site	for	ICD-9-CM	code(s).

entopic  Inside of or within; occurring or situated in the 
normal place.

entrapment neuropathy  Pathological situation 
where a nerve is trapped in an abnormally produced 
anatomical or physiological space.

entropion  An abnormal inward-turning of the eyelids.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 139.1,	374.00-374.05,	743.62

enucleation  Removal of an organ or other mass intact 
from its supporting tissues, as of the eyeball from the 
orbit.

CPT	 32540,	65101,	65103,	65105

enuresis  Urinary incontinence that occurs at a age past 
that at which urinary control should be achieved, used to 
describe bed-wetting.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 307.6,	788.30,	788.36

enzyme  Complex proteins capable of inducing 
chemical changes in substances and speeding up specific 
biochemical processes in the body. Enzymes are often 
named for the substance on which they act or for the type 
of reaction they induce by adding -ase to the name.

enzyme linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA)  
A rapid test where an antibody or antigen is linked to 
an enzyme as a means of detecting a matched pair 
or complex of antibody and antigen, which is done to 
determine if the body has been exposed to the antigen in 
the past and has produced antibodies against it.

eosinophil  A type of white blood cell associated with 
immune response and characterized by the presence of 
large granules in the cytoplasm and a typically double-
lobed or sometimes triple-lobed nucleus.

eosinophilia  An increase in the number of eosinophils, 
a type of white blood cell associated with immune 
response, in the blood.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 288.3,	518.3,	710.5
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eosinophilia myalgia syndrome (EMS)  A disease 
caused by marked promotion of eosinophil activity, 
resulting in a symptom complex of severe pain, tendon 
inflammation, fluid build-up in the muscles, and skin rash. 
The disorder has been linked to a contaminant from some 
commercial preparations of the amino acid L-tryptophan.

eosinophilic fasciitis  A scleroderma-like condition 
with thickening and tethering of the skin along with 
thickening of the sub-epidermal fascia, edema, and 
infiltration with eosinophils. Also known as Shulman’s 
syndrome.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 728.71

eosinophilic granuloma  A form of Histiocytosis-X, 
which is a rare cause of back pain in adolescence, and may 
cause vertebral collapse.

ependyma  The epithelial membrane which lines the 
spinal cord and the ventricles of the brain.

ependymal tumors  A type of brain tumor that 
usually begins in the central canal of the spinal cord, 
but may develop in the cells lining the ventricles of the 
brain, which produce and store the cerebrospinal fluid 
that protects the brain and spinal cord. Also known as 
ependymomas.

ependymoma  A rare and typically slow growing 
glioma, which is a tumor composed of cells that support 
and protect the nerve cells. Ependymoma is a glial tumor 
arising from the ependymal cells that line the ventricles of 
the brain and the spinal canal.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 191.5,	191.9,	192.2,	225.0,	237.5

epicardium  The inner layer of the pericardium, the sac 
that surrounds the heart and roots of the great vessels, 
that is in actual contact with the surface of the heart.

epicondylar  Pertaining to the rounded projection at 
the end of the bone, situated above or on a condyle and 
usually serving as a place of attachment for ligaments and 
tendons.

epicondylitis  Inflammation and soreness of the soft 
tissues, muscles, and joint at the elbow due to overuse, 
commonly referred to as tennis elbow or golfer’s elbow.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 726.31,	726.32

epidemic  The occurrence of cases of illness in a 
community or region which is in excess of the number of 
cases normally expected for that disease in that area at 
that time.

epidemiology  The science concerned with tracking the 
specific causes of a disease or the interrelation between 
various factors contributing to a disease, as well as disease 
trends within a specific population.

epidermal  Relating to the outer layer of skin.

epidermis  The outer layer of the skin.

epidermoid carcinoma  A type of cancer in which 
the cells are flat and look like fish scales. Also known as 
squamous cell carcinoma.

epidermolysis  A condition in which the epidermis 
is only loosely attached to the dermis, causing the easy 
formation of blisters.

epididymectomy  Surgical removal of the epididymis, 
the structure between the testis and the ductus (vas) 
deferens that stores and transports sperm.

CPT	 54860,	54861

epididymis  The coiled, tubular organ where sperm 
mature, which connects the efferent ducts from the rear of 
the testicle to the vas deferens.

epididymitis  An inflammation of the coiled, tubular 
organ where sperm mature.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 016.4x,	095.8,	098.0,	098.2,	099.54,	
604.0,	604.90,	604.91,	604.99

epididymotomy  Incision into the epididymis, the 
structure between the testis and ductus (vas) deferens 
that stores and transports sperm.

epididymovasostomy  Surgical division of the ductus 
(vas) deferens with anastomosis to the epididymis, the 
structure between the ductus deferens and testis that 
stores and transports sperm.

CPT	 54900,	54901

epidural  An injection of medication into the epidural 
space around the spine to block sensation to the lower 
half of the body.

epidural space  The space located between the spinal 
cord and the vertebral column in the spine.

epidural steroid injection  An injection of steroid 
medication into the space between the spinal cord and 
the vertebral column of the spine in order to treat some 
forms of back pain.

epidurogram  X-ray images using contrast dye 
to confirm epidural catheter placement and obtain 
information about the epidural space.
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epidurography  A radiographic examination of the 
space between the spinal cord and the vertebral column 
following the injection of a contrast medium.

epigastric  Pertaining to the epigastrium.

epigastric hernia  A protrusion of part or all of an 
organ or structure through the muscles or tendons of 
the upper abdominal wall along the linea alba which is 
situated in center of the abdomen from the sternum to the 
umbilicus.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 551.21,	551.29,	552.21,	552.29,	553.21,	
553.29

epigastrium  The upper middle region of the abdomen 
which lies just below the sternum.

epigenesis  The process by which a plant or animal 
develops gradually from the egg or spore through 
successive stages in which cells differentiate and begin 
to form organs. The concept has been extended to other 
areas of medicine.

epiglottidectomy  Excision of all or part of the flap of 
cartilage that covers the windpipe when swallowing.

CPT	 31420

epiglottiditis  Inflammation of the cartilaginous flap 
that covers the glottis during eating and drinking. Also 
called epiglottitis.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 464.30,	464.31,	476.1

epiglottis  A flap of cartilage that covers the windpipe 
when swallowing.

epikeratoplasty  A surgical procedure to place a 
preshaped corneal tissue lens on the cornea in order to 
improve the major functions of the eye.

epilation  The process or result of removing hair, as by 
laser, electrical, mechanical or chemical means.

CPT	 17380

epilepsy  A chronic neurological disorder causing 
seizures, spasms, and other irregular neurological activity 
due to abnormal, rapid discharges of electrical activity in 
the brain.

There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

epileptogenic  A substance or device with the capacity 
to induce epilepsy.

Epinephrine  Drug used to treat sudden, severe 
breathing problems, severe allergic reactions from food, 
drugs, or other substances, and certain heart problems. 
A hormone secreted by the adrenal gland that stimulates 
heart rate and causes constriction of blood vessels, thus 
increasing blood pressure. Also known as adrenaline.

HCPCS II	 J0170

epinephrine, adrenalin  A medication given to 
control a severe allergic reaction or respiratory condition 
in order to prevent life-threatening complications, such 
as the inability to breathe. Also known as Bronkaid Mist, 
Primatene Mist.

HCPCS II	 J0170

EpiPen  Used to treat symptoms of asthma, chronic 
bronchitis, emphysema, and other lung disease.

HCPCS II	 J0170

epiphora  Watery eyes due to a blockage of the tear 
ducts.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 375.20-375.22

epiphyseal  Pertaining to the end of the long bone that 
is originally separated from the main bone by a layer of 
cartilage but that later becomes united to the main bone.

epiphyseal dysplasia  Developmental disorder of the 
bones and cartilage.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 756.56,	756.59,	756.9

epiphysiodesis  The surgical destruction of the growth 
plate of a long bone to arrest its development.

epiphysis  The growth plate found at the ends of long 
bones.

epiploectomy  Excision or resection of all or part of a 
fold of peritoneum extending from the stomach to the 
abdominal organs. Also known as omentectomy.

CPT	 49255

epiploic  Pertaining to the omentum.

epiretinal  Pertaining to the surface of the retina.

Epirubicin  An anticancer drug belonging to the 
antitumor antibiotics.

epirubicin hydrochloride  A medication used to treat 
breast cancer in conjunction with surgery for removal of 
cancerous tissue. Also called Ellence.

HCPCS II	 J9178
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episcleritis  Inflammation of the area surrounding the 
fibrous outer covering of the eye.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 017.3x,	095.0,	274.89,	379.00-379.09

episiotomy  An incision made in the perineum during 
childbirth to prevent a rupture or tear.

episodic memory  Type of long-term declarative 
memory which allows the recollection of events, including 
time, place, and emotions.

epispadias  A rare congenital defect in which the 
urethra typically opens on the upper penile surface in boys 
and between the clitoris and labia in girls, although the 
urethral opening may also be positioned in the abdomen.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 752.62,	753.8

epistaxis  Bleeding from the nose.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 448.0,	625.8,	784.7

epithelial  The type of cell composing the linings, or 
covering most of the internal and external surface of the 
body and its organs.

epithelial carcinoma  Cancer that begins in the cells 
that line an organ.

epithelial downgrowth  A rare complication of 
eye trauma or surgery in which epithelial cells grow 
downward into the eye causing decreased vision and 
sometimes resulting in glaucoma or loss of the eye.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 364.61

epithelial ovarian cancer  Cancer that occurs in the 
cells lining the ovaries.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 183.0

epitope  A unique shape or marker carried on an 
antigen’s surface which triggers a corresponding antibody 
response.

Epley maneuver  A treatment for repositioning canalith 
which involves sequential movement of the head into four 
positions.

CPT	 95992

epoetin alfa  A medication used to increase red blood 
cell production in order to treat anemia caused by certain 
medications or kidney failure. When coding for epoetin 
alfa select the HCPCS code that describes the condition 
being treated, either for end-stage renal disease (ESRD) 
on dialysis or for other non-ESRD use. Also called Epogen 
or Procrit.

HCPCS II	 J0885,	J0886

epogen  A medication used to increase red blood cell 
production in order to treat anemia caused by certain 
medications or kidney failure. Also called Epoetin alfa.

HCPCS II	 J0885,	J0886

eponym  Names that have been given representing the 
person who made the discovery.

epoprostenol  Given to treat pulmonary hypertension 
by relaxing the blood vessels in the lungs to increase blood 
supply to the lungs and decrease the stress placed on the 
heart. Also known as Flolan.

HCPCS II	 J1325

epratuzumab  A radiolabeled monoclonal antibody 
being studied as a treatment for cancer.

Epstein-Barr virus (EBV)  A herpes virus that causes 
infectious mononucleosis and hairy leukoplakia and has 
also been associated with Burkitt’s lymphoma, a cancer 
of the lymph nodes and the nasopharynx, the part of the 
throat above the soft palate.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 075,	139.8,	780.79

eptifibatide  A medication given to thin the blood 
and prevent blood clots associated with certain heart 
conditions or complications, or that may form during 
heart-related medical procedures. May also be used in 
combination with other drugs and therapies in order to 
prevent heart attack. Also called Integrilin.

HCPCS II	 J1327

equilibrating operation  Surgical cutting or division 
of the tendon of the opposing muscle of a paralyzed eye 
muscle.

equilibrium  An organism’s sense of movement and 
spatial positioning, that maintains balance and is affected 
by many things, including alcohol, drugs, and the 
functioning of the middle ear.

equine  Used to prevent a rejection after organ transplant 
or to treat certain blood disorders.

HCPCS II	 J7504

equity  The idea that both people involved in a 
relationship do an equal amount of work and are equally 
invested in its success.

eradication  In reference to disease, the complete 
destruction of every trace of the disease or infectious 
organism.
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Eraxis  Used in the treatment of esophageal candidiasis, 
candidemia, and other forms of candidal infections.

HCPCS II	 J0348

Erbitux  Used to treat cancers of the colon and rectum. 
Also used to treat head and neck cancer.

HCPCS II	 J9055

erectile dysfunction  Persistent inability to obtain 
and maintain an erection sufficient for sexual intercourse; 
impotence.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 302.72,	607.84

erection  Enlargement and hardening of the penis 
caused by increased blood flow into the penis and 
decreased blood flow out of it as a result of sexual 
excitement.

erector spina  Muscles of the spine that lie posteriorly, 
commonly known as the anti-gravity muscles.

Ergamisol  A medication used in conjunction with other 
treatments in order to more effectively treat colon cancer. 
Also called levamisole hydrochloride.

HCPCS II	 S0177

ergonomics  The study of interactions between humans 
and other elements of a system in order to optimize 
human well-being and system performance.

ergonovine maleate  Given to induce uterine 
contractions and stop excessive bleeding in women 
following childbirth, abortion, or miscarriage. Also known 
as Ergotrate.

HCPCS II	 J1330

Ergotrate  Given to induce uterine contractions and 
stop excessive bleeding in women following childbirth, 
abortion, or miscarriage. Also known as ergonovine 
maleate.

HCPCS II	 J1330

ertapenem sodium  An antibiotic given to treat severe 
bacterial infections. Also known as Invanz.

HCPCS II	 J1335

eruption  Breaking out, especially the appearance of 
lesions on the skin; a tooth breaking through the gum.

erythasma  A superficial bacterial skin infection caused 
by Corynebacterium	minutissiumum.

erythema  Abnormal redness of the skin resulting from 
dilation of blood vessels.

erythema chronicum migrans  A spreading annular 
rash which appears at the site of a tick-bite in Lyme 
disease.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 088.81

erythema infectiosum  A mild infectious disease 
occurring mainly in early childhood, marked by a rosy-red 
rash on the cheeks, often spreading to the trunk and 
limbs; fever and arthritis may also be present. Also known 
as fifth disease.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 057.0

erythema marginatum  The rash occurring in 
rheumatic fever.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 695.0

erythema nodosum  An inflammation of fat cells 
under the skin causing red, tender subcutaneous 
swellings. The cause is often unknown, but may be 
associated with autoimmune diseases, tuberculosis, 
sarcoidosis, streptococcal disease, pregnancy, cancer, or 
medications.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 695.2

erythematous  Abnormal redness of the skin caused by 
capillary dilation and congestion.

Erythrocin  An antibiotic used to treat bacterial 
infections by inhibiting the growth of the bacteria. Also 
known as erythromycin lactobionate.

HCPCS II	 J1364

erythrocyte sedimentation rate  A nonspecific, 
screening blood test commonly used to detect 
inflammation, in which anticoagulated blood is placed in 
an upright tube and the rate at which the red blood cells 
fall to the bottom is measured. When an inflammatory 
process is happening, the fibrinogen in the red blood cells 
causes them to stick together and settle faster, forming 
stacks.

erythrocytes  The red blood cells which carry oxygen to 
all cells and tissues within the body.

erythroderma  Any skin disorder involving abnormal 
redness.

erythromelalgia  Redness, burning, and throbbing in 
the extremities due to dilated blood vessels in the affected 
area.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 443.82
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erythromycin lactobionate  An antibiotic used to 
treat bacterial infections by inhibiting the growth of the 
bacteria. Also called Erythrocin.

HCPCS II	 J1364

erythroplakia  A reddened patch with a velvety surface 
found in the mouth.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 528.79

erythropoietin (EPO)  A recombinant version of a 
natural hormone that induces growth of red blood cells, 
used in the treatment of anemia, in cancer patients 
undergoing chemotherapy, and in AIDS.

escharotomy  An incision made into a burn scar to 
reduce tension on surrounding tissue.

Escherichia coli/E.coli  The main bacterial organism 
found in the intestines of humans and healthy cattle, 
with the pyogenic strain causing infections of the 
urinary tract, abscesses, conjunctivitis, and septicemia. 
Enteropathogenic or invasive types cause diarrhea or 
dysentery, sometimes in association with food poisoning.

esophageal cancer, stage I  This cancer is found in 
the lining of the esophagus but has not spread to adjacent 
tissues, lymph nodes, or other organs.

esophageal cancer, stage II  This cancer may be 
found in all layers of esophageal tissue, and may have 
spread to regional lymph nodes but has not spread to 
other tissues.

esophageal cancer, stage IV  This cancer has spread 
to lymph nodes and other parts of the body far from the 
esophagus.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 150.0-150.8

esophageal candidiasis  Fungal infection 
of the esophagus occurring in patients with 
immunocompromised states, including post-
chemotherapy and in AIDS. Also known as candidal 
esophagitis or monilial esophagitis.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 112.0-112.9,	771.7

esophageal speech  Speech produced by trapping air 
in the esophagus and forcing it out again, used by people 
whose voice boxes have been removed.

esophagectomy  The surgical removal of all or part of 
the esophagus.

esophagitis  An inflammation of the esophagus.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 017.8x,	112.84,	530.11,	530.12,	530.19

esophagoenterostomy  A surgical formation of 
a direct communication between the esophagus and 
intestine.

CPT	 43620

esophagogastrostomy  The surgical re-connection of 
the esophagus to the stomach.

esophagojejunoplasty  The surgical repair or 
replacement of the esophagus or portion of the esophagus 
using a segment of jejunum.

esophagojejunostomy  A stomach bypass procedure 
in which the jejunum is connected to the esophagus.

esophagomyotomy  Longitudinal incision through the 
muscular layer of the esophagus.

CPT	 32665,	43330-43331

esophagoplasty  Surgical repair of the esophagus.

esophagoscopy  Examination of the esophagus using a 
thin, lighted tube with a scope.

esophagotomy  An incision through the wall of the 
esophagus.

CPT	 43020,	43045

esophagus  The portion of the digestive canal between 
the pharynx and the stomach.

esophagus cancer, stage III  Cancer has spread to 
tissues or lymph nodes near the esophagus but not to 
other parts of the body.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 150.0-150.9

esotropia  Deviation of the visual axis of one or both 
eyes inward toward that of the other eye; cross-eyed. Also 
known as convergent strabismus.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 378.00-378.08,	378.20-378.22

essential myoclonus  Shocklike contractions of a 
muscle or muscle group of unknown cause, involving one 
or more muscles and evoked by excitement or an attempt 
at voluntary movement.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 333.2

essential tremor (ET)  A common neurological 
disorder characterized by shaky hands or other affected 
parts of the body.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 333.1

established patient  A patient who has received 
professional service from a physician or a physician within 
a group practice within the last three years.
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Estra-D  Used to make up for lower amount of estrogen. 
Used to help relieve signs of menopause, such as hot 
flashes and unusual sweating, chills, faintness, or 
dizziness.

HCPCS II	 J1000

Estra-L 20  A female estrogen hormone given to treat 
low estrogen levels caused by menopause or other 
disorders, and reduce the accompanying symptoms, such 
as bone density loss, hot flashes, and vaginal itching, 
burning, and dryness. Also used in the treatment of some 
forms of breast and prostate cancer. Also called estradiol 
valerate.

HCPCS II	 J1390

Estra-L 40  A female estrogen hormone given to treat low 
estrogen levels caused by menopause or other disorders, 
and reduce the accompanying symptoms, such as bone 
density loss, hot flashes, and vaginal itching, burning, and 
dryness. Also used in the treatment of some forms of breast 
and prostate cancer. Also called estradiol valerate.

HCPCS II	 J0970

Estradiol (E2)  The principal estrogen which is produced 
by the follicles in the ovary and are responsible for the 
formation of the female secondary sex characteristics, 
and for the growth and maintenance of the reproductive 
system.

estradiol cypionate  Used to make up for lower 
amount of estrogen. Used to help relieve signs of 
menopause, such as hot flashes and unusual sweating, 
chills, faintness, or dizziness.

HCPCS II	 J1000

Estradiol L.A.  A female estrogen hormone given to 
treat low estrogen levels caused by menopause or other 
disorders, and reduce the accompanying symptoms, such 
as bone density loss, hot flashes, and vaginal itching, 
burning, and dryness. Also used in the treatment of some 
forms of breast and prostate cancer. Also called estradiol 
valerate.

HCPCS II	 J0970,	J1380,	J1390

Estradiol L.A. 20  A female estrogen hormone given to 
treat low estrogen levels caused by menopause or other 
disorders, and reduce the accompanying symptoms, such 
as bone density loss, hot flashes, and vaginal itching, 
burning, and dryness. Also used in the treatment of some 
forms of breast and prostate cancer. Also called estradiol 
valerate.

HCPCS II	 J1390

Estradiol L.A. 40  A female estrogen hormone given to 
treat low estrogen levels caused by menopause or other 
disorders, and reduce the accompanying symptoms, such 
as bone density loss, hot flashes, and vaginal itching, 
burning, and dryness. Also used in the treatment of some 
forms of breast and prostate cancer. Also called estradiol 
valerate.

HCPCS II	 J0970

estradiol valerate  Drug used to make up for low 
amounts of estrogen to help relieve signs of menopause, 
such as hot flashes, sweating, chills, faintness, and dizziness.

HCPCS II	 J1380

Estragyn 5  A medication containing estrogen hormones 
used to treat the symptoms of menopause, prevent 
osteoporosis, or improve function in women with hormonal 
imbalance or ovarian disorders. May also be given to treat 
some forms of breast or prostate cancer. Also called estrone.

HCPCS II	 J1435

estramustine  A combination of the hormone estradiol 
(an estrogen) and nitrogen mustard (an anticancer drug), 
used in the palliative therapy of prostate cancer.

Estro-Cyp  Used to make up for lower amount of 
estrogen. Used to help relieve signs of menopause, such 
as hot flashes and unusual sweating, chills, faintness, or 
dizziness.

HCPCS II	 J1000

estrogen receptor  A particular protein found on some 
cancer cells to which estrogen will attach.

estrogen receptor assay (ER assay)  A test 
performed to determine if breast cancer is stimulated by 
estrogen.

estrogen receptor negative (ER-)  Breast cancer 
cells that do not have a protein receptor molecule to which 
estrogen will attach. Breast cancer cells that are ER- do not 
need the hormone estrogen to grow and usually do not 
respond to hormonal (anti-estrogen) therapy.

estrogen replacement therapy (ERT)  
Hormones (estrogen, progesterone, or both) given to 
postmenopausal women or those who have had their 
ovaries surgically removed or that do not function to 
replace the estrogen no longer produced by the ovaries.

estrogen, conjugated  Used to treat symptoms of 
menopause such as hot flashes, and vaginal dryness, 
burning and irritation.

HCPCS II	 J1410
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estrogenism  A condition in which too much estrogen 
is produced by the body.

Estroject L.A.  Used to make up for lower amount of 
estrogen. Used to help relieve signs of menopause, such 
as hot flashes and unusual sweating, chills, faintness, or 
dizziness.

HCPCS II	 J1000

Estrone  Drug used to treat genital skin conditions, and 
inflammation of the vagina and urethra.

HCPCS II	 J1435

Estrone 5  A medication containing estrogen hormones 
used to treat the symptoms of menopause, prevent 
osteoporosis, or improve function in women with 
hormonal imbalance or ovarian disorders. May also be 
given to treat some forms of breast or prostate cancer. Also 
called estrone.

HCPCS II	 J1435

Estrone Aqueous  A medication containing estrogen 
hormones used to treat the symptoms of menopause, 
prevent osteoporosis, or improve function in women with 
hormonal imbalance or ovarian disorders. May also be 
given to treat some forms of breast or prostate cancer. Also 
called estrone.

HCPCS II	 J1435

Estronol  A medication containing estrogen hormones 
used to treat the symptoms of menopause, prevent 
osteoporosis, or improve function in women with 
hormonal imbalance or ovarian disorders. May also be 
given to treat some forms of breast or prostate cancer. Also 
called estrone.

HCPCS II	 J1435

etanercept  A synthetic protein that suppresses the 
tumor necrosis factor alpha in order to treat rheumatoid 
arthritis, psoriatic arthritis, ankylosing spondylitis, and 
psoriasis. Also called Enbrel.

HCPCS II	 J1438

Etanidazole  A drug that increases the effectiveness of 
radiation therapy.

ethambutol  An antibiotic used as a component 
in combination therapy to treat tuberculosis or 
mycobacterium avium complex. Also known as 
Myambutol.

Ethamolin  A medication given to treat bleeding in the 
esophagus caused by ruptured varices (enlarged vein, artery 
of lymphatic vessel). Also called ethanolamine oleate.

HCPCS II	 J1430

ethanolamine oleate  A medication given to treat 
bleeding in the esophagus caused by ruptured varices 
(enlarged vein, artery or lymphatic vessel). Also called 
Ethamolin.

HCPCS II	 J1430

Ethiofos  Used to prevent or lessen some side effects 
caused by other medicines or radiation therapy that are 
used to treat cancer.

HCPCS II	 J0207

ethmoid sinus  Any of the cavities in the ethmoid bone, 
the facial bone between the eyes, that are filled with air 
and that communicate with the nasal cavity.

ethmoidectomy  Removal of all or a part of the mucosal 
lining and bony partitions between the ethmoid sinuses.

CPT	 31200-31205,	31254-31255,	61580-
61581

Ethyol  Used to prevent or lessen some side effects 
caused by other medicines or radiation therapy that are 
used to treat cancer.

HCPCS II	 J0207

etidronate disodium  Used for treating adults with 
Paget disease, and preventing and treating abnormal bone 
growth following hip replacement surgery or spinal cord 
injury.

HCPCS II	 J1436

etiology  Cause of a disease.

Etopophos  A cancer medication given in conjunction 
with other treatments and medications in order to treat 
certain forms of testicular and lung cancer. Also called 
etoposide.

HCPCS II	 J8560,	J9181

etoposide  Drug used to treat refractory testicular 
tumors and small cell lung cancer.

HCPCS II	 J8560,	J9181

eubiotics  The science of healthy and hygienic living.

Eulexin  A medication that blocks the effects of 
testosterone in order to treat prostate cancer. Often used 
in conjunction with other forms of treatment. Also called 
flutamide.

HCPCS II	 S0175
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eupnea  Normal respiration.

eurycephalic  Having an abnormally wide head.

Eustachian tube  A small tube linking the pharynx to 
the middle ear which functions to equalize air pressure 
and allow mucus drainage from the middle ear.

Eustachian valve  A small ridge in the wall of the right 
atrium which directs blood coming from the umbilical 
vein before birth to the left atrium through the patent 
foramen ovale.

euthymic  Mood in the normal range, which implies the 
absence of depressed or elevated mood.

eventration  The protrusion of part of the omentum 
and/or intestines through a weakness or opening in the 
abdominal wall with the skin remaining intact. Also used 
in reference to the surgical removal of all of the organs of 
the abdominal cavity.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 756.6

Everone  Drug used to stimulate the beginning of 
puberty in boys who are starting late and to treat certain 
types of breast cancer.

HCPCS II	 J3120

eversion  Turning the bottom surface or sole of the foot 
outward.

evisceration  The protrusion of the contents of a body 
cavity through a disruption in the wall of the cavity 
usually resulting from trauma. Also used in reference to 
the surgical removal of the contents of the eyeball while 
leaving the sclera and sometimes the cornea intact.

CPT	 65091,	65093

exacerbation  The period when a disease or medical 
condition flares up or becomes worse.

exanthem  Eruption on the skin occurring as a symptom 
of a disease.

exanthum subitum  Any rose colored rash. Also 
known as roseola.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 058.10

exarticulation  The amputation of a limb through 
a joint without cutting the bone. Also known as 
disarticulation.

excercise testing  A diagnostic test in which heart 
function is assessed while the patient exercises, typically 
on a treadmill.

excimer laser  A laser used in ocular surgery which 
emits a cool beam of ultraviolet light.

excision  Removal by cutting out; the surgical removal of 
tissue, a structure, or an organ.

excoriate  To scratch, tear, or wear off the skin by 
mechanical or other means.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 698.4,	919.8

excoriation  Erosion or destruction of the skin due to a 
scratch or abrasion, usually covered with blood or serous 
crusts.

exemestane  Used to treat breast cancer occurring after 
menopause.

HCPCS II	 S0156

exenteration  Removal of the contents of a body cavity.

exercise stress test  Common test for diagnosing 
coronary artery disease by evaluating blood flow through 
arteries in response to exercise, and may include the use 
of electrocardiography, echocardiography, and injection of 
radioactive substances.

exertional headache  Pain in the head occurring after 
exercise.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 339.84

exfoliation  To remove the superficial layer of cells in 
flakes or scales; peel.

exfoliative cytology  Examination of cells that are 
shed from the body.

exocervix  The vaginal portion of the cervix.

exocrine  The external or outward secretion of a gland 
through a duct.

exogenous  Originating or developed outside of the 
body.

exophthalmos  Abnormal protrusion of the eyeball.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 242.00,	242.01,	259.9,	376.21,	376.22,	

376.30,	376.31,	376.34,	376.35,	743.66

exostectomy  The surgical removal of a bony 
outgrowth.

exostosis  A bony growth on the surface of a bone or 
tooth.

There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).
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exotropia  An abnormal alignment of one or both eyes 
in which one or both eyes deviate outward.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 378.10-378.18,	378.20,	378.23-378.24

expiration  Act of breathing out; exhalation.

expiratory reserve volume (ERV)  The amount of air 
that can still be exhaled after a normal expiration, or the 
maximum amount of air that can be expired.

exploratory operation  Incision into a body area to 
determine the cause of unexplained symptoms.

exstrophy  The turning inside out of an organ.
There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

extend  To straighten.

extensive stage small cell lung cancer  Cancer 
that has spread outside the lung to other tissues in the 
chest or to other parts of the body.

extensor  A muscle that extends or straightens a body 
part.

external auditory canal  The passage from the pinna 
to the eardrum through which sound waves travel.

external auditory meatus  The opening or passage 
from the auricle (outer portion of the ear) to the tympanic 
membrane (eardrum).

external beam radiation therapy  Radiation 
therapy that uses a machine to aim high-energy rays at a 
cancer. Also known as external radiation.

external fixation  The use of a splint or other device, 
such as pins that are placed through the skin into bony 
fragments and attached to a metal bar or frame outside 
the skin for fixation of a fractured bone.

extinction  The reduction or disappearance of some 
response that an organism currently or previously 
produced.

extra-articular  That which lies external to a joint.

extracapsular  Outside the capsule which surrounds 
the lens.

extracellular  Outside the cell membrane.

extracerebral  Outside the brain or skull.

extracorporeal  Situated or occurring outside the body.

extracorporeal circulation  The use of a machine to 
circulate blood outside of the body.

extracorporeal membrane oxygenator (ECMO)  
A device that acts as an artificial lung, oxygenating the 
blood that passes through it from the patient’s blood 
vessels.

extracorporeal shock wave lithotripsy (ESWL)  A 
procedure using highly focused impulses projected from 
outside the body to pulverize kidney stones.

extracranial  Outside the skull

extract  A pharmaceutical preparation obtained by 
dissolving the active constituents of a drug with a suitable 
medium, evaporating the solvent, and adjusting to 
prescribed standards.

extracystic  Outside of or unrelated to a cyst or bladder.

extradural  On or outside the outermost layer of the 
brain or spinal cord.

extrafusal fibers  Striated muscle fibers that constitute 
skeletal muscle mass.

extramural  Located outside a wall of a structure of 
organ.

extraneural  That which lies external to neural tissue.

extraocular muscles  The muscles which move the 
eye in its orbit.

extrapleural  Outside of the pleural cavity or pleural 
membrane, which is the cavity or membrane that 
surrounds the lungs.

extrapleural pneumonectomy  Surgery to remove 
a diseased lung with removal of part of the pericardial 
pleural membrane, the part of the pleura that covers the 
heart; part of the diaphragmatic pleural membrane, the 
part of the pleura that covers the muscle between the 
lungs and the abdomen; and part of the parietal pleura, 
the outermost layer of the pleural membrane that covers 
the lungs.

extrapulmonary  Outside the lungs.

extrapyramidal  A network within the brain that 
acts as part of the motor system responsible for the 
coordination of movement.

extrasystolic  A premature contraction of the heart.
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extravasation  A discharge or escape of fluid, such as 
blood, lymph, or urine, from a vessel into the tissues. Also, 
the process of forcing fluid out of vessels into surround 
tissues.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 457.8,	459.0,	593.4,	788.8

extraversion  A state in which attention and energies 
are largely directed outward from the self as opposed to 
inward toward the self, as in introversion.

extrinsic asthma  Asthma that is triggered by an 
allergic reaction, usually something that is inhaled.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 493.00-493.02

extrude  To push or force out.

extubation  Removal of an endotracheal tube.

exudate  Fluid or cellular material that escapes or 
leaks from blood vessels and becomes deposited on or 
into other tissues, usually as the result of a lesions or 
inflammation.

fabella  A sesamoid fibrocartilage within the 
gastrocnemius muscle in the back of the leg, forming 
most of the calf.

faber test  Flexion - abduction - external rotation test 
of the hip.

Fabrazyme  Used in the treatment of Fabry disease.
HCPCS II	 J0180

Fabry’s disease  X-linked inherited lysomal storage 
disease in which globotriaosylceramide accumulates 
in the organs, impairing function. Common symptoms 
include skin lesions and extreme pain in the extremities. 
Also known as angiokeratoma corporis diffusum.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 272.7

facet  A posterior structure of a vertebra which articulates 
with a facet of an adjacent vertebra to form a joint that 
allows motion in the spinal column. Each vertebra has 
two superior and two inferior facets.

facet joint  A stabilizing joint found on every level of the 
spine between and behind adjacent vertabrae.

facial implants  A material inserted into an area of 
the face by a plastic surgeon in order to enhance the 
appearance and contours of the face.

facial spasm  Continuous tension or contraction of the 
muscles supplied by the facial nerve that may involve 
the entire side of the face or be confined to a limited area 
around the eye.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 351.8

Factor IX  Drug used to prevent or control bleeding 
episodes in persons with low factor levels. Also used to 
reverse the effects of warfarin blood thinner.

HCPCS II	 J7193-J7195

Factor IX (antihemophilic factor, purified, non-
recombinant)  A protein given to control or prevent 
excessive bleeding caused by hemorrhagic episodes or 
surgery in patients suffering from a lack of Factor IX, 
also called type B hemophilia or Christmas disease. May 
also be given to treat hemophilia type A if traditional 
hemophilia type A medications are no longer effective 
Non-recombinant Factor IX is derived from purified 
human blood products such as donated blood plasma. The 
medication increases clotting ability.

HCPCS II	 J7193

Factor IX (antihemophilic factor, recombinant)  
A protein given to control or prevent excessive bleeding 
caused by hemorrhagic episodes or surgery in patients 
suffering from a lack of Factor IX, also called type B 
hemophilia or Christmas disease. May also be given to 
treat hemophilia type A if traditional hemophilia type A 
medications are no longer effective Recombinant Factor 
IX is synthesized in the laboratory and does not contain 
or use human blood products. The medication increases 
clotting ability.

HCPCS II	 J7195

Factor IX, complex  A protein given to control or 
prevent excessive bleeding caused by hemorrhagic 
episodes or surgery in patients suffering from a lack of 
Factor IX, also called type B hemophilia or Christmas 
disease. May also be given to treat hemophilia type A if 
traditional hemophilia type A medications are no longer 
effective Factor IX complex is a prothrombin complex 
concentrate derived from human blood products such as 
donated blood plasma. The medication increases clotting 
ability.

HCPCS II	 J7194

Factor IX, recombinant  Drug used to treat 
hemophilia B, which is sometimes called Christmas 
disease. It helps the blood form clots.

HCPCS II	 J7193-J7195
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Factor VIIa (antihemophilic factor, 
recombinant)  A medication to treat or prevent 
bleeding caused by hemorrhagic episodes or surgery 
in patients with hemophilia A or B with inhibitors to 
Factors VIII or IX, or to patients with Factor VII deficiency. 
Recombinant Factor VIIa is synthesized in the laboratory 
and does not contain or use human blood products. Also 
known as Kogenate FS, NovoSeven.

HCPCS II	 J7189

Factor VIII (antihemophilic factor, human)  Used 
to form clots to stop bleeding. Used to temporarily prevent 
or control bleeding episodes in patients with hemophilia A.

HCPCS II	 J7190

Factor VIII (antihemophilic factor, porcine)  A 
protein used to temporarily treat or prevent excessive 
bleeding by improving blood clotting in patients with 
hemophilia A and those with inhibitors to Factor VIII. The 
porcine formulation of Factor VIII is obtained from pigs. 
Also known as Hyate:C.

HCPCS II	 J7191

Factor VIII (antihemophilic factor, 
recombinant)  Used to temporarily prevent or control 
bleeding episodes in patients with hemophilia A.

HCPCS II	 J7185,	J7192

Factrel  A medication identical to the gonadotropin-
releasing hormone (GnRH) found in the body. It is used 
to test the function of the hypothalamus and pituitary 
glands, as well as to regulate ovulation and menstrual 
cycles in women with insufficient GnRH. Also called 
gonadorelin hydrochloride.

HCPCS II	 J1620

failure to thrive  Failure to grow as expected, often due 
to poor nutrition.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 783.41,	783.7

falloscopy  A procedure using an endoscope to inspect 
the fallopian tubes.

falope ring  A small silicone band placed around a 
looped segment of the fallopian tube that constricts and 
blocks the fallopian tube. Used to prevent pregnancy.

false pains  Ineffective pains resembling labor pains, 
not accompanied by cervical dilation.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 644.10,	644.13

famciclovir (FAMVIR)  A drug chemically related to 
acyclovir, used in the treatment of herpetic diseases.

familial dysplastic nevi  A condition in which at least 
two family members have atypical moles with a tendency 
to develop melanoma.

familial hypercholesterolemia  A genetic 
predisposition to dangerously high cholesterol levels.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 272.0

familial mediterranean fever  An autosomal 
recessive disease predominantly affecting mediterranean 
races and causing attacks of abdominal pain, fever and 
arthritis.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 277.31

familial polyposis  An inherited condition in which 
numerous polyps (tissue growing on stalks) develop on 
the inside walls of the colon, increasing the risk of cancer.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 211.3

family therapy  A type of therapy in which all 
members of a family are treated as a unit and therapy 
focuses on interactions between members in order 
to determine the best ways to nurture change and 
development.

famotidine  A medication that reduces the amount 
of acid in the stomach. Used in the treatment of ulcers, 
gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD), and other 
conditions that cause excess stomach acid. Also called 
Pepcid.

HCPCS II	 S0028

Fanconi anemia  A rare and often fatal inherited 
disease in which the bone marrow fails to produce 
red blood cells, white blood cells, platelets, or a 
combination of these cells. The disease may transform into 
myelodysplastic syndrome or leukemia. Also known as 
Fanconi’s syndrome.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 284.09

fascia  A sheet or band of fibrous tissue that lies deep to 
the skin or surrounds muscles and various body organs

fascia lata  The deep fascia that sheaths the thigh 
muscle with an opening for the inguinal ligament and the 
great saphenous vein.

fascial plication  A surgical technique that involves 
folding the sheet or band or fibrous tissue called fascia to 
reduce the size or diameter of an organ or tissue.

fasciectomy  The surgical excision of strips of fascia.

fasciitis  Inflammation of the fascia.
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fasciocutaneous  Pertaining to both skin tissue and the 
underlying fascia.

fasciotomy  Incision through the sheet or band of 
fibrous connective tissue called fascia that binds together 
muscles or organs.

There	are	too	many	CPT	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	CPT	book	
for	appropriate	codes.

Faslodex  A medication that blocks the effects of 
estrogen on breast cancer tumor cells in order to treat 
breast cancer that is no longer responding to other 
antiestrogen medications. Also called fulvestrant.

HCPCS II	 J9395

fasting blood glucose (FBG)  Blood glucose levels 
taken after not eating or drinking anything other than 
water overnight. A normal level is under 110, over 110 
shows impaired glucose tolerance, and over 126 is 
considered diabetic; used in its ratio to fasting insulin can 
also indicate insulin resistance.

fasting blood insulin  Insulin levels taken after a 
period of not eating or drinking anything other than water 
overnight. Insulin is a hormone released to break down 
sugar. Its ratio in comparison to fasting blood glucose can 
indicate insulin resistance.

fatigue fracture  A fracture that occurs in bone as a 
result of repeated stress, as opposed to a single injury.

fatty acids  A major component of fats that are used by 
the body for energy and tissue development.

fatty cirrhosis  An inflammation of the liver in which 
liver cells become penetrated with fat.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 571.0,	571.8

favus  A severe type of chronic ringworm is caused by 
variety of fungi.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 110.0,	110.2,	110.4-110.5,	110.8-110.9

fazarabine  An anticancer drug that belonging to the 
antimetabolites.

feature detectors  Specialized cells in the brain 
with the ability to detect certain types of stimuli, like 
movements, shape, and angles.

febrile  Having or related to a fever.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 780.31,	780.32,	780.60-780.63

febrile convulsion  A convulsion accompanying high 
fever in infants and young children characterized by loss 
of consciousness followed by stiffness and then jerking of 
the limbs. The skin may become pale or turn blue. Once 
the jerking subsides, the child goes limp and then normal 
color and consciousness return.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 780.31,	780.32

febrile nonhemolytic transfusion reaction 
(FNHTR)  An immune-mediated reaction between 
anti-leukocyte antibodies in the patient’s plasma and the 
leukocytes in transfused blood that causes fever, chills, 
and rigors without destruction of red blood cells within 
4 hours of transfusion.  Inflammatory cytokines released 
by leukocytes during storage may also cause this immune 
reaction.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 780.66

febrile seizure  A seizure caused by a high fever.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 780.31,	780.32

fecal fistula  A communication or passage between the 
colon and a body surface or organ that discharges stool or 
fecal matter.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 569.81,	751.5

fecal incontinence  Involuntary passage of stool or 
fecal matter.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 300.11,	307.7,	787.6

fecal occult blood test  A test to check for nonvisible 
presence of blood in stool.

fecal smearing  The passage of bowel movements into 
clothing or other inappropriate place, often accompanying 
fecal incontinence, functional fecal retention, or weakened 
rectal sphincter muscles, or caused by emotional 
disturbances, particularly in children.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 787.62

fecalith  A hardened formation of fecal matter within 
the colon.

Feiba VH Immuno  Used to treat certain blood clotting 
conditions in patients who are bleeding or are going to 
have surgery.

HCPCS II	 J7198

fellow  A fully-licensed physician seeking additional 
specialized training.

felon  A painful infection at the end of a finger or toe in 
the area which surrounds the nail.
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Felty’s syndrome  Syndrome of rheumatoid arthritis 
with leukopenia, splenomegaly, weight loss, and leg 
ulcers.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 714.1

femoral  Pertaining to the femur or thigh.

femoropopliteal vein  The area where the femoral 
vein meets the popliteal vein at the knee. Also used to 
describe a vein graft comprised of a long segment that 
includes portions of both the femoral and popliteal veins.

femur  The largest bone in the body, extending from the 
hip to the knee.

fenestration  A window-like opening in a structure, 
either surgically created, or naturally occurring.

fenretinide  A retinoid being studied for cancer 
prevention.

fentanyl  A narcotic opioid drug used in the treatment 
of pain.

fentanyl citrate  Narcotic pain reliever used in 
anesthesia.

HCPCS II	 J3010

Ferinex  A fertility drug identical to follicle-stimulating 
hormone (FSH), produced naturally by the pituitary gland.

HCPCS II	 J3355

Ferrlecit  Drug used to treat iron deficiency in dialysis 
patients who are also receiving medication to increase red 
blood cells.

HCPCS II	 J2916

fertility microscope  A small microscope used to view 
saliva or cervical mucus as a low-tech way of predicting 
ovulation.

fertility treatment  Any method or procedure used 
to enhance or increase the likelihood of conception 
and pregnancy, such as ovulation induction treatment, 
varicocele repair, and microsurgery to repair damaged 
fallopian tubes.

fertilization  Penetration of the egg by the sperm and 
joining of genetic materials to result in the development 
of an embryo.

Fertinex  A follicle stimulating hormone injectable 
fertility medication.

HCPCS II	 J3355

Ferumoxytol  An iron replacement therapy to treat iron 
deficiency anemia in patients with chronic kidney disease; 
an intravascular contrast agent that may become useful in 
various MRI applications.

HCPCS II 	 Q0138,	Q0139

festination  Short, shuffling steps.

fetal alcohol syndrome  The most severe form of 
fetal alcohol spectrum disorders (FASD) present at birth 
and characterized by abnormal facial features, growth 
deficiencies and central nervous system abnormalities as 
a result of excessive alcohol consumption by the mother 
during pregnancy. Fetal alcohol syndrome (FAS) causes 
lifelong mental and physical disability.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 760.71

fetal anatomic survey  An ultrasound done in 
the middle part of a pregnancy to analyze the babies 
growth in comparison to other fetuses and to observe the 
placenta.

ICD-9-CM Dx V28.81	

fever  An abnormally elevated body temperature due 
to a natural defense mechanism to fight off harmful 
microorganisms. Also known as pyrexia.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 780.60-780.63

fiberoptic  A technology, device, or system that uses a 
bundle of flexible, small diameter, transparent fibers to 
convey an image.

fibrillation  Involuntary contraction of small groups of 
muscle fibers in cardiac or skeletal muscles.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 410.9x,	427.31,	427.41,	728.9,	997.1

fibrin glue  Composed of two separate solutions of 
fibrinogen and thrombin. When solutions are mixed 
together they mimic the last stages of the clotting cascade 
to form a fibrin clot. Used to control bleeding especially 
following trauma or surgical procedures where a large raw 
surface is exposed in the heart or liver.

fibrin stabilizing factor  Protein responsible for 
stabilizing the formation of a blood clot.

fibrinolysis  The breakdown of the protein called fibrin 
that forms when blood clots.

fibroadenosis  The formation of fibrous cysts in breast 
tissue, which is the most common cause of breast lumps.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 610.1

fibrocutaneous  Pertaining to fibrous tissue of the skin.
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fibroid tumor  Benign tumor of fibrous tissue that may 
occur in the uterine wall, totally without symptoms or 
causing abnormal menstrual patterns or infertility. Also 
known as a leiomyoma.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 218.0-218.9

fibromatosis  The development of multiple fibromas 
throughout the body.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 728.71,	728.79,	759.89

fibromyositis  A chronic condition characterized by 
muscle inflammation and excess growth of connective 
tissue.

fibroplasia  The formation of fibrous tissue over a 
wound.

fibrosis  The formation of excess fibrous or scar tissue 
which replaces normal tissue.

fibrous dysplasia  A bone disease in which abnormal 
scar-like fibrous tissue replaces normal bone. This weakens 
the bone and may cause bone pain deformity. The disease 
is typically localized affecting a single bone but some 
individuals have more generalized disease that affects a 
number of bones.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 526.89,	733.29,	756.54

ficosis  Chronic inflammation of the hair follicles, 
especially associated with the beard, characterized by the 
eruption of pimples and nodules. Also called sycosis.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 110.0,	704.8

fiducial markers  Markers that provide reference 
points in radiographic images corresponding with the 
actual location in body. Used in image-guided surgery 
to accurately pinpoint the location of a surgical tool or 
to localize and position devices, such as brachytherapy 
implants, within a tumor area.

field badge  The photographic film used for the 
approximate measurement of radiation exposure.

FIGO staging  A staging system used to describe the 
severity of epithelial cancers, especially of the cervix.

figure-of-eight cast  Bandage or cast application that 
is in the shape of the number 8.

CPT	 29049

filamentous  Composed of long, threadlike structures.

filariasis  Disease caused by the presence of filariae, a 
parasitic worm, in blood, lymph, or body tissue, that can 
eventually result in blockage of the lymphatic channels 
leading to elephantiasis.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 125.0-125.9

Filgrastim  A recombinant version of an endogenous 
cytokine that stimulates the production of neutrophils, 
often used for treatment of drug-induced neutropenia. 
Also known as granulocyte colony stimulating factor 
(G-CSF).

HCPCS II	 J1440-J1441

filiform  Having a long, narrow, thread-like form.

filler  An inactive substance used to make a product 
bigger or easier to handle for practical reasons.

filling defect  Used in radiology to describe 
displacement of contrast media around a localized contour 
defect in the stomach, duodenum, or intestine, such as 
that caused by a polyp or tumor. Also used to describe the 
a lack of uniform distribution of a radionuclide in tissues or 
organs as visualized on a radiographic study.

filovirus  The family of very deadly, thread-like viruses 
which includes those such as Ebola and Marburg.

fimbria  Fringed and hairlike outer ends of the fallopian 
tubes, which capture the egg when it is released from the 
ovary during ovulation and move it into the fallopian tube.

fimbrioplasty  Plastic surgical repair of the fringed 
proximal end of the fallopian tube.

CPT	 58672,	58760

finasteride  A drug used to reduce the amount of 
testosterone produced by the body.

fine needle aspiration  The removal of tissue or fluid 
with a needle for examination under a microscope.

CPT	 10021-10022

fine tremor  Rapid involuntary trembling or quivering.

first degree heart (AV) block  Delay in conduction of 
heart beats from the atria to the ventricles.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 426.10,	426.11,	426.13

fission  The splitting of a nucleus into two or more parts 
with the subsequent release of enormous amounts of 
energy.

fissure  A vertical splitting or separation in the skin or 
other tissue.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 686.9,	709.8
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fissure fracture  Fracture of a long bone characterized 
by a crack that extends from the surface into, but not 
through, the bone.

There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

fistula  An abnormal passage in tissue leading from one 
organ or body cavity to another organ or cavity.

There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

fistulectomy  Surgical removal of an abnormal duct 
or passage between organs or structures. Also known as 
syringectomy.

CPT	 46060,	46270-46285

fistulization  Surgical creation of a duct or passage 
between two organs or structures not normally connected 
to each other.

There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

fistulotomy  Incision or enlargement of a duct or 
passage.

CPT	 46270,	46280

Fitzgerald factor  An inactive protein found in blood 
plasma from which plasma kinin is formed.

fixation  Being stuck in one stage of psychosexual 
development, with an inability to adopt any different or 
new perspective on a problem.

fixation nystagmus  Involuntary rapid movement of 
the eyeball occurring only on gazing fixedly at an object.

flaccid  Relaxed, flabby, or without tone.

Flagyl  An antibiotic prescribed to treat infections in 
various parts of the body, including the heart, liver, bones, 
joints, skin, brain, lungs, urinary tract, and digestive 
tract, which are caused by anaerobic bacteria and certain 
parasites. Also known as metronidazole.

HCPCS II	 S0030

flank  The side of the body between the ribs and 
uppermost part of the pelvis, the ilium.

flap  A mass of partially detached tissue.

flashback  A vivid recurrence of a memory, feeling, or 
perceptual experience from the past.

flashbulb memory  The sudden onset of a clear 
memory of an emotionally significant moment or event, 
like turning on a light.

flat affect  An affect type that indicates the absence of 
signs of affective expression.

flatulence  The presence of excessive gas in the 
digestive tract.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 787.3

flebogamma  An injectible medication that is used 
for people with a weakened immune system to prevent 
infection by providing antibodies.

HCPCS II J1572

Flexoject  A muscle relaxant used to relieve pain, 
stiffness, or discomfort in the muscles caused by a 
musculoskeletal disease or injury, such as a sprain or 
strain. May also be used in the treatment of trembling 
associated with Parkinson’s Disease. Also known as 
orphenadrine citrate.

HCPCS II	 J2360

Flexon  A muscle relaxant used to relieve pain, stiffness, 
or discomfort in the muscles caused by injury, such as 
a sprain or strain. May also be used in the treatment of 
trembling associated with Parkinson’s Disease. Also known 
as orphenadrine citrate.

HCPCS II	 J2360

flexor reflex  A protective reflex activated by noxious 
stimulation.

flight of ideas  A nearly continuous flow of accelerated 
speech with abrupt changes from topic to topic that are 
usually based on understandable associations, distracting 
stimuli, or plays on words that can become severe, 
disorganized, and incoherent.

floater  A benign, tiny mass of opaque material in the 
vitreous fluid which casts a shadow on the retina and 
appear as shadowy, or dark specks moving across the field 
of vision.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 379.24

Flolan  Given to treat pulmonary hypertension by 
relaxing the blood vessels in the lungs to increase blood 
supply to the lungs and decrease the stress placed on the 
heart. Also called epoprostenol.

HCPCS II	 J1325
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flooding (implosion)  A type of behavior therapy used 
for phobias and other problems involving maladaptive 
anxiety, in which the stimuli for producing the anxiety 
are presented in intense forms, either real or imaginary, 
and these presentations act as desensitizers, which 
are continued until the stimuli no longer produce the 
disabling anxiety.

floppy baby syndrome  Abnormal condition of 
newborns and infants characterized by inadequate muscle 
tone and due to a variety of neurologic and muscle 
disorders.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 781.99

flouroquinolones  A family of antibiotics that includes 
Ciprofloxacin, ofloxacin, and Sparfloxacin, sometimes used 
as components of combination therapy for mycobacterium	
avium complex.

Floxin  An antibiotic given to treat infections of the ear, 
lower respiratory tract, urinary tract, prostate, and skin, as 
well as pelvic inflammatory disease and various sexually 
transmitted diseases. Also known as ofloxacin.

HCPCS II	 S0034

floxuridine  A medication which slows the growth and 
spread of cancer cells within the body in order to treat 
cancer within the gastrointestinal tract. Also known as 
FUDR.

HCPCS II	 J9200

fluconazole  Used for oral, esophageal, urinary, vaginal, 
and possibly other organ infections caused by the fungus 
Candida. Also used in the fungal infection Cryptococcus.

HCPCS II	 J1450

flucytosine (5-FC)  Antifungal drug used as an 
adjunct to amphotericin for the treatment of cryptococcal 
meningitis.

Fludara  A cancer medication used to treat chronic 
lymphocytic leukemia by interfering with the growth of 
cancer cells. Also called fludarabine phosphate.

HCPCS II	 J9185

fludarabine phosphate  A cancer medication used to 
treat chronic lymphocytic leukemia by interfering with the 
growth of cancer cells. Also called Fludara.

HCPCS II	 J8562,	J9185

fluency disorder  A disruption in the flow of speech 
production usually occurring between 2 and 5 years of 
age, marked by repetition of sounds and syllables, blocked 
articulation that prevents speech from moving forward, 
and incorrect prolongations of other speech sounds.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 307.0,	315.35,	784.52

fluid intelligence  The ability to reason in an abstract 
way, such as coming up with as many different uses as 
possible for a common object, such as a tire; this type of 
reasoning tends to decrease during later adulthood.

flunisolide  Drug used to prevent or reduce the 
frequency and seriousness of bronchial asthma attacks.

HCPCS II	 J7641

fluocinolone acetonide  Drug used to treat certain 
inflammation of the eye.

HCPCS II	 J7311

fluorescein  An orange-red compound that fluoresces 
green when in an alkaline solution and is often used 
in microscopy to identify specific pathogens and in 
ophthalmology to reveal corneal lesions or wounds.

fluoride  A natural chemical that strengthens enamel, 
the hard outer coating on teeth, helps prevent tooth decay, 
and repair early damage to teeth.

HCPCS II	 J9190

fluoroscopy  Examination of the deep structures 
and tissues of the body using either a digital or video 
technique. Digital fluoroscopy uses a radiation detector 
and electronic processor with images displayed on a 
computer screen. Video fluoroscopy uses a television 
camera and image intensifier with images displayed on 
video monitor.

fluorouracil  A antimetabolite drug used to treat cancer 
of the colon, rectum, breast, stomach, and pancreas.

HCPCS II	 J9190

fluoxetine  A drug used to treat depression.

fluphenazine decanoate  An antipsychotic 
medication given to treat emotional disorders, such as 
schizophrenia. May also be used to treat some other 
emotional, nervous, or mental problems. Also called 
Prolixin decanoate.

HCPCS II	 J2680
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flutamide  A medication that blocks the effects of 
testosterone in order to treat prostate cancer. Often used 
in conjunction with other forms of treatment. Also called 
Eulexin.

HCPCS II	 S0175

flutter  Rapid, usually regular contractions of the heart 
muscle, diaphragm, or eye muscles.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 427.32,	427.42,	997.1

focal  Limited to a specific area.

folate  A salt or ester of folic acid, a crystalline vitamin of 
the B complex.

CPT	 51702

Folex  A medication belonging to the antimetabolites 
group which inhibits the rapid growth of cells, such as 
cancer cells. Used as a treatment for cancer, psoriasis, and 
rheumatoid arthritis. Also called methotrexate sodium.

HCPCS II	 J9250,	J9260

Folex PFS  A medication belonging to the 
antimetabolites group which inhibits the rapid growth 
of cells, such as cancer cells. Used as a treatment for 
cancer, psoriasis, and rheumatoid arthritis. Also called 
methotrexate sodium.

HCPCS II	 J9250,	J9260

foley catheter  A tube inserted through the urethra to 
the bladder to drain urine.

HCPCS II	 A4312-A4316,	A4338-A4346

folie deux  A shared psychotic disorder between two people, 
usually who are mutually dependent upon each other.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 297.3

follicle  Structure in the ovary that nurtures the 
developing egg and from which the egg is released.

follicle stimulating hormone (FSH)  Reproductive 
hormone produced in the anterior pituitary gland that 
stimulates the ovary to develop a follicle for ovulation in 
females, and the production of sperm in the testicles in 
males.

follicular atresia  Breakdown of the ovarian follicle, 
a group of cells in the ovary that contains a single egg or 
ovum, before it reaches maturity and ruptures.

follicular large cell lymphoma  A rare, indolent or 
slow-growing, type of non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma with 
large cells that look cleaved (split) or non-cleaved under 
the microscope.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 202.00-202.08

follicular phase  The first half of the menstrual cycle 
during which the ovarian follicle development takes place 
and the egg matures.

follistim  Recombinant follicle stimulating hormone 
injectable fertility medication used for superovulation.

HCPCS II	 S0128

follitropins  Hormones secreted by the pituitary gland 
that stimulate the growth of follicles in the ovary.

Follutein  Fertility drug used to help conception 
(pregnancy) occur.

HCPCS II	 J0725

fomepizole  Drug used as an antidote for ethylene 
glycol or methanol poisoning, or for use in suspected 
ethylene glycol or methanol ingestion, either alone or in 
combination with hemodialysis.

HCPCS II	 J1451

Fomivirsen sodium  Drug used in the local treatment 
of cytomegalovirus retinitis in patients with acquired 
immunodeficiency syndrome.

HCPCS II	 J1452

Fondaparinux sodium  Drug used as a type of blood 
thinner used to help prevent the formation of blood clots 
following hip or knee surgery.

HCPCS II	 J1652

fontan procedure  One of a series of procedures 
performed to repair a congenital heart defect.

CPT	 33615,	33617

fontanelle  One of several membranous spaces at the 
margins of the cranial bones. A baby’s soft spot

food additive  Chemical added to food to enhance 
flavor, color, and prevent spoiling, but which might 
also cause an adverse reaction when ingested, such as 
monosodium glutamate (MSG).

food allergy  A physiological reaction caused when 
the immune system mistakenly identifies a normally 
harmless food as damaging to the body and begins a 
hypersensitivity reaction.

food challenge  Test to identify suspected food 
allergens by giving traces of certain foods concealed in 
capsules or broth; in an open food challenge, the food is 
not concealed.
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food intolerance  A sensitivity or bad reaction 
to certain foods that does not involve the immune 
system and is not an allergy, such as lactose or caffeine 
intolerance.

food toxicity  Reaction to a poison within a food; the 
level of a poisonous or harmful substance found in food.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 005.9

foot ulcer  A breakdown of the skin on the plantar 
aspect, or bottom surface of the foot, with many causes, 
most common diabetes and vascular insufficiency.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 030.1,	094.0,	454.0,	454.2,	707.15

Foradil  A medication which relaxes the muscles in 
the airways in order to improve breathing in those with 
certain types of asthma or chronic obstructive pulmonary 
disease. Also known as formoterol.

HCPCS II	 J7640

foramen  A natural opening or passage in bone.

foramen magnum  The opening at the base of 
the skull where the spinal cord and blood vessels pass 
through.

foramen ovale  The communication between the two 
atria of the heart in the unborn child. If it remains open 
then blood will shunt from left to right.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 745.5

forced expiratory flow (FEF)  A flow rate 
measurement of how much air can be expired from the 
lungs.

CPT	 94010

forced expiratory volume (FEV1)  The amount of 
air expelled the first second following maximal inspiration 
during the test for vital capacity.

CPT	 94010

forced vital capacity (FVC)  The maximum volume 
of gas that can be expired forcefully after a maximum 
inspiration.

CPT	 94010,	94060-94070,	94150

forceps delivery  Extraction of the child from the 
maternal passages by application of forceps to the fetal 
head; designated low or midforceps delivery according 
to the degree of engagement of the fetal head and high 
when engagement has not occurred.

forebrain  The front part of the brain, divided into two 
parts: the telencephalon and the diencephalon.

forensic psychology  The application of both the 
science and profession of psychology within the field of 
issues relating to law and the legal system; the application 
of scientific principles and practices within psychology to 
the adversarial process where specially knowledgeable 
scientific professions play a role.

Forestier disease  Diffuse idiopathic skeletal 
hyperostosis (DISH); ankylosing hyperostosis in which 
florid new bone formation results in spinal stiffness and 
may be confused with ankylosing spondylitis.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 721.8

formal operational stage  The ability to think 
logically about abstract concepts, developed at around age 
12, when one can extrapolate about events that occurred 
at different times, and think about people who are not 
present.

formal thought disorder  An inexact term referring 
to a disturbance in the form of thinking rather than to 
abnormality of content.

formication  The tactile hallucination or illusion that 
insects are crawling on the body or under the skin.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 782.0

formoterol  A medication that relaxes the muscles in 
the airways in order to improve breathing in individuals 
with certain types of asthma or chronic obstructive 
pulmonary disease. Also known as Foradil.

HCPCS II	 J7640

Fortaz  Drug used in the treatment of infections caused 
by bacteria.

HCPCS II	 J0713

forteo  Drug used in men and women with osteoporosis 
who are at high risk for bone fractures.

HCPCS II	 J3110

Foscarnet/Foscavir  An antiviral drug approved 
for the treatment of cytomegalovirus (CMV) retinitis 
and other diseases caused by CMV. Also used to treat 
acyclovir-resistant herpes virus infections, with side effects 
including kidney toxicity, muscle twitching, nausea, and 
skin ulcers.

HCPCS II	 J1455

fosphenytoin  An anticonvulsant medication used to 
control seizures during brain surgery, or for the short-term 
(five days or less) treatment of epileptic seizures. Also 
called Cerebyx.

HCPCS II	 Q2009
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fosphenytoin sodium  Used to treat or prevent 
seizures.

HCPCS II	 S0078

fossa  A cavity or depression in a bone.

fractionation  A procedure used in radiation treatment 
in which the dose of radiation is divided up into smaller 
portions to be administered over time.

fracture  A break or disruption of the normal continuity 
of bone or cartilage.

There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

fragmentation  Separating into different parts, 
preventing integration, or detaching one or more parts 
from the rest.

fragmin  Drug used to prevent deep venous thrombosis, 
a condition in which harmful blood clots form in the blood 
vessels of the legs.

HCPCS II	 J1645

free association  A Freudian method of exploring 
the unconscious in which the person relaxes and says 
whatever comes to mind, no matter how trivial or 
embarrassing.

free radicals  Unstable molecules with an odd, 
unpaired electron formed during metabolism by the 
breaking of chemical bonds between molecules. The 
unstable free radical seeks to gain its stability by bonding 
with or stealing an electron from another molecule. This 
starts a stealing chain reaction that results in damage 
to cells that is cumulative with age, unless stopped by 
antioxidant nutrients, such as vitamin C and E, which can 
donate one of their electrons and still remain stable, hence 
stopping the chain reaction.

freezing  A psychological term used to describe the 
phenomenon of being stuck in place when attempting to 
initiate movement.

frenectomy  The removal of the flap of tissue which 
anchors the tongue to the floor of the mouth.

CPT	 40819,	41115

frenotomy  An incision into the flap of tissue which 
anchors the tongue to the floor of the mouth.

CPT	 40809,	41010

frenulum of lip  Median fold of mucous membrane 
connecting the inside of each lip to the corresponding 
gum.

frenulum of tongue  The vertical fold of mucous 
membrane under the tongue, attaching it to the floor of 
the mouth.

frenum  A membranous fold of skin or mucous 
membrane that supports or restricts the movement of a 
part or organ.

Friedreich’s ataxia  A degenerative disorder of 
the nervous system which develops in childhood or 
adolescence; primary symptoms include muscle weakness 
and an inability to coordinate muscle movements.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 334.0

frontal lobes  A region of the cerebral cortex at the 
front of the brain, lying just behind the forehead, that is 
necessary for motor control and more complex, high-end 
functioning, like speech, decision making, and judgment.

frontal sinus  One of the paired air-filled cavities in the 
frontal bone that communicate with the nasal cavity on 
the same side through the middle meatus or passageway 
in the nose.

frontotemporal dementia  A group of brain 
disorders which affect the frontal and temporal lobes 
of the brain, causing personality changes, speech and 
language problems, and memory loss.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 331.19

Frost-Lang operation  Insertion of a prosthetic device 
to replace an eyeball removed due to trauma or disease.

frostbite  Injury to soft tissue caused by exposure to 
extremely cold temperatures.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 991.0,	991.1,	991.2,	991.3

frozen embryo transfer (FET)  A procedure where 
frozen embryos are thawed and then placed into the 
uterus.

frozen section  A thin slice of tissue that is cut from a 
frozen specimen and is often used for rapid microscopic 
diagnosis.

frustration-aggression theory  A theory that has 
been utilized to explain a lot of violent behavior over 
time. Frustration creates a feeling of tension that occurs 
when efforts to reach a goal are blocked; this can then 
produce feelings of anger, that in turn generate feelings 
of aggression which turn into aggressive behavior often 
redirected toward others outside of the causative situation.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 300.12
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FUDR  A medication which slows the growth and 
spread of cancer cells within the body in order to treat 
cancer within the gastrointestinal tract. Also known as 
floxuridine.

HCPCS II	 J9200

fugue  Type of dissociative disorder in which a person 
suffers a bout of amnesia and then flees home and his or 
her identity. The person often travels far away, assumes a 
new identity, and lives as a different person until the time 
when they snap out of their amnesic state.

fulguration  The destruction of tissue by means of a 
high-frequency electric current applied with a needlelike 
electrode.

There	are	too	many	CPT	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	CPT	book	
for	appropriate	codes.

full thickness  Pertaining to all layers of tissue.

full thickness graft  A skin graft consisting of all layers 
of the skin and subcutaneous tissue.

fulminating  Serious acute, active infection.

fulvestrant  A medication given to postmenopausal 
breast cancer patients who have not responded to previous 
forms of treatment. The medication blocks the effects of 
estrogen on the growth of cancer cells. Also called Faslodex.

HCPCS II	 J9395

functional endoscopic sinus surgery (FESS)  The 
most common type of sinus surgery to remove blockages 
in the ostiomeatal complex thereby improving drainage 
from the ethmoid and maxillary sinuses.

There	are	too	many	CPT	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	CPT	book	
for	appropriate	codes.

functional fixedness  A type of thinking that is narrow 
and limited, often inhibiting the ability to problem solve; 
it is expressed when someone is very limited in the ways 
they think about objects, concepts, and people, seeing 
them only in terms of their functionality.

functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI)  
A high resolution, noninvasive form of MRI used to 
observe brain structures while engaged in a functioning 
activity - without requiring any radioactive isotope 
injection, or long run-times. Imaging of brain activity is 
based on the increase in local blood flow accompanying 
neural activity while performing a task and relies on the 
endogenous amount of deoxyhemoglobin already present 
in the body which acts like a contrast agent.

functional residual capacity (FRC)  Lung volume at 
the end of normal expiration; at FRC, the tendency of the 
lungs to collapse is exactly balanced by the tendency of 
the chest wall to expand.

fundoplasty  A surgical procedure to create a new 
opening between the esophagus and the stomach as a 
treatment for gastric reflux.

CPT	 43280-43281,	43325-43328

fundoplication  Surgical procedure that reduces 
gastroesophageal reflux.

fundoscopic exam  Visual inspection of the interior of 
the eye, often used to diagnose CMV retinitis.

fungating tumor  A tumor which grows extremely 
rapidly.

fungemia  The presence of fungus in the blood.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 112.0-112.9,	117.01

Fungizone  Brand name for Amphotericin B, used to 
help the body overcome serious fungal infections.

HCPCS II	 J0285

fungus nails  Thickened, deformed, yellowish, spongy 
or flaky toenails caused by a fungus infection that thrives 
under the nail.

funiculitis  Inflammation of a funiculus or cord. Used 
most often in reference to inflammation of the spermatic 
cord, umbilical cord, or spinal nerve root lying within the 
intervertebral canal.

Furomide M.D.  A diuretic given to aid in expelling 
excess water from the body in order to treat hypertension, 
or edema associated with diseases such as congestive 
heart failure, cirrhosis of the liver, or kidney disease. Also 
known as furosemide.

HCPCS II	 J1940

furosemide  A medication reducing swelling and fluid 
retention in patients with various medical conditions, such 
as hypertension, or edema caused by congestive heart 
failure, kidney disorders, liver disease, etc. The medication 
causes the kidneys to rid the body of excess salt and water 
through urination. May be used in conjunction with other 
medications. Also called Lasix or Furomide M.D., Lasix.

HCPCS II	 J1940

furuncle  A painful skin lesion with a hard, pus-filled 
core.
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Fuzeon  A medication given to patients with Human 
Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) that is used in conjunction 
with others in order to prevent the virus from spreading to 
healthy cells within the body. Also called enfuvirtide.

HCPCS II	 J1324

G-Mycin  An antibiotic given to treat serious bacterial 
infections, including those affecting the skin, lungs, bones, 
urinary tract, blood, stomach, or joints. Sometimes used 
with other treatments to prevent infection. Also known as 
Garamycin, gentamicin.

HCPCS II	 J1580

gait  The pattern of locomotion. Alterations to this 
pattern may be a sign of uneven weight distribution or a 
lack of mobility in the hips, knees, or ankles.

galactocele  A cyst formed when a milk duct in the 
breast becomes blocked.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 611.5,	676.8x

galactogram  Specific type of mammogram used for 
imaging the breast ducts. It is used for diagnosing the 
cause of abnormal nipple discharges. Also known as 
ductogram.

CPT	 19030,	77053-77054

galea  Any helmet-shaped structure. Also used to 
describe bandage covering the head.

galea aponeurotica  The sheetlike fibrous membrane 
beneath the scalp that connects the occipital and frontal 
muscles.

Galeazzi fracture  A fracture of the radius with 
dislocation of distal radioulnar joint.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 813.40-813.54

gallbladder  A sac, about the size and shape of a pear, 
on the undersurface of the liver in the upper right-
hand part of the abdomen, and connected to the liver 
and intestine by a series of small tubes, or ducts. The 
gallbladder stores bile, produced and secreted by the 
liver, until it is needed for digestion, when the gallbladder 
contracts, sending the bile into the intestines, then 
relaxing and storing bile again.

gallbladder series  A series of x-rays of the 
gallbladder, taken after the gallbladder has been outlined 
with a special dye, which is taken by mouth the night 
prior to the study.

CPT	 74290-74291

gallium nitrate  A drug that lowers blood calcium, 
used as a treatment for hypercalcemia and for cancer that 
has spread to the bone.

HCPCS II	 J1457

gallium scan  A diagnostic procedure in which 
mildly radioactive gallium particles are ingested, and 
then a disease, often Pneumocystis	carinii	pneumonia, 
is diagnosed by scanning the body for its radioactive 
signature.

gallstone  A concretion consisting of cholesterol and 
mineral salts that builds within the gallbladder or bile 
duct. Gallstones are a common medical problem, affecting 
more than 25 million people, with about one million new 
cases diagnosed every year in this country.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 560.31,	575.6

galsulfase  A medication that replaces the enzyme 
N-acetylgalactosamine 4-sulfatase in order to decrease a 
substance in the body that causes damage to cells, tissue, 
and organs. This is a treatment for mucopolysaccharidosis 
(MPS VI) disease. Also called Naglazyme.

HCPCS II	 J1458

GamaSTAN  A medication given to protect against 
Hepatitis A, measles, varicella, and rubella, especially for 
those who have been exposed to these diseases. May 
also be given to improve the immune system of a patient 
with a weakened immune system. Also known as gamma 
globulin and Immune globulin.

HCPCS II	 J1460,	J1470,	J1480,	J1490,	J1500,	
J1510,	J1520,	J1530,	J1540,	J1550,	
J1560

gamete  Male or female reproductive cell; the sperm or 
the egg.

gamete intrafallopian transfer (GIFT)  The direct 
transfer of combined gametes (sperm and egg) into the 
fallopian tube by laparoscopic procedure. Fertilization 
takes place inside the tubes.

Gamimune N  A medication given to improve the body’s 
ability to fight off infection in a patient with a weakened 
immune system, such as in patients with human 
immunodeficiency virus (HIV). May reduce the chance of 
infection in bone marrow transplant patients. Also used 
to increase the number of platelets in those suffering from 
the blood disease idiopathic thrombocyptopenic purpura 
during surgery in order to control bleeding. Also known as 
immune globulin.

HCPCS II	 J1566
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gamma (g) glutamyl transferase  One of a family 
of enzymes involved in transporting amino acids from the 
exterior to the cytoplasm of a cell. High serum levels of 
this enzyme are an indicator of liver disease.

CPT	 82977

gamma camera  A device used in nuclear medicine to 
scan patients who have been injected with small amounts 
of radioactive materials.

gamma globulin  Used to prevent or reduce the 
severity of infections by hepatitis A, measles, chickenpox, 
and rubella. Also may be used to prevent or reduce 
the severity of other infections in individuals with 
immunoglobulin deficiencies.

HCPCS II	 J1460,	J1560

gamma irradiation  Radiation therapy using 
high-energy gamma radiation, a short wavelength of 
electromagnetic radiation from a nuclear source of a 
decaying radionuclide, different from x-rays.

gamma knife  Radiation therapy in which high-energy 
rays are aimed at a tumor from many angles in a single 
treatment session of such power that the effect is like a 
surgical knife.

gamma motoneuron  A smaller neuron whose cell 
body is found in the ventral horn of the spinal cord that 
innervates intrafusal fibers.

gamma ray  A short wavelength of electromagnetic 
radiation from a nuclear source of a decaying radionuclide.

Gammagard S/D  A substance made from human 
blood given to fight or prevent infection in those with 
poor immune systems due to bone marrow transplant, 
chronic lymphocytic leukemia, or other immunodeficiency 
diseases. Also given to treat heart problems associated 
with Kawasaki syndrome or to prevent excessive 
bleeding in those with the blood disorder idiopathic 
thrombocyptopenic purpura. Also known as immune 
globulin.

HCPCS II	 J1566

gammaphos  Used to prevent or lessen some side 
effects caused by other medicines or radiation therapy 
that are used to treat cancer.

HCPCS II	 J0207

Gammar  A medication given to protect against 
Hepatitis A, measles, varicella, and rubella, especially for 
those who have been exposed to theses diseases. May 
also be given to improve the immune system of a patient 
with a weakened immune system. Also known as gamma 
globulin and immune globulin.

HCPCS II	 J1460,	J1470,	J1480,	J1490,	J1500,	
J1510,	J1520,	J1530,	J1540,	J1550,	
J1560

Gammar-P I.V.  A substance made from human 
blood given to fight or prevent infection in those with 
poor immune systems due to bone marrow transplant, 
chronic lymphocytic leukemia, or other immunodeficiency 
diseases. Also given to treat heart problems associated 
with Kawasaki syndrome or to prevent excessive bleeding 
in those with idiopathic thrombocytopenic purpura. Also 
known as immune globulin.

HCPCS II	 J1566

gammopathy  A primary disturbance in the synthesis 
of immunoglobulin, specific proteins that fight infection.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 273.3,	273.9,	279.1

Gamulin RH  Drug used to prevent blood Rh 
compatibility problems that may occur during pregnancy 
or blood transfusions.

HCPCS II	 J2788,	J2790

ganciclovir  An antiviral agent used to prevent or treat 
cytomegalovirus infections in those with compromised 
immune systems. Also used in gene therapy with an 
altered herpes simplex virus-1 gene to kill advanced 
melanoma and brain tumor cells.

HCPCS II	 J7310

ganciclovir sodium  Used to treat infections caused 
by viruses.

HCPCS II	 J1570

ganciclovir, long-acting implant  A drug given 
forncytomegaloviral retinitis in patients with acquired 
immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS) to slow the infection 
and lessen the symptoms. Also called Vitrasert.

HCPCS II	 J7310

ganglion  1) A group of nerve cells forming a nerve 
center, especially one located outside the brain or spinal 
cord. 2) A center of power, activity, or energy. 3) A benign 
or nondangerous cystic lesion resembling a tumor, 
occurring in a tendon sheath or joint capsule.
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ganglion cyst  A fluid-filled sac attached to a tendon 
sheath of the hand or wrist.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 354.0,	355.5-355.6,	726.0,	726.10-
726.19,	726.4,	726.5,	727.41,	727.43

ganglionitis  Inflammation of one of the nerve centers 
outside of the brain or spinal cord.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 053.11,	350.1,	351.1,	351.8,	351.9,	767.5

gangrene  Death and decay of body tissue, often 
in a limb, caused by insufficient blood supply, usually 
following injury or disease.

Ganite  A medication which treats hypercalcemia 
occurring in some types of cancer. Also called gallium 
nitrate.

HCPCS II	 J1457

gap calculation  A method to measure the proper dose 
of radiation to a cancer tumor.

Garamycin  An antibiotic given to treat serious bacterial 
infections, including those affecting the skin, lungs, bones, 
urinary tract, blood, stomach, or joints. Sometimes used 
with other treatments to prevent infection. Also known as 
gentamicin sulfate.

HCPCS II	 J1580

Garrod’s pads  Benign, fibrous, subcutaneous 
nodules found on the extensor surface of the proximal 
interphalangeal joints of the hand, and may be mistaken 
for rheumatoid nodules.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 728.79

gas exchange  Primary function of the lungs involving 
the transfer of oxygen from inhaled air into blood and the 
removal of carbon dioxide from blood into the lungs for 
exhalation.

gastodidymus  Symmetrically conjoined twins joined 
in the abdominal region.

gastratrophia  Wasting away of the stomach.

gastrectomy  The surgical removal of all or part of the 
stomach.

CPT	 43644,	43645,	43845,	43846

gastric  Relating to the stomach.

gastric artery  The artery that supplies blood to the 
stomach.

gastric atrophy  Condition in which the stomach 
muscles shrink and become weak; the digestive glands 
may also shrink, resulting in an additional lack of digestive 
juices.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 537.9

gastric fistula  An abnormal passage communicating 
with the stomach, either pathological or surgically created 
through the abdominal wall.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 537.4

gastric ulcer  An ulcer of the gastric mucosa lining the 
stomach.

gastrin  Substance that stimulates gastric acid secretion 
and promotes the growth of gastric and intestinal cells.

gastrinoma  A tumor that causes overproduction 
of gastric acid. It usually occurs in the islet cells of the 
pancreas but may also occur in the esophagus, stomach, 
spleen, or lymph nodes.

gastritis  Inflammation of the stomach.

gastrocnemius  Calf muscle made up of medial and 
lateral heads.

gastrocolic  Pertaining to both the stomach and the 
large intestine.

gastrocolic fistula  A abnormal passage or 
communication between the stomach and the colon.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 537.4,	750.7,	751.5

gastrocolitis  Inflammation of the stomach and colon.

Gastrocrom  Used as an inhalant to prevent asthma 
attacks and other conditions involving inflammation of 
lung tissues.

HCPCS II	 J7631

gastroduodenostomy  A surgical procedure to 
connect the stomach and the first section of small 
intestine.

CPT	 43810,	43850-43855

gastrodynia  A pain or ache in the stomach.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 536.8

gastroenteralgia  A pain or ache in the stomach and 
intestines.

gastroenteritis  Inflammation of the stomach and/or 
intestines.

There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).
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gastroenterologist  Physicians who have completed 
special training in the diagnosis and treatment of 
symptoms and diseases of the gastrointestinal tract and 
liver.

gastroesophageal reflux disease  Frequent or 
regular back up of stomach acid from the stomach into the 
esophagus.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 530.11,	530.81

gastrointestinal  Relating to the stomach and 
intestines.

gastrojejunostomy  A surgical procedure performed 
to connect the stomach directly to the jejunum.

There	are	too	many	CPT	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	CPT	book	
for	appropriate	codes.

gastroparesis  Nerve damage of the stomach which 
inhibits the ability of the stomach to empty properly.

There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

gastropathy  Any disease of the stomach.

gastroplasty  A surgical procedure performed to repair 
the stomach or lower esophagus.

CPT	 43644-43645,	43842-43848

gastrorrhaphy  Suture of a perforation of the stomach.
CPT	 43840

gastroschisis  A congenital defect of the anterior 
abdominal wall occurring near the umbilical cord insertion 
and arising when the developing abdominal wall fails to 
close completely. The fetal intestines protrude through the 
defect; suffer prolonged exposure to amniotic fluid; and 
become swollen and inflamed.

ICD-9-CM Dx 	 756.73

gastroscopy  An examination of the inside of the 
stomach using a thin, lighted tube with a scope in the 
end, which is passed through the mouth and esophagus.

CPT	 43235

Gastrosed  An antispasmodic medication to treat 
cramping or spasms within the intestinal and urinary 
tracts, as well as the stomach. May also be given before 
anesthesia to reduce excess secretions of the body. Also 
called hyoscyamine sulfate.

HCPCS II	 J1980

gastrostomy tube  A feeding tube inserted through 
an artificial opening in the abdominal wall directly into 
the stomach.

CPT	 43246,	43760,	43761,	43830,	44372,	
44373,	44500

gated blood pool scan  A test that makes use of a 
radioactive substance injected into the blood to tag or 
label red cells and then provide an estimate of the heart’s 
overall ability to pump blood. Also known as MUGA, or 
multi-unit gated analysis.

gatifloxacin  Drug used to treat bacterial infections of 
the lungs, sinuses, skin, and urinary tract and also to treat 
some sexually transmitted diseases.

HCPCS II	 J1590

Gaucher’s disease  A disease cause by a deficiency of 
acid glucosidase in which glucosyl ceramide accumulates 
in the reticuloendothelial cells in the bone marrow, spleen, 
and lymph nodes and may cause polyarthralgia and 
osteonecrosis of the hip.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 272.7

gavage feeding  Method of feeding milk or formula 
through a small tube which is passed through the nose or 
mouth into the stomach. Also known as tube feeding.

gaze nystagmus  Involuntary rapid movement of the 
eyeball made apparent by looking to the right or the left.

gefitinib  A medication given to treat non-small cell 
lung cancer, only available to patients who have used and 
benefited from the medication, or who are currently doing 
so. May be available as part of an investigational study. 
Also known as Iressa.

HCPCS II	 J8565

gegenhalten  Active resistance to passive movement of 
the extremities that does not appear to be under voluntary 
control.

geldanamycin analogue  An antineoplastic antibiotic 
drug belonging to the ansamycins.

gemcitabine hydrochloride  A cancer medication 
which treats ovarian, pancreatic, lung, and breast cancers 
by interfering with the growth and spread of cancer cells; 
often used in combination with other forms of treatment. 
Also called Gemzar.

HCPCS II	 J9201
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gemtuzumab ozogamicin  A medication given to 
patients over the age of sixty who have had a relapse of 
acute myeloid leukemia, and are not candidates for other 
forms of cancer treatment. Also called Mylotarg.

HCPCS II	 J9300

Gemzar  A cancer medication which treats ovarian, 
pancreatic, lung, and breast cancers by interfering with 
the growth and spread of cancer cells; often used in 
combination with other forms of treatment. Also called 
gemcitabine hydrochloride.

HCPCS II	 J9201

Genabid  A medication which causes blood vessels 
to widen, allowing increased blood flow; used to treat 
problems associated with poor circulation, such as 
certain heart conditions and may also be used to regulate 
heartbeat. Also called papaverine hydrochloride.

HCPCS II	 J2440

Genahist  A medication given to treat allergy symptoms, 
including rash, itching, sneezing, watery eyes, runny nose, 
etc. May also be given to treat motion sickness, anxiety, 
tension, insomnia, or involuntary movements due to 
Parkinson’s disease or certain other medications. Also 
known as diphenhydramine hydrochloride.

HCPCS II	 Q0163

gender  Definitions of masculinity and femininity 
determined by culture, which may be different across 
countries, societies, and subcultures.

gender dysphoria  A persistent aversion toward some 
or all of the physical characteristics or social roles based 
on gender.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 302.0-302.9

gender role  Attitudes, behavior, and personality 
attributes defined by the culture in which the person lives 
as being either stereotypically masculine or feminine.

gender schema theory  A gender development 
theory that combines social and cognitive learning, in 
which gender roles are formed in part by observing 
how others act, and partly from accomplishing different 
cognitive tasks specifically done by men and women.

gene mapping  The determination of the sequence of 
genes and their relative distances from one another on a 
specific chromosome.

gene therapy  Treatment that alters a gene for 
therapeutic purposes, such as for curing cancer, and 
improving the body’s natural ability to fight off disease.

general anesthesia  A mixture of medications and/
or gases, used in a gradual titration of the medication 
under the direction of the physician to induce a state of 
unconsciousness.

general experimental psychology  A branch of 
psychology that uses experimental methods to discover 
principles of behavior, such as those underlying sensation 
and perception, learning and memory, and motivation 
and emotion.

general intelligence  The overall score from an 
intelligence test, which is measured by all of the tasks.

generalization  The process wherein a conditioned 
response starts occurring in response to other, similar 
stimuli, and not just to the conditioned stimulus.

generalized anxiety disorder (GAD)  A type of 
anxiety disorder over general situations and events 
in which a person feels tense and apprehensive, with 
difficulty relaxing, on a very regular basis. Feelings are 
accompanied by increases in autonomic nervous system 
activity, such as increased blood pressure, heart rate, and 
blood flow to the muscles and away from the GI tract. 
GAD patients may feel tense, upset, and on edge almost 
continually; feel muscle aches and pains; be consistently 
looking around for danger, hardships, and problems; and 
may also be depressed.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 300.02

genes  The biochemical units of heredity that form the 
chromosomes; essential segments of DNA that contain 
the code for particular peptides or proteins which then 
determine physical traits, such as eye, skin, and hair color 
and type, athletic and intelligence potential, etc.

genetic  Inherited from family members.

genetic code  The combination of all genes, arranged in 
a specific sequence, that is the blueprint for an organism.

genetic counseling  Advice offered by experts in 
genetics on the detection, consequences, and risk of 
occurrence of particular chromosomal disorders.

HCPCS II	 S0265

genetic deafness  Deafness caused by faulty genetics, 
such as the trisomy syndromes that result in hearing 
impairments.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 389.1
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genetic disease  Disease caused by defective genes, 
which are the basic unit of traits inherited from parents.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 V82.71,	V89.79

genetic markers  Alterations in DNA that may indicate 
an increased risk of developing a specific disease or 
disorder.

genetic mosaic  The juxtaposition of genetically 
different tissues, resulting from somatic mutation; an 
anomaly of chromosome division that results in two 
or more types of cells containing different numbers of 
chromosomes.

genetically modified  Cells that have been altered 
to contain different genetic material than what they had 
originally.

Gengraf  Drug used to prevent or treat organ rejection in 
transplant patients. It is also used in certain patients with 
arthritis or psoriasis.

HCPCS II	 J7502,	J7515,	J7516

geniculate ganglion  Any number of diseases that 
affect the facial nerves.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 351.1

genioglossus  Either of a pair of tongue muscles 
originating in the mandible (lower jaw) and inserting 
into the lingual fascia below the mucous membrane and 
epiglottis. Nerve supply is from the hypoglossal nerve, 
whose action depresses and protrudes the tongue.

genioplasty  Plastic surgery performed to change the 
shape or appearance of the chin.

CPT	 21120-21123

genital stage  The final stage in Freud’s theory of 
psychosexual development, beginning in puberty, 
during which, the teenager has overcome latency, made 
associations with one gender or the other, and seeks out 
pleasure through sexual contact with others.

genital warts  A pointed papilloma (tumor or wart) 
usually on the skin or mucous membrane of the anus and 
external genitalia, caused by a virus transmitted through 
sexual contact. Also known as condyloma acuminatum, 
fig wart, moist wart, pointed wart, venereal wart, verruca 
acuminata.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 078.19

genitals  The sex organs, including the male penis and 
testicles and the female vagina and vulva.

genitourinary fistula  An abnormal passage between 
two organs of the urogenital system or between those 
organs and some other system.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 608.89,	619.0

genome  The DNA code that comprises the complete 
genetic composition of an organism.

Genotropin  Drug used in the treatment of growth 
failure, growth hormone deficiency, intestinal disorders, or 
HIV-related weight loss or wasting.

HCPCS II	 J2941

genotype  The total set of genes contained within an 
organism’s cells, whether actively expressed or not.

gentamicin sulfate  An antibiotic given to treat 
serious bacterial infections, including those affecting 
the skin, lungs, bones, urinary tract, blood, stomach, or 
joints. Sometimes used with other treatments to prevent 
infection. Also known as Garamycin.

HCPCS II	 J1580

genu  The knee.

genu introrsum  Hyperextensibility of the knee joint.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 268.1,	736.41,	755.64

genu recurvatum  Hyperextension of the knee 
resulting from hypermobility.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 754.40-754.44

genu valgum  A deformity of the legs in which the 
knees are abnormally close together and the ankles are 
spread widely apart. Also known as knock-knee.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 268.1,	736.41,	755.64

genu varum  An outward curvature of one or both legs, 
bowing out near the knee. Also known as bowlegged.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 268.1,	736.42,	755.64

genucubital  Pertaining to the knees and elbows.

Geodon  An antipsychotic used to treat schizophrenia 
and bipolar disorder.

HCPCS II	 J3486

geotrichosis  An infection of the lungs or mouth and 
intestines caused by the fungus Geotrichum	candidum.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 117.9

Gerdy’s tubercle  Lateral tubercle at the upper end of 
tibia, where the iliotibial band is inserted; a common site 
of pathology due to friction of the iliotibial band on bone.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 728.89
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Geref  Drug used in the treatment of idiopathic growth 
hormone deficiency in prepubertal children with growth 
failure.

HCPCS II	 Q0515,	Q2014

germ cell  The precursor cells giving rise to the 
reproductive cells: the testicular cell that divides to 
produce the immature sperm cells and the ovarian cell 
that divides to form the egg (ovum).

germ cell aplasia  An inherited condition in which 
the testicles have no germ cells. Men with this condition 
have normal Leydig cells and will develop secondary 
sex characteristics, and may be caused by large and/or 
prolonged exposure to toxins or radiation.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 606.0

germinal stage  The prenatal, developmental stage 
beginning at conception and lasting through the second 
week of pregnancy. The fertilized egg, consisting of a 
single cell makes it way down the fallopian tube, and 
begins cell reproduction, eventually developing from a 
single celled zygote to a multi-celled mass that attaches 
itself to the wall of the uterus, which the constitutes the 
beginning of the embryonic stage.

germinoma  The most frequent type of germ-cell 
tumor in the brain.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 186.0-186.9,	198.82

germline mutation  A gene change within the 
body’s reproductive cells (egg or sperm) that becomes 
incorporated into the DNA of every other cell in the body 
of offspring. Also known as hereditary mutation.

gerontophobia  Fear of aging or old people.

Gerota’s fascia  A fibrous envelope of tissue that 
surrounds the kidney. Also known as renal fascia and 
Gerota’s capsule.

Gerstmann-Straussler-Scheinker syndrome  
A rare dementia that is of genetic cause resulting in 
degeneration of the nervous system and ultimately 
leading to death.

ICD-9-CM Dx 046.71

Gestalt  This term means organized whole, and is the 
basis of Gestalt psychology which studies how people 
integrate and organize perceptual information into some 
meaningful whole, such as being able to recognize a 
particular symbol as one unit with meaning although 
each of the parts that make up the symbol have different 
meaning alone.

Gestalt therapy  Bringing unconscious feelings to 
awareness by getting in touch with oneself and more 
aware of and able to express feelings. Becoming aware 
of these feelings is not enough and Gestalt therapy also 
helps one realize the importance of taking responsibility 
for those feelings and actions.

gestation  The period of fetal development in the womb 
from implantation to birth.

gestational diabetes mellitus (GD, GDM)  A 
temporary impairment of the ability to process sugar 
during pregnancy.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 648.00-648.04,	648.80-648.84

gestational host  A woman who is not the biological 
mother, who contracts to carry a pregnancy to term and 
deliver for someone else.

gestational sac  A fluid-filled structure that develops 
within the uterine cavity early in pregnancy.

ghost vessels  Blood vessels which appear in the cornea 
during inflammation and remain as nonvascular channels 
as the inflammation subsides.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 370.64

giant cell carcinoma  An epithelial cancer 
characterized by large, undifferentiated cells.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 170.9

giant cell tumor  A soft, brown tumor growing on a 
bone, that is usually benign.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 213.9

giardiasis  A common protozoal infection of the small 
intestine spread via contaminated food and water and 
direct person-to-person contact.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 007.1

gingiva  The gums; the tissue covering the tooth-bearing 
border of the jaw.

gingivitis  Inflammation of the gums.

gingivoplasty  Reshaping gum tissue for cosmetic or 
functional purposes.

CPT	 41872

glabellar  The smooth area between the eyebrows just 
above the nose.

Glasgow coma scale  A system of ranking coma 
patients on eye, verbal, and motor responses to determine 
the severity of the coma.
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glatiramer acetate  Used to decrease the frequency 
of relapses in patients with relapsing-remitting multiple 
sclerosis.

HCPCS II	 J1595

glaucoma  A group of eye diseases caused by elevated 
pressure inside the eye.

There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

Gleason score  A system of grading prostate cancer cells 
to determine the best treatment and to predict outcome. A 
low Gleason score means the cancer cells are very similar 
to normal prostate cells; a high Gleason score means the 
cancer cells are very different from normal and advanced 
in malignancy.

Glenn procedure  A procedure performed to prepare 
the heart for the Fontan procedure to correct a congenital 
heart defect.

CPT	 33766,	33767

glenohumerol joint  Shoulder and arm joint.

glenoid  The portion of the scapula that forms the cup 
section of the shoulder joint.

glenoid cavity  A depression in the lateral angle of the 
scapula for articulation with the humerus.

glenoid fossa  1) A deep concavity in the temporal 
bone at the root of the zygomatic arch that receives the 
condyle of the mandible. 2) The concavity in the head 
of the scapula that receives the head of the humerous to 
form the shoulder joint.

glial tumors  Tumors of the central nervous system that 
include astrocytomas, ependymal tumors, glioblastoma 
multiforme, and primitive neuroectodermal tumors.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 191.0-191.9,	198.3,	237.5

gliding joints  Joints that move either side to side or 
back and forth, without angular or rotational motion, such 
as the scapuloclavicular joint.

glioblastoma  A general term meaning a malignant 
astrocytoma, a type of brain tumor.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 191.0-191.9,	198.3

glioblastoma multiforme  A type of brain tumor that 
forms from glial (supportive) tissue of the brain and grows 
very quickly. Also known as grade IV astrocytoma.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 191.0-191.9,	198.3

glioma  A tumor derived from cells in the brain.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 191.0-191.9,	198.3

gliosarcoma  A type of glioma, or tumor of the brain.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 191.9

globe luxation  The dislocation of the eyeball from the 
eye socket.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 360.81,	376.36,	767.8

globulin  A protein found in abundance in blood plasma, 
which includes the gamma globulins, the antibody 
molecules produced by the immune system.

globus hystericus  The disturbing sensation of a lump 
in the throat.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 300.11

glomerulonephritis  Kidney disease characterized by 
inflammatory changes in the glomeruli, or capillary loops 
of nephrons, the functional units of the kidney, not caused 
by infection, but by an autoimmune disease.

There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

glossectomy  The surgical removal of all or part of the 
tongue.

CPT	 41120-41135,	41140-41155

glossitis  Inflammation of the tongue.

glossolalia  Gibberish-like speech.

glossotomy  An incision in the tongue.

glucagon  A hormone produced by the pancreas that 
raises the blood sugar level.

glucagon diagnostic kit  Drug used to treat severe 
hypoglycemia, or low blood sugar, in insulin-treated diabetics; 
also used to inhibit gastrointestinal movement during 
radiological exams. Also known as glucagon hydrochloride.

HCPCS II	 J1610

glucagon hydrochloride  Drug used to treat severe 
hypoglycemia, or low blood sugar, in insulin-treated 
diabetics; also used to inhibit gastrointestinal movement 
during radiological exams. Also known as Glucagon 
diagnostic kit or GlucaGen diagnostic kit.

HCPCS II	 J1610

glucagonoma  A rare pancreatic tumor that produces 
a hormone called glucagon and symptoms similar to 
diabetes.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 157.4,	211.7
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glucocorticoid  Any of a group of anti-inflammatory, 
steroidlike compounds produced by the adrenal cortex, 
and involved in carbohydrate, protein, and fat metabolism; 
used as an anti-inflammatory agent.

glucokinetic  Acting to maintain the blood glucose 
level.

gluconeogenesis  The process of making glucose 
from its own breakdown products or from those of fats or 
proteins; this process occurs mainly in the liver or kidney.

glucose  The end product of carbohydrate metabolism 
and the chief source of energy for living organisms; its 
utilization is controlled by insulin.

glucose tolerance test (GTT)  A screening test for 
insulin resistance, diabetes, and gestational diabetes 
in which blood is drawn at fasting, followed by having 
the patient eat or drink a certain amount of glucose and 
drawing blood again at one, two, and three hours to check 
glucose levels.

CPT	 82951-82952,	82953

glue ear  A low-grade eardrum inflammation associated 
with fluid in the middle ear cavity.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 381.20

glufosfamide  An anticancer drug belonging to the 
alkylating agents.

glutamine  An amino acid used in nutrition therapy and 
also being studied for the treatment of diarrhea caused by 
radiation therapy to the pelvis.

gluteal  Pertaining to the buttocks.

gluteus maximus  The large, superficial muscle in the 
buttock.

glutitis  Inflammation of the muscles of the buttock.

glycogenosis  Various inheritable diseases caused by 
enzyme deficiencies and characterized by the abnormal 
accumulation of glycogen in tissue. Also known as 
dextrinosis, glycogen storage disease.

glycolysis  A method of producing cellular energy in 
which sugar is partially broken down by cells in enzyme 
reactions that do not need oxygen. When glycolysis is 
linked with other enzyme reactions that use oxygen, a 
more complete breakdown is possible, producing more 
energy.

glycopyrrolate  A medication used in conjunction with 
other treatments to relieve stomach ulcers by blocking 
secretions and to decrease or block various secretions or 
reflexes in preparation for intubation or anesthesia before 
a medical procedure.

HCPCS II	 J7642,	J7643

goiter  An enlargement of the thyroid gland for any 
reason, that may be a diffuse generalized enlargement or 
an asymmetrical, nodular enlargement.

There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

goitrogen  Any substance that induces a goiter, or 
enlargement of the thyroid gland.

gold casting  A casting made of gold, usually formed to 
represent and replace lost tooth structure.

gold sodium thiomalate  A medication used in 
conjunction with other medications or forms of treatment 
in rheumatoid arthritis patients. Also called Myochrysine.

HCPCS II	 J1600

Goldblatt hypertension  Increased blood pressure 
following obstruction of blood flow to one kidney.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 440.1

Goldblatt kidney  A kidney lacking arterial blood 
supply, and developing arterial hypertension as a 
consequence.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 440.1

golfer’s elbow  Medial epicondylitis.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 726.32

golgi tendon organ  Specialized sensory structure 
located in striated muscle tendons.

gonad  A gamete-producing reproductive organ (the 
ovary or testis).

gonadal arteries  Paired arteries that supply the 
ovaries in females and the testes in males.

gonadorelin hydrochloride  A medication identical 
to the gonadotropin-releasing hormone (GnRH) found in 
the body, used to test the function of the hypothalamus 
and pituitary glands, as well as regulate ovulation and 
menstrual cycles in women with insufficient GnRH. Also 
known as Factrel.

HCPCS II	 J1620

gonadotropin  A hormone that stimulates the ovaries 
and the testes.
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gonadotropin releasing hormone (GnRH)  A 
hormone secreted by the hypothalamus, a control 
center in the brain, that prompts the pituitary gland to 
release both follicle stimulating hormone and luteinizing 
hormone into the bloodstream.

Gonal-F  Recombinant follicle stimulating hormone 
injectable fertility medication used for producing 
superovulation.

Gonic  Used to help conception (pregnancy) occur.
HCPCS II	 J0725

gonioscopy  Examination of the angle of the anterior 
chamber of the eye with a gonioscope or contrast prism 
lens.

CPT	 92020

goniosynechia  Adhesion of the iris to the posterior 
surface of the cornea in the angle of the anterior chamber 
of the eye.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 364.73

goniotomy  A surgical incision into the opening of 
Schlemm’s canal through the anterior chamber of the eye 
as a treatment for glaucoma.

CPT	 65820

gonorrhea  A sexually transmitted disease that 
may lead to infertility caused by the bacteria Neisseria	
gonococcus.

There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

Goodpasture’s syndrome  A condition in which 
hemorrhaging occurs in the kidneys and the lungs.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 446.21

goserelin  A man-made protein like gonadotropin-
releasing hormone (GnRH) that decreases the production 
of testosterone in men and estrogen in women, used 
to block hormone production in the ovaries or testicles 
and to treat prostate cancer, endometriosis, endometrial 
thinning, and breast cancer.

HCPCS II	 J9202

goserelin acetate implant  A synthetic protein 
which lowers testosterone levels in men and estrogen 
levels in women, and is used in the treatment of some 
forms of prostate and breast cancer. The protein is similar 
to gonadotropin- releasing hormone. Also called Zoladex.

HCPCS II	 J9202

Gottron’s sign  Slightly scaly and raised papules 
on the extensor surface of small hand joints, seen in 
dermatomyositis.

gouty arthropathy  A urate metabolism disorder in 
which monosodium urate crystals deposit in the joints 
and soft tissues, such as bursae and tendons, causing 
accompanying pain, inflammation, and degeneration of 
bones and joints.

ICD-9-CM Dx 	 274.00-274.03

Gower’s sign  Any use of the hands when attempting to 
stand which indicates the presence of muscular weakness.

Goyrand’s injury  Dislocation of the head of the radius 
distally under the round ligament. Also known as a pulled 
elbow.

grade  The level of malignancy of a tumor related to 
how quickly the tumor is likely to grow and spread with 
grading systems being different for each type of cancer.

grades of movement  Standardized scale of recording 
joint movement.

grading  A system for classifying cancer cells based 
on how abnormal they appear when examined under 
a microscope in order to provide information about the 
degree of malignant behavior, the tumor’s probable 
growth rate, and its tendency to spread, which is helpful in 
making treatment decisions.

graft (punch)  A type of full thickness graft, usually 
circular, used for transplanting skin containing hair follicles 
to a bald area.

CPT	 15200-15261,	15775-15776

graft survival  A transplanted tissue or organ being 
accepted by the body and continuing to thrive and 
function properly.

Graftjacket  A graft that includes protein, collagen 
structure and blood vessel channels and is used in chronic 
skin wounds to help the body with cellular repair and 
revascularization.

HCPCS II Q4107

graft-versus-host disease (GVHD)  A reaction of 
donated bone marrow or peripheral stem cells, or other 
transplanted organ graft against a person’s tissue.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 279.50-279.53
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graft-versus-tumor  An immune response to a 
person’s tumor cells by immune cells present in a donor’s 
transplanted tissue, such as bone marrow or peripheral 
blood.

grain itch  Itching and inflammation of the skin due to 
a mite that preys on certain insect larvae which live on 
straw, grain, and other plants.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 133.8

gram  A metric unit of weight measure. There are 
approximately 454 grams to a United States pound.

grand mal  The most severe form of epilepsy with tonic-
clonic seizures and unconsciousness during an attack, 
often preceded by an aura.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 345.10-345.11

grandiose delusion  A delusion of inflated worth, 
power, knowledge, identity, or special relationship to a 
deity or famous person.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 297.1

grandiosity  An inflated appraisal of one’s own worth, 
power, knowledge, importance, or identity, which can be 
on a delusional scale.

granisetron  A drug that prevents or reduces nausea 
and vomiting.

HCPCS II	 J1626,	Q0166,	S0091

granular  Composed of or resembling grains or granules; 
particles with a strong affinity for nuclear stains, seen in 
many bacterial species.

granulating  Forming into grains, granules, or minute 
grainlike particles.

granulocytes  A type of white blood cell containing 
granules of toxic chemicals in the cytoplasm that enable 
them to digest microorganisms: basophils, neutrophils, 
and eosinophils are granulocytes.

granuloma  Small lump of cells caused by different 
types of chronic inflammation.

There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

gravel  A deposit of small concretions in the kidneys and 
the urinary or gall bladder. Also known as calculus.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 592.9

Graves disease  Hyperthyroidism caused by 
an overactive diffuse goiter often associated with 
exophthalmos, or bulging eyes.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 242.00,	244.01

greenstick fracture  An incomplete fracture in which 
the bone is not completely separated.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 827.0,	828.0

grocers’ itch  A vesicular inflammation of the skin 
caused by certain mites found in stored hides, dried fruits, 
grain, copra, and cheese.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 133.8

groin injuries  Description of injury to any one of the 
following muscles: sartorius; long head of rectus femoris; 
any or all of the adductor muscles; the abdominals or the 
iliopsoas.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 959.19

grommet  Tiny drainage tube for the ear drum.

Groschung catheter  An indwelling line used for 
administering medication and total parenteral nutrition 
over long durations.

ground itch  The itching eruption caused by larvae 
entering the skin.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 126.9

group polarization  The development of a group’s 
attitude toward a situation that changes in such a way 
that the group attitude is enhanced and strengthened.

grouped  A number of similar or related objects.

grouping  Organizing stimuli into some coherent 
groups; categorizing things or concepts to maintain some 
organization within the mind.

growing pains  Recurrent limb pains occurring in early 
youth.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 781.99

growth factor  Substance, usually a protein, made 
by the body that functions to regulate cell division and 
survival. Some growth factors are also produced in the 
laboratory and used in biological therapy.

growth hormone  A chemical produced by the 
pituitary gland that controls growth and development and 
promotes protein production.
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guaiac test  A diagnostic test to check for blood in a 
stool sample, which can be a sign of cancer or bleeding 
within the digestive tract.

CPT	 82270

guidewire  A thin, usually flexible wire that can be 
inserted into a confined or winding space to act as a guide 
for insertion of a stiffer or bulkier instrument.

gumma  1) A soft gummy tumor. 2) Late benign syphilis.

gustation  Act or sensation of tasting.

gustatory hallucination  An hallucination involving 
the perception of taste, usually unpleasant.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 780.1

gynecologic cancer  Cancer in the female reproductive 
tract: the cervix, endometrium, fallopian tubes, ovaries, 
uterus, and vagina.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 180.9,	182.0,	183.2

gynecologist  A physician who specializes in the 
diseases and the routine physical care of the reproductive 
system of women.

gynecology  Branch of medicine concerned with 
diseases of the female genital tract.

gynecomastia  An abnormal enlargement of the 
male breast, usually caused by some kind of metabolic 
or hormonal upset or derangement, that leads to 
development of the mammary gland in men even to the 
point of producing milk.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 611.1

Gynogen L.A.  A female estrogen hormone given to 
treat low estrogen levels caused by menopause or other 
disorders, to reduce the accompanying symptoms, such 
as bone density loss, hot flashes, and vaginal itching, 
burning, and dryness. Also used in the treatment of some 
forms of breast and prostate cancer. Also called estradiol 
valerate.

HCPCS II	 J0970,	J1380,	J1390

H1N1 influenza virus  The swine flu virus, a highly 
contagious respiratory disease endemic in pigs and a 
subtype of influenza A, derived from several influenza A 
viruses mixed together: North American swine influenza, 
North American avian influenza, human influenza, 
and the swine influenza of Asia and Europe. The virus 
is spread by human-to-human transmission, causing 
symptoms similar to seasonal influenza: runny nose, 
nasal congestion, sore throat, cough, fever, body aches, 
headache, chills, and fatigue.

ICD-9-CM Dx 	 488.1

habit tic  Any involuntary, sudden, rapid, recurrent, 
motor movement or vocalization that is psychogenic in 
origin.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 307.20-307.22

Habitrol  A patch placed on the skin which releases 
nicotine into the bloodstream in progressively smaller 
amounts to assist in quitting smoking by reducing nicotine 
withdrawal symptoms. Also known as Nicotine patches, 
non-legend.

HCPCS II	 S4991

habitual abortion  Repeat miscarriages or continuous 
loss of pregnancy.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 629.81,	646.30-646.31,	646.33

Hageman factor  A factor in the clotting of blood; a 
deficiency results in prolonged clotting time for venous 
blood. Also known as factor XII.

Haglund’s deformity  Pain and discomfort on the 
posterior aspect of the heel at the area of the Achilles 
tendon insertion.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 736.76

hair cell  One of the specific sensory cells of the organ 
of hearing (organ of Corti) with hair-like projections 
imbedded in the tectorial membrane and the other end in 
close contact with many nerve endings.

hairy cell leukemia  A type of chronic leukemia 
in which the abnormal white blood cells appear to be 
covered with tiny hairs when viewed under a microscope.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 202.40-202.41

hairy leukoplakia  A whitish, slightly raised lesion on 
the side of the tongue, thought to be related to Epstein-
Barr virus infection.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 528.6
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Haldol  A drug used to manage nervous, emotional, and 
mental disorders, such as mania, schizophrenia, psychosis, 
and psychomotor agitation and to control Tourette’s 
disorder symptoms. Also called haloperidol.

HCPCS II	 J1630

half life  The amount of time required for half of a given 
substance to be eliminated from the body.

half-value layer  The thickness of any material required 
to reduce the intensity of an x-ray or gamma-ray beam to 
one-half its original value.

hallucinations  False sensory experiences that may be 
visual or auditory, such as seeing a person when nobody is 
there, or hearing a voice with no one there speaking,

ICD-9-CM Dx	 291.3,	292.12,	368.16,	780.1

hallucinogens  Psychedelic (mind-manifesting) drugs 
that distort perceptions and produce non-existent sensory 
images when there are no sensory stimuli to produce 
them.

hallux  Refers to the big toe.

hallux dolorosus  A painful condition of the great toe, 
usually associated with flatfoot.

hallux malleus  Hammer toe affecting the great toe.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 735.3

hallux rigidus  A painful flexion deformity of the great 
toe with limitation of motion at the metatarsophalangeal 
joint. Also known as stiff toe.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 268.1,	735.2,	755.66

hallux valgus  A foot deformity in which the large toe 
turns inward, creating a bunion.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 735.0,	755.6

hallux varus  Angulation of the great toe away from the 
other toes.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 735.1,	755.66

halo  1) A luminous or colored circle, such as is seen 
around a light in glaucoma. 2) A ring seen around the 
macula lutea, the yellowish area near the center of the 
retina, in ophthalmoscopic examinations. 3) The imprint 
of the ciliary processes on the vitreous body. 4) A metal 
or plastic band that encircles the head or neck, providing 
support and stability to an orthotic apparatus used to 
support, align, prevent, or correct deformities.

haloperidol  A drug used to manage nervous, 
emotional, and mental disorders, such as mania, 
schizophrenia, psychosis, psychomotor agitation, and to 
control Tourette’s disorder symptoms. Also called Haldol.

HCPCS II	 J1630

haloperidol decanoate  A drug used to manage 
nervous, emotional, and mental disorders, such as mania, 
schizophrenia, psychosis, psychomotor agitation, and 
to control Tourette’s disorder symptoms. Also known as 
Haldol deconoate.

HCPCS II	 J1631

Halsted radical mastectomy  Surgery for breast 
cancer in which the breast, chest muscles, and all of the 
lymph nodes under the arm are removed. Used only when 
the tumor has spread to the chest muscles.

CPT	 19200-19220,	19303-19306

hamartoma  A benign tumorlike malformation 
resulting from faulty development in an organ, and 
composed of an abnormal mixture of mature cells 
and tissue elements of the affected part, growing in a 
disorganized manner.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 213.0,	213.1,	757.32,	759.6

hammer toe  A toe that is chronically curled downward 
as the result of an imbalance of the muscle structures of 
the toes, causing the toes become crooked, bent, or buckle 
under with the joints protruding.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 268.1,	726.91,	735.4,	755.66

hamstrings  Muscles located in the posterior 
compartment of the thigh, made up of the 
semitendinosus, semimembranosus, and biceps femoris 
muscles, sometimes included is the hamstring head of the 
adductor magnus.

hangman’s fracture  Fracture through the pedicles 
of the axis (C2 vertebra) with or without subluxation 
(dislocation) of the second or third cervical vertebra.

haptometer  Instrument for measuring sensitivity to 
touch.

hard palate  The bony portion of the roof of the mouth 
which separates the mouth from the nose.

Harrington rod  Medical device applied surgically to 
treat curvature of the spine (scoliosis). The device is a 
stainless steel rod fitted with hooks at both ends and a 
ratchet, implanted through a posterior spinal approach, 
securing the hooks onto the vertebral laminae.
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Harrison’s groove  Horizontal groove along the lower 
border of the thorax corresponding to the costal insertion 
of the diaphragm.

Hartmann’s operation  Resection of a diseased 
portion of the colon, with the proximal end of the colon 
brought out as a colostomy and the distal stump or 
rectum being closed by suture.

hearing aid  An electric amplifying device designed to 
make sounds audible to the individual with hearing loss. 
Sound pressure waves are converted into electricity by 
a microphone. The electric impulses are then amplified 
through controlled electronic circuitry.

HCPCS II	 L8614,	V5008-V5299

hearing disorder  Disruption in the normal hearing 
process in which sound waves are not converted to 
electrical signals and nerve impulses are not transmitted 
to the brain to be interpreted.

heart block  Condition in which the electrical impulse 
that activates the heart muscle cells is delayed or 
interrupted somewhere along its path.

heart chambers  The four cavities in the heart that 
contract to pump blood.

heart rate  The number of times the heart beats in one 
minute. Also known as the pulse.

heart valves  One-way doors between the chambers of 
the heart that keep blood moving in one direction through 
the heart.

heart-lung machine  An apparatus that oxygenates 
and pumps blood to the body during open heart surgery.

heartburn  A typical symptom of gastroesophageal 
reflux. Also known as acid indigestion.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 306.4,	787.1

heat cramp  Spasm with pain, weak pulse, and dilated 
pupils.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 992.2

Heberden’s nodes  Bony swellings on distal 
interphalangeal joints at the ends of the fingers, that 
appear in osteoarthritis.

Hectorol  A synthetic form of Vitamin D prescribed to 
patients undergoing kidney dialysis in order to lower 
elevated parathyroid levels. Also called doxercalciferol.

HCPCS II	 J1270

hedyotis diffusa  An herb used in traditional Chinese 
medicine to treat certain medical problems and boost the 
immune system. May have anticancer effects.

heel lock  Technique of strapping, to ensure ankle joint 
stability.

CPT	 29540

heel spur  A extremely painful condition in which a 
bony overgrowth forms on the bottom of the heel bone.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 726.73,	728.71

heelstick  A method of obtaining samples of blood by 
pricking the heel of the foot.

CPT	 36416

helicobacter pylori (H. pylori)  A bacteria that can 
survive the high level of stomach acidity, and causes 
gastritis and gastric ulcers.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 041.86

Helixate FS  A protein given to prevent excessive 
bleeding by improving the ability to clot in those with 
hemophilia A or Factor VIII deficiency; used to treat or 
prevent bleeding involved with surgery or a hemorrhagic 
episode. Also known as factor VIII (antihemophilic factor, 
human).

HCPCS II	 J7192

Helmholtz Resonance Theory  The theory that 
the hair cells within the organ of Corti act as resonators, 
each with its own natural period of vibration and each 
responding only to one tone of one particular frequency.

helminthiasis  An infection of muscle tissue caused by 
worms.

helper T cell  The specialized white blood cell that tells 
other parts of the immune system to combat infection or 
foreign material.

helper-suppressor ratio  The ratio of helper (CD4+) 
T-cells to suppressor (CD8+) T-cells.

hemadsorption  The adherence of an agent or 
substance to the surface of a red blood cell.

hemangiomas  A common type of benign, vascular 
tumor of newly formed blood vessels, most often seen in 
children, appearing as reddish-purple birthmarks. Also 
known as port wine stains.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 228.00-228.09
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hemangiopericytoma  A type of cancer involving 
blood vessels and soft tissue.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 171.3,	171.5,	171.6,	171.9

hemarthrosis  Bleeding within a joint, causing quick 
swelling and may indicate an injury.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 719.10-719.19

hematemesis  Vomiting of blood.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 523.90,	523.91,	531.90,	531.91

hematocele  A blood-filled tumor.
There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

hematocrit  A measurement of the proportion of red 
blood cells in a sample of whole blood, measured in mL 
per dL.

CPT	 85014

hematogenous  Originating in the blood or spread 
through the bloodstream.

hematologic malignancies  Cancers of the blood or 
bone marrow, including leukemia.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 198.5,	202.4x,	202.90-202.98

hematology  Study of blood.

hematoma  A localized swelling filled with blood 
resulting from a break in a blood vessel.

hematometra  Blood which has collected in the uterus.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 621.4

hematopoiesis  The formation of new blood cells.

hematopoietic growth factors  A group of proteins 
that cause blood cells to grow and mature.

hematopoietic tissue  Tissue that generates new 
blood cells.

hematoporphyrin derivative  A drug used in 
photodynamic therapy that is absorbed by tumor cells. 
When exposed to light, it becomes active and kills the 
cancer cells.

hematosalpinx  A collection of blood in the fallopian 
tube, which is often associated with a tubal pregnancy.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 614.2,	620.8,	639.2

hematuria  Blood in the urine.

hemianopia  A loss of one-half of the field of vision, 
such as everything on the right side.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 095.8,	368.46-368.47

hemianopic scotoma  Depressed or lost vision 
affecting half of the central visual field.

hemiatrophy  Atrophy (wasting away) of one side of a 
body part or organ.

hemiballism  Spasms and twitching on one side of the 
body caused by a lesion of the subthalamic nucleus of the 
other side of the brain.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 333.5

hemicrania  A pain that occurs on only one side of the 
head.

ICD-9-CM Dx 339.03

hemicrania, chronic paroxysmal (CPH)  A series 
of severe headaches in the oculotemporal area that occur 
many times a day and are short in duration.

	ICD-9-CM	Dx	 339.04

hemicrania continua   A headache on one side of 
the head which recurs daily with more severe pain that 
fluctuates.

ICD-9-CM Dx 339.41

hemiglossectomy  The removal of half of the tongue.
CPT	 41130

hemilaminectomy  The surgical removal of part of a 
vertebral lamina.

CPT	 63020-63044

hemilaryngectomy  Excision of one side of the larynx 
(voice box).

CPT	 31370-31382

hemimelia  A developmental anomaly characterized by 
absence of all or part of the distal half of a limb.

hemin  A medication to treat acute intermittent 
porphyrias (blood disorders) associated with the 
menstrual cycle, including pain, mental changes, high 
blood pressure, and rapid heartbeat. Also known as 
Panhematin.

HCPCS II	 J1640

hemiphalangectomy  The excision of part of a digital 
phalanx.

CPT	 28160

hemiplegia  Paralysis of one side of the body.
There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).
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hemispherectomy  The surgical removal of half of the 
brain.

CPT	 61542-61543

hemodialysis  A procedure for removing metabolic 
waste products or toxic substance from the bloodstream 
by separating molecules to dispose of waste.

CPT	 90935-90937,	90940,	93990

hemodynamic  Relating to the forces involved in the 
circulation of blood.

Hemofil M  A protein given to prevent excessive 
bleeding by improving the ability to clot in those with 
hemophilia A or factor VII deficiency; used to treat or 
prevent bleeding involved with surgery or a hemorrhagic 
episode. Also known as factor VIII (antihemophilic factor, 
recombinant).

HCPCS II	 J7190

hemofiltration  Removal of waste products from blood 
by passing it through filters outside of the body.

CPT	 90945-90947

hemoglobin (Hgb)  Protein particles in red blood cells 
capable of carrying oxygen.

hemolysin  An agent or substance that causes the 
destruction of red blood cells and liberating hemoglobin, 
the iron-containing pigment in red blood cells.

hemolysis  Destruction of blood cells.

hemolytic transfusion reaction (HTR)  An 
immune system reaction due to blood incompatibility 
that causes destruction of the transfused red blood cells 
by the patient’s own immune system, which is producing 
antibodies against the transfused blood. Symptoms 
include fever, chills, rigors, low back or flank pain, bloody 
urine, high bilirubin counts, anemia, and a dropped 
hematocrit.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 999.61,	999.71,	999.76,	999.83

hemoperfusion  The removal of toxic substances from 
the blood by passing it through columns of absorptive 
material, such as activated charcoal.

CPT	 90997

hemopericardium  Blood found in the sac around the 
heart.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 423.0,	772.8,	860.2,	860.3

hemoperitoneum  The presence of blood in the 
peritoneal cavity.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 567.29,	568.81

hemophilia  Group of hereditary disorders in which 
affected individuals fail to make enough of certain 
proteins needed to form blood clots.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 286.0-286.7,	V83.01,	V83.02

hemophilia clotting factor  A medication given 
to help blood clot in hemophiliacs having a bleeding 
episode or for bleeding during surgery. Also called Feiba 
VH Immuno.

HCPCS II	 J7198

hemoptysis  Coughing up blood or bloody sputum; an 
unspecified pulmonary hemorrhage.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 786.30,	786.39

hemorrhage  Bleeding due to the escape of blood from 
a blood vessel.

hemorrhagic cystitis  Inflammation of the urinary 
bladder with severe bleeding.

hemorrhagic enterocolitis  Inflammation of the 
small intestine and colon characterized by bleeding 
from the blood vessels of the intestinal mucosa, with 
inflammatory cell infiltration.

hemorrhagic fever  A condition characterized by non-
stop internal or external bleeding resulting from a viral 
infection that has caused blood vessel damage.

There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

hemorrhoidopexy  A surgical technique for the 
treatment of hemorrhoids in which sutures or staples are 
used to hold the hemorrhoid to the wall of the anal canal.

CPT	 46947

hemorrhoids  A distended or dilated varicose vein 
within the anal tissue from increased venous pressure.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 455.0-455.8

hemosiderinuria  An insoluble protein that contains 
iron in the urine.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 275.0,	996.85

hemothorax  Accumulation of blood in the cavity 
around the lungs.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 012.0x,	511.1,	511.8,	772.8,	860.2-860.5,	
998.11

Henoch-Schoenlein purpura  A form of allergic 
vasculitis, more common in children than adults, with 
features of arthritis, rash, gastrointestinal involvement, 
and nephritis.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 287.0
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heparin-induced thrombocytopenia (HIT) An 
immune response to heparin in which the body has a low 
platelet count.

CPT	 28160

hepatic encephalopathy  A brain disorder syndrome 
caused by chronic liver failure, causing neuropsychiatric 
abnormalities. Neurotoxins no longer being cleaned out 
of the bloodstream build up and then reach the brain, 
causing dangerous brain swelling and edema.

ICD-9-CM Dx 	 572.2

Hep-Lock  A medication injected into IV catheters to 
prevent blood clots from forming within the device. Also 
called heparin sodium (heparin lock flush).

HCPCS II	 J1642

Hep-Lock U/P  A medication injected into IV catheters 
to prevent blood clots from forming within the device. 
Also called heparin sodium (heparin lock flush).

HCPCS II	 J1642

Hep-Pak  A medication injected into IV catheters to 
prevent blood clots from forming within the device. Also 
called heparin sodium (heparin lock flush).

HCPCS II	 J1642

heparin sodium  Used to decrease the clotting ability 
of the blood and help prevent harmful clots from forming 
in the blood vessels. Blood thinner that prevents clots from 
becoming larger.

HCPCS II	 J1644

hepatectomy  Surgical removal of all or part of the liver.

hepatic  Pertaining to the liver.

hepatic arterial infusion  Infusing drugs by catheter 
into the hepatic artery, the major blood vessel that carries 
blood to the liver.

CPT	 37201-37202

hepatic coma  State of unconsciousness accompanying 
hepatic encephalopathy, a disease of the brain associated 
with cirrhosis of the liver.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 572.2

hepatic portal vein  A short blood vessel that carries 
blood from the capillary beds of the stomach and intestine 
to the liver.

hepatic siderosis  The deposit of an abnormal quantity 
of iron in the liver.

hepatic sphincter  A thickened portion of the 
muscular coat of the hepatic (liver) vein near the entrance 
into the vena cava.

hepaticoenterostomy  The surgical formation of a 
communication between the liver duct and the intestine.

CPT	 47802

hepaticostomy  A surgical procedure performed to 
create an opening into the hepatic duct.

CPT	 47400

hepaticotomy  Incision into a liver duct.
CPT	 47400

hepatitis B  A viral liver disease caused by the hepatitis 
B virus, which is found worldwide and transmitted by 
contact with any contaminated body fluid. Most patients 
recover completely, but some become chronic carriers 
or develop chronic active cases which can be life-
threatening.

There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

hepatitis C  A disease of the liver caused by the hepatitis 
C virus, which is most commonly contracted following 
transfusions or contaminated needle use in drug abuse. 
Half of all acute infections develop into chronic cases and 
can result in cirrhosis.

There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

hepatoblastoma  A type of liver tumor that occurs in 
infants and children.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 155.0,	155.2

hepatocarcinoma  A cancer of the adult liver.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 155.0,	155.2

hepatocellular carcinoma  A type of 
adenocarcinoma, the most common type of liver tumor.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 155.0,	155.2

hepatocyte  A liver cell.

hepatoma  A liver tumor.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 155.0,	155.2,	211.5

hepatomegaly  An enlargement of the liver.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 009.0,	121.1,	272.7,	751.69,	789.10-

789.19

hepatosplenomegaly  Enlargement of the liver and 
spleen.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 120.2,	272.3,	571.8
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hepatotomy  A surgical incision into the liver.
CPT	 47010-47011

herbicide  A chemical that kills plants.

Herceptin  Drug used to treat metastic breast cancer in 
patients who overexpress HER2.

HCPCS II	 J9355

hereditary  Transmitted from parent to child by 
information contained in the genes.

hereditary hemochromatosis  A build-up of too 
much iron in the body due to a genetic problem that 
interferes with the body’s ability to break-down or 
metabolize iron. Up to 4x the normal amount of iron is 
absorbed from the digestive tract and excess iron is stored 
in the liver and spleen, causing skin bronzing, abdominal 
and joint pain, chronic fatigue, testicular atrophy, and liver, 
heart, or kidney failure.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 275.01

hereditary nonpolyposis colon cancer (HNPCC)  
An inherited disorder in which affected individuals have 
a higher-than-normal chance of developing colon cancer 
and certain other types of cancer, usually before the age of 
60. Also known as Lynch syndrome.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 153.0-153.9,	154.0-154.9,	792.1

heredity  The genetic transmission of a particular quality 
or trait from parent to offspring.

hermatospermia  Condition in which blood appears in 
the semen and may be seen by the naked eye.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 608.82

hernia  An abnormal protrusion of tissue through a 
normal opening or defect in another tissue, covering, or 
membrane.

There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

herniate  To protrude of a section or loop of tissue 
through an abnormal body opening.

herniated disc  Extrusion of part of the nucleus 
pulposus material through a defect in the annulus 
fibrosus.

herniated nucleus pulposus (HNP)  Extrusion of the 
central portion of an intervertebral disc through the outer 
cartilaginous ring, which can compress the spinal cord or 
nerves in the spinal canal.

hernioplasty  Surgery to correct a hernia.

herpes simplex  1) A recurrent viral disease caused 
by Herpesvirus Type 1 and marked by fluid-containing 
vesicles on the mouth, lips, or face; a cold sore. 2) A 
recurrent viral disease caused by Herpesvirus Type 2 and 
marked by fluid-containing vesicles on the genitals.

herpes simplex virus 1 (HSV-1)  A virus that can 
cause painful cold sores or fever blisters on the lips, in the 
mouth, or around the eyes with the symptomatic disease 
stage occurring at unpredictable intervals of weeks, 
months, or years.

There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

herpes simplex virus 2 (HSV-2)  A virus closely 
related to HSV-1 that causes similar lesions. However, 
HSV-2 is usually transmitted sexually, and its lesions 
generally appear in the anogenital area.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 054.10-054.13,	054.19

herpes varicella zoster virus (HVZ/VZV)  The virus 
that causes chicken pox and may reappear later as herpes 
zoster, also known as shingles, which consists of very 
painful blisters on the skin that follow nerve pathways.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 052.1,	053.10-053.19

heterochromia  A difference in coloration between two 
parts of the same structure that are normally alike in color.

heterogenic  Derived from a different source or species.

heterograft  A type of tissue graft in which the donor 
and recipient are of different species. Also known as 
heterologous graft, heteroplastic graft, heterotransplant, 
xenograft.

CPT	 15400-15421

heterophoria  A condition in which the eyes do not 
move in a coordinated fashion.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 378.40,	378.43,	378.45

heterotropia  A visual defect in which one eye cannot 
focus with the other on an object because of imbalance of 
the eye muscles.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 378.20,	378.30,	378.31

heterotropic  Displaced from the normal position.

heterotropic bone formation  Bone growth 
occurring in an abnormal location.
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Hexadrol  Used to relieve inflammation and is used to 
treat certain forms of arthritis, skin, blood, kidney, eye, 
thyroid, and intestinal disorders, severe allergies, and 
asthma. Also used to treat certain types of cancer.

HCPCS II	 J7637,	J7638,	J8540

Hexadrol phosphate  Used to provide relief for 
inflamed areas of the body. Used to lessen swelling, 
redness, itching, and allergic reactions. Also used to treat 
severe allergies or skin problems, asthma, or arthritis.

HCPCS II	 J1100

Heyman capsule  Radiation implants in the form of 
a capsule, administered by loading a surgically placed 
device in the cervix.

hiatal hernia  Pushing up of the stomach into the chest 
cavity through a weakness in the diaphragm.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 551.3,	552.3,	553.3

Hickman catheter  An indwelling line used for 
administering medication and total parenteral nutrition 
over long durations.

hidradenitis  Inflammation of the sweat glands.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 705.83

hidradenoma  A benign tumor derived from epithelial 
cells of sweat glands.

high blood pressure  A chronic increase in blood 
pressure above its normal range.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 401.0,	401.1,	401.9

high density lipoprotein (HDL)  A component of 
cholesterol that helps protect against heart disease by 
promoting cholesterol breakdown and removal from the 
blood.

CPT	 83718

high frequency  An inexact term which, in audiology, 
generally refers to any frequency above 1000 Hz.

high-grade lymphoma  Lymphoma that grows 
quickly but have a better response to anticancer drugs and 
includes large cell, immunoblastic, lymphoblastic, and 
small noncleaved cell lymphomas.

There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

Hill-Sachs lesion  The consequent depression of 
the humeral head following anterior dislocation of the 
shoulder, when the head of the humerus sustains a 
compression fracture.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 719.91

hilum  The area where bronchi, blood vessels, and nerves 
connect to each lung.

hindbrain  The lower portion of the brainstem 
consisting of three parts: the medulla oblongata, the pons, 
and the cerebellum.

hinge joints  The type of joints whose movement is 
only in one plane, such as the knee, elbow, and phalanges.

hip pointer  Contusion of the iliac crest, usually due to 
a severe blow.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 924.01

HIPAA  Health Insurance Portability and Accountability 
Act of 1996. Protects employees’ health insurance 
coverage when they change or lose their jobs and also 
governs the privacy and security of health information 
records and transactions.

hippocampus  A curved elevation in the lateral ventricle 
of the brain responsible for long term memory.

hippus  Spasms of the pupil not due to light stimulation.

Histaject  Temporarily relieving runny nose, watery eyes, 
sneezing and itchy nose, eyes, and associated with hay 
fever or other allergies.

HCPCS II	 J0945

histamine  A chemical present in cells throughout the 
body that is released during an allergic reaction.

histochemical stain  Special stains used for laboratory 
tests.

histocompatibility  The degree to which tissue 
from different individuals would be compatible for the 
purpose of grafting or organ transplantation, determined 
by an examination of human leukocyte antigens for 
tissue typing or genetic matching between those with a 
sufficient number of these antigens.

histology  The study of tissues and cells under a 
microscope.

histopathology  Study of diseased tissue.

histoplasma  A type of fungi causing histoplasmosis, 
a pneumonia or influenzalike illness that may spread to 
other organs and systems in the body.
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histoplasmosis  A fungal disease resulting from 
inhalation or ingestion of Histoplasma	capsulatum spores, 
usually remaining asymptomic but may cause pneumonia, 
or influenza-type illness with joint effusion. The infection 
may be reactivated when the immune system is down, 
causing problems in the lungs, meninges, heart, and 
peritoneum. Histoplasmosis is geographically limited, 
generally appearing only in the Mississippi River Valley. 
Also known as Darling’s disease.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 115.00-115.09,	115.10-115.19,	115.90-
115.99

history of present illness  The description of the 
development of an illness in chronological order, including 
signs and symptoms in relationship to the present 
problem.

histrelin acetate  Drug used to treat the early onset 
of puberty.

HCPCS II	 J1675

histrelin implant  Male hormone used to relieve the 
symptoms of prostate cancer.

HCPCS II	 J9225

hives  Outbreak of itchy, red, raised, bumpy rashes on the 
skin caused by allergic reactions.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 708.0-708.9

HLA B27  The histocompatibility antigen strongly 
associated with ankylosing spondylitis and other 
seronegative spondylarthritides.

CPT	 86812

HLA DR4  HLA antigen associated with rheumatoid 
arthritis.

CPT	 86816-86817

HMO  Health Maintenance Organization. A corporation 
financed by insurance premiums that has member 
physicians and professional staff who provide curvative 
and preventative medicine within certain financial, 
geographic, and professional limits to enrolled volunteer 
members.

hoarseness  Abnormally rough or harsh-sounding voice 
caused by vocal abuse or disorders of the vocal chords.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 784.49

Hodgkin’s disease, stage I  Hodgkin’s lymphoma is 
found in only one group of lymph nodes or lymphoma in 
one body organ only.

Hodgkin’s disease, stage II  Cancer is found in two 
or more lymph nodes on the same side of the diaphragm, 
either above or below.

Hoffa’s disease  Knee fad-pad disease causing pain and 
swelling underneath the patellar tendon.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 272.8

Hoffmann’s sign  A reflex test of the fingers which can 
detect problems of the spinal cord.

Holter Monitor  A portable device for recording heart 
ryhthm over a period of 24 hours or more.

home pregnancy test  A test a woman can use at 
home to test urine for the presence of human chorionic 
gonadotropin (hCG).

homeostatic  The body’s ability to maintain a regulated 
temperature, heart rate, and other functions in balance.

homocystinuria  The excretion of excess amounts of 
homocystine caused by various genetic and nongenetic 
causes and marked by hematologic and neurologic 
abnormalities, developmental delay, and failure to thrive. 
Resembles Marfan’s syndrome.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 270.4

homograft  A graft of tissue obtained from a donor 
that is genetically different from, but of the same species 
as, the recipient. Also known as allogeneic homograft, 
allograft, homologous graft, homoplastic graft.

homoharringtonine  An anticancer drug belonging to 
the plant alkaloids.

homomorphic  Denoting two or more structures of 
similar shape and size.

hordeolum  A small benign tumor on the eyelid.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 373.11-373.13

hormone receptor  A protein on the surface of a cell 
that binds to a specific hormone and allows the hormone 
to cause many changes to take place in the cell.

hormone receptor test  A test to measure the 
amount of certain proteins, called hormone receptors, 
found within cancer tissue, to which hormones can 
attach. A high level of hormone receptors may mean that 
hormones are helping the cancer grow.

hormone replacement therapy  The giving of 
hormones, in drug form, to replace those which the 
body no longer makes naturally or no longer produces in 
sufficient amounts.
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hormones  Chemical compounds secreted by the 
endocrine glands important in regulating and controlling 
many different body functions, including growth, 
metabolism, reproduction, and the transmission of 
information throughout the body.

host  A cell or organism that supports the growth and 
nourishment of another living micro-organism.

host uterus  The womb of another woman who carries 
the pregnancy to term after the embryo from the mother’s 
egg is transferred. Also known as surrogate gestational 
mother.

hostile mucus  Cervical mucus that impedes the natural 
progress of sperm through the cervical canal.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 628.4

hot virus  A virus that has the potential to spread rapidly.

hourglass contraction  Contraction of an organ, as 
the stomach or uterus, at or near the middle.

house dust mite  A tiny 0.5 mm long spider-like insect 
that inhabits carpets, bedding, and soft furnishings, eats 
human skin flakes, and thrives in humid environments. 
Their droppings cause allergies such as asthma, eczema, 
and rhinitis.

housemaids’ knee  Inflammation of the bursa sac of 
the patella with fluid accumulation.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 727.2

Humalog  A type of insulin given to treat hyperglycemia, 
or high blood sugar, in diabetics. Also called insulin 
(lispro).

HCPCS II	 J1817

human chorionic gonadotropin (hCG)  The 
hormone produced in early pregnancy which keeps 
the corpus luteum producing progesterone. Also used 
via injection to trigger ovulation after some fertility 
treatments, and in men to stimulate testosterone 
production.

human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1)  
The probable cause of AIDS. A retrovirus of the lentivirus 
family, notable for long duration of asymptomatic 
infection, often followed by progressive deterioration 
of cell mediated immune function, and eventual 
opportunistic infection and neoplastic growth.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 042,	795.71

human leukocyte antigen test (HLA)  A blood test 
performed to test for tissue compatibility between tissue 
donors and recipients.

CPT	 86812

human leukocyte antigens  Genetically determined 
series of antigens that are present on human white blood 
cells and tissues.

human menopausal gonadotropins (hMG)  
A combination of hormones follicle stimulating and 
luteinizing hormone which is extracted from the urine of 
post-menopausal women and used to induce ovulation in 
several fertility treatments.

human papillomavirus (HPV)  A virus that causes 
warts or nipplelike protrusions. HPV has also been 
associated with both cervical and anal cancer in women.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 079.4,	795.05,	795.09

human platelet antigen (HPA)  A type of antigen 
developed by the immune system of recipients of 
transfused platelets when the donor platelets showed 
a different HPA.  Sensitized persons will then produce 
antibodies against other people’s platelets, causing 
conditions such as posttransfusion purpura.

humanistic perspective  The psychological 
perspective that emphasizes the human capacity for 
choice and growth.

Humate-P  A protein given to treat hemophilia A and 
Factor VIII deficiency, a condition that prevents normal 
clotting of the blood. Also given in cases of bleeding 
due to von Willebrand disease. Also known as Factor VIII 
(antihemophilic factor, human).

HCPCS II	 J7190

Humatin  Brand name of paromomycin, a broad 
spectrum antibiotic used against intestinal amebiasis.

Humatrope  Drug used in the treatment of growth 
failure, growth hormone deficiency, intestinal disorders, or 
HIV-related weight loss or wasting.

HCPCS II	 J2941

humegon (hMG)  The luteinizing and follicle-
stimulating hormones recovered from the urine of post-
menopausal women, used to stimulate multiple ovulation 
in some fertility treatments.

humeral  Pertaining to the humerus, the bone in the 
upper arm.
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Humira  Used for reducing the signs and symptoms of 
rheumatoid arthritis, psoriatic arthritis, and ankylosing 
spondylitis.

HCPCS II	 J0135

humoral immune response  The immune response 
that is mediated by B-cells and involves production 
of antibodies. Also known as TH-1 immune response 
and associated with the production of the cytokines 
interleukin-4 and interleukin-10.

humoral immunity  The branch of the immune 
system that relies primarily upon antibodies.

Humulin-R  A hormone given to treat diabetes mellitus 
by lowering high glucose levels in the bloodstream. Also 
known as insulin.

HCPCS II	 J1815

hungry bone syndrome  A condition of fervant 
calcium retention due to demineralized bones.

ICD-9-CM Dx 275.5

Hunner’s ulcer  An ulcer involving all layers of the 
bladder wall, occurring in chronic interstitial cystitis, an 
inflammatory condition of the mucosa and muscular 
tissue of the bladder.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 595.1

Huntington’s disease  A hereditary neurological 
condition causing psychiatric changes, abnormal muscle 
movements, and other symptoms.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 333.4

hurthle cell carcinoma  A malignant tumor of the 
thyroid gland.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 193

hurthle cell neoplasm  An uncommon type of thyroid 
tumor that can be benign or malignant.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 193,	226

Hyalgan  A medication given to relieve the pain of 
osteoarthritis of the knee by acting as a joint lubricant. 
Also called hyaluronan (sodium hyaluronate or derivative).

Hyalomatrix  A dermal regeneration product used 
to close large, cutaneous wounds in the absence of 
autologous skin (ie, burns). The product consists of an 
esterified hyaluronan scaffolding layer that delivers 
hyaluronan to the wound bed, underneath a silicone 
membrane that acts as a temporary protective epidermal 
barrier.

HCPCS II	 Q4117

hyaluronan (sodium hyaluronate)  Substance 
injected into joints to treat pain caused by osteoarthritis.

hyaluronidase  Drug used as an aid to help the body 
absorb other injected medications and to help contrast dyes 
show on scans more clearly. Also used in the resolution of a 
hematoma, typically prepared in a cream form.

HCPCS II	 J3470,	J3471,	J3472

hyaluronidase, ovine, preservative free  Drug 
used in conjunction with other medications or diagnostic 
dyes to improve the absorption and dispersion of the 
drugs by the body. Also known as Vitrase.

HCPCS II	 J3471,	J3472

hyaluronidase, recombinant  Drug used in 
conjunction with other medications to improve the 
absorption and dispersion of the drugs by the body. Also 
called Hylenex, recombinant.

HCPCS II	 J3473

Hyate: C  A protein given to prevent excessive bleeding 
by improving the ability to clot in those with hemophilia A 
or inhibitors to Factor VIII and to treat or prevent bleeding 
involved with surgery or a hemorrhagic episode. Also 
known as Factor VIII (antihemophilic factor, porcine).

HCPCS II	 J7191

Hybolin Decanoate  A steroid given to treat anemia 
caused by chronic kidney failure. Also called nandrolone 
decanoate.

HCPCS II	 J2320,	J2321,	J2322

Hycamtin  A cancer medication which may or may not 
be used in conjunction with other forms of treatment 
for certain types of recurring ovarian, cervical, or small 
cell lung cancer that has been non-responsive to other 
treatments. Also called topotecan hydrochloride.

HCPCS II	 J9350

hydatid  Cyst filled with liquid.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 752.11,	752.89

hydatidiform mole  A relatively rare mass or 
tumor resulting from an abnormal pregnancy when 
a pathological ovum proliferates into a mass of cysts, 
resembling a bunch of grapes.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 236.1,	630,	V23.1

hydralazine HCl  Used to treat hypertension. It is 
also used to control high blood pressure in the mother 
during pregnancy or in emergency situations when blood 
pressure is extremely high.

HCPCS II	 J0360
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Hydramine  An antihistamine used to treat symptoms 
of allergies and the common cold, such as sneezing, 
runny nose, irritated eyes, rashes, hives, and nausea and 
used as a mild sedative. Also called diphenhydramine 
hydrochloride.

HCPCS II	 J1200,	Q0163

hydramniosis  A condition in which there is a deficient 
amount of amniotic fluid in the womb. Also known as 
polyhydramnios.

hydrate  Used to treat and prevent nausea, vomiting, 
dizziness, and vertigo associated with motion sickness.

HCPCS II	 J1240

hydrazine sulfate  A substance studied as a treatment 
for cancer and for cachexia, or body wasting, associated 
with advanced cancer.

Hydrea  A medication given to treat various types of 
cancer and blood diseases, such as sickle-cell anemia, 
melanoma, chronic myelocytic leukemia, or certain types 
of ovarian cancer by reducing the number of cancer or 
abnormal blood cells in the body. Also called hydroxyurea.

HCPCS II	 S0176

hydroa  A vesicular or bullous eruption of the skin.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 646.8x,	692.72,	694.0

hydrocele  A painless swelling of the scrotum, caused 
by a collection of fluid around the testicle and commonly 
occurs in middle-aged men.

There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

hydrocephalus  A congenital or acquired condition 
marked by dilation of the cerebral ventricles and 
accompanied by accumulation of cerebrospinal fluid 
within the skull; typically, there is enlargement of the 
head, prominence of the forehead, brain atrophy, mental 
deterioration, and convulsions.

hydrocortisone  A drug used to relieve the symptoms 
of certain hormone shortages and to suppress the 
immune response.

HCPCS II	 J1700,	J1710,	J1720

hydrocortisone acetate  Used to treat swelling, 
inflammation, or itching due to conditions such as 
hemorrhoids.

HCPCS II	 J1700

hydrocortisone sodium phosphate  A medication 
given to supplement the body with additional cortisol to 
reduce inflammation due to allergies or other disorders; 
used as an immunosuppressant to treat organ transplant 
rejection or autoimmune diseases; and in conjunction 
with other therapies to treat some forms of cancer. Also 
known as A-HydroCort, Hydrocortone phosphate.

HCPCS II	 J1710

hydrocortisone sodium succinate  Drug used as 
a corticosteroid-type hormone when the body is not 
producing enough cortisol. Also used to suppress the 
immune system in order to treat conditions such as 
allergies, rejection of transplanted organs, or rheumatoid 
arthritis.

HCPCS II	 J1720

hydrogenate  To combine with hydrogen.

hydrolysis  Breakdown of a compound by adding water.

hydromorphone  Used for the relief of moderate to 
severe pain due to biliary colic, burns, cancer, heart attack, 
injury, renal colic, or surgery.

HCPCS II	 J1170

hydromorphone HCl  Used to treat moderate to severe 
pain.

HCPCS II	 S0092

hydronephrosis  Abnormal distention of a kidney with 
urine as a result of ureteral obstruction, such as may occur 
secondary to kidney stones or chronic kidney disease.

hydrops  The accumulation of serous fluid in bodily 
tissue or cavities.

There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

hydrops fetalis  The abnormal accumulation of serous 
fluid in fetal tissues, usually fatal to the fetus.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 773.3,	778.0

hydrosalpinx  A condition in which serous fluid 
accumulates in the fallopian tubes.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 614.1

hydrotubation  The injection of liquid medication or 
saline solution through the cervix into the uterine cavity 
and fallopian tubes for therapeutic purposes.

CPT	 58350

hydroureter  Dilation or distension of the ureter, 
commonly because of obstruction.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 593.5,	753.22
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hydroxyapatite  Calcium hydroxyapatite. One form 
of calcification which may be associated with acute 
inflammation in soft tissue or a destructive arthropathy.

hydroxyurea  An anticancer antimetabolite drug.
HCPCS II	 S0176

hydroxyzine HCl  Used for relief of nasal and non-nasal 
symptoms of various allergic conditions such as seasonal 
allergic rhinitis. Also used as an aid for insomnia and to 
induce sedation prior to certain uncomfortable diagnostic 
or therapeutic procedures.

HCPCS II	 J3410

hydroxyzine pamoate  Drug used for symptomatic 
relief of anxiety and tension associated with 
psychoneurosis and organic disease states.

HCPCS II	 Q0177,	Q0178

hygroma  An accumulation of fluid in a sac, cyst, or 
bursa.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 228.1,	727.3

Hylan G-F 20  Drug used for treating osteoarthritis of 
the knee.

Hylenex, recombinant  Drug used in conjunction 
with other medications to improve the absorption 
and dispersion of the drugs by the body. Also called 
hyaluronidase, recombinant.

HCPCS II	 J3473

hymen  A membranous fold of tissue that partly or 
completely blocks the external vaginal opening.

hymenal caruncles  Small elevations of the mucous 
membrane around the vaginal opening, remains of the 
torn hymen.

hymenectomy  The surgical removal of the hymen.
CPT	 56442,	56700

hymenotomy  The surgical division of the fold of tissue 
covering the opening of the vagina.

CPT	 56442

hyoscyamine sulfate  Used to treat a variety of 
stomach and intestinal tract disorders such as peptic 
ulcers, diarrhea, irritable bowel syndrome, diverticulitis, 
colitis, or pancreatitis. Also used to control bed-wetting 
and frequent urination, prevent motion sickness, treat 
alcohol withdrawal symptoms, Parkinson’s disease or 
poisonings due to certain insecticides and plants.

HCPCS II	 J1980

Hyper-Tet  Drug used to prevent tetanus infection.
HCPCS II	 J1670

hyperalgesia  An abnormally increased sensitivity to 
pain.

hyperbaric  A term used to describe a pressure greater 
than normal atmospheric pressure, particularly gases at 
pressure greater than atmospheric.

hyperbaric oxygen  Oxygen used for therapeutic 
exposure at an atmospheric pressure higher than that 
within normal body tissue.

hypercalcemia  An abnormally high concentration of 
calcium in the blood.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 275.42,	588.89

hypercalciuria  Abnormally large amounts of calcium 
in the urine.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 275.42

hypercapnia  An abnormally high carbon dioxide level 
in the blood (pco2\>45 mmhg). Symptoms include 
increased respiratory rate, headache, confusion, nausea 
and/or vomiting and lethargy.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 276.4,	770.89,	786.09

hypercoaguable state  Abnormally thick blood.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 289.81-289.82,	289.9

hyperemesis  Excessive vomiting.

hyperemesis gravidarum  Nausea and vomiting 
during pregnancy.

There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

hyperemesis lactentium  Excessive vomiting in 
nursing babies.

hyperemia  An increase in blood flow to a part of the 
body.

There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

hyperesthesia  Increased sensitivity to stimulation.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 300.11,	478.29,	478.79,	782.0

hyperextension  Active or passive force which takes 
the joint into extension beyond its normal physiological 
range.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 718.33,	718.80,	718.82,	718.84,	718.85,	
718.80-718.89

hyperfunction  Overfunctioning of a part or organ.
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hypergammaglobulinemia  Abnormally high levels 
of antibodies in the blood.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 273.0,	273.1,	289.89

hyperglycemia  An abnormally high concentration of 
sugar in the blood.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 251.3,	775.0,	775.1,	790.29

hyperhidrosis  Excessive sweating.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 306.3,	705.21-705.22,	705.81-705.89

hypericum perforatum  St. John’s wort. An herbal 
product sold as an over-the-counter treatment for 
depression, also being studied for its ability to lessen 
certain side effects of cancer treatment.

hyperinsulinemia  The overproduction of insulin, such 
as that found in insulin resistance.

hyperkalemia  An abnormally high concentration 
of potassium ions in the blood. Also known as 
hyperpotassemia.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 276.7

hyperkeratosis  Hypertrophy of the horny layer of the 
epidermis.

There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

hyperkinetic heart disease  A condition in which the 
heart contractions are more forceful than normal.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 429.82,	429.89

hypermobility  Greater than normal range of motion 
in a joint.

There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

hypermobility syndrome  Syndrome of arthralgia 
associated with a greater than normal range of movement 
in joints.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 728.5

hypernasality  Excess amount of air escaping through 
the nose during speech.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 784.49

hyperopia  The ability to see distant objects more clearly 
than close objects. Also known as far-sightedness.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 367.0

hyperostosis  An abnormal thickening of bone tissue.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 721.6,	721.8,	733.3,	733.99,	756.0,	756.59

hyperoxaluria  Unusually large amounts of oxalate in 
the urine, leading to kidney stones.

hyperparathyroidism  Overproduction of parathyroid 
hormone (PTH) by a diseased parathyroid gland. Excess 
PTH causes calcium levels to be high, leading to kidney 
stones, osteoporosis, and several nervous system 
complaints.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 252.00-252.08,	252.1,	259.3,	588.81

hyperpathia  Abnormally exaggerated subjective 
response to painful stimuli, which may occur with 
hyperesthesia, hyperalgesia, or dysesthesia. The pain is 
often explosive in character.

hyperpigmentation  An excessive amount of pigment 
in the skin.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 371.10-371.13,	709.0,	757.33

hyperplasia  An increase in the number of normal cells 
in a tissue or organ.

There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

hyperpotassemia  An abnormally high concentration 
of potassium ions in the blood. Also known as 
hyperkalemia.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 276.7

hyperprolactinemia  A condition in which the 
pituitary gland secretes too much prolactin, which can 
suppress hormone production, reduce male sex drive, and 
directly suppress ovarian function.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 253.1

hyperpyrexia  Abnormally high fever.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 084.6,	780.60-780.63,	992.0,	995.86

hyperreflexia  Over-responsive or exaggerated reflexes.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 796.1

hypersalivation  Excessive secretion of saliva.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 527.7

hypersensitivity pneumonitis  A group of allergic 
lung disorders that result from inhaling substances such as 
dusts and molds.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 495.5

hypersomnia  Excessive sleepiness, as evidenced by 
prolonged nocturnal sleep, difficulty maintaining an alert 
state during the day, or undesired daytime sleep episodes.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 327.00,	327.09,	327.11-327.12,	780.54

Hyperstat IV  Used in the treatment of hypoglycemia. It 
works by preventing release of insulin from the pancreas.

HCPCS II	 J1730
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hyperstimulation syndrome  A possible side effect 
of medically induced ovulation, characterized by swollen, 
painful ovaries and in some cases, the accumulation of 
fluid in the abdomen and chest.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 256.1

hypertelorism  An abnormal distance between the 
eyes.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 376.41,	756.0

hypertension  High blood pressure.

hyperthermia  A type of treatment in which body tissue 
is exposed to high temperatures to damage and kill cancer 
cells or to make cancer cells more sensitive to the effects 
of radiation and certain anticancer drugs. Also, a body core 
temperature elevated above 37.2 degrees Celsius or 99 
degrees Fahrenheit when not for therapeutic purposes.

CPT	 77600-77620

hyperthermic perfusion  A procedure in which a 
warmed solution containing anticancer drugs is used 
to bathe, or is passed through the blood vessels of the 
cancerous tissue or organ.

CPT	 53853

hypertonic  Having excessive muscle tone or increased 
resistance to passive movement.

hypertrichosis  An excessive amount of hair.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 374.54,	704.1,	757.4

hypertrophic obstructive cardiomyopathy  An 
overgrown heart muscle that creates a bulge into the 
ventricle and impedes flow.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 425.1

hypertrophic pyloric stenosis  Narrowing and 
partial obstruction of the gastric outlet due to muscular 
hypertrophy and mucosal edema of the pyloric sphincter, 
the ringlike muscle at the lower end of the stomach, 
usually in infants.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 537.0,	750.5

hypertrophic rhinitis  Chronic inflammation of the 
nasal mucous membrane with thickening and swelling of 
the mucous membrane and glands.

hypertrophic subaortic stenosis  A form of 
hypertrophic cardiomyopathy, an abnormal enlargement 
of the ventricles, particular the left, marked by obstruction 
to left ventricular outflow.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 425.1

hypertrophy  A nontumorous enlargement of an organ 
or tissue as a result of an increase in the size, rather than 
the number, of its constituent cells.

hypertropia  A muscle imbalance in which one eye is 
straight and the other is turned upward.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 378.31

hyperuricemia  A buildup of uric acid and a by-product 
of metabolism in the blood, may also be a side effect of 
some anticancer drugs.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 790.6

hypervascular  Having an unnecessarily large number 
of blood vessels.

hyphema  Bleeding in the iris, usually as a result of 
trauma, that pools in the bottom of the cornea and causes 
vision to be extremely blurred.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 364.41

hyphemia  A deficiency in the amount of blood in the 
body.

hypnagogic  The semiconscious state immediately 
preceding sleep, which may include hallucinations that are 
of no pathological significance.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 307.41,	307.42,	780.3

hypnic headache  A rare headache disorder in which 
pain occurs in the whole head and wakens the individual 
from sleep nightly.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 339.81

hypnopompic  The state immediately preceding 
awakening, which may include hallucinations, that are of 
no pathological significance.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 307.41-307.43

hypnosis  A temporary state of heightened relaxation 
and suggestibility, during which some people are able 
to become so focused that they experience imaginary 
happenings as if they were real.

hypo  A prefix meaning under or beneath.

hypo-allergenic  A substance which is unlikely to 
provoke an allergy.

hypoalgesia  Diminished pain sensation.

hypocalcemia  Low level of calcium in the blood.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 269.3,	275.41,	775.4
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hypochondriasis  A type of somatoform disorder 
in which a person misinterprets their normal physical 
experiences as symptoms of some type of disease.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 300.7

hypodontia  Diminished development, or absence of 
teeth.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 520.0

hypoesthesia  Abnormally decreased sensitivity, 
particularly to touch.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 371.81,	782.0

hypoestrogenic  Having lower than normal levels of 
estrogen.

hypofunction  Diminished, abnormally low, or 
inadequate functioning.

hypogastric  Relating to the lowest abdominal region.

hypogeusia  Diminished sensitivity to taste.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 781.1

hypoglossal nerve  Either of a pair of nerves that arise 
from the medulla, pass through the hypoglossal canal, 
and supply muscles of the tongue and the styloglossus, 
hypoglossus, and genioglossus muscles. Also known as 
twelfth cranial nerve.

hypoglycemia  An abnormally low concentration of 
glucose (sugar) in the blood.

hypogonadism  Inadequate ovarian or testicular 
function as shown by low sperm production or lack of 
follicle production, as well as in low or absent levels of 
reproductive hormones.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 253.4,	256.39,	257.2

hypogonadotropic hypopituitarism  A spectrum 
of diseases resulting in low pituitary gland output of 
luteinizing and follicle stimulating hormones. Men 
with this disorder have low sperm counts and may lose 
their virility; women do not ovulate and may lose their 
secondary sex characteristics.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 253.2

hypohidrosis  A diminished ability to perspire.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 705.0

hypokalemia  Low potassium level in the blood.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 276.8

hypomimia  Decreased facial expression due to rigidity 
of facial muscles.

hypomobility  A decrease in the normal range of joint 
movement.

hyponatremia  Deficiency of sodium in the blood.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 276.1

hyponychium  The thickened skin beneath the free 
distal end of the nail.

hypoparathyroidism  A condition caused by the 
reduction or absence of secretions of the parathyroid 
gland.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 252.1,	755.4

hypopharynx  The part of the pharynx that lies below 
the upper edge of the epiglottis and opening into the 
larynx (the voice box) and the esophagus.

hypopharynx cancer, stage I  The tumor is confined to 
only one part of the hypopharynx and is no larger than 2 cm.

hypopharynx cancer, stage II  The tumor may be 
larger than 2 cm but not larger than 4 cm. Cancer has not 
spread to the larynx and may be found in more than one 
area of the hypopharynx or in nearby tissues.

hypophosphatasia  Rare autosomal recessive cause of 
rickets associated with a lack of alkaline phosphatase.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 275.3

hypophosphatemic rickets  X-linked, vitamin 
D-resistant rickets that may resemble ankylosing 
spondylitis.

hypophyseal infantilism  A type of dwarfism with 
retention of infantile characteristics, due to undersecretion 
of growth hormone and gonadotropin deficiency.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 253.3

hypophysectomy  The surgical removal of the pituitary 
gland.

CPT	 61546-62165

hypopiesis  Abnormally low blood pressure. Also known 
as hypotension.

hypopigmentation  Unusual lack of skin color.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 374.53,	709.00

hypoplasia  Partial or incomplete development of an 
organ or body part.

There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

hypoplastic  Lack of embryological development 
resulting in abnormally small organ formation.
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hypoplastic uterus  An underdeveloped uterus.

hyporeflexic  A severely limited reflexive response.

hyposensitive  Having reduced ability to respond to 
stimuli.

hyposmia  Diminished sensitivity to smell.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 781.1

hypospadias  A birth defect in which the opening of the 
urethra is on the underside of the penis.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 752.61,	753.8

hypostatic ectasia  Dilation of blood vessels from the 
effect of gravity on the blood.

hypotension  Abnormally low blood pressure.

hypothalamus  A gland at the base of the brain that 
controls the release of hormones from the pituitary.

hypothenar  A group of three muscles in the palm of 
the hand which move the little finger.

hypothermia  Abnormally low body temperature.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 778.3,	780.99,	991.6,	995.89

hypotonic  Having low muscle tone or decreased 
resistance to passive movement.

hypotrichosis  Lack of normal amount of hair.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 374.54-374.55,	704.09,	757.4

hypovolemia  An abnormally decreased amount of 
blood circulating in the body, often due to hemorrhage.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 276.52,	958.4,	998.0

hypoxemia  Deficient oxygenation of the blood. 
Symptoms include tachycardia, anxiety, agitation, mood 
changes, and forgetfulness.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 327.26,	799.02

hypoxia  A reduced amount of oxygen being supplied to 
the tissues despite adequate perfusion with blood.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 276.52,	958.4,	998.0

hypoxic  Having too little oxygen.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 768.7

HypRho-D  Drug used to prevent Rh incompatibility 
problems that may occur during pregnancy or blood 
transfusions.

HCPCS II	 J2788,	J2790

Hyrexin-50  An antihistamine used to treat symptoms 
of allergies and the common cold, such as sneezing, 
runny nose, irritated eyes, rashes, hives, and nausea, and 
used as a mild sedative. Also called diphenhydramine 
hydrochloride.

HCPCS II	 J1200,	Q0163

hysterectomy  Surgical removal the uterus.

hysteria  Excessive or uncontrollable emotion, such as 
fear.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 298.1,	300.10,	300.11,	300.15,	300.20

hysterical deafness  Nonorganic or functional hearing 
loss sometimes unconsciously developed as a psychic 
protection under conditions of severe emotional strain.

hysteroplasty  Plastic surgery performed on the uterus.
CPT	 58540

hysterorrhaphy  Surgical suturing of a torn or 
damaged uterus.

CPT	 58520,	59350

hysterosalpingography  Radiography of the uterus 
and fallopian tubes.

CPT	 58340,	58345,	74740

hysterosalpinogram (HSG)  An x-ray of the pelvic 
organs in which a radio-opaque dye is injected through 
the cervix into the uterus and fallopian tubes to look 
for malformations of the uterus and/or blockage of the 
fallopian tubes.

hysteroscopy (HSC)  A procedure in which the uterus is 
visualized by the use of a fiber-optic, catheter type device.

There	are	too	many	CPT	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	CPT	book	
for	appropriate	codes.

hysterosonography  Exposing the uterus to high-
frequency sound waves to produce pictures.

CPT	 58340,	76831

hysterotomy  Surgical incision of the uterus, as in 
cesarean section.

CPT	 59100,	59852,	59857

Hyzine-50  An antihistamine used to relieve anxiety or 
tension, or to treat mild allergic reactions, such as rashes; 
may also be used as a mild sedative before and after 
anesthesia. Also called hydroxyzine hydrochloride.

HCPCS II	 J3410
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iatrogenic  Induced in a patient by a physician’s activity 
or medical treatment.

ibandronate sodium  Used to prevent and treat 
osteoporosis in women after menopause.

HCPCS II	 J1740

ibutilide fumarate  Used for treating irregular heart 
rhythms.

HCPCS II	 J1742

ice therapy  Cooling of deeper tissues, with 
vasoconstriction and reduction of localized bleeding.

ichthyosis  A congenital, often hereditary skin disease 
characterized by dry, thickened, scaly skin.

icterus  Yellowness of the skin, scleras, mucous 
membranes, and excretions due to excess bilirubin and 
deposition of bile pigments. Also known as jaundice.

ictus  An attack or seizure which occurs suddenly and 
without warning.

Idamycin  A cancer medication used to treat acute 
myeloid leukemia by interfering with the growth and 
production of cancer cells and often used in combination 
with other forms of treatment. Also known as idarubicin 
hydrochloride.

HCPCS II	 J9211

Idamycin PFS  A cancer medication used to treat acute 
myeloid leukemia by interfering with the growth and 
production of cancer cells and often used in combination 
with other forms of treatment. Also known as idarubicin 
hydrochloride.

HCPCS II	 J9211

idarubicin hydrochloride  A cancer medication used 
to treat acute myeloid leukemia by interfering with the 
growth and production of cancer cells and often used in 
combination with other forms of treatment. Also known 
as Idamycin or Idamycin PFS.

HCPCS II	 J9211

idea of reference  Incorrect interpretations of casual 
incidents and external events as having direct reference to 
self; may reach sufficient intensity to constitute delusions.

idealization  A mental mechanism in which a person 
attributes exaggeratedly positive qualities to self or others.

identical twins  Twins that develop from a single 
fertilized egg that splits in two and creates two complete 
genetic replicas.

identity change  A stage in which people realize 
that life has changed, and become ready to seek out 
others with the same condition for education and 
encouragement, and work to achieve their optimal level of 
independence.

idiopathic infertility  The inability to conceive 
when no reason can be found to explain the cause of the 
infertility.

idiopathic myelofibrosis  A progressive disease of 
unknown cause in which the bone marrow is replaced by 
fibrous tissue and is unable to produce red blood cells.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 238.76,	238.79,	289.83

idiopathic pain  Pain without well defined 
physiological correlates.

idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis (IPF)  Term for 
interstitial lung disease of unknown origin.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 516.1

idiot savant  A person with some type of mental 
deficiency, usually classified as having some level of 
retardation, who has amazing specific skills, such as in 
computation or drawing.

idiotypes  The unique and characteristic parts of an 
antibody’s variable region, which can themselves serve as 
antigens.

idoxifene  A drug that blocks the effects of estrogen.

idoxuridine  A drug that reduces the risk of cancer cell 
growth by interfering with the cell’s DNA.

Ifex  A cancer medication given in combination with 
other treatments and medications to treat germ cell 
testicular cancer. Also known as ifosamide.

HCPCS II	 J9208

ifosfamide  An anticancer drug belonging to the 
alkylating agents.

HCPCS II	 J9208

IgA  These antibodies protect mucous membranes from 
attack by pathogens and can be found in tears, mucus, 
breast milk, and saliva.

IgD  An antibody which binds to antigens, resulting in 
B-cell activation.

ileal conduit  The surgical formation of an opening 
from the ureters into one end of a detached segment of 
ileum, the other end being used to form a stoma on the 
abdominal wall.
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ileectomy  Surgical removal of the ileum, the end 
portion of the small intestine.

ileitis  Inflammation of the ileum, the end portion of the 
small intestine.

ileoanal reservoir  A waste reservoir created from the 
small intestine following the removal of the colon.

ileocolitis  A common form of Crohn’s disease that 
affects the lower portion of the small intestine and the 
first portion of the colon.

ileoscopy  Use of a flexible endoscopic instrument to 
examine inside the ileum, the end portion of the small 
intestine.

ileostomy  A surgical procedure performed to create an 
excretory opening through the abdominal wall from the 
small intestine.

Iletin  A hormone given to treat diabetes mellitus by 
lowering high glucose levels in the bloodstream. The 
hormone is insulin, which is produced by the pancreas. 
Also known as insulin.

HCPCS II	 J1815

ileum  The last portion of the small intestine that 
connects to the large intestine.

ileus  Intestinal obstruction causing colic, vomiting, and 
constipation.

iliac bone  A part of the pelvic bone above the hip 
joint, from which autogenous bone grafts are frequently 
obtained.

iliac crest  The large, prominent portion of the pelvic 
bone at the belt line.

iliopsoas  The deep hip flexor, with attachments to the 
lumbar spine; often tight in the presence of lower back 
pain.

iliotibial band  Muscular attachments of the tensor 
fascia lata and gluteus medius; a laterally situated 
structure in the thigh that has action over the hip and over 
the knee as it can act as a flexor at ≧30° of knee flexion 
and as an extensor at ≦30° of flexion.

iliotibial band friction syndrome  Pain over the 
lateral compartment of the knee where the iliotibial band 
passes over the femoral condyle, usually brought on by 
running and may have associated creaking, crepitus, or 
clicking.

ilium  The uppermost and widest of the three bones that 
form the lateral halves of the pelvis.

illiometer  An instrument for determining the relative 
heights of the iliac spine (hip bone).

illusion  A misperception or misinterpretation of a real 
external stimulus, such as hearing the rustling of leaves as 
the sound of voices.

Iloprost  Drug used in the treatment of pulmonary 
arterial hypertension.

HCPCS II	 Q4074

IM-862  An anticancer drug belonging to the 
angiogenesis inhibitors.

ima  Thyroidea ima; the lowest thyroid artery.

Imagent  Contrast agent given before an ultrasound 
or MRI (magnetic resonance imaging) in order to 
provide a clearer picture. Also known as perflexane lipid 
microspheres.

HCPCS II	 Q9955

imaging  Tests that produce pictures of areas inside the 
body.

imatinib mesylate  A drug being studied for its ability 
to inhibit the growth of certain cancers, and interferes 
with a portion of the protein produced by the bcr/abl 
oncogene. Also known as STI571.

imbrication  To overlap.

imiglucerase  Used to treat Gaucher’s disease caused 
by a lack of a certain enzyme, glucocerebrosidase, in the 
body.

HCPCS II	 J1786

Imitrex  Drug prescribed for the treatment of migraine 
attacks with or without the presence of aura.

HCPCS II	 J3030

immature infant  A infant weighing less than 2500 
grams at birth and not physiologically well developed.

immature oocyte retrieval (IOR)  A procedure in 
which immature eggs are aspirated from the ovaries and 
treated in the laboratory with fertility drugs to bring them 
to maturity. At maturity, they are mixed with sperm and 
any resulting embryos are transferred into the uterus.

immature sperm  A sperm that has not grown enough 
to have the ability to swim. Immature sperm may appear 
in large numbers in the presence of illness or infection.
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immobilization  Limitation of motion or fixation of a 
body part, usually to promote healing.

immotile cilia syndrome (ICS)  Condition that occurs 
when the minute, hair-like projections in the body that 
help move fluids or other materials out are unable to 
move.

immovable joints  The junction or connection 
between bones that remains immovable, such as the 
sutures that join the skull bones.

immune adjuvant  A drug that stimulates the immune 
system to respond to disease.

immune complex  Clusters formed when antigens and 
antibodies bind together.

immune deficiency  A breakdown or inability of 
certain parts of the immune system to function, thus 
making a person more susceptible to diseases to which 
the body would ordinarily fight off.

immune function  Production and action of cells that 
fight disease or infection.

immune globulin  A glycoprotein immunizing agent 
produced in blood plasma that can be used to provide 
passive immunity in another individual who does not 
produce enough immunity on their own to protect them 
from disease.

HCPCS II	 J1459,	J1561,	J1566,	J1568,	J1569,	
J1572

immune globulin, subcutaneous  Used to reduce 
the risk of infection in individuals with poorly functioning 
immune systems such as those with HIV infection, 
hereditary immunodeficiency syndromes, chronic 
lymphocytic leukemia, and following bone marrow 
transplantation. Also used to increase platelets counts in 
individuals with idiopathic thrombocytopenic purpura 
and to prevent coronary artery aneurysms associated with 
Kawasaki syndrome.

HCPCS II	 J1562

immune response  The activity of the immune system 
against foreign substances, or antigens.

immune thrombocytopenic purpura (ITP)  An 
immune related loss of blood platelets in which antibodies 
attach to the blood platelets and destroy them, causing 
bleeding with resulting purplish areas on the skin and 
mucous membranes. Some cases are associated with 
drugs, infection, and immune disorders.

immunity  A natural or acquired resistance to a specific 
disease. Immunity may be partial or complete, long 
lasting or temporary.

immunization  Becoming immune or the process of 
rendering protected from a disease.

immunoassay  A laboratory or clinical technique that 
uses the specific binding between the antigen (substance 
that stimulates productions of antibodies) and its 
homologous antibody to identify and quantify a substance 
in a sample. Also known as immunochemical assay.

immunobead binding test (IBT)  Test used to detect 
antisperm antibodies.

immunocompetent  Having a normally functioning 
immune system.

immunodeficiency syndrome  The inability of the 
body to produce an immune response.

immunofluorescent method  Any method in which 
a fluorescent-labeled antibody is used to detect the 
presence or determine the location of the corresponding 
antigen.

immunoglobulin E (IgE)  One of a class of proteins 
manufactured by specialized immune cells that help to 
deactivate foreign material or invading organisms that 
cause disease or infection.

immunohistochemistry  A type of assay in which 
specific antigens are made visible by the use of fluorescent 
dye or enzyme markers for the purpose of identification 
and quantification.

immunologic infertility  Infertility of several 
types believed to be caused by the presence of female 
antibodies that interfere with functioning of the sperm.

immunological adjuvant  A substance used to help 
boost the immune response to a vaccine so less vaccine 
is needed.

immunoscintigraphy  An imaging procedure in 
which antibodies labeled with radioactive substances are 
given and a picture is taken of sites in the body where the 
antibody localizes.

immunostain  The use of an antibody-based method 
(used to identify viruses and bacteria) to detect a specific 
protein in a sample.

immunosuppressive medications  Any drugs that 
suppress the body’s immune system.
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immunosuppressive therapy  Therapy used to 
decrease the body’s immune response, such as medication 
given to prevent transplant rejection.

immunotherapeutic  A type of treatment aimed at 
reconstituting an impaired immune system.

immunotoxin  An antibody linked to a toxic substance. 
Some immunotoxins can bind to cancer cells and kill them.

impacted fracture  Fracture in which one fragment is 
firmly driven into the other.

impedence plethysmography  A non-invasive 
diagnostic test used to evaluate blood flow through an 
extremity.

imperforate anus  The congenital absence of the 
opening of the anal canal.

imperforated  Lack of an opening;abnormally closed.

impetigo  A contagious bacterial skin infection, usually 
in children, characterized by the eruption of superficial 
pustules and the formation of thick yellow crusts, 
commonly on the face.

implantation failure  Inability of the fertilized egg to 
properly implant in the uterine lining.

implantation spotting  Bleeding associated with an 
embryo implanted into the endometrium around 5-10 
days after ovulation. It is not uncommon, but it is not 
normally present.

imprinting  A stage of development in young avian 
and mammal species in which behaviors of parents are 
observed, imitated, and then permanently imprinted on 
the behavioral pattern.

improvement  The amount of treatment effect agreed 
upon as clinically significant. Improvement must be 
present at three months of treatment compared with 
baseline and be sustained at an additional evaluation 
performed before the completion of the treatment.

Imuran  Used in preventing kidney transplant rejection. 
It may also be used to treat signs and symptoms of active 
rheumatoid arthritis.

HCPCS II	 J7500,	J7501

in situ  A malignancy contained within its originating 
tissue and has not yet spread to surrounding or deeper 
tissues.

in utero  In the uterus or womb.

in-the-canal (ITC)  A type of hearing aid that fits 
almost entirely in the ear canal, making it inconspicuous 
once in place, and custom-designed to fit the contours of 
the wearer’s ear.

in-the-ear (ITE)  A type of hearing aid with all 
components encased in a shell custom-designed to fit 
entirely in the wearer’s ear, with no external cords or wires. 
in-the-canal (ITC) and completely-in-the-canal (CIC) 
hearing aid styles are also generically classified as ITE.

inactivated vaccine  Dead microorganisms used as 
antigens to produce immunity.

inappropriate affect  An affect type that represents 
an unusual affective expression that does not match with 
the context of what is being said or thought.

Inapsine  A tranquilizer given to ease nausea and 
vomiting associated with a medical procedure or surgery, 
or to aid in the effectiveness of a general of regional 
anesthetic. Also called droperidol.

HCPCS II	 J1790

incarcerated  Confined or trapped.

incentives  Stimuli in the environment, both positive or 
negative, that motivate behavior.

incision  A cut made with a knife, especially for surgical 
purposes.

incisional biopsy  A surgical procedure in which a 
portion of a lump or suspicious lesion is cut out to be 
removed for diagnosis. The tissue is then examined under 
a microscope.

inclusion body myositis  A type of inflammatory 
myopathy disease, characterized by chronic muscle 
inflammation and weakness; onset is generally gradual 
over years, possibly affecting only one side of the body, 
and displaying symptoms such as falling or tipping over, 
difficulty swallowing, and weakness beginning at the 
wrists.

ICD-9-CM Dx 	 359.71

inclusion bodies  Unusual structures occasionally 
found inside a host cell during virus replication.

incoherence  Speech or thinking that is essentially 
incomprehensible to others because words or phrases 
are joined together without a logical or meaningful 
connection.
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incompatible  No likeness or similarity between donor 
or recipient blood type.

incompetent cervix  A weakened cervix which opens 
prematurely during pregnancy and can cause the loss of 
the fetus.

incomplete abortion  A miscarriage in which not all 
tissues of conception have been expelled from the uterus.

incomplete fracture  A fracture which does not 
entirely destroy the continuity of the bone.

incomplete Freund’s adjuvant  A drug used in 
vaccine therapy to stimulate the immune system.

incomplete voiding  The failure of the lower urinary 
tract to expel all the urine in the bladder with a 20-50 cc 
residual normally remaining.

incontinence  Involuntary urination or defecation.

incorporation  A primitive defense mechanism in 
adults, operating unconsciously, in which the views or 
characteristics of someone else are adopted.

Increlex  A synthetic insulin-like growth factor (IGF-1); 
a hormone necessary for growth of muscles and bones; 
prescribed to children with severe primary insulin-like 
growth factor deficiency, a disease causing children to be 
much smaller than normal. Also called mecasermin.

HCPCS II	 J2170

incubation period  The time lag between infection 
and the appearance of symptoms. During this time, 
infectious agents are multiplying but are insufficient in 
number to cause symptoms or infect other people.

Inderal  A beta-blocking drug used to treat 
hypertension, angina pectoris, and essential tremor.

HCPCS II	 J1800

indication  Sign or symptom. In terms of drug approval, 
the exact cause or purpose for which a drug is approved by 
the FDA to be prescribed.

indicis  Pertaining to the indicator or the first finger of 
the hand; the index finger.

indifferent gonad  The sexually undifferentiated 
gonad (an ovary or testis) of the early embro.

individualized family service plan (IFSP)  A 
statement of the family’s strengths and needs related to 
enhancing the development of the child that includes 
specific statements about outcomes, criteria, timeliness 
regarding progress, specific services, provisions for service 
coordination, and other essential services.

individuation  A process of differentiation, the end 
result of which is development of an individual personality 
that is separate and distinct from all others.

indoleamine  One of a group of biogenic amines, such 
as serotonin that contains a five-membered, nitrogen-
containing indole ring and an amine group within its 
chemical structure.

indolent lymphoma  A lymphoma that tends to 
grow and spread slowly, including chronic lymphocytic 
lymphoma and follicular small cleaved cell lymphoma. 
Also known as low-grade lymphoma.

indomethacin  A nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory 
(NSAIDS) drug that reduces pain, fever, swelling, and 
redness. Also being used to reduce tumor-induced 
suppression of the immune system.

induced labor  Labor brought on by mechanical or 
other external means, usually by the intravenous infusion 
of oxytocin.

induced sputum  A test where saline mist is breathed 
in to induce a cough and the resultant sputum is then 
cultured or stained to look for microorganisms, often 
Pneumocystis	carinii	pneumonia.

induction  The initiation of a particular therapy.

inductive coupling  Transfer of energy from one circuit 
component to another through a shared magnetic field.

indurated  An excessive hardening or firmness of any 
body site.

industrial/organizational psychology  A branch 
of psychology that studies behavior in the workplace and 
the marketplace. Industrial/organizational psychologists 
are involved in many areas of industry, including 
communication throughout companies, ergonomics, and 
personnel test development.

infantile hypertrophic gastric stenosis  
Narrowing and partial obstruction of the gastric outlet 
due to muscular hypertrophy and mucosal edema of the 
pyloric sphincter, the ringlike muscle at the lower end of 
the stomach.
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infantile spasms  A syndrome of severe myoclonus, 
a sudden twitching of muscles, appearing in infancy and 
associated with general cerebral deterioration.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 345.6x

infantilism  An abnormal condition in which an older 
child or adult retains infantile characteristics.

infarct  An area of tissue permanently damaged by an 
inadequate supply of blood and oxygen.

infectious  Capable of being transmitted to another 
host, with or without actual contact.

Infergen  A medication given to treat hepatitis C, similar 
to interferons found naturally in the body that assist in 
fighting off infection. Also called interferon alphacon-1, 
recombinant.

HCPCS II	 J9212

inferior  Situated below or directed downward.

inferior colliculus  The lower pair of the two pairs of 
bumps on the posterior side of the midbrain which relay 
auditory information from the brainstem.

inferior mesenteric artery  The artery supplying the 
inferior portion of the large intestine with blood.

inferior vena cava  The large vein returning blood from 
the legs and abdomen to the heart.

infertility (IF)  The inability to conceive after a year of 
unprotected intercourse in women under 35, or after six 
months in women over 35. Also, the inability to carry a 
pregnancy to term.

infestation  The state of being invaded or overrun by 
parasites.

infiltrated  Permeated or penetrated into a substance, 
cell, or tissue; said of gases, fluids, or matter held in 
solution.

infiltrating cancer  Cancer that has spread beyond 
the layer of tissue in which it developed and is growing 
into surrounding, healthy tissues. Also known as invasive 
cancer.

inflammatory bowel disease (IBD)  Both ulcerative 
colitis and Crohn’s disease. Ulcerative colitis causes 
inflammation of the lining of the large intestine. Crohn’s 
disease causes inflammation of the lining and wall of the 
large and small intestines.

inflammatory breast cancer  A type of breast 
cancer in which the breast looks red and swollen and feels 
warm. The skin of the breast may also show the pitted 
appearance orange skin .

inflammatory pseudotumor  A tumorlike mass 
representing an inflammatory reaction.

Infliximab  Drug used to treat rheumatoid arthritis. 
HCPCS II	 J1745

informational social influence  The influence one’s 
social environment has on the decision-making process.

informed clinical opinion  Professional assessment 
or judgement of a condition formed with qualitative and 
quantitative information.

informed consent  Consent of the patient who has 
received sufficient information to have surgery, receive 
medication, or participate in a clinical study.

infracostal  Below the rib.

infrapatellar bursa  Fluid-filled sac located between 
the patellar ligament and the skin.

infrapatellar fat pad  A pad of fatty tissue that lies 
deep to the patellar ligament and fills the space between 
the condyles of the tibia and the femur, and acts as a 
shock absorber in the knee.

infrarenal  Pertaining to the space beneath the kidney.

infratentorial  Beneath the tentorium, the tissue 
separating the cerebrum and the cerebellum.

infraumbilical panniculectomy  Excision of 
superficial fat of the abdomen below the umbilicus.

Infumorph  Drug used for treating chronic pain, usually 
after failure of other treatments. Also known as morphine 
injection solution.

HCPCS II	 J2270,	J2271,	S0093

infundibular  Pertaining to a funnel shaped structure.

infuse  To introduce a solution into the body through a 
vein.

ingroup bias  The tendency to favor a personal 
interest group, which may foster preferential treatment, 
unreasonable opinionation, and clouded judgment.

ingrown nail  A condition in which the nail grows 
down into the flesh along the side or corners, causing pain 
and usually associated with infection.
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inguinal  Pertaining to the groin.

inguinal orchiectomy  An operation in which the 
testicle is removed through an incision in the groin.

inhalant allergen  An allergy-provoking protein 
suspended in the air being breathed.

inhibin  A male feedback hormone made in the testicles 
to regulate follicle stimulating hormone production by the 
pituitary gland.

inhibin-B  Substance secreted by the granulosa cells in 
the ovary, low levels of which were found to be associated 
with more impaired ovulation in the course of in vitro 
fertilization cycle, lower pregnancy rates, and higher 
instances of miscarriage.

inhibin-F (Folliculostatin)  A female feedback 
hormone made in the ovary that regulates follicle 
stimulating hormone production by the pituitary gland.

initial insomnia  Difficulty in falling asleep.

injectable fertility medications  Medications for 
inducing fertility given through injection; commonly 
used to refer to ovulation induction medications such as 
hMG (Pergonal, Humegon, and Repronex), urofollitropins 
(Fertinex and Metrodin), and others.

Inkblot test  An association technique for personality 
testing based on the patient’s response to a series of 
inkblot designs.

innervation  1) The arrangement or distribution of 
nerves to an organ or body part. 2) The amount or degree 
of stimulation of a muscle or organ by nerves.

Innohep  Drug used as a blood thinner to treat blood 
clots in the legs or lungs.

HCPCS II	 J1655

innominate artery  An artery with origin in the arch 
of the aorta (the main artery of the heart) and branches 
to the right subclavian and the right common carotid 
arteries.

Innovar  A tranquilizer given to relieve anxiety and pain, 
used to create a state of neuroleptanalgesia, and having 
antipsychotic uses. Also called Droperidol and fentanyl 
citrate.

HCPCS II	 J1810

inoculation  Vaccination as a precaution against 
contracting a disease.

inositol  A type of sugar that differs from glucose (the 
chief source of energy for living organisms) in its chemical 
structure. Certain modified forms of inositol can be used 
by the body to transmit signals inside and between cells.

inositol hexaphosphate (IP6)  A substance found 
in large amounts in cereals and legumes. Also known as 
phytic acid.

inotropic medications  Drugs that increase the 
strength of the heart’s contraction.

insect dermatitis  A transient skin eruption caused by 
the toxin-containing irritant hairs of insects such as certain 
moths and caterpillars.

insemination  The placement of semen within the 
uterus, cervix, or vagina for inducing pregnancy.

insight  The sudden and often novel realization of the 
solution to a problem; a unique and possibly spontaneous 
perception of an answer or solution.

insoluble  Not soluble; unable to be dissolved.

insomnia  Inability to sleep; abnormal wakefulness.

inspiration  Taking air into the lungs. Also known as 
inhalation.

inspiratory capacity (IC)  The maximal volume that 
can be inspired after a normal (non-forced) expiration.

inspiratory muscle trainer (IMT)  A small device 
used to exercise and strengthen respiratory muscle 
endurance.

inspiratory reserve volume (IRV)  Additional 
volume that can be inspired with maximum effort after a 
normal inspiration.

instability  Lacking complete stability.

insterstitial  A space or gap within tissue.

instillation  Administration of a liquid drop by drop.

instinct  A genetically programmed behavior in an entire 
species. Also, behavior that is not the result of learning, 
and can be seen across members of a species.

insulin  A hormone produced in the pancreas that 
functions to convert glucose in the blood into glycogen 
taken up by body cells and stored in the liver and muscle 
to be used for energy, regulating the metabolism of 
carbohydrates and fats.
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insulin resistant (IR)  A condition that occurs when 
the body produces too much insulin in relation to glucose. 
A person is considered insulin resistant with a fasting 
blood sugar of over 110, or a fasting glucose to insulin 
ratio of less than 4.5:1.

insulin-like growth factor (IGF-1)  A blood test of 
the level of growth hormone production. Growth hormone 
stimulates growth and regulates metabolism.

intal inhaler  Used as an inhalant to prevent asthma 
attacks and other conditions involving inflammation of 
the lung tissues.

HCPCS II	 J7631

intal nebulizer solutions  Used as an inhalant to 
prevent asthma attacks and other conditions involving 
inflammation of the lung tissues.

HCPCS II	 J7631

Integra Bilayer Matrix Wound Dressing  A tissue 
trauma and wound care device that is made from bovine 
tendon collagen, silicone, and glycosaminoglycan.

HCPCS II Q4101

Integra Dermal Regeneration Template  A skin 
replacement system used for burns and reconstruction 
that is made of bovine tendon collagen, silicone, and 
glycosaminoglycan.

HCPCS II Q4105

Integra Flowable Wound Matrix  A treatment for 
deep soft tissue or tunneling wounds that is made of 
bovine tendon collagen, saline, and glycosaminoglycan.

HCPCS II Q4114

Integra Matrix  A wound dressing made of bovine 
tendon collagen and glycosaminoglycan.

HCPCS II Q4108

integrase  The HIV enzyme that governs the insertion 
of HIV’s proviral genetic material into the host genome. 
Integrase is a target for a new generation of HIV drugs.

integrated EMG  A technique of averaging the signals 
received from electromyography in order to be able to 
graph the information with standard recording devices, 
as opposed to direct EMG, which shows individual nerve 
impulses. The individual pulses happen too fast for 
traditional graphing machines to accurately depict.

integration  The useful organization and incorporation 
of both new and old data, experiences, and emotional 
capacities into the personality.

Integrilin  A medication given to thin the blood and 
prevent clots associated with certain heart conditions or 
that may form during heart-related medical procedures; 
it may also be used in combination with other drugs and 
therapies to prevent heart attack. Also called eptifibatide.

HCPCS II	 J1327

integrins  Family of glycoproteins involved in connecting 
the cytoskeleton to the extracellular environment.

integumentary system  The skin and its associated 
structures, such as hair, nails, sweat glands, and sebaceous 
(fat) glands that serve to cover and protect the body.

intellectualization  A mental mechanism in which 
the person engages in excessive abstract thinking to avoid 
confrontation with conflicts or disturbing feelings.

intelligence quotient (IQ)  A mathematical formula 
that supposedly measures a person’s intelligence, recently 
re-defined as a measurement of applying logic and not as 
a general measure of intelligence.

intensity  The amount of energy in a light or sound 
wave determined by amplitude (the size or height) of the 
wave. The higher the amplitude, or the larger the wave, 
the greater the energy.

intensive care unit (ICU)  A specialized area in an 
inpatient facility where special medical equipment and 
services are concentrated for seriously ill patients.

intention myoclonus/ spasm  Shocklike muscular 
contractions that occur when attempting voluntary 
movement.

intention to treat  A method of analysis in trials that 
continues measuring all test subjects even if they drop 
out of the study. Considered a safeguard against the 
introduction of bias in clinical studies.

inter-rater reliability  Consistency between two or 
more different examiners in the results they deliver for the 
same phenomenon. Used as a measure for reliability.

interaction effect  The extent to which study results 
vary when the interaction of multiple variables within the 
study are altered.

intercondylar  Between the round prominences at the 
end of a bone.

intercostal  Situated between the ribs.
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intercostal arteries  Arteries that supply blood to 
organs located in the thoracic cavity as well as to the 
intercostal muscles between the ribs.

intercostal muscles  Muscles lying between ribs, often 
injured by rotary stress of the thorax.

intercostal nerve  Any of the ventral branches of the 
thoracic nerves.

intercurrent  Diseases or conditions occurring at the 
same time, or accompanying each other, with the effects 
often altered from what they would normally be.

interferon alfa-2a  Used to treat chronic hepatitis C, 
hairy cell leukemia, AIDS-related Kaposi’s sarcoma, and 
some types of chronic myelogenous leukemia.

HCPCS II	 J9213

interferon alfa-2a, recombinant  A medication 
given to treat hepatitis C, hairy cell leukemia, AIDS- 
related Kaposi’s sarcoma, or Philadelphia chromosome 
positive chronic myelogenous leukemia and is similar 
to interferons found naturally in the body that assist in 
fighting off infection. Also called Roferon-A.

HCPCS II	 J9213

interferon alfa-2b, recombinant  A medication 
given to treat chronic hepatitis B and C, hairy cell 
leukemia, condylomata acuminata, malignant melanoma, 
AIDS- related Kaposi’s sarcoma, or follicular (non-
Hodgkin’s) lymphoma; similar to interferons found 
naturally in the body that assist in fighting off infection. 
Also called Intron-A.

HCPCS II	 J9214

interferon alfa-n3 (human leukocyte derived)  
Used to treat genital warts.

HCPCS II	 J9215

interferon Alphacon-1, recombinant  A 
medication given to treat hepatitis C, similar to interferons 
found naturally in the body that assist in fighting off 
infection. Also called Amgen or Infergen.

HCPCS II	 J9212

interferon beta-1a  Drug used in treatment of 
relapsing multiple sclerosis to slow the development 
of physical disability and to decrease the frequency of 
exacerbations.

HCPCS II	 J1826,	Q3025,	Q3026

interferon beta-1b, recombinant  Used in the 
treatment of relapse-remitting multiple sclerosis to slow 
the development of physical disability and to decrease the 
frequency of exacerbations.

HCPCS II	 J1830

interferon gamma 1-b  Used in reducing the 
number of severity of infections associated with chronic 
granulomatous disease. It is also used to delay the 
progression of severe, life-threatening bone density disease.

HCPCS II	 J9216

interferons  A family of secreted proteins 
(lymphokines) with the ability to induce an antiviral state 
in most cell types. They are secreted by infected host cells 
to protect uninfected cells from viral infections.

interleukin  Chemicals secreted by the body 
which regulate the actions of white blood cells in the 
bloodstream.

interleukin-1 (IL-1)  A natural cytokine released by 
monocytes, macrophages, T-cells and other immune cells 
that fights infection.

interleukin-10 (IL-10)  A cytokine released by 
lymphocytes (the TH-2 subset of T-helper lymphocytes) 
that enhances the humoral response, increasing antibody 
production.

interleukin-12 (IL-12)  A cytokine that induces the 
production of natural killer and other cytotoxic immune 
cells; associated with a cell-mediated or TH-1 immune 
response. A recombinant IL-12 is under study as a 
treatment for HIV disease as an immunomodulator.

interleukin-2 (IL-2)  A cytokine produced by both 
T-helper and suppressor lymphocytes, that increases 
the expression of natural killer and other cytotoxic 
cells. Associated with a cell-mediated or TH-2 immune 
response.

interleukin-4 (IL-4)  A cytokine released by 
lymphocytes (the TH-2 subset of T-helper lymphocytes) 
that enhances the humoral response, increasing antibody 
production.

interleukin-6 (IL-6)  A cytokine whose production 
affects many different cells in the immune system.

intermediate isodose distribution  Composite of 
three or more therapy beams directed into a specific area, 
or a situation where special factors must be considered in 
order to protect surrounding tissue.
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intermenstrual pain  Pain accompanying ovulation, 
usually occurring midway between menstruation periods.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 625.2

intern  A physician in the first year of training, usually 
while completing medical school.

internal auditory canal  An opening in the petrous 
portion of the temporal bone through which the auditory 
and facial nerves and blood vessels pass.

internal auditory meatus  The opening or canal from 
the temporal bone in the skull to the inner and middle ear 
through which cranial nerves travel.

internal carotid artery  One of the primary arteries 
that supplies oxygenated blood to the brain.

interosseus  Situated between bones.

interphalangeal  Between the long bones in the 
fingers or toes.

intersection syndrome  A painful swelling of the 
muscles in the forearm which control the wrist.

intersex condition  A condition in which an individual 
shows intermingling of the characteristics of each sex, 
including physical form, reproductive organs, and sexual 
behavior, often seen in patients that abuse steroids.

interspace  A space between similar structures.

interstim continence control therapy  A therapy 
used in treating urge incontinence, in which a device 
about the size of a pacemaker is implanted into the sacral 
nerves of the lower spine, where it delivers electrical 
impulses that help regulate bladder function.

interstitial  Relating to or situated in the small, narrow 
spaces between tissues or parts of an organ.

interstitial cystitis  A disorder that causes the bladder 
wall to become swollen and irritated, leading to scarring 
and stiffening of the bladder, decreased bladder capacity, 
and in rare cases, ulcers in the bladder lining. Also known 
as painful bladder syndrome.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 595.1

interstitial laser therapy  Laser energy used to 
destroy hypertrophied or diseased prostatic tissue.

interstitial lung disease  Any lung disorder 
characterized by fibrosing, or scarring in the lung 
tissue, cause by previous inflammation. Also known as 
pulmonary fibrosis.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 136.3,	515

intertriginous  Characterized by or related to dermatitis 
occurring between folds of juxtaposed surfaces of the 
skin, caused by sweat retention, moisture, warmth, and 
concomitant overgrowth of resident microorganisms.

intervention  Care that is undertaken to provide a 
treatment effect in the course of a disease, disorder, or 
problem.

interventional radiology  A subspecialty within the 
field of radiology in which minimally invasive diagnostic 
and therapeutic procedures, such as angioplasties, are 
performed using radiographic imaging guidance.

intervertebral disc  The cartilaginous pad between 
the vertebral bodies, providing extremely efficient shock 
absorption, made up of the annulus fibrosis, nucleus 
pulposus, and the cartilage end plates. Also, the most 
commonly damaged structure in the spine.

intestinal fistula  An abnormal passage 
communicating with the intestines and another organ, 
space, or outer skin surface; sometimes surgically created 
through the abdominal wall.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 569.81

intimacy  The ability to form close, loving relationships, 
which is the primary developmental task of early 
adulthood.

intolerant  Unable to take a drug or treatment because 
of toxicity.

intoplicine  An anticancer drug belonging to 
topoisomerase inhibitors.

intra-abdominal pressure  The pressure in the 
abdomen that in turn applies pressure to the bladder.

intra-aortic balloon pump (IAMP)  A balloon on 
a catheter inserted into the main vessel of the heart and 
inflated intermittently to improve delivery of blood to the 
heart.

intra-articular  Within a joint.

intra-rater reliability  Consistency between multiple 
examinations by the same person. A means of measuring 
reliability in exams over a period of time.
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intrabronchial  Within a main branch of the trachea 
leading to the lungs.

intracapsular  Within the capsule which surrounds the 
lens of the eye.

intracarotid infusion  The introduction of fluids and 
drugs directly into the carotid artery (main artery in the 
neck that carries blood from the heart to the brain).

intracavitary  Within an organ or body cavity.

intracellular  Inside a cell.

intracerebellar  Within the cerebellum.

intracervical insemination (ICI)  An artificial 
insemination procedure which places washed sperm 
directly into the cervical canal.

intracorporeal  Existing within the body.

intracranial tumors  Tumors that occur within the 
skull.

intractable migraine  A rare and severe type of 
migraine that lasts for more than seventy-two hours.

ICD-9-CM Dx 346.00-346.03

intracytoplasmic sperm injection (ICSI)  A 
procedure in which a single sperm is injected into the egg 
to enable fertilization with very low sperm counts or with 
non-motile sperm.

intradermal  Within the layers of the skin.

intradiscal electrothermal therapy (IDET)  A 
procedure in which high heat is applied to intervertebral 
disks to alleviate back pain.

intradural  Within or beneath the dura mater, the outer 
most layer of the protective membranes covering the 
central nervous system.

intrafallopian  Inside the fallopian tubes.

intrafusal fibers  Specialized muscle fibers located 
within muscle spindles.

intrahepatic bile ducts  The bile ducts that pass 
through and drain bile from the liver.

intrahepatic infusion  The delivery of anticancer 
drugs directly to the blood vessels of the liver.

intralesional  Directly into a lesion.

intraluminal  Within a tube, or tube-like structure.

intramedullary  1) Within the bone marrow. 2) Within 
the spinal cord. 3) Within the medulla oblongata portion 
of the brainstem.

intramedullary rod  An orthopedic device used to 
stabilize fractures; rods are inserted into the bone marrow 
canal in the center of extremity long bones.

intramuscular  Within muscle tissue, frequently in 
reference to injections.

intraneural  Within neural tissue.

intraocular lens  Tiny prescription lenses which are 
inserted into the cornea to replace the eye’s natural lens.

intraocular pressure  The internal pressure in the 
eyeball.

intrapartum  During childbirth.

intraperitoneal chemotherapy  Treatment in which 
chemotherapy drugs are put directly into the abdominal 
cavity through a thin tube.

intraperitoneal infusion  A method of delivering 
fluids and drugs directly into the abdominal cavity 
through a thin tube.

intraperitoneal radiation therapy  Treatment in 
which a radioactive liquid is put directly into the abdomen 
through a thin tube.

intraprocedural roadmapping  Diagnostic imaging 
used during a procedure.

intrathecal  Within a sheath; through the theca (case) 
of the spinal cord into the subarachnoid space under the 
covering enclosing the brain and spinal cord.

intrathecal chemotherapy  The injection of 
chemotherapy drugs directly into the fluid-filled space 
between the thin layers of tissue that cover the brain and 
the spinal cord.

intratubal insemination (ITI)  An artificial 
insemination procedure which places washed sperm 
directly into the fallopian tubes.

intrauterine  Pertaining to the interior of the uterus.

intrauterine copper contraceptive  A reversible 
method of birth control; a T-shaped device inserted in the 
uterus that prevents sperm from reaching the egg, or a 
fertilized egg from implanting, while the copper inactivates 
sperm in the cervical mucus. Also called Paragard T.

HCPCS II	 J7300
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intrauterine growth retardation (IUGR)  A 
decline in fetal growth for reasons such as infection, 
inadequate placenta, or exposure to teratogens.

intrauterine insemination (IUI)  An artificial 
insemination procedure which places washed sperm 
directly into the uterus, bypassing cervical mucus and 
depositing the sperm more closely to the fallopian tubes, 
where fertilization occurs, used to bypass hostile cervical 
mucus and overcome low sperm-count.

intravaginal  Occurring or located within the vagina.

intravaginal culture (IVC)  A procedure related to in 
vitro fertilization where eggs and sperm are combined in 
a capsule and then inserted into the vagina to incubate for 
48 hours with the goal of fertilization.

intravascular echocardiography  A combination 
of echocardiography and cardiac catheterization in which 
a miniature echo device on the tip of a catheter is used to 
generate images inside the heart and blood vessels during 
cardiac catheterization.

intravascular ultrasound  The use of ultrasound 
inside a blood vessel to better visualize the interior walls of 
the vessel and detect problems.

intravenous  Within or administered into a vein.

intravenous fluid  Essential fluids such as water, salt, 
sugar, protein, minerals, and vitamins, delivered by drip 
directly into the bloodstream through a line and catheter 
inserted into a vein.

intravenous immunoglobulin (IVIg)  Intravenous 
transfer of immunoglobulin, a complex of antibodies 
derived from human blood plasma, used for temporary 
immunity in others.

intravenous pyelogram (IVP)  A series of x-rays of 
the kidneys, ureters, and bladder taken after dye is injected 
into a blood vessel and concentrated in the urine, which 
serves to outline the structures on the x-rays.

intraventricular hemorrhage  Bleeding in or around 
a ventricle of the heart or brain.

intraventricular infusion  The delivery of a drug into 
the heart or the brain.

intravesical  Within the bladder.

intravitreal  Within the eye’s vitreous humor, the 
gelatin substance that fills the eyeball between the lens 
and the retina.

intrinsic  Situated entirely within or pertaining 
exclusively to a part.

intrinsic asthma  Asthma that has no apparent 
external cause.

intrinsic factor  A glycoprotein secreted by the gastric 
mucous membrane that aids in the absorption of vitamin 
B12 by the small intestine.

intrinsic sphincter deficiency (ISD)  Weakening of 
the urethral sphincter muscles, resulting in the sphincter 
not functioning normally regardless of the position of the 
bladder neck or urethra; a common cause of stress-
induced urinary incontinence.

introflection  A bending inward.

introitus  The entrance into the vagina.

Intron-A  A medication given to treat chronic hepatitis 
B and C, hairy cell leukemia, condylomata acuminata, 
malignant melanoma, AIDS- related Kaposi’s sarcoma, 
or follicular (non-Hodgkin’s) lymphoma; similar to 
interferons found naturally in the body that assist in 
fighting off infection. Also called interferon alfa-2b, 
recombinant.

HCPCS II	 J9214

Intropin  A medication used to treat heart conditions 
and improve blood supply to organs by stimulating the 
heart muscle to pump more effectively. Also known as 
dopamine hydrochloride.

HCPCS II	 J1265

introspection  A person’s own examination of feelings, 
often as a result of psychotherapy. Also known as self-
observation.

introversion  Preoccupation with oneself and 
accompanying reduction of interest in the outside world.

intubation  The placement of an endotracheal tube into 
the trachea to allow air to reach the lungs.

intussusception  A condition in which one part of the 
intestine folds into the adjoining segment of intestine.

Invanz  An antibiotic given to treat severe bacterial 
infections. Also known as ertapenem sodium.

HCPCS II	 J1335

invasive cervical cancer  Cancer that has spread from 
the surface of the cervix to tissue deeper in the cervix or to 
other parts of the body.
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inversion  Turning the outside surface inward or toward 
the inside.

Invirase  Brand name for Saquinavir, a protease inhibitor 
used in treating HIV.

iodine  A non-metallic element found in food necessary 
for normal thyroid function.

HCPCS II	 A9508,	A9517,	A9524

iodine-induced goiter  A swelling or lump of the neck 
caused by excess iodine or by a sensitivity to iodine.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 240.9

ionization  The process or result of any process by which 
a neutral atom or molecule acquires a charge.

ionizing chamber  A gas-filled instrument designed to 
measure the quantity of ionizing radiation.

ionomycin  An antibiotic drug used to treat infection.

ipratropium bromide  Used to prevent bronchospasm 
attacks.

HCPCS II	 J7644,	J7645

ipsilateral  Located on or affecting the same side of the 
body.

Iressa  A medication given to treat non-small cell lung 
cancer, available only to patients who have used and 
benefited from the medication, or who are currently doing 
so; may also be available as part of an investigational 
study. Also known as gefitinib.

HCPCS II	 J8565

iridectomy  The removal of part of the iris.
CPT	 66150-66160,	66600-66635,	66761

iridocyclitis  Inflammation of the iris and ciliary body 
of the eye.

iridoplasty  Surgery to alter the iris, the colored portion 
of the eye.

CPT	 66762

iridotomy  An incision in the iris to form an artificial 
pupil.

CPT	 66500-66505,	66761

irinotecan HCI  Used to treat cancers of the colon and 
rectum. It is usually given with other cancer medicines in a 
combination chemotherapy.

HCPCS II	 J9206

iris  The sphincter around the pupil of the eye, which 
changes shape in response to light intensity.

iritis  Inflammation of the iris of the eye.

iron dextran  Used to treat anemia or poor iron blood in 
persons unable to take oral iron medication.

HCPCS II	 J1750

iron sucrose  Compound used for the treatment of iron 
deficiency anemia in patients with kidney disease.

HCPCS II	 J1756

irradiation  The use of high-energy radiation from 
x-rays, gamma rays, neutrons, and other sources to kill 
cancer cells and shrink tumors. External beam radiation 
is generated from a machine and focused on the body. 
Radioisotopes are radioactive elements that may be used 
directly in the body.

irreversible toxicity  Poisonous side effects from toxic 
substances that cannot be lessened or do not go away.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 976.0

irritable bladder  Involuntary contractions of muscles 
in the bladder, which can cause lack of control of urination.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 344.61,	596.54,	596.8

irritant dermatitis  A nonallergic type of contact 
dermatitis caused by exposure to a substance that 
damages the skin.

ischemic  Decreased blood supply to an organ, tissue, 
or body part due to blockage or constriction of the blood 
vessels.

There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

ischemic heart disease  A heart ailment caused by 
narrowing of the coronary arteries, characterized by a 
decreased blood supply to the heart.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 411.81,	411.89,	414.9

ischiectomy  Surgical removal of a section of the 
ischium, or pelvic portion of the hipbone.

CPT	 15941

ischiopagus  Conjoined twins fused at the hips.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 759.4

ischiorectal  Pertaining to the area between the ischial 
tuberosity (bony part of the hip that one sits upon) and 
the rectum.

ischium  The lower back portion of the hip bone (os 
coxae), which is a separate bone early in life but later 
becomes fused.
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Iseganan hydrochloride  A substance being studied 
as a treatment for oral mucositis, causing very painful 
mouth sores, as a side effect of cancer therapy.

islet cell cancer  Cancer arising from cells in the Islets 
of Langerhans, found in the pancreas. Also known as 
endocrine cancer.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 211.7

islets of Langerhans  Cells in the pancreas that 
produce hormones, including insulin.

Isocaine  A local anesthetic used to numb an area of the 
body before medical or dental procedures, including labor 
and delivery. Also known as mepivacaine hydrochloride.

HCPCS II	 J0670

isodose distribution  A geometric plan representing 
one or more intersection treatment beams giving a 
summation of similar dosages within the target volume.

isoetharine HCl  Used to treat or prevent the symptoms 
of asthma, emphysema, and other breathing problems. 
Also used to prevent the symptoms of exercise-induced 
asthma.

HCPCS II	 J7647,	J7648,	J7649,	J7650

isokinetic  A type of muscle contraction in which 
a constant joint angular velocity is maintained by 
accommodating resistance.

isolated hepatic perfusion  A procedure in which 
a catheter is placed into the artery that provides blood to 
the liver; another catheter is placed into the vein that takes 
blood away from the liver to temporarily separate the 
liver’s blood supply from blood circulating throughout the 
body, to deliver anticancer drugs or therapy directly to the 
liver without exposing the rest of the body .

isolated limb perfusion  A technique that may be 
used to deliver anticancer drugs directly to an arm or leg. 
The flow of blood to and from the limb is temporarily 
stopped with a tourniquet, and anticancer drugs are put 
directly into the blood of the limb.

isolated lung perfusion  A surgical procedure during 
which the circulation of blood to the lungs is separated 
from the circulation of blood through the rest of the body, 
and a drug is delivered directly into the lung circulation, 
allowing for a higher concentration of chemotherapy since 
the rest of the body is not exposed to the medication.

isolation  A defense mechanism operating 
unconsciously central to obsessive-compulsive 
phenomena in which the effect of an idea and rendered 
unconscious, leaving the conscious idea colorless and 
emotionally neutral.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 V07.0,	V62.4

isologous graft  A tissue graft that is obtained from a 
donor who is genetically identical to the recipient (i.e., a 
twin).

CPT	 20926

isometric  Muscle contraction without movement at 
the joint.

isometric contraction  Muscle contraction without 
shortening or changing the distance between its origin 
and insertion.

isoniazid  An antibiotic used as one of the most 
common components in treatment for tuberculosis, either 
alone or in combination with other drugs.

Isoproterenol hydrochloride  A bronchodilator 
given to open air passages during episodes of airway 
obstruction or bronchospasms, also given as an injection 
to treat various heart problems, such as shock, blockage, 
or irregular heartbeat by stimulating the heart and 
widening the blood vessels. Also known as Medihaler-ISO 
or Isuprel.

HCPCS II	 J7657,	J7658,	J7659,	J7660

isorhythmic  A condition in which the atrial heart rate 
is the same as the ventricular rate, but the P waves are not 
conducting.

isosporiasis  A protozoal infection usually restricted 
to the lower gastrointestinal tract and symptomatically 
similar to cryptosporidiosis.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 007.2

isosulfan blue  A dye or contrast agent used in medical 
procedures such as lymphangiography to show lymphatic 
vessels for mapping sentinel lymph nodes in certain types 
of cancer.

HCPCS II  Q9968

isotonic contraction  Muscle contraction without 
measurable change in the force of the contraction with 
the distance between the muscle’s origin and insertion 
shortened.

isotope  One of two or more atoms having the same 
atomic number but different mass.
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isthmus  A small piece of thyroid tissue that connects 
the right and left lobes of the thyroid gland.

Isuprel  A bronchodilator given to open air passages 
during episodes of airway obstruction or bronchospasms, 
also given as an injection to treat various heart problems, 
such as shock, blockage, or irregular heartbeat by 
stimulating the heart and widening the blood vessels. 
Also called isoproterenol hydrochloride.

HCPCS II	 J7657,	J7658,	J7659,	J7660

itraconazole  A drug used to prevent or treat fungal 
infections.

HCPCS II	 J1835

IV catheter  A needle with a hollow tube inserted into 
a vein and used to deliver medicines or fluids directly into 
the bloodstream.

IVC filter  Inferior vena cava filter; a medical device 
implanted into the inferior vena cava to prevent 
pulmonary emboli and vessel blockage in the lung.

Iveegam  A medication given to those with weakened 
immune systems to improve the body’s ability to fight off 
infection; also used to increase the number of platelets in 
those suffering from idiopathic thrombocytopenic purpura 
to control bleeding. Also known as immune globulin.

HCPCS II	 J1566

Ixabepilone  An inhibitor that is used to block cell 
growth and reproduction in breast cancer.

HCPCS II J9207

J-pouch  The formation of a reservoir for waste material 
out of the small intestine following the removal of the 
large intestine.

Jaccoud’s arthropathy  A non-destructive, deforming 
arthropathy first described in relation to rheumatic fever 
that manifests in the hands and feet following recurring 
rheumatic fever or systemic lupus erythematosus.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 714.4

Jacksonian march  Abnormal electrical activity in the 
brain that begins in a small anatomical area and spreads 
to surrounding areas.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 345.50-345.51

jaundice  Yellowness of the skin, sclera, and mucous 
membranes due to excess bile pigments (bilirubin). Also 
known as icterus.

JC papovavirus  A virus that is suggested as a possible 
cause of progressive multifocal leukoencephalopathy.

jejunal ulcer  An ulcer in the section of small intestine 
between the duodenum and the ileum.

jejunum  The section of the small intestine between the 
duodenum (the beginning portion of the small intestine) 
and the ileum (the end of the small intestine).

Jenamicin  An antibiotic given to treat serious bacterial 
infections, including those affecting the skin, lungs, bones, 
urinary tract, blood, stomach, or joints; also used with 
other treatments to prevent infection. Also known as 
Garamycin, gentamicin.

HCPCS II	 J1580

joint  The junction or articulation of two or more bones 
that permits varying degrees of motion between the 
bones.

joint locking  An extremely painful condition, usually 
caused by entrapment of a loose body within the joint, 
between the joint surfaces.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 718.90

Jones fracture  A break of the fifth metatarsal bone of 
the foot.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 825.25

Jordan frame  A specialized stretcher developed for 
transporting people with suspected spinal cord injuries.

jugular  Pertaining to the throat or neck, or the jugular 
vein.

jugular veins  The veins, internal and external, that 
carry blood back from the head to the heart.

jumper’s knee  A condition associated with a small area 
of degeneration at the tendon attachment to the lower 
pole of the patella, characterized by pain and extreme 
local tenderness, often associated with activities that 
require jumping off one leg.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 727.2

junctional nevus  A mole found in the junction, or 
border, between the epidermis and the dermis layers of 
the skin. These moles may be pigmented and slightly 
raised, and have a higher risk of developing into malignant 
melanoma than standard moles.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 216.9

junctional rhythm  A heart rhythm generating from 
the atrioventricular node.

junctional tachycardia  An abnormally fast heart rate 
generated from the atrioventricular node.
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just noticeable difference (JND)  The smallest 
change in frequency or intensity that can be reliably 
recognized, such as the smallest recognizable change in 
sound intensity, that approximates the decibel.

juvenile chronic arthritis  Recurring arthritis present 
for at least three months in individuals 16 years of age or 
younger.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 714.30

K-Flex  A muscle relaxant used to relieve pain, stiffness, 
or discomfort caused by injury, such as a sprain or strain, 
or for the treatment of musculoskeletal diseases, and 
also used in the treatment of trembling associated with 
Parkinson’s disease. Also known as orphenadrine citrate.

HCPCS II	 J2360

Kabikinase  Drug used to dissolve blood clots in certain 
blood vessels.

HCPCS II	 J2995

Kabolin  An anabolic steroid related to testosterone 
used to rebuild weakened tissues and aid in weight gain; 
used in the treatment of osteoporosis, angioedema, 
certain types of anemia, and breast cancer. Also known as 
nandrolone decanoate.

HCPCS II	 J2320,	J2321,	J2322

Kaleinate  Used to treat or prevent serious conditions 
that may cause hypocalcemia.

HCPCS II	 J0610

Kallman’s syndrome  A condition characterized by 
infantile sexual development and an inability to smell. 
The pituitary cannot produce luteinizing and follicle 
stimulating hormone and hormone supplements must 
be taken to reach puberty, maintain secondary sex 
characteristics, or achieve fertility.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 253.4

kanamycin sulfate  An antibiotic used in the 
prevention or treatment of various bacterial infections. 
Also known as Klebcil or Kantrex.

HCPCS II	 J1840,	J1850

Kantrex  An antibiotic used in the prevention or 
treatment of various bacterial infections. Also known as 
kanamycin sulfate.

HCPCS II	 J1840,	J1850

Kaposi’s sarcoma (KS)  A tumor of the wall of blood 
vessels, or the lymphatic system that usually appears as 
pink to purple painless spots on the skin, but may also 
occur internally in addition to or independent of lesions, 
usually diagnosed only in immune compromised patients, 
such as those with AIDS.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 058.89,	176.0-176.9

karatoconus  A condition in which the the cornea 
changes from a round shape to a cone shape, causing 
blurred vision.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 371.60-371.62

karenitecin  A drug being studied in the treatment 
of cancer belonging to the topoisomerase inhibitors, 
agents that inhibit rapid DNA cell division, related to the 
anticancer drug camptothecin.

Karnofsky performance status (KPS)  A standard 
way of measuring the ability of cancer patients to perform 
ordinary tasks. The scores range from 0 to 100, with a 
higher score indicating a better ability to carry out daily 
activities.

Kartagener’s syndrome (KS)  A condition in which 
the heart is located on the right side of the body in 
patients with immotile cilia syndrome.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 759.3

karyopyknotic index  An index used to monitor 
the hormonal status of a patient as reflected by the 
morphology of exfoliated vaginal cells.

karyotype  The chromosomal characteristics of a cell.

karyotyping  A chromosome analysis in which cells are 
studied to look for abnormalities. Testing a fetus may show 
if there is a chromosomal reason for pregnancy loss, which 
causes about 50% of miscarriages.

Kashin-Beck disease  An endemic arthritis found in 
parts of China and Russia, caused by eating bread made 
from a fungus-infected grain.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 716.00

Kawasaki Syndrome  A disease affecting young 
children, characterized by high fever, conjunctivitis, 
pharyngitis, enlargement of the cervical lymph 
nodes, bright red rashes on the hands and feet, and 
desquamation of scaly skin of fingers and toes.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 446.1
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Kayser-Fleischer ring  A greenish-yellow ring around 
the cornea due to high amounts of copper in the blood, a 
symptom of Wilson’s disease.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 275.1

Keflin  Used in infections cause by bacteria.
HCPCS II	 J1890

Kefurox  Used to treat many kinds of bacterial infections, 
including severe or life-threatening forms.

HCPCS II	 J0697

Kefzol  Used in the treatment of infections caused by 
bacteria.

HCPCS II	 J0690

Kegel exercises  Tightening and relaxing of the muscles 
that hold urine in the bladder and the bladder in its 
proper position, to improve a female’s ability to hold urine 
and control incontinence. Also done to improve sexual 
responsiveness during intercourse.

Keinbock’s disease  Osteonecrosis of the lunate bone in 
the wrist, usually caused by loss of bloodflow to the lunate 
bone, resulting in tissue death and the collapse of the wrist.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 733.40

Kelly plication  Suture of the connective tissue 
between the vagina, the urethra, and the floor of the 
bladder for correction of female stress incontinence.

keloid  A sharply elevated, irregularly shaped, 
progressively enlarging scar due to the formation of 
excessive amounts of collagen in the corium during 
connective tissue repair.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 371.00,	701.0,	701.4

Kenaject-40/Kenalog-10/-40  Drug used for 
relieving symptoms of rhinitis.

HCPCS II	 J3301

Kepivance  A medication given to lessen some of the 
side effects caused by certain forms of chemotherapy, 
such as mouth ulcerations. Also called palifermin.

HCPCS II	 J2425

keratan sulfate  A glycosaminoglycan ( type of 
polysaccharide) found in cartilage and the cornea of the 
eye.

keratectomy  Excision of a portion of the cornea.
CPT	 65400

keratinocyte  An epidermal cell that produces keratin, 
the protein substance of hair and nails.

keratinocyte growth factor  A substance that 
stimulates the growth of epithelial cells that line the 
surface of the mouth and intestinal tract.

keratitis  Inflammation of the cornea, the outer covering 
of the eye.

keratoacanthoma  A benign, rapidly growing skin 
tumor that usually occurs on sun-exposed areas of the 
skin and can go away without treatment.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 238.2

keratoderma  A skin disorder that manifests with 
horn-like growths.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 098.81,	701.1,	757.39

keratoderma blennorrhagica  A rash on the soles 
which may occur in Reiter’s syndrome and resembles 
psoriasis.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 701.1

keratolysis  The separation and shedding of the outer, 
horny layer of the epidermis.

keratomalacia  Dryness, softening, and ulceration of 
the cornea due to a vitamin A deficiency, often a symptom 
of cystic fibrosis or sprue.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 264.4,	371.45

keratometer  A surgical device used to measure the 
curvature of the anterior surface of the cornea.

keratomileusis  Surgical improvement of the refractive 
state of the cornea by removing and reshaping the corneal 
lamella.

CPT	 65760

keratopathy  Any non-inflammatory disease of the 
cornea.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 371.23,	371.40,	371.43,	371.49,	371.50

keratophakia  A procedure in which donor corneal tissue 
is reshaped and transplanted to correct a refractive error.

CPT	 65765

keratoplasty  Surgical replacement of an opaque 
portion of the cornea with a piece of cornea having the 
same size and shape. Also known as corneal graft.

CPT	 65710,	65730,	65750,	65755

keratoprosthesis  An artificial replacement of the 
central area of the cornea.

CPT	 65770
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keratosis  The excessive growth of the outer layer of skin.
There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

keratosis obturans  A hard plug of wax and dry skin 
sometimes found in the external and auditory canals of 
the ear that results in partial to total loss of hearing.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 380.21

keratosis pilaris  Dry, sandpaper-rough skin texture 
found commonly in allergy sufferers.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 701.1,	757.39

keratotomy  Incision into the cornea of the eye.
CPT	 65771

Kestrone 5  A medication containing estrogen 
hormones used to treat the symptoms of menopause, 
prevent osteoporosis, improve function in women with 
hormonal imbalance or ovarian disorders, and to treat 
some forms of breast or prostate cancer. Also called 
estrone.

HCPCS II	 J1435

ketoconazole  A drug that treats fungal infection, also 
used as a treatment for prostate cancer because of its 
ability to block the production of male sex hormones.

ketogenic kiet  A high fat, low carbohydrate diet that 
reduces the risk of seizure in some patients.

ketorolac tromethamine  A pain medication given 
for short-term relief of moderate to severe pain, generally 
following a surgical procedure. Also known as Toradol.

HCPCS II	 J1885

keV  One thousand electron volts (eV).

key components  In Evaluation and Management 
coding, the key components include history, examination, 
and medical decision making.

Key-Pred 25  A steroid given to reduce swelling, 
redness, and irritation of the eye. Also called prednisolone 
acetate.

HCPCS II	 J2650

Key-Pred 50  A steroid given to reduce swelling, 
redness, and irritation of the eye. Also called prednisolone 
acetate.

HCPCS II	 J2650

keyhole limpet hemocyanin (KLH)  One of a group 
of drugs called immune modulators, given as a vaccine to 
help the body respond to cancer.

kidney and bladder ultrasound  A diagnostic 
imaging technique that examines the kidney and bladder 
using high-frequency sound waves to detect certain 
abnormalities.

kidney cancer, stage I  The cancer is completely 
contained inside the kidney and is less than 7 cm across.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 189.0-189.1

kidney cancer, stage II  The tumor is larger than 7 
cm and is found in the kidney only. Also known as stage II 
renal cell cancer.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 189.0-189.1

kidney cancer, stage III  Cancer has spread to the 
major veins of the kidney and may have spread to a single 
lymph node.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 189.0-189.1

kidney cancer, stage IV  Cancer has spread beyond 
the kidney to lymph nodes or other organs.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 189.0-189.1

kidney function tests  A blood test that shows how 
well the kidneys are working to remove waste. Kidney 
function blood tests include BUN (blood urea nitrogen) 
and Cr (creatinine).

CPT	 80076

kidney stone  A concretion that develops from crystals 
that form in urine and build up on the inner surfaces of the 
kidney, in the renal pelvis, or in the ureters.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 592.0

kidneys  The two bean-shaped organs that filter wastes 
from the blood and send urine to the bladder through 
tubes called ureters.

Kienbock’s disease  Abnormality of the lunate bone in 
the wrist that develops following injury or inflammation.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 732.3,	732.8

killer T-cell  A cytotoxic lymphocyte; a T-cell that 
directly kills infected cells of the body by attachng to 
antigens and releasing toxins to destroy them.

kinase  An enzyme that mediates the addition of 
phosphorus to chemical groups. The AZT nucleoside 
must be phosphorylated to become a genetically active 
nucleotide for treating HIV.

kinesiology  The study of movement.

kinesthesis  The appreciation of body movement and 
position in space; the sensation of bodily movement.
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kinesthetic cues  Bodily sensations that aid a deaf 
person in controlling speech, such as jaw and lip positions, 
and nasal vibrations.

kinetic energy  The energy of a body due to its motion, 
measured as one-half of the bodily mass multiplied by the 
square of its speed.

Kinevac  Drug used to help diagnose certain medical 
problems.

HCPCS II	 J2805

Klebcil  An antibiotic used in the prevention or treatment 
of various bacterial infections. Also known as kanamycin 
sulfate.

HCPCS II	 J1840,	J1850

klebsiella  A bacteria that frequently causes lung, 
urinary and intestinal tract, and wound infections.

knee reconstruction  Surgical restoration of normal 
biomechanics of the knee, using bone and/or tendon 
grafts to replace damaged tissues. Commonly seen with 
ACL injuries when there is a concurrent rotary instability 
caused by damage to other structures.

See	type	of	knee	reconstruction	in	the	CPT	book	for	code(s).

Koate-HP  A protein given to prevent excessive bleeding 
by improving clotting in those with classic hemophilia 
type A and Factor VIII deficiency, and to treat bleeding 
involved with surgery or a hemorrhagic episode. Also 
known as Factor VIII.

HCPCS II	 J7190

Kogenate  A protein given to prevent excessive bleeding 
by improving clotting in those with classic hemophilia 
type A and Factor VIII deficiency, and to treat bleeding 
involved with surgery or a hemorrhagic episode. Also 
known as Factor VIII.

HCPCS II	 J7192

Kogenate FS  A protein given to prevent excessive 
bleeding by improving clotting in those with classic 
hemophilia type A and Factor VIII deficiency, and to treat 
bleeding involved with surgery or a hemorrhagic episode. 
Also known as Factor VIII.

HCPCS II	 J7189,	J7192

Kohler’s disease  Osteonecrosis of the navicular bone in 
the foot. A condition usually affecting boys younger than 
ten in which the navicular bone ceases receiving blood 
and the bone tissue begins to die.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 732.4-732.5

koilonychia  A nail deformity of a nail in which the 
outer surface of the nail is concave.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 703.8,	757.5

Konakion  Drug used to control blood clotting.
HCPCS II	 J3430

Konno procedure  A surgical procedure to enlarge the 
aortic annulus.

CPT	 33412

Konyne-80  A protein given to control or prevent 
excessive bleeding from hemorrhagic episodes or surgery 
in patients with factor IX deficiency, also called type B 
hemophilia or Christmas disease. It may also be given to 
treat hemophilia type A if traditional medications are not 
effective. Also known as factor IX.

HCPCS II	 J7193-J7195

KRAS mutation  The KRAS oncogene provides 
instructions for making a protein involved in cell 
division regulation; mutation in the KRAS gene causes 
Noonan syndrome with intellectual disability; increased 
cancer risk; and KRAS mutation-associated phenotype 
resembling other overlapping genetic conditions.

HCPCS II 	 S3713

Kraske’s operation  Removal of the coccyx (tailbone) 
and part of the sacrum to access a rectal carcinoma.

Krukenberg procedure  Amputation that creates a 
fork-like stump at the end of the forearm.

CPT	 25915

Krukenberg tumor  A tumor in the ovary caused by 
the spread of stomach cancer.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 198.6

KUB scan  Kidney, ureter, and bladder scan. A radiograph 
of the abdomen and pelvis.

CPT	 74440

KVEIM test  Test to diagnose sarcoidosis in which a 
biopsy is taken from the site of previous inoculation 
of splenic material from a patient with sarcoidosis. A 
granulomatous lesion is a positive result.

kymograph  A device that makes a record of sound 
vibrations by means of a stylus activated by a tuning fork 
as a rotating cylinder passes beneath it.

kyphectomy  The surgical removal of the kyphotic 
portion of the lumbar spine, combined with spinal 
fixation.

CPT	 22818-22819
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kyphoplasty  A procedure in which the original height 
and angle of the rearward curvature of a fractured vertebra 
are restored, followed by stabilization using injected bone 
filler material.

CPT	 22523-22525

kyphosis  An abnormal rearward curvature of the spine, 
resulting in a protuberant upper back. Also know as 
humpback.

Kytril  A medication given to reduce nausea or vomiting 
due to radiation, chemotherapy, or anesthesia. Also called 
granisetron hydrochloride.

HCPCS II	 J1626,	Q0166,	S0091

L-Caine  A local anesthetic used to numb an area of the 
body before surgery by blocking pain signals. Also known 
as lidocaine hydrochloride.

HCPCS II	 J2001

L.A.E. 20  A female estrogen hormone given to treat low 
estrogen levels caused by menopause or other disorders, 
and reduce the accompanying symptoms, such as bone 
density loss, hot flashes, and vaginal itching, burning, 
and dryness. Also used in the treatment of some forms of 
breast and prostate cancer. Also called estradiol valerate.

HCPCS II	 J0970,	J1380,	J1390

la Belle indifference  Beautiful indifference. Seen in 
certain patients with conversion disorders who show an 
inappropriate lack of concern about their disabilities.

labia majora  The two outer rounded folds of adipose 
tissue that lie on either side of the vaginal opening and 
that form the external lateral boundaries of the vulva.

labia minora  The smaller inside pair of labia (lips) of 
the vulva.

labial frenum  The tag of tissue in the center of the 
upper and the lower lip that attaches the lips to the gums.

labile affect  An affect that manifests as uncontrollable 
laughter or crying in situations that would normally not 
call for such emotion, often seen in patients following 
brain surgery or trauma.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 301.3

labor pains  Rhythmic pains of increasing severity and 
frequency due to contraction of the uterus at childbirth.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 644.1x

laboratory study  Research done in a laboratory. These 
studies often use test tubes or animals to find out if a drug, 
procedure, or treatment is effective or harmful and take 
place before any human testing is done.

labyrinth  The organ of balance located in the inner ear 
consisting of three semicircular canals and the vestibule.

labyrinthectomy  Excision of the labyrinth of the inner 
ear.

labyrinthine hydrops  Excessive fluid in the organ 
of balance within the inner ear that can cause pressure 
or fullness in the ears, hearing loss, dizziness, and loss of 
balance.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 386.00-386.04

labyrinthitis  Viral or bacterial infection or 
inflammation of the inner ear that can cause dizziness, 
loss of balance, and temporary hearing loss.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 386.30-386.35

laceration  A jagged wound or cut.

Lachman’s test  A test for anterior cruciate ligament 
(ACL) disruption in which the leg is bent to a 10-20 
degree angle and then held with one hand behind the 
tibia and one the thigh. The leg is then drawn forward to 
determine movement relative to the femur.

lacrimal caruncle  A red eminence at the medial angle 
of the eye.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 375.3

lacrimal gland  The tear gland located under the 
upper eyelid at the outer corner of the eye, responsible for 
tearing and secreting the fluid that cleans and moisturizes 
the cornea.

lacrimal punctum  The opening of the lacrimal duct 
near the end of each eyelid, more commonly known as 
the tear duct opening.

lactate  An ester of lactic acid produced during non-
respiratory glucose combustion. It may accumulate in 
some disease conditions, leading to lactate acidosis.

lactate dehydrogenase  An enzyme important to 
the process of glucose combustion in the body, and an 
important mechanism for cellular energy production.

lactiferous duct  Any of the ducts that drain the lobes 
of the mammary gland at the nipple. Also known as 
galactophore, galactophorous duct, mammary duct, milk 
duct.
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lactogen  An agent that stimulates lactation, the 
production of milk.

lactoprotein  Any protein present in milk.

lactose  A sugar occurring in milk, which yields glucose 
and galactose; used as a component of infant formulas.

lacuna  1) A small pit or hollow cavity. 2) A defect or 
gap, as in the field of vision (scrotoma).

lacunar stroke  A stroke which damages structures 
beneath the brain cortex.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 434.91

Ladd’s procedure  A surgical procedure performed to 
correct an intestinal malrotation.

CPT	 44055

Laennec’s cirrhosis  Inflammation of the liver 
associated with alcohol abuse.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 571.2,	571.5

laetrile  Drug used to treat cancer.
HCPCS II	 J3570

lagophthalmos  A condition in which the eyelids are 
unable to close completely.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 370.34,	374.20-374.23

LAK cells  Lymphokine-activated killer cells. White blood 
cells stimulated in a laboratory to kill tumor cells.

lamellar exfoliation of newborn  A congenital 
hereditary disorder in which the infant is born entirely 
covered with a parchment-like membrane that peels 
off within 24 hours, after which there may be complete 
healing, or the scales may re-form with the process 
repeated; in the more severe form, the infant is entirely 
covered with thick, horny, armor-like scales, and is usually 
stillborn or dies soon after birth.

lamina  A thin layer of bone, membrane, or other tissue.

laminaria  Any of a genus of kelp applied to the cervix 
to stimulate dilation.

laminectomy  Surgical removal of the posterior arch of 
a vertebra.

laminoplasty  A spinal procedure done to relieve 
pressure on the spinal cord, in which the lamina on one 
side of a vertebra arch is cut completely through and the 
lamina on forming the other side of the arch has a trough 
cut into it, whereby the bony arch encircling the spinal 
cord is opened and the trough serves as a hinge.

CPT	 63050-63051

laminotomy  A surgical opening cut into the bony 
vertebral arch encasing the spinal cord.

CPT	 63001-63005,	63020-63044

lamivudine (3TC)  A nucleoside analogue drug, in the 
same family as AZT, used as an antiretroviral drug to treat 
HIV infection.

Landau-Kleffner syndrome  A childhood disorder of 
unknown origin identified by gradual or sudden loss of the 
ability to understand and use spoken language.

language disorders  Problems with verbal 
communication and the ability to use or understand a 
symbol system for interpersonal communication.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 315.32

Lanophyllin  Drug used in the treatment of asthma, 
chronic bronchitis, and emphysema.

HCPCS II	 J2810

Lanoxin  Drug used to treat conditions such as 
congestive heart failure and atrial fibrillation/atrial flutter.

HCPCS II	 J1160

laparoscope  A small optical scope that can be inserted 
through a keyhole incision in the abdomen for viewing 
the internal organs, used both for diagnosis and surgical 
treatment.

laparoscopic lymph node dissection  Lymph node 
sampling via small incisions made in the skin.

CPT	 38570

laparoscopy  Examination or treatment of the interior 
of the abdomen using an endoscopic instrument inserted 
through the abdominal wall to view organs.

large cell carcinomas  A group of lung cancers in 
which the cells are large and abnormal when viewed 
under a microscope.

large granular lymphocytes  A type of white blood 
cell that contains granules with enzymes that can kill 
tumor cells or microbials. Also known as natural killer 
cells.
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laronidase  Used in the treatment of 
mucopolysaccharidosis.

HCPCS II	 J1931

laryngeal atresia  Congenital lack of a normal opening 
in the voicebox.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 748.3

laryngeal cancer, stage I  Cancer is still in the area of 
the larynx were it started.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 161.0-161.9

laryngeal cancer, stage II  In only the larynx, but can 
be found in the supraglottis, or upper part of the larynx 
above the vocal cords; in the glottis, or middle part of 
larynx, or in the subglottis.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 161.0-161.9

laryngeal cancer, stage III  The cancer is on the 
larynx and may affect the vocal chords or the lymph nodes 
in the area.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 161.0-161.9

laryngeal cancer, stage IV  The cancer has spread 
to tissues around the larynx, such as the pharynx or the 
tissues in the neck, or the cancer has spread to more than 
one lymph node on the same side of the neck.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 161.0-161.9

laryngeal neoplasms  Abnormal growths in the voice 
box that can be cancerous or noncancerous.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 161.0-161.9,	212.1

laryngeal nodules  Noncancerous, callous-like 
growths on the inner parts of the vocal cords.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 478.79

laryngeal paralysis  Loss of function or feeling of one 
or both of the vocal folds.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 478.30

laryngectomy  Surgery to remove part or all of the 
larynx, or voice box.

CPT	 31360-31382

laryngitis  Hoarseness or complete loss of the voice 
because of irritation or inflammation of the vocal cords.

There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

laryngocele  An air sac connected to the voicebox 
through the ventricle, often bulging outward into the 
tissue of the neck, especially during coughing.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 748.3

laryngofissure  Surgical opening in the voicebox 
usually made through the midline of the thyroid cartilage.

CPT	 31300

laryngography  Radiography of the voice box.
CPT	 70373

laryngoplasty  Repairing or plastic surgery of the 
larynx (voice box).

CPT	 31580,	31582,	31584,	31587,	31588

laryngoscope  A thin, lighted catheter instrument used 
to view the larynx, or voice box.

laryngotomy  Incision into the voice box.
CPT	 31300,	31320

laryngotracheitis  Inflammation of the larynx 
(voicebox) and the trachea (windpipe).

lasegue sign  Pain in the back of the leg on flexing a 
patient’s hip and knee and then extending the knee while 
the hip is flexed, resulting from dural irritation, usually by 
a prolapsed disc.

laser ablation  The process of removing tissue by 
irradiating it with a laser beam.

laser beam  Light amplification by stimulated emission 
of radiation. A strong, controlled beam of coherent light 
powerful enough to cut, destroy, fuse, or vaporize body 
tissues. Laser beams can be precisely focused for use in 
delicate operations such as eye surgery.

laser therapy  Use of low-powered lasers for the 
treatment of pain, swelling, inflammation, and for the 
promotion of healing.

LASIK  A surgical procedure in which the surface of the 
cornea is reshaped with a laser beam to correct poor 
eyesight.

CPT	 65760

Lasix  A medication that reduces swelling and fluid 
retention in patients with hypertension or edema caused 
by conditions such as congestive heart failure, kidney 
disorders, or liver disease by causing the kidneys to rid the 
body of excess salt and water. Also called furosemide.

HCPCS II	 J1940

latent allergy  A positive allergy identified from testing 
but without clinical allergy symptoms developed.

latent content  The underlying, more hidden, but true 
meaning of a dream.
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latent infection  Viral infection in which the virus 
responsible is able to avoid the host’s immune system and 
defenses.

latent learning  Learning that occurs unconsciously 
and is not realized until there is some reinforcement or 
incentive to demonstrate it.

latent nystagmus  Involuntary rapid movement of the 
eyeball occurring only when one eye is covered.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 379.52

lateral  Situated away from the midline of the body.

lateral epicondylitis  Inflammation and pain in the 
lateral compartment of the elbow, sometimes occurring 
without history of sport injury. Also known as tennis 
elbow.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 726.32

lateral humeral epicondylitis  A painful 
inflammation of the tissue surrounding the elbow, caused 
by strain from playing tennis and other sports. Also known 
as tennis elbow.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 726.32

lateral nystagmus  Involuntary horizontal movement 
of the eyes.

lateral release  Surgical procedure where the lateral 
patellar retinaculum is divided from the patellar tendon to 
within the muscle fibers of the vastus lateralis.

CPT	 29873

lateral ventricles  The two largest cavities in the 
forebrain where the cerebral spinal fluid is produced.

lateroduction  Movement to one side, especially of 
the eye.

latex  Rubber derivative commonly found in hospitals in 
surgical gloves, catheters, and intravenous drip-sets and 
has been known to the cause severe allergic reactions.

latissimus dorsi  A muscle with origin in the spinous 
processes of the lower thoracic and lumber vertebrae, the 
median ridge of the sacrum, and the outer lip of the iliac 
crest with insertion into the humorus, and nerve supply 
from the thoracodorsal nerve; muscle action adducts the 
arm, rotates it medially, and extends it.

CPT	 19361

lavage  Washing with repeated injections of water, 
especially of a hollow organ, such as the stomach or lower 
bowel.

lazy eye  Reduced vision, usual in one eye, not 
correctable with glasses or contact lenses, because vision 
loss is a neurological process of the brain not recognizing 
what is seen by the lazy eye. Also known as amblyopia.

LD50  A dose of radiation that causes mortality in 50% 
of a species.

lead, ECG  Conductors connected to the 
electrocardiograph, with two or more electrodes that 
are attached at specific body sites to examine electrical 
activity by monitoring changes in the electrical potential 
between them.

learned helplessness  A condition in which a person 
attempts to establish and maintain contact with another 
by adopting a helpless, powerless stance.

learning disability (LD)  Any disorder that affects an 
inividual’s ability to either interpret what they see and 
hear or to link information from different parts of the 
brain.

Leber’s disease  A severe form of rod-cone 
degeneration present at birth in which infants have poor 
visual acuity, photophobia, and nystagmus. Infants with 
Leber’s will constantly rub or poke their eyes. Also known 
as Leber’s congenital amaurosis.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 362.76,	377.16

lectin  A complex molecule that has both protein and 
sugars that are able to bind to the outside of a cell and 
cause biochemical changes in it. Lectins are made by both 
animals and plants.

LeForte procedure  1) Procedure performed to 
prohibit the uterus from protruding through the vagina, 
by sewing the vagina shut. 2) Procedure performed on 
bony structures of the face for congenital deformities or 
fractures.

left atrium  One of the two collecting chambers of the 
heart that receives blood returning from the lungs through 
four pulmonary veins.

left common carotid artery  The artery supplying 
blood to the left side of the head and neck.

left subclavian artery  The artery supplying blood to 
the left shoulder and arm.

left ventricle  One of the two pumping chambers of the 
heart that pumps blood to the body, feeding directly into 
the aorta and the strongest chamber of the heart.
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leg length  A measure from the anterior superior iliac 
spine, to the tip of the medial malleolus, although this 
may be inaccurate in the presence of pelvic rotation or 
asymmetry. Leg length discrepancies less than six mm are 
not considered significant.

legal blindness  A condition in which the patient has 
correctable visual acuity of less than 20/200, or has a 
visual field of 20 degrees or less.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 369.4

legionella pneumophilae  A bacteria causing 
pneumonia, or Legionnaire’s disease. Most exposure is 
from tap water, often aerosolized by a shower head or 
air-conditioning in which the bacteria is allowed to grow 
and thrive.

leiomyoma  A benign, fibrous tumor of uterine muscle.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 218.0-218.9

leiomyomata  Benign muscle growths of smooth muscle 
cells and fibrous tissue from the main body of the uterus.

leiomyosarcoma  A tumor of the muscles in the uterus, 
abdomen, or pelvis.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 171.5

lengthening contraction  A muscle contraction in 
which the ends of the muscle move farther apart, as when 
the muscle is forcibly flexed.

Lenox Hill brace  A commonly used brace for the use 
in ACL deficient knees, with particular emphasis on its 
de-rotation properties.

HCPCS II	 L1830

lens  The part of the eye between the iris and the vitreous 
humor that focuses light coming through the pupil to 
create an image on the retina.

lens capsule  A membrane that surrounds the lens of 
the eye. In cataract surgery, the lens is usually replaced but 
the lens capsule remains in the eye.

lentinan  A beta-glucan (type of polysaccharide) 
derived from the mushroom Lentinus Edodes which has 
been studied in Japan as a treatment for cancer.

lentivirus  A cytopathic sub-family of the retroviruses 
causing chronic diseases; HIV is a lentivirus.

lepirudin  A blood thinner used with antiplatelet 
therapy to treat worsening agina/chest pain and certain 
types of heart attacks.

HCPCS II	 J1945

leprosy  A chronic granulomatous infection caused 
by Mycobacterium	leprae. Lesions are manifested in the 
skin, the mucous membranes, and the peripheral nerves, 
resulting in the eating away of flesh without the ability to 
feel tissue damage.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 030.1-030.3,	030.8,	030.9

leptomeningeal cancer  A tumor involving the 
tissues that cover the brain and spinal cord.

leptomeningeal metastases  Cancer that has spread 
from the original, primar tumor to the tissues that cover 
the brain and spinal cord.

leptomeningitis  Inflammation of the leptomeninges, 
the two innermost layers of the protective CNS coverings 
between which cerebrospinal fluid circulates.

leridistim  A colony-stimulating factor being studied for 
its ability to increase numbers of white blood cells in those 
undergoing chemotherapy.

lerisetron  A drug that prevents or reduces nausea and 
vomiting.

Lesch-Nyhan syndrome  Congenital deficiency 
of hypoxanthine guanine phosphoribosyl transferase 
(HGPRT) resulting in hyperuricemia and causing gout, 
even in infants, mental retardation, and choreoathetosis.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 277.2

lesion  An injury, wound, or abnormal growth.

lethal midline granuloma  A granulomatous lesion 
in the nose or paranasal sinuses which causes death.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 446.3

lethologica  Temporary inability to remember a proper 
noun or name.

letrozole  An anticancer drug belonging to the non-
steroidal aromatase inhibitors used to decrease estrogen 
production and suppress the growth of estrogen-
dependent tumors.

Letterer-Siwe disease  A form of histiocytosis-x; 
an acute disease of children characterized by fever, 
hemorrhaging, disturbance in the reticuloendothelial 
system, and severe bone lesions, especially of the skull.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 202.50-205.51

leucocoria  A whitening of the pupil caused by a 
retinoblastoma.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 360.44
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leucovorin  A form of the B vitamin; folate that is 
preferentially taken up by human cells and used as 
protection from the effect of folate-antagonist antibiotics.

leucovorin calcium  Derivative of folic acid used as an 
antidote to drugs which act as folic acid antagonists.

HCPCS II	 J0640

leukapheresis  The selective removal or filtering of 
leukocytes from blood withdrawn from the body while the 
remaining blood is returned.

CPT	 36511-36512

Leukeran  Used in the treatment of cancer.
HCPCS II	 S0172

Leukine  Brand name of Sargramostim, used to treat 
leukemia and Hodgkin’s disease. The drug stimulates the 
production of white blood cells and is also used after bone 
marrow transplants and to improve blood conditions due 
to anemia from drug therapy.

HCPCS II	 J2820

leukoagglutinins  An antibody that clumps white 
blood cells together.

leukocyte antibody detection assay (LAD)  A 
test that indicates a woman’s physiologic response to 
pregnancy. Women who test for high levels of leukocyte 
antibodies have a history of carrying pregnancies longer 
than women who exhibit low levels.

CPT	 86021

leukocyte immunization therapy (LIT)  An 
infertility/chronic miscarriage therapy that involves 
injecting a woman with white blood cells to increase her 
fetal blocking antibodies and lower her natural killer cells.

leukocytes  White blood cells which generally fulfill 
immune functions, as opposed to red blood cells, which 
are primarily involved in oxygen transport. Leukocytes 
may be classified as granular or agranular.

leukocytopenia  An abnormal decrease in the amount 
of white blood cells in the blood stream. Also known as 
leukopenia.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 288.50

leukocytosis  An abnormal increase in the number 
of white blood cells, generally caused by infection and 
usually transient.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 288.60-288.61

leukoderma  The partial or total loss of skin 
pigmentation in certain areas of the body.

leukodystrophy  A genetic disorder which results in 
progressive degeneration of the white matter of the brain.

leukopenia  An abnormally low number of white blood 
cells in the circulating blood.

leukotriene antagonists  Anti-inflammatory oral 
medication for asthma.

leuprolide  A drug that belongs to the gonadotropin-
releasing hormone analogues. It is used to block hormone 
production in the ovaries or testicles.

leuprolide acetate (for depot suspension)  A 
medication given to treat prostate cancer, endometriosis, 
uterine fibroids, and early onset puberty by reducing 
testosterone levels in men and estrogen levels in women. 
The medication is similar to the gonadotropin-releasing 
hormone found in the body.

HCPCS II	 J1950,	J9217

leuprolide acetate implant  Used to lower testerone 
to relieve pain in urinary problems and other symptoms of 
prostate cancer.

HCPCS II	 J9219

Leustatin  Used as an anticancer medication used to 
treat certain leukemias.

HCPCS II	 J9065

Leuvectin  An agent that delivers the gene for 
interleukin-2 (IL-2) into cells to increase production of 
IL-2 by the cells. Helps the body use its own resources to 
fight cancer.

levalbuterol HCI  Used for the treatment or prevention 
of bronchospasm in adults and adolescents 12 years of 
age and older with reversible obstructive airway disease.

HCPCS II	 J7607,	J7615

levamisole  An antiparasitic drug that is also being 
studied in cancer therapy with fluorouracil.

HCPCS II	 S0177

Levaquin  An antibiotic given to treat various bacterial 
infections, such as sinusitis, bronchitis, pneumonia, 
gonorrhea, Chlamydia, urinary tract or skin infections, or 
infections of the prostate. Also known as levofloxacin.

HCPCS II	 J1956

levator plication  Dropping of the upper eyelid margin 
in relation to the superior limbus (edge).

levator scapulae  A muscle situated at the back and 
side of the neck.
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Levbid  An antispasmodic medication used to treat 
cramping or spasms within the intestinal and urinary 
tracts, as well as the stomach; also given before anesthesia 
in order to reduce excess body secretions. Also called 
hyoscyamine sulfate.

HCPCS II	 J1980

Levetiracetam  An anti-convulsant that is used for 
treating partial-onset seizures in patients with epilepsy.

HCPCS II J1953

Levo-Dromoran  A medication given for moderate to 
severe pain management, or as a preoperative medication. 
Also called levorphanol tartrate.

HCPCS II	 J1960

levocarnitine  Used to treat a genetic energy 
metabolism disorder. Used by the body to carry 
certain chemicals into the cells of the body for energy 
metabolism.

HCPCS II	 J1955

levodopa  A precursor for the neurotransmitter/
neuromodular, dopamine. Usually referred to as ‘L-dopa’ 
and often used to treat older adults with Parkinson’s 
disease.

levofloxacin  A substance used to treat bacterial 
infections, belonging to the family of drugs called 
quinolone antibiotics.

Levoleucovorin calcium  A folic acid derived 
medication that reduces the actions and effects of folic 
acid antagonists.

HCPCS II J0641

levonorgestrel  A drug used as an oral or subdermal 
contraceptive.

levonorgestrel implant  A form of birth control that 
inhibits ovulation and alters the cervical mucous and 
lining, making it unlikely for fertilization or implantation of 
an egg to occur. Also called Norplant.

HCPCS II	 J7306

levonorgestrel releasing intrauterine 
contraceptive  A flexible plastic intrauterine device 
used as a form of birth control that releases levonorgestrel, 
which thins the lining of the uterus and thickens cervical 
mucus in order to prevent sperm mobility. Also called 
Mirena.

HCPCS II	 J7302

levorphanol tartrate  A medication given 
for moderate to severe pain management, or as a 
preoperative medication. Also called Levo-Dromoran.

HCPCS II	 J1960

Levsin  An antispasmodic medication used to treat 
cramping or spasms within the intestinal and urinary 
tracts, as well as the stomach; also be given before 
anesthesia in order to reduce excess body secretions. Also 
called hyoscyamine sulfate.

HCPCS II	 J1980

Levsin Drops  An antispasmodic medication used 
to treat cramping or spasms within the intestinal and 
urinary tracts, as well as the stomach; also be given before 
anesthesia in order to reduce excess body secretions. Also 
called hyoscyamine sulfate.

HCPCS II	 J1980

Levsin SL  An antispasmodic medication used to treat 
cramping or spasms within the intestinal and urinary 
tracts, as well as the stomach; also be given before 
anesthesia in order to reduce excess body secretions. Also 
called hyoscyamine sulfate.

HCPCS II	 J1980

Levsinex Timecaps  An antispasmodic medication 
used to treat cramping or spasms within the intestinal and 
urinary tracts, as well as the stomach; also be given before 
anesthesia in order to reduce excess body secretions. Also 
called hyoscyamine sulfate.

HCPCS II	 J1980

Levulan Kerastick for topical solution  Used in 
the treatment of minimally to moderately thick actinic 
keratoses of the face or scalp.

HCPCS II	 J7308

Leydig’s cells  The testicular cell that produces the male 
hormone testosterone. The Leydig cell is stimulated by LH 
from the pituitary gland.

Lhermitte’s sign  Occurs on neck flexion and implies 
spinal cord compression or another abnormality. The 
patient experiences a sensation like an electric shock in 
the limbs.

liarozole  An anticancer drug that promotes 
differentiation by increasing the levels of retinoic acid 
within the tumor.

libido  The psychic drive or energy usually associated 
with the sexual instinct.
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Libman-Sacks endocarditis  Sterile endocarditis 
which occurs in systemic lupus erythematosis.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 424.91,	710.0

Librax  Used to treat peptic ulcer disease and irritable 
bowel syndrome. Also used in the management of acute 
gastroenteritis.

HCPCS II	 J1990

Librium  A medication given to treat insomnia and 
anxiety disorders, such as severe anxiety associated 
with alcohol withdrawal or surgery. Also known as 
chlordiazepoxide hydrochloride.

HCPCS II	 J1990

lichen  Any of several eruptive skin diseases characterized 
by hard thick lesions grouped together.

Lichen Planus  A recurrent rash caused by inflammation 
which commonly affects the skin or mucous membranes.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 697.0,	701.0

lidocaine HCI  Used to cause numbness or loss of 
feeling, before certain procedures such as measuring of 
eye pressure, removing foreign objects or sutures from the 
eye, and performing certain eye examinations. Also used 
to treat irregular heartbeats (arrhythmias).

HCPCS II	 J2001

Lidoject-1  A local anesthetic used to block pain signals 
and numb an area of the body before surgery. Also known 
as lidocaine hydrochloride.

HCPCS II	 J2001

Lidoject-2  A local anesthetic used to block pain signals 
and numb an area of the body before surgery. Also known 
as lidocaine hydrochloride.

HCPCS II	 J2001

lienteric diarrhea  A form of diarrhea in which feces 
contains undigested food.

ligament  A band of tough tissue which restrains joint 
movement and confers stability to a joint.

ligation  The act of binding or of applying a ligature.

Limbitrol  An antidepressant given to treat mental 
and mood disorders, such as depression associated with 
anxiety, by balancing the abnormal chemical levels in 
the brain to relieve anxiety and tension and improve 
mood, sleep patterns, and energy levels. Also known as 
chlordiazepoxide hydrochloride.

HCPCS II	 J1990

Lincocin  An antibiotic used to treat serious infections 
caused by bacteria such as streptococci, pneumococci, or 
staphylococci; prescribed when other medications, such 
as penicillin, are inappropriate due to allergy or other 
reasons. Also called lincomycin hydrochloride.

HCPCS II	 J2010

lincomycin hydrochloride  An antibiotic used to treat 
serious infections caused by bacteria such as streptococci, 
pneumococci, or staphylococci; prescribed when other 
medications, such as penicillin, are inappropriate due to 
allergy or other reasons. Also called Lincocin or Lincorex.

HCPCS II	 J2010

Lincorex  An antibiotic used to treat serious infections 
caused by bacteria such as streptococci, pneumococci, or 
staphylococci; prescribed when other medications, such 
as penicillin, are inappropriate due to allergy or other 
reasons. Also called lincomycin hydrochloride.

HCPCS II	 J2010

linear /figurate  These are configurations that skin 
lesions may assume, which aid in their diagnostic 
identification.

linear epidermal nevus  Pertaining to or resembling 
a line in the epidermis. A circumscribed malformation 
of the skin, colored by hyperpigmentation or increased 
vascularity.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 216.0-216.9

lines of Blaschko  The patterns in which nevi and 
related dermatological pathologies are distributed or 
develop. These lesions develop along certain preferred 
cutaneous pathways. These do not appear to correspond 
to vascular or neural elements of the skin.

linezolid  An antibiotic used in the treatment of certain 
bacterial infections affecting the skin, blood, bones, or 
respiratory tract, including pneumonia. Also called Zyvox.

HCPCS II	 J2020

lingual  Pertaining to the tongue.

linitis  Inflammation of gastric cellular tissue.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 151.9,	535.4x

Lioresal  Drug used to treat spasm of skeletal muscles 
that cause muscle clonus, rigidity and pain due to multiple 
sclerosis.

HCPCS II	 J0475,	J0476

liothyronine sodium  A thyroid hormone. Also known 
as tri-iodothyronine or T-3.
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lip read  To comprehend the spoken word by closing 
observing the speaker’s lips. Now more commonly known 
as speech-reading, since facial expression and gestures 
enter into communication.

lipases  Any fat-splitting, fat-digesting, or lipolytic 
enzyyme.

lipectomy  The surgical removal of subcutaneous fat 
tissue.

lipemia  An excess of lipids, or fats, in the blood.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 272.3,	272.4

lipid  A fatty and oily compound used by cells as energy 
reserves and material for structure.

lipidemia  An excess of lipids, or fats, in the blood.

lipidosis  A disorder of lipid (fat) metabolism causing 
abnormal levels of certain fats to accumulate in the body.

lipocyte  A fat-storing cell of the liver.

lipodystrophy  Any disturbance of fat metabolism.

lipoproteins  Lipids surrounded by a protein; the 
protein makes the lipid soluble in blood.

liposarcoma  A rare cancer of the fat cells.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 171.0-171.9

liposomal  A cancer drug preparation that contains the 
active drug in very tiny fat particles. The fat-encapsulated 
drug is absorbed better, with improved distribution to the 
tumor site.

liposome  Microscopic globules of fat used to 
encapsulate drugs, and ensure delivery to the proper 
targets, reducing toxicity, and increasing effectiveness.

liposuction  A cosmetic surgical procedure in which 
excess subcutaneous fat is removed from a specific area 
of the body, such as the thighs or abdomen, by means of 
suction.

CPT	 15876-15879

lipuria  Excretion of fat in the urine.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 120.0,	791.1

Liquaemin  A medication used to prevent blood clots 
from forming in blood vessels or medical devices, or while 
undergoing heart surgery or dialysis, and for the treatment 
of certain blood, lung, and heart conditions. Also called 
heparin sodium.

HCPCS II	 J1644

liquefactive necrosis  Death of tissue in which the 
necrotic material becomes softened and liquefied.

lisofylline  A drug that may protect healthy cells from 
chemotherapy and radiation without inhibiting the effects 
of therapies on tumor cells.

Lispro  A type of insulin given to treat hyperglycemia, or 
high blood sugar, in diabetics. Also called Humalog.

HCPCS II	 J1817

lithemia  The presence of an excessive amount of uric 
acid in the blood.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 790.6

lithiasis  The formation of calculi or stones as 
concentrations of mineral salts, or other concretions.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 592.9

lithium  A metal, the salt of which is used in treating 
depression. It sometimes interferes with thyroid function 
and can cause goiter.

litholapaxy  The procedure of crushing of a stone in 
the bladder and washing out the fragments through a 
catheter.

CPT	 52317-52318

litholysis  Dissolving of stones.

lithotripsy  A method of breaking up kidney stones 
using shock waves or other means.

lithuria  Excretion of uric acid or urates in large amounts 
in the urine.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 791.9

little leaguer’s elbow  Inflammation of the rounded 
projection of the end of a long bone of the elbow due 
to repeated stress on the flexor muscle of the forearm, 
often seen in adolescent ballplayers. Also called medial 
epicondylitis.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 718.82

littritis  Inflammation of Littre’s gland, mucous glands in 
the wall of the penile urethra.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 597.89

livedo  A discolored patch on the skin.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 782.61

livedo racemosa  A red to blue, netlike spotting of the 
skin on the limbs and trunk, which becomes more intense 
on exposure to cold.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 782.61
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livedo reticularis  A marbled appearance of the skin 
which may occur either as an isolated phenomenon or as 
part of the antiphospholipid antibody syndrome.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 782.61

liver  The organ located just below the diaphragm, 
divided into a left and right lobe, whose primary 
function is the production of bile and metabolization of 
carbohydrates, fats, and proteins.

liver acinus  The smallest functional element or 
parenchymal mass of liver tissue.

liver biopsy  A procedure in which a needle is used to 
remove a small piece of liver to be analyzed for diagnostic 
purposes.

liver function test (LFT)  Any of a number of tests 
that measure the health of the liver by checking the levels 
of various liver-secreted chemicals in the blood, such as 
alkaline phosphatase, aspartate aminotransferase, and 
alanine aminotransferase.

liver scan  An image of the liver created on computer 
screen or film, by injecting a radioactive substance 
through the bloodstream that collects in the liver, 
especially in abnormal areas, and is then detected by a 
scanner.

living-related donor  A living blood relative who 
donates an organ, or a portion of an organ.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 V59.0,	V59.3,	V59.4,	V59.6,	
V59.70-V59.74

lobe  A well-defined, demarcated portion of an organ 
or gland.

lobectomy  Excision of a lobe of an organ or gland.
There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

lobomycosis  A fungal infection of the skin caused by 
Lobo loboi and characterized by keloidal nodular lesions 
occurring on the face, ears, or extremities. Also known as 
Lobo’s disease.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 116.2

lobotomy  Incision of a lobe of an organ or gland.
CPT	 61490

lobradimil  A substance belonging to the bradykinin 
agonists which is being studied for its ability to help other 
drugs reach the brain. Also known as RMP-7.

lobular carcinoma in situ (LCIS)  Abnormal cells 
found in the lobules of the breast. This condition seldom 
becomes invasive cancer; however, having lobular 
carcinoma in situ increases the risk of developing breast 
cancer in either breast.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 233.0

local cancer  A malignant cancer confined to the organ 
where the cancer began growing.

local therapy  Treatment that affects cells in the target 
area.

localization  The process of identifying or marking the 
site of a lesion or pathology. Also, the process of keeping 
a lesion or disease contained within a specific location 
or site.

localized gallbladder cancer  Cancer found only in 
the tissues that make up the wall of the gallbladder.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 156.0,	156.8,	230.8

locally advanced cancer  Cancer that has spread only 
to nearby tissues or lymph nodes.

loci  A specifically defined place or site.

locus coeruleus  A small area in the brain stem 
containing norepinephrine neurons that is considered to 
be a key brain center for anxiety and fear.

Lofgren’s syndrome  A variation of sarcoidosis, 
an immune system disorder characterized by painful, 
inflamed nodules, usually in the lungs, with symptoms 
including fever and joint pain.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 135

lomustine  Used to treat some types of cancers.
HCPCS II	 S0178

long face syndrome  Facial appearance of the chronic 
nasal allergy sufferer.

long QT syndrome  A disorder of the heart’s electrical 
system which can lead to fainting, cardiac arrest, or death.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 426.82

long terminal repeat  Genetic material at the 
beginning of the HIV genome that helps control 
replication.

long-term depression  In neurophysiology, a long 
lasting decrease in synaptic function thought to impede 
motor skills. In psychology, a form of depression lasting 
years caused by various factors (i.e., medication side 
effects, stressful life events, biological factors, etc.).
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long-term memory  The final phase of memory in 
which information storage may lasts into a lifetime.

loose body  A detached, free-moving piece of cartilage, 
bone, or foreign matter within a joint. A common cause of 
locking of a joint.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 717.6,	718.10-718.19,	727.82

loosening of associations  A disturbance in the 
thought process causing illogical connections between 
one thought to the next, which may present as rambling 
speech patterns.

looser’s zones  Pseudofractures (pathologic) seen on 
x-ray at characteristic sites in osteomalacia.

loperamide hydrochloride  An antidiarrheal drug.

lorazepam  Used to treat relieve anxiety, nervousness, 
and tension associated with anxiety disorders. It is also 
used to treat certain types of seizure disorders and to 
relieve insomnia.

HCPCS II	 J2060

lordosis  An abnormal forward curvature of the spine in 
the lumbar region.

Lorenz’s operation  An operation for congenital 
dislocation of the hip.

losoxantrone  An anticancer drug belonging to the 
antipyrazoles.

Lotrimin  Brand name of Clotrimazole.

loudness  The subjective perception of the physical 
intensity of a sound.

loudness level  A measurement in phons derived from 
a comparison of a sound and a pure tone of the same 
loudness.

Lovenox  A blood thinner given to prevent blood clots 
following knee or hip replacement, or abdominal surgery; 
used in combination with other medications to treat deep 
vein thrombosis and certain heart complications. Also 
called enoxaparin sodium.

HCPCS II	 J1650

low birthweight infant  Baby who weighs less than 
2,500 grams (approximately 5 1/2 pounds) at birth, which 
may be premature or full-term.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 764.01-764.08,	764.11-764.18,	764.21-
764.28,	764.91-764.98,	765.0,	765.1

low density lipoproteins (LDLs)  The body’s primary 
cholesterol-carrying molecules. High blood levels of LDL 
increase a person’s risk of heart disease by promoting 
cholesterol attachment and accumulation in blood vessels.

low responder  A woman who does not produce many 
follicles with injectable fertility medications.

lower esophageal sphincter  The muscle that 
opens to let food pass into the stomach and closes to stop 
stomach juices from backing up into the esophagus.

lower limit of normal  The bottom of the normal 
range for a particular laboratory result.

Lufyllin  A medication used to treat the symptoms of 
asthma, emphysema, and chronic bronchitis by widening 
the bronchial tubes and increasing air flow. Also called 
dyphylline.

HCPCS II	 J1180

Lugole’s solution  A liquid medication containing 
iodine.

lumbago  Pain in the lower back.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 722.10,	724.2

lumbalgia  Pain in the lower back.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 722.10,	724.2

lumbar  Of, near, or situated in the part of the back and 
sides between the lowest ribs and the pelvis.

lumbar arteries  Several pair of arteries supplying 
blood to the abdominal walls and lower back.

lumbar drain  A device (usually a long, thin, flexible 
tube) inserted through the skin into the cerebrospinal fluid 
space of the lower back; provides a method of draining 
cerebrospinal fluid.

lumbar nerves  Nerves innervating the muscles of the 
legs.

lumbar puncture  A procedure in which a needle is 
placed between two lumbar vertebrae into the area where 
spinal fluid may be removed for testing. Also known as a 
spinal tap.

lumbar spine  The lower back area of the spine, 
comprising five vertebrae.

lumbarization  Congenital development of the first 
sacral vertebra as a lumbar vertebra in which there are six 
lumbar vertebrae instead of five.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 756.15
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lumen  The hollow area within a tube, such as a blood 
vessel.

Luminal Sodium  A sedative given to treat seizures 
associated with epilepsy, or to relieve anxiety, tension, or 
insomnia. Also called phenobarbitol sodium.

HCPCS II	 J2560

lumpectomy  An operation to remove a lump from the 
breast.

CPT	 19301-19302

lunatomalacia  Abnormality of the lunate bone in the 
wrist which develops following injury or inflammation. 
Also known as Kienbock disease.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 732.3

Lunelle  A contraceptive that prevents ovulation, 
changes the consistency of cervical mucous and the 
uterine lining, making it difficult for sperm to reach the 
uterus or for implantation of a fertilized egg. Also called 
medroxyprogesterone acetate and estradiol cypionate.

HCPCS II	 J1056

lung calculus  An abnormal concentration of mineral 
salt formed in the bronchi by accumulation around an 
inorganic nucleus, or from calcified portions of lung tissue 
or adjacent lymph.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 518.89

lung transplant  Surgery to replace one or both 
diseased lungs with healthy ones from a human donor.

lung volume  Amount of gas in the lungs at a given 
moment.

lunula  The crescent-shaped white area at the base of 
a nail.

Lupron  An injectable medication used to down-regulate 
the pituitary gland and prevent the release of substances 
such as luteinizing hormone (LH) and follicle stimulating 
hormone (FSH).

HCPCS II	 J1950,	J9217

Lupron Depot  A medication that reduces testosterone 
in men and estrogen in women; used to treat 
endometriosis or bleeding tumors in the uterus, cancer of 
the prostate gland, and central precocious puberty. Also 
called leuprolide acetate.

HCPCS II	 J1950,	J9217

Lupron Depot-PED  A medication that reduces 
testosterone in men and estrogen in women; used to treat 
endometriosis or bleeding tumors in the uterus, cancer of 
the prostate gland, and central precocious puberty. Also 
called leuprolide acetate.

HCPCS II	 J1950,	J9217

lupus anticoagulant  An antibody causing a delay in 
coagulation (the clotting of blood) during blood tests.

lupus band test  A technique in which a special light is 
shined on the skin to determine if the patient has lupus.

lupus erythematosus  A chronic inflammatory 
disease causing severe swelling of the blood vessels.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 286.5,	373.34,	695.4,	710.0

luschka  Joints known as neurocentral joints, 
uncovertebral joints or lateral interbody joints, which are 
located near the posterolateral margin of the cervical discs.

luteal  Pertaining to the corpus luteum.

luteal phase  Days of the menstrual cycle after 
ovulation and ending with menses during which 
progesterone is produced.

luteal phase defect  A condition that occurs when the 
uterine lining does not develop adequately and interferes 
with the implantation of embryos.

luteinized unruptured follicle syndrome  A 
condition in which the follicle develops and changes into 
the corpus luteum without releasing the egg.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 628.0

luteinizing hormone  A pituitary hormone that works 
in conjunction with Follicle Stimulating Hormone, and 
is necessary for reproduction. In males, LH is responsible 
for the production of testosterone and in the female, LH 
triggers ovulation.

luteinizing hormone surge  The spiking release of 
luteinizing hormone (LH) that causes release of a mature 
egg from the follicle. Ovulation test kits detect the sudden 
increase of LH, signaling that ovulation is about to occur 
(usually within 24-36 hours).

luteinizing hormone-releasing hormone 
agonist  A drug that inhibits the secretion of sex 
hormones. In men, LH-RH agonist causes testosterone 
levels to fall. In women, LH-RH agonist causes the levels of 
estrogen and other sex hormones to fall.
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luteinizing releasing factor  A hormone that 
regulates sex hormones in men and women.

lutetium texaphyrin  A substance being studied 
in photodynamic therapy that belongs to the 
metallotexaphyrins.

luxation  The displacement of a part, particularly a bone 
or joint. Also known as dislocation.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 754.30,	767.8

lyme disease  A tick-borne infectious disease which 
presents with rash, arthritis, and neurological and 
cardiac manifestations. It is treated with antibiotics, but 
symptoms may remain as a chronic condtion.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 088.81

lymph  The almost colorless fluid that travels through the 
lymphatic system and carries cells that help fight infection 
and disease. Also known as lymphatic fluid.

lymph gland  A rounded mass of lymphatic tissue 
surrounded by a capsule of connective tissue, spread 
out along lymphatic vessels and containing many 
lymphocytes, which filter the lymphatic fluid (lymph). 
Also known as a lymph node.

lymph node drainage  The flow of lymph from an 
area of tissue into a particular lymph node.

lymph node mapping  The use of dyes and 
radioactive substances to identify lymph nodes that 
contain tumor cells.

lymphadenectomy  The surgical removal of one or 
more lymph nodes.

lymphadenitis  Inflammation of one or more lymph 
nodes.

There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

lymphangiogram  X-rays of the lymphatic system. 
A dye is injected into a lymphatic vessel and travels 
throughout the lymphatic system, which outlines the 
lymphatic vessels and organs on x-ray.

lymphangiography  Examination of the lymph 
nodes and lymphatic vessels following the injection of a 
radiopaque substance.

lymphangioleiomyomatosis  Rare lung disease that 
affects only women. Abnormal muscle cells invade the 
lung and airways, as well as blood and lymph vessels, 
causing obstruction.

lymphangiotomy  Incision of lymphatic vessels.
CPT	 38308

lymphatic vessels  A bodywide network of channels, 
similar to the blood vessels, which transport lymph to the 
immune organs and into the bloodstream.

lymphocele  A collection of lymph fluid.

lymphocyte immune globulin  Used to prevent a 
rejection after organ transplant or to treat certain blood 
disorders.

HCPCS II	 J7504,	J7511

lymphocyte immune globulin/anti-thymocyte 
globulin, equine  A medication given to prevent organ 
rejection in patients following transplant, particularly of 
the kidney, or to treat certain blood disorders, such as 
advanced aplastic anemia. Also called Atgam.

HCPCS II	 J7504

lymphocyte immune globulin/anti-thymocyte 
globulin, rabbit  A medication given to prevent organ 
rejection in patients following transplant, particularly of 
the kidney, or to treat certain blood disorders, such as 
advanced aplastic anemia. Also called Thymoglobulin.

HCPCS II	 J7511

lymphocytic  Referring to lymphocytes, a type of white 
blood cell.

lymphocytic interstitial pneumonia (LIP)  An 
uncommon lung disorder (more commonly found in those 
with HIV or other autoimmune disorders) causing fever, 
cough, breathing problems, and other symptoms.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 516.8

lymphocytic leukemia, chronic, stage 0  More 
than 15,000 lymphocytes per cubic millimeter of blood, 
called lymphocytosis. Stage 0 is slow-growing.

lymphoepithelioma  A type of cancer that begins in 
the tissues covering the nasopharynx (the upper part of 
the throat behind the nose).

There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

lymphography  An x-ray study of lymph nodes and 
lymphatic vessels made visible by the injection of a special 
dye.

lymphoid  Referring to lymphocytes, a type of white 
blood cell. Also refers to tissue in which lymphocytes 
develop.
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lymphoid tissue  Tissue made up of white blood cells 
and lymphatic vessels.

lymphokines  Cytokines (chemical messengers) 
produced by lymphatic cells, which direct the immune 
system response.

lymphoproliferative disorders  Diseases in which 
cells of the lymphatic system grow excessively. These 
disorders are often treated like cancer.

lymphosarcoma  An obsolete term for a malignant 
tumor of lymphatic tissue.

lymphoscintigraphy  A method used to view the 
workings of the lymphatic system in which a radioactive 
substance is ingested or injected into the body to make 
the system more visible. It is used to find tumors, 
infection, or other disorders.

lymphotrophic  A virus that tends to bind to and infect 
one or more subsets of lymphocytes.

lysis  The process of rupturing or destroying cells.

lysosome  A sac-like compartment inside a cell that 
contains enzymes which can break down or destroy 
cellular components.

M proteins  Antibodies or parts of antibodies found in 
unusually large amounts in the blood or urine of people 
with multiple myeloma.

M-mode  A diagnostic ultrasound presentation of the 
temporal changes in echoes in which the depth of echo-
producing interfaces is displayed along one axis and time 
is displayed along the second axis, recording motion of the 
interfaces toward and away from the transducer ( a device 
that converts input energy into output energy).

M-Prednisol-40  A type of steroid given to decrease 
the body’s immune response and inflammation. Used 
as a treatment for autoimmune disorders, skin and lung 
conditions, asthma, allergic reactions, various types 
of cancer, and other medical problems. Also called 
methylprednisolone acetate.

HCPCS II	 J1020,	J1030,	J1040

M-Prednisol-80  A type of steroid given to decrease 
the body’s immune response and inflammation. Used 
as a treatment for autoimmune disorders, skin and lung 
conditions, asthma, allergic reactions, various types 
of cancer, and other medical problems. Also called 
methylprednisolone acetate.

HCPCS II	 J1020,	J1030,	J1040

macacus ear  Absence of an earlobe.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 744.29

maceration  1) Softening by soaking in a liquid. 2) 
Softening of the tissue after death by autolysis, especially 
of a stillborn fetus.

Macewan’s operation  A hernia operation that closes 
the internal ring with a pad made of the hernial sac.

macrocephalia  Abnormal largeness of the head.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 756

macrocheilia  Excessive largeness of the lip.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 744.81

macrocornea  An unusually large cornea, the outer 
fibrous coat of the eyeball.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 743.22,	743.41

macrodactylia  Abnormal enlargement of the digits.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 755.57,	755.65

macroglobulinemia  A condition in which the 
blood contains high levels of large proteins and is too 
thick to flow through small blood vessels. One type is 
Waldenstrom’s macroglobulinemia, which is a type of 
cancer.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 273.3

macroglossia  Enlargement of the tongue.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 529.8,	750.15

macrognathia  Enlargement or elongation of the jaw.

macrogyria  Abnormal coarseness or largeness of the 
ridgelike folds of the cerebral cortex.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 742.4

macrolides  A family of antibiotics with wide spectrum 
activity, including Clarithromycin, Azithromycin, and 
erythromycin. Some macrolides are sometimes used as 
parts of combination therapy for mycobacterium avium.

macromastia  Abnormal largeness of the breast.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 611.1

macronychia  Abnormally large fingernails or toenails.

macropsia  The visual perception that objects are larger 
than they actually are.

macrosigmoid  Enlargement or dilation of the sigmoid, 
the S-shaped section of the colon.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 564.7,	751.3
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macrostomia  Abnormal largeness of the mouth.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 744.83

macrotia  Excessive enlargement of the auricle, or outer 
portion of the ear.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 744.22

Macugen  Drug used to treat age-related macular 
degeneration by reducing the protein on the eye that 
causes swelling and blood vessel changes leading 
to macular degeneration and blindness. Also called 
pegaptanib sodium.

HCPCS II	 C9128,	J2503

macula  1) A stain, spot, or thickening 2) The macula 
retinae of the eye

macula lutea  A small yellowish area in the retina 
responsible for central vision, and is especially designed 
for high accuity vision.

maculopapular  A rash which has both flat stained 
regions and small bumps.

madura  Chronic infection involving the feet and 
characterized by the formation of localized lesions with 
swelling and multiple draining sinuses.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 039.4,	039.9,	117.4

magical thinking  Characterized by lack of realistic 
relationship between cause and effect, or that something 
will occur merely by thinking it will.

magnesium sulfate  A medication given during 
pregnancy to prevent and treat toxemia, seizures, or early 
contractions. Also used to treat heart attack, asthma, and 
low magnesium levels, especially in children.

HCPCS II	 J3475

magnetic field therapy  Treatment that employs an 
alternating magnetic field to generate an electric current 
inside tissues, resulting in changes in blood flow.

magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)  A 
noninvasive, non-radiating imaging technique using the 
magnetic properties of hydrogen atoms in the body, which 
emit radiofrequency signals when exposed to radiowaves 
within a strong magnetic field. The signals are processed 
and converted into 3D, high resolution images.

magnetoencephalography  The measurement of 
magnetic fields produced by the electrical activity of the 
brain.

magnuson capsulorrhaphy  Procedure to tighten the 
anterior capsulomuscular wall by advancing the shoulder 
joint’s capsule and the tendon of the subscapularis muscle 
laterally on the humerus.

maintenance therapy  Treatment that is given over 
a longer term basis to help a primary (original) treatment 
keep working or stay effective. Maintenance therapy is 
often given to help keep cancer in remission.

major depression  A mood disorder characterized by a 
constant and long lasting period of sadness.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 296.20-296.36

major histocompatibility complex (MHC)  A large 
cluster of genes found in most vertebrates, essential in 
the normal function of the immune system by helping to 
distinguish foreign organisms.

malabsorption  Defective or inadequate absorption of 
nutrients from the intestinal tract.

malacoplakia  The formation of soft patches on the 
mucous membrane of a hollow organ.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 569.89,	593.89,	596.8,	599.84

malacoplakia vesicae  A soft, yellowish, fungus-like 
growth on the mucosa of the bladder and ureters.

malaise  A generalized nonspecific feeling of discomfort 
and/or fatigue.

malar  Of the cheek or cheekbone.

malaria  A disease caused by Plasmodium parasites 
in red blood cells, transmitted by mosquitoes, with 
symptoms that include attacks of chills, fever, and 
sweating.

malformation  Abnormal or anomalous structure; 
deformity.

Malgaigne’s fracture  Dislocation of the pelvis or a 
lateral crush fracture-dislocation of the pelvis.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 808.43

malignancy  A cancer that can invade and destroy 
nearby tissue and spread to other parts of the body.

malignant ascites  A condition in which fluid 
containing cancer cells collects in the abdomen.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 789.51
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malignant fibrous histiocytoma  A sarcoma that 
usually begins in soft tissue and appears as an enlarging, 
painful mass that can cause fracture due to destruction of 
bone by a spreading tumor.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 171.0-171.9

malignant melanoma  A life-threatening tumor of 
the skin, usually developing from a mole or birthmark, 
consisting of black masses of irregular cells with a high 
tendency to metastasize to other locations.

malignant meningioma  A rare, quickly growing 
tumor that occurs in the membranes covering and 
protecting the brain and spinal cord (meninges).

ICD-9-CM Dx	 192.1,	192.3,	198.4

malignant mesothelioma  A rare type of cancer 
in which malignant cells are found in the sac lining the 
chest or abdomen. Exposure to airborne asbestos particles 
increases the risk of developing malignant mesothelioma.

There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

mallet finger  A common condition due to rupture of 
the long extensor tendon of the finger at its insertion, into 
the base of the distal phalanx of the finger.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 268.51,	736.1,	755.59

malleus  A small bone located in the inner ear 
responsible for transmitting sound vibrations between the 
incus and the eardrum. Also known as the hammer.

malposition  Abnormal placement.

malposition of the heart  Abnormally positioned 
heart within the chest due to abnormal embryological 
development.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 746.87

malrotation  A disruption of the normal rotation of an 
organ or structure, especially the intestinal tract.

malunion  A condition in which the broken ends of a 
bone heal together incorrectly.

mammary neuralgia  Sharp severe nerve pain in the 
breast.

mammillitis  Inflammation of the nipple.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 611.0,	675.2x

mammitis  Inflammation of the breast.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 611.0,	675.2

mammogram  A low-dose x-ray of the breast used to 
detect tumors, cysts, or other abnormalities.

mammoplasia  Development of breast tissue.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 611.1

mammoplasty  Cosmetic plastic surgery of the breast.

managed care organization  A health insurance 
plan relying on a gatekeeper to coordinate the utilization 
and delivery of medical services.

mandible  Lower jaw.

mandibular rami  The bony process extending from 
the lower jaw, connecting at the temporomandibular 
joint.

mania  A phase of bipolar disorder characterized by 
elation, agitation, hyperexcitability, hyperactivity, and 
increased speed of thought and ideas.

manifest content  The remembered content of a 
dream or fantasy, as contrasted with latent content, which 
is concealed and distorted.

manifestation  The signs or symptoms by which a 
disease state is known.

manipulation  Skillful or dexterous treatment with the 
hands.

mannitol  A diuretic that increases urine flow in order 
to relieve swelling from water retention, and to assist in 
ridding the body of toxins. Also called Osmitrol.

HCPCS II	 J2150

mannosidosis  An inherited disorder caused by the 
deficiency of an enzyme necessary for the metabolism of 
mannose, characterized by mental retardation, kyphosis, 
an enlarged tongue, and the accumulation of mannose in 
body tissues.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 271.8

manometry  The measurement of pressure by means of 
a pressure gauge used for comparing pressures of gas.

CPT	 90911

mantle field  The area of the neck, chest, and lymph 
nodes in the armpit that are exposed to radiation.

marasmus  Chronic wasting of body tissues, especially 
in young children, commonly due to prolonged dietary 
deficiency of protein and calories. Also known as 
athrepsia.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 011.9x,	012.8,	039.8,	095.8,	519.2
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Marcaine  Used to cause loss of feeling before and 
during surgery, dental procedures, or labor and delivery.

HCPCS II	 S0020

march fracture  A stress fracture of the lower (distal) 
part of a lower extremity.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 733.93-733.95

Marfan’s disease  A genetic connective tissue disorder 
characterized by weakened tissues, especially affecting the 
heart. Also known as Marfan’s syndrome.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 690.49,	759.82

margin  The edge or border of tissue removed in cancer 
surgery that is examined to determine whether or not the 
cancerous tissue was fully removed.

marginal ulcer  A gastric ulcer in the jejunal mucosa 
near the site of a gastrojejunostomy.

Marimastat  An anticancer drug belonging to 
angiogenesis inhibitors. Marimastat is a matrix 
metalloproteinase inhibitor.

Marinol  A medication used to relieve nausea and 
vomiting associated with chemotherapy, and to stimulate 
appetite and weight gain in AIDS patients. The active 
ingredient is THC, similar to the active ingredient in 
marijuana. Also called dronabinol.

HCPCS II	 Q0167,	Q0168

marker  A diagnostic indication that disease may 
develop.

Marmine  Used to treat and prevent nausea, vomiting, 
dizziness, and vertigo associated with motion sickness.

HCPCS II	 J1240

marsupialization  The surgical formation of a pouch 
out of the sides of a cyst to allow it to heal.

masking  A condition imposed on an individual (or 
group of individuals) for the purpose of keeping that 
individual or group of individuals from knowing or 
learning some fact or observation, such as treatment 
assignment. Also known as a ‘blind.’

massa intermedia  A fiber tract that connects the two 
thalami.

massage  A mechanical form of therapy, where soft 
tissues are made more pliable with different techniques, 
promoting increased blood flow and subsequent healing.

masseter muscle  The muscle that connects the 
maxilla (the upper jaw) to the mandible (the lower jaw) 
and closes the jaw.

mast cells  Cells involved in the immune response and 
play a role in allergy by releasing histamine and heparin.

mastectomy, modified radical  Surgery for breast 
cancer in which the breast, some of the lymph nodes 
under the arm, the lining over the chest muscles, and 
sometimes part of the chest wall muscles, are removed.

mastectomy, total  Removal of the breast, nipple, 
areola, and most of the skin, but not including the 
underlying pectoral muscle or lymph nodes, usually as a 
treatment for cancer. Also known as simple mastectomy.

Masters-Allen syndrome  A laceration of the broad 
and Mackenrodt ligaments which leads to mobility of the 
cervix.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 620.6

masticator space  The space in the lower jaw which 
houses the muscles used for chewing.

mastitis  Inflammation of the breast. Also known as 
mammitis, mastadenitis.

mastitis neonatorum  nflammation of the breast in 
a newborn.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 771.5,	778.7

mastocytosis  A condition characterized by the 
abnormal growth of mast cells that release heparin and 
histamine in response to injury, in the tissues.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 202.6x,	757.33

mastoid process  The raised portion of the temporal 
bone behind the external ear.

mastoidectomy  Surgical removal of the mastoid 
sinuses or part or all of the mastoid process portion of the 
temporal bone

mastoiditis  Inflammation within the air cells of the 
mastoid.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 015.6x,	383.00-383.1,	383.9

mastoidotomy  Incision into the subperiosteum or the 
mastoid process of the temporal bone.

CPT	 69635-69637

mastopexy  Plastic surgery to correct sagging breasts.
CPT	 19316
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mastotomy  Incision into the breast. Also called 
mammotomy.

CPT	 19020

match  The compatibility between recipient and donor. 
In general, the more closely the donor and recipient 
match, the greater the potential for a successful transplant.

matching placebo  A pill designed to resemble in 
shape, texture, size, taste, etc., a therapeutically active 
drug and used as the control treatment.

Matulane  A medication given to treat Hodgkin’s 
Lymphoma by inhibiting the growth of cancer cells. Also 
called procarbazine hydrochloride.

HCPCS II	 S0182

maturation arrest  A testicular condition in which at 
one stage of sperm production, all sperm development 
halts throughout all testicular tubules. May result in 
oligospermia or azoospermia.

mature infant  Baby weighing 2500 grams or more 
at birth, usually at or near full term, physiologically full 
developed, and having optimal chance of survival.

maxilla  Upper jaw.

maxillary sinus  One of the paired paranasal sinuses 
in the body of the maxilla (upper jaw) on either side and 
opening into the middle meatus (opening or passage) of 
the ipsilateral nasal cavity.

maxillectomy  The surgical removal of the sinus cavity 
of the cheek.

maxillofacial  Pertaining to the maxilla (the upper jaw) 
and the face.

maximum permissible dose  The maximum dose 
of radiation permitted by persons working with ionizing 
radiation.

Maxipime  Drug used to treat or prevent bacterial 
infections in various parts of the body. Also called 
cefepime hydrochloride.

HCPCS II	 J0692

McDonald operation  An operation for incompetent 
cervix, in which the cervical os is closed with purse-string 
sutures.

McMurray test  A test for assessing a medial meniscal 
lesion of the knee. Performed with the knee in external 
rotation and abduction, with the knee in 90° of flexion, 
the knee is extended from 90°. An audible or palpable 
click may be felt in the joint.

McMurray’s sign  A painful click which occurs when 
the knee is passively rotated internally as it is extended 
and suggests a meniscus tear.

measles-mumps-rubella vaccine (MMR)  A 
vaccine recommended for women who have a low 
antibody titre to Rubella, since rubella (German Measles) 
can be very damaging to a fetus.

measurable disease  A tumor that can be accurately 
measured in size. This information can be used to judge 
response to treatment.

meatoplasty  Plastic surgery of a meatus (opening) or 
canal.

CPT	 69310

meatotomy  An incision made to enlarge an opening 
or passage.

meatus  An opening or passage.

mecasermin  A synthetic insulin-like growth factor 
(IGF-1); a hormone necessary for growth of muscles and 
bones; prescribed to children with severe primary insulin-
like growth factor deficiency, a disease causing children to 
be much smaller than normal. Also called Increlex.

HCPCS II	 J2170

mechanical barriers  Physical blockades against 
infection found in the skin and mucous membranes.

mechanical ileus  Intestinal obstruction due to 
mechanical causes, such as hernia, adhesions, or volvus.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 560.9

mechanoreceptor afferents  The peripheral afferent 
fibers which respond to mechanical stimulation. They may 
begin in specialized endings to the skin (e.g., Pacinian 
corpuscles) or as free nerve endings.

mechlorethamine  An anticancer drug belonging to 
the alkylating agents.

mechlorethamine hydrochloride (Nitrogen 
mustard), HN2  A medication given in the treatment 
of Hodgkin’s Lymphoma, Non-Hodgkin’s Lymphoma, and 
various other cancers. Also called Mustargen.

HCPCS II	 J9230
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Meckel’s diverticulum  A congenital pouch on the 
ileum resulting from incomplete closure of the yolk sac 
during embryonic formation.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 751.0

meconium  The dark green or blackish bowel 
movements that all infants have in the first days of life.

meconium aspiration  Inhalation by the fetus or 
newborn of its meconium, the dark green or blackish 
colored first bowel movement, which may result in 
atelectasis, emphysema, pneumothorax, or pneumonia.

meconium ileus  Intestinal obstruction in a newborn 
due to blocking of the bowel with thick meconium, 
the dark green fecal material that accumulates in fetal 
intestines.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 277.01,	777.1

medial  Anatomical term meaning on the inside as 
opposed to lateral or outside.

medial collateral sprain  Damage to the ligament 
between the thigh and shin, which is classified as a first, 
second, or third degree sprain, depending on the severity 
of the condition.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 717.82,	844.1

medial supraclavicular lymph nodes  Lymph 
nodes located above the collar bone and between the 
center of the body and a line drawn through the nipple to 
the shoulder.

median nerve  A large nerve, comprising segments 
from the cervical spine, that is involved in neural function 
of the upper limb, becoming entrapped in the carpal 
tunnel of the wrist (carpal tunnel syndrome).

median plane  Vertical plane (midsagittal plane) 
passing longitudinally through the body, dividing it into 
right and left halves.

median survival time  The point in time from either 
diagnosis or treatment at which half of the patients with 
a given disease are found to be, or expected to be, still 
alive. In a clinical trial, median survival time is one way to 
measure how effective a treatment is.

mediastinitis  Inflammation of the mediastinum, 
the region between the sacs that contain the heart and 
thoracic organs.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 012.8x,	039.8,	095.8,	519.2

mediastinoscopy  A procedure in which a tube is 
inserted into the chest in the area between the lungs 
and nearby lymph nodes for diagnostic viewing and/or 
obtaining a biopsy.

mediastinum  The region between the pleural sacs, 
containing the heart and all of the thoracic viscera except 
the lungs.

Medicaid  The Social Security Act of 1935, provides a 
contribution of federal funds for state health insurance 
plans for individuals with limited income.

medical device  A diagnostic or therapeutic contrivance 
that does not interact chemically with a person’s body, 
such as diagnostic tests, kits, pacemakers, arterial grafts, 
intraocular lenses, and orthopedic pins.

medical glaucoma treatment  Nonsurgical 
treatment in the form of eyedrops or pills designed to 
reduce intaocular pressure either by slowing the flow of 
fluid into the eye, or helping to improve fluid drainage.

medicament  An agent that promotes recovery from 
injury or ailment; a medicine.

Medicare  Under the Social Security Act of 1935, this is 
a federal health insurance plan for elderly and qualified 
individuals.

Medihaler-Iso  A bronchodilator given to open air 
passages during episodes of airway obstruction or 
bronchospasms, also given as an injection to treat various 
heart problems, such as shock, blockage, or irregular 
heartbeat by stimulating the heart and widening the 
blood vessels. Also called isoproterenol hydrochloride.

HCPCS II	 J7657,	J7658,	J7659,	J7660

mediolateral  Relating to the middle and side.

Medralone 40  A type of steroid given to decrease the 
immune response and inflammation, used as a treatment 
for autoimmune disorders, skin and lung conditions, 
asthma, allergic reactions, and some types of cancer. Also 
called methylprednisolone acetate.

HCPCS II	 J1020,	J1030,	J1040

Medralone 80  A type of steroid given to decrease the 
immune response and inflammation, used as a treatment 
for autoimmune disorders, skin and lung conditions, 
asthma, allergic reactions, and some types of cancer. Also 
called methylprednisolone acetate.

HCPCS II	 J1020,	J1030,	J1040
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Medrol  A type of steroid given to decrease the immune 
response and inflammation, used as a treatment for 
autoimmune disorders, skin and lung conditions, asthma, 
allergic reactions, and some types of cancer. Also called 
methylprednisolone.

HCPCS II	 J7509

medroxyprogesterone  A hormonal anticancer drug, 
also used in cancer prevention.

medroxyprogesterone acetate  Drug used to 
promote menstration when women do not begin naturally 
to menstruate at puberty(called primary ammenorrhea) 
or if they stop menstruating before menopause. Also used 
for treating abnormal bleeding from the uterus in many 
situations and for treating pain of endometriosis.

HCPCS II	 J1051,	J1055

medulla  The inner portion of an organ.

medulla oblongata  The lower portion of the 
brainstem that controls involuntary functions such as 
digestion, respiration, and blood pressure.

medullary tumor  A type of cancer affecting the 
thyroid or adrenal gland.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 193,	194.0,	198.7,	198.89,	226,	227.0,	
234.8

medulloblastoma  A malignant brain tumor that 
begins in the lower part of the brain and can spread to the 
spine or other parts of the body. Medulloblastomas are a 
type of primitive neuroectodermal tumor.

See	Neoplasm,	by	site,	malignant

Mefoxin  Treatment of infections of lower respiratory 
tract, urinary tract, skin and skin structures, bone and joint; 
treatment of intra-abdominal infections, gynecological 
infections, and septicemia caused by susceptible 
microorganisms; perioperative prophylaxis.

HCPCS II	 J0694

Megace  An appetite stimulant given to increase 
appetite and weight gain in patients with anorexia, 
cachexia, or unexplained weight loss due to acquired 
immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS). Also called 
megestrol acetate.

HCPCS II	 S0179

megacephaly  Abnormal largeness of the head.

megacolon  An abnormal enlargement of the colon.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 306.4,	556.9,	564.7,	751.3

megaesophagus  Enlargement of the lower portion of 
the esophagus.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 530.0,	750.4

megagnathia  Enlargement or elongation of the jaw.

megalocephaly  Abnormal largeness of the head.

megalocornea  Congenitally enlarged anterior segment 
of the eye.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 743.22,	743.41

megaloglossia  Enlargement of the tongue.

megalonychosis  Abnormally large fingernails or 
toenails.

megestrol acetate  A drug that belongs to the 
hormones called progestins, used to treat some forms of 
cancer and to increase appetite and weight, especially in 
cancer patients.

HCPCS II	 S0179

Meige’s syndrome  A movement disorder that can 
involve excessive eye blinking (blepharospasm) with 
involuntary movements of the jaw muscles, lips, and 
tongue (oromandibular dystonia).

ICD-9-CM Dx	 333.82,	757.0

meiosis  Cell division, peculiar to reproductive cells, 
which allows genetic material to divide in half.

melancholia  A mental disorder characterized by severe 
depression, guilt, hopelessness, and withdrawal.

melanocyte  A cell locted in the bottom layer of the 
epidermis which produces melanin.

melanodendrocyte  A cell located at the 
dermoepidermal junction having branching processes 
by means of which melanosomes are transferred to 
epidermal cells, resulting in pigmentation.

melanoma vaccine  A cancer vaccine prepared from 
human melanoma cancer cells, used alone or with other 
therapy in treating melanoma.

melanoma, stage I  Cancer is found in the outer layer 
of the skin (epidermis) and/or the upper part of the inner 
layer of skin (dermis), but has not spread to nearby lymph 
nodes. The tumor is less than 1.5 millimeters thick.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 172.0-172.9
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melanoma, stage II  The tumor is 1.5 mm to 4 mm 
(less than 1/6 of an inch) and has spread to the lower part 
of the skin (dermis), but not into the tissue below the skin 
or into lymph nodes.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 172.0-172.9

melanoma, stage III  The tumor may be any 
thickness, has spread into the nearby lymph system or one 
lymph node, or there are additional tumor growths within 
2 cm of the original tumor.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 172.0-172.9

melanoma, stage IV  The tumor of any thickness has 
spread to other organs or to other lymph nodes.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 172.0-172.9

melanuria  Black pigment in the urine.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 791.9

melasma  A tan or dark discoloration of the face, usually 
found in pregnant women.

melena  Bleeding from the digestive tract which causes 
black, tarry feces or vomit.

melphalan hydrochloride  A medication that inhibits 
the growth of cancer cells in multiple myelomas or ovarian 
carcinoma. Also called Alkeran.

HCPCS II	 J9245

melphalan, oral  Used to treat certain types of cancer.
HCPCS II	 J8600

memory  The cognitive mental function that retains 
information.

memory T cell  A type of T cell that recognizes a 
previously encountered illness or bacteria, allowing for a 
quicker immunological response.

Meniere’s disease  Malfunction of hearing and balance 
caused by excessive pressure in the inner ear. Symptoms 
include dizziness, tinnitus, and progressive hearing loss.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 386.00-386.04

meningeal metastases  Cancer that has spread from 
the original (primary) tumor to the tissue covering the 
brain, spinal cord, or both.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 198.4

meningioma  A slow-growing tumor of the protective 
meningeal layers that surround the brain and spinal cord) 
occurring most often in adults.

meningitis  Inflammation of the protective membranes 
that surround the brain and spinal cord.

meningitis ossificans  Ossification, or hard bone-like 
tissue formation, of the membrane covering the brain.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 349.2

meningocele  A form of spina bifida in which the 
meninges or covering of the spinal cord protrude through 
an abnormal opening in the vertebrae.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 349.2,	741.9x,	742.0

meningoencephalitis  Inflammation of the brain and 
it protective coverings.

meniscectomy  Excision of the semilunar cartilage 
that cushions the knee joint or the fibrous, saddle-shaped 
structure of the temporomandibular joint between the 
condyle and temporal bone.

CPT	 21060,	27332-27333

meniscus  Crescent-shaped cartilage found in some 
joints, as in the knee.

Menoject LA  Drug used to counterbalance low 
amounts of female hormone; used to relieve signs of 
menopause.

HCPCS II	 J1060

menopause  The time in which the menstrual cycle 
ends.

menorrhalgia  Pelvic pain, PMS, and dysmenorrhea 
with menstruation.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 625.3

menstrual migraine A severe headache that is onset 
by estrogen levels and occurs on one side of the head 
accompanied by nausea and sensitivity to light and sound.

ICD-9-CM Dx 346.4x

menstruation  Shedding of the uterine lining by 
bleeding in the absence of pregnancy, occurring about 
once a month in the mature female.

mental retardation  Term used to define the slow 
learning of skills and persistently low intellectual 
development; commonly diagnosed in subjects with an 
intelligence quotient of 70 or below.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 317-319

mental scotoma  A figurative blind spot in a person’s 
psychological awareness, being unable to gain insight or 
understand one’s mental problems; lack of insight.

mentoplasty  Surgery of the chin, where its shape and/
or size is changed.
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Mepergan  A drug combining a narcotic pain reliever 
and an anti-nausea medication used to treat moderate to 
severe pain. Also known as meperidine and promethazine 
hydrochloride.

HCPCS II	 J2180

meperidine  A drug combining a narcotic pain reliever 
and an anti-nausea medication used to treat moderate to 
severe pain. Also known as Mepergan and promethazine 
hydrochloride.

HCPCS II	 J2180

Meperidine HCl  Used to treat moderate to severe pain.
HCPCS II	 J2175

Mephyton  A vitamin supplement given to treat 
coagulation problems caused by a lack of vitamin K. Also 
called phytonadione (vitamin K).

HCPCS II	 J3430

Mepivacaine HCI  Used to cause loss of feeling before 
and during surgery, dental procedures, or labor and 
delivery.

HCPCS II	 J0670

Meprolone  A type of steroid given to decrease the 
immune response and inflammation, used as a treatment 
for autoimmune disorders, skin and lung conditions, 
asthma, allergic reactions, and various types of cancer. 
Also called methylprednisolone.

HCPCS II	 J7509

meralgia paresthetica  A disorder caused by 
compression of the lateral femoral cutaneous nerve near 
the pelvis, which causes numbness, tingling, or pain on 
the outside of the thigh.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 355.1

Mercaptopurine  An anticancer drug belong to the 
antimetabolites.

Merkel cell carcinoma   An aggressive and lethal 
neuroendocrine cancer of Merkel cells in the skin, thought 
to be touch receptors, with a mortality rate much higher 
than melanoma. Uncontrolled growth rapidly forms a 
painless, firm bump that may be flesh-colored, red, or 
bluish in appearance with overlying skin breaking down.

ICD-9-CM Dx		 209.31-209.36

meromelia  Congenital absence of part of an arm or leg.

meropenem  A medication given to treat bacterial 
infections of the urinary tract, skin, or bones, and 
pneumonia. Also known as Merrem IV.

HCPCS II	 J2185

Merrem IV  A medication given to treat bacterial 
infections, including pneumonia, and infections of the 
urinary tract, skin, or bones. Also known as meropenem.

HCPCS II	 J2185

mesenteric membrane  The peritoneal membrane 
that attaches the intestines to the abdominal wall near 
the back.

mesenteritis  Inflammation of the tissue folds which 
connect the intestines to the abdominal wall.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 567.82

mesentery  1) The peritoneal fold attaching the small 
intestine to the posterior body wall. 2) A membranous 
fold attaching an organ to the body.

mesna  A medication given to patients undergoing 
chemotherapy in order to reduce possible side effects 
within the bladder, such as hemorrhagic cystitis. Also 
known as Mesnex.

HCPCS II	 J9209

Mesnex  A medication given to patients undergoing 
chemotherapy in order to reduce possible side effects 
within the bladder, such as hemorrhagic cystitis. Also 
known as mesna.

HCPCS II	 J9209

mesothelioma, stage I  The cancer is in the pleura 
on the right or left side only. It may have grown into the 
covering of the heart (pericardium) and the diaphragm 
(the thin muscle below the lungs and heart that separates 
the chest from the abdomen).

There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

mesothelioma, stage II  The cancer has grown into 
the chest wall and may be in the pleura on both sides or 
may also have grown into the esophagus, heart, or lymph 
nodes in the chest.

There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

mesothelioma, stage III  Cancer has spread into the 
lung, chest wall, diaphragm, pericardium, ribs, or other 
organs or tissues in the chest.

There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).
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mesothelioma, stage IV  Cancer has spread to distant 
organs or tissues.

There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

messenger RNA (mRNA)  Used as the carrier of 
genetic codes and information directly from DNA to cell 
structures.

metabolic acidosis  Decreased pH and bicarbonate 
concentration of the body fluids caused either by the 
accumulation of excess acids stronger than carbonic acid 
or by abnormal losses of bicarbonate from the body.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 276.2,	276.4,	775.7,	775.81

metabolic coma  State of unconsciousness 
accompanying metabolic brain disease, or 
encephalopathy.

metabolic processes  Chemical processes by which 
food and oxygen are transformed into other chemicals in 
the body.

metabolite  Any substance produced by metabolism or 
by a metabolic process.

metacarpal  Pertaining to the bones of the hand 
between the wrist and fingers.

metacarpophalangeal  Of or relating to the 
metacarpus and the phalanges of the hand, especially to 
the articulation between them.

metaplasia  The change in the type of adult cells in a 
tissue to a form abnormal for that tissue.

There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

metaplastic carcinoma  A general term used to 
describe cancer that begins in cells that have changed into 
another cell type.

Metaprel  A bronchodilator given to relax the muscles 
in the airways to treat asthma and bronchospasms 
associated with emphysema and bronchitis. Also called 
metaproterenol sulfate.

HCPCS II	 J7667,	J7668,	J7669,	J7670

metaproterenol sulfate  Drug used to treat the 
symptoms of asthma, bronchitis, emphysema and other 
lung diseases.

HCPCS II	 J7667,	J7668,	J7669,	J7670

metaraminol bitartrate  Used to prevent and treat 
hypotensive state occurring with spinal anesthesia. It 
is also used as adjunctive treatment of hypotension 
due to hemorrhage, reactions to medications, surgical 
complications, and shock associated with brain damage 
due to trauma or tumor.

HCPCS II	 J0380

metastasize  The invasion of cancer cells into other 
organs or tissues not directly connected with the original 
cancerous tumor.

Metastron  Drug used to relieve bone pain in cases of 
bone cancer.

HCPCS II	 A9600

metatarsal callus  A severe, deep, and very painful 
callus that has formed on the bottom of the foot. Also 
known as intractable plantar kerotosis.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 700

metatarsals  The bones of the foot between the ankle 
and toes, forming the ball or arch of the foot.

metatarsectomy  Excision of the metatarsus (middle 
part of the foot).

CPT	 28140

metatarsophalangeal  Of or relating to the 
metatarsal bones and the phalanges of the foot, especially 
the articulations between them

metencephalon  That part of the hindbrain which 
gives rise to the pons and cerebellum.

metered dose inhaler (MDI)  Device which dispenses 
a specific amount of medication in aerosol or powdered 
form.

methacholine chloride  Substance used in 
diagnosing asthma and its level of severity.

HCPCS II	 J7674

methadone hydrochloride  A pain medication given 
to reduce the feeling of, and emotional response to pain. 
Also used to treat opiate addiction by easing withdrawal 
symptoms. Also called Dolophine and Methadose.

HCPCS II	 J1230

Methadose  A pain medication given to reduce the 
feeling of and emotional response to pain. Also used to 
treat opiate addiction by easing withdrawal symptoms. 
Also known as methadone hydrochloride.

HCPCS II	 J1230
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methemoglobinemia  Methemoglobin (brownish-
red oxidized hemoglobin) is found in the blood.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 289.7

Methergine  Given to increase contractions in 
the uterine muscles following childbirth in order to 
treat or prevent excessive bleeding. Also known as 
methylergonovine maleate.

HCPCS II	 J2210

methimazole  An antithyroid medication used to treat 
hyperthyroidism.

methocarbamol  A muscle relaxant used with rest 
and physical therapy to decrease muscle pain and spasms 
associated with sprain, strains, and other muscle injuries.

HCPCS II	 J2800

methotrexate  A medication belonging to the 
antimetabolites group which inhibits the rapid growth 
of cells, such as cancer cells. Used as a treatment for 
cancer, psoriasis, and rheumatoid arthritis. Also called 
Rheumatrex.

HCPCS II	 J8610

Methotrexate LPF  A medication belonging to the 
antimetabolites group which inhibits the rapid growth 
of cells, such as cancer cells. Used as a treatment for 
cancer, psoriasis, and rheumatoid arthritis. Also called 
methotrexate sodium.

HCPCS II	 J9250,	J9260

methotrexate sodium  A medication belonging 
to the antimetabolites group which inhibits the rapid 
growth of cells, such as cancer cells. Used as a treatment 
for cancer, psoriasis, and rheumatoid arthritis. Also called 
Folex, Folex PFS, Methotrexate LPF, or Rheumatrex.

HCPCS II	 J9250,	J9260

methoxsalen  A drug used in ultraviolet light therapy.

methyl-5-aminolevulinate  A drug used in 
photodynamic therapy; it is absorbed by tumor cells and 
becomes active when exposed to light, killing the cancer 
cells.

Methyldopate HCl  Used to treat hypertension.
HCPCS II	 J0210

methylene blue  A dye used to mark certain parts of 
the body before surgery.

HCPCS II	 Q9968

Methylergometrine  Given to increase contractions in 
the uterine muscles following childbirth in order to treat or 
prevent excessive bleeding. Also called methylergonovine 
maleate.

HCPCS II	 J2210

methylergonovine maleate  Given to increase 
contractions in the uterine muscles following childbirth in 
order to treat or prevent excessive bleeding. Also known as 
Methergine or Methylergometrine.

HCPCS II	 J2210

methylmethacrylate  Used in the manufacture of 
acrylic resins and plastics. Used in the making of medical 
prostheses and dental restoration and appliances.

methylphenidate  A central nervous system stimulant.

methylprednisolone  A corticosteroid hormone 
replacement.

HCPCS II	 J7509

methylprednisolone acetate or sodium 
succinate  Drug that reduces swelling, used in treatment 
for skin diseases, allergic conditions, asthma, respiratory 
conditions, cancer, blood disorders, digestive problems, 
eye disorders, and rheumatic disorders.

HCPCS II	 J1020,	J1030,	J1040,	J2920,	J2930

methylprednisolone sodium phosphate  Drug 
used to provide relief for inflamed areas of the body. 
Used to treat severe allergies, skin problems, asthma, or 
arthritis.

HCPCS II	 J2920,	J2930

methyprednisolone acetate  Drug used to provide 
relief for inflamed areas of the body, as well as to lessen 
swelling, redness, itching, and allergic reactions. Also 
used to treat severe allergies or skin problems, asthma, or 
arthritis.

HCPCS II	 J1020,	J1030,	J1040

Meticorten  A steroid given to reduce swelling, suppress 
the immune system, and, in some cases, increase appetite. 
It is prescribed to treat many conditions, such as asthma, 
autoimmune, lung, and skin conditions, as well as some 
types of cancer. Also called prednisone.

HCPCS II	 J7506

metoclopramide  A drug that prevents or reduces 
nausea and vomiting.
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metoclopramide HCl  Drug used on a short term 
basis (4 to 12 weeks) for patients with heartburn and 
esophagiitis due to gastroesophageal reflux. Also used in 
the treatment of nausea in diabetic gastric stasis, cancer 
therapy, and postoperative states.

HCPCS II	 J2765

Metric 21  An antibiotic prescribed to treat infections in 
various parts of the body, including the heart, liver, bones, 
joints, skin, brain, lungs, urinary tract, and digestive 
tract, which are caused by anaerobic bacteria and certain 
parasites. Also known as metronidazole.

HCPCS II	 S0030

metriosis  A retention cyst that forms when a mucous 
gland in the cervix becomes blocked.

metritis  Inflammation of the uterus.

Metro IV  An antibiotic prescribed to treat infections in 
various parts of the body, including the heart, liver, bones, 
joints, skin, brain, lungs, urinary tract, and digestive 
tract, which are caused by anaerobic bacteria and certain 
parasites. Also known as metronidazole.

HCPCS II	 S0030

Metrodin  A fertility drug identical to follicle-stimulating 
hormone (FSH) that is produced naturally by the pituitary 
gland.

HCPCS II	 J3355

Metrodin (pure FSH)  An injectable form of follicle 
stimulating hormone used to stimulate ovulation.

metronidazole  An anti-infective drug.
HCPCS II	 S0030

metrorrhagia  Bleeding from the uterus that is not 
associated with menstruation.

metrovaginitis  Inflammation of the lining of the 
uterus.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 098.16,	098.36,	615.9

meV  One million electron volts (eV).

MHPG (3-methoxy-4-hydroxyphenylglycol)  A 
major metabolite of brain norepinephrine excreted in 
urine.

Miacalcin  A synthetic hormone given to treat 
osteoporosis in women following menopause. Also used 
to treat hypercalcemia. Also called calcitonin-salmon.

HCPCS II	 J0630

micafungin sodium  An antifungal medication used 
to treat esophageal candidiasis and prevent Candida 
infection in those receiving stem cell or bone marrow 
transplantation. Also known as Mycamine.

HCPCS II	 J2248

MICRhoGAM  Used to prevent certain compatibility 
blood problems that may occur during pregnancy or blood 
transfusions.

HCPCS II	 J2788,	J2790

micro injection fallopian transfer (MIFT)  A 
fertility technique used when fallopian tubes are patent, in 
which the retrieved egg and sperm are mixed and injected 
directly into the fallopian tubes rather than implanted 
through laparoscopy.

microalbumin  Urine test for protein, which may 
indicate an early stage of kidney disease.

microcalcifications  Tiny deposits of calcium in 
the breast that cannot be felt but can be detected on a 
mammogram. A cluster of these small specks of calcium 
may indicate that cancer is present.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 793.81

microcephaly  Abnormal smallness of the head.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 742.1

microdissection  The dissection of tissue or cells under 
the microscope.

CPT	 88380

microelectrode recording  The method of recording 
electrical activity from individual brain cells, using very 
fine wire electrodes to improve precision during surgery.

microexpressions  An extremely brief (less than a 
quarter of a second) facial expression that reveals true 
emotion and is often involuntary.

micrographia  A symptom of Parkinson’s disease 
describing small, cramped handwriting.

microhematocrit  The percentage by volume of 
packed red blood cells in a given sample of blood after 
centrifugation (an apparatus that spins and separates 
material).

microinvasive  An invasion of a carcinoma in situ into 
the surrounding tissue.
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micrometastases  Small numbers of cancer cells that 
have spread from the primary tumor to other parts of the 
body and are too few to be picked up in a screening or 
diagnostic test.

micronutrient  A trace element; an organic compound 
like a vitamin that is essential but only in small amounts 
for physical health, growth, and metabolism.

microorganism  An organism that can be seen only 
through a microscope; includes bacteria, protozoa, 
algae, and fungi. Although viruses are not considered 
living organisms, they are sometimes classified as 
microorganisms.

microphone, sound-probe  An audio microphone 
made of four closely spaced unidirectional microphone 
capsules. Also known as soundfield microphone.

microphthalmos  Abnormal smallness in all 
dimensions of one or both eyes.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 743.10,	743.11,	743.12,	759.89,	771.2

micropigmentation  Treatment used for cosmetic 
enhancement or as a corrective procedure for uneven 
skin pigmentation. This treatment is basically a tattooing 
procedure. Also known as permanent make-up for the 
skin.

CPT	 11920-11922

micropsia  The visual perception that objects are smaller 
than they actually are.

microrhinia  Abnormal smallness of the nose.

microsporidiosis  Disease resulting from infection 
with a protozoal pathogen from the Microsporidia order, 
causing cramping and diarrhea.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 136.8

microstomia  Abnormal smallness of the mouth.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 744.84

microsurgical epididymal sperm aspiration 
(MESA)  Procedure using microsurgery to remove sperm 
from the epididymis for use in in vitro fertilization.

microvascular anastomosis  A procedure in whcih 
a surgical microscope is used to reconnect tiny blood 
vessels.

microwave (targis)  A catheter placed within the 
bladder and positioned within the prostate, then emitting 
microwaves to increase the passageway allowing for 
easier urination.

microwave therapy  Treatment that destroys tissue 
with heat created by electrodes.

micturition  The discharge of urine.

micturition reflex  Contraction of the walls of the 
bladder and relaxation of the trigone (smooth triangular 
are of the inner surface of the bladder) and urethral 
sphincter in response to a rise in pressure within the 
bladder; the reflex can be voluntarily inhibited and the 
inhibition to control the discharge of urine.

micturition syncope  Loss of consciousness occurring 
in association with the act of emptying the bladder.

midazolam HCl  Drug used to relax and calm patients 
(generally children) before certain procedures, or before 
anesthesia for surgery and also helps decrease memory 
of event.

HCPCS II	 J2250

midbrain  A structure in the brain stem just above the 
medulla and pons, containing basic vision and hearing 
functions and also the center for muscle movement.

middle ear  The portion of the hearing mechanism 
between the outer ear and inner ear, consisting of the 
eardrum, the ossicles, the opening of the eustachian tube, 
the oval window, and the round window. Also known as 
auris media or tympanic cavity.

middle insomnia  Awakening in the middle of the 
night followed by eventually falling back to sleep, but with 
difficulty.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 780.52

middle meatus  An important drainage pathway 
through the ostiomeatal complex.

Mifeprex  A medication used to terminate a pregnancy 
of forty-nine days or less, consisting of a series of pills 
to cause the uterus to expel its contents. Also called 
mifepristone.

HCPCS II	 S0190

mifepristone  An anticancer drug that blocks the action 
of progesterone, a hormone that affects the growth of 
some cancers.

migraine, hemiplegic  A migraine that occurse on 
one side of the head which causes neurological symptoms 
such as temporary paralysis that ceases when the 
migraine is over.

ICD-9-CM Dx 346.3x
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Migranal  A nasal spray used to treat a migraine 
and the accompanying symptoms, such as nausea, 
pain, and sensitivity to light and sound. Also called 
dihydroergotamine mesylate.

HCPCS II	 J1110

Mikulicz resection  The surgical removal of a diseased 
portion of the intestinal tract, especially the colon.

Mikulicz’s syndrome  An autoimmune disease in 
which white blood cells attack the moisture-producing 
glands in the body, causing dry eyes and mouth, joint 
problems, skin irritations, etc. Also called Sjögren’s 
syndrome.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 527.1

mildew  Microscopic fungi, the spores of which 
can cause asthma in some people. Cladosporium and 
Alternaria spores are most allergenic.

milia  A small, white or yellowish cystlike mass just 
below the surface of the skin, caused by retention of 
the secretion of a sebaceous (fat) gland. Also known as 
whitehead.

miliara  A cutaneous (skin) condition with retention of 
sweat, which is extravasated at different levels in the skin.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 705.1,	705.82

miliaria rubra  Heat rash; a condition due to 
obstruction of the ducts of the sweat glands; the sweat 
escapes into the epidermis producing red papulovesicles 
(papules that turn into blisters).

milk leg  A painful swelling of the leg occurring 
in women after childbirth as a result of clotting and 
inflammation of the femoral veins. Also known as 
phlegmasia alba dolens.

millicurie (mCi)  3.7 x107 dps (one thousandth of a 
curie).

millirad  A unit of measuring radiation dose equal to one 
thousandth of a RAD.

milrinone lactate  A medication classified as an 
inotrope and vasodilator. Used to treat congestive heart 
failure and sudden heart failure by widening blood vessels 
and increasing the force of the heart contraction to allow 
blood to flow more easily throughout the body. Also called 
Primacor.

HCPCS II	 J2260

Milwaukee shoulder  Disease in the shoulder joint in 
which hydroxyapatite crytals form in the rotator cuff area 
affecting range of motion and muscle deterioration.

mineralocorticoid  Any of a group of steroid hormones 
that are secreted by the adrenal cortex and regulate the 
balance of water and electrolytes of the body.

miners’ elbow  Enlargement of the bursa over the 
elbow, due to resting the body weight on the elbow as in 
mining.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 727.2

Minerva cast  A cast applied around the neck and trunk 
of the body.

CPT	 29035,	29710

minimally invasive heart surgery  Surgery done 
through an incision smaller than that made in traditional 
heart surgery or surgery that is done without stopping 
the heart.

minimum inhibitory concentration  The smallest 
amount of a substance, when diluted, which kills 
pathogens or stops them from reproducing. Usually means 
concentration required to achieve ED90.

Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory 
(MMPI)  Most commonly used personality test useful 
for indentifying psychiatric patients with possible social, 
behavioral, and personal problems.

miocardia  The contraction, or period of contraction, of 
the heart, especially of the ventricles.

miosis  Constriction of the pupil.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 379.42

Mirena  A flexible plastic intrauterine device used as a 
form of birth control. The release of levonorgestrel thins 
the lining of the uterus and thickens cervical mucus in 
order to prevent sperm mobility. Also called levonorgestrel 
releasing intrauterine contraceptive.

HCPCS II	 J7302

mirroring  The empathic response to an action, 
generally performed by a child, which teaches whether 
or not the action was acceptable (e.g., an infant claps 
its hands and the parent smiles and claps back, which 
reinforces the action).

misarticulation  Inaccurately produced speech sound 
(phoneme).
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miscarriage  Spontaneous loss of an embryo or fetus 
from the womb.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 632,	634.00-634.99

misoprostol  Prescribed for the prevention of stomach 
ulceration and related ulcer complications in patients on 
aspirin and other NSAID medications.

HCPCS II	 S0191

missed abortion  The fetus dies in the uterus but 
there is no bleeding or cramping. Dilation and curettage 
is needed to remove the fetal remains and prevent 
complications.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 632

missed labor  Labor in which contractions begin and 
then cease, the fetus being retained for weeks or months.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 656.4x

mistletoe lectin  A toxic substance that comes from 
the mistletoe plant used for medicinal purposes since 
ancient times, more recently being studied as a possible 
cancer treatment.

Mithracin  An antineoplastics medication used to treat 
testicular cancer by stopping the growth and spread 
of cancer cells. It is also used to treat hypercalcemia 
and hypercalciuria associated with cancer. Also called 
plicamycin.

HCPCS II	 J9270

mitogen  A substance that induces cell division.

mitolactol  An anticancer drug belonging to the class of 
alkylating agents.

mitomycin  An anticancer drug belonging to the 
antitumor antibiotics.

HCPCS II	 J9280

mitosis  The division of a cell into two identical cells in 
which all 46 human chromosomes are duplicated. Also, 
the first division of the germ cell.

mitotane  An anticancer drug used in treating 
adrenocortical cancer and ACTH-producing pituitary 
tumors (Cushing’s disease).

mitotic inhibitors  Drugs that kill cancer cells by 
interfering with cell division (mitosis).

mitoxantrone  An anticancer drug belonging to the 
antitumor antibiotics.

mitral stenosis  An abnormal narrowing of the mitral 
valve, usually due to rheumatic fever.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 093.21,	391.1,	392.0,	394.0,	394.2,	396.0-
396.1,	396.8,	746.5

mitral valve  The structure that controls blood flow 
between the heart’s left atrium (upper chamber) and left 
ventricle (lower chamber).

mitral valve insufficiency  A condition in which 
blood backflows from the left ventricle to the left atrium.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 391.1,	392.0,	394.1-394.2,	396.2-396.3,	
396.8,	424.0,	746.6

mitral valve prolapse  A condition that occurs when 
the leaflets of the mitral valve between the left atrium 
(upper chamber) and left ventricle (lower chamber) are 
longer or thicker than needed.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 424.0

Mittleschmerz  The discomfort felt on one or both 
sides of the lower abdomen at the time of ovulation.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 625.2

mixed gliomas  Brain tumors that occur in more than 
one type of brain cell, including astrocytes, ependymal 
cells, and oligodendrocytes.

mixed hearing loss  A hearing impairment that 
contains elements of both conductive and sensorineural 
hearing loss.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 389.2

mixed incontinence  Having both stress and urge 
incontinence.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 788.33

mixed nerves  Two way motor nerves that carry 
information both to the brain from the body and from the 
body to the brain.

modality  1) A therapeutic method or agent, such as 
surgery, chemotherapy, or electrotherapy, that involves 
the physical treatment of a disorder. 2) Any of the various 
types of sensation, such as vision or hearing.

modeling  A form of learning where individuals 
ascertain how to act or perform by observing another 
individual.

modeling therapy  A form of therapy which attempts 
to teach appropriate behavior by watching others 
behaving in an adaptive, effective manner.
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moderately low birth weight (MLBW) infant  
Baby weighing at least 1500 grams but less that 2500 
grams at birth.

modifier  Provides a means to report a service or 
procedure that has been altered by a physician.

modulation, frequency  Variation of the frequency of 
a radiowave in accordance with an audio signal or other 
signal.

Mohs micrographic surgery  A method of treating 
skin cancer by removing one layer of tissue at a time, 
while performing microscopic examination of samples 
removed to ensure excision of cancerous cells and minimal 
excess tissue removal.

moist necrosis  Death of tissues in which dead tissue is 
wet and soft.

molar pregnancy  A genetic error during fertilization 
which causes abnormal placental growth and the 
production of the pregnancy hormone HcG, even 
though there is no embryo present. The fertilized 
ovum has no nucleus and turns into a mole, or a mass 
of cells resembling a bunch of grapes. Also known as 
trophoblastic disease.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 630,	V23.1

molluscum contagiosum  Any of various skin 
diseases marked by the occurrence of soft round tumors 
on the face or the body.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 078.8

Monarc-M  A medication to aid in clotting to control 
bleeding episodes in patients with hemophilia A. May be 
necessary to control bleeding due to surgical procedures. 
May also be given to patients with certain levels of factor 
VIII inhibitors.

HCPCS II	 J7190

Monckeberg’s arteriosclerosis  Arteriosclerosis 
(hardening and loss of elasticity in the arterial walls) with 
extensive deposits of calcium in the middle coat of the 
artery.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 440.2

mongolian spots  A benign, dense collection of 
melanocytes on the skin at birth, which usually fades over 
time.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 757.33

monitoring  The periodic or continuous determination 
of the amount of ionizing radiation or radioactive 
contamination present in an occupied region.

monkeypox  A viral disease of the variola virus that is 
similar to but more mild than smallpox and lasts from two 
to four weeks.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 059.01

monoarthritis  Inflammation of one joint at a time.
There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

monoarticular  Affecting one joint.

monochromatic vision  Complete colorblindness; 
inability to discriminate hues, all colors of the spectrum 
appearing as neutral grays with varying shades of light 
and dark.

Monoclate-P  A medication given to treat or prevent 
bleeding episodes in patients with hemophilia A. Often 
given before a surgical procedure to aid in clotting.

HCPCS II	 J7190

monoclonal antibody  An artificially produced 
antibody, made in the lab by use of an immortalized cell 
line. Monoclonal antibodies bind to one unique epitope.

monocular vision  Vision with one eye.

monoenergetic radiation  Radiation in which all 
photons or particles have the same energy.

monofocal  Intraocular lenses that have one point of 
focus. Monofocal lenses can be used to give clear point of 
focus in the distance or close up.

mononeuritis  Inflammation of a single nerve.
There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

Mononine  A protein given to control or prevent 
excessive bleeding caused by hemorrhagic episodes 
or surgery in patients suffering from a lack of factor IX, 
also called type B hemophilia or Christmas disease. The 
medication increases clotting ability. Also known as 
factor IX.

HCPCS II	 J7193-J7195

monoplegia  Paralysis of a single limb or a single group 
of muscles.

monosynaptic reflex  A reflex consisting of only two 
neurons, one sensory and one motor.
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monotherapy  A single drug, prescribed alone.

monounsaturated fats  A healthier form of fat found 
in avocados, canola and grapeseed oil, believed to aid in 
lowering cholesterol, risk of heart disease, and some forms 
of cancer.

Monteggia’s fracture  Fracture of the ulna that affects 
the joint, along with the radius of the arm.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 813.03,	813.13

mood  An observable state of mind consisting of various 
emotions that color the perception of the world.

mood disorders  Psychological disorders involving 
intense and prolonged shifts in mood.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 293.83,	296.30,	296.90,	296.99

mood-congruent psychotic features  Delusions 
or hallucinations that contain events consistent with the 
mood of the sufferer.

Mooren’s ulcer  A rare, painful ulcer on the periphery 
of the cornea.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 370.07

moral development  Progression in learning to 
distinguish right from wrong as when children learn that it 
is wrong to take something that does not belong to them.

morbid obesity  Weighing at least 100 pounds over the 
ideal body weight or more than twice the normal weight 
for height.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 278.01

morbilliform rash  A rash which resembles an 
outbreak of measles.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 055.9

morcellation operation  Vaginal hysterectomy 
(surgical removal of uterus) in which the uterus is 
removed by lateral halves after being split.

morphea  Localized scleroderma characterized by 
hardened patches of dermal tissue.

morphine sulfate  Used to relieve pain before and 
during surgery or during labor and delivery. Also used to 
make the anesthetic work better.

HCPCS II	 J2270,	J2271,	S0093

morphology  The science of the forms and structure 
of organisms; the form and structure of a particular 
organism, organ, or part.

Morquio-Brailsford syndrome  An inherited 
disorder in which growth is inhibited from birth resulting 
in severe skeletal defects, such as shortened bones, and 
malformation of the spine and chest.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 277.5

morselized  Pertaining to a bone which has broken into 
pieces.

mortality rate  The total number of deaths from a 
given disease in a population during an interval of time.

morton’s metatarsalgia  Forefoot pain due to a 
plantar interdigital neuroma.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 355.6

Morton’s neuroma  The neuroma (a tumor growing 
from a nerve) that results from Morton’s neuralgia (a form 
of foot pain).

ICD-9-CM Dx	 355.6

mosaicism  Having more than one blood line. For 
example, instead of having all 46xx cells, a mosaic may 
have a combination of 46xx and 45x cells.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 758.5,	758.81,	758.9

mosaicplasty  Harvesting small circular grafts from the 
knee from a non weight bearing regions of the knee, and 
transplanting the grafts in a mosaic pattern (a pattern 
made of small pieces) until the osteochondral defect is 
filled.

Motais’ operation  Transplantation of a portion of the 
tendon of the superior rectus muscle of the eyeball into 
the upper lid, for ptosis (drooping of the eyelid).

motility  The measurement of motion and forward 
progression of sperm in a semen analysis.

motion sickness  Dizziness, sweating, nausea, 
vomiting, and generalized discomfort experienced when 
an individual is in motion.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 994.6

motivation  The process that drives or guides a certain 
behavior.

motor alexia  A person understands what is seen 
written or printed, but cannot read it aloud. It is usually 
caused by brain lesions.

motor neglect  A condition in which the muscles of 
one part of the body suffer from a deficit of strength or 
reflexes.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 728.2
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motor speech disorder  A disorder caused by 
the inability to accurately produce speech sounds 
(phonemes).

ICD-9-CM Dx	 307.9,	784.5

mottling  A condition of spotting with patches of color.

moulage  The making of molds or models in wax or 
plaster; also, a mold or model is produced.

CPT	 19396

movement diagram  Diagrammatic and graphical 
depiction of the palpation of a joint, effective as a teaching 
tool to describe grades of movement.

moxifloxacin  Used to treat bacterial infections.
HCPCS II	 J2280

Moya Moya disease  A rare disease in which the blood 
vessels at the base of the brain become blocked, causing 
transient ischemic attacks and the formation of abnormal 
new blood vessels.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 437.5

mucin/peptide  A protein/sugar compound made by 
some cancer cells.

mucinous carcinoma  A type of cancer that begins in 
cells that line certain internal organs and produces mucin 
(the main component of mucus).

mucocele  1) Dilation of a cavity with mucous secretion. 
2) A mucus cyst.

mucocutaneous  Pertaining to the mucous membranes 
and the skin (e.g., mouth, vagina, lips, anal area).

mucomyst  Used to lessen potential lung damage 
resulting in an overdose of acetaminophen, the leading 
cause of drug toxicity in the United States.

HCPCS II	 J0132,	J7608

mucopolysaccharidosis (MPS VI) disease  Any 
of several inherited diseases of mucopolysaccharide 
(carbohydrates with a high molecular weight and contains 
amino acids and proteins) metabolism characterized by 
the accumulation of mucopolysaccharides in the tissues 
and their excretion in urine, resulting in various defects of 
bone, cartilage, and connective tissue.

mucosa-associated lymphoid tissue lymphoma  
A type of cancer that arises in cells in mucosal tissue that 
are involved in antibody production. Also known as MALT 
lymphoma.

mucosal  Pertaining specifically to the mucous 
membranes.

mucosanguineous  Containing mucus and blood.

mucosectomy  The surgical excision of the mucosal 
lining of the colon or esophagus.

Mucosil-10, -20  Drug used to lessen potential lung 
damage resulting in an overdose of acetaminophen, the 
leading cause of drug toxicity in the United States.

HCPCS II	 J0132,	J7608

mucositis  A painful inflammation and ulceration of the 
mucous membrane lining the digestive tract. It can occur 
anywhere from the mouth to the anus.

mucous membranes  The membranes that line the 
digestive, urinary, reproductive, and respiratory systems, 
composed of goblet cells that secrete mucus, which serves 
as a protective coating that prevents bacteria and viruses 
from attacking the organs.

Mullerian duct  Either of the two embryonic tubes 
extending along the mesonephros (the second of the 
excretory organs) that become the uterine tubes, uterus, 
and part of the vagina in the female and that form the 
prostatic utricle (small pouch in the prostate) in the male. 
Also known as paramesonephric duct.

multi-nodular goiter  Enlarged thyroid gland with 
two or more nodules.

multicenter study  A clinical trial that is carried out at 
more than one medical institution.

multicentric reticulohistiocytosis  A rare disorder 
which may be mistaken for rheumatoid arthritis due to the 
presence of nodules and erosive arthritis.

multidrug resistance  Adaptation of tumor cells to 
the action of anticancer drugs, making the drugs less 
effective.

multifidus  Deep lumbar spine muscle. Its primary 
function is to stabilize the lumbar spine.

multifocal  Relating to or arising from many foci (the 
region of a localized bodily infection or disease).

multigravida  A woman in her second or higher 
pregnancy.

multimodality treatment  Therapy that combines 
more than one method of treatment.
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multiparity  The condition of having carried two or 
more fetuses to viability, regardless of whether the infants 
were alive at birth.

multiplane  Having several or many planes or planes 
surfaces.

multiple chemical sensitivity disorder  A 
controversial diagnosis of an allergy-like sensitivity to an 
unusually broad range and number of substances. This 
condition has not been subjected to rigorous scientific 
scrutiny, and there is considerable doubt as to whether or 
not it actually exists.

multiple endocrine neoplasia syndrome  An 
inherited tendency to develop thyroid and other cancers of 
the endocrine system due to an altered gene which can be 
detected with a blood test.

multiple myeloma, stage I  Relatively few cancer 
cells have spread throughout the body and there may be 
no symptoms of disease.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 203.00-203.01

multiple myeloma, stage II  A moderate number of 
cancer cells have spread throughout the body.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 203.00-203.01

multiple myeloma, stage III  Many cancer cells have 
spread throughout the body; anemia may also be present; 
high calcium levels in the blood; high levels of M protein 
in the blood or urine; or more than three bone tumors.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 203.00-203.01

multiple personality  A personality disorder where 
an individual possesses more than one personality which 
may take conscious control, usually caused by a traumatic 
event in childhood and a need to protect oneself.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 300.14

multiple sclerosis  A chronic progressive nervous 
disorder involving loss of myelin sheath around certain 
nerve fibers, interfering with the nerve pathways and 
causing muscular weakness, loss of coordination, and 
speech and visual disturbances.

multisystem atrophy (MSA)  Category used to 
describe several disorders in which more than one system 
degenerates, often compared with Parkinson’s disease.

murmur  A noise in the heart caused by congenital 
defects or damaged heart valves that do not close properly 
and allow blood to leak back into the chamber from which 
it has come.

Muromonab-CD3 Monoclonal Antibody  A type 
of monoclonal antibody used in immunosuppressive 
therapy, specifically to aid in the suppression of transplant 
rejection.

muscle  Body tissues which consist of cells that contract 
when lengthened or straightened.

muscle relaxant  A medication that relaxes tense 
muscles or muscles in spasm.

muscle spindles  Specialized sensory structures 
found scattered in skeletal muscle masses that convey 
information about the length of the muscle to the CNS.

musculoskeletal  Having to do with muscles, bones, 
and cartilage.

Muse  Used to treat male impotence.
HCPCS II	 J0275

Mustargen  A medication given in the treatment of 
Hodgkin’s Lymphoma, Non-Hodgkin’s Lymphoma, as 
well as various other cancers and diseases. Also known as 
mechlorethamine hydrochloride (Nitrogen mustard), HN2.

HCPCS II	 J9230

mutagen  Substance that alters the genetic structure, 
causing a mutation.

mutate  To change the genetic material of a cell, most 
often resulting in detrimental effect.

mutation  A rearrangement of genes or change in 
base pairs so they produce different effects within their 
environment.

myalgia  Muscular pain.

myasthenia  Abnormal fatigue or muscle weakness.

myasthenia gravis  An autoimmune disease which 
causes fatigue and muscle weakness in the head, face, 
neck, arms, and legs.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 358.00-358.01,	775.2

Mycamine  An antifungal medication used to treat 
esophageal candidiasis and prevent Candida infection in 
those receiving stem cell or bone marrow transplantation. 
Also known as micafungin sodium.

HCPCS II	 J2248

mycetoma  A chronic, progressive, destructive infection 
of the cutaneous (skin) and subcutaneous (below the 
skin) tissues, fascia, and bone caused by traumatic 
implantation of bacteria, fungi or other organisms.
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myclonic seizure  Seizure characterized by a brief 
episode of myoclonus (shock-like contractions of a muscle 
or muscle group).

mycobacterial  Relating to a genus of aerobic, 
nonmotile bacteria containing gram positive, acidfast rods.

mycology  The study of fungus.

mycophenolate mofetil  An immunosuppressive 
drug used to prevent rejection in organ transplant (e.g., 
kidney, liver, or heart transplant) patients.

HCPCS II	 J7517

mycosis  Any disease caused by a fungus.

mycosis fungoides  A type of non-Hodgkin’s 
lymphoma that affects the skin and causes patches, 
rashes, and tumors on the skin that can progress to other 
areas of the body.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 202.10-202.18

Mycostatin  An antifungal drug.

mydriasis  Prolonged abnormal dilation of the pupil 
caused by disease or drugs.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 379.43

mydriatics  A drug used to dilate the pupils.

myelencephalon  That part of the hindbrain which 
gives rise to the medulla oblongata.

myelitis  1) Inflammation of the spinal cord. 2) 
Inflammation of the bone marrow.

myelodysplasia  A group of conditions defined by 
the ineffective production of blood cells, which show 
signs of abnormal bone marrow and may lead to 
leukemia, formerly known as preleukemia. Also known as 
myelodysplastic syndrome.

myelogenous  Produced by, or originating in, the bone 
marrow.

myelography  Imaging of the spinal cord after injection 
of a contrast medium into the subarchnoid space, the 
space in the brain beneath the membrane which encloses 
the brain and spinal cord.

myeloid  Describes a substance pertaining to, derived 
from, or manifesting certain features of the bone. Often 
used to describe a type of cancer or leukemia.

myelomas  A malignant tumor formed by the cells of 
the bone marrow.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 203.0x,	238.6

myelomeningocele  A hernial sac of the spinal cord 
and its covering which protrudes through and defect in 
the spinal column.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 653.7x,	741.9

myelopathy  Disturbance or disease of the spinal cord.

myeloproliferative disorders  Diseases in which 
blood cells or cell types produced in the bone marrow are 
produced in abnormal or uncontrolled manner.

myelosuppressive therapy  Treatment that inhibits 
blood cell production.

myelotomy  Incision of the spinal cord.
CPT	 63170

myelotoxic  Toxic to bone marrow.

Myleran  Used to treat myelgenous leukemia.
HCPCS II	 J0594,	J8510

Mylotarg  A medication given to patients over the 
age of sixty who have had a relapse of acute myeloid 
leukemia, and are not candidates for other forms of cancer 
treatment. Also called gemtuzumab ozogamicin.

HCPCS II	 J9300

Myobloc  Used to treat abnormal head position and neck 
pain that is result of cervical dystonia.

HCPCS II	 J0587

myobradia  Slow muscular reaction to stimulation.

myocardial infarction (MI)  The damage or death of 
an area of the heart muscle (myocardium) resulting from 
a blocked blood supply to the area. Also known as a heart 
attack.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 410.00-410.92

myocardiopathy  A disease or disorder of the heart 
muscle, especially of unknown cause. Also known as 
cardiomyopathy.

myocarditis  Inflammation of the heart muscle.

myocardium  The muscular wall of the heart that 
contracts to pump blood out of the heart and then relaxes 
as the heart refills with returning blood.

Myochrysine  A medication used in conjunction with 
other medications or forms of treatment in patients with 
rheumatoid arthritis. Also called gold sodium thiomalate.

HCPCS II	 J1600
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myoclonus  A sudden twitching of muscles or parts 
of muscles, without any rhythm or pattern, occurring in 
various brain disorders.

myocutaneous  Pertaining to both muscle and skin 
tissue.

myofascial trigger point  A focal area of muscle 
tenderness and spasm, usually precipitated by a central 
cause of symptoms.

myofibrillar myopathy  A group of diseases which 
affect the skeletal muscles as well as the heart muscle.

myoglobin  The oxygen-transporting protein of muscle, 
resembling blood hemoglobin in function.

myoma  A benign tumor of muscle tissue.

myomectomy  Surgical removal of a myoma (benign 
tumor of muscle tissue).

CPT	 45108,	58140-58146,	58545-54546

myopathic spasm  Spasm accompanying disease of 
the muscles.

myopathy  Any disease of muscle.

myopia  A condition in which distant objects seem 
blurred. Also known as nearsightedness.

myorrhaphy  The suture of a muscle.

myositis  Inflammation of a voluntary muscle.

myositis ossificans progressiva  An inherited 
condition beginning early, in which muscular calcifications 
form in areas where no previous injury may have taken 
place, causing the gradual conversion of muscle into bony 
tissue.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 728.11

myotome  A term related to sections of the body 
associated with a certain muscle or muscle group, 
including the insertion sites at either end of the muscle 
fibers.

myotomy  Incision or dissection of a muscle.

myotonia  An inability to relax a muscle after 
contracting it.

myotonic chondrodystrophy  A rare congenital 
disease that causes myotonia (abnormally long muscle 
contractions), muscular hypertrophy, joint and long bone 
abnormalities, and weakness.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 359.23

myringoplasty  Surgical repair of a perforated eardrum 
with a tissue graft.

CPT	 69620

myringotomy  A surgical opening created in the 
eardrum to release pressure on the middle ear.

mytonachol  Used in treatment of acute postoperative 
and postpartum nonobstructive urinary retention and for 
neurogenic atony of the urinary bladder with retention.

HCPCS II	 J0520

myxedema  A skin and tissue disorder usually caused by 
severe hypothyroidism.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 242.90-242.91,	243,	244.8,	244.9,	293.0-
293.1,	674.80-674.84,	701.8

nabilone  Used to prevent nausea and vomiting 
associated with cancer chemotherapy.

HCPCS II	 J8650

nabothian gland  One of many tiny glands in the 
cervix that secretes mucus.

nafcillin sodium  Used in the treatment of infections 
caused by penicillinase-producing staphylococci.

HCPCS II	 S0032

Naglazyme  A medication that replaces the enzyme 
N-acetylgalactosamine 4-sulfatase in order to decrease a 
substance in the body that causes damage to cells, tissue, 
and organs. This is a treatment for mucopolysaccharidosis 
(MPS VI) disease. Also called galsufase.

HCPCS II	 J1458

nail folds  The wall of a nail. The fold of skin overlapping 
the lateral and proximal margins of the nail.

nail matrix  The proximal part of the nail bed where 
growth occurs. Also known as nail bed.

naive T cell  A newly formed T cell that has not yet been 
exposed to an antigen.

naloxone  A substance belonging to the narcotic 
antagonists, being studied as a treatment for constipation 
caused by narcotic medications.

naltrexone  Drug used in treating alcohol dependence.
HCPCS II	 J2315

nandrolone decanoate  Used for management of 
anemia of renal insufficiency and has been shown to 
increase Hgb and RBC mass.

HCPCS II	 J2320
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nanism  A pathological condition of arrested growth 
having various causes. Also known as dwarfism.

nanometer  One-millionth of a millimeter.

narcissism  A state in which one interprets and regards 
everything in relation to oneself and not to other persons 
or things.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 301.81

narcolepsy  Recurrent, uncontrollable, brief episodes 
of sleep.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 347.00,	347.01,	347.10,	347.11

narcosynthesis  Psychotherapy conducted while the 
patient is in a sleeplike state induced by barbiturates or 
other drugs, especially as a means of releasing repressed 
feelings or thoughts. Also known as narcoanalysis.

CPT	 90865

narcotic  A drug derived from opium or opiumlike 
compounds, with affects that alter mood and behavior, 
and with the potential for dependence.

Naropin  Drug used as an epidural in surgical anesthesia.
HCPCS II	 J2795

narrow-band noise  A sound stimulus generally 
produced by one-third octave band filtering of broad-
band white noise.

Nasahist B  Temporarily relieving runny nose, watery 
eyes, sneezing and itchy nose, eyes, and associated with 
hay fever or other allergies.

HCPCS II	 J0945

nasal  Pertaining to the nose.

nasal ala  A flat, winglike anatomic process or part, 
especially of bone pertaining to the nose.

nasal cannula (NC)  A rubber or vinyl tube which 
extends around the user’s face having curved prongs that 
fit into the nostrils for delivery of oxygen at low flow rates. 
Also referred to as nose hose.

nasal cavity  The proximal part of the respiratory tract, 
separated by the nasal septum and extending from the 
nares (nostrils) to the pharynx (throat).

nasal surgery  Any procedure performed on the 
external or internal structures of the nose, septum, or 
turbinates, which may be performed to improve abnormal 
function, reconstruct congenital or acquired deformities, 
or to enhance appearance.

Nasalcrom  Used as an inhalant to prevent asthma 
attacks and other conditions involving inflammation of 
the lung tissues.

HCPCS II	 J7631

Nasalide  A corticosteroid given to prevent the 
symptoms of allergies, such as nasal congestion, itchy 
eyes, sneezing, coughing, etc. Also called flunisolide.

HCPCS II	 J7641

Nasarel  A corticosteroid given to prevent the symptoms 
of allergies, such as nasal congestion, itchy eyes, sneezing, 
coughing, etc. Also called flunisolide.

HCPCS II	 J7641

naso-oral  Pertaining to the nose and oral cavities.

nasogastric tube  A term applied to a thin, flexible 
tube that can be passed through a nostril down into the 
stomach via the throat, used for passing nourishment into 
the digestive system or for draining away digestive juices.

nasopharyngoscopy  A test in which a flexible 
fiberoptic scope to examine the upper airway.

CPT	 92511

nasopharynx  The upper part of the pharynx which 
connects with the nasal passages.

nasopharynx cancer, stage I  Cancer is found in the 
top layers of the tissues covering the nasopharynx and is 
confined to the nasopharynx.

nasopharynx cancer, stage II  In stage IIB, cancer 
has spread from the nasopharynx to the oropharynx, the 
back part of the mouth, containing the soft palate, tonsils, 
and base of the tongue, or the nasal cavity, or both. In 
stage IIB, cancer has spread from the nasopharynx to the 
lymph nodes on one side of the neck, to the tissues on 
either side of the back of the mouth, or both.

nasopharynx cancer, stage III  Cancer that has 
spread to lymph nodes on both sides of the neck or has 
spread to nearby bones or sinuses.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 147.0-147.9

nasopharynx cancer, stage IV  In Stage IVA, cancer 
has spread beyond the nasopharynx to other areas in the 
head and may have spread to nearby lymph nodes; in 
Stage IVB, the cancer has spread beyond the nasopharynx 
to other areas in the body.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 147.0-147.9

nasotracheal  Pertaining to the nose and the trachea.
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natal  Relating to birth.

natalizumab  Monotherapy for the treatment of 
patients with relapsing forms of multiple sclerosis to delay 
the accumulation of physical disability and reduce the 
frequency of clinical exacerbations.

HCPCS II	 J2323

National Emphysema Treatment Trial (NETT)  A 
multicenter clinical trial testing the usefulness of bilateral 
lung volume reduction surgery (LVRS) in patients with 
emphysema.

natural killer cells (NK, CD56+)  Large granular 
lymphocytes (white blood cells) that bond to, and destroy 
cancerous cells. NK response does not require antigen 
presentation to lymphocytes.

naturally occurring protease inhibitor  Molecules 
that interfere with the action of protease, making it 
difficult for the process of protein degradation to occur.

Navelbine  Anticancer drug used to slow or stop the 
growth and spread of cancer cells in the body; commonly 
used for non-small cell lung cancer, breast cancer, and 
bladder cancer.

HCPCS II	 J9390

ND Stat  Temporarily relieving runny nose, watery eyes, 
sneezing and itchy nose, eyes, and associated with hay 
fever or other allergies.

HCPCS II	 J0945

near point of accommodation  The closest point in 
front of the eyes where an object may be clearly focused.

near point of convergence  The maximum extent 
the two eyes can be turned inward.

nearsightedness (myopia)  The ability to see near 
objects more clearly than distant objects; caused by a 
longer-than-normal eyeball or by any condition that 
prevents light rays from focusing on the retina. Also 
known as myopia.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 360.21,	367.1

Nebcin  Drug used to treat serious bacterial infections.
HCPCS II	 J3260

neck dissection  Surgery to remove lymph nodes and 
other tissues in the neck.

necrobiosis lipoidica diabeticorum  A skin 
condition usually on the lower part of the legs. Lesions 
can be small or extend over a large area. They are usually 
raised, yellow, and waxy in appearance and often have a 
purple border.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 250.8x,	709.3

necrocytotoxin  A toxin that causes death and decay 
of cells.

necrolysis  Necrosis (death of cells) and loosening of 
tissue.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 695.1,	977.9

necropsy  An examination of a cadaver (a dead body, 
especially one intended for dissection), or cadaver part, 
in order to determine the cause of death or to study 
pathologic changes.

CPT	 88020-88099
ICD-9-CM Px	 89.8

necrosis  Death of living cells and tissue, caused by many 
things, including infection, cancer, injury, inflammation, 
etc.

necrospermia  Condition in which sperm are produced 
but found dead in the semen and unable to fertilize eggs.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 606.0

necrotic  Pertaining to or affected by tissue death.

necrotic tumor  A dead tumor which is no longer 
vascularized or spawning new cancer cells.

necrotizing enterocolitis of newborn A disease 
that affects premature infants and destroys the bowels.

ICD-9-CM Dx 777.50-777.53

necrotizing fasciitis  The death of tissue with a group 
A streptococcus infection.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 728.86

necrotizing pneumonia  Pneumonia (inflammation 
of the lungs) that causes death of lung tissue.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 513

needle biopsy  A small needle is inserted into the 
abnormal area in almost any part of the body, guided by 
imaging techniques, to obtain a tissue sample.

negative afterimage  A sensation of opposing colors 
that occur after staring at a colored stimulus, such as a 
light source, then looking away and seeing dark spots.

negative axillary lymph nodes  Lymph nodes under 
the arm that is free of cancer.
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negative reinforcement  The removal of an 
unpleasant stimuli in order to increase a particular 
behavior.

negative scotoma  One which appears as a blank spot 
or gap in the visual field, the patient being unaware of it.

negative state relief  A process in which a depressed 
state is escaped by doing something good for others.

negative symptoms  Most commonly refers to a 
group of symptoms characteristic of schizophrenia that 
include loss of character traits and abilities.

negativism  Opposition or resistance, either covert or 
overt, to outside suggestions or advice.

nelarabine  Used for treating leukemia or lymphoma in 
certain patients.

HCPCS II	 J9261

nelfinavir mesylate  A drug that interferes with the 
ability of a virus to make copies of itself.

neoadjuvant therapy  Treatment given before 
the primary treatment. Neoadjuvant therapy can be 
chemotherapy, radiation therapy, or hormone therapy.

neobladder  A surgical procedure to reroute urine flow 
from its normal pathway.

CPT	 51596

neologism  In psychiatry, a new word or condensed 
combination of several words coined by a person to 
express a highly complex idea not readily understood 
by others; seen in schizophrenia and organic mental 
disorders.

neomycin  A broad-spectrum antibiotic which is usually 
applied to the skin surface to treat wounds, infections, and 
burns. Also used as a surgical antiseptic in its sulfate form.

neonate  A newborn infant.

neoplasia  Abnormal and uncontrolled cell growth. The 
medical term for tumor growth.

neoplasm  Any new or abnormal growth, specifically a 
new growth of tissue in which the growth is uncontrolled.

neoplastic meningitis  Tumor cells that have spread 
from the original (primary) tumor to the tissue that covers 
the brain, spinal cord, or both.

Neoral  Used to prevent or treat organ rejection in 
transplant patients. Also used in certain patients with 
arthritis or psoriasis.

HCPCS II	 J7502,	J7515,	J7516

Neosar  Used to treat several types of cancers and 
often in combination with other drugs to treat breast 
cancer, leukemia and ovarian cancer. Also approved for 
treating nephrotic syndrome in children. Unapproved 
uses included the treatment of Wegener’s granulomatosis, 
severe rheumatoid arthritis, lupus erythematosus, 
advanced mycosis fungoides, and a number of forms of 
vasculitis.

HCPCS II	 J8530,	J9070,	J9080,	J9090,	J9091,	J9092

neostigmine methylsulfate  Drug used to treat 
myasthenia gravis.

HCPCS II	 J2710

neostomy (salpingostomy)  Surgical clearing of a 
blocked fallopian tube.

neovascular channels  Refers to the prominent 
formation of blood vessels associated with neoplasms that 
secrete angiogenic factor.

neovascularization  Proliferation of blood vessels in 
tissue not normally containing them, or proliferation of 
blood vessels of a different kind than normally present.

nephelometry  An apparatus used to measure the size 
and concentration of particles in a liquid by analysis of 
light scattered by the liquid.

CPT	 83883

nephrectomy  Surgical removal of the kidney.

nephritis  Inflammation of the kidney.

nephrogenic diabetes insipidus  Constant thirst 
and frequent urination caused by the kidney tubules’ 
inability to respond to antidiuretic hormone and passing 
too much water.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 250.40-250.43,	583.81

nephrolith  Mineral concretion that forms in the 
kidneys. Composed of phosphates, urates and oxalates. 
Also known as a renal calculus and kidney stone.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 592.0

nephrolithiasis  The formation of kidney stones.

nephrolithotomy  Incision into the kidney for the 
removal of a calculus (kidney stone).

CPT	 50060-50075
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nephropexy  Surgical fixation of a floating or mobile 
kidney.

CPT	 50400-50405

nephrorrhaphy  Suture of the kidney.
CPT	 50500

nephroscope  An optical instrument which can be 
inserted in the collecting system of the kidney via the 
ureter or a cutaneus tract, for examining the inside of the 
kidney, or treating kidney stones, strictures, and some 
kidney tumors.

nephrostomy  Creation of a permanent fistula 
(abnormal passage) leading into the renal pelvis.

nephrotic syndrome  A collection of symptoms that 
indicate kidney damage. Symptoms include high levels of 
protein in the urine, lack of protein in the blood, and high 
blood cholesterol.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 581.9

nephrotomogram  A series of x-rays of the kidneys 
taken from different angles to show the kidneys clearly, 
without the shadows of the organs around them; used 
with contrast material to improve visualization of the renal 
parenchema.

nephrotomography  Radiologic visualization of the 
kidney by tomography (x-rays of certain planes).

CPT	 74415

nephrotomy  An incision into the kidney.
CPT	 50040-50045

nerve  One or more fibers or bundles of fibers that 
convey impulses of sensation, motion, etc., between the 
spinal cord or brain and other body parts.

nerve conduction tests  Procedure to determine 
nerve impulse generation and differentiate neural deficits 
when there is a suspicion of central (i.e., spinal) cause of 
interference or interruption in nerve impulses.

nerve root  Junction where a group of nerves exit from 
the spinal canal.

Nervine Nighttime Sleep-Aid  An antihistamine 
used to treat symptoms of allergies and the common cold, 
such as sneezing, runny nose, irritated eyes, rashes, hives, 
nausea, etc. Also used as a mild sedative. Also known as 
diphenhydramine hydrochloride.

HCPCS II	 Q0163

Nervocaine 1%  A local anesthetic used to numb an 
area of the body before surgery and block pain signals 
within that area. Also known as lidocaine hydrochloride.

HCPCS II	 J2001

Nervocaine 2%  A local anesthetic used to numb an 
area of the body before surgery and block pain signals 
within that area. Also known as lidocaine hydrochloride.

HCPCS II	 J2001

Nesacaine  Used for the production of local anesthesia 
by infiltration and peripheral nerve block.

HCPCS II	 J2400

Nesacaine-MPF  Used for the production of local 
anesthesia by infiltration and peripheral nerve block.

HCPCS II	 J2400

Nestrex, Rodex  Drug used to treat or prevent 
pyridoxine deficiency, nerve problems due to certain drugs 
such as isoniazid, or to treat seizures in newborns who do 
not respond to other medications.

HCPCS II	 J3415

nettle rash  Another name for urticaria or hives.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 708.8

Neupogen  An agent that decreases the risk of infection 
when treating nonmyeloid malignant neoplasms. Also 
known as filgrastrim.

neural crest  Cells which differentiate from the neural 
plate on either side of the midline during the third week 
of development and develop into spinal, cranial, and 
autonomic ganglia in vertebrate embryos.

neural folds  The edges of the neural groove.

neural groove  A longitudinal groove appearing in the 
center of the neural plate at the end of the third week of 
development in vertebrate embryos.

neural mobilization  Techniques by which neural 
tissues are moved, either by movement relative to their 
surroundings or by tension development.

neural plasticity  Ability of the brain and/or certain 
parts of the nervous system to change in order to adapt to 
new conditions, such as an injury.

neural plate  A specialized thickening in the dorsal 
ectoderm of the embryo, appearing near the end of the 
third week of development, which is the precursor of the 
entire central nervous system.
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neural prostheses  Devices that substitute for an 
injured or diseased part of the nervous system to enhance 
the function of the affected area of the body.

neural stimulation  To activate or energize a nerve 
through an external source.

neural tension  A term interchangeably used when 
performing assessment of neural extensibility and 
mobility.

neural tube  The tube which results from closure of the 
edges of the neural groove.

neural tube defect  A developmental anomaly of 
failure of closure of the neural tube, resulting in conditions 
such as anencephaly or spina bifida.

neuralgia  Sudden outburst of pain extending along the 
course of one or more nerves.

neuralgic amyotrophy  A neuropathy involving 
symptoms in an upper limb. Pain and weakness may be 
out of proportion to sensory abnormality.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 353.5

neurapraxia  Conduction loss without structural change 
in the axon. Fibers usually regain function although 
velocity may be slowed for a time if there is associated 
demyelination.

neurasthenia  A complex of symptoms characterized 
by chronic fatigue and weakness, loss of memory, and 
generalized aches and pains.

neuraxial labor anesthesia  Administrating drugs to 
provide pain relief from labor in the axial (head or trunk of 
the body) portion of the central nervous system.

CPT	 01967-01969

neurectomy  The surgical removal of all or part of a 
nerve.

neurilemmoma  Benign neoplasm (abnormal growth) 
and neurofibroma(benign tumor consisting of Schwann 
cells) consisting of one of the two most common benign 
peripheral nerve sheath tumors.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 192.0,	225.1

neuritis  Inflammation of a nerve.

neuroarthropathy  Disease of joint structures 
associated with disease of the central or peripheral 
nervous system.

neuroblastoma  Cancer that arises in immature nerve 
cells and affects mostly infants and children.

See	Neoplasm,	by	site,	malignant	in	the	ICD-9-CM	book	
for	codes.

neuroectodermal tumor  A tumor of the central or 
peripheral nervous system.

neuroendocrine  Having to do with the interactions 
between the nervous system and the endocrine system; 
describes certain cells that release hormones into the 
blood in response to stimulation of the nervous system.

neuroendocrine tumor  A tumor derived from 
cells that release a hormone in response to a signal 
from the nervous system and include carcinoid tumors, 
islet cell tumors, medullary thyroid carcinoma, and 
pheochromocytoma.

neuroendoscopy  A method of performing intracranial 
surgery through a small endoscope inserted through the 
skull.

neurofibroma  A tumor of peripheral nerves due to 
abnormal proliferation of Schwann cells (cells located in 
the peripheral nervous system).

neurofibromatosis (NF)  A set of distinct genetic 
disorders causing tumors to grow anywhere on or in the 
body along various types of nerves, and even affecting 
other tissues as well, such as causing skin nodules, and 
enlargement and deformity of bones.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 237.70-237.79

neurofunctional test  Functional MRI of the brain 
is used to observe brain structures while participating in 
specific mental operations. Noninvasive functional brain 
imaging, or mapping.

CPT	 70555

neurogenic  Of nerve tissue origin.

neurogenic bladder  Loss of bladder control caused by 
damage to the nerves controlling the bladder.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 344.61,	596.54

neurogenic bowel  Loss of voluntary control over the 
muscles controlling the intestinal tract due to improperly 
functioning nervous system.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 564.81

neurogenic communication disorder  Inability 
to exchange information with others because of hearing, 
speech, and/or language problems caused by impairment 
of the nervous system.
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neuroleptanalgesia  An intense analgesic (loss of 
pain) and amnesic (loss of memory) state produced by the 
combination of narcotic analgesics and neuroleptic (drug 
used to treat psychosis) drugs.

neuroleptics  Medications that block dopamine 
receptors, generally used to treat psychiatric symptoms, 
such as hallucinations, paranoia, and delusions. Includes 
haloperidol (Haldol(TM)), trifluoperazine (Stelazine), 
chlorpromazine (Thorazine(TM)), and loxipine 
(Loxitane(TM)).

neurologic  Pertaining to the brain or nervous system.

neurolysis  The destruction of nerve tissue.

neuroma cutis  A tumor growing from a nerve or made 
up largely of nerve cells and nerve in the skin.

neuroma telangiectodes  A tumor growing from a 
nerve or made up largely of nerve cells and nerve fibers 
containing an excess of blood vessels.

neuromas  A tumor growing from a nerve or made up 
largely of nerve cells and nerve.

neuromodulator  A large group of endogenous 
transmitters, hormones, peptides, or factors that modify 
the actions of neurotransmitters, either facilitating or 
inhibiting them. They usually act by binding to pre- or 
post-synaptic G-protein receptors.

neuromyelitis  Inflammation of a group of nerves 
along with inflammation of the spinal cord.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 341.0,	341.8,	357.0

neurons  Cells which act as sensors for all types of 
stimuli and process and transmit information through 
electrical and chemical impulses to communicate those 
stimuli throughout the body.

neuropathic pain  Pain syndrome in which the 
predominant mechanism is aberrant somatosensory 
processing. May be restricted to pain originating in 
peripheral nerves and nerve roots.

neuropathy  A disease or abnormality of the nervous 
system, especially one affecting the cranial or spinal 
nerves.

There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

neuropeptide  Protein-like molecules made in the 
brain that function as neuro-modulators in the nervous 
system and as hormones elsewhere (e.g., endorphines).

neuroplasty  Surgery to repair or restore nerve tissue.

neurorrhaphy  Suturing of ends of severed nerves.

neurosis  A psychological state characterized by 
excessive anxiety or insecurity, compensated for by various 
defense mechanisms and lacking evidence of neurolgic or 
other organic disease.

neurostimulator  A battery powered device designed 
to deliver electrical stimulation to the brain.

neurosyphilis  A venereal disease, characterized by 
structural and skin lesions, that affects the central nervous 
system.

neutrexin  A drug used for alternate therapy for the 
treatment of moderate-to-severe Pneumocytsis	carninii	
pneumonia	(PCP) in immunocompressed patients, 
including patients with AIDS.

HCPCS II	 J3305

neutropenia  Diminished number of white blood cells 
in the blood.

neutrophilia  Increase in the number of neutrophils 
(white blood cells that destroy microorganisms) in the 
blood.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 288.2

nevus  1) Any congenital skin lesion; a birthmark. 2) A 
benign localized overgrowth of melanin-forming cells 
arising in the skin early in life.

newborn infant  A human during the first four weeks 
after birth.

nicotine patches, legend  A patch placed on the skin which 
releases nicotine into the bloodstream in progressively smaller 
amounts. Assists in quitting smoking by reducing nicotine 
withdrawal symptoms. Also known as Prostep, Nicoderm.

HCPCS II	 S4990

nicotine patches, non-legend  A patch placed on 
the skin which releases nicotine into the bloodstream in 
progressively smaller amounts. Assists in quitting smoking 
by reducing nicotine withdrawal symptoms. Also known 
as Habitrol, Nicotrol.

HCPCS II	 S4991

Nicotrol  A product to assist in quitting smoking by 
introducing nicotine into the bloodstream in progressively 
smaller amounts and reducing nicotine withdrawal 
symptoms. Also known as nicotine patches, non-legend.

HCPCS II	 S4991
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night vision  Visual perception in the darkness of night 
or under conditions of reduced illumination.

Nikaidoh procedure  A surgical procedure to treat 
transposition of the great vessels with ventricular septal 
defect and pulmonary stenosis by harvesting the aortic 
root from the right ventricle; dividing the outlet septum 
and excision the pulmonary valve; reconstructing left 
ventricular outflow tract with the translocated aortic root 
and VSD patch; and reconstructing the right ventricular 
outflow tract with a pericardial patch.

CPT		 33782-33783

nitroglycerin (NTG)  A drug that helps relax and dilate 
arteries, often used to treat cardiac chest pain.

nocturnal amblyopia  Abnormal dimness of vision 
at night.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 264.5,	368.60

nocturnal myoclonus  Nonpathological myoclonus 
(shocklike contractions) jerks occurring as a person is 
falling asleep or is asleep.

nodding spasm  A nodding motion of the head 
accompanied by nystagmus (rapid, involuntary eye 
movement) seen in infants and young children.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 307.3,	345.6x

non-hodgkin’s lymphoma, stage I  This cancer is 
located in a single region, usually one lymph node and the 
surrounding area. Stage I often has no outward symptoms.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 202.80-202.88

non-hodgkin’s lymphoma, stage II  This cancer 
is located in two separate regions, an affected lymph 
node or organ within the lymphatic system and a second 
area. Both affected areas are confined to one side of the 
diaphragm, both above or below.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 202.80-202.88

non-hodgkin’s lymphoma, stage III  This cancer 
is found in lymph node areas on both sides of the 
diaphragm, and may also have spread to the spleen, 
another organ near the lymph nodes, or both.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 202.80-202.88

non-hodgkin’s lymphoma, stage IV  This cancer 
has spread to more than one organ outside the lymph 
system, or to a single organ and distant lymph nodes.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 202.80-202.88

non-invasive procedures  Any diagnostic or 
treatment procedures in which no instrument enters the 
body.

non-segmental instrumentation  Surgical device 
(metal rods, pedicle fixation across one interspace) used 
to stabilize the spine, that is attached at each end of the 
device.

non-small cell lung cancer, stage IA  The tumor is 
in the lung and is only 3 cm or smaller.

non-small cell lung cancer, stage IB  The tumor 
is larger than 3 cm and/or cancer has spread to the main 
bronchus of the lung and is at least 2 cm from the carina, 
where the trachea joins the bronchi. It has spread to the 
innermost layer of the membrane covering the lungs and 
partly blocks the bronchus. Part of the lung has collapsed 
or developed pneumonitis.

non-small cell lung cancer, stage IIA  The tumor 
is 3 cm or smaller and cancer has spread to nearby lymph 
nodes on the same side of the chest.

non-small cell lung cancer, stage IIB  The tumor 
has spread to nearby lymph nodes on the same side of 
the chest and the tumor is larger than 3 cm; the cancer 
has spread to the main bronchus of the lung and is at 
least 2 cm from the carina, where the trachea joins the 
bronchi; and/or the cancer has spread to the innermost 
layer of the pleura. The tumor partly blocks the bronchus 
or bronchioles and part of the lung has collapsed or 
developed pneumonitis.

non-small cell lung cancer, stage III  The cancer 
has spread to other structures near the lung: the lower 
neck, the lymph nodes in the area separating the lungs, or 
the lymph nodes on the opposite side of the chest. Stage 
IIIA may be treated with surgery, whereas IIIB may not.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 162.2-162.9

non-small cell lung cancer, stage IV  The cancer 
has spread to other parts of the body or another lobe of 
the lungs.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 162.2-162.9

nonautogenous  Not from self; belonging to a different 
organism

nonproteogenic  Not leading to the production of 
proteins.
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nonulcer dyspepsia  Impairment of the power or 
function of digestion with symptoms that resemble those 
of peptic ulcers, although no ulcer is detectable.

nonunion  The failure of a fractured bone to heal 
normally.

Norditropin  Drug used in the treatment of growth 
failure, growth hormone deficiency, intestinal disorders, or 
HIV-related weight loss or wasting.

HCPCS II	 J2941

Nordryl Cough  An antihistamine used to treat 
symptoms of allergies and the common cold, such 
as sneezing, runny nose, irritated eyes, rashes, hives, 
nausea, etc. Also used as a mild sedative. Also known as 
diphenhydramine hydrochloride.

HCPCS II	 J1200,	Q0163

normoblastic  Pertaining to a nucleated red blood cell, 
the immediate precursor of a normal red blood cell in 
humans.

normochromia  Normal blood color because of a 
normal amount of hemoglobin (pigment in red blood 
cells) in the red blood cells.

Norplant  A form of birth control that inhibits ovulation 
and alters the cervical mucous and lining, making it 
improbable for fertilization or implantation of an egg to 
occur. Also called levonorgestrel (contraceptive implant 
system, including implants and supplies).

HCPCS II	 J7306

Norzine  Drug used for the relief of nausea and vomiting.
HCPCS II	 J3280,	Q0174

Novarel  A fertility drug used to help conception 
(pregnancy) occur.

HCPCS II	 J0725

Novolin-R  A hormone given to treat diabetes mellitus 
by lowering high glucose levels in the bloodstream. The 
hormone is insulin, which is produced by the pancreas. 
Also known as insulin.

HCPCS II	 J1815

NovoSeven  A medication to treat or prevent bleeding 
episodes in patients with acquired hemophilia, hemophilia 
A or B with inhibitors to factors VIII or Ix, or to patients with 
congenital factor VII deficiency. Given to aid in clotting made 
necessary due to bleeding episodes or medical procedures. 
Also called factor VIIa (antihemophilic factor, recombinant).

HCPCS II	 J7189

noxious  Harmful to living things, injurious to health

NPH  A hormone given to treat diabetes mellitus by 
lowering high glucose levels in the bloodstream. The 
hormone is insulin, which is produced by the pancreas. 
Also known as insulin.

HCPCS II	 J1815

nucleic-acid probe  Fragment that is complementary 
to another nucleic-acid sequence and thus can be used to 
identify complementary segments presents in the nucleic-
acid sequences of various microorganisms.

nucleus pulposus  A semifluid mass of fine white and 
elastic fibers forming the center of an intervertebral disk.

Nuflexxa  A medication given to relieve the pain of 
osteoarthritis of the knee by acting as a joint lubricant. 
Also called hyaluronan (sodium hyaluronate or derivative).

Nulicaine  A local anesthetic used to numb an area of 
the body before surgery and block pain signals within that 
area. Also known as lidocaine hydrochloride.

HCPCS II	 J2001

nulligravida  A woman who has never conceived a 
child.

nurse practitioner  A registered nurse with advanced 
education and clinical training within a specialty area.

Nutropin  Drug used in the treatment of growth failure, 
growth hormone deficiency, intestinal disorders, or HIV-
related weight loss or wasting.

HCPCS II	 J2941

nystagmus  Involuntary rapid movement of the eyeball.

Nytol  An antihistamine used to treat symptoms of 
allergies and the common cold, such as sneezing, runny 
nose, irritated eyes, rashes, hives, nausea, etc. Also used 
as a mild sedative. Also known as diphenhydramine 
hydrochloride.

HCPCS II	 Q0163

Oasis Burn Matrix  A two layer version of the Oasis 
Wound Matrix that allows for longer term application.

HCPCS II Q4103

Oasis Wound Matrix A skin replacement system for 
wounds that is made of small intestine submucosa.

HCPCS II Q4102

O’Beirne’s sphincter  A band of muscle at the junction 
of the sigmoid colon and rectum.
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obesity  The condition of being significantly overweight.

obesity hypoventilation syndrome (OHS)  A 
sleep induced breathing disorder related to both obesity 
and chronic hypoventilation, defined as a BMI ≥30 with 
daytime arterial hypercapnia (elevated CO2 levels), and 
accompanying hypoxemia (decreased blood O2 levels). 

ICD-9-CM Dx	 278.03

obliteration  Complete removal by disease, 
degeneration, surgical procedure and irradiation.

observation status  Outpatient status for short term 
diagnostic testing and monitoring which are reasonable 
and necessary to evaluate an outpatient’s condition in 
order to determine the need for admission to the hospital.

obstipation  Intestinal obstruction; severe constipation.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 306.4,	564.00

obturator  A disk or plate, natural or artificial, that 
closes an opening.

occluded artery  An artery in which the blood flow has 
been impaired by a blockage.

occlusal trauma  Trauma to the teeth, especially where 
the teeth come together.

occlusion  1) Obstruction 2) The trapping of a liquid 
or gas within cavities in a solid or on its surface. 3) The 
relation of the teeth in both jaws when brought together 
in functional contact during activity of the mandible 
(lower jaw). 4) Momentary, complete closure of some 
area in the vocal tract, causing the breath to stop and 
pressure to accumulate.

occult  Concealed or hidden from view.

ochlophobia  An abnormal fear of crowds.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 300.29

Octocaine  A local anesthetic used to numb an area of 
the body before surgery and block pain signals within that 
area. Also known as lidocaine hydrochloride.

HCPCS II	 J2001

octreotide acetate  Drug used to lower substances like 
insulin and glucagon, growth hormone, and chemicals 
that affect digestion. Also used to treat acromegaly and 
reduce watery diarrhea caused by cancerous or vasoactive 
intestinal peptide tumors.

HCPCS II	 J2353,	J2354

ocular  Pertaining to the eye.

ocular dexter (OD)  Right eye.

ocular nystagmus  Jerky, involuntary, rapid, rhythmic 
movement of the eyeball seen in severely reduced vision. 
Also known as amaurotic nystagmus.

oculentum  A special ointment for application to the eye 
that must be free from particles and must be nonirritating 
to the eye. Also known as ophthalmic ointment.

Oculinum  Used for the treatment of cervical dystonia to 
reduce abnormal head position and neck pain caused by 
the muscular spasm. Also injected into the muscles that 
control the eyeball for treating strabismus and the muscles 
of the eyelid for treating blepharospasm associated with a 
condition called dystonia and used for reducing glabellar 
lines in adults 65 years of age or younger.

HCPCS II	 J0585

oculogyric  Of or relating to the turning of the eyeballs 
in the sockets.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 306.7,	378.87

oculus sinister (OS)  Left eye.

oculus uterque (OU)  Refers to either eye or each eye.

odontalgia  A toothache.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 525.9

odontoid  Shaped like a tooth.

odontoma  Any odontogenic (formation of teeth) 
tumor.

odontorrhagia  Profuse bleeding from the socket after 
the extraction of a tooth.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 525.8

odynophagia  Pain on swallowing.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 787.2

oedema  The presents of abnormally large amounts of 
fluid in the intercellular tissue spaces of the body.

oestriasis  Infestation with or disease caused by botflies 
of the genus Oestrus.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 134.0

ofloxacin  An antibiotic given to treat infections of the ear, 
lower respiratory tract, urinary tract, prostate, and skin, as 
well as pelvic inflammatory disease and various sexually 
transmitted diseases. Also called Floxin or Floxin IV.

HCPCS II	 S0034
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olecranon  The large process on the upper end of the 
ulna that projects behind the elbow joint and forms the 
point of the elbow.

oligemia  A deficiency in the amount of blood in the 
body.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 285.9

oligergasia  An outmoded term for mental retardation.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 319

olighidria  Deficiency of sweating or insufficient 
perspiration in certain conditions.

oligocythemia  Deficiency in the total number of red 
blood cells present in the body.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 285.9

oligodactyly  Congenital condition in which some 
fingers or toes are missing.

oligohydrosis  Deficient production and secretion of 
sweat.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 705.0

oligomenorrhea  Abnormally light or infrequent 
menstruation.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 626.1

oligonucleotide ligation assay  A rapid, sensitive, 
and specific method for the detection of known single 
nucleotide polymorphisms in DNA.

oligospermia  Insufficient spermatozoa in the semen.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 606.1

oligotrichia  Presence of less than the normal amount 
of hair.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 704.09,	757.4

oliguria  Diminished amount or infrequent urination.

omalizumab  Drug used to treat adults and children 
over 12 years of age for asthma.

HCPCS II	 J2357

omentectomy  Resection or excision of the omentum 
(a fold of tissue to support the organs).

omentitis  Inflammation of the omentum (one of the 
folds of the peritoneum that connect the stomach with 
abdominal organs).

ICD-9-CM Dx	 567.9

omentopexy  Suture of the omentum (a fold of tissue 
that covers the organs) to the abdominal wall to increase 
arterial circulation.

omentum  A fold or peritoneum (membrane that lines 
the abdominal cavity) supporting the viscera (internal 
organs).

Omnipen-N  Drug used to treat infections caused by 
bacteria.

HCPCS II	 J0290

omphalectomy  Excision of the navel or of a tumor 
connected with it.

CPT	 49250

omphalitis  Inflammation of the navel and surrounding 
parts.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 686.9,	771.3,	771.4

omphalocele  Part of the intestine thrust forward 
through a defect in the abdominal wall at the umbilicus.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 756.72

oncology  Study of tumors.

ondansetron HCl  Drug used to prevent nausea and 
vomiting caused by surgery, chemotherapy, or radiation.

HCPCS II	 J2405,	Q0179

Ontak  Drug used to treat persistent or recurrent T-cell 
lymphoma.

HCPCS II	 J9160

onychia  Inflammation of the nail bed, resulting in loss 
of the nail.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 110.1,	681.02,	681.11,	681.9

oocyte  A cell from which an egg or ovum develops 
by meiosis (process of cell division in reproducing 
organisms); a female gametocyte.

oophorectomy  Excision of one or both ovaries.

oophoritis  Inflammation of an ovary. Also known as 
ovaritis.

opacity  The condition of being opaque (not reflecting light).

open heart surgery  An operation in which the chest 
and heart are opened surgically while the bloodstream is 
diverted through a heart-lung machine.

operculectomy  Removal of the operculum (the 
mucosal flap partially or completely covering an 
unerupted or erupted tooth).

CPT	 41821

operculitis  Inflammation of the gingiva (gums) 
surrounding the crown of the tooth.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 523.30,	523.40
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ophthalmodynamometry  Measurement of the 
blood pressure of the retinal vessels in the eye.

ophthalmology  The study of the eye.

ophthalmomalacia  Abnormal softening of the 
eyeball.

ophthalmomelanosis  Melanotic (pigment color) 
discoloration of the conjunctiva (clear membrane of the 
inner lining of the eyelid) and adjoining tissue.

ophthalmomycosis  Any disease of the eye or its 
appendages caused by a fungus.

ophthalmoscope  A lighted instrument used to 
examine the inside of the eye including the retina (the 
innermost part of the eye that contains the nerves for 
vision) and the optic nerve.

ophthalmoscopy  An examination of the inside of 
the eye using a ophthalmoscope(a lighted viewing 
instrument).

CPT	 92225-92226

opponensplasty  Transfer of a finger flexor (a muscle 
when contracted acts to bend a joint).

opportunistic infection  Infection by an organism 
that does not ordinarily cause disease but becomes 
pathogenic under certain circumstances.

optic neuritis  Inflammation of the optic nerve, 
affecting part of the nerve within the eyeball or the part 
behind the eyeball.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 036.81,	341.0,	377.30

optician  A technician who fits a person for glasses. He/
she does not test for glasses.

optokinetic  Pertaining to movement of the eyes.

optometrist (OD)  A licensed non-physician educated 
to detect eye problems with special emphasis on 
correcting vision. Optometrist does not perform surgery.

Or-Tyl  Used for relief from spasms of the gastrointestinal 
tract, the bladder, and the biliary tract. Also useful in 
controlling conditions such as colitis, spastic bladder, 
diverticulitis, infant colic, renal and biliary colic, peptic 
ulcer, irritable bowel syndrome , splenic flexure syndrome, 
and pancreatitis.

HCPCS II	 J0500

oral cavity  The cavity of the mouth, bounded by the 
jaw bones and associated structures

Oraminic II  Temporarily relieving runny nose, watery 
eyes, sneezing and itchy nose, eyes, and associated with 
hay fever or other allergies.

HCPCS II	 J0945

Orasone  A corticosteroid given to reduce swelling, 
suppress the immune system, and, in some cases, increase 
appetite. It is prescribed to treat many conditions, such as 
asthma, autoimmune, lung, and skin conditions, as well as 
some types of cancer. Also called prednisone.

HCPCS II	 J7506

orbit  The bony cavity containing the eyeball and its 
associated muscles, vessels, and nerves.

orbital abscess  A circumscribed collection of pus 
within the orbit (bony cavity that contains the eyeball).

ICD-9-CM Dx	 376.01

orbitotomy  An incision into the orbit (the cavity 
containing the eyeball).

orchiectomy  Surgical removal of one or both testes. 
Also known as testectomy.

orchiopexy  Surgical freeing of an undescended testicle 
with implantation into the scrotum. Also known as 
cryptorchidopexy.

CPT	 54640,	54650,	54692

orchiotomy  Surgical incision of the testicle.

Orencia  Drug used to treat arthritis.
HCPCS II	 J0129

organic headache  Pain in the head due to intracranial 
disease or other organic disease.

orifice  An opening, especially to a cavity or passage of 
the body; a mouth or vent.

ormazine  Drug used to treat symptoms of certain types 
of mental or emotional conditions. It is also used to control 
hiccups, reduce anxiety and treat nausea and vomiting.

HCPCS II	 J3230,	Q0171,	Q0172

orofacial  Concerning the mouth and face.

orofacial dyskinesia  Involuntary facial movements 
seen in elderly, edentulous (having no teeth), and 
demented patients.

oropharyngeal  Pertaining to the mouth and the throat.

oropharynx cancer, stage I  The tumor is no larger 
than 2 cm and is confined to the oropharynx.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 146.2-146.9
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oropharynx cancer, stage II  The tumor is between 
two and 4 cm (between 0.75 and 1.5 inches) and is 
confined to the oropharynx.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 146.2-146.9	

oropharynx cancer, stage III  The tumor is larger 
than 4 cm and may affect one lymph node on the same 
side of the neck.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 146.2-146.9

oropharynx cancer, stage IV  The tumor has spread 
to the hard palate, tongue, larynx, or nearby lymph nodes, 
and may have spread to other parts of the body.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 146.0-146.9

orphenadrine citrate  Used to help relax certain 
muscles in the body and relieve the stiffness, pain, and 
discomfort caused by strains, sprains, or other injury to 
the muscles. Also used to relieve trembling caused by 
Parkinson’s disease.

HCPCS II	 J2360

orthopantogram  x-ray technique for imaging the 
bones of the jaws and the teeth. Also known as OPG.

CPT	 70355

orthopedics  The medical specialty involved in 
the preservation and restoration of function of the 
muscoskeletal system that includes treatment of spinal 
disorders and peripheral nerve lesions.

orthopnea  Discomfort in breathing that is relieved by 
sitting or standing in an erect position.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 786.02

orthopoxvirus  A genus of poxviridae that has many 
species of viruses. These viruses cause infections and 
rashes.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 059.00

orthoroentgenogram  A radiographic technique for 
showing true dimensions by moving a narrow orthogonal 
beam of x-rays along the length of the structure being 
measured.

orthostatic hypotension  A fall in blood pressure 
associated with dizziness, blurred vision, and sometimes 
syncope (loss of consciousness), occurring upon standing 
or when standing motionless in a fixed position.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 333.0,	458.0

orthotics  The science that deals with the use 
of specialized mechanical devices to support or to 
supplement weakened or abnormal joints or limbs.

orthotopic  In the normal or usual position.

Orthovisc  A medication given to relieve the pain of 
osteoarthritis of the knee by acting as a joint lubricant. 
Also called hyaluronan (sodium hyaluronate or derivative).

os odontoideum  A condition where the dens (a 
toothlike process that projects from the superior surface 
of the body of the axis) is separated from the axis (the 
second cervical vertebrae) body.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 839.00-839.9

Osmitrol  A diuretic that increases urine flow in order to 
relieve swelling from various parts of the body, or to assist 
in ridding the body of toxins. Also called mannitol.

HCPCS II	 J2150

osmotic pressure  The pressure exerted by the flow of 
water through a semipermeable membrane separating 
two solutions with different concentrations of solute.

osseofibrous  Made up of fibrous tissue and bone.

osseointegration  Connection between living bones 
and the surface of a load bearing artificial implant.

osseous survey  Radiologic examination of skeletal 
series.

CPT	 77074-77076

osseous tuberosities  An elevation or protuberance on 
a bone where a muscle is attached.

ossicular chain  The small bones of the middle ear are 
articulated to form a chain for the transmission of sound 
from the tympanic membrane to the oval window.

ossification  The process of forming bone in the body.

ostectomy  Excision of a bone or part of a bone.

osteitis  Inflammation of bone or bony tissue.

osteoarthritis  A form of arthritis, occurring mainly 
in older persons, that is characterized by chronic 
degeneration of the cartilage of the joints. Also known as 
degenerative joint disease.

osteochondritis dissecans  Separation of a portion of 
the joint cartilage and of underlying bone.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 732.7

osteochondrosis  Any of a group of disorders involving 
one or more centers of ossification (bone formation) of 
the bones in children and characterized by degeneration 
or aseptic necrosis (death of cells or tissue occurring in the 
absence of infection) followed by reossification.
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osteoid osteoma  A small, benign but painful, 
circumscribed tumor of spongy bone.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 213.0-213.9

osteoma  A benign (not deadly) tumor of the bone.

osteomalacia  Softening of the bones.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 268.0,	268.2

osteomyelitis  Inflammation of bone caused by 
infection, usually from a pyogenic organism, that may 
remain localized or may spread through the bone to 
involve the marrow, cortex, cancellous tissue, and 
periosteum.

osteonecrosis  Death of cells of the bone.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 730.1x,	733.40

osteopenia  A decrease in bone density that may result 
in osteoporosis.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 733.0,	733.90

osteophytectomy  Surgical removal of bony 
outgrowths.

osteophytes  Bony projections that form along joints, 
often due to the body’s response to a damaged joint’s 
surface (usually due to arthritis) in an attempt to improve 
weight distribution. Also known as bone spurs.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 726.91

osteoplasty  A surgical procedure to repair or alter a 
bone.

CPT	 69300

osteoporosis  A disease in which the bones become 
extremely porous, are subject to fracture, and heal slowly, 
occurring especially in women following menopause and 
often leading to curvature of the spine from vertebral 
collapse.

osteotomy  Incision or transection (cutting through a 
structure) of the bone.

ostiomeatal complex  Site in the middle meatus 
where the frontal and maxillary sinuses normally open 
into the nasal cavity; obstruction predisposes infection in 
the sinus cavities.

ostium  An opening or orifice.

ostomy  An operation to create an artificial opening, or 
stoma, from an area inside the body to the outside.

otacoustic  An instrument to facilitate hearing, as an 
ear trumpet.

othello effect  An effect that occurs in an interrogation 
or Q and A situation where a truthful person may feel 
nervous, anxious, or generally worried that he will not be 
believed. An innocent person may then be perceived as 
untruthful because of behavior that resulted simply from 
being nervous about being perceived as untruthful.

otitis  Inflammation of the ear, which may be marked by 
pain, fever, hearing abnormalities, deafness, and vertigo.

otitis externa  Inflammation or infection of the outer, 
visible part of the ear extending to the auditory canal, the 
portion leading up to the eardrum.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 380.10,	380.14-380.16

otolaryngologist  A specialist in diagnosing and 
treating a variety of disorders of the ear, nose, and throat 
(ENT).

otologist  A specialist in the anatomy, physiology, and 
pathology of the ear.

otoncus  A tumor of the ear.

otoplasty  A type of cosmetic plastic surgery aimed at 
the ears.

otosclerosis  An abnormal growth of bone in the 
middle ear which prevents structures from working 
properly, causing hearing loss.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 387.0-387.9

otoscope  A medical instrument consisting of a 
magnifying lens and light that allows the physician to 
examine the external ear (the auditory meatus and the 
tympanic membrane).

otoscopy  Examination of the ear by means of an 
otoscope,(an instrument consisting of a magnifying lens 
and a light used for examining the interior of the ear).

otosis  Mispronunciation of words resulting from faulty 
hearing.

ototoxic drugs  Drugs that can damage the hearing 
and balance organs located in the inner ear.

out-of-network  Any group of non-participating 
practitioners or other medical providers which do not 
work for or do not contract with a particular health care 
organization.

outlet  A means or route of exit or egress, such as the 
pelvic or thoracic.

ova  A female sex cell or gamete; plural of ovum.
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ovarian  Having to do with the ovaries, the female 
reproductive glands located in the pelvis, one on each side 
of the uterus in which the ova (eggs) are formed.

ovarian ablation  Neutralizing the hormonal activity 
of the ovaries by surgery, radiation therapy, or drug 
treatment.

ovarian cancer, stage I  Cancer is found in one or 
both of the ovaries only and has not spread. One of the 
following may also be true: cancer is found on the outside 
surface of one or both ovaries; the capsule, or outer 
covering of the tumor has ruptured, or cancer cells are 
found in fluid from the peritoneal cavity.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 183.0

ovarian cancer, stage II  Cancer is found in one 
or both ovaries and has spread into one or more of the 
following areas: the uterus, the fallopian tubes, and/or 
other tissues within the pelvis. Cancer cells may be found 
in fluid from the peritoneal cavity.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 183.0

ovarian cancer, stage III  Cancer has spread onto the 
surface of the liver. In stage IIIA, the tumor is found in the 
pelvis with cancer cells on the surface of the peritoneum; 
In stage IIIB, cancer no larger than 2 cm is found on the 
peritoneum; In stage IIIC, cancer on the peritoneum is 
larger than 2 cm and cancer cells may be found in the 
lymph nodes of the abdomen as well.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 183.0

ovarian cancer, stage IV  Cancer is found in one or 
both ovaries and has spread outside the abdomen or to 
the liver.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 183.0

ovarian carcinoma  A malignant abnormal growth 
located on the ovaries.

ovarian cyst  A sac filled with fluid or semi-solid 
material that develops on or within the ovary.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 620.0-620.2

ovarian drilling  A surgical procedure for treating 
multiple cysts in the ovaries due to arrested follicular 
growth. Small holes are drilled into the ovary to reduce 
the cysts that are present in an attempt to regulate the 
menstrual cycle and aid conception.

ovarian endometriosis  Endometrial tissue 
(membrane that lines the uterus) outside the tissue 
involving the ovary, in the form of either small superficial 
islands or epithelial cysts of various sizes.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 617.1

ovarian epithelial cancer  Cancer that occurs in the 
cells lining the ovaries.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 183.0

ovarian failure  The inability of the ovary to respond to 
any gonadotropic hormone stimulation, usually due to the 
absence of oocytes.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 256.2,	256.39

ovarian hyperstimulation syndrome (OHSS)  A 
serious medical condition that occurs when the ovaries 
have been overstimulated and they become enlarged with 
fluid accumulating in the abdomen and lungs.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 256.1

ovarian wedge resection  Surgical removal of a 
wedge-shaped portion of a polycystic ovary in order to 
help ovulation.

ovariolysis  Rupture of the ovaries.

overactive bladder  A chronic medical condition in 
which the large destrusor muscle in the bladder is too 
active, causing frequent, strong and sudden urges to 
urinate even when the bladder is not full.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 596.51

overall survival  The total amount of time that a 
patient survives following treatment, including relapses 
that were successfully retreated. Also known as the 
survival rate.

overcompensation  A conscious or unconscious 
process in which a real or imagined physical or 
psychological deficit generates exaggerated correction.

overdetermination  The idea that a single observed 
effect is determined by multiple causes at once, any 
one of which alone might be enough to account for 
the effect. Originally, a key concept of Sigmund Freud’s 
psychoanalysis.

overexpression  An excess of a particular protein on a 
cell’s surface.

overflow incontinence  Urinary incontinence due to 
pressure of retained urine in the bladder after the bladder 
has contracted to its limits, with dribbling urine.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 788.38
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overlap syndrome  A connective tissue disorder with 
features suggesting more than one type.

oviduct  A slender tube extending from the uterus 
toward the ovary on the same side, for passage of ovas to 
the cavity of the uterus and the usual site of fertilization.

ovulation  The expulsion of a mature egg from its follicle 
in the outer layer of the ovary which usually occurs on 
approximately day 14 of a normal 28-day menstrual cycle.

ovulation induction  The use of hormonal 
medications to stimulate the ovaries to produce several 
mature eggs rather than the single egg that normally 
develops each month; commonly used to aid in the 
collection of multiple eggs for in vitro fertilization (IVF) 
procedures.

ovulatory dysfunction  A group of disorders in which 
ovulation fails to occur or occurs on an infrequent or 
irregular basis.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 256.9

ovulatory failure  Failure of the ovaries to produce or 
release mature eggs. Also known as anovulation.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 628.0

ovum  A mature egg cell released during ovulation from 
an ovary.

oxacillin sodium  Drug used to treat bacterial 
infections by killing the invading bacteria or preventing 
its growth.

HCPCS II	 J2700

oxalate  A salt of oxalic acid that enters the bloodstream 
when it is absorbed by the colon and may cause calcium 
oxalate crystals that lead to kidney stone formation.

oxalate calculus  A urinary calculus (abnormal 
concentration of mineral salt) made of calcium oxalate; 
some have tiny sharp spines and others are smooth.

oxaliplatin  An anticancer drug belonging to the 
platinum compounds.

HCPCS II	 J9263

oxidation  The addition of oxygen or removal of 
hydrogen from an element or compound; the opposite of 
reduction. In the environment, organic matter is oxidized 
to more stable substances.

oxidative metabolism  A chemical process in which 
oxygen is used to make energy from carbohydrates 
(sugars). Also known as aerobic respiration, cell 
respiration, or aerobic metabolism.

oximeter  A monitoring device that measures oxygen 
in the body painlesssly by being placed on the earlobe, 
finger, or toe.

oximetry  A technique used for measuring the amount 
of oxygen in the blood. A noninvasive probe is placed on 
the ear, finger, or forehead and attached to an oximeter 
that transmits a beam of light through the blood vessels to 
determine how much light is absorbed by oxygenated and 
deoxygenated blood.

oxygen  The essential element in the respiration process 
to sustain life; the colorless, odorless gas that makes up 
about 21 percent of the earth’s atmosphere.

oxygen conserver  A device that delivers oxygen to the 
patient only on inhalation rather than continuous flow.

oxygen debt  A cumulative deficiency of oxygen that 
develops in the body during periods of intense activity and 
must be made good when the body activity returns to a 
normal level. In patients with severe pulmonary insufficiency, 
climbing a step or two can be considered intense activity.

oxygen desaturation  A less than normal amount of 
oxygen carried by hemoglobin in the blood; values below 
90% are considered abnormal.

oxygen saturation  The amount of oxygen, or 
hemoglobin, in the blood measured most accurately in 
samples of arterial blood gases. The amount can also be 
reflected in a noninvasive measure such as pulse oximetry; 
normal values are 90%-100%.

oxygen therapy  Administration of any gas, for medical 
purposes, that contains more than 21% oxygen, generally 
administered using oxygen cylinders, oxygen extractors, 
or liquid oxygen tanks. Oxygen therapies alter the body’s 
chemistry to help overcome disease, promote repair, and 
improve overall function.

oxytetracycline HCI  Antibiotic used to treat urinary 
tract infections.

HCPCS II	 J2460

oxytocin  Drug used to help start or continue labor and 
to control bleeding after delivery. Also used to help milk 
secretion in breast-feeding.

HCPCS II	 J2590
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P-value  A statistics term. The p (probability) value 
shows how likely it is that the results of an experiment 
have occurred randomly or by chance. P-value ranges from 
zero to one.

P24 Antigen  A bullet-shaped cord made of another 
protein that surrounds the viral RNA within the envelope 
of HIV.

pacemaker  A small electronic device that is surgically 
implanted in the chest and joined to the heart using 
pacing wires which measure the pulse and regulate the 
heartbeat.

pachyderma  Abnormally thick skin.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 478.5,	478.79,	701.8

pachydermatosis  Abnormally thick skin.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 478.5,	478.79,	701.8

pachyglossia  Enlargement of the tongue.

pachymeningitis  Inflammation of the dura mater or 
outer membrane of the brain.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 098.82,	322.9

pachymetry  Device that uses ultrasound to determine 
the thickness of the cornea (transparent fibrous coat 
covering the eyeball) in any given location.

Pacinian corpuscle  An oval pressure receptor located 
in subcutaneous tissue that consists of concentric layers of 
connective tissue wrapped around an afferent nerve fiber. 
Also called a lamellated corpuscle.

paclitaxel  An anticancer chemotherapy agent 
belonging to the mitotic inhibitors used in the treatment 
of breast, ovarian, and lung cancers, and AIDS-related 
Kaposi’s sarcoma.

paclitaxel protein-bound particles  Used to treat 
cancer of the breast after other treatments have failed

HCPCS II	 J9264

PaCO2  The oxygen tension in the arterial blood.

Paget’s disease  A rare type of breast cancer which 
starts in the ducts and spreads to the skin of the nipple 
and areola.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 154.3,	173.5,	174.0,	731.0

pain  An unpleasant sensory and emotional experience 
associated with actual or potential tissue damage.

pain threshold  The lowest intensity of stimulation at 
which pain is experienced.

painful bladder syndrome  A long-lasting condition 
in which the wall of the bladder becomes inflamed or 
irritated, affecting the amount of urine the bladder can 
hold and causing scarring, stiffening, and bleeding in the 
bladder. Also known as interstitial cystitis.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 595.1

palate  The upper surface of the mouth that separates 
the oral and nasal cavities.

palatopharyngoplasty  The surgical resection of 
unnecessary palatal and oropharyngeal tissue to open the 
airway; intended to cure extreme cases of snoring.

palatoplasty  Surgery of the palate to restore form and 
function.

CPT	 42200-42225

palifermin  A medication given to lessen some of the 
side effects, such as mouth ulcerations, caused by certain 
forms of chemotherapy. Also called Kepivance.

HCPCS II	 J2425

palindromic rheumatism  A condition characterized 
by intermittent episodes of arthritis with articular or 
periarticular pain, often with redness. The pain may be 
intense but rarely lasts longer than two or three days and 
resolves completely with no sequelae.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 719.30-719.39

palliative therapy  Treatment given to relieve 
discomfort and pain caused by advanced cancer and to 
improve quality of life, but not alter the course of the 
disease.

pallidotomy  A surgical procedure in which a part of 
the brain, called the globus pallidus, is lesioned in order to 
improve symptoms of tremor, rigidity, and bradykinesia.

palmoplantar pustulosis  Irritation of the skin 
producing raised pus filled bumps on either the hands or 
feet or both.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 686.9

palonosetron HCI  Used to prevent nausea and 
vomiting associated with cancer chemotherapy.

HCPCS II	 J2469

palpate  To examine by touching, feeling, or pressing on 
the body surface of the body.

palpation  Use of the fingers to press body surfaces to 
examine by feeling tissues and organs.
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palpebral fissure  The longitudinal opening between 
the upper and lower eyelids.

palpitation  A sensation of rapid or irregular heart beat.

palsy  Paralysis of a muscle or group of muscles often 
accompanied by loss of feeling and uncontrolled body 
movements, such as shaking.

pamidronate  A drug belonging to the 
bisphosphonates used to treat hypercalcemia and cancer 
that has spread to the bone.

pamidronate disodium  Used to prevent and to treat 
osteoporosis in women after the menopause.

HCPCS II	 J2430

panacea  A remedy for all ills or diseases. A cure-all.

panarteritis  Simultaneous inflammation of a number 
of arteries.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 437.4,	446.0

pancarditis  Inflammation of the heart.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 391.8,	398.99,	429.89

pancoast tumor  Non-small cell lung cancer that 
originates in the upper portion of the lung and extends to 
other nearby tissues such as the ribs and vertebrae. Also 
known as a pulmonary sulcus tumor.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 162.3

Pancoast’s suture  In plastic surgery, union of two 
edges by a tongue-and-groove arrangement.

pancolectomy  Excision of the entire colon.

pancolitis  Ulcerative colitis (inflammation of the colon) 
that involves entire colon.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 556.6

pancreas  A large elongated gland behind the stomach, 
between the spleen and duodenum. Its external secretion 
contains digestive enzymes and internal secretion is 
insulin.

pancreatalgia  Pain arising from the pancreas or felt in 
or near the region of the pancreas.

pancreatectomy, total  Surgery to remove the entire 
pancreas; performed as a final option in severe pancreatic 
cancer or disease cases.

pancreatemphraxis  Obstruction in the pancreatic 
duct, causing selling of the gland.

pancreatic cancer, stage I  Cancer is found in the 
pancreas only. Stage I is divided into stage IA and stage 
IB based on tumor size. In stage IB, the tumor is no larger 
than 2 cm and in stage IB, the tumor is larger than 2 cm.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 157.0-157.9

pancreatic cancer, stage II  Stage II is divided into 
stage IIA and IIB, based on where the cancer has spread. 
In stage IIA, cancer has spread to nearby tissue and organs 
but not to nearby lymph nodes. In stage IIB, cancer has 
spread to nearby lymph nodes and may have spread to 
nearby tissue and organs.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 157.0-157.9

pancreatic cancer, stage III  Cancer has spread to the 
lymph nodes or major blood vessels near the pancreas.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 157.0-157.9

pancreatic cancer, stage IV  In stage IVA, the cancer 
has spread to organs near the pancreas. In stage IVB, 
cancer has spread to organs far away from the pancreas.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 157.0-157.9

pancreatic duct  Part of a system of drainage through 
which pancreatic juices containing enzymes are released 
into the small intestine.

pancreatic enzymes  Proteins released by the 
pancreas that help break down food during the digestive 
process.

pancreatic juices  Fluids made by the pancreas that 
contain proteins and enzymes that aid in digestion.

pancreatic ranula  A retention cyst of the pancreatic 
duct.

pancreatitis  Inflammation of the pancreas that may 
cause intense, persistent pain in the abdomen, nausea, 
constipation, and jaundice.

pancreatography  Radiographic visualization of the 
pancreatic ducts following the injection of radiopaque 
material into the collecting system.

pancreatojejunostomy  The surgical formation of an 
artificial opening between the jejunum and a pancreatic 
duct, cyst, or fistula.

pancreatotomy  A surgical incision of the pancreas.

pancytopenia  An abnormal decrease in the 
concentration of the three major blood cell types: red cells, 
white cells, and platelets.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 284.09,	284.1
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pandemic  A disease of epidemic proportions 
throughout an extensive region, country, or continent.

panel reactive antibody (PRA)  A measurement of 
immune system activity in the body; the PRA is higher 
when more antibodies are being produced.

Panglobulin  Given to increase the ability of the body 
to fight off infection in patients with weakened immune 
systems. Also used to treat idiopathic thrombocytopenic 
purpura by increasing the platelet count to treat or prevent 
excessive bleeding.

HCPCS II	 J1566

Panhematin  A medication to treat acute intermittent 
porphyrias (blood disorders) associated with the 
menstrual cycle, including pain, mental changes, high 
blood pressure, and rapid heartbeat. Also called hemin.

HCPCS II	 J1640

panhypogonadism  Undevelopment of all the genital 
tissues with decreased functional activities of the gonads 
(an ovary or testis).

ICD-9-CM Dx	 257.2

panhypopituitarism  Complete pituitary gland failure.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 253.2,	253.3

panic attacks  A period of intense fear or discomfort, 
typically with an abrupt onset and usually lasting no more 
than 30 minutes. Panic attacks are very sudden, appear to 
be unprovoked, and often are disabling.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 300.01,	300.21

panmycin  A drug used to treat respiratory infections 
due to Hemophilus influenza, Streptococcus pneumonia, 
or Mycoplasma pneumonia. Also used to treat 
nongonococcal urethritis, Rocky Mountain Spotted Fever, 
typhus, chancroid, cholera, brucellosis, anthrax, syphilis, 
acne, and Helicobacter	pylori infections.

HCPCS II	 J0120

panmyelophthisis  Replacement of hemopoietic 
(formation of blood cells) tissue in the bone marrow 
by abnormal tissue, usually fibrous tissue or malignant 
tumors.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 284.2,	284.81,	284.9

panniculectomy  Excision of superficial fat of the 
abdomen.

panniculitis  An inflammatory reaction of the 
subcutaneous fat characterized by the development of 
single or multiple cutaneous nodules and may involve the 
connective tissue septa between the fat lobes or the fat 
lobules. Also known as adipositis.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 562.82,	723.6,	724.8,	729.30,	729.31,	
729.39

pannus  1) A membrane of granulation tissue covering 
the normal surface of the articular cartilage in rheumatoid 
arthritis. 2) A membrane of granulation tissue covering 
the normal surface of the cornea in trachoma (viral 
disease).

panophthalmitis  Inflammation of all structures or 
tissues of the eye.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 360.02

pansinusitis  Inflammation of all paranasal (adjacent to 
the nasal sinuses) sinuses on one or both sides.

pantalar  All of the talus (ankle) joint.

pantoprazole sodium  A drug used to decrease the 
amount of acid in the stomach.

HCPCS II	 C9113

panuveitis  Inflammation of the entire uveal 
(pigmented layer of the eye) tract.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 360.11,	360.12

PaO2  Partial pressure of oxygen in arterial blood.

Papanicolaou (PAP) smear  A sample of secretions 
and superficial cells scraped from the uterus, cervix, or 
vagina and examined under a microscope to detect any 
abnormal cells.

papaverine HCl  Used to treat problems resulting from 
poor blood circulation.

HCPCS II	 J2440

papillary muscle  A group of heart muscles that 
limit the movements of the mitral and tricuspid valves, 
preventing them from being everted.

papillary thyroid carcinoma  Cancer that develops 
from cells in the thyroid and forms small finger-like 
projections. The most common type of thyroid cancer, it 
is slow-growing, usually curable by surgery, and is more 
common in women than men, often developing before 
age 40.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 193
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papillary tumor  A tumor shaped like a small 
mushroom, with a stem attached to the epithelial layer 
(inner lining) of an organ.

papillectomy  Surgical removal of any papilla (small 
projection of tissue).

CPT	 46220,	46230

papilledema  Odema (large amounts of fluid) of the 
optic disk (papilla), most commonly due to increased 
intracranial pressure, malignant hypertension, or 
thrombosis of the central retinal vein.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 377.00-377.03

papillitis  Inflammation of the optic papilla (disc).

papillomata  A small epithelial tumor, such as a wart, 
consisting of an overgrowth of cells on a core of smooth 
connective tissue.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 102.1

papillomatosis  The development of numerous 
papillomas, or papillary tumors; papillary projections of 
the epidermis forming a microscopically udulating surface.

papillomavirus  A virus that commonly causes warts 
on many parts of the body.

papillotomy  Incision into the major duodenal papilla (a 
small nipple-like projection or elevation on the beginning 
of the small intestine).

papular  A condition marked by small, solid, usually 
inflammatory, elevations of the skin that are similar to 
chicken pox; relating to papules (small, circumscribed, 
solid elevations on the skin involving predominantly the 
epidermis or the dermis).

papular urticaria  A hypersensitivity reaction to insect 
bites, manifested by small papules and swellings, which 
may become infected because of rubbing and excoriation 
(the skin is rubbed off).

ICD-9-CM Dx	 698.2

papule  A small, circumscribed, solid, elevated lesion of 
the skin.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 103.0,	216.3,	709.8

papulosquamous  Relating to an eruption composed 
of papules (elevated lesion of the skin) and scales.

parabiosis  The union of two individuals, as conjoined 
twins.

paracentesis  Surgical puncture or tapping of a fluid-
filled body cavity, especially the abdomen, with hollow 
needle trocar (sharp pointed instrument) to withdraw 
fluid.

paracervical  Adjacent to the uterine cervix.

paraganglioma  A tumor of the tissue composing the 
paraganglia (roundish body containing chromaffin cells 
found near the aorta and near the organs).

ParaGard  Intrauterine contraception used to prevent 
pregnancy.

HCPCS II	 J7300

Paragarel T380A  Intrauterine contraception used to 
prevent pregnancy.

HCPCS II	 J7300

parageusia  A disordered or abnormal sense of taste.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 306.7,	781.1

parakeratosis  Retention of nerve cells of the outermost 
layer of the skin.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 690.8,	696.2

parallel distributed processing model  A model 
which states that information is processed simultaneously 
by several different parts of the memory system, rather 
than sequentially as previously hypothesized. Facts or 
images are distributed to all parts in the memory system 
at once.

paralysis agitans  A degenerative disorder of 
the central nervous system characterized by tremor 
and impaired muscular coordination. Also known as 
Parkinson’s disease.

paralytic ileus  Loss of movement in the small 
intestine, resulting in gas and fluid build-up, that can 
occur in the early stages after a spinal cord injury.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 560.1

paramedian forehead flap  A type of graft taken 
from the forehead used in nasal reconstruction.

CPT	 15731

paramenia  A disorder or irregularly of menstruation.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 626.9

parametritis  Inflammation of connective tissue 
adjacent to the uterus.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 614.3,	614.4,	670.00-670.04

parametrium  The connective tissue located on the 
pelvic floor around the uterus.
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paramolar  An extra tooth lying among, lingual (tooth 
surface next to the tongue), or buccal (toward the cheek) 
to the upper or lower molars.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 520.1,	524.31

paramyloidosis  A condition resulting from the 
abnormal accumulation of amyloidlike proteins in tissues.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 277.3

paramyotonia  A disease marked by tonic spasms 
due to disorder of muscular tonicity (normal firmness), 
especially a hereditary and congenital affection.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 359.29

paramyotonia congenita  A hereditary disease 
marked by tonic (continous tension) spasms in which 
the precipitating factor is cold exposure, it is aggravated 
by activity, and only the proximal muscles of the limbs, 
eyelids, and tongue are affected.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 359.29

paranasal sinuses  Air cavities within the the facial 
bones, lined by mucous membranes similar to those in 
other parts of the airways.

paraneoplastic syndrome  A group of symptoms 
that may develop when substances released by cancer 
cells disrupt the normal function of surrounding cells and 
tissue.

paranoia  Extreme, irrational distrust of others.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 290.20,	291.5,	297.1,	297.8

paranoid ideation  Ideation, of less than delusional 
proportions, involving suspiciousness or the belief that 
one is being harassed, persecuted, or unfairly treated.

parapharyngeal  The upper part of the pharynx 
(throat).

paraphasia  The loss of power to speak correctly. 
Words are substituted while words and sentences are also 
jumbled in such a way as to make speech unintelligible.

paraphilia  A mental health term used to indicate 
sexual arousal in response to objects or situations which 
may interfere with the capacity for reciprocal affectionate 
sexual activity.

paraphimosis  A condition in which the prepuce 
(covering fold of skin on the penis), after being retracted 
behind the glans penis (the head of the penis), is 
constricted there, and can not be brought forward into 
place again.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 099.0,	605

paraphrenia  A form of schizophrenia characterized by 
delusions; symptoms may include anger and anxiety and 
aloofness and doubts about gender identity; unlike other 
types of schizophrenia the patients are able to function in 
a normal manner.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 295.3x,	297.2

Paraplatin  Used to treat ovarian cancer and many other 
types of cancer.

HCPCS II	 J9045

paraplegia  Paralysis of the lower half of the body, most 
often the cause of trauma.

parapoxvirus  A genus of poxviridae that cause skin 
infections and may be contracted by contact.

ICD-9-CM Dx 059.1x

parapsoriasis  A chronic skin condition of unknown 
origin with erythematous, papular, and scaling lesions 
appearing in persistent and often enlarging plaques.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 696.2

parasite  An organism that lives on or in a host 
organism, deriving nourishment from the host, which is 
another living organism.

parasomnia  A type of disorder characterized by 
abnormal behavioral or physiological events occurring in 
association with sleep, specific sleep stages, or sleep-wake 
transitions and includes nightmares, sleepwalking, sleep 
terror disorder, rhythmic movement disorder, and REM 
behavior disorder.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 291.82,	292.85,	307.47,	327.40,	327.44,	
327.49

paraspadias  A congenital defect of the penis in which 
the urethra (duct in which urine is discharged) opens to 
one side of the normal opening.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 752.69

paraspinal  Pertaining to the area around the spine.

parasympathetic nervous system  One division of 
the autonomic nervous system, which acts in opposition 
to the fight or flight response. The parasympathetic nerves 
are primarily concerned with activities of resting and 
digesting and act on the intestines to increase activity, 
relax sphincter muscles, slow heart rate and breathing, 
and lower blood pressure.

parathyroid  Situated beside the thyroid gland.
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parathyroidectomy  Surgical removal of the 
parathyroid glands.

CPT	 60500-60505

paravaginal  Pertaining to the area around the vagina.

parenchyma  The essential or functional elements of 
an organ.

parent  A radionuclide that yields yet another nuclide 
upon decay.

parenteral  Taken into the body in a way other than the 
normal oral digestive tract route, such as intravenously, 
subcutaneously, or intramuscularly, not by mouth.

parenteral diarrhea  Diarrhea due to infections 
outside the gastrointestinal tract.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 009.2

paresis  Slight or incomplete paralysis.

paresthesias  Abnormal touch sensations, such as 
burning or prickling, that occur without an outside 
stimulus.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 355.1,	782.0

paricalcitol  A man-made form of vitamin D used 
to reduce or prevent high parathyroid hormone (PTH) 
levels in people with chronic kidney failure that works 
by blocking the formation and release of parathyroid 
hormone (PTH).

HCPCS II	 J2501

parietal lobe  The division of the cerebral hemisphere 
lying behind the frontal lobe which receives and processes 
sensations of touch including pain, heat, cold, pressure, 
size, shape, and texture.

Parkinson’s Disease  A progressive nervous disease 
occurring most often after the age of 50, associated with 
the destruction of the brain cells that produce dopamine 
( a neurotransmitter in the brain) and characterized by 
muscular tremor, slowing of movement, partial facial 
paralysis, a distinct gait (a certain way of moving the 
foot) and posture, and weakness. Also known as paralysis 
agitans.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 332.0

parkinsonian tremor  The resting tremor seen with 
parkinsonism, consisting of slow regular movements of 
the hands and sometimes the legs, neck, face, or jaw; it 
typically stops upon voluntary movement of the part and 
is intensified by stimuli such as cold, fatigue, and strong 
emotions.

parlodel  A dopamine receptor agonist used to reduce 
levels of prolactin in patients with hyperprolactinemia. 
This nonhormonal medication suppresses galactorrhea 
and re-establishes normal ovulation and menstrual cycles 
in cases of galactorrhea and amenorrhea.

parodontitis  Gum disease, gingivitis.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 523.4

paromomycin  An antibiotic used to treat intestinal 
infections. Also known as Humatin.

paronychia  A skin infection of the cuticles and tissue 
surrounding the nail of a finger or toe.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 017.0x,	112.3,	681.02,	681.11,	681.9

parosmia  Any disease or perversion of the sense of 
smell, especially the subjective perception of odors that 
do not exist.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 306.7,	781.1

parotid gland  The largest of the salivary glands located 
on each side of the face below and in front of the ear.

parotiditis  Inflammation of the parotid glands, as in 
mumps. Also known as parotitis.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 072.9,	527.2

paroxetine hydrochloride  An antidepressant of the 
selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor type used in the 
treatment of depression, obsessive-compulsive, and panic 
disorder.

paroxysmal  Recurring sudden attacks of symptoms.

pars plana  The flattened back portion of the ciliary 
body.

pars planitis  Inflammation of the pars plana of the 
ciliary body.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 363.21

partial cystectomy  The removal of a portion of 
bladder tissue, particularly to remove cancer or tumor 
cells. Also known as segmental cystectomy.

partial remission  The shrinking, but not complete 
disappearance, of a tumor or cancerous growth or 
behavior in response to therapy. Also known as partial 
response.

partial seizure  Any seizure due to a lesion in a specific, 
known area of the cerebral cortex.
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partial zona dissection  A predecessor to intra 
cytoplasmic sperm injection (ICSI) in which a small hole 
is made in the gelatinous coating of the egg using a small 
glass needle to assist sperm in reaching the outer egg 
membrane.

partial-thickness graft  A skin graft of the epidermis 
(the outer layer of the skin) and part of the dermis (the 
sensitive connective tissue layer located below the 
epidermis). Also known as split-thickness graft.

CPT	 15100-15121

participating provider  A provider who contracts 
with a health insurance plan to provide medical services.

Partsch’s operation  A technique for marsupilization 
(surgical alteration of a cyst) of a dental cyst.

parturifacient  An agent that facilitates or induces 
labor.

parvovirus  A virus that behaves like rubella and may 
cause arthritis in adults, mainly females, and erythema 
infectiosum. Also known as Fifth disease or slapped cheek 
syndrome in children.

passive antibody therapy  Treatment with injections 
of antibodies made in another animal or in the laboratory.

passive HIV immunotherapy  Process in which 
individuals with advanced disease (who have low levels 
of HIV antibody production) are infused with plasma rich 
in HIV antibodies or an immunoglobulin concentrate 
(HIVIG) from such plasma. The plasma is obtained from 
asymptomatic HIV positive individuals with high levels of 
HIV antibodies.

passive immunity  Temporary immunity that provides 
protection against disease through antibodies produced 
by another human being or animal. Passive immunity 
is effective, but protection is generally limited and 
diminishes over a short period of time.

passive immunization  The administration of pre-
formed antibodies or antitoxins for temporary immunity 
protection.

passive incontinence  Urinary or fecal incontinence in 
which the bladder or colon is full and cannot be emptied 
in the usual way but can be induced by pressure.

patch  A flat, circumscribed discoloration of skin or 
mucous membrane greater than 1.0 cm in diameter.

patellar dislocation  Instability of the patello-femoral 
joint, whereby the patella usually dislocates laterally.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 755.64,	826.3,	826.4

patellar tendinitis  Inflammatory condition of the 
patellar ligament, usually due to overuse.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 726.64

patellectomy  The surgical removal of the patella 
(kneecap).

patello-femoral dysfunction  Pain that occurs at 
the articulation between the patella (kneecap) and the 
underlying femur.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 719.47

patent  The condition of being open, unobstructed, 
or not closed, referring to the lumen of tubes, ducts, or 
vessels.

patent ductus arteriosus (PDA)  A condition 
in which the connecting blood vessel between the 
pulmonary artery and the aorta in fetal circulation stays 
open in a newborn.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 747.0

patent foramen ovale  A hole in the septum (wall) 
between the right and left atria of the heart.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 745.5

paternal leukocyte immunization (PLI)  A 
purified preparation of a male’s white blood cells that are 
administered intradermally into a woman to increase her 
fetal blocking antibodies.

pathergy  Sterile pustule formation at the site of sterile 
needle puncture.

pathogen  A microorganism or other agent that causes 
disease.

pathogenesis  The development of disease; specifically 
the cellular events, reactions, and mechanisma occurring 
in the development of disease.

pathognomonic  Characteristic of a particular disease 
or medical condition; denotes a factor distinguishing it 
from other diseases.

pathological  Relating to or caused by disease.

pathology  The scientific study of the nature of 
disease and its causes, processes, development, and 
consequences.
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pathophysiologic  Characteristic derangement, 
changes, or alteration in function seen in a disease 
process.

patient-controlled analgesia (PCA)  A system used 
for administering pain-killing drugs in which the amount 
of drug delivered is controlled by the patient.

patulous  Patent, open, or unobstructed.

pauciarticular  Refers to an arthropathy that affects 
four or less joints.

Pavagen  A medication which causes the blood vessels 
to widen and allow increased blood flow to treat problems 
associated with poor circulation, such as certain heart 
conditions. May also be used to regulate heartbeat. Also 
called papaverine hydrochloride.

HCPCS II	 J2440

Pavlovian conditioning  Elicitation of a response by 
a stimulus that normally does not elicit that response, 
mediated primarily by the autonomic nervous system, 
such as salivation or change in heart rate.

PDA Ligation  Surgical closure of the ductus arteriosus.

peak experiences  Sudden feelings of intense 
happiness and well-being, possibly the awareness of an 
ultimate truth and the unity of all things. A feeling of 
being in harmony, one with the world, interconnected. A 
term described by Abraham Maslow in Maslow’s hierarchy 
of needs.

peak expiratory flow rate (PEFR)  A test used to 
measure how fast air is being exhaled from the lungs.

peak flow meter (PFM)  A small hand-held device 
that measures how fast air is being exhaled from the 
lungs, used as part of an asthma home-monitoring plan.

peak flow monitoring  A measure of lung function.

pectenitis  Inflammation of the sphincter muscle of 
the anus.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 569.49

pectural muscle  Either of the two large muscles of 
the chest.

pectus carinatum  A condition of the chest in which 
the sternum is prominent, due to obstruction of infantile 
(pertaining to an infant) respiration or to rickets. Also 
known as pigeon chest.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 268.0,	738.3,	754.82

pectus excavatum  A congenital deformity in which 
the sternum is depressed. Also known as funnel breast.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 268.0,	738.3,	754.81

pedatrophia  A wasting of flesh without fever or 
apparent disease.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 261

pediatric nurse practitioner (NP)  An advanced 
practice nurse with an advanced nursing degree and 
special training with significant attention to child behavior 
and development.

pediatrics  The branch of medicine that deals with 
diagnosis, treatment, and prevention of diseases in infants 
and children.

pedicle flap  A surgical flap sustained by a blood-
carrying stem from the donor site during transfer.

pediculosis  The state of being infested with lice.

pedophilia  The act or fantasy on the part of an adult of 
engaging in sexual activity with a child or children.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 302.2

pedorthist  A health care professional who specializes 
in custom-made shoes or orthotics fitted for people with 
disabilities or deformities.

pedunculotomy  The surgical section of the cerebral 
peduncle.

pegademase bovine  Used to treat children who do 
not have a properly developed immune system because of 
a lack of ADA in the body.

HCPCS II	 J2504

pegaptanib sodium  Used to treat age-related 
macular (opaque spot on the cornea) degeneration by 
reducing the protein on the eye that causes swelling and 
blood vessel changes leading to macular degeneration 
and blindness. Also called Macugen.

HCPCS II	 C9128,	J2503

pelade  Patchy baldness.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 704.01

peliosis  Any of several blood diseases causing 
subcutaneous bleeding.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 287.x

Pelligrini-Steida disease  Pain and calcification at 
the femoral site of attachment of the medial collateral 
ligament of the knee following injury.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 726.62
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pelvic cavity  The space within the walls of the pelvis.

pelvic floor muscles  Muscles at the base of the pelvis, 
which help support the bladder, uterus, urethra, vagina, 
and rectum.

pelvic peritonitis  Inflammation of the peritoneum 
(serous membrane that lines the wall of the abdomen) 
surrounding the uterus and the fallopian tubes.

pelvilithotomy  Surgical removal of a renal calculus 
(kidney stone) through an incision in the renal pelvis. Also 
known as pyelolithotomy.

CPT	 50130

pelvimetry  Evaluation of the size of the birth canal or 
pelvis.

pelviperitonitis  Inflammation of the peritoneum 
(membrane that lines the wall of the abdomen) 
surrounding the uterus and the fallopian tubes. Also 
known as pelvic peritonitis.

pelvis  The bowl-shaped bone that supports the spine, 
holds the digestive, urinary, and reproductive organs, and 
connects to the legs.

pemetrexed  Used in the treatment of mesothelioma, a 
form of lung cancer associated with exposure to asbestos.

HCPCS II	 J9305

pemphigoid  A chronic and relatively benign 
subepidermal blistering disease usually of the elderly and 
without histopathologic acantholysis.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 694.5,	694.60-694.61

pemphigus  Any of several acute or chronic skin 
diseases characterized by groups of itching blisters.

pendulous  Hanging loosely; dependent.

penicillin G benzathine  Used as an antibiotic used to 
treat a variety of bacterial infections.

HCPCS II	 J0561

penicillin G benzathine and penicillin G 
procaine  Used in treating infections caused by bacteria.

HCPCS II	 J0558

penicillin G procaine  Drug used to treat bacterial 
infections.

HCPCS II	 J2510

penicillin G procaine, aqueous  Drug used to treat 
infections caused by bacteria.

HCPCS II	 J2510

penitis  Inflammation of the penis. Also known as 
phallitis.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 607.2

penostitis  Inflammation of the fibrous covering (outer 
layer) of a bone.

pentadactyl  Having five fingers or toes on each hand 
or foot.

pentamidine (Pentam)  A drug primarily given 
for prevention and treatment of Pneumocystis	carinii	
pneumonia	(PCP), a type of pneumonia often seen in 
people with HIV infection.

pentazocine HCl  A pain reliever also used to help 
anesthetic work better, relieve coughing, and help control 
dependence on heroin or other narcotics.

HCPCS II	 J3070

Pepcid  A medication that reduces the amount of 
acid in the stomach. Used in the treatment of ulcers, 
gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD), and other 
conditions that cause excess stomach acid. Also called 
famotidine.

HCPCS II	 S0028

pepsin  An enzyme produced in the stomach that breaks 
down proteins and aids in digestion.

peptic  Relating to digestion or the enzyme pepsin.

peptic ulcer  An ulceration of the mucous membrane of 
the esophagus, stomach, or duodenum, due to action of 
the acid gastric juice.

peptic ulcer disease  A disease characterized by ulcers 
or breakdown in the inner lining (mucosa) of the stomach 
or duodenum, the part of the small intestine closest to the 
stomach.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 533.00-533.91

perception  The process of acquiring, interpreting, 
selecting, and organizing sensory information.

perception hearing  Process of knowing or being 
aware of information through the ear.

percuss  To strike or tap firmly with the fingers, used to 
map out the area of an organ and detect possible changes 
in tissue consistency.

percutaneous  A route of introduction passing through 
the skin, such as injection or absorption.
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percutaneous epididymal sperm aspiration  A 
sperm recovery technique in which a fine needle is passed 
through the skin of the scrotum and into the epididymal 
coiled tubing outside the testicles that store sperm where 
they are withdrawn using gentle suction.

percutaneous intradiscal annuloplasty  The 
application of radiofrequency energy through a catheter 
into a disc annulus or nucleus to treat low back pain 
arising from annular tears and other disc derangement by 
denaturing the collagen fibers, sealing annular fissures, 
and stabilizing the disc.

CPT		 22526,	22527,	22899		

percutaneous nephrolithotomy  A method of 
removing kidney stones that are too large to pass, using a 
small scope placed through an incision in the side of the 
abdomen.

percutaneous transhepatic cholangiography  A 
procedure to x-ray the hepatic and common bile ducts by 
injecting a contrasting agent into the liver or bile duct, and 
then using x-ray to find the point of obstruction.

percutaneous transluminal coronary 
angioplasty (PTCA)  A technique to treat heart disease 
and chest pain by use of a small balloon on the tip of a 
catheter, which is inserted into one of the blood vessels 
that supply the heart, usually through a puncture site in 
the groin or arm, and then inflated to dilate, or open up, 
an area of arterial blockage and permit increased blood 
flow into the heart.

perennial allergic rhinitis  An allergic condition 
with symptoms similar to hay fever but which occurs year 
round.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 477.9

perflutren lipid microsphere  Used to make the 
heart easier to see during certain diagnostic procedures.

HCPCS II	 Q9957

perforated eardrum  A tympanic membrane with a 
hole or tear in it that can interfere with normal hearing 
and cause other ear problems.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 384.20-384.25

perforating ulcer  Ulcer involving the entire thickness 
of an organ or of the wall of an organ creating an opening 
on both surfaces.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 533.5x,	707.9

perforation  An abnormal opening in a hollow organ or 
viscus (interior organ), made by rupture or injury.

performance status  A measure of how well a patient 
is able to perform ordinary tasks and carry out daily 
activities.

perfusion  1) The act of pouring over or through, 
especially the passage of a fluid through a vessels of a 
specific organ. 2) A liquid poured over or through an organ 
or tissue.

perfusion magnetic resonance imaging  A type 
of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) used to check the 
flow of blood to normal and diseased tissue.

perfusion scan  A test to determine the status of blood 
flow to an organ.

Pergonal (hMG)  Human menopausal gonadotrpin 
(hMG); a drug used to stimulate ovulation, containing 
equal amounts of luteininzing hormone and follicular 
stimulating hormone.

Pergonal (menotropins)  An extract of human 
postmenopausal urine containing hormones that can be 
used to produce ovulation and superovulation.

periangiitis  Inflammation surrounding the adventitia 
(membranous outer covering of an organ) or the tissue 
surrounding a blood vessel or lymphatic vessel. Also 
known as perivasculitis.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 446.0

periarteritis  Inflammation of the outer coat of an 
artery.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 446.0

periarthritis  Inflammation of the tissues surround a 
joint.

pericardectomy  Surgical removal of all or part of the 
pericardium (the double-walled sac that contains the 
heart and the roots of the great vessels).

CPT	 32660,	33030-33031

pericardial  Located around the heart or relating to or 
affecting the pericardium.

pericardiocentesis  The use of a needle to withdraw 
fluid from the membrane that surrounds the heart.

pericardiostomy  Surgical construction of an opening 
into the pericardium (the sac around the heart).

CPT	 33015

pericardiotomy  A surgical incision into the 
pericardium.
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pericarditis  Inflammation of the membrane that 
surrounds the heart.

There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

pericardium  The outer fibrous sac that surrounds the 
heart.

pericatheter  Catheter place in the urethra (duct that 
drains urine from the bladder) through the bladder to 
drain urine

CPT	 51701-51703

pericementitis  Inflammatory reaction of the 
peridontium (the tissue supporting the teeth).

ICD-9-CM Dx	 523.30,	523.40

perichondritis  Inflammation of the perichondrium 
(the fibrous membrane of connective tissue covering 
cartilage except at the ends of joints).

pericolic  Surrounding or encircling the colon.

pericolitis  Inflammation around the colon, especially 
of its peritoneal (membrane that lines the abdominal 
wall) coat.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 569.89

pericoronitis  Inflammation of the gingiva (gums) 
surrounding the crown of the tooth.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 523.30,	523.40

pericystitis  Inflammation of the tissue surrounding the 
urinary bladder.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 595.9

periductal mastitis  Inflammation of the tissues of the 
ducts of the mammary glands.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 610.4

perifolliculitis  Inflammation around the hair follicles.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 704.8

perilymph fistula  Leakage of inner ear fluid to 
the middle ear that occurs without apparent cause or 
is associated with head trauma, physical exertion, or 
barotrauma.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 388.8

perimastitis  Inflammation of the fibrous tissue around 
the breast.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 615.9

perimenopausal  The time of a woman’s life when 
menstrual periods become irregular; refers to the time 
near menopause.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 627.2

perimetritis  An inflammation of the uterus and its 
peritoneal covering.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 615.9

perimetrium  The third layer of the uterus; the serous 
layer composed mainly of loose connective tissue, 
containing a large number of lymphatic vessels.

perimetry  Method of charting the extent of a stationary 
eye’s field of vision with test objects of various sizes and 
light intensities.

perinatologist  A physician, usually an obstetrician/
gynecologist, who has had extra training in maternal fetal 
medicine and specializes in treating high risk pregnancies.

perineogram  A radiographic procedure in which x-ray 
images of the pelvic floor are taken.

perineoplasty  A surgical procedure to repair the 
structures of the pelvic floor.

perineorrhaphy  A procedure in which a tear or defect 
to the structures of the pelvic floor is sutured.

perineum  The region between the scrotum and the 
anus in males, and between the posterior vulva junction, 
the external genital organs, and the anus in females.

perineural  Surrounding a nerve or group of nerves.

perineuritis  Inflammation of the perineurium 
(connective tissue sheath surrounding a bundle of nerve 
fibers).

ICD-9-CM Dx	 729.2

period prevalence  The number of existing cases of an 
illness during a period or interval, divided by the average 
population.

periodontal  Pertaining to the tissues comprising 
the tooth’s support structure, including the gingiva, 
cementum, periodontal ligament, and alveolar bone.

perioophoritis  An inflammation of the peritoneal 
covering of the ovary.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 614.2

perioperative  The period of time extending from the 
time of hospitalization through the time of discharge.

perioral area  Circumoral; around the mouth.
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periorchitis  Inflammation of the tunica vaginalis testis 
(membrane covering the testis and epididymis).

ICD-9-CM Dx	 604.9

periosteum  A fibrous connective tissue which encases 
all bones except at the articular surface.

peripheral  On the surface or around the outside of a 
target structure or organ.

peripheral blood  Blood circulating throughout the 
body.

peripheral blood lymphocyte therapy  A 
treatment for Epstein-Barr virus infection or overgrowth 
of white blood cells (lymphocytes) after an organ or bone 
marrow transplant. Specific lymphocytes from a sibling 
donor are infused into the patient to try and reverse these 
conditions.

peripheral neuropathy  A condition caused 
by damage to peripheral nerves with symptoms of 
numbness, tingling, burning, and/or weakness involving 
the feet and hands.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 443.9

peripheral scotoma  An area of depressed vision 
toward the periphery (the outside boundary) of the visual 
field.

peripheral stem cell support  A method of replacing 
blood-forming cells destroyed by cancer treatment. 
Certain cells (stem cells) in the circulating blood that are 
similar to those in the bone marrow are removed from the 
blood before treatment and then given back afterwards.

peripheral vision  The ability to see objects and 
movement outside of the direct line of vision. Also known 
as side vision.

periphery  An outward surface or structure; the portion 
of a system outside the central region.

periphlebitis  Inflammation of the outer coat of a vein 
or of tissue surrounding it.

periproctitis  Inflammation of tissues around the 
rectum and anus.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 569.49

peristalsis  The wave-like contraction of muscles that 
propels food and liquid through the digestive tract.

peritoneal cavity  The potential space between the 
parietal (the wall of an organ) and visceral (soft internal 
organ) of the peritoneum (the membrane that lines the 
walls of the abdominal cavity).

peritoneal dialysis  Disposing of waste through the 
peritoneum (serous membrane that lines the wall of the 
abdominal wall) as either continuous or an intermittent 
procedure.

CPT	 90945-90947

peritoneal perfusion  A method of delivering fluids 
and drugs directly to tumors in the peritoneal cavity.

peritoneocentesis  Removing fluid with a hollow 
needle through the abdominal cavity.

CPT	 49080-49081

peritoneogram  Radiographic procedure used to detect 
diaphragmatic hernia (protrusion of a portion of an organ 
or tissue through the diaphragm).

CPT	 74190

peritoneoscopy  A laparoscopic examination of the 
peritoneum.

peritonitis  Inflammation of the peritoneum, the 
membrane which lines the walls of the abdominal cavity.

periurethral bulking injection  A surgical procedure 
in which injected implants are used to bulk up the area 
around the neck of the bladder allowing it to resist 
increases in abdominal pressure which can push down on 
the bladder and cause leakage.

pernicious anemia  A type of anemia caused by an 
autoimmune disorder that disrupts the body’s ability to 
produce intrinsic factor, which is necessary for binding 
with vitamin B12 for intestinal absorption.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 281.0

peroneal  Relating to the fibula or to the outer portion 
of the leg.

peroneal muscles  The muscles located on the outer 
part of the lower leg over the fibula and the peroneal 
nerve.

perphenazine  Drug used to treat serious mental and 
emotional disorders, including schizophrenia and other 
psychotic disorders.

HCPCS II	 J3310,	Q0175,	Q0176
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Persantine  A medication used in combination with 
other drugs to prevent blood clotting in patients who 
have undergone heart valve surgery, or to prevent or 
reduce further heart- related complications. Also known 
as dipyridamole.

HCPCS II	 J1245

persecutory delusion  A delusion in which the central 
theme is that one, or someone very close to one, is being 
attacked, harassed, cheated, persecuted, or conspired 
against.

perseveration  The tendency for a memory or idea to 
persist or recur without any apparent stimulus for it.

personality  The complex of all the attributes - 
behavioral, temperamental, emotional, and mental that 
characterize a unique individual; the character of emotion, 
thought, and behavior patterns unique to a person.

personality disorders  Enduring, life-time patterns of 
maladaptive behavior that deviate markedly from cultural 
expectations. The behavior is self-perpetuating, pervasive, 
and inflexible and has an onset in adolescence or early 
adulthood.

pertubation  A procedure performed to clear an 
obstruction from the uterine tubes to render them patent.

pertussis  An infectious disease caused by Bordetella 
pertussis, marked by inflammation of mucous membranes 
and cough, ending in a prolonged crowing or whooping 
respiration. Also known as whooping cough.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 033.9,	V03.6

pes anserinus bursitis  Inflammation of the bursa 
which lies between the medial collateral ligament 
insertion and the overlying pes anserinus insertion, often 
aggravated by downhill running or trauma.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 726.61

PET scan  Positron emission tomography scan. A 
computerized image of the metabolic activity of body 
tissues used to determine the presence of disease or the 
function of an organ.

petechia  A minute red spot due to escape of a small 
amount of blood.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 772.6,	782.7

petit mal  A seizure, or type of epilepsy characterized by 
seizures of short duration, momentary unconciousness, 
and local muscle spasms or twitching.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 345.00,	345.01,	345.2

petit mal status  A temporary disturbance of brain 
function caused by abnormal electrical activity in the brain 
and characterized by abrupt, short-term lack of conscious 
activity or other abnormal change in behavior.

Peyers’ patch  A region of lymphoid tissue in the 
submucosa of the intestine near the junction of the ileum 
and colon.

Peyronie’s disease  Scar tissue build up inside the 
penis causing curvature, narrowing, shortening, and pain 
in an erect penis.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 607.85

pH  A measure of the acidity or basicity (alkalinity) of a 
material when dissolved in water, expressed on a scale 
from 0 to 14, where 7 represents neutrality. A pH below 7 
is acidic and above 7 is alkaline.

phacoemulsification  A procedure using a needle 
and ultrasound vibration to shatter and break up a 
cataract, making it easier to remove. Also known as 
phacofragmentation.

phagedena  A cutaneous ulcer that rapidly spreads 
peripherally, destroying tissues as it increases in size.

phagedenic ulcer  A cutaneous ulcer that rapidly 
spreads peripherally, destroying tissues as it increases in 
size.

phagocyte  A cell that is able to ingest and destroy 
particles such as bacteria, other microorganisms, aged red 
blood cells, and foreign matter.

phagocytosis  The process of ingesting and destroying 
bacteria, virus, cell debris, or other foreign matter by 
phagocytes.

phalangectomy  The surgical excision of one or more 
digits from the hand or foot.

phalanx  Any of the long bones of the fingers or toes.

Phalen’s sign  Paresthesia induced in fingers with 
sustained passive flexion of the wrist; an indicator for the 
presence of carpal tunnel syndrome.

phallic stage  The third stage in Freud’s five 
psychosexual stages during which sexual interest, 
awareness and manipulation of the genitals is supposed 
to be a primary source of pleasure. Occurs during ages two 
and one-half to six years.

phallitis  Inflammation of the penis. Also known as penitis.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 607.2
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phantom limb  Sensations of pain or movement in a 
limb which has been amputated.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 353.6

pharmacokinetics  The study of the absorption, 
distribution, metabolism, and excretion of a drug.

pharmacology  The study of prescriptions and 
medicine.

pharyngectomy  Surgical removal of all or part of the 
pharynx (throat).

CPT	 42890

pharyngoesophageal  Relating to both the pharynx 
and the esophagus.

pharyngolaryngectomy  An operation to remove the 
larynx (voice box) and the pharynx (throat).

CPT	 31390-31395

pharyngoplasty  Surgery to reduce nasality in 
speech, done by turning and reattaching mucosa in the 
pharyngeal area.

CPT	 42950

pharyngostomy  External surgical fistulization 
(creating a passage) of the pharynx (throat) for feeding.

CPT	 42955

pharyngotomy  Incision of the pharynx (throat).
CPT	 42955

phenobarbitol sodium  A sedative given to treat 
seizures associated with epilepsy, or to relieve anxiety, 
tension, or insomnia. Also called Luminal sodium.

HCPCS II	 J2560

phenotype  The entire physical biochemical, and 
physiological makeup of an individual as determined both 
genetically and environmentally. Also, any one or any 
group of such traits.

phentolamine mesylate  A substance that causes 
blood vessels to expand, thereby increasing blood flow, 
used to treat men who are impotent by injecting into the 
penis to cause an erection.

HCPCS II	 J2760

phenytoin sodium  Used to control seizures.
HCPCS II	 J1165

pheochromocytoma  A tumor of the adrenal gland, 
causing it to produce too much adrenaline and creating an 
increase in blood pressure.

Philadelphia chromosome  An abnormality of 
chromosome 22 in which part of chromosome 9 is 
transferred to it. White blood cells that contain the 
Philadelphia chromosome are often found in chronic 
myeloid leukemia.

philtrum  The vertical depression in the center of the 
upper lip directly under the tip of the nose.

phlebectomy  Excision of a segment of a vein.
CPT	 37765-37766

phlebitis  Inflammation of a vein.
There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

phlebotomy  The surgical incision of a vein to draw 
blood.

CPT	 99195

phlegm  Thick mucus from the airways of the body, like 
the sinuses or respiratory track, that arises from stagnation 
of non-draining body fluids.

phlegmasia  Inflammation, especially when acute or 
severe.

phlegmasia alba dolens  Phlebitis (inflammation of 
a vein) of the femoral vein with swelling of the leg. Also 
known as milk leg.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 451.19,	671.3x,	671.4x

phobias  Persistent, irrational fears of a specific object, 
activity, or situation, such as flying, heights, animals, 
injections, seeing blood.

phocomelia  A birth defect in which the upper portion 
of a limb is absent or poorly developed, so that the hand 
or foot attaches to the body by a short, flipperlike stump.

phon  A unit of perceived loudness, which is a subjective 
measure of the strength, not intensity, of a sound.

phoneme  The smallest phonetic unit in a language that 
is capable of conveying a distinction in meaning.

phonology  The branch of linguistics which studies 
sound systems of languages.

phospholipids  Fat molecules in which phosphoric acid 
as well as fatty acids are attached to a glyceral foundation; 
the structural material found in cell membranes which 
helps to facilitate the passage of fat in and out of cells and 
blood.

phosphopenia  Low serum phosphate levels.
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phosphorylation  The chemical addition of a 
phosphate group (phosphate and oxygen) to a protein or 
another compound.

photic epilepsy  Reflex epilepsy in which seizures are 
induced by a flickering light.

photoablation  A procedure in which ultraviolet 
radiation is used to remove tissue.

photoallergic  A condition in which the patient has an 
allergic reaction to light.

photocoagulation  The application of intense light 
or laser beams to burn or destroy abnormal tissues or 
tumors.

photodynamic therapy  Cancer treatment that uses 
the interaction between laser light and a substance that 
makes cells more sensitive to light.

CPT	 96567

photoelectric effect  The emission of electrons 
from a surface (usually metallic) upon exposure to, and 
absorption of, electromagnetic radiation, such as visible 
light and ultraviolet radiation.

photofrin  A drug used in photodynamic therapy that is 
absorbed by tumor cells and then when exposed to light, 
becomes active and kills the cancer cells.

photokeratitis  A painful, but temporary, condition of 
the eye caused by exposure to intense light sources.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 370.24

photon  A quantum of electromagnetic energy; a 
particle of light.

photopheresis  A procedure in which blood is treated 
outside the body, with ultraviolet light and drugs that 
become active when exposed to light, and then returned 
to the body.

photophobia  Severe discomfort to bright lights. 
Usually a symptom to eye disease.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 368.13

photorefractive keratectomy (PRK)  A surgical 
procedure in which an excimer laser is used to remove 
corneal tissue to correct myopia (nearsightedness), 
hyperopia (farsightedness), or astigmatism.

photosensitivity  1) Sensitivity or responsiveness to 
light. 2) An abnormally heightened response, especially 
of the skin, to sunlight or ultraviolet radiation, caused by 
certain disorders or chemicals and characterized by a toxic 
or allergic reaction.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 692.72,	692.82

photosensitizer  A drug used in photodynamic therapy 
that is absorbed by tumor cells and then exposed to light, 
causing the drug to become active and kill cancer cells.

photostable  Uninfluenced by exposure to light.

phototherapy  Use of natural or artificial light to treat a 
disease, such as jaundice in a newborn.

photothermolysis  The process of destroying tissue by 
heating it until it vaporizes.

phototoxic  A chemical or substance which increases 
the sensitivity of the skin to sunlight and ultraviolet 
radiation to the point of toxicity.

phrenic nerve  A nerve that originates at the 
cervical plexus (C4-C5) and has pericardiac and 
phrenicoabdominal branches. It helps pleura, pericardium, 
diaphragm, peritoneum, and sympathetic plexus. 
Responsible for general sensory and motor.

phthisis  Wasting of the tissue.

Phyllocontin  Used to treat breathing problems such as 
asthma, chronic bronchitis and emphysema.

HCPCS II	 J0280

phyllodes tumor  Rare, benign, or malignant tumors 
of the breast.

physical half-life  The physical radioactive decay of 
nuclei to one-half their original numbers.

physical therapy (PT)  The treatment of injuries and 
disease using physical and mechanical means.

physician assistant  Someone who has been trained 
in an accredited program and certified by an appropriate 
board to perform certain physician duties, including 
history taking, physical examination, diagnostic tests, 
treatment and certain minor surgical procedures all 
under the responsible supervision of a licensed physician. 
Abbreviated PA.

physiologic  Related to the functions of the body.
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physiologic tremor  A rapid tremor of extremely low 
amplitude found in the legs and sometimes the neck or 
face of normal individuals; it may become accentuated 
and visible under certain conditions.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 300.11,	306.0

physiological dependence  A state of dependency 
or addiction in which one has physically adapted to a 
substance and often requires increasing amounts to 
achieve the same effect.

physiology  The branch of the biological sciences 
dealing with the functions of living organisms and their 
parts.

phytic acid  A substance found in large amounts in 
cereals and legumes that has been studied as a treatment 
for cancer. Also known as inositol hexaphosphate.

phytonadione (Vitamin K)  Used for normal clotting 
of the blood.

HCPCS II	 J3430

phytosterols  One of the five plant based chemical 
classes of anticarcinogens found in soy.

Pickwickian syndrome  A sleep induced 
breathing disorder related to both obesity and chronic 
hypoventilation, defined as a BMI ≥30 with daytime 
arterial hypercapnia (elevated CO2 levels), and 
accompanying hypoxemia (decreased blood O2 levels). 

ICD-9-CM Dx	 278.03

piedra  A fungal disease of the hair marked by small 
black or white nodular masses.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 111.2,	111.3

pigment  Any matter producing color.

pigmentation  Coloration of a part of the body, such as 
the skin and eyes, determined by the amount of pigment 
granules in the cells of the body tissues.

pigmented villonodular synovitis  Rare, benign 
but sometimes locally destructive tumor of synovium.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 719.20-719.29

pill-rolling tremor  A Parkinsonian tremor of the 
hand consisting of flexion and extension of the fingers in 
connection with adduction and abduction of the thumb.

pilocarpine  An alkaloid drug used to increase salivation 
in people who have dry mouth caused by opioids or 
radiation therapy.

pilocytic  Made up of cells that look like fibers when 
viewed under a microscope.

pilonidal  Of or relating to a growth of hair in a dermoid 
cyst (benign tumor occurring in the skin) or in the deeper 
layers of the skin.

pilonidal cyst  An abscess or chronic draining sinus 
located in the cleft between the buttocks; blanket term for 
any type of skin infection near the tailbone.

pinch graft  A small partial- or full-thickness skin graft.

pineal region tumors  Types of brain tumors that 
occur in or around the pineal gland, a tiny organ near the 
center of the brain.

pineoblastoma  A fast growing type of brain tumor 
that occurs in or around the pineal gland, a tiny organ near 
the center of the brain.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 194.4

pinguecula  A slightly raised, yellowish thickening 
of the white part of the eye (conjunctiva) adjacent to 
the cornea, typically caused by repeated sun and wind 
exposure.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 372.51

pingueculitis  A deposit of protein and fat that forms 
on the sclera which becomes vascularized and inflamed 
causing irritation, redness and occasionally ulcerations.

ICD-9-CM Dx 372.34

pink puffer  Term describing the COPD or emphysema 
patient whose symptoms are breathlessness, 
hyperinflation, mild hypoxemia, and a low PCO2.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 492.8

pinna  The visible portion of the outer ear, composed of 
skin and cartilage.

pinta  A treponemal (bacteria) infection of tropical 
America, characterized by bizarre pigmentary changes in 
the skin.

piperacillin sodium/tazobactam sodium  An 
antibacterial agent that works by blocking the bacteria’s 
cell wall growth, which kills the bacteria. This drug is 
used in treating moderate to severe infections caused 
by certain bacteria, such as appendicitis, uncomplicated 
and complicated skin and skin-structure infections, 
postpartum endometritis or pelvic inflammatory disease, 
community-acquired pneumonia, and nosocomial 
pneumonia.

HCPCS II	 J2543
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piriformis syndrome  A clinical complex of symptoms 
similar to sciatica with complaints of pain and abnormal 
sensations in the buttocks region extending into the hips 
and posterior thigh. Diagnosis is based on the sciatic 
nerve passing through the piriformis muscle as opposed 
to below it.

pitted nails  Small punctuate depressions on the 
surface of the nail plate due to defective nail formation.

pitting edema  Accumulation of fluid in which pressure 
leaves a persistent depression in the tissues.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 782.3

pituitary  The master gland. This gland is stimulated 
by the hypothalamus and controls all hormonal 
functions. Located at the base of the brain just below the 
hypothalamus, this gland controls hormonal factories 
throughout the body, including the gonads.

pituitary hormone tests  Blood tests that measure 
the function of the pituitary gland.

pityriasis  Any of a variety of skin disorders characterized 
by shedding dry flakes of skin.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 111.0-111.1,	690.11,	690.18,	695.89,	
696.2-696.5,	701.1,	757.39

pityriasis alba  A chronic skin condition with patchy 
scaling and hypopigmentation (unusual lack of skin color) 
of the skin of the face.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 696.5

pityriasis rosea  A skin disease marked by scaling, pink, 
oval macules arranged with the long axes parallel to the 
cleavage lines of the skin.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 696.3

pivot joints  Joints in the body that allow rotation 
around an axis, formed by a pivot-like process turning 
within a ring, or a ring on a pivot, the ring being formed 
partly of bone and partly of ligament.

pivot shift  A test for anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) 
deficiency of the knee performed by grasping the foot in 
one hand and placing pressure on the outside of the knee 
with the opposite hand. The foot is internally rotated and 
the lower leg pulled outward, the knee is then flexed and 
extended. A positive test is experienced when the joint 
clicks in and out of place during the maneuver.

place-of-service codes  Codes used on professional 
claim forms to specify where services were rendered.

placebo  An inactive substance that looks the same as, 
and is administered the same as, a drug in a clinical trial.

placenta previa  A condition in which the placenta is 
situated in the lower part of the uterus, near or over the 
cervix.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 641.00,	641.01,	641.03,	641.10,	641.11,	
641.13,	762.0

placental blood transplantation  The transfer of 
blood from a placenta to an individual whose own blood 
production system is suppressed. Placental blood contains 
high levels of stem cells needed to produce new blood 
cells.

placentitis  Inflammation of the placenta.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 658.4x,	762.7

plagiocephaly  A congenital skull deformity in which 
the main axis of the skull is oblique. An asymmetric 
(twisted) skull.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 754.0

planar  In imaging, a two-dimensional view of the organ 
or structure being studied.

plant sterols  Plant-based compounds that can 
compete with dietary cholesterol to be absorbed by the 
intestines which results in lower blood cholesterol levels 
and may also have some effect in cancer prevention. Also 
known as phytosterols.

plantalgia  A painful condition of the sole of the feet.

plantar fascia  The thick connective tissue which 
supports the arch of the foot.

plantar fasciitis  Pain at the attachment of the plantar 
fascia to the medial tubercle of the calcaneus that is 
predominant in the morning and may be aggravated by 
running or jogging. Also known as painful heel syndrome, 
calcaneal periostitis, or calcaneodynia.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 728.71

plantar response  A neurologic examination in which 
the bottom of the foot is stroked, and the response of the 
toes is examined.

plantar ulcer  A deep neurotrophic ulcer of the sole of 
the foot, resulting from repeated injury because of lack of 
sensation in the part; seen with diseases such as diabetes 
mellitus and leprosy.
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plantar warts  Condition on the sole (plantar or bottom 
surface) of the foot caused by a virus which may invade 
the foot through cuts and breaks in the skin.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 078.19

plaque  A deposit of fatty (and other) substances in the 
inner lining of the artery wall.

plasma cell  A type of white blood cell that produces 
antibodies.

plasmacyte  A plasma (the liquid part of blood) cell.

plasmacytoma  Cancer of the white blood cells 
that produce antibodies which may turn into multiple 
myeloma.

plasmapheresis  A process in which plasma is taken 
from donated blood and the remaining components, 
mostly red blood cells, are returned to the donor.

plaster Velpeau  A plaster cast used to support and 
immobilize an arm, with the forearm positioned obliquely 
across and upward on the front of the chest.

CPT	 29058,	29240

plateau iris syndrome  A common angle-closure 
glaucoma that occurns in younger patients.

ICD-9-CM Dx 364.82

platelet  A minute, irregularly shaped, disk like 
cytoplasmic body found in blood plasma that promotes 
blood clotting and has no definite nucleus no DNA, and 
no hemoglobin, the oxygen carrying pigment of a red 
blood cell.

Platinol AQ  Used to treat cancer of the bladder, ovaries, 
and testicles.

HCPCS II	 J9060,	J9062

platinum  A metal that is an important component of 
some anticancer drugs, such as Cisplatin and Carboplatin.

platysma  A platelike muscle that originates from the 
cervical region and inserts in the mandible (lower jaw) 
and the skin around the mouth. It wrinkles the skin of the 
neck and depresses the jaw.

play-based assessment  A form of developmental 
assessment that involves observation of how a child 
plays alone, with peers, or with parents or other familiar 
caregivers, in free play or in special games.

Plenaxis  Used in the palliative treatment of advanced 
prostate cancer.

HCPCS II	 J0128

plethysmography  The measurement and recording 
of changes in the sizes and volumes of organs and 
extremities by measuring changes in blood volume.

pleura  The thin membrane that lines the lungs and 
chest cavity.

pleural cavity  The space between the two layers of 
pleura. Also known as the chest cavity.

pleural space  The fluid-filled space between the 
visceral and parietal pleural walls.

pleurectomy  Excision of part of the pleura (serous 
lining around the lungs and inner walls of the chest).

CPT	 32310-32320,	32656

pleurisy  Inflammation of the pleura, the lining of the 
chest cavity, causing adhesions between the lungs and 
the chest wall.

pleurodesis  The surgical creation of a fibrous 
attachment between the visceral and parietal layers of the 
pleura, removing the pleural cavity (the space between 
the visceral and parietal layers).

CPT	 32005,	32650

Plerixafor  Medication used to move certain blood cells 
from the bone marrow to the blood to be harvested to 
autologous stem cell transplant following chemotherapy 
or radiation in patients with non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma or 
multiple myeloma.

HCPCS II 	 J2562

plexiform neuroma  A tumor growing from a nerve or 
made up largely of nerve cells and nerve fibers made up of 
contorted nerve trunks.

plexus  A network or interjoining of nerves and blood or 
lymphatic vessels.

plica  A fold or shelf of tissue, especially the skin.

plicae  Synovial folding, which may become pathological 
and painful if there is some form of trauma. The most 
common plicae around the knee are the mediopatellar 
plica and the suprapatellar plica.

plicamycin  An antineoplastics medication used to 
treat testicular cancer by stopping the growth and spread 
of cancer cells. It is also used to treat hypercalcemia 
and hypercalciuria associated with cancer. Also called 
Mithracin.

HCPCS II	 J9270

plication  Process of folding or state of being folded.
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pneumatic otoscope  An instrument that blows a puff 
of air into the ear to test eardrum movement.

pneumatosis  Abnormal accumulation of gas in any 
tissue or other part of the body.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 492.8,	569.89

pneumocentesis  Surgical puncture or tapping of a 
lung with a hollow needle or trochar (a sharp pointed 
instrument) to withdraw fluid.

CPT	 32420

pneumococci  Most common cause of bacterial 
pneumonia, associated with meningitis and other 
infectious diseases.

pneumoconiosis  A disease of lungs caused by long-
term inhalation of particulate matter, especially mineral or 
metallic dust.

pneumocystis carinii pneumonia (PCP)  An 
opportunistic type of pneumonia producing a dry, hacking 
cough, often seen in patients whose immune systems are 
suppressed, such as in HIV-infected patients.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 136.3

pneumolysis  Separation of the lung and costal pleura 
(lining in the chest wall) from the endothoracic fascia 
(fibrous tissue that lines the wall of the thorax).

CPT	 32940

pneumonectomy  Surgical removal of all or part of 
the lung.

pneumonia  Inflammation of the lung.

pneumonitis  Inflammation of lung tissue.

pneumonostomy  Surgical formation of an artificial 
opening (as for drainage of an abscess) into a lung.

CPT	 32200-32201

pneumopathy  Any disease of the lungs.

pneumoperitoneum  Air or gas in the peritoneal 
cavity (the space between the serous membrane and the 
wall of the abdomen).

ICD-9-CM Dx	 568.89,	770.2

pneumorrhagia  Hemorrhage (bleeding) from the 
lungs.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 011.9x,	770.,	786.3

podagra  Gout (inflammation) of the big toe.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 274.9

podalgia  Pain in the foot.

podiatrist  Physician specializing in the care of the foot.

polar body  A small cell that is the by-product of 
meiosis in female germ cell division.

polio  An acute viral disease caused by poliovirus. Minor 
illness symptoms include fever, sore throat, headache, 
vomiting, and stiffness of the neck and back. Major illness 
symptoms include central nervous system involvement, 
stiff neck, pleocytosis in spinal fluid, and possibly 
paralysis. Also known as poliomyelitis.

pollicis  The thick short innermost digit of the forelimb; 
the thumb.

pollicization  The surgical construction of a substitute 
thumb.

Polocaine  A local anesthetic used to numb an area of 
the body before medical or dental procedures, including 
labor and delivery, and block pain signals within that area. 
Also known as mepivacaine hydrochloride.

HCPCS II	 J0670

polyarteritis nodosa  An autoimmune disease 
that causes inflammation of the small and medium-
sized arteries which leads to inadequate circulation 
and problems in the muscles, joints, intestines, nerves, 
kidneys, and skin.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 446.0

polyarthralgia  Pains in many joints, conventionally 
referring to more than four joints.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 306.0,	719.49

polyarthritis  Inflammation in many joints, 
conventionally referring to more than four joints.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 716.59

polyarticular  Pertaining to two or more joints.

polychondritis  A rare autoimmune disorder in which 
there is inflammation of hyaline cartilage in the joints, 
nose, pinna, and airways. Scleritis, swelling and reddening 
of the whites of the eyes may also occur.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 733.99

Polycillin-N  Drug used to treat infections caused by 
bacteria.

HCPCS II	 J0290

polycyclic  Producing many generations of inoculum 
and many cycles of infection during a single year.
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polycystic ovaries  A condition in which excess 
androgen production causes the formation of cysts in the 
ovaries, resulting in pain and irregular menstruation.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 256.4

polycythemia  An increase in the red blood cells 
(erythrocytes) in the circulating blood.

There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

polydactyly  More than five fingers and/or toes.

polydipsia  Chronic excessive thirst.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 783.5

polydysplasia  Abnormal development in several types 
of tissue.

polyesthia  A disorder of sensation in which a single 
touch or other stimulus is felt as several.

polygalactia  Excessive secretion of breast milk, 
especially at the weaning period.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 676.6x

Polygam S/D  Given to improve the immune system 
response to fight off infection. Some of these infections 
may be bacterial infections associated with B-cell chronic 
lymphocytic leukemia. Also used to treat heart problems 
associated with Kawasaki syndrome or to prevent 
excessive bleeding in those with the blood disorder 
idiopathic thrombocytopenic purpura.

HCPCS II	 J1566

polymastia  A condition in which more than two 
breasts are present.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 757.6

polymenorrhea  Abnormally frequent menstruation.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 626.2

polymerase chain reaction  A highly sensitive 
test that can detect DNA fragments of viruses or other 
organisms in blood or tissue and works by repeatedly 
copying genetic material using heat cycling and enzymes 
similar to those used by cells.

polymorphonuclear leukocytes  White blood 
cells that are distinguished by their multilobed nucleus, 
neutrophils, or granular leukocytes, having a nucleus 
with three to five lobes connected by slender threads of 
chromatin, and cytoplasm containing fine inconspicuous 
granules stainable by neutral dyes.

polymyalgia  Pain or myalgia affecting several muscle 
groups.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 446.5,	725

polymyalgia rheumatica  A condition characterized 
by pain and stiffness in the muscles of the shoulders, neck, 
upper arms, lower back, thighs and hips, although there is 
no inflammation present.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 725

polyneuralgia  Pain in several nerves.

polyneuritis  Inflammation of several peripheral nerves 
at the same time.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 356.9

polyp  Any growth or mass protruding from a mucous 
membrane.

polypectomy  The surgical removal of a polyp.

polypnea  Rapid breathing.

polyposis  A condition characterized by the presence of 
numerous polyps.

polysaturated fat  The major fat component in 
most vegetable oils. Polyunsaturated fat tends to lower 
cholesterol levels.

polyserositis  General inflammation of several serous 
membranes with effusion (flow under pressure).

polysomnography  Simultaneous and continuous 
monitoring of normal and abnormal physiological activity 
during sleep.

CPT	 95808-95811

polyspermy  Fertilization of an egg by more than one 
spermatozoon.

polysplenia  Normal spleen tissue in an abnormal 
anatomical location.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 759.0

polysynaptic reflex  A reflex reaction involving one or 
more interneurons.

polyvalent  1) Having the power of combining with 
three or more univalent atoms. 2) Active against several 
strains of an organism.

Poncet’s disease  Polyarthritis accompanying active 
visceral tuberculosis.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 015.90-015.96
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pontine  Having to do with the pons portion of the 
central nervous system, located at the base of the brain, 
between the medulla oblongata and the midbrain.

pontine flexure  A dorsally located flexure in the 
developing brain, lying within the hindbrain, at the level 
of the adult fourth ventricle.

popliteal  Relating to the hollow part of the leg behind 
the knee joint.

popliteal space  The space behind the knee joint.

Porfiromycin  A cancer drug belonging to the 
antineoplastic antibiotics.

porphyria  Any several disorders of porphyrin (any of 
various pigments distributed widely in living tissues) 
metabolism, usually hereditary, characterized by large 
amounts of porphyrins in the blood and urine.

porphyrin  Any of various pigments distributed widely 
in living tissues.

port  An implanted device through which blood may be 
withdrawn and drugs may be infused without repeated 
needle sticks. Also known as a Port-a-Cath.

port film  A radiograph taken with the patient 
interposed between the treatment machine portal and an 
x-ray film. The purpose of this film is to radiographically 
demonstrate that the treatment port as externally set on 
the patient adequately encompasses the treatment.

port-wine stains  Congenital malformations of tiny 
blood vessels in the upper levels of skin that can cause 
permanent flat, pink, red, or purple marks on the skin, 
such as on the face, neck, and /or scalp.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 757.32

portal  Of or relating to a point of entrance to an organ; 
pertaining to a porta or hilum.

portal pyemia  A septic infection of the liver which 
enters via the portal vein.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 572.1

portoenterostomy  A surgical procedure performed to 
connect the jejunum to a decapsulated area of liver in the 
porta hepatis region and to the duodenum.

CPT	 47701

positional nystagmus  Involuntary rapid movement 
of the eyeball that occurs, or is altered or intensified, with 
certain positions of the head.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 386.11,	386.2

positive airway pressure  A non-invasive ventilation 
assistance technique in which constant, low level pressure 
is delivered to the lungs during spontaneous ventilation, 
usually through a face mask or nasal prongs.

positive axillary lymph nodes  Lymph nodes in 
the area of the underarm to which cancer has spread, 
determined by surgical removal of some of the lymph 
nodes and examining them under a microscope for the 
presence of cancer cells.

positive end expiratory pressure (PEEP)  A 
method of mechanical ventilation in which pressure is 
maintained to increase the volume of gas remaining in the 
lung at the end of expiration, keeping alveoli open and 
improving gas exchange.

positive pressure ventilation (PPV)  Mechanical 
ventilation in which air is delivered into the airways and 
lungs under positive pressure, via an endotracheal tube, 
producing positive airway pressure during inspiration.

positive reinforcement  An environmental event, 
such as reward or praise, that reinforces or increases the 
probability of a behavioral response.

positive scotoma  A dark spot appears in the visual 
field, the patient being aware of it.

positron  A particle having a mass equal to the electron 
but an opposite positive charge.

positron emission tomography  An imaging 
technique that records and measures the metabolic 
activity or functional level of body tissues. Also known as 
a PET SCAN.

possible  Specific clinical and exclusionary criteria met.

post coital test  A microscopic examination of the 
cervical mucus performed several hours after intercourse 
to determine the number and motility of sperm in the 
mucus; a test used to detect sperm-mucus interaction 
problems.

post nasal drip (PND)  The sensation of mucus 
accumulation in the throat or a feeling that mucus is 
dripping downward from the back of the nose into the 
throat. Also known as post nasal discharge.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 784.91
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posttransfusion purpura (PTP)  A sudden, severe 
thrombocytopenia with a platelet count < 10,000/
µL, usually appearing between 5 and 12 days after a 
transfusion containing platelets, in patients who have 
already been sensitized to platelets through previous 
transfusion or pregnancy.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 287.41

post transplant lymphoproliferative disorder 
(PTLD) A complication of both organ and bone 
marrow transplantation that is caused by Epstein-Barr 
virus, mononucleosis, and plasma cell hyperplasia. It is 
diagnosed by evidence of lymphoproliferation and the 
presence of Epstein-Barr virus, DNA, RNA or protein in a 
tissue biopsy.

ICD-9-CM Dx 238.77

post-coarcectomy hypertension  High blood 
pressure sometimes seen after repair of coarctation of the 
aorta.

post-concussion syndrome  A disorder following a 
concussion in which the original symptoms last for up to 
months following the original injury.

ICD-9-CM Dx  310.2

post-traumatic headache  A headache that occurs as 
a result of head injury even years after the trauma.

ICD-9-CM Dx 339.20-339.22

postcoital headache  Pain in the head occurring 
during or after sexual activity, usually in males.

postconventional level  The third and final level 
of Kohlberg’s moral development taxonomy where 
individuals enter the highest level of moral development.

postdrome  A period of time following a migraine 
headache in which the patient feels fatigued, depressed, 
or otherwise ill.

posterior (dorsal)  Nearer to the back.

posterior axillary folds  A fold of skin and muscle 
with the teres major and latissimus dorsi as muscular 
components.

posterior cerebral artery  The vessel that arises 
from the basilar artery and divides into three branches, 
providing blood supply primarily to the temporal and 
occipital lobes.

posterior chamber  The part of the eye behind the iris 
and in front of the lens.

posterior communicating artery  A blood vessel 
of the cerebral circulation, more particularly, part of the 
circle of Willis that allows blood from any of the supplying 
arteries in the neck to provide blood to all of the cerebral 
arteries.

posterior cord syndrome  A lesion in the back of 
the spinal cord which causes difficulty coordinating 
movement.

posterior cruciate ligament  A primary stabilizing 
ligament on the knee that provides significant stability 
and prevents displacement of the tibia backward within 
the knee joint.

posterior fossa  The depression on the inside of the 
back of the skull, near the base, where the cerebellum is 
normally situated.

posterior neuropore  The posterior open end of the 
neural tube that must close during the development of the 
embryo; failure to close results in spina bifida.

posterior optical segment  The portion of the eye 
located behind the crystalline lens, which includes the 
vitreous, choroid retina, and optic nerve.

posterior vitreous detachment (PVD)  The 
separation of the vitreus from the retina.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 361.00-361.07,	361.2,	361.81,	361.89,	
361.9

postfebrile  Occurring after a fever.

postherpetic neuralgia (PHN)  A painful, often 
excruciating, condition caused by damage from the 
varicella zoster virus to affected nerves during and after 
an attack of herpes zoster, known as shingles. The pain 
persists even after the herpes lesions have healed.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 053.11,	053.12,	053.19

posthumous  Occurring after death.

postictal  The period following a seizure, often 
characterized by abnormal consciousness, confusion, or 
sleepiness.

postlingually deafened  An individual who becomes 
deaf after having learned language and speech.

postmature labor  Labor occurring two weeks or more 
after the expected due date. Also known as postponed 
labor.

postmortem  The period after death.
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postmortem delivery  Delivery of a child after death 
of the mother.

postmyocardial infarction syndrome  
Inflammation of the pericardium following a myocardial 
infarction or heart surgery, which is characterized by fever, 
chest pain, pericarditis, and pleurisy.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 411.0

postpartum  The period after giving birth.

postpericardiotomy syndrome  Inflammation of 
the pericardium following heart surgery, resulting in fluid 
accumulation.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 429.4

postphlebitic syndrome  Swelling, pain, and redness 
of the leg following a blood clot.

postremission therapy  Anticancer drugs given to kill 
cancer cells that survive after remission induction therapy.

postsynaptic neuron  The neuron after the synaptic 
cleft; the dendrites of a neuron.

postterm infant  One born at or after the forty-second 
complete week (294 days) of gestation.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 766.21

posttesticular system  The ducts that store and 
deliver the sperm to the opening of the penis, including 
the glands that produce seminal fluids.

posttraumatic epilepsy  Epilepsy occurring after 
head injury.

posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD)  A 
psychological disorder that develops in some individuals 
after exposure to, or confrontation with, highly traumatic 
experiences that the individual has lived. The experience 
must involve actual or threatened death, serious physical 
injury, or a threat to physical and/or psychological integrity.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 309.81

postvoid residual (PVR) volume  A diagnostic test 
which measures how much urine remains in the bladder 
after urination. Specific measurement of PVR volume can 
be accomplished by catheterization, pelvic ultrasound, 
radiography, or radioisotope studies.

potassium  An important metallic element for body 
functions such as regulation of blood pressure and water 
content in cells, transmission of nerve impulses, digestion, 
muscle contraction, and heart beat.

potassium hydroxide  A toxic and highly corrosive 
chemical used to make soap, bleach products, and paint 
remover. Also used in small amounts as a food additive 
and in the preparation of some drugs.

Potts’ disease  Tuberculosis affecting the spine.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 015.00-015.06

PPO  A medical insurance plan in which members 
receive more coverage if they choose health care providers 
approved by or affiliated with the plan. Also known as 
preferred provider organization.

pouchitis  An inflammation of a surgically created 
internal ileoanal pouch following removal of part of the 
colon.

ICD-9-CM Dx		 569.71

Prader-Willi syndrome  A congenital syndrome of 
unknown cause characterized by short stature, mental 
retardation, excessive eating and obesity, and sexual 
infantilism (arrested development).

ICD-9-CM Dx	 759.81

pralidoxime chloride  A compound used as an 
antidote in the treatment of poisoning due to chemicals 
and organophosphates.

HCPCS II	 J2730

pre-eclampsia  A disorder of pregnancy marked by 
high blood pressure and swelling.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 642.40-642.54,	642.70-642.74

pre-embryo  A fertilized egg before cell division begins.

precipitate labor  Labor occurring with undue rapidity.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 661.3x,	763.6

preclinical pregnancy  An early loss that terminates 
pregnancy before the next period is due. There are usually 
no pregnancy symptoms, but a blood test can reveal small 
amounts of the pregnancy hormone, hCG (human chorionic 
gonadotropin). Also known as chemical pregnancy.

preclinical studies  Tests occurring prior to clinical 
studies to determine the safety and efficacy of the test 
material, usually done in vitro or in vivo involving animals.

preconscious  Thoughts that are not in immediate 
awareness but that can be recalled by conscious effort.

preconventional level  The first level of Kohlberg’s 
moral development taxonomy in which individuals’ ethical 
principles are guided by the consequences of the action 
and the benefit awarded to him or herself.
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predictive validity  The accuracy of the prediction of a 
criterion value, based on a predictor value.

prednisolone  Drug used to provide relief for inflamed 
areas of the body and to lessen swelling, redness, itching, 
and allergic reactions. Also used to treat severe allergies or 
skin problems, asthma, or arthritis.

HCPCS II	 J7510

prednisolone acetate  A steroid given to reduce 
swelling, redness, and irritation caused by various 
conditions. Also known as Key-Pred 25, Key-Pred 50, 
Predcor-25, Predcor-50, Predoject 50, Predalone-50, 
Predicort-50.

HCPCS II	 J2650

prednisone  Drug used in the management of 
inflammatory conditions or diseases in which the immune 
system plays an important role and for treating several 
types of arthritis, ulcerative colitits, Crohn’s disease, 
systemic lupus, allergic reactions, asthma and severe 
psoriasis. Also used to treat leukemias, lymphomas, 
idiopathic thrombocytopenic purpura and autoimmune 
hemolytic anemia, to suppress the immune system and 
prevent the body from rejecting transplanted organs.

HCPCS II	 J7506

preglaucoma  Enlarged nerves or elevated introocular 
pressure that put one at risk for developing glaucoma.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 365.00

Pregnyl  Injectable medication containing the hormone 
hCG (human chorionic gonadotropin) used to trigger 
ovulation.

HCPCS II	 J0725

Preiser’s disease  Spontaneous osteonecrosis of the 
scaphoid bone in the wrist.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 733.09

prelingually deafened  An individual who is either 
born deaf or who lost hearing early in childhood before 
learning language and speech.

Premack principle  A part of operant conditioning 
where commonly occurring and desirable actions can be 
used effectively as a reinforcer for a less desirable one.

Premarin  A medication given to treat low estrogen 
levels caused by menopause or other disorders, and 
reduce the accompanying symptoms, such as bone 
density loss, hot flashes, vaginal itching, burning, and 
dryness, etc. Also used in the treatment of some forms 
of breast and prostate cancer. Also called estrogen, 
conjugated.

HCPCS II	 J1410

premature atrial contraction (PAC)  An extra 
heartbeat that originates from the atria before it normally 
would.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 427.61

premature Infant  A baby born before the 37th 
completed week of pregnancy.

premature labor  Expulsion of a viable infant 
before the normal end of gestation; usually applied to 
interruption of pregnancy between the twenty-eighth and 
thirty-seventh week.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 644.0x,	644.2x

premature ovarian failure  The cessation of 
menstruation due to failure of the ovaries before the age of 
40, associated with high levels of gonadotropins and low 
levels of estrogen.

premature rupture of membranes (PROM)  
Spontaneous rupture of extraembryonic membranes 
before the full term of pregnancy.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 658.10,	658.11,	658.13,	658.20,	658.21,	
658.23

premaxilla  The paired bones forming the front of the 
upper jaw containing the front teeth.

premenopausal  Refers to the time before menopause.

premenstrual syndrome (PMS)  A collection of 
physical and emotional signs and symptoms which 
appear during the post ovulatory phase. Symptoms 
disappear at the onset of menstruation.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 625.4

prenatal  Relating to the period before birth while a 
baby is developing during pregnancy.

preoperational stage  The second of Piaget’s four 
stages of cognitive development; the period of cognitive 
development from ages two to seven characterized by the 
ability to visualize objects and events mentally.

preoral  In front of the mouth.
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preparation  A compound or mixture made according 
to a formula.

prepared cavity  A lesion from which all tooth tissue 
has been removed, preparatory to filling of the tooth.

prepatellar bursa  One of the bursa (a fluid filled 
sac were friction would occur) in front of the patella 
(kneecap), it may be subcutaneous, subfascial, or 
subtendious in location.

prepatellar bursitis  Inflammation of the bursa 
overlying the patella. Also known as housemaid’s knee.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 726.65

prepositional reasoning  A child’s ability to reason 
about two or more related assertions and understand 
that words or statements can have a number of different 
meanings depending on the context in which they are 
used. Piaget suggests that children are capable of this 
around 12 years of age.

prerosacea  A precursor to roasacea in which the patient 
experiences frequent episodes of redness or flushing of 
the face.

presbycusis  Loss of hearing that gradually occurs 
because of changes in the inner or middle ear in 
individuals as they grow older.

presbyopia  The normal decrease in focusing power of 
the eye which occurs with aging.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 367.4

prescription codes  Latin terms that physicians use to 
communicate with pharmacists about how patients are to 
take their medications. Some examples are PRN = take as 
needed, BID = 2 times a day, TID = 3 times a day, and QID 
= 4 times a day .

prescription corticosteroids  Medications used to 
provide relief for inflamed areas of the body by easing 
swelling, redness, itching, and allergic reactions. Also used 
to treat allergies, asthma, and arthritis.

preservation  The use of extreme cold to preserve tissue 
for long periods of time.

pressure ulcer  A patch of tissue that dies from lack 
of blood supply caused by staying in one position for 
too long. The beginning phase is reddened skin which 
eventually ends up as a crater.

ICD-9-CM Dx 707.1x

pressured speech  Speech that is increased in amount, 
accelerated, and difficult or impossible to interrupt, usually 
loud and emphatic. The speech may be without any 
social stimulation and continued even though no one is 
listening.

presymptom memory loop  Implantable recorder 
device used to monitor infrequent cardiac events requiring 
long term monitoring that is patient directed.

CPT	 93268

presynaptic neuron  The neuron before the synaptic 
cleft. Also known as the axon.

pretesticular system  The male hormonal system 
responsible for stimulating sperm production and the 
development of male secondary sex characteristics.

pretracheal space  The area in front of the trachea or 
windpipe.

prevalence  The total number of cases of a given disease 
that exist in a population at a specific time.

preventers  Medicines, often based on steroids, that 
are usually breathed in through inhalers by people with 
asthma and help to prevent the disease when taken on a 
regular basis.

preventive mastectomy  Surgery to remove one or 
both breasts in order to decrease the risk of developing 
breast cancer. Also known as prophylactic mastectomy.

Prialt  Drug used for the management of severe 
chronic pain in patients for whom intrathecal therapy 
is warranted, and who are intolerant of or refractory to 
other treatment, such as systemic analgesics, adjunctive 
therapies, or morphine.

HCPCS II	 J2278

priapism  Persistent abnormal erection of penis, 
accompanied by pain and tenderness.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 607.3

Primacor  A medication classified as an inotrope and 
vasodilator. Used to treat congestive heart failure and 
sudden heart failure by widening blood vessels and 
increasing the force of the heart contraction to allow 
blood to flow more easily throughout the body. Also called 
milrinone lactate.

HCPCS II	 J2260
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primary care provider (PCP)  A health care provider, 
often a general practitioner, family practitioner, or 
internist, responsible for the coordination and general 
medical care of a patient.

primary central nervous system lymphoma  
Cancer of the lymph tissue of the central nervous system 
(e.g., the brain, spinal cord, and meninges).

primary ciliary dyskinesia  Autosomal recessive 
genetic disorder caused by a defect in the action of the 
cilia lining the respiratory tract. The cilia fail to beat 
effectively causing mucus to become trapped in various 
parts of the respiratory system.

primary drug resistance (PDR)  Resistance of 
bacteria or other pathogens to drugs, existing prior to the 
beginning of treatment.

primary endpoint  The main result measured at the 
end of a study to see if a given treatment worked (e.g., the 
number of deaths or the difference in survival between 
the treatment group and the control group).

primary gain  The relief from emotional conflict and the 
freedom from anxiety achieved by a defense mechanism.

primary immunodeficiency (PIDS)  Inherited 
disorders that can remain undetected for years, in which 
part of the body’s immune system is not present or fails to 
function properly, often presenting as common infections 
or conditions, such as asthma or sinusitus.

primary infertility  Inability to conceive after one year 
of regular, unprotected intercourse, or after six months 
if the woman is over age 35, for a couple who has never 
had a baby.

primary palate  The triangular area of the anterior 
hard palate, formed between the 4th and 7th weeks of 
gestation.

primary procedure  One that is the focus of an 
operation, or the main procedure when more than one 
procedure is done.

primary process  In psychoanalytic theory, the 
generally unorganized mental activity characteristic of the 
unconscious, marked by the free discharge of energy and 
excitation without regard to the demands of environment, 
reality, or logic.

primary pulmonary hypertension  Increased blood 
pressure in the pulmonary artery or lung vasculature that 
can be a very severe disease with a markedly decreased 
exercise tolerance and right-sided heart failure.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 416.0

primary tumor  Tumor at the original cancer site.

Primatene Mist  A medication given to open the 
airways and allow easier breathing in order to treat 
inflamed bronchial tubes caused by asthma, chronic 
bronchitis, emphysema, or other respiratory conditions. 
Also known as epinephrine, adrenaline.

HCPCS II	 J0170

Primaxin IM  Drug used in the treatment of infections 
of the abdomen, such as appendicitis; lung infections 
such as pneumonia and bronchitis; skin and skin structure 
infections such as abscesses, cellulitis, and infected 
skin ulcers and wounds; gynecological infections such 
as uterine following delivery of a baby; urinary tract 
infections; bone and joint infections; heart infections; 
blood infections and others.

HCPCS II	 J0743

PriMatrix A skin repair system for wounds and burns 
that is made from fetal bovine dermis.

HCPCS II Q4110

Primaxin IV  Drug used in the treatment of infections 
of the abdomen, such as appendicitis; lung infections 
such as pneumonia and bronchitis; skin and skin structure 
infections such as abscesses, cellulitis, and infected 
skin ulcers and wounds; gynecological infections such 
as uterine following delivery of a baby; urinary tract 
infections; bone and joint infections; heart infections; 
blood infections and others.

HCPCS II	 J0743

primigravida  In the first pregnancy.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 695.5x,	763.89,	V22.0

priming  An acuteness to stimuli because of exposure to 
a certain event or experience.

princeps  Originally or the first.

Principen  Drug used to treat infections caused by 
bacteria.

HCPCS II	 J0290

prion  A protein molecule that lacks nucleic acid, that 
is, no DNA or RNA, often considered to be the cause of 
various infectious diseases of the nervous system.
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Privigen An intravenous antibody therapy made from 
human plasma used to treat primary immune deficiency 
and to reduce the risk of infection.

HCPCS II J1459

proactive interference  Occurs when information 
learned earlier disrupts the recall of material learned later.

proal  Concerning forward movement.

probe microphone  A miniature microphone typically 
connected to a soft silicone probe tube and inserted into 
the ear canal.

probe-microphone measurements  Measurements 
used to determine the real-ear gain and output of hearing 
aids. Probe-microphone measurements are helpful 
in fitting hearing aids, adjusting hearing aids based 
on patient feedback, and verifying special hearing aid 
features.

problem list  A comprehensive listing of all the 
significant medical events in a patient’s medial history.

procainamide HCl  A drug used to correct irregular 
heartbeats back to a normal rhythm and to slow an 
overactive heart.

HCPCS II	 J2690

procalcitonin  A highly specific biomarker used in the 
diagnosis of invasive bacterial infections and sepsis.

CPT	84145

procarbazine hydrochloride  A medication given 
to treat Hodgkin’s Lymphoma by inhibiting the growth of 
cancer cells. Also called Matulane.

HCPCS II	 S0182

prochlorperazine  Drug used to control nausea and 
vomiting of for certain mental or mood conditions.

HCPCS II	 J0780

procidentia  A sinking or prolapse of an organ or part.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 537.89,	569.1,	618.1

Procrit  A medication used to increase red blood cell 
production in order to treat anemia caused by certain 
medications, or kidney failure. Also called epoetin alfa.

HCPCS II	 J0885-J0886

proctalgia fugax  Fleeting rectal pain, caused by a 
spasm of the rectal muscles.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 564.5-564.6

proctectomy  The surgical resection of the rectum.

proctitis  Inflammation of the rectum.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 006.8,	098.7,	099.52,	555.1,	556.2,	556.3,	

569.49

Proctocort  A corticosteroid given to reduce swelling, 
inflammation, redness, and itching that may occur in 
association with conditions such as hemorrhoids. Also 
called hydrocortisone acetate.

HCPCS II	 J1700

proctologist  Physician specializing in disease of the 
colon, rectum and anus.

proctopexy  Surgical fixation of a prolapsed rectum. 
Also known as rectopexy.

proctoplasty  Plastic repair of the rectum. Also known 
as rectoplasty.

CPT	 45500-45505

proctoscopy  An examination of the rectum using a 
thin, lighted tube called a proctoscope.

proctosigmoidoscopy  Examination of the rectum 
and sigmoid colon with the sigmoidoscope (a flexible 
fiberoptic probe).

procurement  The act of getting possession of 
something.

prodromal  A symptom warning of the onset of a 
disease.

prodrug  A chemical precursor of a drug that is 
converted into the desired substance in the body.

productive cough  A cough in which mucus or phlegm 
is dislodged, enabling a person to clear the lungs.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 786.2

products of conception (POC)  Tissues resulting from 
a pregnancy, such as an aborted embryo/fetus and the 
placenta, often analyzed in cases of miscarriage.

Profasi  Drug used to help conception (pregnancy) occur.
HCPCS II	 J0725

Profilnine SD  A protein given to control or prevent 
excessive bleeding caused by hemorrhagic episodes 
or surgery in patients suffering from a lack of factor IX, 
also called type B hemophilia or Christmas disease. The 
medication increases clotting ability.

HCPCS II	 J7193-J7195

profound deafness  Extreme hearing impairment 
bordering on total deafness.
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profundus tendon  A tendon that is found deep.

progesterone  The hormone secreted by the corpus 
luteum which regulates menstruation and supports 
gestation.

progesterone receptor negative (PR-)  Breast 
cancer cells that do not have a protein receptor molecule 
to which progesterone will attach, do not need the 
hormone progesterone to grow, and usually do not 
respond to hormonal therapy.

progesterone withdrawal  A diagnostic procedure 
used to analyze whether or not the uterus is capable of 
normal menstruation.

progestin  A synthetic progesterone, such as Provera.

Prograf  Drug used for the prevention of rejection in 
transplanted organs.

HCPCS II	 J7507,	J7525

program  Integrated system of proscribed activities 
that are regularly performed as an intervention with 
therapeutic intent. Occupational therapy, physical therapy, 
respiratory therapy, speech therapy, etc. are examples of 
therapeutic programs.

programmable computerized hearing aid  A 
hearing aid that incorporate advanced programmable 
analog technology. Programmable aids are available in 
CIC (completely-in-the-canal), ITC (in-the-canal), ITE 
(in-the-ear), and BTE (behind-the-ear) models.

progression  Increase in the size of a tumor or spread of 
cancer in the body.

progressive disease  Cancer that is increasing in scope 
or severity.

progressive multifocal leukoencephalopathy  
A rapidly degenerative neurological condition associated 
with HIV, characterized by diffuse gray-matter pallor on CT 
and no focal lesions, and thought to be associated with JC 
papovavirus.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 046.3

progressive supranuclear palsy  A degenerative 
disease affecting the brain, causing problems with balance 
and gradually worsening into slurred speech, vision 
problems, and possible dementia.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 333.0

projection  A defense mechanism, operating 
unconsciously, in which what is emotionally unacceptable 
in the self is unconsciously rejected and attributed or 
projected onto others.

projective identification  A belief that an emotion or 
action attributed to a person is true.

projective test  A test which requires an individual 
to respond to indistinct stimuli in order to reveal ideas 
showing personality or inner conflicts.

prolapse  1) The falling down or downward 
displacement of a part or viscus (organs). 2) To undergo 
such displacement.

prolastin  Used in the treatment of congenital alpha 
1-proteinase deficiency in patients with symptoms of 
emphysema.

HCPCS II	 J0256

Proleukin  Used to treat wide-spread cancer of the 
kidney and skin.

HCPCS II	 J9015

Prolixin Decanoate  An antipsychotic medication 
given to treat emotional disorders, such as schizophrenia. 
May also be used to treat some other emotional, nervous, 
or mental problems. Also known as fluphenazine 
decanoate.

HCPCS II	 J2680

prolymphocytic leukemia  A rare, aggressive type 
of chronic lymphocytic leukemia in which too many 
immature white blood cells are found in the blood, spleen, 
and bone marrow.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 204.00-204.91

Promatene mist  Used to treat symptoms of asthma, 
chronic bronchitis, emphysema, and other lung disease.

HCPCS II	 J0170

promazine HCl  Drug used in the treatment of 
disorganized and psychotic thinking and to help treat false 
perceptions.

HCPCS II	 J2950

promegapoietin  A colony-stimulating factor given 
during chemoptherapy that stimulates the production of 
blood cells, especially platelets.
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promethazine HCl  Antihistamine used to relieve or 
prevent the symptoms of hay fever and other types of 
allergy, and to prevent motion sickness, nausea, vomiting, 
and dizziness. May also be used to help people fall asleep 
and relax before surgery.

HCPCS II	 J2550,	Q0169,	Q0170

promethazine hydrochloride  A drug combining a 
narcotic pain reliever and an anti-nausea medication used 
to treat moderate to severe pain. Also known as Mepergan 
and meperidine.

HCPCS II	 J2180

promine  Drug used to correct irregular heartbeats into 
normal rhythm and to slow an overactive heart.

HCPCS II	 J2690

promyelocytic leukemia  A type of quickly 
progressing acute myeloid leukemia, in which too many 
immature blood-forming cells are found in the blood and 
bone marrow.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 205.00-205.01

pronation  Positioning face down; rotation of an 
extremity so the anterior side faces downward, such as the 
forearm and hand with the palm facing down.

Pronestyl  Drug used to correct irregular heartbeats into 
normal rhythm and to slow an overactive heart.

HCPCS II	 J2690

prophylactic cranial irradiation  Radiation therapy 
to the head to reduce the risk that cancer will spread to 
the brain.

prophylactic mastectomy  A partial or complete 
removal of breast tissue in order to prevent the possible 
development of breast cancer.

prophylactic oophorectomy  Removal of the ovaries 
before disease develops, intended to reduce the risk of 
ovarian cancer.

prophylaxis  Prevention of or protective treatment of 
disease.

Proplex Sx-T  A protein given to control or prevent 
excessive bleeding caused by hemorrhagic episodes 
or surgery in patients suffering from a lack of Factor Ix, 
also called type B hemophilia or Christmas disease. The 
medication increases clotting ability.

HCPCS II	 J7193-J7195

Proplex T  Drug used to control and prevent bleeding 
episodes in patients with hemophilia B.

HCPCS II	 J7193-J7195

propranolol HCl  Drug used for hypertension.
HCPCS II	 J1800

proprioception  The intrinsic feedback mechanism 
used to monitor one’s own ability to maintain stability.

proprioceptive neuromuscular facilitation  Form 
of flexibility exercise performing a muscle contraction and 
relaxation alone or with a partner.

proprioceptor afferents  Peripheral sensory neurons 
that respond to body position.

proptosis  Forward projection or displacement especially 
of the eyeball. Also known as exophthalmos.

propylthiouracil  An antithyroid medication which 
prevents thyroid cells from producing thyroid hormone, 
used to control hyperthyroidism.

Prorex-25/-50  Drug used to relieve or prevent hay fever 
and other types of allergies.

HCPCS II	 J2550,	Q0169,	Q0170

prosopagnosia  Inability to recognize familiar faces 
that is not explained by defective visual acuity, reduced 
consciousness, or alertness.

Prost 30 monoclonal antibody  Laboratory-
produced, monoclonal antibody used to find and bind to 
cancer cells.

prostaglandin  Any of various oxygenated, unsaturated, 
cyclic fatty acids of animals that have a variety of 
hormone-like actions, such as controlling blood pressure 
or smooth muscle contraction.

Prostaphlin  Drug used to treat infections by killing 
bacteria or preventing their growth.

HCPCS II	 J2700

prostate cancer, stage I  Cancer is found in the 
prostate only, which cannot be felt during a digital rectal 
examination and is not visible by imaging, and causes no 
symptoms. It is usually found accidentally during surgery 
for other reasons or because a blood test showed an 
elevated prostate-specific antigen.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 185
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prostate cancer, stage II  Cancer that may be found 
by a needle biopsy, usually performed because a blood 
test showed elevated prostate-specific antigen (PSA). 
Cancer has not spread outside the prostate.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 185

prostate cancer, stage III  Cancer cells have spread 
outside the outer layer of the prostate to nearby tissues, 
and may affect the semen-producing glands, the seminal 
vesicles. Also known as stage C.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 185

prostate cancer, stage IV  Cancer cells have spread 
to lymph nodes, either near or far from the prostate, or to 
organs and tissues far away from the prostate such as the 
bone, liver, or lungs.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 185

prostate gland  A gland encircling the male urethra 
that produces a third of the fluid in semen.

prostate-specific antigen (PSA)  A protein made 
only by the prostate gland, high levels of which may 
signify prostate cancer.

prostatectomy  Surgical removal of the prostate.
There	are	too	many	CPT	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	CPT	book	
for	appropriate	codes.

prostatic intraepithelial neoplasia (PIN)  
Noncancerous growth of the cells lining the internal and 
external surfaces of the prostate gland; an important sign 
that prostate cancer may develop.

prostatic stent  A device that expands after placement, 
pushing prostate tissue away from the passageway 
allowing for easier urination.

prostatitis  Inflammation of the prostate gland, which 
may be chronic.

There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

prostatotomy  Incision into the prostate.
CPT	 55720-55725

prostatron  A procedure to allow for easier urination 
in which a catheter is placed within the bladder and 
positioned within the prostate, then the antenna emits 
microwaves. Also known as transurethral microwave 
thermotherapy (TUMT).

ProStep  A flavored chewing gum, lozenge, or skin patch 
used to help stop smoking.

HCPCS II	 S4990

prosthesis  An artificial extension that replaces a 
missing part of the body.

prosthetic valve  An artificial heart valve.

prosthodontist  A dentist with special training in 
making replacements for missing teeth or other structures 
of the oral cavity to restore an individual’s appearance, 
comfort, or health.

prostigmin  Drug used to treat myasthenia gravis.
HCPCS II	 J2710

Prostin VR Pediatric  Drug used for temporary 
treatment of patent ductus arteriosus, a heart defect in 
infants, until surgery can be done.

HCPCS II	 J0270

protamine sulfate  Drug used in the treatment of 
heparin overdose.

HCPCS II	 J0270

protan defect  Inability to see the color red.

protease  An enzyme that has the ability to split 
proteins by breaking peptide bonds between amino acids.

protease inhibitor  A class of drugs that interfere 
with infection by viruses. A new class of experimental 
antiretroviral drugs that work by inhibiting the HIV 
protease (i.e., Saquinavir, Indinavir, and Ritonavir).

proteinosis  Accumulation of excess protein in the 
tissues.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 272.8,	516.0

proteins  Naturally occurring organic compounds 
essential to the structure and function of the body.

proteinuria  The presence of protein in the urine, 
indicating that the kidneys may not be working properly.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 593.6,	646.20-646.24,	791.0

Prothazine  Drug used to prevent symptoms of hay 
fever and allergies.

HCPCS II	 J2550,	Q0169,	Q0170

protirelin  Drug used to test the response of the anterior 
pituitary gland in certain medical conditions involving the 
thyroid gland.

HCPCS II	 J2725

protocol  A detailed plan for studying or carrying out a 
treatment for a specific condition.

proton  A stable, positively charged subatomic particle in 
the baryon family.
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proton magnetic resonance spectroscopic 
imaging  A noninvasive imaging method of detecting 
and measuring activity at the metabolic level, used in 
conjuction with MRI.

Protonix  Drug used to decrease the amount of acid in 
the stomach.

HCPCS II	 C9113

Protopam Chloride  Drug used as an antidote 
in the treatment of poisoning due to chemicals and 
organophosphates.

HCPCS II	 J2730

Protostat  Drug used to treat infections.
HCPCS II	 S0030

prototype  The original or typical example.

protozoa  A family of unicellular organisms, including 
amoebas, that are the simplest form of animal life, and 
can be a cause of parasitic disease.

protozoal  Having to do with the simplest organisms in 
the animal kingdom.

Protropin  Drug used as a growth hormone to stimulate 
growth in children who do not produce enough growth 
hormone of their own.

HCPCS II	 J2940

proud flesh  Excessive granulation tissue around a 
healing wound or ulcer.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 701.5

Proventil  Bronchodilator that relaxes muscles in 
the airways and increases air flow to the lungs. Is 
used to treat or prevent bronchospasm in people with 
reversible obstructive airway disease or exercise-induced 
bronchospasm. Also known as HFA and Repetabs.

HCPCS II	 J7609,	J7610,	J7620

Proventil Repetabs  Drug used to treat bronchospasm 
(wheezing or shortness of breath) associated with 
reversible obstructive airway disease such as asthma.

HCPCS II	 J7609,	J7610,	J7620

Provera  Progestin used to promote menstruation in 
females who do not begin to menstruate at puberty or 
in those who stop menstruating before menopause. Also 
used for abnormal bleeding from the uterus.

HCPCS II	 J1051,	J1055

provider  A hospital or health care facility, physician, 
nurse, physical therapist or other individual involved in 
providing medical care services to patients.

Provintil HFA  Drug used to treat bronchospasm 
(wheezing or shortness of breath) associated with 
reversible obstructive airway disease such as asthma.

HCPCS II	 J7609,	J7610,	J7620

provirus  Viral genetic material that has been integrated 
into the DNA of the host cell.

Provocholine  Drug used as a test to determine if one 
has asthma and/or how serious the asthma is.

HCPCS II	 J7674

proximal  Nearer to trunk or point of origin.

pruritus  Any of various conditions marked by itching.

pruritus ani  Intense chronic itching of the anal area.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 306.3,	698.0

pruritus hiemalis  A recurrent eczema (inflammation 
of the skin) appearing with the coming of cold weather.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 698.8

psammoma bodies  Structures found in some 
benign or malignant tumor cells that look like hardened 
concentric rings when viewed under a microscope and can 
be a sign of chronic inflammation.

pseudoaddiction  Drug seeking behavior pattern 
observed in pain patients who are not getting adequate 
pain management.

pseudoallergy  Reaction that mimics an allergy and 
does not involve the immune system.

pseudoaneurysm  An outpouching of only the 
innermost layer of a blood vessel.

pseudoarthrosis  A form of non-union in which 
there is the formation of a false joint with some cartilage 
covering the ends of the bones and a cavity containing 
fluid that resembles a normal joint.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 733.82,	V45.4

pseudobulbar  An abnormal structure which resembles 
a bulbar lesion.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 310.8
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pseudocyesis  A somatoform disorder characterized by 
a false belief of being pregnant, and by the occurrence of 
signs of being pregnant, such as abdominal enlargement, 
breast engorgement, and labor pains.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 300.11

pseudocyst  1) An abnormal sac that resembles a 
cyst but has no membrane lining. 2) A cyst whose wall 
is formed by a host cell and not by a parasite. 3) A cyst 
consisting of a host cell enclosing a mass of Toxoplasma 
parasites, usually found in the brain.

pseudodementia  A syndrome in which dementia 
is mimicked or caricatured by a functional psychiatric 
illness with symptoms and response of mental status 
examination questions similar to those in dementia 
patients.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 300.16

pseudogout  Acute joint inflammation caused by 
crystals of calcium pyrophosphate.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 275.49,	712.10-712.19

pseudomeningocele  A collection of spinal fluid in the 
soft tissue around the central nervous system.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 349.2,	997.01

pseudomyxoma peritonei  A build-up of mucus 
from ruptured ovarian cysts, appendix, or other abdominal 
tissues that gathers in the peritoneal cavity. Mucus-
secreting cells may attach to the peritoneal lining and 
continue to secrete mucus.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 197.6

pseudopod  A false foot.

pseudostrabismus  Condition in which the eyes 
appear to be crossed due to undeveloped facial features, 
when they are, in fact, not crossed.

pseudotumor  A cluster of cells which resemble a 
neoplasm but are not cancerous in nature.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 348.2,	376.11

pseudotumor cerebri  Cerebral edema (swelling) and 
raised intracranial pressure without neurological signs 
except occasional sixth nerve palsy.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 348.2

psoas muscle  A muscle placed on the side of the 
lumbar region of the vertebral column and brim of the 
lesser pelvis. It forms part of group of muscles called the 
hip flexors, whose action is to lift the upper leg towards 
the body or to pull the body towards the leg.

psoralen  A substance that binds to the DNA in cells and 
stops them from multiplying; used in the treatment of 
psoriasis and vitiligo, and is being studied in the treatment 
of graft-versus-host disease.

psoriasis  A noncontiguous inflammatory skin disease 
characterized by recurring reddish patches covered with 
silvery scales.

psoriatic arthritis  Pain and swelling in joints, with 
scaly skin patches on areas of the body, related to the skin 
condition psoriasis.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 696.0

psychoanalysis  A group of psychological theories 
based on the work of Sigmund Freud which explores the 
unconscious workings of the brain in order to understand 
a person’s behavior.

psychogenic pain  Symptoms of physical pain having 
psychological origin.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 306.3,	307.80,	307.89

psychologist  Physician specializing in the study of the 
mind.

psychology  The study of an organism’s thoughts, 
feelings, and behavior.

psychometric test  Quantitative assessments of an 
individual’s psychological and other developmental traits 
or abilities.

psychomotor agitation  Excessive motor activity, 
such as pacing, fidgeting, and lip biting that accompanies 
a feeling of inner tension.

psychomotor retardation  Visible, generalized 
slowing of movements and speech.

psychopathology  The study of psychological disorders 
and mental illness, not to be confused with psychology.

psychosurgery  A method to cure psychological 
disorders through the use of surgery.

psychotherapy  Treatment of mental disorders and 
behavioral disturbances using verbal and nonverbal 
communication, as opposed to agents such as drugs or 
electric shock, to alter maladaptive patterns of coping, 
relieve emotional disturbance, and encourage personality 
growth.

psychotic  A severe mental impairment in which 
perception of reality is severely impaired.
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psychotropic medication  Medication that affects 
thought processes or states of feeling.

pterygium  An abnormal mass of tissue arising from the 
conjunctiva (lubricating mucous membrane that covers 
the eyeball) of the inner corner of the eye that obstructs 
vision by growing over the cornea.

ptosis  Abnormal lowering or drooping of an organ or 
part, especially a drooping of the upper eyelid caused by 
muscle weakness or paralysis.

There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

pubic symphysis  The anterior joint of the pelvis.

public health nurse  Nurse who is specially trained 
to provide care, usually in the home to families, and often 
have a strong background in social work skills and child 
and family development.

pubocervical fascia  Fascial tissue that supports the 
bladder.

pubovaginal sling  A surgical procedure in which a 
man-made or cadaveric piece of material is placed under 
the bladder neck to support and immobilize in order to 
improve sphincter function and decrease bladder neck 
movement, improving continence.

pudendal nerve  A nerve that originates at the sacral 
plexus (S2-S4) and branches in the pudendal canal, gives 
off the inferior anal nerve, and then divides into perineal 
nerve and dorsal nerve of the penis. It serves the muscles, 
skin, and erectile tissue of perineum.

Pulmicort Respules  Drug used for the control of 
asthma in persons requiring continuous, prolonged 
treatment.

HCPCS II	 J7626,	J7627,	J7633

Pulmicort Turbuhaler  Drug used to prevent asthma.
HCPCS II	 J7626,	J7627,	J7633

pulmonary  Pertaining to the lungs.

pulmonary alveolar proteinosis  A rare condition 
characterized by a disturbance in surfactant turnover, 
which causes the alveoli to fill with eosinophil, and 
decreases gas exchange.

pulmonary arteriovenous fistula  A congenital 
abnormal passage between the pulmonary arterial and 
venous systems, so that unoxygenated blood enters the 
systemic circulation.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 417.0,	747.3

pulmonary artery  Blood vessel that delivers oxygen-
poor blood from the right ventricle of the heart to the 
lungs.

pulmonary atresia  Congenital absence of the normal 
valvular opening into the pulmonary artery.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 746.01,	747.3,	747.49

pulmonary edema (PE)  Condition that occurs 
when too much fluid accumulates in the lungs, blocking 
transport of oxygen into the blood.

There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

pulmonary embolism (PE)  Closure and/or 
narrowing of the pulmonary artery or one of its branches 
by a clot.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 415.11-415.19,	639.6

pulmonary fibrosis  Condition characterized by scar 
tissue in the lung.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 515,	516.3,	770.7

pulmonary function test (PFT)  Test to evaluate the 
mechanical properties and level of function of the lungs 
by studying lung volume and capacity. Also known as 
spirometry.

pulmonary hypertension  Abnormally high blood 
pressure in the arteries of the lungs, that can cause 
dizziness, shortness of breath, and heart failure.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 415.0-416.0,	416.8-416.9

pulmonary insufficiency  Chronic impairment of 
gas exchange due to clinically documented pulmonary 
disease.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 518.5,	518.82,	770.89

pulmonary orifice  The opening between the 
pulmonary trunk and the right ventricle.

pulmonary rehabilitation  A personalized program 
which incorporates therapy, support, and education 
in attempting to assist the patient in achieving the 
maximum obtainable functional capacity allowed by his 
or her handicap.
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pulmonary stenosis  Narrowing of the opening 
between the pulmonary artery and the right ventricle, 
usually at the level of the valve leaflets.

pulmonary valve  The heart valve between the right 
ventricle and the pulmonary artery which prevents blood 
flowing from the lungs into the heart.

pulmonary vascular obstructive disease  Damage 
to the blood vessels of the lungs resulting in high vascular 
resistance, which may be permanent or reversible if the 
offending disease is removed.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 496

pulmonary vein  The blood vessel that carries newly 
oxygenated blood from the lungs back to the left atrium 
of the heart.

pulmonitis  Inflammation of lung tissue.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 486

pulmonology  The study of the lungs.

pulmozyme  Drug used in the long-term management 
of patients with cystic fibrosis.

HCPCS II	 J7639

pulp cavity  The pulp-filled central chamber in the 
crown of a tooth.

pulse generator  The power source for a cardiac 
pacemaker system supplying impulses to the implanted 
electrodes, either at a fixed rate or in some programmed 
pattern.

pulseless disease  A type of vasculitis which damages 
medium or large blood vessels.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 446.7

punch graft  A small graft of scalp tissue used in hair 
restoration surgery.

punched out  Refers to an ulcer with a clearly defined 
border as if made with a sharp tool.

pupil  The opening in the center of the iris which allows 
light to pass to the retina.

pupillary response  The constriction or dilation of the 
pupil as stimulated by light.

pure tone  A continuous single frequency commonly 
used in basic hearing screening tests.

purified protein derivative (PPD)  The most 
common test for exposure to tuberculosis bacteria, in 
which a small amount of protein from TB is injected under 
the skin and monitored for a skin response .

Purkinje cells  Output cells from the cerebellar cortex to 
the deep cerebellar nuclei.

purpura  A condition in which red or purple spots appear 
on the skin due to subcutaneous bleeding.

purpuric  Relating to or affected with purpura, a 
condition characterized by hemorrhage into the skin in 
which red or purple spots appear.

pursed lip breathing  Technique used to slow 
breathing in order to maintain even lung pressure and 
control shortness of breath.

pustule  A small inflamed elevation of skin containing 
pus; a pimple.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 022.0,	686.9

pyelitis  Inflammation of the pelvis or kidney.

pyelogram/ intravenous pyelogram (IVP)  X-ray 
of the pelvis, showing the kidney and associated structures 
after injection of a radiopaque dye.

pyelography  Radiography of the renal pelvis and ureter 
(duct that takes urine from the kidney to the bladder) after 
injection of contrast material.

CPT	 50394,	74400,	74425

pyelolithotomy  Surgical removal of a renal calculus 
(kidney stone) through an incision in the renal pelvis.

CPT	 50075,	50130

pyeloplasty  Plastic or reconstructive surgery of the 
pelvis of the kidney to correct an obstruction.

CPT	 50400-50405,	50540,	50544

pyeloscopy  Fluoroscopic observation of the pelvis 
and the calices (branches of the kidney) of the kidney 
following injection of a contrast medium through the 
ureter (duct that takes urine from the kidney to the 
bladder).

pyelostomy  Surgical formation of an opening into the 
renal pelvis.

CPT	 50125,	50398,	50400-50405

pyelotomy  Incision of the renal pelvis. 
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pyloric stenosis  Obstruction of the pyloric orifice (the 
opening at the end of the stomach); it may be congenital 
or acquired.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 537.0,	750.5

pyloromyotomy  An incision of the pyloric muscle, 
which controls the release of food from the stomach into 
the small intestine.

CPT	 43520

pyloroplasty  Surgical reconstruction of the pyloric 
sphincter between the stomach and the esophagus.

pylorospasm  Muscle spasms of the sphincter between 
the esophagus and the stomach.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 306.4,	537.81,	750.5

pyoderma gangrenosum  A necrotic skin ulcer, 
usually on the legs, that begins with markings resembling 
bug bites and can escalate into chronic wounds.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 686.01

pyogenic  Producing puss.

pyogenic granuloma  A small mass of inflamed 
granulated tissue with an ulcerated surface.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 522.6,	528.9,	686.1

pyospermia  The presence of white cells in the semen 
that indicates possible infection and/or inflammation.

pyrazine diazohydroxide  An anticancer drug.

pyrazoloacridine  An anticancer drug belonging to the 
acridines.

pyrexia  An increase in body temperature associated 
with commonly caused infections.

There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

pyridoxine HCI  Drug used to treat or prevent 
pyridoxine deficiency, treat nerve problems due to certain 
drugs such as isoniazid, and to treat seizures in newborns 
who do not respond to other medications.

HCPCS II	 J3415

pyriform sinus  Pear shaped sinus located in the 
pharynx (throat).

pyrimethamine  An antibiotic used in treating 
toxoplasmosis. Also known as Daraprim.

pyrogenic  Causing fever.

pyrophosphate  Calcium pyrophosphate crystals that 
cause pseudogout. Responsible for chondrocalcinosis, 
which is visible on an x-ray.

pyrophosphate arthropathy  Joint disease that has 
inflammatory and degenerative components resulting 
from pyrophosphate deposits in joints.

QRS waves  An ECG wave complex representing 
electrical changes of ventricular contraction.

quadrant  One section of something that has been 
divided into four equal parts.

quadrantectomy  Surgical removal of a region of the 
breast containing cancer.

CPT	 19301-19302

quadriceps  Large muscle located at the front of the 
thigh, made up of the rectus femoris, vastus medialis, 
vastus lateralis and vastus intermedius.

quadriparesis  Weakness and partial paralysis of all 
four limbs.

There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

quadriplegia  Complete paralysis of the body from the 
neck down. Mostly likely occurs with a spinal cord injury.

qualitative  Pertaining to quality.

qualitative hCG test  A pregnancy test that gives a yes 
or no answer without giving measurements.

quality control  Procedures performed with 
measurements taken to determine that a substance, 
instrument, or treatment has the appropriate properties, 
is operating properly, or is achieving the most efficient 
beneficial outcome.

quantitative  1) Denoting or expressing a quantity. 2) 
Relating to the proportionate quantities or to the amount 
of the components of a compound.

quantitative hCG test  A pregnancy test in which the 
units of hCG are measured.

quarantine  The isolation of persons exposed to 
infectious diseases in an effort to contain further 
spreading of the disease.

quartan  Recurring every fourth day or every 72 hours.
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Quelicin  Drug used for relaxing muscles during 
surgery, when using a breathing machine, and to induce 
anesthesia.

HCPCS II	 J0330

quinine  A drug formerly used for the prevention 
of malaria, and is now a part of many cold remedies 
and abortifacients. May cause deafness in susceptible 
individuals.

quinupristin/dalfopristin  Drug used to treat 
infections of the skin or blood.

HCPCS II	 J2770

Qvar  Drug used for the control of bronchial asthma in 
persons requiring continuous treatment.

HCPCS II	 J7622

rachiotomy  Surgical removal of the posterior (rear) arch 
of a vertebra. Also known as laminectomy.

rachischisis  Abnormal congenital opening of the 
vertebral column.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 741.90-741.93

radiate  To travel away from the main source.

radiation  A general term for any form of radiant 
energy emission. The type of radiation used is based on its 
purpose and emission source.

radiation absorbed dose (rad)  A measure of the 
amount of energy imparted to matter by ionizing radiation 
per unit of mass of the material being irradiated.

radiation fibrosis  The formation of scar tissue as a 
result of radiation therapy.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 508.1

radiation therapist  A physician who has received 
specific training in therapeutic radiology and who 
is certified by a recognized specialty board as being 
competent in radiation therapy.

radiation treatment course  The amount of time 
necessary to administer radiation therapy based on the 
results of treatment planning, typically a two-month 
period.

radical cystectomy  Surgery to remove the bladder as 
well as nearby tissues and organs.

radical operation  Operation involving extensive 
resection of tissue for complete destruction of disease.

radical resection  Surgical resection (removal of all or 
part of an organ) that takes the blood supply and lymph 
system supplying the organ along with the organ.

There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

radiculalgia  Pain along the distribution of one or more 
sensory nerve roots.

radicular  Distribution conforming to a particular nerve 
root.

radicular odontoma  An odontogenic (formation of 
teeth) tumor associated with a tooth root, or formed when 
the root was developing.

radiculitis  Inflammation of one or more nerve roots.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 094.89,	723.4,	724.4,	729.2

radioactive drugs  Drugs containing a radioactive 
substance used in the diagnosis and treatment of cancer 
and in pain management of bone metastases. Also known 
as radiopharmaceuticals.

radioactive fallout  Airborne radioactive particles that 
fall to the ground during and after an atomic bombing, 
nuclear weapons test, or nuclear plant accident.

radioactive iodine  An isotope of iodine used in the 
diagnosis and treatment of thyroid lesions and cancers.

radioactivity  The process whereby certain nuclides 
undergo spontaneous disintegration in which radiation is 
emitted.

radioallergosorbent test (RAST)  A blood test used 
to determine allergies by mixing a blood sample with 
various allergens and searching for reactions.

radiocurable  Pertaining to a type of cancer that can be 
cured by radiation therapy.

radiography  The use of x-rays for diagnosis.

radioimmunoassay  A special type of in vitro 
procedure that combines the use of radiochemicals and 
antibodies to measure the levels of hormones, vitamins, 
and drugs in a patient’s blood.

radioimmunoguided surgery  A procedure that 
uses radiolabeled substances to detect tumors for surgical 
removal.

radioisotope  An unstable element that releases 
radiation as it breaks down. Radioisotopes can be used in 
imaging tests or as a treatment for cancer.
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radiologic technologist  A person trained in the 
technique of producing an image with x-rays.

radiologist  A physician who interprets x-rays and 
images from other modalities such as MRI, CT, and 
ultrasound to diagnose disease.

radiology  Medical imaging techniques, employing 
advanced computers and other complex equipment, that 
allow doctors to see inside a patient’s body.

radionuclide angiography  A non-invasive method 
of studying the activity of the left ventricle of the heart at 
rest and during exercise.

radionuclide bone scan  Imaging of bones following 
the injection of an isotope that binds to bone tissue.

radionuclide scanning  A test that produces pictures 
of internal parts of the body by scanning the target area 
after being given an injection or swallowing a small 
amount of radioactive material.

radionuclide ventriculography  A diagnostic 
test used to determine the size and shape of the heart’s 
pumping chambers (the ventricles). Also known as a 
MUGA scan.

radiopharmaceutical  Drugs containing a radioactive 
substance that are used in the diagnosis and treatment of 
many diseases.

radioresistance  The relative resistance of cells, tissue, 
organs, or entire organisms to the injurious effect of 
radiation.

radiosensitivity  The relative susceptibility of cells, 
tissue, organs, or entire organisms to the injurious effect 
of radiation.

radiosensitization  The use of a drug that makes 
tumor cells more sensitive to radiation therapy.

radiosensitizer  A drug which enhances the effects of 
radiation treatment for cancer.

radiotherapy  Treatment of a lesion with radiation.

radon  A radioactive gas released by uranium that can 
damage lung cells and lead to lung cancer.

rales  Sounds in the lungs, often indicative of disease.

raloxifene  A drug belonging to the selective estrogen 
receptor modulators used in the prevention of osteoporosis 
in postmenopausal women, and being studied as a cancer 
prevention drug.

raltitrexed  An anticancer drug that inhibits tumor cells 
from multiplying by interfering with the cell’s ability to 
make DNA. Also known as ICI D1694.

randomized clinical trial  A study in which the 
participants are assigned by chance to separate groups 
that compare different treatments.

ranitidine bismuth citrate  Drug used for patients 
with active duodenal ulcer associated with H.	pylori	
infection.

ranitidine HCl  Drug used to reduce the amount of acid 
the stomach produces and treat and prevent ulcers in the 
stomach and intestine.

HCPCS II	 J2780

ranula  A cystic tumor beneath the tongue.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 527.6,	750.26

Rapamune  Drug used to prevent the rejection of 
transplanted organs.

HCPCS II	 J7520

RAS gene  A gene that has been found to cause cancer 
when it is altered or mutated. Suppression of this gene 
may stop the growth of cancer.

rasburicase  Drug which increases the rate at which uric 
acid is broken down in the body and used during some 
types of cancer.

HCPCS II	 J2783

Rashkind atrial septostomy  A procedure to enlarge 
the hole in the atrial septum.

rat mite dermatitis  Inflammation of the skin due to a 
bite of the rat-mite.

rating of perceived exertion  A self-assessment 
scale to rate breathlessness and fatigue during exercise.

rationalization  The process of justifying an action or 
decision that was done or made for a different reason.

Raynaud’s phenomenon  Disorder affecting the blood 
vessels in the extremities causing sudden vasocontrictive 
attacks when exposed to cold temperatures, marked by 
blanching of the extremities, usually followed by blue 
discoloration, then redness on rewarming with relaxation 
of the arterioles, and tingling sensation in the fingers and 
toes. Also known as Raynaud’s syndrome.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 443.0
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reaction formation  A defense mechanism, termed 
by Freud, wherein an individual acts in a manner exactly 
opposite from his or her unconscious belief.

reactive airway disease (RAD)  Pulmonary condition 
such as asthma and hypersensitivity pneumonitis that are 
brought on by exposure to a trigger, such as an allergen 
or odor.

reactive arthritis  Arthritis resulting from infection 
elsewhere in the body. The most common type is HLA 
B27-related and may follow certain types of bowel or 
genitourinary infection.

reactive oxygen species  Oxygen free radicals, high 
levels of which are linked to a reduced ability of sperm to 
bind to the zona pellucida.

readiness test  A test that measures the extent to 
which a child has acquired certain skills for successfully 
undertaking some new learning activity.

real-ear attenuation  A measurement expressed in 
decibels of the amount by which ear protectors lessen 
sound pressure reaching the eardrum in a particular 
observer.

real-ear measurements  The gain or output of a 
hearing aid, turned on, placed in the patient’s ear. Real-ear 
measurements can be conducted using probe-microphone 
measurements, soundfield testing, or functional gain.

real-ear occluded gain  The difference of the 
measurement of the signal level in the ear canal versus the 
input signal, with the hearing aid turned off.

real-ear unaided gain  The gain in hearing, measured 
within the ear canal, provided by the pinna and the ear 
canal with head diffraction effects.

real-ear unaided response  The level of hearing 
measured in an ear canal with no hearing aid.

real-time scan  A two-dimensional ultrasonic scanning 
procedure.

reality principle  The guide that changes our innate 
desires into more socially acceptable responses.

rebeccamycin  An anticancer drug belonging to the 
antineoplastic antibiotics.

Rebif  Drug used to treat multiple sclerosis, without 
being a cure, but has been shown to slow the 
advancement of the disease.

HCPCS II	 J1825,	Q3025,	Q3026

receiver  A device that converts or transduces one form 
of input data into another form of information, such as 
electrical impulses into sound waves.

receptive field  The portion of the receptor surface 
which, when stimulated, leads to changes in the activity 
of a neural element.

recipient  One who receives blood, tissue, or an organ 
from a donor.

recombinant  Produced by genetic engineering in the 
laboratory.

recombinant (human) follicle stimulating 
hormone (R-FSH, R-hFSH)  Genetically engineered 
follicle stimulating hormone as opposed to FSH 
extracted from the urine of postmenopausal women. It is 
synthesized in vitro by cells into which genes encoded for 
FSH subunits have been inserted. Also known as Gonal-F 
and Follist.

Recombinate  Drug used to help the blood form clots 
to stop bleeding.

HCPCS II	 J7192

reconditioning  The reintroduction of a specified 
response to a stimulus, after that response has been 
extinguished.

reconstructive surgery  Surgery performed on 
abnormal, defective, or injured structures of the body in 
order to improve functionality or appearance.

record  A paper or electronic document that contains 
information related to some occurrence or transaction.

rectal  Pertaining to the rectum.

rectal procidentia  A condition in which the rectum 
slips out of its normal position.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 569.1

rectal sphincter  An incomplete band or thickening 
of the muscle fibers in the rectum a few inches above the 
anus in the upper part of the rectum ampulla (dilated 
portion of a canal).

rectocele  Protrusion or herniation of the rectum into 
the vagina; can occur if pelvic muscles are weakened by 
childbirth.

rectopexy  Surgical fixation of a prolapsed rectum. Also 
known as proctopexy.
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rectoplasty  Plastic repair of the rectum. Also known as 
proctoplasty.

CPT	 45500-45505

rectovaginal  Pertaining to both the rectum and the 
vagina.

rectovaginal fistula  An abnormal passage between 
the vagina and the rectum.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 619.1

recumbency cramps  Cramping in legs and feet 
occurring while resting or during light sleep.

recurrent  The reappearance of a tumor or disease after 
it has been treated or cured.

recurrent cancer  Cancer that has returned, at the 
same site as the primary tumor or in another location, 
after the original tumor has gone.

recurrent miscarriage/ recurrent spontaneous 
abortion  The repeated loss of pregnancies which can be 
caused by many different factors.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 632,	634.00-634.92

red blood cells (RBCS)  Cells that carry oxygen to all 
areas of the body.

redison  Drug used to treat pernicious anemia, 
nutritional vitamin B12 deficiency, or malabsorption, and 
any other B12 deficiency.

HCPCS II	 J3420

reduction  Manipulation of a dislocated joint, fractured 
bone, or herniated tissue back into its correct position.

reduction deformity  Congenital absence of a portion 
or all of a body part, especially of the limbs.

Reed-Sternberg cell  A type of cell that appears in 
Hodgkin’s disease with increasing numbers as the disease 
advances.

ReFacto  Drug used to treat or prevent bleeding in 
hemophilia A.

HCPCS II	 J7192

referral  The process of helping one in need to receive a 
particular or specialized service from another care giver or 
organization.

referred pain  Pain experienced in a place other than its 
point of origin.

reflex sympathetic dystrophy (RSD)  A condition 
involving swelling, burning pain, stiffness, and 
discoloration in the hand caused by a disturbance in the 
sympathetic nervous system.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 337.20-337.29

Refludan  A blood thinner used with antiplatelet 
therapy to treat worsening angina or chest pain and 
certain types of heart attacks.

HCPCS II	 J1945

reflux  The backward movement of stomach contents 
into the esophagus.

refraction  1) The act or process of refracting; 
specifically, the determination of the refractive errors of 
the eye and their correction with lenses. 2) The deviation 
of light in passing obliquely from one medium to another 
of different density.

refractometry  Measurement of refractive index (the 
ratio of the velocity of light in a vacuum to that in a 
medium) of a substance with a refractometer (instrument 
used to measure the refractive index).

refractory cancer  Cancer that has not responded to 
treatment.

Refsum’s disease  A genetic disease of the metabolic 
system which causes a buildup of phytanic acid in the 
body, resulting in neurological disorders.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 356.3

Regadenoson  A medication that is used to widen the 
coronary vessels.

HCPCS II J2785

regional cancer  Malignancy that has grown beyond its 
original primary tumor into nearby lymph nodes, organs, 
or tissues.

regional chemotherapy  Treatment with anticancer 
drugs directed to a specific area of the body. One method 
delivers medication directly to the tumor via intra-arterial 
chemotherapy and can safely deliver doses up to ten times 
normal.

regional enteritis  Inflammation of the intestines, 
usually only of the small intestine, increasing the risk for 
developing colon cancer. Also known as Crohn’s disease.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 555.0-555.9
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Regitine  Drug that causes blood vessels to expand, 
thereby increasing blood flow; used to treat impotence in 
males by injection into the penis to cause an erection.

HCPCS II	 J2760

Reglan  Drug used on a short term basis (4 to 12 
weeks) for patients with heartburn and esophagitis due 
to gastroesophageal reflux, in the treatment of nausea 
related to postoperative states, cancer therapy, and 
diabetic gastric stasis.

HCPCS II	 J2765

Regranex Gel  Drug used for healing skin ulcers of the 
lower legs or feet caused by diabetes.

HCPCS II	 S0157

Regular  A hormone given to treat diabetes mellitus 
by lowering high glucose levels in the bloodstream. The 
hormone is insulin, which is produced by the pancreas. 
Also known as insulin.

HCPCS II	 J1815

regurgitation  The backward flow of blood through a 
defective heart valve, often the aortic valve, causing the 
chamber of the heart to work harder and over time can 
increase the size of the heart.

rehabilitation  Recovery from injury or sickness, with 
emphasis on return to pre-injury physical and emotional 
state of being.

reinforcement  A process that increases targeted 
behavior by using either a negative or positive stimulus, 
such as emploting an electrical shock as negative stimulus 
or a money reward as positive stimulus to achieve the 
performance of a targeted behavior.

rejection  An immune response against grafted tissue, 
such as a transplanted organ, which is attacked as a 
foreign invader within the body, resulting in graft failure.

relapse  The return of signs and symptoms of a disease, 
sickness, or condition after a period of improvement.

relative scotoma  An area of the visual field in which 
perception of light is only diminished, or loss is restricted 
to light of certain wavelengths.

relative survival rate  A specific measurement of 
survival calculated by adjusting to remove all other causes 
of death and then determined at specific intervals.

Relefact TRH  Drug used to test the response of the 
anterior pituitary gland in certain medical conditions 
involving the thyroid gland. Also known as Thypinone.

HCPCS II	 J2725

reliability  The extent to which a test or other 
instrument is consistent in its measurements or results, 
not varying over time or changing for subsequent 
measurements.

REM sleep  Rapid eye movement sleep (REM).

Remicade  Drug used to treat rheumatoid arthritis.
HCPCS II	 J1745

remission induction therapy  The initial 
chemotherapy treatment received to bring about 
remission in cancerous growth. The therapy targets the 
signs or symptoms of the cancer in hopes of bringing 
about an immediate remission.

Remodulin  Drug used to treat a type of high blood 
pressure in the lungs.

HCPCS II	 J3285

remote afterloading  A brachytherapy technique in 
which slow radiation sources are placed close to the target 
area through a device which provides precise isotope 
delivery due to predictable positioning of the applicators.

Renacidin  Used to dissolve renal or bladder calculi 
(kidney stones) in patients who are not candidates for 
surgical removal of the material, or to aid in ridding the 
body of remnants following surgery. May also be used 
as an irrigation solution to flush catheters on occasion. 
Also known as Irrigation solution for treatment of bladder 
calculi.

HCPCS II	 Q2004

renal  Pertaining to the kidneys.

renal arteries  The left and one right sided blood 
vessels that supply oxygenated blood to the kidneys.

renal artery stenosis  Narrowing of one or both 
renal (kidney) arteries, so that renal function is impaired, 
resulting in renal hypertension or chronic renal failure.

renal calculi  An abnormal concretion of mineral salts, 
occurring within the kidney. Also known as kidney stones 
or nephrolith.

renal cell cancer  Cancer that develops in the lining 
of the renal tubules, which filter the blood and produce 
urine.
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renal hematuria  Blood in the urine that comes from 
the kidney.

renal retinopathy  A noninflammatory disease of the 
retina associated with renal and hypertensive disorders.

renin  Hormone produced by the kidneys that works 
together with angiotensin to control blood pressure. Renin 
stimulates angiotensin when blood pressure is low and 
angiotensin causes blood vessels to constrict, raising blood 
pressure.

renoprival  Pertaining to loss of kidney function.

renovascular  Pertaining to the blood vessels of the 
kidneys.

ReoPro  Drug used to lessen the chance of heart attack 
in those requiring percutaneous coronary intervention to 
open blocked arteries of the heart.

HCPCS II	 J0130

Rep-Pred 40/Rep-Pred 80  Drug that reduces 
swelling, used in the treatment for skin diseases, allergic 
conditions, asthma, respiratory conditions, cancer, 
blood disorders, digestive problems, eye disorders, and 
rheumatic disorders.

HCPCS II	 J1020,	J1030,	J1040

repetition compulsion  The impulse to re-enact 
earlier emotional experiences and situations.

replantation  Replacing an organ or body part after 
brief removal and re-establishing circulation.

replication  A process in which single-celled organisms, 
viruses, or genetic material produce exact copies of 
themselves.

reproductive cells  Egg and sperm cells. Each mature 
reproductive cell carries a single set of 23 chromosomes.

reproductive endocrinologist  A medical specialty 
combining obstetrics and gynecology with endocrinology 
to treat reproductive disorders such as premature 
menopause and adenomyosis.

reproductive immunologist  A medical specialty 
combining obstetrics and gynecology with immunology 
to treat reproductive disorders that are related to immune 
problems such as infertility and other disorders that cause 
miscarriage.

reproductive immunophynotype (RIP)  A test 
which looks for cells that have the CD56+ marker in order 
to determine the portion of natural killer cells that kill any 
foreign body; used in therapy to increase fertility.

reproductive surgeon  An OB/GYN or urologist 
who specializes in the surgical correction of anatomical 
disorders that affect reproductive function.

Repronex (hMG)  A medication used to replace the 
pituitary hormones, luteinizing hormone (LH) and follicle 
stimulating hormone (FSH). May be used to induce 
ovulation in females who do not respond to clomiphene 
citrate and most frequently used with females who do not 
normally produce estrogen.

rescue medication  Short-acting medication designed 
to relieve symptoms quickly, such as inhalants for asthma 
attacks or pills to alleviate heart attacks.

resection  1) Surgical removal of part or an organ or a 
structure. 2) Removal of the articular ends of one or both 
bones forming a joint.

reservoir  Any person, animal, arthropod, plant, soil, or 
substance in which an infective agent normally lives and 
multiplies, depending on the reservoir for its survival. Also 
known as a carrier.

residual disease  Cancer cells that remain after 
attempts have been made to remove the cancer.

residual phase  The phase of an illness that occurs after 
remission of the florid symptoms or the full syndrome.

residual urine  The urine remaining in the bladder just 
after urination.

residual volume  The amount of air left behind after a 
maximum expiratory effort; the lowest voluntary volume 
obtainable.

resistant ovary  An ovary that cannot respond to the 
follicle-stimulating message sent by follicle stimulating 
hormone (FSH). A condition similar to premature 
menopause in which primitive germ cells are present in 
the ovary but will not respond to FSH stimulation.

resorption  The removal of bone or other tissue by the 
body through normal physiological processes or as part of 
a pathological process such as an infection.

Respbid  Drug used in the treatment of asthma, chronic 
bronchitis, and emphysema.

HCPCS II	 J2810
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RespiGam  Drug used to prevent lung infection cause 
by the respiratory syncytial virus in infants and children 
at risk.

respiration  Process of exchanging oxygen from the air 
for carbon dioxide from the body; includes the mechanical 
process of breathing, gas exchange, and oxygen and 
carbon dioxide transport to and from the cells.

respiratory distress syndrome (RDS)  A disease 
found in premature babies where the tiny air sacs of the 
lungs tend to collapse at the end of each breath due to 
a lack of a substance called surfactant. Also known as 
hyaline membrane disease (HMD).

ICD-9-CM Dx	 518.5,	518.82,	769,	770.6

respiratory failure  Inability of the lungs to conduct 
gas exchange (respiration).

ICD-9-CM Dx	 348.8,	518.5,	518.81,	518.83-518.84,	
770.84

respiratory syncytial virus immune globulin  An 
immunizing agent derived from blood plasma used to 
prevent lung infection cause by the respiratory syncytial 
virus (RSV) in infants and children at risk.

respiratory therapy  Exercises and treatments that 
help improve or restore lung function.

respiratory tract  The organs that are involved in 
breathing which include the nose, throat, larynx, trachea, 
bronchi, and lungs. Also known as the respiratory system.

respiratory tree  The structure in the chest composed 
of the trachea, bronchi, bronchioles, and alveoli that 
resembles an upside-down tree. Also known as the 
tracheobronchial tree.

respondent conditioning  Elicitation of a response 
by a stimulus that normally does not elicit that response, 
mediated primarily by the autonomic nervous system, 
such as salivation or change in heart rate.

response  In medicine, an improvement related to 
treatment.

rest pain  Continuous burning pain due to ischemia 
(decrease in blood supply) of the lower leg, which begins 
or is aggravated after reclining and is relieved by sitting 
or standing.

resting potential  The potential difference between 
the two sides of the membrane of a nerve cell when the 
cell is not conducting an impulse.

resting tremor  Tremor occurring in a relaxed and 
supported limb or other bodily part; it is sometimes 
abnormal.

restless leg syndrome  A condition in which the 
patient feels tingling, creeping, or tightening in the legs, 
particularly at rest, with a compulsion to move or engage 
the leg muscles in order to relieve the symptoms, often 
causing insomnia.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 333.94

restrictive lung disease  Disease of the lung 
parenchyma and connective tissue in which the lung 
parenchyma is damaged in some way and inflammation 
occurs

ICD-9-CM Dx	 518.89

Retavase  Drug used to improve blood flow in the heart 
after a heart attack.

HCPCS II	 J2993

retention defect  A defect in the power of recalling or 
remembering names, numbers, or events.

reticular  Any fine network of cells or any structure that 
appears net-like.

reticular activating system  A structure in the brain 
stem responsible for arousal and sleep.

reticulocyte  An immature red blood cell that contains 
a network of basophilic filaments (fibers that stain easily 
with basic dye).

reticuloendothelial  Of, relating to, or being the 
widely diffused bodily system constituting all phagocytic 
cells (cell that absorbs waste) except certain white blood 
cells.

retina  The innermost tunic of the eyeball, containing the 
neural elements for reception and transmission of visual 
stimuli.

retinaculum  Fibrous connective tissue similar to a 
ligament, but more expansive, which holds an organ or 
part in place.

retinal degeneration  A disease which causes night 
blindness and the gradual loss of vision.

There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

retinal detachment  A retina (the innermost part of 
the eye that contains the nerves for vision) that separates 
from its connection at the back of the eye.
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retinal pigment epithelium  The pigment cell layer 
that nourishes the retinal cells, located just outside the 
retina and attached to the choroid; a layer filled with 
blood vessels that nourish the retina.

retinitis  Inflammation of the retina, which can lead to 
blindness if untreated.

There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

retinitis pigmentosa (RP)  A hereditary degeneration 
of the retina which leads to a severe loss of vision, usually 
legal blindness. Progressive symptoms include night 
blindness, loss of side vision leading to tunnel vision, then 
decreased central vision and visual acuity.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 362.74

retinoid  Vitamin A or a vitamin A-like compound that 
functions like vitamin A in the body.

retinol  Vitamin A essential for proper vision and healthy 
skin and mucous membranes. Retinol is being studied for 
cancer prevention and belongs to the retinoids.

retinopathy  A disease of the retina that can result in 
loss of vision.

retinopathy of prematurity (ROP)  An eye disease 
in which abnormal blood vessels and scar tissue grow 
within and over the retina, the light detecting layer of cells 
inside the eye, mainly affecting premature babies.

retinoschisis  A degeneration of the retina causing 
splitting and formation of cysts in between the retinal 
layers and can lead to loss of visual acuity, central-vision 
focus, and even retinal detachment.

retinoscope  A device used to examine the refraction of 
light in the eye and determine the refractive power.

retinyl palmitate  A retinoid drug being studied in 
cancer prevention, which is a derivative of vitamin A that 
is not as potent.

Retisert  Drug used to treat certain inflammations of 
the eye.

HCPCS II	 J7311

retraction nystagmus  A spasmodic backward 
movement of the eyeball occurring on attempts to move 
the eye; a sign of midbrain disease.

retransplantation  Another transplant after the initial 
organ transplant is rejected or has failed.

retrieval  The process through which information stored 
in memory is recalled.

retroactive amnesia  The inability to retrieve or recall 
information from a time before a traumatic event.

retroactive interference  Difficulty recalling old 
information because of newly-learned conflicting 
information.

retrobulbar  Located behind the eyeball.

retrobulbar injection  Injection of an anesthetic drug 
in the retrobulbar space provides akinesia (motionless) 
and analgesia (absence of pain) to the eye.

retrocedent  Diseases that go from one part of the body 
to the next.

retrograde  Against the normal flow, such as enriched 
blood flow through a vein.

retrograde ejaculation  The discharge of semen into 
the bladder rather than through the urethra and out of 
the body.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 608.87

retrolental fibroplasia  A rare disease involving blood 
vessels behind the retina. These vessels grow abnormally 
and can cause scar tissue.

ICD-9-CM Dx 362.21

retrolisthesis  Posterior slippage of one vertebra out of 
alignment with the one below it, causing pain, numbness, 
and risk of spinal cord compression.

retromolar trigone  The small area behind the 
wisdom teeth.

retroperitoneal  Having to do with the area outside 
of or behind the peritoneum, the tissue that lines the 
abdominal wall and covers most of the organs in the 
abdomen.

retroperitoneal lymphadenopathy  The presence 
of abnormal lymph nodes in the retroperitoneal space (the 
space behind the peritoneum, the membrane that lines 
the abdominal wall and encloses the organs).

retropharyngeal  Situated or occurring behind the 
pharynx (throat).

retropubic prostatectomy  Surgery to remove the 
prostate through an incision made in the abdominal wall.

retropulsed  A pushing back of any part such as bone 
fragments pushed into the spine.
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retropulsion  Involuntarily moving backward.

retroverted uterus  A uterus that is flexed severely 
forward or backward.

retrovir  A drug used in combination with other 
anti-viral medicines in the treatment of human 
immunodeficiency virus (HIV) infection. This drug stops 
the virus from infecting uninfected cells, but cannot help 
those cells already infected. It is used to slow disease 
progression and help prevent pregnant women from 
passing the virus to their babies. Also known as AZT, ZDV, 
and Zidovudine.

HCPCS II	 J3485

retroviral vector  RNA from a virus used to insert 
genetic material into cells.

retrovirus  A class of viruses that copy genetic material 
using RNA as a template for making DNA, such as HIV.

revascularization  Reestablishment of blood supply to 
a part or organ.

reverse transcriptase  A retroviral enzyme that is 
capable of copying RNA into DNA, an essential step in the 
life-cycle of HIV.

reverse transcriptase polymerase chain 
reaction (RT-PCR)  Powerful technique for producing 
millions of copies of specific parts of the genetic code of 
an organism so that it may be readily analyzed; a method 
used for synthesizing HIV antibodies.

Reye’s syndrome  A potentially serious or deadly 
disorder in children characterized by rashes, vomiting, and 
confusion.

Rh  The most immunogenic  D antigen of the Rh blood 
group system: may be Rh positive (does have the D 
antigen) or Rh negative (does not have the D antigen). 
Rh incompatibility can that develop when a blood 
transfusion is given or a pregnant woman has Rh-negative 
blood and the baby in her womb has Rh-positive blood. 
Rh incompatibility can cause symptoms ranging from 
mild to serious. At its mildest, Rh incompatibility causes 
destruction of red blood cells.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 646.1x,	999.70-999.74

Rh factor  Any of one or more genetically determined 
antigens present in the red blood cells of most persons 
and capable of inducing intense immunologic reactions. 
Some women develop a sensitization to Rh during 
pregnancy.

rhabdoid tumor  A malignant tumor of either the 
central nervous system (CNS) or the kidney. Malignant 
rhabdoid tumors of the CNS often have an abnormality 
of chromosome 22 and usually occur in children under 2 
years.

rhabdomyolysis  A condition in which muscle fibers 
break down and release their contents into the blood.

Rheomacrodex  Drug that reduces capillary circulation 
as in shock, burns, fat embolism, pancreatitis, peritonitis, 
and paralytic ileus.

HCPCS II	 J7100

Rhesonativ  Drug used to prevent certain blood 
problems that may occur during pregnancy or blood 
transfusions.

HCPCS II	 J2788,	J2790

rheumatic arteritis  Generalized inflammation of 
arterioles and arterial capillaries occurring in rheumatic 
fever.

rheumatic chorea  A complication of rheumatic 
fever which causes involuntary muscle movements; a 
self-limiting muscular disorder occurring mainly in young 
females. Also known as Sydenham’s Chorea.

rheumatic fever  A disease occurring most often in 
children or following infection with strep throat, causing 
fever, joint inflammation, and damage to the heart valves.

rheumatism  Any of a group of diseases causing 
inflammation and pain of muscles, joints, nerves, and/
or bones.

Rheumatrex  Drug used for cancer treatment and to 
treat psoriasis, rheumatoid arthritis, and other rheumatic 
diseases.

HCPCS II	 J8610

rhexis  Bursting or rupture of an organ or vessel.

rhinalgia  Pain in the nose.

rhinarium  The area of hairless skin surrounding the 
nostrils.

rhinedema  Swelling of the nasal mucous membrane.

rhinitis  Inflammation of the nasal mucous membranes.
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Rhinocort Aqua  An anti-inflammatory medication 
which acts in the nose to reduce congestion and treat 
stuffy nose caused by allergies, and to prevent and treat 
nasal polyps.

HCPCS II	 J7627,	J7633

rhinogenous  Originating in the nose.

rhinokyphectomy  Plastic surgery humpback 
deformity of the nose.

rhinokyphosis  A humpback deformity of the nose.

rhinolalia  Nasalized speech.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 784.49

rhinomanometry  Measurement of the airflow 
and pressure within the nose during respiration; nasal 
resistance or obstruction can be calculated from the 
figures obtained.

CPT	 92512

rhinopharyngitis  Inflammation of the nasal and 
pharyngeal (throat) mucous membranes.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 102.5,	460,	472.2

rhinophyma  A skin disease affecting the nose which 
causes redness, skin thickening, increased vascularization, 
and excess production of sebum (a fatty semi-fluid).

ICD-9-CM Dx	 695.3

rhinoplasty  Corrective, plastic surgery for reshaping the 
nose from nasal damage, dislocation, or defects.

rhinorrhea  Excessive discharge from the nasal mucous 
membrane.

rhinoscopy  An examination of the nose and sinuses 
using a flexible or rigid endoscope. Also known as sinus 
endoscopy.

rhinotomy  Incision into the nose, especially incision 
along one side to allow viewing of the nasal passages for 
radical sinus operations.

CPT	 30118,	30320

rhizotomy  A surgical procedure performed to sever 
spinal nerve roots to relieve pain.

Rhizoxin  An anticancer drug isolated from a fungus 
similar to the vinca alkaloids.

Rho (D) human immune globulin  Immune agent 
derived from pooled human blood plasma containing 
antibodies that prevent incompatible Rh factor problems 
from occurring during pregnancy or blood transfusions.

HCPCS II	 J2788,	J2790

Rho (D) immune globulin (human) solvent 
detergent  Drug used to suppress the immune response 
of non-sensitized Rh negative individuals who receive Rh 
positive RBC’s either through fetomaternal hemorrhage 
during delivery of an Rh positive infant; abortion, or 
following amniocentesis, abdominal trauma, or accidental 
transfusion.

HCPCS II	 J2792

RhoGAM  Drug used to prevent Rh incompatibility 
problems that may occur during pregnancy or blood 
transfusions between Rh positive and Rh negative 
individuals.

HCPCS II	 J2788,	J2790

Rhogam (anti-D)  An immunization given to Rh-
negative women after a miscarriage, stillbirth, or live 
birth to prevent production of antibodies against any 
Rh-positive babies they may have in future pregnancies.

rhus dermatitis  An allergic inflammation of the skin 
caused by poison ivy, poison oak, and poison sumac.

rhytidectomy  Plastic surgery procedure to give a more 
youthful appearance that involves removing any excess 
skin and stretching the underlying skin taught to remove 
wrinkles and sags from the face. Also known as a facelift.

ribosome  The elongated spherical structure that 
assembles proteins after being fed the genetic instructions 
by mRNA. Found in living cells.

rice bodies  Aggregates of cells, fibrin, and debris found 
in synovial fluid from chronically inflamed joints.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 717.6,	718.10-718.19

rickets  A disruption in bone mineralization and 
growth caused by any number of defects affecting the 
absorption or metabolic balance of vitamin D, phosphorus, 
and calcium. Marked by osteomalacia, bone pain and 
abnormalities, even hyptonia and tetany.

There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

rifabutin  An antibiotic used as a component in 
the combination treatment of mycobacterium avium 
complex (MAC), the only drug currently approved for the 
prevention of MAC. Also known as Mycobutin.
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Rifamate  A combination of Rifampin and Isoniazid in 
one pill.

Rifampin  An antibiotic used alone or as a component 
in the combination treatment of tuberculosis. Also known 
as Rimactane.

right atrium  One of the two collecting chambers of 
the heart. The right atrium receives oxygen-poor blood 
returning from the body through the inferior vena cava, 
superior vena cava, and the coronary sinus drain.

right ventricle  One of two pumping chambers. It 
pumps blood to the lungs (pulmonary circulation).

rigidity  Stiffness of the limbs or trunk beyond what 
would result from normal aging or arthritic changes.

rilonacept  Medication used to treat rare genetic 
conditions such as Familial Cold Autoinflammatory 
Syndrome or Muckle-Wells syndromes, inflammatory 
disorders in which the body develops symptoms without 
any known cause involving the joints and bones, central 
nervous system, and major organs.

HCPCS II		 J2793

Rimso 50  Drug used in the bladder to relieve symptoms 
of interstitial cystitis.

HCPCS II	 J1212

risk  The chance of becoming infected if exposed to an 
infectious agent through its particular mechanism of 
transmission.

risk factor  An element or condition involving a certain 
hazard or danger. When referring to heart and blood 
vessels, a risk factor is associated with an increased chance 
of developing cardiovascular disease, including stroke.

risk factor reduction  Reducing the occurrence or 
characteristics that are associated with the increased rate 
of an occurring disease.

risperdal  Drug used for the treatment of psychotic 
disorders, such as schizophrenia and bipolar disease. Also 
known as Risperidone and Risperdal M-Tab.

HCPCS II	 J2794

Risser jacket  A combination of plaster, turnbuckles, 
and hinges, extending from the chin and back of the head 
to one knee, sometimes including one upper limb as far as 
the elbow; used in scoliosis.

CPT	 29010-29015,	29710

Ritchie index  A scoring system for recording joint 
tenderness in patients with rheumatoid arthritis.

Ritonavir (ABT-358)  An experimental protease 
inhibitor drug used as an antiviral medicine in treating HIV.

Ritter’s disease  A disease of infant children in which 
an upper respiratory staph infection causes large areas of 
skin to peel off.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 695.81

Rituxan  Drug used in the treatment of non-Hodgkin’s 
lymphoma.

HCPCS II	 J9310

rituximab  A type of monoclonal antibody used in 
treatment of non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma.

Robaxin  A muscle relaxant used along with rest and 
physical therapy to decrease muscle pain and spasms 
associated with sprain, strains, and other muscle injuries.

HCPCS II	 J2800

robotic-assisted surgery  The use of robotic 
technology  to translate the surgeon’s  hand, wrist, and 
finger movements into precise, real-time movements 
at the surgical site via robotic instruments used inside 
the patient; a minimally-invasive technique for complex 
procedures with a greater range of motion than the 
human hand.

Rocaltrol  Drug used in the treatment of low levels 
of calcium in patients on renal dialysis and those with 
hypoparathroidism.

HCPCS II	 J0636

rocephin  Drug used to treat infections before, during, 
and after surgery.

HCPCS II	 J0696

rod cone dystrophy  A number of retinal diseases in 
which the rod photoreceptors first start to degenerate 
followed by the cone photoreceptors. Other parts of the 
retina are also adversely affected and symptoms include 
loss of side vision and night blindness.

rodent ulcer  Ulcerating basal cell carcinoma of the skin.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 370.07

Rodex  Drug used to treat or prevent pyridoxine 
deficiency, nerve problems due to certain drugs such as 
Isoniazid, or to treat seizures in newborns who do not 
respond to other medications.

HCPCS II	 J3415
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rods  Visual cells of the retina (the innermost part of the 
eye that contains the nerves for vision) that are important 
for night vision and peripheral vision.

roentgen  The quantity of x- or gamma radiation such 
that the associated corpuscular emission at 0.001293 gm 
of air produces, in air, ions carrying one electrostatic unit of 
electrical charge, either positive or negative; a measuring 
unit of radiation exposure.

Roferon-A  Drug used to treat chronic hepatitis C, hairy 
cell leukemia, AIDS-related Kaposi’s sarcoma, and some 
types of chronic myelogenous leukemia.

HCPCS II	 J9213

Romberg test  A neurological test performed to detect 
poor balance in which the patient attempts to maintain 
steady balance with the eyes closed and feet close 
together.

romiplostim  A protein analog of thrombopoietin, a 
hormone that regulates platelet production, used for the 
treatment of thrombocytopenia in patients with chronic 
immune idiopathic thrombocytopenic purpura.

HCPCS II 	 J2796

rooting reflex  A reflex seen in infants in which they 
will turn their head in response to rubbing around the the 
mouth. A normal rooting reflex is a healthy sign that the 
baby will nurse normally.

ropivacaine hydrochloride  Drug used as an epidural 
in surgical anesthesia.

HCPCS II	 J2795

rosacea  A progressive skin condition in which flushing 
redness on the face develops into permanent redness, 
pustules, and other complications.

roseola  An acute disease of infants or very young 
children caused by HHV-6 and characterized by high 
fever and a skin rash. Also known as Roseola	Infantum, 
Exanthem	Subitem, and Pseudorubella.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 057.8,	058.10

Rosiglitazone  A drug belonging to the 
thiazolidinediones taken to help reduce the amount of 
sugar in the blood, make insulin more effective, and 
improve the regulation of blood sugar.

rotary nystagmus  Involuntary rotation of eyes about 
the visual axis.

rotation  Movement of a part around its long axis. 
Medial rotation turns the anterior surface medially.

round window  The membrane separating the middle 
ear and inner ear.

rubedo  Redness of the skin that may be temporary.

rubella  A mild contagious eruptive disease that is 
caused by the rubella virus and is capable of producing 
congenital defects in infants born to mothers infected 
during the first three months of pregnancy. Also known as 
epidemic roseola, German measles, three-day measles.

rubeola  An infectious viral disease that causes distinct 
red spots on the skin. Also known as measles.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 055.8-055.9,	056.9,	057.8

rubex  Drug used in the treatment of cancer to slow or 
stop the growth of cancer cells.

HCPCS II	 J9000

Rubramin PC  Drug used to treat pernicious anemia, 
nutritional vitamin B12 deficiency, malabsorption, and 
any other B12 deficiency.

HCPCS II	 J3420

rudimentary  Imperfectly developed.

rumination  The regurgitation of food from the 
stomach.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 300.3,	307.53

S-R approach  The stimulus-response approach based 
on the premise of contiguity, which states that in order for 
learning to occur, the response must occur in the presence 
of or very soon after the presentation of a stimulus, or the 
desired association will not occur.

sabaceous glands  Glands in the skin that produce 
an oily substance called sebum, which empties into hair 
follicles and keeps the hair and skin soft, smooth, and 
pliant, while inhibiting the growth of some bacteria.

saccade  Rapid movement of the eye as it scans the field 
of vision.

sacculation  A structure formed by a group of sacs.

saccule  The smaller of the two sacs occupying a portion of 
the membranous labyrinth of the vestibule of the inner ear.

sacral nerves  The nerves providing impulses that affect 
movement of the bowel and bladder, as well as the stimuli 
that aid in sexual function.

sacral pressure ulcer  Sores that occur on the posterior 
section of the pelvis.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 707.05
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sacroiliac joint  The joint formed between the medial 
surface of the ilium and the lateral aspect of the sacrum; 
a fibrous joint, comprising and surrounded by very strong 
ligamentous structures.

sacroplasty  The percutaneous injection of polymethyl 
methacrylate into the fractured cleft of the sacrum to 
relieve pain and treat sacral insufficiency fractures due to 
osteoporosis, radiation necrosis, or multiple myeloma.

CPT	 0200T-0201T

sacrouterine  Pertaining to the uterosacral ligament.

sacrum  The large, flat bone developed from the fusion of 
five vertebrae. The sacrum has no intervertebral disks and 
is the most inferior weight bearing bone in the spine.

saddle joints  The type of joint that moves side to 
side and back and forth. Saddle joint movement occurs 
between the bones of the hand and the metacarpal bone 
of the thumb.

sagittal  From front to back along the median plane or a 
plane parallel to the median. Also known as longitudinal.

sagittal plane  A vertical plane passing through the body 
parallel to the median plane, bisecting the coronal plane.

Saizen  Drug used in the treatment of growth failure, 
growth hormone deficiency, intestinal disorders, or HIV-
related weight loss or wasting.

HCPCS II	 J2941

Sal-Tropine  Drug used to relax muscles in the eye, 
which causes the pupil to widen (dilate). It is used to treat 
inflammation of certain parts of the eye. It is also used to 
treat a variety of stomach and intestinal tract disorders.

saline  Salt water solution.

salinity  The amount of salt in a solution.

salivary fistula  An abnormal passage communicating 
with a salivary duct.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 527.4,	750.24

salivary lipase  An enzyme that prepares fat for 
digestion.

salpingectomy  Surgical removal of the fallopian tube. 
Also known as tubectomy.

salpingitis  An inflammation of one or both fallopian 
tubes.

There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

salpingography  A radiographic procedure imaging the 
fallopian tubes following the injection of contrast material.

salpingolysis  A surgical procedure for freeing a 
fallopian tube from adhesions.

CPT	 58740

salpingoneostomy  Surgical reopening of a uterine 
tube shaped like a tube because of fimbrial (fringelike) 
adhesions.

CPT	 58673,	58770

salpingoplasty  Surgery to correct blocked fallopian 
tubes.

salpingostomy  A surgical incision made in a fallopian 
tube for repair or removal of an ectopic pregnancy.

CPT	 58673,	58770

saltatory spasm  Clonic (rapid alternating muscle 
contraction and relaxation) spasm of the muscles of the 
legs, producing a peculiar jumping or springing motion 
when standing.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 781.0

Samarium 153  A radioactive substance used in cancer 
therapy.

Sandimmune  Drug used to treat or prevent organ 
rejection in transplant patients. It is also used in patients 
with arthritis or psoriasis.

HCPCS II	 J7502,	J7515,	J7516

sandoglobulin  Drug used to prevent or treat illnesses 
than can occur when the body does not produce enough 
of its own immunity.

HCPCS II	 J1566

sandostatin  Drug used to lower insulin and glucagon, 
growth hormone, and chemicals that affect digestion. 
Also used to treat acromegaly and reduce flushing 
episodes and watery diarrhea caused by cancerous or 
vasoactive intestinal peptide tumors.

HCPCS II	 J2353,	J2354

SangCya  Drug used to reduce the body’s natural 
immunity in patients with organ transplants and also to 
treat severe cases of psoriasis and rheumatoid arthritis.

HCPCS II	 J7502,	J7515

Sanger-Brown disease  A hereditary disorder which 
casues ataxia due to abnormal changes in the occipital 
lobe.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 334.2
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sanguicolous  Inhibiting the blood, as in a parasite.

saphenous vein  Either of the two main superficial 
veins of the leg, one larger than the other, that begin at 
the foot.

sarcoma  Malignant tumor comprised of connective 
tissue cells.

sarcosinemia  A hereditary disorder of amino acid 
metabolism due to deficiency of an enzyme and 
characterized by elevated levels of sarcosine in blood 
plasma and excretion of sarcosine in the urine, failure to 
thrive, irritability, muscle tremors, and retarded motor and 
mental development.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 270.8

sargramostim  Drug that stimulates the body to make 
white blood cells, used after bone marrow transplants 
and to improve blood conditions due to certain types of 
anemia from drug therapy.

HCPCS II	 J2820

saturated fat  The type of fat found in foods of animal 
origin and a few of vegetable origin; they are usually solid 
at room temperature. Tend to increase LDL cholesterol 
levels and it may raise the risk of certain types of cancer.

saturnism  Lead poisoning.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 984.9

saucerization  Surgical excavation or hollowing out, of 
tissue to form a shallow depression to facilitate drainage 
from infected areas of a wound.

sauriderma  A group of skin disorders characterized by 
increased keratinisation (keratin is deposited in cells and 
the cells become horny), resulting in noninflammatory 
scaling of the skin.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 757.39

scalenus anticus  One of three muscles that is located 
toward that front on each side of the neck that serve to 
bend and rotate the neck and that assist breathing by 
raising or fixing the first two ribs.

scanogram  An image obtained by moving the patient 
through the CT gantry through the plane of the x-ray 
source and detectors while x-ray projection measurements 
are made at a fixed source angular position.

scaphocephaly  A deformed condition of the skull, in 
which the vault (dome shape) is narrow and elongated.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 756.0

scapulalgia  Pain in the scapular (shoulder blade) 
region.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 733.9

scapulopexy  Surgical fixation of the scapula to the 
chest wall or to the spinous process (a projection that 
allows muscles to attach) of the vertebrae.

CPT	 23400

scar contracture  A type of scar formed by the 
remaining healthy skin around a damaged area pulling in 
toward each side.

scarabiasis  Invasion of the intestine by the dung beetle, 
characterized by anorexia, emaciation, and disturbance of 
the gastrointestinal tract.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 134.1

Schilder’s disease  A degenerative fatal brain disease 
that is most common in children, characterized by the 
destruction of myelin in the white matter, progressive 
dementia, convulsions, failure of hearing, spastic paralysis, 
and blindness.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 341.1

schistosomiasis  Any of the tropical diseases that 
is caused by schistosomes (disease carried by snails 
contaminating water), causing destruction of the tissue of 
the kidneys, liver, and other organs.

schizophrenia  A mental disorder characterized 
by disturbances in the form of thought (delusion, 
hallucinations), in mood, in sense of self and relationship 
to the external world, and in behavior. It must be shown to 
decrease function and be present for 6 months.

Schwartz-Jampel syndrome  Inherited muscle 
disorder which causes muscle stiffness and weakness.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 359.23

sciatic nerve  The largest nerve of the body; originates 
in the sacral plexus; it leaves the pelvis through the greater 
sciatic foramen (an opening). It dividends into the tibial 
and common fibular nerves, usually in the lower third of 
the thigh.

sciatica  Pain along the course of a sciatic nerve (the 
largest nerve in the body), especially noted in the back of 
the thigh and below the knee.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 722.10,	724.3

scintigraphy  The use of radioactive substances to 
record images of their distribution in body tissues.

sclera  The tough white outer coat of the eyeball.
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sclerectomy  Excision of part of the sclera (white fibrous 
membrane that covers the eyeball).

CPT	 66160

scleredema  Hard nonpitting oedema (retaining fluid) 
of the skin on the upper body and extremities.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 710.1,	778.1

scleritis  Inflammation of the sclera (the white fibrous 
membrane that covers the eyeball).

sclerosis  Hardening of tissue.

sclerotherapy  Treatment, as for varicose veins, 
involving the injection of a sclerosing (hardening) solution 
into vessels or tissues.

CPT	 36465-36471

scoliosis  Curvature of the spine.

scotoma  An area of diminished vision within the visual 
field.

scrotoplasty  Reparative or plastic surgery of the 
scrotum.

CPT	 55175-55180

sealpox A member of the parapoxvirus family that 
results in lesions of the skin and mouth that can be 
contracted by direct contact.

ICD-9-CM Dx 059.12

seborrheic dermatitis  A form of inflammatory skin 
rash that results from an over activity of the sebaceous 
(fat) glands.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 690.10,	690.12

seborrheic keratosis  A benign skin lesion resulting 
from excessive growth of the top layer of skin cells.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 702.11,	702.19

seborrhoea nigra  A form of accumulation on the skin 
or dry scales characterized by a pigmented secretion.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 759.89

seborrhoea sicca  An accumulation on the skin, 
especially the scalp, or dry scales.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 690.18

sebum  A thick substance that is secreted by sebaceous 
(fat) glands that consists of fat and cellular debris.

secundine  The afterbirth, or placenta and membranes.

sedative  An agent or a drug that produces a soothing, 
calming, or tranquilizing effect.

segmental instrumentation  Surgical device 
(pedicle fixation) used to stabilize the spine. It is attached 
at each end of the device, as well as at least one vertebrae.

CPT	 22842-22844

segmentectomy  Excision of a segment of an organ 
or a gland.

CPT	 19301-19302,	32484

selective estrogen receptor modulator (SERM)  
A medication that blocks the estrogen’s ability to occupy 
the receptor cells prohibiting their ability to cause the cell 
to grow and spread.

ICD-9-CM Dx V07.51

Selestoject  Drug used to provide relief from 
inflammation.

HCPCS II	 J0704

sella turcica  A saddlelike prominence of the upper 
surface of the sphenoid bone of the skull, situated in the 
middle cranial fossa and dividing it into two halves.

semiflexion  Halfway between flexion and extension 
of a limb.

Semont maneuver  A treatment for repositioning 
canalith which involves rapidly moving the patient from 
lying on one side to the other.

CPT 95992

seminoma  A malignant tumor of the testis arising from 
sperm-forming tissue

Sengstaken-type tube placement  A tube that is 
used for esophagogastric tamponade and has two ballons 
and a gastric aspiration port.

CPT 43460

senile  Relating to or exhibiting memory loss or mental 
impairment associated with old age.

senile tremor  Involuntary trembling or quivering due 
to the defects of old age.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 797

sensitinogen  The collective of antigens (any substance 
capable of inducing a specific immune response) that 
sensitize the body.

Sensorcaine  Drug used to cause loss of feeling before 
and during surgery, dental procedures, or labor and 
delivery.

HCPCS II	 S0020
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sensorineural hearing loss  Hearing loss due to 
failure of the auditory nerve.

sentinel node  The first lymph node to receive drainage 
from a tumor; used to determine whether there is 
lymphatic metastasis in certain types of cancer.

sepsis  The presence of pus-forming bacteria or their 
toxins in the blood or the tissue.

septal defect  A hole in the wall of the heart separating 
the atria or in the wall of the heart separating the ventricles.

septectomy  Excision of a septum (partition or wall) or 
part of a septum.

septicemia  A systemic disease caused by pathogenic 
organisms or their toxins in the bloodstream. Also known 
as blood poisoning.

septivalent  Having a combining power of seven.

septoplasty  Surgical reconstruction of the nasal 
septum (partition or wall).

CPT	 30520

septostomy  The surgical creation of an opening in a 
septum (partition or wall).

CPT	 33735-33737,	92992,	92993

Septra IV  Drug used with other antibiotics to treat a 
wide variety of bacterial infections and a certain type of 
pneumonia.

HCPCS II	 S0039

septum  The muscular wall dividing a chamber on the 
left side from the right.

sequestrectomy  Surgical removal of the sequestra (a 
fragment of dead bone separated from healthy bone as a 
result of injury or disease).

serialography  The technique of making radiographs in 
rapid sequence for the study of high-speed phenomena 
(as the flow of blood through an artery).

CPT	 75625

sermorelin acetate  Drug used in the treatment of 
idiopathic growth hormone deficiency in prepubertal 
children with growth failure.

HCPCS II	 Q0515,	Q2014

seroma  A mass or swelling caused by the localized 
accumulation of serum (a clear yellowish fluid) within a 
tissue or organ.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 998.13,	998.51

serostim  Drug used in the treatment of growth failure, 
growth hormone deficiency, intestinal disorders, and HIV-
related weight loss or wasting.

HCPCS II	 J2941

sesamoid  1) Resembling a sesame seed in size or 
shape. 2) Of or relating to a sesamoid bone ( a small bone 
in a tendon or joint capsule).

sesamoidectomy  Excision of the sesamoid (any small 
modular bones or cartilages that develop in a tendon or in 
the capsule of a joint).

CPT	 28315

seton  Material such as thread, wire, or gauze that is 
passed through subcutaneous tissues or through a cyst in 
order to form a sinus or fistula (abnormal duct).

sexdigitate  Having six digits on one or both hands or 
feet.

sexual infantilism  Continuance of prepubertal sex 
characters and behavior after the usual age of puberty.

shigellosis  An acute infection of the intestine by 
shigella bacteria; characterized by diarrhea, fever and 
abdominal pain.

shock  A condition in which the body function is 
impaired because the volume of fluid circulating through 
the body is insufficient to maintain normal metabolism.

short-lasting unilateral neuralgiform headache  
A rare headache that includes severe pain on one side of 
the head and around the eye lasting up to four minutes at 
a time and occuring up to six times per hour.

ICD-9-CM Dx 339.05

shortsightedness  Eyesight abnormally resulting from 
the eye’s faulty refractive ability; distant objects appear 
blurred.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 367.1

shoulder spica  A figure-of-8 bandage, with turns 
crossing each other, applied on the shoulder

CPT	 29055,	29710,	29720

shunt  A passage between two natural body channels, 
such as blood vessels, especially one created surgically 
to divert or allow flow from one pathway or region to 
another, a bypass.
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shuntogram  An x-ray test to look at imperfections or 
narrowing in the blood vessels leaving a dialysis access 
(the passage in which blood filter is performed).

CPT	 75809

sialadenitis  Inflammation of a salivary gland.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 527.2

sialitis  Inflammation of a salivary gland or duct.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 527.2

sialodochoplasty  Surgical repair of a salivary duct.
CPT	 42500-42505

sialography  Radiographic examination of the salivary 
glands and ducts after the introduction of a radiopaque 
material into the ducts.

CPT	 70390

sialolith  An abnormal concentration of mineral salt 
occurring in a salivary gland or duct.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 527.5

sialorrhea  Excessive secretion of saliva.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 527.7

sialosis  Excessive secretion of saliva.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 527.8,	710.2

sick sinus syndrome  The failure of the sinus node to 
regulate the heart’s rhythm.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 427.81

sickle-cell anemia  A congenital form of anemia 
(defiency in the oxygen-carrying component of blood) 
occurring mostly in blacks, characterized by abnormal 
blood cells having a crescent shape.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 282.6

sideropenia  Iron deficiency.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 280.9

siderosis  1) A type of pneumonia (inflammation of 
the lungs) occurring in iron workers, produced by the 
inhalation of particles of iron. 2) Discoloration of an organ 
or a tissue by an iron pigment. 3) An excess of iron in the 
blood.

sigmoid bladder  The creation of a new bladder where 
the ureters are connected to the intestine and urine is 
route to a passage to the out side for drainage.

CPT	 51590

sigmoidoscopy  Direct examination of the interior of 
the sigmoid (the s-shaped curve between the descending 
colon and rectum) colon.

Siladryl  Drug used to treat or prevent the symptoms of 
hay fever and other types of allergy.

HCPCS II	 Q0163

sildenafil citrate  Drug that causing erection, used in 
the treatment of erectile dysfunction.

HCPCS II	 S0090

silent ischemia  An episode of cardiac ischemia 
(deficiency of blood to a certain organ) not accompanied 
by chest pain.

simple cavity  Tooth decay whose preparation involves 
only one tooth surface.

simple isodose distribution  Composite of one or 
two therapy beams directed into a specific area with 
the delivery vectors planned to minimize damage to 
surrounding tissue.

Simulect  Drug used to lower the body’s natural 
immunity in patients who have received kidney 
transplants.

HCPCS II	 J0480

sincalide  A diagnostic aid given to stimulate 
contractions within the gallbladder, secretions in the 
pancreas, and to aid in the movement of barium through 
the small intestine. The medication is given prior to various 
types of diagnostic imaging to determine the function or 
the gallbladder or pancreas. Also called Kinevac.

HCPCS II	 J2805

singultus  Sharp sound of inhalation with spasm of the 
glottis and diaphragm. Also known as a hiccup.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 078.89,	786.8

sinus node  A group of specialized cells in the top of the 
right atrium which produces the electrical impulses that 
travel down to eventually reach the ventricular muscle, 
causing the heart to contract.

sinus of valsalva  The space between each semilunar 
valve and the wall of the aorta (the main artery of the 
heart).

sinusitis  Inflammation of a sinus.

Sinusol-B  Drug that provides relief of symptoms 
from allergic reactions such as rash, hives, watery, itchy 
eyes, runny nose, and sneezing. May also be used to 
treat motion sickness and to relieve anxiety, tension, or 
sleeplessness.

HCPCS II	 J0945
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sinusotomy  Incision into a sinus

Sipple’s syndrome  An inherited disorder characterized 
by pheochromocytoma (tumor of the adrenal gland), 
medullary thyroid carcinoma, and neural tumors.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 258.02

sirolimus  Drug used to lower the body’s natural 
immunity in patients who have received transplants to 
prevent rejection.

HCPCS II	 J7520

situs inversus  Condition in which the normal 
asymmetry of the body is reversed.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 759.3

situs solitus  The normal visceral (organs) arrangement.

sitz bath  Immersion of only the perineum (region 
between the thighs) and buttocks, with the legs being 
outside the tub.

Skene’s gland  Any of several small mucous glands 
that deliver secretions into the female urethra (canal that 
carries urine) near its opening.

skenitis  Inflammation of the paraurethral gland (duct 
in the uterus).

ICD-9-CM Dx	 098.0,	098.2,	597.89

skin tag  An outgrowth of skin and dermal fibrovascular 
tissue.

sleep apnea  Failure of the respiratory center to 
stimulate adequate respiration during sleep.

Sleep-Eze D  Drug used to prevent symptoms of hay 
fever and other allergies.

HCPCS II	 Q0163

sleeve lobectomy  Surgery to remove a lung tumor 
in a lobe of the lung and a part of the main bronchus 
(airway).

CPT	 32486

smegma  The matter secreted by any of the sebaceous 
(fat) glands. Specifically the soapy substance covering 
the skin of newborn infants and the matter which collects 
between the glans penis and the foreskin.

smegma preputii  Whitish secretion that collects 
under the prepuce of the foreskin of the penis or of the 
clitoris.

Smith-Indian operation  A surgical technique for 
removal of cataract within the capsule. Also known as 
Smith’s operation.

Smith’s fracture  A fracture of the radius at the wrist 
that results in volar (palmar) angulation of the distal 
fracture fragment.

CPT	 25600-25605

SMZ-TMP  Drug used with other antibiotics to treat a 
wide variety of bacterial infections and a certain type of 
pneumonia.

HCPCS II	 S0039

snare  A surgical instrument with a wire loop controlled 
by a mechanism in the handle, used to remove growths, 
such as tumors and polyps.

Snellen Chart  The familiar eye chart with larger letters 
at the top and smaller ones at the bottom. It is used for 
measuring central vision.

social history  A review of the patient’s past and current 
activities that is age appropriate.

sodium ferric gluconate complex, injection  
Drug used to treat iron deficiency in long term dialysis 
patients who are also receiving medication to increase red 
blood cell production.

HCPCS II	 J2916

soft tissue  Tissue that connect, support, or surround 
other structures and organs of the body, such as muscles, 
tendons, fibrous tissue, fat, blood vessels, nerves and 
synovial tissue.

soft tissue sarcoma, stage IA  Cancer in which 
the cells look very much like normal cells. The cancer is 
smaller than 5 cm (about two inches) and has not spread 
to lymph nodes or other parts of the body.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 171.0-171.9

soft tissue sarcoma, stage IB  Cancer in which 
the cells look somewhat different from normal cells. The 
cancer is larger than 5 cm (about two inches) and has not 
spread to lymph nodes or other parts of the body.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 171.0-171.9

soft tissue sarcoma, stage IIA  The cancer cells 
look somewhat different from normal cells. The cancer is 
larger than 5 cm (about two inches) and has not spread to 
lymph nodes or other parts of the body.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 171.0-171.9
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soft tissue sarcoma, stage IIB  The cancer cells look 
very different from normal cells. The cancer is smaller than 
5 cm (about two inches) and has not spread to lymph 
nodes or other parts of the body.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 171.0-171.9

soft tissue sarcoma, stage III  The cancer cells look 
very different from normal cells. The cancer is larger than 5 
cm (about two inches) and has not spread to lymph nodes 
or other parts of the body.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 171.0-171.9

soft tissue sarcoma, stage IV  The cancer is larger 
than 5 cm (about two inches) but has not spread to lymph 
nodes or other parts of the body. Cancer cells look very 
different from normal cells.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 171.0-171.9

solar retinopathy  Scar on the retina resulting from 
solar radiation.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 363.31

Solganal  Drug used in the treatment of active, 
progressive, or destructive forms of inflammatory arthritis, 
such as juvenile rheumatoid arthritis.

HCPCS II	 J2910

Solu-Cortef  Drug used to suppress the immune system 
in order to treat conditions such as allergies, transplant 
rejection, or rheumatoid arthritis.

HCPCS II	 J1720

Solu-Medrol  Drug used to reduce swelling and 
inflammation and in a variety of disorders such as 
skin diseases, allergic conditions, asthma, respiratory 
conditions, cancer, blood disorders, digestive problems, 
eye disorders, and rheumatic disorders.

HCPCS II	 J2920,	J2930

Solurex  Used to provide relief for inflamed areas of 
the body. Used to lessen swelling, redness, itching, and 
allergic reactions. Also used to treat severe allergies or skin 
problems, asthma, or arthritis.

HCPCS II	 J1100

Solurex LA  Drug used for treatment of inflammation, 
severe allergies, skin problems, asthma, chronic 
obstructive pulmonary disease, organ transplantation 
rejection, leukemias/lymphomas, brain swelling, 
ulcerative colitis, sarcoidosis, spinal cord injuries, Addison’s 
disease, and arthritis.

HCPCS II	 J1094

somatization  The conversion of anxiety into physical 
symptoms.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 300.81,	306.9

Somatrem  Growth hormone used to stimulate growth 
in children who do not produce enough growth hormone 
on their own.

HCPCS II	 J2940

somatropin  Drug used in the treatment of growth 
failure, growth hormone deficiency, intestinal disorders, 
and HIV-related weight loss or wasting.

HCPCS II	 J2941

Sominex  A drug that provides relief from symptoms 
of allergic reactions such as rash, hives, watery, itchy 
eyes, runny nose, and sneezing and also to treat motion 
sickness and relieve anxiety, tension, sleeplessness, or side 
effects of certain psychiatric drugs.

HCPCS II	 J1200,	Q0163

somnolence  Drowsiness or sleepiness, particularly in 
excess.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 307.43,	349.89,	780.09

sonohysterography  An ultrasound procedure that 
used to view the uterus and uterine cavity.

CPT	 58340,	76831

Sparine  Drug used in the treatment of disorganized and 
psychotic thinking and to help treat false perceptions.

HCPCS II	 J2950

spasm  1) A sudden, violent, involuntary muscular 
contraction. 2) A sudden transitory constriction of a 
passage, canal, or opening.

Spasmoject  Drug used in the treatment of functional or 
irritable bowel syndrome.

HCPCS II	 J0500

special report  A report that demonstrates the medical 
appropriateness of the service provided. The report should 
include the nature, extent, and the need and time involved 
in the procedure.

spectinomycin dihydrochloride  An antibiotic used 
to treat certain bacterial infections.

HCPCS II	 J3320

spectrometry  The observation and measurement of 
wavelengths of light or other electromagnetic radiation.

CPT	 83788,	83789
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spectrophotometry  The technique of measuring 
the light absorbed, reflected, or emitted by a microscopic 
specimen at different wave lengths.

CPT	 84311

spectroscopy  The science of measuring the emission 
and absorption of different wavelengths of visible and 
nonvisible light.

CPT	 0205T,	76390,	82190

speculoscopy  Endoscopic visual examination of the 
cervix.

CPT	 0031T,	0032T

spermatocele  A swelling on the epididymis (tubule 
in the testis that carries the sperm) or the testis; usually 
containing sperm.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 608.1,	752.89

sphacelus  A mass of sloughing, gangrenous (dead 
tissue), or necrotic matter.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 785.4

sphenoid sinus  One of the paired paranasal sinuses 
in the body of the sphenoid bone and opening into the 
highest opening of the ipsilateral nasal cavity.

sphenopalatine ganglion  A group of nerve cell 
bodies that supplies the lacrimal, nasal, and palatine 
glands.

spherophakia  A congenital bilateral anomaly in which 
the lenses of the eye are small, spherical, and prone to 
sublixation (incomplete or partial dislocation).

ICD-9-CM Dx	 743.36

sphincter  A ringlike muscle which closes a natural 
orifice (an opening) or passage.

sphincter of Oddi  The sheath of muscle fibers 
investing the associated bile and pancreatic passages as 
they traverse the wall of the duodenum (the beginning 
portion of the small intestine).

sphincteroplasty  Plastic reconstruction of a sphincter.

sphincterotomy  Incision into a sphincter muscle.
CPT	 46080,	47460,	52277

sphygmomanometer  An instrument for measuring 
blood pressure in the arteries; especially one consisting of 
a pressure gauge and a rubber cuff that wraps around the 
upper arm and inflates to constrict the arteries.

spider veins  Chronic dilation of groups of capillaries 
causing elevated dark red blotches on the skin. Also 
known as telangiectasia.

spigelian hernia  A protrusion of an organ through 
aponeurotic (sheetlike membrane that binds muscles 
together or muscle to bone) layer between the rectus 
abdominis muscle medially and the semilunar line 
(curved line along the rectus abdominis) laterally.

spinal canal  The bony channel that is formed by the 
intravertebral foramen of the vertebrae and in which 
contains the spinal cord and nerve roots.

spinal cord  The cord of nerve tissue that is enclosed in 
the spinal canal. Serves as a pathway for nervous impulses 
to and from the brain.

spinal meningitis  Inflammation of the membranes of 
the spinal cord.

spinal neurostimulator   An implantable medical 
device to treat chronic back pain with high power, pulsed 
frequencies of electric current delivered to specific pain 
areas through electrodes.

CPT		 63650-63688

spinous process  A part of the vertebrae projecting 
backward from the arches, giving attachment to the back 
muscles.

spiral cochlear canal  Commonly known as the spiral 
canal of the cochlea. A portion of the bony labyrinth of the 
inner ear about 30 mm long making 2-3/4 turns about a 
central bony supporting structure known as the modiolus. 
Contains the scala tympani, scala vestibuli and cochlear 
duct. Also known as Rosenthal’s canal.

spiral fracture  One in which the bone has been 
twisted apart.

spirochetosis  Any of various diseases, such as syphilis, 
caused by infection with spirochetes (bacteria or parasite).

spirometry  Measurement of volume or air inhaled or 
exhaled by the lung.

CPT	 94010-94070,	94014-94016

splenectomy  Surgical removal of the spleen.

splenitis  Inflammation of the spleen.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 017.7x,	084.6,	289.59

splenomegaly  Enlargement of the spleen.
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splenoportography  x-ray visualization of the portal 
circulation that uses radiopaque material introduced into 
the spleen.

CPT	 38200,	75810

splenorenal  Pertaining to the spleen and kidney, or to 
splenic and renal veins.

splenorrhaphy  Surgical repair of the spleen.
CPT	 38115

spondylitis  Inflammation of the vertebrae.

spontaneous delivery  Birth of an infant without any 
aid from an attendant.

spontaneous nystagmus  Involuntary rapid 
movement of the eyeball occurring without specific 
stimulation of the vestibular (sense of equilibrium) 
system.

Sporanox  Drug used against fungal infections.
HCPCS II	 J1835

sprain fracture  The separation of a tendon from its 
insertion, taking with it a piece of bone.

sprue  1) A chronic form of malabsorption syndrome 
occurring in both tropical and nontropical forms. 2) In 
a dental casting, an opening in the investment through 
which the molten alloy or metal can reach the mold space 
after the wax has been eliminated.

squalamine lactate  A drug used to prevent the 
growth of new blood vessels into a solid tumor. Belongs to 
the drug family angiogenesis inhibitors.

squamous cell carcinoma  A malignant growth or 
cancer that begins in the squamous cells - the flat scale-
like cells found in the outer layer of the skin.

There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

squamous cells  Flat, thin, scale-like cells which cover 
the internal and external surfaces of the body, forming 
epithelial tissue.

squamous intraepithelial lesion  The abnormal 
growth of squamous cells on the surface of the cervix. 
Cell changes are described as low grade or high grade, 
depending on how much of the cervix is affected and how 
abnormal the cells appear.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 622.10-622.12,	795.12

St. John’s Wort  Hypericum perforatum, an over-
the-counter herbal product used in the treatment of 
depression, anxiety, and/or sleep disorders; currently 
being studied for its possible ability to lessen certain side 
effects of cancer treatment.

stabbing headache A short extremely intense 
headache that last less than a minute.

ICD-9-CM	Dx	 339.85

Stargardt’s disease  A genetic form of juvenile 
macular degeneration causing blurriness, blind spots, 
pain, and difficulty adjusting to sunlight.

stable isotope  An isotope that shows no tendency of 
undergoing radioactive decomposition or reduction into 
its original element.

Stadol  Drug used to relieve pain from surgical 
procedures and labor and to boost the effects of 
anesthesia.

HCPCS II	 J0595

Stadol NS  This medication is a strong analgesic used to 
control pain. It has been used to treat migraine headaches.

HCPCS II	 S0012

stage  The extent to which cancer has spread from its 
original site to other parts of the body, usually denoted 
by a number from Stage 1 (least severe) to Stage 4 (more 
advanced).

staging  Performing exams and tests to learn the 
extent of cancer within the body, especially whether the 
malignancy has spread from its original site to other areas. 
Knowing the stage of the disease helps plan the best 
treatment.

stainless steel  Iron-based metal containing chromium 
that is highly resistant to stain, rust, and corrosion. Certain 
grades of stainless steel are commonly used to make 
surgical implants and instruments.

standardized test  A systematic sample obtained 
under prescribed conditions and scored or measured 
according to the same rules for all, allowing professionals 
to compare one test with another.

Stanford-Binet test  A test designed to predict 
intelligence and performance in school children.

stapedectomy  Surgical removal of all or part of the 
stapes (the innermost of the three bones of the middle 
ear) of the middle ear.

CPT	 69660-69662
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stapedotomy  The surgical creation of a small opening 
in the footplate (the flat portion) of the stapes (the 
innermost of the three bones of the middle ear).

CPT	 69660-69662

stapes  The small, stirrup-shaped bone in the middle ear 
which transmits sound vibrations from the incus to the 
fenestra ovalis (oval window). Also known as the stirrup.

staphylococcal scalded skin syndrome  A disease 
infecting infants in which large areas of skin peel off in 
the manner of a second degree-burn, caused by upper 
respiratory staphylococcal infection.

staphylococcus  A group of bacteria that causes serious 
infections.

staphylococcus aureus  Potentially pathogenic 
bacteria found in nasal membranes, skin, hair follicles, and 
the peritoneum of warm-blooded animals that can cause 
a wide range of infections.

staphyloma  Protrusion of the sclera or cornea of the 
eye, usually lined with uveal tissue (vascular middle layer 
of the eye), due to inflammation.

staphyloplasty  Plastic reconstruction of the palate 
(roof of the mouth). Also known as palatoplasty.

CPT	 42200-42225

Stargardt’s disease  A genetic form of juvenile 
macular degeneration causing blurriness, blind spots, 
pain, and difficulty adjusting to sunlight.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 362.75

stasis  Stoppage of the normal flow or a body substance, 
as of blood through an artery or of intestinal contents 
through the bowels.

state-dependent retrieval  Recall from long-term 
memory that is dependent on certain cues from physical 
states.

status migrainosus A rare and severe type of 
migraine that lasts for more than seventy-two hours.

staurosporine  A drug belonging to the alkaloids being 
studied in the treatment of cancer.

steatoma  A cyst containing material resembling tallow 
or fat.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 373.13,	374.84,	706.2

steatorrhea  An abnormal excretion of fats in the stool 
forming bulky, grey, light-colored stools that may float 
or appear oily. Caused by many conditions including 
malabsorption, liver damage, pancreatic cancer or enzyme 
defects, and bacterial overgrowth.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 579.0-579.2,	579.4,	579.8

steatosis  Abnormal accumulation of fat within 
parenchymal (tissue characteristic of an organ) cells.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 272.8,	429.1,	571.8,	593.89

Stein-Leventhal syndrome  An endocrine disorder 
involving irregular menstruation, multiple cysts on the 
ovaries, and excessive hair, causing sterility.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 256.4

Steinert’s disease  A chronic, slowly progressing 
inherited disease that usually manifests its first symptoms 
when individuals reach their 30’s, characterized by a 
wasting of the muscles, failing vision, opacity of the lens 
of the eyes

ICD-9-CM Dx	 359.21

stellate  Star-shaped.

stem cell factor  A drug being studied for its ability to 
increase the number of stem cells in the blood.

stem cells  An unspecialized cell that gives rise to a 
specific specialized cell, such as a blood cell.

stenosis  Abnormal narrowing of a duct or canal.

stenostomia  Narrowing of the mouth.

stent  1) A device that is used to maintain a bodily orifice 
(opening) or cavity during skin grafting, or to immobilize 
a skin graft following placement. 2) A slender thread, rod, 
or catheter placed within the lumen of tubular structures, 
such as a blood vessel, to provide support during or after 
anastomosis( the connection of two tubular structures in 
the body).

stereotactic  Precise positioning in three dimensional 
space. Refers to surgery or radiation therapy directed by 
various scanning devices.

stereotactic biopsy  A biopsy procedure that uses a 
computer and three-dimensional co-ordinates to locate a 
tumor site and guide the removal of tissue for examination 
under a microscope.
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stereotactic headframe  A frame that is atached 
to the head as a reference point to be used during 
stereotactic surgery.

CPT 61800

stereotactic radiosurgery  A tumor treatment 
technique utilizing external beams of focused radiation, 
delivered very precisely to a specific area of the brain (or 
neck) pinpointed through computer to the exact three 
dimensional location. Radiosurgery delivers a single, high 
dose within one treatment with effects so dramatic that 
the changes are considered surgical in nature.

stereotaxis  The plotting of exact three-dimensional 
co-ordinates, using a computer and scanning devices, to 
locate a very specific target area such as a tumor.

stereotyped movements  Repetitive, seemingly 
driven, nonfunctional motor behavior, such as hand 
shaking or waving, body rocking, head banging, mouthing 
of objects, self-biting, or picking at skin or body orifices.

sterile  Free from living organisms or other 
contaminants. Incapable of reproducing.

sterilization  The process of making an object 
completely clean and free of all living organisms and 
contaminants. A surgical procedure designed to cause 
infertility, such as a tubal ligation or vasectomy.

sterilization reversal  Undoing a nonpermanent 
sterilization procedure, such as a tubal ligation or 
vasectomy, in order to re-establish fertility.

sternoclavicular joint  A joint made of the end of 
the clavicle (collarbone), the upper and lateral part of the 
sternum (breastbone) and cartilage of the first rib.

sternocleidomastoid  The muscles that starts at the 
clavicle near the sternum and inserts into the mastoid 
process (bone behind the ear at the base of the skull). This 
muscle turns the head from side to side and flexes the 
neck and extend the head when both sides act together. 
Also known as sternomastoid.

sternotomy  An incision into or through the sternum.
CPT	 21750

sternum  The breastbone.

sterocoraceous ulcer  Ulcer caused by pressure 
of impacted feces; also, a fistulous (abnormal duct or 
opening) ulcer through which fecal matter escapes.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 569.41,	569.82,	569.83

steroid  A general name for various chemicals, many 
normally found in the body as hormones, that affect body 
processes.

steroid therapy  Treatment with corticosteroid 
drugs to reduce swelling, pain, and other symptoms of 
inflammation.

sterotactic radiation therapy  A radiation therapy 
technique involving a rigid head frame attached to the 
skull, ensuring no movement while high-dose radiation 
is administered directly to a tumor, sparing normal brain 
tissue.

stethoscope  An instrument for listening to sounds 
within the body.

Stevens-Johnson syndrome  A severe inflammation 
of the skin and mucous membranes, which can be life 
threatening.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 695.1

stiff toe  A painful flexion deformity of the great toe with 
limitation of motion at the metatarsophalangeal joint. 
Also known as hallux rigidus.

Still’s disease  A form of juvenile chronic arthritis.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 714.30

stillbirth  The death of a fetus between the week 20 of 
gestation and birth.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 779.9

Stilphostrol  Drug used for intensive and selective 
palliative therapy of inoperable prostatic carcinoma.

HCPCS II	 J9165

stimulated cycle oocyte retrieval in 
fertilization (SCORIF)  Following hormone therapy, 
eggs are removed, fertilized in a pitri dish, and then 
implanted as a means of becoming pregnant.

stirrups  Technique of ankle strapping using rigid tape 
placed on the ankle and adhering to the undersurface of 
the heel, mimicking a stirrup.

stoma  A surgically created opening from an area inside 
the body to the outside.
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stomach cancer, stage I  Stage I is divided into stage 
IA and IB, depending on where cancer has spread. In 
stage IA, cancer has spread completely through the inner 
mucosal layer of the stomach wall. In stage IB, cancer 
has spread completely through the inner mucosal layer 
of the stomach wall and is found in up to 6 lymph nodes 
near the tumor or in the muscularis middle layer of the 
stomach wall.

stomach cancer, stage II  Cancer has spread 
completely through the inner mucosal layer of the 
stomach wall and is found in 7-15 lymph nodes near the 
tumor; or it has spread to the middle muscularis layer of 
the stomach wall and is found in up to 6 lymph nodes 
near the tumor; or it has spread to the outer serosak layer 
of the stomach wall but not to lymph nodes or into other 
organs.

stomach cancer, stage III  In stage IIIA, cancer is 
found in the middle layer of the stomach and 7-15 lymph 
nodes; the outer layer of the stomach, but only 1-6 lymph 
nodes; or in other nearby organs, but not in the lymph 
nodes. In Stage IIIB, cancer is found in the outermost layer 
of the stomach lining and 7-15 lymph nodes.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 151.0-151.9

stomach cancer, stage IV  Cancer has spread to 
nearby tissues and to lymph nodes further away from the 
tumor, or to other parts of the body.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 151.0-151.9

stomatitis  Inflammation of the mucosal surfaces of the 
upper digestive tract, including the mouth.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 032.0,	054.2,	074.3,	078.4,	101,	112.0,	
266.0,	528.00,	528.09,	528.1,	528.2,	528.9

stomatomycosis  A fungal disease of the mouth.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 112

stomatoplasty  Reconstructive or plastic surgery of the 
mouth.

stool  Bowel movement.

stool test  A test to check for hidden blood in the bowel 
movement.

storzolamide  Used to treat glaucoma and as an 
anticonvulsant to control certain seizures in the treatment 
of epilepsy. Also used to prevent or lessen some effects in 
mountain climbers who climb in high altitudes.

HCPCS II	 J1120

strabismus  An imbalance of the eye muscles in which 
one eye cannot focus with the other on an object.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 378.00-378.9

straddle injury  Injury to the distal urethra (canal from 
which urine is discharged from the bladder) from falling 
astride a blunt object.

straight leg raise (SLR)  Non-specific test for 
measuring sciatic nerve mobility and/or hamstring length.

strangury  A condition marked by slow, painful 
urination, caused by muscular spasms of the urethra 
(canal in which urine is discharged from the bladder) and 
bladder.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 788.1

stratum corneum  The outermost layer of the 
epidermis, which consists mostly of dead cells.

Strayer Procedure  Surgical procedure where the top 
muscles of the lower leg from its connection to the lower 
muscle of the lower leg.

CPT	 27687

streak gonads  Undeveloped gonadal structures in 
the broad ligament below the fallopian tube, composed 
of whorled (in the shape of the coil) connective-tissue 
stroma (mass of fungal tissue) without germinal or 
secretory cells.

Streptase  Drug used to dissolve blood clots that have 
formed in certain blood vessels.

HCPCS II	 J2995

streptavidin  A small bacterial protein that binds 
with high affinity to the vitamin biotin, and is one of the 
strongest biochemical bonds discovered.

streptococcus  Bacteria responsible for diseases such 
as bacterial pneumonia, scarlet fever, rheumatic fever, and 
strep throat, a severe sore throat more common in children 
than adults.

streptokinase  A clot-dissolving drug used to treat 
heart attack patients.

HCPCS II	 J2995

streptomycin  Antibiotic used in treatment of severe 
infections.

HCPCS II	 J3000

streptozocin  An anticancer drug belonging to the 
alkylating agents.

HCPCS II	 J9320
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stress  Bodily or mental tension resulting from physical, 
chemical or emotional factors. Stress can refer to physical 
exertion as well as mental anxiety.

stress fracture  A type of fracture usually seen in the 
foot. This is a result of altered biomechanics in which the 
structures of the foot are either mechanically not stable 
and/or the bones of the foot are subjected to repetitive 
micro trauma, causing hairline fractures.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 733.10-733.19,	733.93-733.95

stress incontinence  Involuntary escape of urine due 
to strain on the opening of the bladder, as in coughing or 
sneezing.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 625.6,	788.32

stress test  A diagnostic test that requires patients to lift 
something or perform an exercise to determine if there is 
urine loss when stress is placed on bladder muscles.

stress ulcer  Peptic (pertaining to digestion) ulcer, 
usually gastric; resulting from stress.

stress urinary incontinence  Leakage of urine caused 
by actions such as coughing, laughing, sneezing, running, 
or lifting that place pressure on the bladder from inside 
the body. Stress urinary incontinence can result from either 
a fallen bladder or weak sphincter muscles.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 625.6,	788.32

stressor  Any life event or life change that may be 
associated with the onset, occurrence, or exacerbation of a 
mental or emotional condition.

stricture  A narrowing within a passage in the body.

stricturoplasty  Surgical enlargement of a constricted 
bowel segment by means of longitudinal incision and 
transverse suturing of the stricture (abnormal narrowing 
of a canal).

CPT	 44615

stridor  A whistling sound when breathing (usually 
heard on inspiration); indicates obstruction of the trachea 
or larynx.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 748.3,	786.1

stroboscopy  An examination of vocal fold vibration. It 
is done taking images of vocal chords by using high-speed 
flashes of light timed to the frequency of a patients voice.

CPT	 31579

stroke  A sudden disruption of blood flow to the brain by 
a clot or a leak in a blood vessel.

Stromagen  A drug derived from a patient’s stem cells, 
given back to the patient after damage by high-dose 
chemotherapy to help restore bone marrow.

stromal tumors  Tumors that arise in the supporting 
connective tissue of an organ.

strontium  A metal often used in a radioactive form for 
imaging tests or as a treatment for cancer.

strontium-89 chloride  Drug used to relieve bone 
pain in cases of bone cancer.

HCPCS II	 A9600

strontium-90 application  A low energy beta ray 
source used for contact therapy, usually for eye lesions.

structural theory  Freud’s model of the mental 
apparatus composed of id, ego, and superego.

struma  Abnormally enlarged thyroid gland; can result 
from underproduction or overproduction of hormone or 
from a deficiency of iodine in the diet.

struma maligna  Carcinoma of the thyroid gland.

struvite stone  A type of kidney stone caused by 
infection.

stupor  A state of unresponsiveness with immobility and 
mutism.

stuttering  Frequent repetition of words or parts of 
words that disrupts the smooth flow of speech.

styloid process  A long, pointed projection, especially a 
long spine projecting downward from the inferior surface 
of the temporal bone.

styloidectomy  Surgical removal of the spine that 
projects from the base of the temporal bone.

CPT	 25230

subacromial bursa  The bursa between the acrominal 
process and the capsule of the shoulder joint.

subacute  Recent onset or change; a zone between 
acute and chronic, denoting the course of a disease.

subaortic stenosis  Aortic stenosis (abnormal 
narrowing or contraction) due to an obstructive lesion in 
the left ventricle below the aortic valve, causing a pressure 
gradient across the obstruction within the ventricle.

subapical  Below the apex (top of the body or organ).

subarachnoid  Beneath the membrane which encloses 
the brain and spinal cord.
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subarachnoid hemorrhage  Bleeding occurring 
between the arachnoid and the pia mater, in the space 
separating the middle meningeal layer and the innermost, 
delicate membrane covering the brain and spinal cord.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 430,	674.00-674.04,	772.2,	852.00-
852.09,	852.10-852.19

subclavian  Located under the clavicle.

subcorneal  Between the cornified cell layers and the 
granular cell layer of the epidermis.

subcutaneous  Beneath the skin.

subcutaneous port  A reservoir for medication and 
fluids administrated intravenously, placed in a specially 
prepared pocket under the skin, and attached to a tube 
surgically placed within a blood vessel.

subcutis  The layer of connective tissue located beneath 
the dermis. Also referred to as the hypodermis.

subdural  Beneath the dura mater, the hardest outer 
layer of meninges covering the brain and spinal cord.

subendocardial  Under the endocardium, the inner 
lining of the heart.

subependymal  Below the ependyma, the membrane 
that lines the ventricles of the brain and the central canal 
of the spinal cord.

suberoylanilide hydroxamic acid  A substance that 
is being studied as an anticancer drug.

subfascial  Beneath a fascia (band of fibrous connective 
tissue) holding, separating, or binding together muscles, 
organs, and other soft structures of the body.

sublimation  A defense mechanism, operating 
unconsciously, by which instinctual drives, consciously 
unacceptable, are diverted into personally and socially 
acceptable channels.

Sublimaze  Narcotic pain reliever used as surgical 
anesthesia.

HCPCS II	 J3010

sublingual  Pertaining to the space under the tongue.

sublingual caruncle  An eminence on either side 
of the frenulum (small band of tissue that connects the 
underside of the tongue) of the tongue, on which the 
major sublingual duct and the submandibular (under 
lower jaw) duct open.

subluxation  The partial dislocation of a bone in a joint.

submaxillary gland  Either of two major salivary 
glands situated in the neck near the lower edge of each 
side of the mandible (lower jaw) and emptying into the 
submandibular duct.

submental fat pad  An accumulation of encapsulated 
adipose (fat) tissue beneath the chin.

subperiosteal implant  A metal frame implanted 
under the periosteum (fibrous membrane covering the 
bone) and resting on the bone, with a post protruding into 
the oral cavity.

subspinous dislocation  Dislocation of the head of the 
humerus into the space below the spine of the scapula.

substantia nigra  Area of the brain where cells produce 
dopamine.

substitution  A defense mechanism, operating 
unconsciously, in which an unattainable or undesirable 
goal or emotion is replaced with something else.

subtalar  Below the talus (ankle) joint.

subtalar arthroereisis  Placement of an implant 
in the sinus tarsi that acts as a spacer to block excessive 
pronation from anterior and inferior displacement of the 
talus while allowing normal subtalar joint motion to be 
maintained; used in treating flexible flatfoot, or pes planus 
deformity.

HCPCS II	 S2117

subtalar joint  Joint of the foot where the talus (ankle) 
meets the calcaneus (heel bone).

subtracted pressure  Refers to pressure created only 
by the detrusor muscle. Abdominal pressure is subtracted 
from total bladder pressure to get this value.

subtype  A genetic variant.

subungual  Pertaining to the area under a nail.

subungual exostosis  A cartilage-capped reactive 
bone spur occurring on the distal phalanx, usually of the 
great toe.

subxiphoid  Below the xiphoid process (cartilage at the 
lower end of the sternum).

subzonal insertion (SUZI)  Puncture of the zona 
pellucida with insertion of sperm into the area between 
the zona and the egg.
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succinylcholine chloride  Drug used for relaxing 
muscles during surgery, to induce anesthesia, or when 
using a breathing machine. Also used in the treatment 
of congestive heart failure, certain types of irregular 
heartbeat, and other heart problems.

HCPCS II	 J0330

Sucostrin  Drug used for relaxing muscles during 
surgery, to induce anesthesia, or when using a breathing 
machine.

HCPCS II	 J0330

sucralfate  A drug used to treat ulcers by adhering to 
proteins at the ulcer site and forming a protective coating 
over the ulcer. Also used to treat mucositis.

suction  Process to remove mucus, fluid, or other 
substance from an area of the body or tube, such as the 
nose, mouth, throat, and/or endotracheal tube by using 
sucking force through a vacuum tube.

sudden deafness  Loss of hearing that occurs quickly 
from causes such as explosion, viral infection, or the use 
of some drugs.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 388.2

sudden death  Death that occurs unexpectedly 
and instantaneously or very shortly after the onset of 
symptoms.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 428.9,	669.90-669.94,	674.90,	674.92,	
674.94,	798.0-798.1,	V12.53,	V17.41

sudomotor  Pertaining to nerves that stimulate sweat 
glands.

sudoriferous glands  Sweat glands located in the 
dermis responsible for regulating the body’s temperature.

suggestibility  Uncritical compliance or acceptance of 
an idea, belief, or attribute.

sulbactam sodium  Drug used in treatment of 
infections due to susceptible strains of microorganisms in 
skin and skin structure.

HCPCS II	 J0295

sulcus  A groove on the surface of the brain.

sulfadiazine  A sulfa antibiotic, sometimes used in the 
treatment of toxoplasmosis, especially in combination 
with pyrimethamine.

sulfadoxine  A sulfa antibiotic, occasionally used in 
AIDS cases.

Sulfatrim  Drug used in combination with other 
antibiotics to treat a wide variety of bacterial infections 
and a certain type of pneumonia.

HCPCS II	 S0039

sulfuric acid  A strong acid that is extemely corrosive 
to the skin and mucous membranes, used in making 
fertilizers, dyes, electroplating, and industrial explosives.

sulindac  A nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drug being 
studied as a treatment for cancer.

sulphamethoxazole  A sulfa antibiotic rarely 
used alone, comprising half of the trimethoprim-
sulphamethoxazole combination.

sumatriptan succinate  Drug prescribed for the 
treatment of migraine attacks with or without the 
presence of aura.

HCPCS II	 J3030

Sumycin  Drug used for respiratory infections due to 
Hemophilus	influeza, Streptococcus	pneumonia, Mycoplasma	
pneumonia, and Helicobacter	pylori. Also used for 
nongonococcal urethritis, Rocky Mountain spotted fever, typhus, 
chancroid, cholera, brucellosis, anthrax, syphilis, and acne.

HCPCS II	 J0120

Supartz  Pain medication Injected into the knee joint to 
treat pain caused by osteoarthritis.

HCPCS II	 J7321

superego  The part of the personality structure 
associated with ethics, standards, moral reasoning, and 
self-criticism.

superfecundation  Fertilization of more than one 
ovum within a single menstrual cycle by separate acts 
of coitus (the act of sexual union), especially by different 
males.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 651.6x,	651.9x

superficial  Pertaining to or situated near the surface.

superficial musculoaponeurotic system  The 
system near the surface relating to a muscle and its 
aponeurosis (fascia that connects muscle to bone).

superficial x-ray  X-rays produced by a machine with 
an energy less than 140 KVP.

superficialis tendon  Tendons located near the 
surface.

superimposed  To lay or place something on or over 
something else.
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superior  Situated above or directed upward toward the 
head of an individual.

superior colliculus  The top pair of the two pairs of 
bumps on the posterior surface of the midbrain which 
plays a role in vision and eye movements.

superior hypogastric plexus  A plexus (network) of 
nerves situated on the vertebral bodies below the part of 
the aorta the branches.

superior mesenteric arteries  Arteries providing 
blood supply for most of the small intestine and the first 
portion of the large intestine.

superior vena cava  The large vein that returns blood 
from the head and arms to the heart.

supernumerary  Exceeding the normal or usual 
number; extra.

supernumerary teeth  Extra teeth.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 520.1,	524.31

superolateral  Above and to one side.

superovulation  The use of fertility medications to 
stimulate the growth of multiple follicles for ovulation. 
Also known as controlled ovarian hyperstimulation (COH).

supervoltage  600 KVP to 2 MeV.

supination  A lateral rotation of the forearm and hand 
so that the palm faces anteriorly (forward), as in the 
anatomical position.

suppository  A small plug of medication designed to 
melt at body temperature within a body cavity other than 
the mouth, especially the rectum or vagina.

Supprelin  Drug used to treat the early onset of puberty.
HCPCS II	 J1675

suppression  The conscious effort to control and conceal 
unacceptable impulses, thoughts, feelings, or acts.

suppurative  The formation of discharge of pus.

suppurative hidradenitis  Chronic, relapsing, 
supportive cicatrizing (to heal by forming a scar) disease 
occurring in the apocrine (sweat gland) follicles.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 705.83

supracervical  Located above the cervix.

supraclavicular lymph nodes  Lymph nodes located 
above the clavicle (collarbone).

supracondylar  Above the condyle (the rounded 
prominence at the end of the bone).

supragingival calculus  Abnormal concentration of 
mineral salts covering the coronal surface of the tooth to 
the crest of the gingival (gums) margin.

supraglottis  The upper part of the larynx, or voice box, 
including the epiglottis; the area above the vocal cords.

suprahyoid  Pertaining to the space between the hyoid 
bone and the lower jaw.

supraorbital  Located above the orbit (the boney cavity 
containing the eyeball) of the eye.

suprapubic  Located above the pubic arch.

suprapubic prostatectomy  The removal of 
obstructing prostatic tissue through an incision below the 
belly button.

suprascapular nerve  A nerve that originates brachial 
plexus (C5-C6) and descends through suprascapular and 
spinoglenoid notches and supplies acromioclavicular 
and shoulder joints, and supraspinous and infraspinious 
muscles.

supraspinatus impingement  Compression of 
the rotator cuff tendons and subacromial bursa due to 
encroaching bone or ligaments.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 726.2

supraspinatus tendonitis  Overuse or trauma of 
the supraspinatus tendon, with resulting pain, muscle 
weakness, and limited range of motion in the shoulder. 
Also known as rotator cuff tendonitis.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 726.10

supravalvular  Pertaining to the area above the heart 
valves.

supraventricular tachycardia  An abnormal heart 
rhythm with the sensation of fast heartbeat and possibly 
weakness, dizziness, and other symptoms.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 427.89

suramin  A drug used to treat bacterial and parasitic 
infections, also being studied in the treatment of cancer.

surface tension  Property of a liquid, related to its 
chemical structure, that causes its exposed surface to 
contract to the smallest area.
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surfactant replacement  Insertion of a chemical 
surfactant into the lungs of a pre-term baby through an 
endotracheal tube.

surgical splint  A device used to help tissues stay in 
place after a surgical procedure.

Sus-Phrine  Drug used to treat sudden or severe 
breathing problems, severe allergic reactions from food, 
drugs, and other substances, and certain heart problems.

HCPCS II	 J0170

susceptible  Vulnerable or predisposed to a disease. 
Also refers to bacteria which can be killed or inhibited by 
the drugs used against them.

suspensory ligament, lens  A series of fibers that 
connect the ciliary body of the eye with the lens that holds 
it in place.

Sweet’s syndrome  Condition characterized by large, 
rapidly extending, erythematous, tender plaques on the 
upper body usually accompanied by fever and dermal 
infiltration of neutrophilic leukocytes, occurring mostly 
in middle-aged women, and often preceded by an upper 
respiratory infection. This condition clinically resembles 
erythema multiforme and may herald the appearance of 
leukemia.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 695.89

swimmers’ itch  An itching inflammation of the 
skin due to penetration into the skin of larvael forms of 
schistosomes (parasitic worms), occurring in bathers in 
waters infested with organisms.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 120.3

sycosis  A chronic inflammation of the hair follicles, 
especially of the beard, characterized by the eruption of 
pimples and nodules. Also known as ficosis.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 110.0,	704.8

sycosis barbae  Bacterial inflammation of the follicles 
of the bearded region, usually caused by Staphylococcus 
aureus.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 704.8

sylvian aqueduct  A connecting path for cerebral 
spinal fluid between the third and fourth ventricles.

sylvian fissure  The deep groove or sulcus that marks 
the boundary between the frontal lobe and the temporal 
lobe.

symbiosis  A mutually reinforcing relationship between 
two persons who are dependent on each other; a normal 
characteristic of the relationship between the mother and 
infant child.

symblepharon  The attachment of one or both eyelids 
to the eyeball.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 372.63,	743.62

symbolization  A general mechanism in all human 
thinking by which some mental representation comes to 
stand for some other thing, class of things, or attribute of 
something.

symmetric  Equally divided and identical on both sides 
of a middle line; having a mirror image.

sympathectomy  A surgical procedure to remove a 
portion of the sympathetic nervous system.

symphysiotomy  Division of the symphysis pubis to 
facilitate delivery

CPT	 50540

symphysis pubis  The cartilaginous joint that brings 
together the superior rami (nerve and or blood vessel) of 
the left and right pubic bones (pubis).

symptom  A subjective manifestation of a pathological 
condition reported by the affected individual rather than 
observed by the examiner.

symptomatic  Showing clinical pathology or changes 
indicative of disease.

synadelphus  Conjoined twins with a single head, 
partially united trunk, and four upper and four lower 
limbs.

Synagis  Drug used to prevent serious lower respiratory 
tract disease caused by respiratory syncytial virus in 
children at high risk.

HCPCS II	 C9003

Synarel  A synthetic hormone used to treat 
endometriosis or for regulation before or during a 
controlled ovarian hyperstimulation cycle.

synarthrosis  A bony junction that is immovable and is 
connected by solid connective tissue.

There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

syncephalus  Conjoined twins having a single head 
with two bodies.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 759.4
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synchysis  A softening or fluid condition of the vitreous 
body (gel filling in the eye inner portion of the eye) of 
the eye.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 379.21,	379.22

syncope  A temporary, insufficient blood supply to the 
brain which causes a loss of consciousness.

syncytia  A mass of cells which fuse together to form 
one giant cell. In HIV infection, this condition leads to 
direct cell-to-cell infection and continued HIV replication.

syndactyly  Fused or webbed fingers or toes.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 755.10-755.14

syndesmectomy  Cutting away a section of a ligament.

syndesmectopia  Displacement of a ligament.

syndesmitis  Inflammation of a ligament.

syndesmophyte  Fine bony projection, usually 
vertically orientated, from the margin of a vertebra.

syndesmosis  An articulation formed by means of 
ligaments.

syndesmotomy  Surgical division of a ligament.

syndrome  A set of symptoms occurring together, the 
sum of signs of any morbid state; a symptom complex.

syndromic hearing impairment  Inherited hearing 
loss or deafness that is passed through generations of a 
family.

synechiae  A condition in which the iris adheres to the 
cornea or the lens capsule.

Synercid  Drug used to treat infections of the skin and 
blood.

HCPCS II	 J2770

synergism  An interaction between two or more agents 
(drugs) that produces or enhances an effect greater than 
the sum of the individual agents.

synergistic muscle  Muscles which assist one another 
in their action due to their similar functions and grouping.

synesthesia  A condition in which a sensory experience 
associated with one modality occurs when another 
modality is stimulated, for example, a sound produces the 
sensation of a particular color.

Synkavite  Drug used to control blood clotting.
HCPCS II	 J3430

synodontia  Two teeth fused by their roots, crowns or 
both.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 520.2

synorchism  The fusion of two testis into one mass, may 
occur within the scrotum or in the abdomen.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 752.89

synostosis  Fusion of normally separate bones. Also 
called bony ankylosis, true ankylosis.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 755.53,	755.67,	756.59

synovectomy  Excision of part or all of the synovial 
membrane of a joint. Also known as villusectomy.

See	anatomical	site

synovial fluid  Joint fluid which lubricates the joint to 
reduce friction.

synovial membrane  A thin tissue that lines the 
capsule surrounding the joint.

synovitis  Inflammation of a synovial membrane 
(connective tissue that lines the cavity of a joint).

synovium  A thin membrane in synovial (freely moving) 
joints that lines the point capsule and secretes synovial 
fluid.

syntaxic mode  The mode of perception that forms 
whole, logical, coherent pictures of reality that can be 
validated by others.

synthetic  Made through artificial means.

Syntocinon  Drug used to help start or continue labor, to 
control bleeding after delivery, and to aide milk secretion 
in breast-feeding.

HCPCS II	 J2590

Synvisc  Drug used for treating osteoarthritis of the knee.
HCPCS II	 J7325

syphilic roseala  Eruption of rose-colored spots in early 
secondary syphilis (common venereal disease).

syphilis  An acute and chronic disease caused by the 
bacteria Treponema pallidum, transmitted by direct 
contact, usually through sexual intercourse.

syphiloma  A kind of soft tumor, usually of syphilitic 
(pertaining to syphilis a sexually transmitted disease) 
origin.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 090.5,	093.9,	094.9,	095.9
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syringomyelia  A chronic disease of the spinal cord 
characterized by the presence of fluid-filled cavities and 
leading to spasms and sensory disturbances.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 336.0

syrinx  An abnormal tube-shaped cavity in the spinal 
cord or the brain.

syrup of ipecac  An emetic (substance that causes 
vomiting) made from the dried root of a plant called 
ipecacuanha, which is grown in Brazil.

system review  The inventory of the body systems 
that a health care provider obtains by asking questions to 
identify signs and symptoms.

systematic desensitization  A behavior therapy 
procedure used to modify behaviors associated with 
phobias and anxiety by introducing ways to overcome a 
hierarchy of fears.

systemic disease  Disease that affects the whole body.

systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE)  An 
autoimmune disorder causing inflammation in the cells 
leading to tissue damage, weakness, fever, rash, and skin 
lesions.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 710.0

systemic sclerosis  Disease in which collagen 
deposits cause tissue thickening and hardening; a form of 
scleroderma.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 710.1

systolic blood pressure  The highest blood pressure 
measured in the arteries which occurs when the heart 
contracts with each heartbeat.

sytobex  Drug used to treat pernicious anemia, 
nutritional vitamin B12 deficiency or malabsorption, and 
any other B12 deficiency.

HCPCS II	 J3420

T cells  A thymus-derived white blood cell that plays a 
central role in identifying foreign antigens and activating 
other immune cells in the body against them. Also known 
as T Lymphocytes.

T cytotoxic cells  Type of white blood cell responsible 
for destroying tumor cells or cells infected with a virus.

T helper cells  Rapidly dividing cells which secrete 
cytokines responsible for assisting other cells, such as T or 
B cells, to activate the immune responses.

T suppressor cells  T lymphocytes responsible for 
suppressing the immune response when an infection is 
not present. Also known as T regulatory cells.

T waves  An ECG wave representing electrical changes of 
ventricular relaxation.

T-Cell depletion  Treatment to destroy T cells, 
which play an important role in the immune response. 
Elimination of T cells from a transplant recipient may 
reduce the chance of an immune reaction against the 
transplanted tissues.

T-Gen  Drug used for treating postoperative nausea and 
vomiting and nausea associated with gastoenteritis.

HCPCS II	 J3250,	Q0173

T-tube  A drainage tube placed into the bile duct.

T-wave  A deflection on an electrocardiogram caused by 
ventricular repolarization.

T4 syndrome  A syndrome affecting the fourth thoracic 
vertebra which causes pain and numbness in the upper 
extremities and possibly headaches.

ICD-9-CM	Dx	 353.3

tabardillo  An acute infectious disease characterized by 
high fever, a skin eruption and severe headache.

ICD-9-CM	Dx	 080,	081.0

tabes  Wasting of the body or a part of it.

taboparesis  A condition in which the symptoms of 
tabes dorsalis (intense pain, muscular incoordination, 
degeneration of bones or joints) and general paresis 
(slight or partial paralysis) occur together.

ICD-9-CM	Dx	 090.40,	094.1

tachycardia  Abnormally rapid heart rate.

tachymeter  A surveying instrument used for the rapid 
determination of distances, elevations, and bearings.

tachypnea  Rapid breathing. Also known as polypnea.
ICD-9-CM	Dx	 300.11,	306.1,	770.6,	786.06

tacrine hydrochloride  Drug used to treat mild to 
moderate Alzheimer’s disease.

HCPCS	II	 S0014

tacrolimus  A drug used to help reduce the risk of bone 
marrow and organ transplant rejection.

HCPCS	II	 J7507,	J7525
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tactile hallucination  An hallucination involving the 
perception of being touched or of something under one’s 
skin.

taenia  Tapeworms parasitic in humans which uses the 
pig as its intermediate host.

Tagamet  Drug used for the treatment of duodenal ulcers, 
active gastric ulcers, gastroesophageal reflux disease, 
pathological hypersecretory conditions, heartburn, and for 
the prevention of gastrointestinal bleeding.

HCPCS	II	 S0023

Takayasu’s disease  A type of vasculitis which 
damages medium or large blood vessels. Also known as 
pulseless disease.

ICD-9-CM	Dx	 446.7

talc pneumoconososis  A disease of lungs caused by 
the inhalation of talc; pulmonary exposure may result in 
pulmonary fibrosis.

ICD-9-CM	Dx	 502.0

talectomy  The surgical removal of the talus bone, 
which forms the ankle joint.

talipes  Serious deformity of the foot caused by 
shortening of muscles and tendons, usually appearing as a 
congenital deformity. Also known as clubfoot.

talotarsal  Bones in the foot.

talus  Ankle bone; the highest of the tarsal bones and the 
one that articulates with the tibia and fibula to form the 
ankle joint.

Talwin  Drug used to relieve pain, to help anesthetic 
work better, relieve coughing, and to help control 
dependence on heroin or other narcotics.

HCPCS	II	 J3070

tamponade  Pathologic compression of a part.

tanapox  A pox virus that manifests with a short inlness, 
headache, a single lesion, and prostration

ICD-9-CM	Dx	 059.21

tangentiality  Replying to a question in an oblique or 
irrelevant way.

tardive dyskinesia  An iatrogenic (induced) disorder 
of involuntary repetitive movements of facial, buccal, 
oral, and cervical muscles, induced by long-term use 
of antipsychotic agent, sometimes persisting after 
withdrawal of the agent.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 333.85

tarsal tunnel  A passage made of fibrous tissue and 
bone that contains the posterior tibial vessels, tibial nerve, 
and flexor tendons, formed by the flexor retinaculum 
(connective tissue) and the tarsal bones.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 355.5

tarsal tunnel syndrome  A condition of the foot 
in which the tibial nerve is compressed, causing pain, 
numbness, and a burning sensation sometimes traveling 
up the ankle and lower leg.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 355.5

tarsalgia  Pain in tarsus (bones in the ankle).
ICD-9-CM Dx	 729.2

tarsals  The bones of the foot which make up the heel 
and back of the instep and form the arch of the foot 
together with the metatarsals.

tarsitis  1) Inflammation of the tarsus (bones in the 
ankle and heel). 2) Inflammation of the tarsal border of 
the eyelid.

tarsometatarsal  Of or relating to the tarsal and 
metatarsal bones in the foot

tarsorrhaphy  A procedure performed to reduce the 
opening between the eyelids.

tarsus  1) The seven bones (talus, calcaneous, navicular, 
medial, intermediate and lateral cuniform, and cuboid) 
composing the joint between the foot and leg. 2) The 
plate of connective tissue forming the framework of an 
eyelid.

taste  Sensation produced by a stimulus applied to the 
gustatory nerve endings in the tongue. The four tastes are 
salt, sour, sweet, and bitter.

taurodontism  Condition of the teeth where the body 
of the tooth and pulp chamber is enlarged.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 520.2

taurolidine  An anti-infective being studied as a 
treatment for cancer.

taxanes  Anticancer drugs that inhibit cancer cell 
growth by stopping cell division, called antimitotic or 
antimicrotubule agents, or mitotic inhibitors.

taxol  Drug used in the treatment of breast, ovary, lung 
cancer, and AIDS-related Kaposi’s sarcoma.

HCPCS II	 J9265
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Taxotere  A chemotherapy drug commonly used to treat 
cancer of the breast, lung, prostate, stomach, and head 
or neck.

Tazicef  Drug used to treat bacterial infections by killing 
preventing their growth.

HCPCS II	 J0713

Tazidime  Drug used to treat bacterial infections by 
killing preventing their growth.

HCPCS II	 J0713

tear duct  Glands at the edge of the eyelid which secrete 
fluids that lubricate the eye and help in reducing infection.

Tebamide  Drug used to treat nausea and vomiting.
HCPCS II	 J3250,	Q0173

technetium bone scan  A sensitive radiological 
investigation, utilizing a radio-isotope, to detect stress 
fractures as well as other bone pathology.

telangiectasia  Chronic dilation of groups of capillaries 
causing elevated dark red blotches on the skin.

telecanthus  An abnormally increased distance 
between the medial canthi (angle formed by the upper 
and lower eyelids meet) of the eyelids.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 743.63

telemetry  Remote gathering of data from the patient 
via sensors and transmitters.

teletherapy  The delivery of radiation treatments from a 
machine located remote from the patient.

telogen effluvium  An acute form of hair loss caused 
by hormonal stress, medication, or other factors.

Temodar  Drug used to treat specific types of brain 
cancer in adults with newly diagnosed or recurring 
tumors.

HCPCS II	 J8700

temoporfin  An anticancer drug used in cancer 
prevention belonging to the photosensitizing agents.

temozolomide  An anticancer drug belonging to the 
alkylating agents, used to treat specific types of brain 
cancer in adults with newly diagnosed or recurring 
tumors.

HCPCS II	 J8700,	J9328

temperament  Predisposition to react in a particular 
way to a certain stimuli.

temporal arteritis  A disorder causing inflammation of 
the blood vessels in the head, eyes, and optic nerves.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 446.5

temporal lobe  One of four lobes within the cerebral 
cortex and the area in the brain involved with hearing.

temporal sclerosis  Scarring and loss of neurons in 
the deepest portion of the temporal lobe associated with 
damage from brain injuries such as trauma, infection, 
tumors, hypoxia, or uncontrolled seizures, resulting in 
partial, focal, temporal lobe epilepsy.

ICD-9-CM Dx		 348.81

temporomandibular joint (TMJ)  The joint that 
connects the lower jaw to the temporal bone of the skull 
and allows the jaw to move.

Temsirolimus  A medication that is used to slow the 
growth and spread of kidney cancer.

HCPCS II J9330

tendinosuture  Suture of a tendon.

tendon  The fibrous band of tissue that connects muscle 
to bone. It is composed of collagen.

tendon sheath  The fibrous covering of a tendon.

tendonitis  Inflammatory condition of the tendon 
characterized by swelling, pain, and weakness.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 726.0-726.90,	727.82

tenecteplase  Drug used to dissolve blood clots in 
vessels of the heart.

HCPCS II	 J3101

tenesmus  A painfully urgent but ineffectual attempt to 
urinate or defecate.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 787.99,	788.99

teniposide  Drug used in combination with other 
anticancer agents for induction of therapy in patients with 
refractory childhood acute lymphoblastic leukemia.

HCPCS II	 Q2017

tenodesis  A procedure to anchor a tendon, usually to 
a bone.

tenolysis  A procedure to release a tendon from 
adhesions or scar tissue.

tenomyotomy  Excision of a portion of a tendon and 
muscle.

CPT	 23405-23406
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Tenon’s capsule  A layer of blood vessels located 
between the conjuntiva and the sclera.

tenoplasty  Plastic repair of a tendon.
CPT	 01714

tenorrhaphy  Suture of a tendon.

tenosynovectomy  The surgical removal of a tendon 
sheath.

tenotomy  The surgical cutting or dividing of a tendon.

tenovaginotomy  A treatment for a condition in which 
a finger is chronically curled in towards the palm.

tense  Stretched tight, strained, or taut.

tension cavities  Hollow spaces of the lung in which 
the air pressure is greater than that of the atmosphere.

tension headache  Pain in the head due to prolonged 
overwork, emotional strain, or both, affecting especially 
the occipital region.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 307.81

tensor fascia latae  A muscle of the thigh. It originates 
in the anterior superior iliac spine as well as the anterior 
aspect of the iliac crest, and inserts into the iliotibial tract. 
It plays a role in thigh flexion and medial rotation.

tentorium cerebelli  A fold of the dura mater that 
separates the cerebellum from the occipital lobes.

Tequin  Drug used to treat bacterial infections of the 
lungs, sinuses, skin, and urinary tract and some sexually 
transmitted diseases.

HCPCS II	 J1590

teratism  A congenital malformation or anomaly.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 759.7

teratocarcinoma  A malignancy most commonly 
occurring in the testis.

teratogen  An agent with the potential to cause physical 
defects or deformities in a growing fetus in utero.

teratoma  A tumor consisting of a mixture of tissues not 
normally found at that site.

terbutaline sulfate  Drug used to open the bronchial 
tubes of the lungs and treat symptoms of asthma, chronic 
bronchitis, emphysema, and other lung diseases.

HCPCS II	 J3105,	J7680,	J7681

teriparatide  Drug used in both men and women with 
osteoporosis who are at high risk for bone fractures.

HCPCS II	 J3110

term infant  Baby born in the interval from the thirty-
seventh completed week to the forty-second completed 
week of gestation; 259 days to 293 days, inclusive.

terminal disease  Disease that cannot be cured and 
will lead to death.

terminal insomnia  Awakening before usual waking 
time and being unable to return to sleep.

Terramycin  Drug used to treat urinary tract infections.
HCPCS II	 J2460

Testa-C  A medication given to men with a testosterone 
deficiency causing poor development of muscles, bones, 
or genitals, or disrupting normal body function. May also 
be given to induce puberty in boys with delayed puberty, 
or to women to treat some forms of breast cancer. Also 
called testosterone cypionate.

HCPCS II	 J1080

Testadiate-Depo  Drug used to relieve symptoms of 
menopause.

HCPCS II	 J1080

Testaqua  Drug used to replace male hormone when 
the body isn’t producing enough on its own; to stimulate 
the beginning of puberty in boys who are late starting 
naturally.

testectomy  Surgical removal of one or both testes. Also 
known as orchiectomy.

TestEstro-C  Drug used to make up for lower amounts of 
female hormone and to relieve signs of menopause. Also 
known as Test-EstroCyionate.

HCPCS II	 J1060

Testex  Drug used to replace male hormone when the 
body isn’t producing enough on its own, to stimulate 
the beginning of puberty in boys who are late starting 
naturally. Also used to treat certain types of breast cancer.

HCPCS II	 J3150

testicular cancer, stage I  Cancer is limited to the 
testicles and has not spread to the lymph nodes or a more 
distant organ.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 186.0-186.9
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testicular cancer, stage II  Cancer has spread to the 
lymph nodes in the abdomen, but not to a more distant 
organ.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 186.0-186.9

testicular cancer, stage III  In stage IIIa, cancer is 
found in the testicle, scrotum, or spermatic cord, or may 
have spread into lungs or lymph nodes in the abdomen; 
in stage IIIB, cancer cells may be in more nearby lymph 
nodes or have traveled farther in the body; in stage IIIC, 
cancer has spread to anywhere else in the body.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 186.0-186.9

Testoject-LA  Drug used to replace male hormone when 
the body isn’t producing enough on its own; to stimulate the 
beginning of puberty in boys who are late starting naturally; 
and also used to treat certain types of breast cancer.

HCPCS II	 J1070

Testone LA 100  Drug used to stimulate the beginning 
of puberty in boys who are late starting naturally and to 
treat certain types of breast cancer.

HCPCS II	 J3120

Testone LA 200  A medication given to treat certain 
forms of hypogonadism, testosterone deficiencies, or 
delayed puberty in men. May be given to women to treat 
some forms of breast cancer. Also called testosterone 
enanthate.

HCPCS II	 J3130

testosterone cypionate  Drug used to replace male 
hormone when the body isn’t producing enough on its 
own, to stimulate the beginning of puberty in boys who 
are late starting naturally. Also used to treat certain types 
of breast cancer.

HCPCS II	 J1070,	J1080

testosterone cypionate and estradiol cypionate  
Drug used to make up for lower amounts of female 
hormone and to relieve signs of menopause.

HCPCS II	 J1060

testosterone enanthate  Drug used to stimulate 
the beginning of puberty in boys who are late starting 
naturally and to treat certain types of breast cancer.

HCPCS II	 J3120,	J3130

testosterone enanthate and estradiol valerate  
Used to make up for lower production of hormones and 
to relieve signs of menopause, such as hot flashes and 
unusual sweating, chills, faintness, or dizziness.

HCPCS II	 J0900

testosterone propionate  Used to replace male 
hormone when the body does not produce enough and 
to stimulate the beginning of puberty in certain boys who 
are late in starting puberty naturally. Also used to treat 
certain types of breast cancer.

HCPCS II	 J3150

testosterone suspension  Drug used to replace male 
hormone when the body isn’t producing enough on its 
own, and to stimulate the beginning of puberty in boys 
who are late starting naturally. Also used to treat certain 
types of breast cancer.

HCPCS II	 J3140

Testrin PA  Drug used to stimulate the beginning of 
puberty in boys who are late starting naturally and to treat 
certain types of breast cancer.

HCPCS II	 J3130

tetanic contraction  Sustained muscle contraction 
without intervals of relaxation.

tetanus  An acute, often fatal disease characterized by 
spasmodic contraction of voluntary muscles, especially 
those of the neck and jaw, and caused by the toxin of the 
bacillus Clostridium tetani, which typically infects the 
body through a deep wound. Also known as lockjaw.

tetanus immune globulin  Immune complex derived 
from human blood plasma used to prevent tetanus 
infection.

HCPCS II	 J1670

tetanus immune globulin, human  Used to prevent 
tetanus infection.

HCPCS II	 J1670

tetany  Muscle spasm, twitching, and cramps from 
hyperexcitable nerves and muscles caused by a lack of 
calcium in the blood.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 252.1,	268.0,	276.3,	300.11,	306.1,	775.4,	
781.7,	786.01

tetrabrachius  A deformed fetus with two legs and 
four arms.

Tetracon  Drug used for respiratory infections due 
to Hemophilus	influeza, Streptococcus	pneumonia, or 
Mycoplasma	pneumonia as well as nongonococcal 
urethritis, Rocky Mountain spotted fever, typhus, 
chancroid, cholera, brucellosis, anthrax, syphilis, acne, and 
Helicobacter	pylori	infection.
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tetracycline  An antibiotic used to kill infections of 
the skin, bone, stomach, respiratory tract, sinuses, ear 
and urinary tract as well as some sexually transmitted 
diseases.

HCPCS II	 J0120

tetralogy of Fallot  A congenital heart defect 
consisting of a ventricular septal defect, pulmonic stenosis, 
overriding aorta, and right ventricular hypertrophy.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 745.2

thalassemia  Any of a group of inherited forms of 
anemia occurring chiefly among people of Mediterranean 
descent, caused by faulty synthesis of part of the 
hemoglobin (iron-containing pigment in red blood cells) 
molecule. Also known as Mediterranean anemia.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 282.41,	282.42,	282.49

thalidomide  A teratogenic drug belonging to the 
angiogenesis inhibitors used to prevent the growth of new 
blood vessels into a solid tumor.

thallium stress test  An x-ray study that follows the 
path of radioactive potassium carried by the blood into 
heart muscle. Damaged or dead muscles can be defined, 
as can the extend of narrowing in an artery.

thallous chloride (Tl-201)  Drug used in mycardial 
perfusion imaging and exercise testing.

HCPCS II	 A9505

theelin aqueous  Drug used to treat genital skin 
conditions, and inflammation of the vagina and urethra.

HCPCS II	 J1435

thelitis  Inflammation of a nipple.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 611.0,	675.0x

thenar muscle  The body of muscle on the palm of the 
human hand just beneath the thumb.

theophylline  Drug used in the treatment of asthma, 
chronic bronchitis, and emphysema.

HCPCS II	 J2810

theophylline ethylenediamine  Drug used to 
relax bronchial smooth muscle and pulmonary blood 
vessels; it stimulates central respiratory drive and increases 
diaphragmatic contractility.

HCPCS II	 J0280

TheraCys  Drug used as a solution run into the bladder to 
treat cancer and used as a vaccine to prevent tuberculosis.

HCPCS II	 J9031

therapeutic abortion  Termination of a pregnancy 
due to severe abnormalities in the fetus or in cases where 
the mother’s physical or mental health is at risk.

therapeutic community  A term of British origin, 
now widely used, for a specially structured mental 
hospital environment that encourages patients to function 
within the range of social norms.

therapeutic device  Physical structure with or without 
movable parts that is intended to serve as a therapeutic 
intervention providing a treatment effect.

therapeutic window  A well-defined range of blood 
levels that demonstrate an optimal clinical response to a 
drug. Levels above or below the window are associated 
with a poor response and may indicate a potentially 
dangerous condition.

therapy  Treatment of a disease or disorder by means of 
a curative process.

TheraSkin  A cryopreserved human skin allograft that 
contains both dermis and epidermis and is biological 
active, containing a supply of growth factors, cytokines,  
and collagen that promote wound healing and a natural 
barrier against infection.

HCPCS II	 Q4121

thermal ablation  A procedure using heat to remove 
tissue or destroy its function.

thermalgesia  Extreme sensitivity to warmth or heat.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 782.0

thermogram  A regional temperature map of the 
surface of a part of the body made by a thermograph 
(instrument that records temperature).

CPT	 93760,	93762

thermolabile  Easily affected by heat.

thermoplegia  Sunstroke.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 992.0

thermoreceptor afferents  The peripheral afferent 
fibers which respond to caloric stimulation (i.e. heat or 
cold stimuli). Some C fibers encode increases in heat while 
some A-delta and C fibers encode temperature decreases.

thermotherapy  Medical therapy involving the 
application of heat.

CPT	 53850-53853
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thiamine HCI  Drug used in the treatment of thiamine 
deficiency to correct resulting nerve and heart problems.

HCPCS II	 J3411

Thiersch procedure  A procedure creating an artificial 
sling to keep the rectum in place.

CPT	 46753

thiethylperazine maleate  Drug used for the relief of 
nausea and vomiting.

HCPCS II	 J3280,	Q0174

thioguanine  An anticancer drug belonging to the 
antimetabolites used primarily to treat leukemia.

thiotepa  Drug used in the treatment of cancers of the 
breast, ovary, and bladder. Also known as Thioplex.

HCPCS II	 J9340

third degree antriventricular heart block  
Abnormality in conduction of heart beats from the atria to 
the ventricles. The atria and ventricles beat independently 
from each other.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 426.0

Thomas’s test  Detects a fixed hip deformity in patients 
who have developed a compensatory lumbar lordosis that 
masks the hip flexion.

thoracentesis  Removal of excess fluid from the pleural 
cavity between the lungs and the inner chest wall by 
means of a needle inserted between the ribs.

CPT	 32421-32422

thoracic  Of, relating to, or situated in or near the thorax 
(chest).

thoracic aortic aneurysm  An area of bulging or 
dilation in the chest portion of the aorta, forming a sac-
like area which fills with blood or clots much like a bulge 
on an over-inflated inner tube.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 441.1,	441.2

thoracic cavity  The body cavity situated between the 
neck and the diaphragm.

thoracic nerves  The nerves that supply motor control 
impulses to the chest and abdominal muscles.

thoracic outlet syndrome  Compression of the 
neurovascular bundle, comprising the brachial plexus 
and the subclavian artery, producing a mix of symptoms, 
ranging from pain in the shoulder and arm to neurological 
and vascular problems.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 353.0

thoracic vertebrae  The 12 vertebrae between the 
neck and lower back regions of the spine that provide 
attachments for the ribs.

thoracoabdominal  Pertaining to both the chest cavity 
and the abdominal cavity.

thoracoplasty  The surgical removal of ribs to gain 
access during surgery or to collapse the chest wall and a 
diseased lung.

CPT	 32905-32906

thoracoscope  An instrument used to directly visualize 
the lungs and the membrane enclosing each lung and 
lining the inner chest cavity. It is introduced into the thorax 
under general anesthesia and facilitates the collection of 
tissue samples.

thoracoscopy  A minimally invasive keyhole surgical 
procedure which allows the surgeon to directly examine 
the chest cavity without cutting it open.

There	are	too	many	CPT	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	CPT	book	
for	appropriate	codes.

thoracostomy  The surgical formation of an opening 
into the chest cavity.

CPT	 32020,	32035-32036

thoracotomy  Incision into the chest wall. Also known 
as pleurotomy.

thorax  The body area between the neck and the 
abdomen; the chest.

thorazine  Drug used in the treatment of schizophrenia, 
controlling nausea and vomiting, relief of restlessness 
before surgery, manic depression, intractable hiccups, and 
severe behavioral problems in children.

HCPCS II	 J3230,	Q0171,	Q0172

thought broadcasting  The delusion that thoughts 
are being broadcast out loud so that they can be perceived 
by others.

thought insertion  The delusion that certain thoughts 
are not one’s own but rather are inserted into one’s mind.

threatened abortion  An incident in which certain 
symptoms such as vaginal bleeding or severe cramping, 
occurring during the first half of pregnancy; may progress 
to a miscarriage.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 634.90-634.92,	640.00,	640.01,	640.03
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throat culture  A mucus sample taken from the throat 
to detect the possible presence of infection.

CPT	 87070

Thrombate III  Drug used for the treatment of 
antithrombin III deficiency, hereditary or in connection 
with surgical or obstetrical procedures, and for 
thromboembolism.

HCPCS II	 J7197

thrombectomy  The surgical removal of a thrombus or 
blood clot.

There	are	too	many	CPT	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	CPT	book	
for	appropriate	codes.

thromboangiitis obliterans  Inflammation of the 
blood vessels of the limbs, hands, and feet, which can 
cause ulcerations, ischemia, and gangrene. Also known as 
Buerger’s disease or Winiwarter-Buerger disease.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 437.1,	443.1

thrombocytopenia  An abnormal decrease in 
the number of platelets in the blood. Also known as 
thrombopenia.

thrombocytopenia, secondary  The lowering of 
thrombocyte counts caused by chemotherapy, radiation 
and immune disorders.

ICD-9-CM Dx 287.4

thrombocytosis  An increase in the number of platelets 
in the blood.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 238.71

thromboendarterectomy  The surgical removal of 
a blood clot, along with the inner lining of the artery to 
remove the blockage in the blood vessel and widen its 
inner diameter.

CPT	 35301-35306

thrombolysis  The breaking up of a blood clot.

thrombolytic therapy  A drug treatment that 
dissolves blood clots.

There	are	too	many	CPT	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	CPT	book	
for	appropriate	codes.

thrombophilia  The tendency to form blood clots.

thrombophlebitis  Inflammation of a vein caused by 
or associated with the formation of a blood clot.

thromboplastin  A plasma protein present in 
tissues, platelets, and white blood cells necessary for 
the coagulation of blood and in the presence of calcium 
ions, necessary for the conversion of prothrombin to 
thrombin. Also known as factor III, platelet tissue factor, 
thrombokinase.

thrombopoietin  A hematopoietic agents that 
functions as a colony-stimulating factor for the production 
of blood cells, especially platelets, during chemotherapy; 
a cytokine hormone that induces bone marrow to produce 
more blood platelets.

thrombosed hemorrhoid  Prolapse of an anal 
cushion containing clotted blood.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 455.1,	455.4,	455.7

thrombosis  The formation or presence of a blood clot.

thrombus  A stationary clot formed in a blood vessel or 
in a chamber of the heart.

thrush  A fungal infection in the mouth that displays 
whitish spots and ulcers, which most often affect children.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 112.0,	771.7

thunderclap headache  A headache that begins as a 
sudden severe headache that peaks within a minute and 
fades over several hours.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 339.43

thymectomy  Surgical removal of the thymus (gland 
that produces lymphocytes and immunity).

CPT	 60520-60522

thymitis  Inflammation of the thymus gland.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 254.8

thymoglobulin  Drug used to treat rejection after organ 
transplant and certain blood disorders.

HCPCS II	 J7511

thymoma  A tumor of the thymus gland, which is part 
of the lymphatic system and located in the chest behind 
the breastbone.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 164.0,	212.6

Thypinone  A drug used to test the response of the 
anterior pituitary gland in people who may have certain 
medical conditions involving the thyroid gland.

HCPCS II	 J2725

Thyrogen  Drug used for performing certain tests on 
people who have had thyroid cancer.

HCPCS II	 J3240
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thyroid  A two-lobed structure located in front of and 
on either side of the trachea, producing the hormone 
thyroxin, that regulates metabolic growth in the body.

thyroid cancer  Malignancy that most often forms in 
a thyroid node, which are common in about 75% of the 
population and completely normal more than 99% of 
the time; the cancer usually presents as either papillary 
or follicular, both highly curable with excellent long-term 
survival for the vast majority of individuals diagnosed.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 193

thyroid follicular cell  A type of cell in the thyroid that 
makes the thyroid hormone, thyroxin, which regulates 
metabolic growth in the body.

thyroid hormone  The thyroid gland makes T3 
(triiodothyronine) and T4 (thyroxin), which together are 
considered thyroid hormone, which affects heart rate, 
blood pressure, body temperature, weight, and regulates 
metabolic growth.

thyroid releasing hormone  A peptide hormone 
synthesized in the hypothalamus and acts in the anterior 
pituitary to stimulate synthesis and release of Thyrotropin 
(TSH).

thyroid scan  An imaging technique to detect growths 
in the thyroid, in which a radioactive substance that 
selectively concentrates in the thyroid, such as iodine or 
technesium, is injected intravenously and the gland is 
then scanned by the use of a special detector while the 
computer converts the data into an image.

CPT	 78010

thyroid stimulating hormone (TSH)  A hormone 
produced by the pituitary gland at the base of the brain 
that promotes the growth and stimulation of the thyroid 
gland. Also known as thyrotropin.

thyroidectomy  Surgical removal of the thyroid gland 
(endocrine gland that produces hormones).

thyroiditis  Inflammation of the thyroid gland.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 017.50-017.56,	245.0-245.9,	648.10-

648.14

thyrotomy  Incision of the thyroid gland.
CPT	 31300

thyrotoxic myopathy  Weakness and wasting of 
skeletal muscles, especially of the pelvic and shoulder 
girdles.

thyrotoxicosis  Poisoning from hyperthyroidism in 
which the thyroid produces too much thyroxin. Also 
known as Graves’ disease.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 242.00-242.90,	648.10-648.14,	775.3

thyrotropin alfa  Drug used for performing certain 
tests on people who have had thyroid cancer.

HCPCS II	 J3240

thyroxin binding globulin  A glycoprotein in the 
blood produced by the liver that binds with thyroxin (T4) 
so that the kidneys do not remove it from the blood.

tiazofurin  An anticancer drug being studied to stop cell 
growth and showing promise in treating leukemia.

tibial plafond  The articular surface of the distal end 
of the tibia.

tibial plateau  Portion of the tibial adjoining in the area 
of the knee.

tibioperoneal artery  The artery that runs along the 
leg and supplies blood to the upper and lower part of the 
leg.

tic  An involuntary, sudden, rapid, recurrent, motor 
movement or vocalization.

There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

ticarcillin disodium and clavulanate potassium  
Drug used to kill bacteria or prevent bacterial growth.

HCPCS II	 S0040

TICE BCG  Drug used to help prevent tuberculosis.
HCPCS II	 J9031

tidal volume  Volume of a normal inspiration or 
expiration during relaxed breathing.

Tigan  Drug used for the treatment of postoperative 
nausea and vomiting and nausea associated with 
gastroenteritis.

HCPCS II	 J3250,	Q0173

Tiject-20  Drug used for the treatment of postoperative 
nausea and vomiting and nausea associated with 
gastroenteritis.

HCPCS II	 J3250,	Q0173
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till  Treble increase at low levels. Sound-processing 
technology used in hearing aids, especially useful for 
individuals with high frequency hearing loss; a type 
of compression amplification system that reduces the 
amount of high frequency gain as input signal levels 
increase.

timentin  Drug used to kill bacteria or prevent bacterial 
growth.

HCPCS II	 S0040

tin ethyl etiopurpurin  An anticancer drug used in 
cancer prevention; a treatment for patients with age-
related macular degeneration (AMD), a leading cause of 
blindness in older adults.

tinea  Any of numerous different superficial fungal 
infections of the skin, types being defined according to 
appearance, etiology, or site.

tinea barbae  Superficial fungal infections of the skin of 
bearded parts of the face and neck.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 110.0

tinea capitis  Fungal infections of the scalp.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 110.0

tinea corporis  A fungal infection which usually affects 
skin with few or no hair follicles. Also known as ringworm.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 110.5

tinea cruris  A fungal infection of the groin commonly 
known as jock itch.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 110.3

tinea faciei  Fungal infection of the face, other than 
bearded area.

tinea imbricata  A form of tinea corporis (fungal 
infection which usually affects skin with few or no hair 
follicles) seen in the tropics; the early lesion is annular 
with a circle of scales at the outside boundary.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 110.5

tinea nigra  A minor fungal infection having dark 
lesions with the appearance of spattered silver nitrate on 
the skin of the hands or occasionally other areas.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 111.1

tinea pedis  A chronic superficial type on the skin of 
the foot, especially between the toes or on the soles. Also 
known as athlete’s foot.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 110.4

tinea sycosis  An inflammatory, deep type of tinea 
barbae (fungal infection of bearded parts of the face and 
neck).

ICD-9-CM Dx	 110

tinea unguium  Fungal infection of the nails, first the 
surface and lateral and distal edges and later the part 
beneath the nail plate.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 110.1

tinea versicolor  A harmless yeast which causes dark 
spots on the skin as a result of exposure to sunlight.

Tinel’s sign  Abnormal prickling or itching mainly in 
the middle finger, experienced on certain movements 
and pressure on the wrist, which suggests carpal tunnel 
syndrome.

tinnitus  Sensation of a ringing, roaring, or buzzing 
sound in the ears or head often associated with various 
forms of hearing impairment; noises seeming to originate 
within the ear itself.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 388.30-388.32

tinzaparin sodium  A blood thinner used to treat 
blood clots in the legs or lungs.

HCPCS II	 J1655

tipped uterus  A uterus that is tilted backward rather 
than being in the more common position of tilting toward 
the front of the abdomen.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 621.6

tirofiban hydrochloride  Type of blood thinner to 
help prevent blood clotting that occurs during certain 
heart conditions or medical procedures.

HCPCS II	 J3246

tissue adhesives  Triangular in shape, and is 
transversely beneath the head of the ulna, binding the 
lower end of the ulna and radius firmly together.

tissue cultured graft  A graft of tissue which was 
cultured in a laboratory, not taken from a donor.

tissue expander  A silicone balloon expander is 
inserted under the skin and filled with salt water over 
time, causing the skin to stretch and grow.

TissueMend  A repair and reinforcement system used to 
support tendons that have been repaired. It is made from 
collagen from fetal bovine dermis.

tissue plasminogen activator (TPA)  A clot-
dissolving drug used to treat heart attack patients.
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tissue typing  A blood test performed prior 
to transplantation to evaluate the closeness and 
compatibility of a tissue match between the donor’s organ 
and recipient.

CPT	 86812-86817,	86821-86822

titanium  A metallic element of light weight and 
great strength often used to make surgical implants or 
prostheses.

titer/titre  A laboratory measurement of the amount, or 
concentration, of a given component in solution.

titration  Increasing or decreasing a medication in an 
incremental manner to reach a desired level. This method 
is used to allow the body to adjust, or to find an effective 
dose. Titration is used with anti-depressants, steroids, 
opioids and other drugs in cases where exact effective 
dosage has not been determined.

TNKase  Drug that dissolves blood clots in vessels of the 
heart.

HCPCS II	 J3101

tobramycin sulfate  Drug used to treat serious 
bacterial infections.

HCPCS II	 J3260

tobramycin/TOBI  Drug used for the treatment of 
conjunctivitis believed to be due to bacterial infection.

HCPCS II	 J7682,	J7685

tocolysis  The deliberate inhibition of uterine 
contractions, done to forestall pre-term labor and usually 
using either Nifedipine or salbutamol as the active drug to 
stop the contractions.

CPT	 59412

tocolytic  Any drug used to relax uterine contractions 
and try to stop premature labor.

tocopherol  Any of a group of closely related, fat-soluble 
alcohols that behave similarly to vitamin E and are present 
in milk, lettuce, and wheat germ oil and certain other 
vegetable oils.

Todd’s paralysis  A neurological disorder characterized 
by brief periods of paralysis of one or more limbs followed 
by a seizure.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 344.89

token economy  A system involving the application 
of the principles and procedures of operant conditioning 
to the management of a social setting such as a ward, 
classroom, or halfway house. Tokens are given contingent 
on completion of specified activities and are exchanged for 
benefits or rewards.

tomography  Any of several techniques for making 
detailed x-rays of a plane section of a solid object, such as 
the body, while blurring out the images of other planes.

Tompkins Metroplasty  Excision of the septum 
dividing a uterus or to correct some other abnormality in 
uterine shape to decrease the risk of pregnancy loss.

CPT	 58540

tone deafness  The inability to recognize musical tones 
or pitch differences which is known as amusia in extreme 
cases.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 389.8

tongue  The large muscle on the floor of the mouth that 
manipulates food for chewing and swallowing; the main 
organ of taste that assists in forming speech sounds.

tongue base suspension  A procedure that stabilizes 
the tongue base for people that suffer from sleep apnea.

CPT 41512

tonic-clonic seizure  The most severe form of epilepsy, 
in which the patient suffers from intense spasms or loses 
consciousness during an attack.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 345.10-345.11

tonicity  The state of tissue tone or tension.

tonography  Recording of changes in intraocular 
pressure (the pressure of fluid in the eyeball) due to 
sustained pressure on the eyeball.

CPT	 92120,	92130

tonometer  An instrument used to measure the pressure 
within the eye by exposing the eye to a brief, intense puff 
of air. The tonometer measures the eye’s resistance to the 
pressure of the burst, which is one of several factors used 
in the diagnosis of glaucoma or to follow the response of 
treatment for glaucoma.

tonsillectomy  Surgical removal of the tonsils.
CPT	 42820-42826
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tonsils  Masses of tissue located at the back of the 
mouth, near the entrance to the throat on either side. They 
function to protect the body from infection by producing 
disease-fighting white blood cells and intercepting any 
bacteria or other pathogens from entering the throat.

tophus  A nodule composed of urate that forms under 
the skin and in tissue around a joint or in the external ear, 
seen in chronic gout. Also known as chalkstone.

topical  Any agent applied to the skin or other external 
area; a classification of medicine or therapeutic elements 
that are absorbed by the skin.

topical chemotherapy  Treatment with anticancer 
drugs in a lotion or cream that is rubbed directly into the 
skin over the cancerous area; often used for melanoma 
types of cancer that affect the skin.

topical oxygen therapy (topox)  A form of 
hyperbaric oxygen therapy used for treating chronic 
wounds in which the patient’s wounded body part is 
placed in a polyethylene bag that is inflated to slightly 
above normal atmospheric pressure while pure oxygen is 
pumped in and applied to the surface of the body rather 
than used systemically through breathing.

CPT	 99183
HCPCS II	 E0446

Toposar  Drug used to treat testicular and lung cancer.
HCPCS II	 J8560,	J9181

topotecan  An anticancer drug belonging to the 
topoisomerase inhibitors, marketed under the name 
Hycamtin and delivered intravenously. Because of its 
strong side effects, which can include nausea, diarrhea, 
and even blood disorders, this drug is used under careful 
oncological supervision.

HCPCS II	 J9351

Toradol  Drug used to relieve moderately severe pain, 
particularly after an operation.

HCPCS II	 J1885

TORCH organisms  Toxoplasmosis, syphilis, rubella, 
cytomegalovirus, herpes simplex, and other diseases that 
may harm the embryo/fetus. These conditions are passed 
from the mother to the infant and are tested for via the 
TORCH prenatal test.

Torecan  Drug used for the relief of nausea and vomiting.
HCPCS II	 J3280,	Q0174

Toremifene  An anticancer drug belonging to the 
antiestrogens, which blocks the effect of estrogen in the 
body and may help to control further growth of some 
cancers and delay or reduce the risk of recurrence.

Tornalate  Drug used for the relief of bronchospasms in 
asthma and some other respiratory illnesses.

HCPCS II	 J7628,	J7629

torsemide  A water pill that increases the amount of 
urine made, which causes the body to get rid of excess 
water and for high blood pressure. Also reduces swelling/
fluid retention which can result from conditions such as 
congestive heart failure, liver disease, or kidney disease.

HCPCS II	 J3265

torsion  A twisting force.

torus mandibularis  A bony growth in the mandible 
(lower jaw) along the surface nearest to the tongue.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 526.81

Totacillin-N  Drug used to kill bacteria or prevent 
bacterial growth.

HCPCS II	 J0290

total lung capacity  Volume of the lungs after a 
maximum voluntary inspiration (a measure of the largest 
breath an individual can take).

total nodal irradiation  Radiation therapy to the 
mantle field, the spleen, the lymph nodes in the upper 
abdomen, and the lymph nodes in the pelvic area.

total parenteral nutrition (TPN)  Intravenous 
administration of a solution that provides necessary 
nutrients: protein, sugar, fat, minerals, and vitamins. This 
feeding method is used in cases where the individual is 
incapable of ingestin nutrients in the normal manner.

total urine protein  Kidney function test determined 
by a 12 or 24 hour urine collection. The test determines 
whether the kidneys are releasing elevated amounts of 
protein into the urine, indicating damage to the kidneys.

total-body irradiation  An extreme therapy for cancer 
treatment in which radiation therapy is done to the entire 
body, usually followed by bone marrow or peripheral stem 
cell transplantation.
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Tourette’s syndrome  A neurological disorder 
characterized by tics, or uncontrollable recurring physical 
movements and vocal outbursts, often of compulsive 
shouting and use of obscenities. Onset is predominantly 
seen in males of adolescent age and often improves by 
adulthood.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 307.23

Touroff operation  Ligation (binding) of a major 
artery.

CPT	 37615

toxemia  A condition in which the blood contains 
bacterial toxins from a local source of infection or 
metabolic toxins resulting from organ failure or other 
disease. Also known as blood poisoning.

toxic  Having a poisonous or harmful effect on the body.

toxic amblyopia  A loss of visual function due to 
poisoning, as from alcohol or tobacco.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 377.34

toxic epidermal necrolysis  A life threatening skin 
condition where the epidermis separates from the dermis 
and is caused most often by medications.

ICD-9-CM Dx 695.15

toxic epidermal necrolysis overlap syndrome  
A severe reaction that manifests with fever and 
mucocutaneous lesions that involve between ten and 
thirty percent of the body surface.

ICD-9-CM Dx 695.14

toxic goiter  An enlarged thyroid gland that produces 
too much thyroid hormone, visible as a swelling on the 
sides or back of the neck and often caused by insufficient 
levels of iodine in the diet.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 242.00-242.91

toxic headache  Headache due to systemic poisoning 
or associated with illness.

toxic spasm  Spasm caused by a toxin.

toxicity  The extent or degree of being poisonous or 
harmful to the body.

toxicology  The study of the toxic or harmful effects of 
substances on the body.

toxoplasmosis  A life-threatening opportunistic 
infection caused by the microscopic parasite, Toxoplasma 
gondii, found in raw or undercooked meat and cat feces. 
Symptoms may be so mild as to be barely noticeable or 
may be more severe with headache, lymphadenopathy, 
and malaise.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 130.4,	130.7-130.9,	655.40-655.44,	
760.2,	771.2

trabeculoplasty  Photocoagulation of the eye as a 
treatment for glaucoma; a type of laser surgery to create 
small openings in the trabecular meshwork of the eye in 
order to allow the draining of aqueous humor to reduce 
intra-ocular pressure.

trabeculotomy  A surgical incision into the opening of 
Schlemm’s canal as a treatment for glaucoma. The canal is 
at the back of the eye and normally drains aqueous humor 
(ocular fluid) into tiny veins at the back of the eye.

tracer  A substance, such as a radioisotope, used in 
imaging procedures; often ingested in a liquid form and 
allowed to filter through the gastro-intestinal tract for 
GI imaging or delivered intravenously or locally through 
injection.

trachelectomy  The surgical removal of the cervix in 
the uterus, usually as a treatment for cancer. Also known 
as a cervicectomy.

CPT	 57530-57531

trachelorrhaphy  A procedure to suture a tear or injury 
to the uterine cervix.

CPT	 57720

tracheobronchoscopy  Inspection of the interior of the 
trachea (windpipe) and bronchi (either of two branches of 
the trachea leading to the lungs).

CPT	 31615

tracheoesophageal fistula  An abnormal passage 
connecting the trachea (windpipe) and esophagus 
(passage between the throat and the stomach), either 
pathologically or created surgically to restore speech after 
laryngectomy (surgical removal of the larynx).

ICD-9-CM Dx	 519.09,	530.84,	750.3

tracheoesophageal puncture  A small opening 
made between the esophagus and the trachea in order to 
place a valve that keeps food out of the trachea but lets air 
into the esophagus for esophageal speech.
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tracheoplasty  Reparative or plastic surgery of the 
trachea (windpipe). Also known as cervicoplasty.

CPT	 15819

tracheostoma  Permanent opening into the trachea 
through the neck.

CPT	 31613-31614

tracheostomy  A surgically-created opening in the 
windpipe to keep the airway open.

tracheostomy button  A 0.5-1.5-in long plastic tube 
placed in a surgically created opening in the windpipe.

tracheostomy tube  A 2-3-in long curved metal or 
plastic tube placed in a surgically created opening in the 
windpipe.

tracheotomy  Incision into the trachea (windpipe) 
through the neck.

CPT	 31502

traction  Therapy to provide a distracting force, delivered 
as a prolonged pulling of muscles via weights or springs 
in order to relieve dislocation or joint pain or to provide 
corrective pressure in order for broken bones to regrow 
properly.

tractotomy  An incision into the nerve tract of the 
brainstem or spinal cord, usually for the relief of intense, 
chronic pain.

tragus  The nodelike, continuous projection of the 
cartilage in front of the opening of the ear canal.

Traim-A  Drug used for relieving symptoms of rhinitis.
HCPCS II	 J3301

TRAM flap  Procedure in which a segment of abdominal 
tissues is transferred along with muscle to create a new 
breast after mastectomy (removal of breast).

CPT	 19367-19369

trans fat  A type of fat created when hydrogen is forced 
through an ordinary vegetable oil (hydrogenation), 
converting some polyunsaturates to monounsaturates, 
and some monounsaturates to saturates. Trans fat, like 
saturated fat, raises LDL cholesterol levels.

transabdominal  Any procedure, effect, or condition 
that passes through the abdomen.

transabdominal ultrasound  A procedure used 
to examine the organs in the abdomen by bouncing 
sound waves off the abdominal tissues and capturing the 
returning sound waves on a computer that converts the 
data into a picture.

transanal  Any procedure, effect, or condition that 
passes through the anus.

transannular  Across or between different parts of a 
ring-shaped structure, usually referring to the migration of 
atoms from one ring structure to another.

transantral  Performed across or through an antrum (a 
cavity or chamber especially one in a bone).

transaxial  Across the long axis of a structure or part.

transcatheter  Performed through the lumen (passage) 
of a catheter.

transcervical  Any procedure, effect, or condition that 
passes through the cervix in the uterus.

transcondylar  Across or through the condyles (the end 
of long bones).

transcranial  Performed through the cranium.

transcription  Constructing an mRNA molecule using 
a DNA molecule as a template, resulting in the transfer of 
genetic information to the mRNA.

transcutaneous  Through the skin.

transdermal  Across the skin barrier.

transducer  An instrument which converts electrical 
energy into mechanical energy and also acts as a 
transmitter and receiver of ultrasound information.

transduodenal  Any procedure, effect, or condition that 
passes through the first section of the small intestine.

transection  An act of cutting through a structure.

transendoscopic  Through an endoscope, usually 
pertaining to a procedure or maneuver performed during 
an endoscopic examination.

transesophageal echocardiography (TEE)  A 
diagnostic test that analyzes sound waves bounced off 
the heart. The sound waves are sent through a tube-like 
device inserted in the mouth and passed down the 
esophagus to reach the heart.

transfer form  This includes details when a patient is 
transferred to another facility, or hospital.
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transferase  Any of various enzymes that move 
a chemical group from one compound to another 
compound.

transference  A phenomenon where patients 
undergoing clinical therapy begin to transfer their feelings 
for a particular person in their lives to the therapist. For 
example, the patient may begin to feel the same feelings 
towards their therapist as the patient does toward their 
spouse.

transferrin  A beta globulin in blood serum that 
combines with and transports iron. Also known as 
siderophilin.

transformation  The change that a normal cell 
undergoes as it becomes malignant.

transfusion  A treatment in which blood or blood 
products are given directly through an IV.

transfusion associated circulatory overload 
(TACO)   An overload of positive fluid balance causing 
acute respiratory distress, increased blood pressure, and 
pulmonary edema secondary to congestive heart failure 
that develops during, or within 6 hours, of a transfusion 
that has such high rates or volumes of infusion that the 
patient’s body cannot effectively process it.

ICD-9-CM		Dx	 276.61

transfusion associated lung injury (TRALI)  A 
rare complication of transfusion therapy that can be 
fatal, typically developing within 2-6 hours, and causing 
damage to the alveolar capillary membrane. Moderate 
reactions mimic adult respiratory distress. Severe reactions 
cause acute pulmonary edema and diffuse infiltrates in 
both lungs, requiring mechanical ventilation.

ICD-9-CM		Dx	 518.7

transfusion related iron overload  A build-up of 
too much iron in the body that can occur with as few as 
10 red blood cell transfusions in a lifetime. This exogenous 
form of hemochromatosis causes progressive, debilitating, 
or life-threatening damage to the liver (fibrosis, cirrhosis, 
carcinoma), heart (cardiomegaly, pericarditis, heart 
failure), and endocrine glands.

ICD-9-CM		Dx	 275.02

transhepatic  Any procedure, condition, or effect that 
passes through or across the liver.

transient  Short-lived, passing, not permanent.

transient ischemic attack  A temporary, stroke-like 
event that lasts for only a short time and is caused by a 
temporarily blocked blood vessel.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 435.9

transient urinary incontinence  Temporary 
episodes of urinary incontinence that are gone when the 
cause of the episode is identified and treated, such as a 
bladder infection.

transitional cell carcinoma  A type of cancer that 
develops in the lining of the bladder, ureter, or renal pelvis.

transitional cells  Cells that can vary in shape and may 
be stretched without breaking and are found lining hollow 
organs such as the bladder.

transitional object  An object, other than the mother, 
selected by an infant between four and 18 months of age 
for self-soothing and anxiety-reduction, such as a security 
blanket or a toy that helps the child go to sleep.

transluminal  Any procedure, condition, or effect that 
passes through or across the open space of a blood vessel 
or duct.

transmandibular implant  A dental implant for 
patients with severe mandibular alveolar atrophy (wasting 
a way of the lower jaw).

transmission  Any mechanism through which an 
infectious agent, such as a virus, is spread from a reservoir 
to a human being.

transmural  Any procedure, condition, or effect that 
passes through the wall or border of an organ or other 
body structure.

transmyocardial revascularization  A surgical 
technique for reducing severe chest pain by using a laser 
to create channels from the outside of the heart into the 
heart’s pumping chamber.

transpalatine  Situated beyond or outside the 
palantine bone (the roof of the mouth).

transperineal  Any procedure, condition, or effect that 
passes through the perineum, the groin area in front of 
the anus.

transplant  The implantation of tissue from one part of 
the body to another or from one individual into another.
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transposition  1) Removal from one place to another. 
2) Transferring one tissue, organ, or part to the place of 
another or of being on the wrong side of the body. 3) 
Transfer of a segment of DNA to a new position on the 
same or another chromosome, plasmid, or cell.

transposition of great vessels  A congenital heart 
defect in which the two arteries emerging from the heart 
are switched.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 745.10-745.19

transpupillary thermotherapy  A laser treatment 
used to treat choroidal melanomas (eye cancer).

transrectal ultrasound  A procedure to examine the 
prostate by using an instrument inserted into the rectum 
to bounce sound waves bounce off the prostate to a 
transducer, which converts the data to a picture.

transtracheal oxygen (TTO2)  Delivery of oxygen by 
insertion of a thin catheter directly into the trachea.

transudation  Passage of a fluid or solute through a 
membrane by a hydrostatic or osmotic pressure gradient.

transureteroureterostomy  The suture of the 
transected end of one ureter (duct that carries urine from 
the kidney to the bladder) into the intact opposite ureter.

CPT	 50770

transurethral  Through the urethra.

transuterine fallopian transfer  The placement 
of an embryo inside the fallopian tube after in vitro 
fertilization. The transfer is made by threading a tube 
through the cervical canal and uterus and depositing the 
embryo.

transvaginal ultrasound  An ultrasound examination 
performed by means of inserting a probe into the vagina, 
commonly done for viewing follicle growth. This can 
produce better images in early pregnancy than could be 
obtained with conventional abdominal sonograms.

transvenous intrahepatic portosystemic shunt 
(TIPS)  Procedure to treat complications of severe liver 
disease. The procedure involves inserting a stent (tube) 
to connect the portal veins to adjacent blood vessels that 
have lower pressure. This relieves the pressure of blood 
flowing through the diseased liver and can help stop 
bleeding and fluid back up.

CPT	 37182

transverse fracture  A fracture in which the break is in 
a straight line across the bone.

transverse frictions  A deep massage technique, 
performed across the line of the tissue fibers, 
predominantly used for tendon and ligament conditions.

transverse maxillary fracture  Horizontal maxillary 
(upper jaw) fracture.

transverse myelopathy  Disturbance or disease 
extending across the spinal cord.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 323.82

transverse planes  Planes passing through the 
body at right angles to the median and coronal planes; 
a horizontal plane that divides the body into superior 
(upper) and inferior (lower) parts, used as a frame of 
reference in describing locations or bodily regions.

transverse rectus abdominis myocutaneous 
flap (TRAM)  A muscle located in the lower abdomen 
that is detached and moved or remain attached as a flap 
and slid under the skin used to reconstruct a breast.

CPT	 19367-19369

trapezium  A bone in the wrist at the base of the 
thumb.

Trastuzumab  A type of monoclonal antibody used in 
breast cancer detection or to treat metastic breast cancer 
among patients who overexpress HER2. Trastuzumab 
blocks the effects of the growth factor protein HER2, 
which transmits growth signals in such cells.

HCPCS II	 J9355

Trasylol  Drug used to reduce blood loss and the need for 
blood transfusions in patients undergoing certain types of 
heart surgery.

HCPCS II	 J0365

trauma  Any wound or injury.

traveler’s diarrhea  Diarrhea in travelers, especially 
those visiting tropical or subtropical areas where sanitation 
is poor, many different agents can cause it.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 008.8,	009.2

traveling wave theory of hearing  The theory 
that the movement of the footplate of the stapes in the 
inner ear causes a fluid wave to move along the basilar 
membrane with a rise and fall of amplitude. The point 
where the wave reaches its maximum amplitude is the 
point where the frequency of the sound is determined.

treatment day  A summation of the daily radiation 
treatments delivered in one calendar day.
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treatment field  A single surface area as defined by 
the collimated radiation beam of the treatment machine. 
The term is often used synonymously with treatment port; 
a single treatment region which may have one or more 
treatment ports converging upon it.

treatment plan  An ensemble of radiation exposure 
beams or sources designed to produce a prescribed 
dosage pattern in the cancer patient for radiation therapy 
administration.

treatment planning  A complex service including 
interpretation of special testing, tumor localization, 
treatment volume determination, treatment time/
dosage determination, choice of treatment modality, 
determination of number and size of treatments, ports, 
and selection of appropriate therapy for cancer patients.

treatment port  The opening through which the 
radiation beam is delivered when performing radiation 
therapy for cancer patients.

Trelstar Depot  Drug used in the treatment of prostate 
cancer when orchiectomy or estrogen is not indicated or 
is unacceptable.

HCPCS II	 J3315

tremor  An involuntary trembling or quivering.

Trendelenburg gait  Intrinsic disorder of the abductor 
muscles of the hip (gluteus medius and gluteus minimus), 
due to either a weakness or an inhibition of function, in 
which the hip abductors are unable to stabilize the hip, as 
body weight is transferred to the affected side, resulting in 
a pelvic drop or tilt and a lurching gait.

Trendelenburg sign  Drooping of the pelvis on the 
other side if all the weight is borne on a diseased hip.

Trendelenburg test  A test for the ability of the hip 
abductor mechanism to stabilize the hip while the patient 
stands on one leg. The Trendelenburg test is positive when 
the patient stands on one leg and the opposite side of the 
pelvis then drops.

treosulfan  A substance being studied as a treatment 
for cancer, belonging to the alkylating agents that works 
to prevent cell growth and division and is primarily 
prescribed for treatment of ovarian cancer.

trephination  The removal of a circular piece of bone 
from the skull.

trephine  A surgical instrument used to remove disks of 
bone out of the skull.

Treponema pallidum  A spirochete bacteria in the 
human genital tract transmitted by sexual contact and 
responsible for causing syphilis.

CPT		 86780,	87285

Treprostinil/Treprostinil sodium  Drug used to treat 
pulmonary arterial hypertension.

HCPCS II	 J3285

tretinoin  A drug belonging to the retinoids used in the 
treatment of acne.

Tri-Kort  Drug used for relieving symptoms of rhinitis.
HCPCS II	 J3301

triacetyluridine  A substance that is being studied 
for its ability to protect against the gastrointestinal side 
effects caused by fluorouracil, a cancer medicine used 
primarily for treatment of skin, breast, and digestive 
system cancers; a precursor of uridine, which is a 
component of RNA.

Triam-A  Drug used to treat endocrine disorders when 
the body does not produce enough steroids and to 
treat many immune and allergic disorders, such as skin 
reactions, arthritis, bursitis, tenosynovitis, gout, lupus, 
psoriasis, asthma, ulcerative colitis, multiple sclerosis, 
Crohn’s disease, and others.

HCPCS II	 J3301

triamcinolone  A topical corticosteroid being studied 
for the prevention of nonmelanoma skin cancer; an anti-
inflammatory drug applied to the skin to relieve irritation, 
rashes, and infections.

HCPCS II	 J7683,	J7684

triamcinolone acetonide  Drug used for relieving 
symptoms of rhinitis.

HCPCS II	 J3301

triamcinolone diacetate  Drug used to treat 
incapacitating allergic disorders intractable to adequate 
trials of conventional treatment.

HCPCS II	 J3302

triamcinolone hexacetonide  Drug used in 
treatment in acute gouty arthritis, acute and subacute 
bursitis, acute nonspecific tenosynovitis, epicondylitis, 
rheumatoid arthritis, synovitis of osteoarthritis.

HCPCS II	 J3303

triangular fibrocartilage  Triangular in shape, and 
is transversely beneath the head of the ulna, binding the 
lower end of the ulna and radius firmly together.
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Triban  Drug used to control nausea and vomiting.
HCPCS II	 J3250,	Q0173

tributyrin  A triglyceride drug that may inhibit cell 
growth and induce cell differentiation, which may be 
effective in changing cancer cells back into normal cells.

trichiasis  A condition in which the hair adjacent to a 
natural opening turns inward and causes irritation, as in 
the inward turning of the eyelashes upon the eye.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 374.00,	374.05,	704.2

trichomatosis  Condition in which the hair is 
characterized by a matted condition. A result of neglect, 
filth, and the invasion of parasites.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 374.00,	374.05,	704.2

trichome  A hair or other appendage of the epidermis 
or skin.

trichomonacide  The killing of parasites that cause 
diarrhea.

trichomonas vaginalis  A protozoan found in the 
vagina and urethra of women .

ICD-9-CM Dx	 131.01

trichomoniasis  A vaginal inflammation caused by a 
parasitic infection.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 007.3,	131.00-131.09,	131.8,	131.9

trichomycosis  A fungal infection of the hair follicles.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 039.0,	111.2

trichophagia  The practice or habit of biting or eating 
hair or wool.

trichotillomania  The pulling out of one’s own hair 
to the point that it is noticeable and causes significant 
distress or impairment.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 312.39

trichromatic theory  A theory that postulates that 
there are three types of cones in our retina: red, green, and 
blue. The ability to see more than three colors is the result 
of the cones working in conjunction with one another.

trichrome stain  A staining method utilizing a 
combination of three different dyes to identify different 
cell or tissue elements.

trick knee  Knee joint susceptible to locking in position, 
most often due to longitudinal splitting of the medial 
meniscus (cartilage disk that acts as a cushion).

tricortical  Having three cortices, or outer layers of 
organs, such as the brain.

tricuspid stenosis  Narrowing or stricture of the 
tricuspid opening of the heart.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 397.0,	424.2,	746.1

tricuspid valve  The structure that controls blood flow 
from the heart’s right atrium (upper chamber) into the 
right ventricle (lower chamber).

trifid  Split into three parts.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 750.13,	753.3

triflupromazine HCl  Drug used to treat serious mental 
and emtional disorders, including schizophrenia and other 
psychotic disorders, also used to control agitation, severe 
nausea and vomiting, severe hiccups, and moderate to 
severe pain.

HCPCS II	 J3400

trigeminal autonomic cephalgias  The primary 
headache disorders that involve onesided trigeminal pain 
that includes prominent autonomic manifestations on the 
same side as the pain.

ICD-9-CM Dx 339.xx

trigger  Something that can aggravate an allergic 
reaction but is not necessarily the actual cause of the 
allergy, such as viruses, exercise, cigarette smoke, and 
cold air.

trigger point  A hypersensitive area in muscle or 
connective tissue with pain that radiates on use or 
pressure.

trigger point injection  The process where a local 
anesthetic is injected into a muscle trigger points to help 
them release. This release allows the injured muscle to 
stretch toward their normal length.

CPT	 20552,	20553

triglyceride  The main constituent of vegetable oil and 
animal fats. High levels are linked to heart disease.

trigone  A sensitive area in the bladder, defined as the 
area bounded by the two ureteral orifices and the bladder 
neck.

trigonocephaly  A congenital skull deformity in which 
premature plate fusion results in a V-shaped abnormality 
at the front of the skull.
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Trilafon  Drug used to treat serious mental and 
emotional disorders, including schizophrenia and other 
psychotic disorders.

HCPCS II	 J3310,	Q0175,	Q0176

Trilog  Drug used for relieving symptoms of rhinitis.
HCPCS II	 J3301

trilone  Drug used to treat incapacitating allergic 
disorders intractable to adequate trials of conventional 
treatment.

HCPCS II	 J3302

trimalleolar fracture  Fracture of the medial, lateral, 
and posterior malleoli (protuberances on either side of the 
ankle) of the tibia.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 824.6,	824.7

Trimazide  Drug used to treat nausea and vomiting.
HCPCS II	 J3250,	Q0173

trimethobenzamide HCl  Drug used for the treatment 
of nausea and vomiting and for nausea associated with 
gastroenteritis.

HCPCS II	 J3250,	Q0173

trimetrexate  A drug used for salvage therapy of 
Pneumocystis	carinii	pneumonia, when other treatments 
have failed. Trimetrexate is enormously toxic unless 
administered with leucovorin, which rescues human cells 
from its effects.

trimetrexate glucuronate  An alternate therapy 
for the treatment of moderate-to-severe Pneumocytsis	
carninii	pneumonia in immunocompressed patients.

HCPCS II	 J3305

triplegia  Paralysis of an upper and a lower extremity 
and of the face, or of both extremities on one side and of 
one on the other.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 343.8,	344.89

triptorelin pamoate  Drug used in the treatment 
of prostate cancer when orchiectomy or estrogen is not 
indicated or is unacceptable.

HCPCS II	 J3315

trisegmentectomy  Surgical resection of the liver.
CPT	 47122

Trisenox  Drug used to treat a type of leukemia with 
specific DNA characteristics and who have not responded 
well to other types of cancer chemotherapy.

HCPCS II	 J9017

trisomy  Presence of an additional whole chromosome.

trisomy 21 syndrome  A chromosomal abnormality, in 
which there are three chromosomes instead of the normal 
two located at the 21st pair, patients have a stereotypical 
facial appearance and often other complications, such 
as atrio-ventricular canal defect. Also known as Down 
syndrome.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 758.0

tritan defect  The inability to see the color blue.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 368.53

tritanomaly  Partial color blindness resulting from a 
deficiency of a blue-sensitive retinal pigment.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 368.53

tritanopia  A deficiency in color perception 
characterized by an inability to discern blue and yellow 
due to an absence of blue-sensitive pigment in the retina.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 368.53

Tritec  Drug used to reduce the amount of acid that the 
stomach produces.

HCPCS II	 J2780

Trobicin  Drug used to treat or prevent infections that are 
proven or strongly suspected to be caused by bacteria.

HCPCS II	 J3320

trocar  A sharp, pointed surgical instrument used to drain 
fluid from a body cavity.

trochanter  A bony prominence on the upper end of the 
femur (thigh bone).

trochanteric bursitis  Inflammation of the bursa 
overlying the greater trochanter of the femur, most 
commonly the large multilocular bursa that lies between 
the gluteus medius and the tensor.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 726.5

trochanteric pressure ulcer  Sores that occur on the 
upper part of the femur (thigh).

ICD-9-CM Dx	 707.04

trochar  A sharp-pointed surgical instrument, used with 
a cannula (flexible tube) to puncture a body cavity for 
fluid aspiration.

trophic ulcer  Ulcer due to imperfect nutrition of the 
part.

trophoblast  The outermost layer of cells of a blastocyst, 
an embryo within protective layers which affixes the 
blastocyst to the uterine wall.
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trophoblastic disease  A genetic error during 
fertilization which causes abnormal placental growth 
and the production of the pregnancy hormone hCG, 
even though there may be no embryo present. A molar 
pregnancy that has no embryo because the fertilized 
egg has no nucleus, or a partial molar pregnancy with a 
malformed embryo.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 630,	V23.1

tropia  Abnormal deviation of the eye.

tropic fracture  Fracture due to nutritional disturbance.

tropical sprue  A malapsorption syndrome occurring 
in the tropics and subtropics, marked by stomatitis 
(inflammation of the mucous tissue of the mouth), 
diarrhea, anemia.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 579.1

troponin  A calcium-regulated protein in muscle tissue 
occurring in three subunits with tropomyosin.

CPT	 88313

Trovan IV  Drug used to kill certain bacteria or stop 
growth to treat severe infections of the blood, pelvic area, 
skin, and lungs.

HCPCS II	 J0200

truncus  The main part of the body, to which head and 
limbs are attached. Trunk.

truncus arteriorsus  An arterial trunk, especially the 
artery connected with the embryonic heart, which gives 
off the aortic arches and develops into the aortic and 
pulmonary arteries.

Truphylline  Drug used to treat the symptoms of 
asthma, bronchitis, and emphysema by relaxing the 
muscles in the lungs and chest, decreasing sensitivity to 
allergens and other drugs that cause inflammation, and 
increasing the diaphragmatic contractions.

HCPCS II	 J0280

trypanosomiasis  A disease or an infection caused by 
a trypanosome (parasite transmitted by insects), may also 
follow breast feeding and blood transfusion. Symptoms 
include heachache, fever, anorexia, conjunctivitis and 
myocarditis.

tryptase  Enzyme released in acute allergic reactions 
and during anaphylaxis, which can be measured on 
a blood test to confirm that an allergic reaction has 
definitely occurred.

tubal  Pertaining to the fallopian tubes.

tubal embryo transfer (TET)  The placement of an 
embryo inside the fallopian tube after in vitro fertilization, 
meant to mimic the natural process of a fertilized embryo 
traveling down the tube and implanting in the uterus.

tubal ligation  Surgical sterilization by obstructing or 
tying the fallopian tubes.

tubal patency  Unobstructed and open fallopian tubes.

tubectomy  Surgical removal of the fallopian tube. Also 
known as salpingectomy.

tubed pedicle  A graft in which the sides of the pedicle 
are sutured together to create a tube, with the entire 
surface covered by skin.

CPT	 15570-15576

tuberculum  A tubercle, nodule, or small eminence.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 520.2,	744.29

tuberosity  A protuberance at the end of a bone to 
which a muscle or tendon attaches.

tubocornual anastomosis  Surgery performed 
to remove a blocked portion of the fallopian tube and 
reconnect it to the uterus.

tuboplasty  Plastic or reconstructive surgery on the 
fallopian tubes in order to correct abnormalities which 
may lead to blockage or otherwise cause infertility.

tubotubal anastomosis  Surgery performed to 
remove a diseased portion of a fallopian tube and 
reconnect the two ends, tubal sterilization reversal.

tubouterine  Pertaining to a fallopian tube and the 
uterus.

tubulin  A protein which is a component of 
microtubules, a structural component of cells. Many 
chemotherapy drugs specifically target tubulin.

tuft  A small clump or cluster.

tularemia  A plaguelike disease of rodents.

tumescence  Swelling.

tumor  A swelling or an abnormal growth of tissue 
resulting from uncontrolled, progressive multiplication of 
cells, and serving no physiological function.

tumor antigen vaccine  A vaccine used to shrink a 
tumor and prolong life.

tumor debulking  Surgically removing as much of a 
tumor as possible.
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tumor infiltrating lymphocytes  White blood cells 
that have left the bloodstream and migrated into a tumor.

tumor localization  The various studies and 
procedures to circumscribe the volume of tumor 
involvement.

tumor lysis syndrome  A life-threatening 
complication following cancer therapy manifesting as a 
syndrome of metabolic complications (hyperuricemia, 
hypocalcemia, hyperkalemia, hyperphosphatemia, and 
acute kidney failure), particularly for lymphomas and 
leukemias, caused by the toxic byproducts produced when 
dying cancer cells break down.

ICD-9-CM Dx		 277.88

tumor marker  A chemical in the body which is a sign 
of malignancy, typically secreted into the bloodstream.

tumor model  The study of the development and 
progression of diseases and new treatment effectiveness 
before it is given to humans. Animals with transplanted 
human cancers or other tissues are called xenograft 
models.

tumor necrosis factor  A protein that is produced in 
the presence of an endotoxin (toxin produced by bacteria) 
is able to attack and destroy tumor cells, and makes 
chronic inflammatory diseases worse.

tumor suppressor gene  A gene in the body that 
limits the growth of a tumor or the probability that a cell 
will develop into a cancerous cell.

tumor-derived  Taken from an individual’s own tumor 
tissue, may be used in the development of a vaccine that 
enhances the body’s ability to build an immune response 
to the tumor.

tunica vaginalis  The serous sheath of the testis and 
epididymis (tube in the testis that carries sperm to the vas 
deferens), derived from the peritoneum (membrane that 
lines the walls of the abdominal cavity), and consisting of 
an outer and inner serous layer.

tunnel infection  Subcutaneous (below the skin) 
infection of an artificial passage into the body that has 
been kept open.

tunnel vision  A reduced visual field in which the eyes 
only see straight ahead.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 368.45

turbinate  Structures within the nasal cavity that help 
heat, humidify, and filter air as it passes through the nose, 
necessary for functional respiration.

turgor  The state of the skin as it maintaines firmness.

turnbuckle jacket  An orthopedic device used to treat 
scoliosis (abnormal lateral curvature of the spine).

CPT	 29020-29025,	29715

Turner’s syndrome  The most common genetic defect 
contributing to female infertility. The ovaries fail to form 
and appear as slender threads of atrophic ovarian tissue, 
referred to as streak ovaries. Karyotyping will reveal only 
one female (X) chromosome.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 758.6

Twilite caplets  An antihistamine that relieves red, 
irritated, itchy, watery eyes, and sneezing, runny nose 
caused by hay fever, allergies and the common cold.

HCPCS II	 Q0163

Tygacil  Used for the treatment of complicated skin 
infections caused by susceptible strains of bacteria 
including Escherichia coli, Enteroccus faecalis, 
Staphylococcus aureus, Streptococcus anginosus group, 
Streptococcus	pygenes, and -.

HCPCS II	 J3243

tylectomy  Surgical removal of a tumor from the breast. 
Also known as lumpectomy

CPT	 19301-19302

tylosis  Formation of a callus (thickening and 
enlargement of horny layer of skin).

tympanic cavity  The cavity of the middle ear.

tympanic membrane  The membrane across the end 
of the external ear canal that forms the outer boundary 
of the middle ear and reacts to sound waves, starting the 
ossicular chain moving. Also known as the eardrum.

tympanometry  A test that allows for air and sound to 
be directed into the middle ear.

CPT	 92550,	92567

tympanoplasty  Surgical repair of the eardrum 
(tympanic membrane) or bones of the middle ear.

tympanostomy  Creation of a hole in the tympanic 
membrane (eardrum), as for the removal of fluid or 
drainage of pus.

CPT	 69433-69436
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tympanotomy  Surgical puncture of the tympanic 
membrane (eardrum), as for the removal of fluid of 
the drainage of pus. Also known as myringotomy, 
tympanostomy.

CPT	 69420-69421

tympany  Condition characterized by distension 
(bloating) of the abdomen, caused by excessive 
accumulation of gas in the colon.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 786.7,	787.3

typhlostomy  Surgical formation of a permanent 
artificial opening into the cecum (the large blind pouch 
forming the beginning of the large intestine). Also known 
as cecostomy.

tyrosinase peptide  A tumor-specific antigen used in 
the development of cancer vaccines.

tyrosinuria  Excessive tyrosine (amino acid) in the urine.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 270.2

Tysabri  Monotherapy for the treatment of patients 
with relapsing forms of multiple sclerosis to delay the 
accumulation of physical disability and reduce the 
frequency of clinical exacerbations.

HCPCS II	 J2323

Tzanck test  A method of testing sores on the skin for 
the presence of the herpes simplex or varicella-zoster 
virus.

ulcerations  An open sore due to abrasion, infection, or 
inflammation.

ulcerative colitis  Inflammation of the colon and 
rectum; cause unclear.

ulcerative keratitis  Inflammation of the cornea with 
ulceration of the corneal epithelium (cellular covering for 
the cornea), frequently a result of bacterial invasion of the 
cornea.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 370.00

ulcus  A local defect, or excavation of the surface, of an 
organ or tissue, producing by sloughing of necrotic (death 
of cells) inflammatory tissue.

ulegyria  A defect of the cerebral cortex characterized by 
narrow and distorted gyri (prominent rounded elevations 
that form the cerebral hemispheres), may be congenital or 
the result of scars.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 742.4

ulnar styloid process  A projection from the medial 
and back part of the ulna that makes up the wrist-joint.

ulorrhagia  A sudden or free discharge of blood from 
the gums.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 523.8

ultraligation  Ligation (binding) of a blood vessel 
beyond the point where a branch is given off.

ultrasonography  A procedure in which sound waves 
are bounced off tissues and the echoes are converted into 
a picture.

ultrasound  A technique in which echoes of high 
frequency sound waves are converted into a picture. Also 
known as a sonogram.

ultrasound energy  Intensified ultrasound energy 
directed at cancer cells to heat them and kill them.

ultrasound stimulation  The use of ultrasound waves 
to stimulate healing of bone tissue.

ultraviolet (UV) radiation  Invisible rays that are part 
of the energy coming from the sun that can damage the 
skin and cause melanoma and other types of skin cancer. 
UV radiation that reaches the earth’s surface is made up of 
two types of rays, called UVA and UVB rays.

Ultrazine-10  Drug for control of severe vomiting and 
nausea, management of the manifestations of psychotic 
disorders and behavioral complications in patients with 
mental retardation.

HCPCS II	 J0780

umbilectomy  Surgical removal of the navel.
CPT	 49250

umbilical cord  Two arteries and one vein encased in 
a gelatinous tube leading from the baby to the placenta, 
which exchanges nutrients and oxygen from the mother 
and waste products from the baby.

umbilical fistula  An abnormal passage 
communicating with the colon or the urachus (band 
of fibrous tissue extending from the bladder to the 
umbilicus) at the umbilicus.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 759.89

umbilicated  Of navel shape, pit-like, or dimpled.

umbilication  A pit or navel-like depression, formation 
of a depression at the apex of a papule, vesicle, or pustule.
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umbilicoplasty  A plastic surgery procedure performed 
to alter the appearance of the navel.

Unasyn  Drug used in treating infections due to 
susceptible strains of microorganisms in skin and skin 
structures.

HCPCS II	 J0295

uncinariasis  A disease caused by infestation with 
the hookworm Ancylostoma duodenal, characterized by 
gastrointestinal pain, diarrhea, and progressive anemia.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 126.9

unconditional positive regard  In client-centered 
therapy, the therapist shows complete and unconditional 
acceptance of the client and a belief that the client is 
capable and worthy.

unconditioned response  A normal and automatic 
response to a naturally occurring stimulus, such as feeling 
hungry when smelling a favorite food.

unconditioned stimulus  A naturally occurring 
change in environment that creates an automatic, 
unconditioned response in the body, such as the smell of 
food cooking creating a feeling of hunger.

underactive bladder  A condition characterized by 
a bladder contraction of inadequate magnitude and/or 
duration to effect bladder emptying in a normal timespan. 
This condition can be caused by drugs, fecal impaction, 
and neurologic conditions such as diabetic neuropathy.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 788.5

unhappy triad  A knee injury consisting of tears to the 
ACL, MCL, and the medial meniscus.

There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

unicornis uterus  An abnormality in which the uterus 
is one sided and smaller than usual.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 752.3

unifocalization  A surgical procedure to merge two 
blood vessels into one insertion point in the heart.

unilateral  Having, or relating to, one side.

uninhibited  Acting without conscious inhibition.

Unipen  Drug used in the treatment of infections caused 
by penicillinase-producing staphylococci.

HCPCS II	 S0032

Unisom SleepGels  Antihistamine used to treat 
sneezing, runny nose, itching, watery eyes, hives, rashes, 
and other symptoms of allergies and the common 
cold as well as suppress cough, motion sickness, and 
sleeplessness.

HCPCS II	 Q0163

universal infantilism  General dwarfism in stature, 
with absence of secondary sex characteristics.

Unna boot  A certain kind of dressing wrap that has 
special medicine in the gauze that will help burns heal 
and protect the new skin.

CPT	 29580,	29700

upper GI series  A radiologic exam of the upper part of 
the digestive tract.

upper respiratory infection (URI)  Any infection 
affecting any one of, or combination, of the five parts 
comprising the upper respiratory tract: the nose, sinuses, 
pharynx, larynx, and trachea.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 465.9,	599.5,	618.03,	618.2-618.4

Urabeth  Drug used in treatment of acute postoperative 
and postpartum nonobstructive urinary retention and for 
neurogenic atony of the urinary bladder with retention.

HCPCS II	 J0520

urachus  A cord or band of fibrous tissue extending from 
the bladder to the umbilicus.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 753.7

uracil  An anticancer drug belonging to the alkylating 
agents.

uraniscoplasty  Plastic reconstruction of the palate 
(roof of the mouth). Also known as palatoplasty.

CPT	 42200-42225

uranplasty  Plastic reconstruction of the palate (roof of 
the mouth). Also known as palatoplasty.

CPT	 42200-42225

urban type operation  Surgical procedure where 
a breast(s), lymph nodes, and surrounding tissue is 
removed. Also known as a radical mastectomy

CPT	 19306

urea  A waste product found in the blood and caused 
by the breakdown of protein in the liver. Urea is normally 
removed from the blood by the kidneys and then excreted 
in the urine.
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urea breath test  Test used to detect Helicobacter	pylori 
infection. The test measures breath samples for urease, an 
enzyme produced by H.	pylori.

ureaphil  Substance injected into the uterus to stop 
abortion.

HCPCS II	 J3350

ureaplasma  An infection that may cause the formation 
of sperm antibodies and an inflammation of the uterine 
lining, either of which may interfere with implantation of 
the embryo.

Urecholine  Drug used for the treatment of acute 
postoperative and postpartum nonobstructive urinary 
retention and for neurogenic atony of the urinary bladder 
with retention.

HCPCS II	 J0520

uremia  A toxic condition resulting from kidney disease 
in which there is retention in the bloodstream of waste 
products normally excreted in the urine.

uremic coma  Lethargic state due to uremia 
(nitrogenous waste products in the urine).

ureter  The tube that drains urine from the kidney to the 
bladder.

ureteralgia  Pain in the ureter (the duct that carries 
urine from the kidney to the bladder).

ICD-9-CM Dx	 788.10

ureterectomy  Excision of all or part of the ureter (duct 
that carries urine from the kidney to the bladder).

CPT	 50220,	50546,	50548,	50650-50660

ureteritis  Inflammation of the ureter (duct that carries 
urine from the kidney to the bladder).

ICD-9-CM Dx	 098.19,	590.3,	592.1,	593.89

ureterocalycostomy  The ureter tube (the passage 
from the kidney to the bladder) is connected to the 
funnel-shaped opening of the ureter inside the kidney.

CPT	 50750

ureterocele  Saccular (small sac) dilation of the 
terminal portion of the ureter (the duct that carries urine 
from the kidney to the bladder) at the entrance into 
the urinary bladder, due to a congenital stricture of the 
ureteral meatus (opening or passage).

ICD-9-CM Dx	 593.89,	753.23

ureterocutaneous  Between the ureter (the canal 
between the kidney and the bladder) and the skin.

ureteroenterostomy  Surgical formation of an 
opening between a ureter (duct that carries urine from the 
kidney to the bladder) and the intestine.

CPT	 50800,	50830

ureterography  x-ray examination of the ureter (duct 
that carries urine from the kidney to the bladder) after 
injection of a contrast medium.

CPT	 50684

ureteroileal conduit  To divert urine flow the ureters 
are connect to a segment of intestines through an opening 
in the skin

CPT	 50820

ureterolithotomy  Surgical removal of a calculus 
(kidney stone) lodged in a ureter (duct that carries urine 
from the kidney to the bladder).

CPT	 50610-50630,	50945,	51060

ureterolysis  The operation of freeing the ureter (duct 
that carries urine from the kidney to the bladder) from 
adhesions.

CPT	 50715,	50722,	50725

ureteroneocystostomy  Surgical transportation of 
a ureter (duct that carries urine from the kidney to the 
bladder) to a different site in the bladder.

ureteroplasty  Plastic surgery of a ureter (duct that 
carries urine from the kidney to the bladder).

CPT	 50700

ureteropyelography  Radiography of the ureter (duct 
that carries urine from the kidney to the bladder) and renal 
(kidney) pelvis

CPT	 50684,	50690,	50951,	52005

ureteropyelostomy  Surgical formation of a junction 
of the ureter (duct that carries urine from the kidney to the 
bladder) and the renal (kidney) pelvis.

CPT	 50740

ureteroscopy  A flexible, fiberoptic instrument 
resembling a long, thin telescope is inserted through the 
urethra and bladder up to the ureter for visualization. Also 
often used for retrieval of kidney stones.

ureterosigmoidostomy  Surgical implantation of 
a ureter (duct that carries urine from the kidney to the 
bladder) into the sigmoid (s-shaped middle portion of the 
colon) colon.

CPT	 50810,	50830
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ureterostomy  Surgical establishment of an external 
opening into the ureter (duct that carries urine from the 
kidney to the bladder).

CPT	 50684,	50686,	50860,	50951

ureterotomy  Incision of the ureter (duct that carries 
urine from the kidney to the bladder).

CPT	 50600,	50605

ureteroureterostomy  The establishment of an 
anastomosis (joining of parts) between two ureters (duct 
that carries from the kidney to the bladder) or between 
two segments of the same ureter.

CPT	 50760-50770,	50830

ureterovisceral  Pertaining to the ureter and intestines.

urethal diverticulum  A sac-like outpouching of the 
urethral (the duct that discharges urine from the bladder) 
wall, either from a congenital defect, or from chronic 
penetrating inflammation.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 599.2,	753.8

urethral balloon dilation  A treatment for benign 
prostatic hyperplasia or prostate enlargement in which a 
tiny balloon is inflated via a catheter inside the urethra to 
make it wider for unbostructed urine can pass from the 
bladder.

CPT	 53600

urethral caruncle  Deep red growth on the mucous 
membrane of the urinary meatus (opening or passage) 
in women.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 599.3

urethral obstruction  A blockage in the urethra, with 
kidney stone being the most common cause.

urethral pressure profile  A test that measures 
pressures along the length of the urethra.

CPT	 51727,	51729

urethral pressure static  Refers to measurement of 
pressure at a single point in the urethra.

urethrectomy  Excision or a part or all of the urethra 
(duct in which urine is discharged).

CPT	 53210,	53215

urethritis  Inflammation of the urethra (duct that 
discharges urine from the bladder).

urethrocele  A condition in which the urethra prolapses 
into the vagina.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 599.5,	618.03,	618.2-618.4

urethrocystography  Radiographic examination of 
the urethra (tube that takes discharges urine from the 
bladder) and bladder by filling of the bladder during 
retrograde urethrography (examination of urethra by 
retrograde injection of contrast medium).

CPT	 51600,	51605,	51610,	74450-74455

urethrocystoscopy  A test that detects structural 
abnormalities, inflammation of the bladder wall, or 
masses that might not show up on a x-ray. A thin 
cystoscope instrument is inserted through the urethra (the 
duct that discharges urine) into the bladder.

urethromeatoplasty  Minor surgical procedure to 
enlarge the size of the hole of the tip of the penis.

CPT	 53450-53460

urethropexy  A surgical procedure performed to 
reinforce the bladder neck to prevent urine leakage.

There	are	too	many	CPT	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	CPT	book	
for	appropriate	codes.

urethroplasty  A surgical procedure performed to repair 
the lower portion of the bladder and the upper portion of 
the urethra.

There	are	too	many	CPT	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	CPT	book	
for	appropriate	codes.

urethrorrhaphy  Suture of the urethra (duct that 
discharges urine from the bladder).

CPT	 53502-53515

urethrorrhea  An abnormal discharge from the urethra 
(duct that discharges urine from the bladder).

ICD-9-CM Dx	 788.7

urethrostomy  Surgical formation of a permanent 
opening of the urethra (duct in which urine is discharged).

CPT	 53000-53010

urethrotomy  Surgical incision of the urethra (duct in 
which urine is discharged).

CPT	 53000-53010

urethrovaginal  Pertaining to both the urethra and the 
vagina, or the space between the two structures.

urethrovaginal septal fibrosis  Fibrosis tissue that 
grows in the space between the urethra and vagina.

urge incontinence  The inability to hold urine.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 788.31
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urgency  The symptom of sudden onset of a strong urge 
to urinate.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 788.63

urhidrosis  The secreation of urea or uric acid in sweat.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 705.89

uric acid stone  A kidney stone that results from animal 
protein in the diet.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 592.0

uricemia  An unusually high concentration of uric acid 
in the blood.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 790.6

urinalysis  Analysis of the urine.

urinary calculus  Abnormal concentration of mineral 
salts in any part of the urinary tract.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 592.9,	594.8,	594.9

urinary fistula  An abnormal passage communicating 
with the urinary tract.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 599.1

urinary frequency  Urination eight or more times a 
day.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 788.41

urinary incontinence (UI)  Involuntary loss of urine 
characterized by an inability to restrain voiding.

There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

urinary organs  Organs involved with the formation, 
storage, and excretion of urine.

urinary retention  Retaining too much urine in the 
bladder, resulting in the inability to void completely.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 306.53,	788.20-788.21,	788.29

urinary tract infection (UTI)  Infection of the kidney, 
ureter, bladder, or urethra caused by bacteria. Common 
symptoms include a frequent urge to urinate and a painful 
burning when urinating.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 599.0

urinary urgency  Inability to delay urination.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 788.63

urinate  To release urine from the bladder.

urine  Liquid waste product filtered from the blood by the 
kidneys, stored in the bladder, and expelled from the body 
through the urethra by the act of voiding or urinating.

urinoma  A cyst containing urine.

urobilinogen  A colorless compound formed in the 
intestines by reduction of bilirubin (bile pigment).

urodynamic tests  Measures of the bladder’s ability to 
hold and release urine.

uroflow test  Measurement of the rate at which urine 
flows out of the body. A lower than normal rate can 
indicate obstruction.

CPT	 51736-51741

uroflowmetry  A test performed to determine volume, 
velocity, and speed of urination.

CPT	 51736-51741

urofollitropin  A fertility drug identical to follicle-
stimulating hormone (FSH) that is produced naturally by 
the pituitary gland.

HCPCS II	 J3355

urography  Radiography of any part of the urinary tract.
CPT	 74400,	74410-74415,	74425

urokinase  Drug used to dissolve blood clots.
HCPCS II	 J3365

urolene blue  Drug used to treat a condition called 
methemoglobinemia that occurs when the blood cannot 
deliver oxygen where it is needed. Also used to dye certain 
parts of the body before surgery.

urolithiasis  Stones in the urinary system.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 592.9

uroporphyrin  A porphyrin (any various pigments 
distributed widely in living tissue) excreted in the urine, 
such a urobilin.

uroradiologist  A radiologist specializing in diagnosis 
of the genitourinary tract.

urosepsis  Sepsis (blood forming bacteria in the blood 
or tissues) resulting from the decomposition of forced out 
urine.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 599.0,	995.91

urticaria  Vascular reaction of the skin marked by 
slightly elevated patches which are redder or paler than 
the surrounding skin and is often itchy. May be caused by 
certain foods or drugs, infection or emotional stress. Also 
known as hives.

urticaria medicamentosa  Hives caused by use of 
a drug.
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usual interstitial pneumonitis (UIP)  A later 
stage of idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis (IPF) marked with 
interstitial infiltrate and thickening of alveolar walls.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 515,	516.8

uterine calculus  An abnormal concentration of 
mineral salts in the uterus. Also known as uterolith.

uterine cancer, stage I  Cancer is confined to the 
uterus and has not spread to the cervix.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 179,	182.0-182.8,	183.8,	183.9

uterine cancer, stage II  Uterine cancer has spread to 
the cervix.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 179,	182.0-182.8,	183.8,	183.9

uterine cancer, stage III  Cancer cells have spread 
outside the uterus to the vagina or the lymph nodes in the 
pelvis, but have not spread outside the pelvis.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 179,	182.0-182.8,	183.8,	183.9

uterine cancer, stage IV  Cancer cells have spread to 
the lining of the bladder or rectum or to distant parts of 
the body.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 179,	182.0-182.8,	183.8,	183.9

uterine cavity  The space within the uterus 
communicating on either side with the uterine tubes and 
towards the posterior end with the vagina

uterine contraction  Contraction of the uterus during 
labor.

uterolith  An abnormal concentration of mineral salts 
in the uterus.

uterosacral  Pertaining to both the uterus and the 
sacrum.

utricle  The larger of the two sacs occupying a portion 
of the membranous labyrinth of the vestibule of the inner 
ear.

utriculitis  Inflammation of the inner ear.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 597.89

uvea  The vascular middle layer of the eye containing the 
iris, ciliary body, and choroid.

uveal tract  The entire vascular coat of the eye 
composed of the iris, ciliary body, and choroid.

uveitis  Inflammation of the vascular middle layer of the 
eye containing the iris, ciliary body and choroid.

uvula  Small soft structure hanging from the midline of 
the soft palate.

uvulectomy  The surgical removal of the mass of tissue 
which hangs in the middle at the back of the throat.

CPT	 42140

V-Gan 25/50  Antihistamine used to relieve or prevent 
the symptoms of hay fever and other types of allergy; to 
prevent motion sickness, nausea, vomiting, and dizziness; 
and to aid in falling asleep and relaxing before surgery.

HCPCS II	 J2550,	Q0169,	Q0170

V-Y plasty  A surgical method for lengthening tissues in 
one direction by cutting in the lines of a V, sliding the two 
segments apart, and closing in the lines of a Y.

CPT	 14000-14061

vaccine adjuvant  A substance added to a vaccine to 
improve its immune response so less vaccine is needed.

vaccinia CEA vaccine  A cancer vaccine containing the 
carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA) gene.

vaginal hysterectomy  The surgical removal of the 
uterus through the vagina without incising the wall of the 
abdomen.

vaginal intraepithelial neoplasia (VAIN)  
Abnormal cells in the skin tissue lining the vagina. This is 
not considered vaginal cancer, but is referred to as stage 0 
of vaginal cancer.

vaginectomy  The surgical removal of all or part of the 
vagina.

CPT	 57106,	57110,	58275-58280,	58280

vaginitis  An inflammation of the vagina caused by 
infection, allergic reaction, or a hormonal problem, which 
may cause vaginal discharge, itching, and burning.

There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

vaginogram  A radiographic procedure in which x-ray 
images of the vagina are taken following the injection of 
contrast medium.

CPT	 74775

vaginoplasty  Plastic surgery of the vagina.
CPT	 57335

vaginoscopy  Examination of the vagina, usually by 
means of an endoscope.

CPT	 57452,	57454

vagotomy  Surgical division of the impulses carried 
by the vagus nerve (nerve that supplies most of the 
abdominal organs) or nerves.
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vagus nerves  A mixed nerve that supplies the pharynx 
(throat) and larynx (voice box) and lungs and heart and 
esophagus and stomach and most of the abdominal 
viscera (internal organs).

valban  Drug used for treatment of generalized Hodgkin’s 
disease, and lymphocytic and histiocytic lymphoma.

HCPCS II	 J9360

Valergen 10/20/40  Drug used to make up for low 
amounts of estrogen and help relieve signs of menopause, 
such as hot flashes and unusual sweating, chills, faintness, 
or dizziness.

HCPCS II	 J0970,	J1380,	J1390

Valertest No. 1/No. 2  Hormones used for normal 
sexual development of the female and for regulation of 
the menstration cycle during childbearing years.

HCPCS II	 J0900

valganciclovir  An antiviral agent used to treat 
cytomegalovirus infections in patients with immune 
system problems. The drug is changed in the body to 
ganciclovir.

valgus deformity  Lateral deviation of the segment of 
a limb distal to a joint. Also known as knock knee.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 736.03,	736.79,	754.60,	754.69,	755.59

valium  Drug used for relief of acute anxiety when rapid 
action is required.

HCPCS II	 J3360

valrubicin  Drug used as a solution that is run through a 
tube into the bladder to treat bladder cancer.

HCPCS II	 J9357

valsalva aneurysm  A dilated blood vessel which 
forms in the area just above the cusps of the aortic valve.

There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

valsalva fistula  An abnormal passage which forms in 
the area just above the cusps of the aortic valve.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 414.19,	746.85

Valstar  Drug used as a solution that is run through a 
tube into the bladder to treat bladder cancer.

HCPCS II	 J9357

valve  Door-like structures which guard various parts 
of the heart, allowing blood to flow one direction and 
preventing it from traveling backwards. There are four 
valves in the heart: the tricuspid, mitral, pulmonary (or 
pulmonic), and aortic valve.

valve insufficiency  Backward leakage of blood 
through a heart valve, called regurgitation, that occurs 
when the valve is deformed or malfunctions and is unable 
to contain the blood in the chamber when it is closed.

valvectomy  The heart is accessed by opening the 
sternum. Cardiopulmonary bypass is performed to 
maintain heart function. The right atrium is opened to 
access the tricuspid valve. The entire valve is removed, 
including all valve tissue and cords.

CPT	 33460

valvotomy  Incision of a valve.
CPT	 33420-33422,	33470-33474,	33530

valvular carcinoma  Cancer of the valves or valvelike 
structures.

valvular regurgitation  The backflow of blood within 
the heart caused by a heart valve malfunction.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 424.1-424.90

valvuloplasty  Plastic surgery to repair a valve, 
especially a cardiac valve. Also known as valvoplasty.

Vancenase  Nasal corticosteroid sprayed or inhaled 
into the nose to help relieve the stuffiness, irritation, and 
discomfort of hay fever or other allergies, and also to 
prevent nasal polyps from growing back.

HCPCS II	 J7622

Vanceril  Inhalation corticosteroid used to help prevent 
the symptoms of asthma.

HCPCS II	 J7622

Vancocin  Antibiotic used in treating bacterial infections 
in patients with heart valve disease or prosthetic heart 
valves who are allergic to penicillin.

HCPCS II	 J3370

Vancoled  Antibiotic used in treating bacterial infections 
in patients with heart valve disease or prosthetic heart 
valves who are allergic to penicillin.

HCPCS II	 J3370

vancomycin  A strong antibiotic drug used to fight 
resistant bacterial infections.

HCPCS II	 J3370

vanishing lung syndrome  A progressive disorder 
characterized by the presence of large upper lobe bullae 
occupying at least one-third of the hemithorax, compressing 
the surrounding normal lung. Also known as type 1 bullous 
disease and primary bullous disease of the lung.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 492.0
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Vantas  Male hormone used to relieve the symptoms of 
prostate cancer.

HCPCS II	 J9225

Vaportrode  A type of cautery electrode that vaporizes 
prostatic tissue.

variable interval schedule  Reward or punishment is 
given after an unpredictable period of time.

variable ratio schedule  Reward or punishment is 
given after an unpredictable number of responses.

variant  A variation of a particular strain of virus or 
infective agent; slightly different in form or function.

varicela encephalitis  Inflammation of the brain 
occurring as a complication of chickenpox.

varicella  An acute contagious disease cause by the virus 
varcella-zoster marked by a sparse eruptions of papules 
that become pustules. Also known as chickenpox.

varices  Abnormally swollen, dilated, and tortuous blood 
or lymph vessels.

There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

varicoblepharon  A permanent dilation of the veins in 
the eyelid.

varicocele  Varicose veins in the scrotum. The resulting 
swollen vessels surrounding the testicles create a pool of 
stagnant blood, which elevates the scrotal temperature, a 
major cause of male infertility.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 456.4-456.6

varicocele embolization  A procedure in which a 
varicocele is occluded by means of a balloon catheter, steel 
coil, and/or sclerosing solution.

There	are	too	many	CPT	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	CPT	book	
for	appropriate	codes.

varicocelectomy  The cutting away of a varicocele, or 
varicose vein in the scrotum.

CPT	 55530

varicography  Radiography of the veins after injection 
of contrast medium into varicose veins.

varicomphalus  A swelling formed by varicose veins at 
the umbilicus.

varicophlebitis  Inflammation of varicose veins.

varicose aneurysm  A blood-containing sac, 
communicating with both an artery and a vein.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 442.9

varicose ulcer  An ulcer due to varicose (abnormal 
swollen or knotty) veins.

varicose veins  Veins of the leg which become 
engorged with poorly circulated blood causing pain, 
swelling, and itching.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 454.0-454.9

varicosis  A permanently dilated state of a vein or veins.

varicosity  A distended or tortuous vein, artery, or 
lymphatic vessel or varicose condition.

varicotomy  An operation for varicose veins by 
subcutaneous (under the skin) incision.

varicula  A varicose (permanently dilated veins) 
condition of the veins of the conjunctiva (clear membrane 
that covers the inner portion of the eyelids and the outer 
surface of the eye).

varix  Abnormally swollen, dilated, and tortuous blood or 
lymph vessels. Plural is varices.

There	are	too	many	ICD-9-CM	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	
ICD-9-CM	book	for	appropriate	diagnosis(es).

varus deformity  Medial deviation of the segment of a 
limb distal to a joint. Also known as bow-legged.

vas deferens  The pair of thick-walled tubes through 
which the sperm move from the epididymis to the 
ejaculatory duct in the prostate. These tubes are severed 
during a vasectomy.

vasa previa  A condition in which umbilical blood 
vessels present before the fetus at birth.

vasalva  Bearing down to apply pressure to the bladder.

vascular  Pertaining to the blood vessels.

vascular resistance  The force generated by the tone of 
the blood vessel wall against the pumping heart.

vasculitis  Inflammation of the blood vessel walls.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 273.2,	287.0,	362.18,	446.29,	447.6,	

447.8,	695.2

vasectomy  The surgical separation of both vas deferens 
to induce sterility.

There	are	too	many	CPT	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	CPT	book	
for	appropriate	codes.
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vasectomy reversal  Surgical repair of a previous 
vasectomy in order to restore fertility.

CPT	 55400

vasodilation  Widening of the blood vessels due to 
relaxation of the muscles in the vessel wall.

vasodilators  Substances that cause dilation of blood 
vessels.

vasoepididymostomy  A microsurgical procedure 
using a microscopic camera and very small operative tools 
to correct obstructions in the genital tract by removing the 
blockage in the epididymis.

vasogenic edema  Cerebral edema (accumulation of 
fluid) in the area around tumors.

vasogram  An x-ray examination of the vas deferens.
CPT	 74440

vasography  Radiography of the vas deferens (main 
duct for which semen is carried) to determine patency 
(the state of being open).

CPT	 74440

vasomotor  Pertaining to the constriction or dilation of 
blood vessels.

vasopressors  Something, such as a drug, that causes 
vasoconstriction (constriction of blood vessels).

vasospasm  A sudden constriction of a blood vessel that 
reduces the blood flow. Also known as angiospasm.

vasotomy  Surgical incision into or division of the vas 
deferens (main duct in which sperm is carried).

CPT	 52402,	55200,	55300

vasovasorrhaphy  Vesectomy (surgical removal of 
all or part of the vas deferens for means of sterilization) 
reversal.

CPT	 55400

vasovasostomy  A vasectomy reversal. The re-
connection of the severed ends of the vas deferens to 
restore the flow of sperm.

CPT	 55400

vastus intermedius  Part of the quadriceps 
mechanism having fibers that lie in a plane parallel with 
the anterior femur shaft.

vastus lateralis  The middle layer of the quadriceps 
group, providing stability rather than fast movement.

vector  Anything capable of moving or transferring 
genetic material.

veins  Any of a series of blood vessels of the vascular 
system that carry blood from various parts of the body 
back to the heart. Veins return oxygen-depleted blood to 
the heart.

Velban  Antineoplastic agent used to treat certain kinds 
of cancer, including lymphoma and cancer of the breast 
and testicles, as well as some noncancerous conditions.

HCPCS II	 J9360

Velcade  Drug used for the treatment of multiple 
myeloma in patients who have received at least one year 
of therapy.

HCPCS II	 J9041

velocardiofacial syndrome  Inherited disorder 
characterized by cleft palate, heart defects, characteristic 
facial appearance, minor learning problems, and speech 
and feeding problems.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 758.32

velocimetry  A device for measuring the speed of sound 
in water.

velocity flow mapping  A MRI scan of the heart to 
study the flow of blood.

CPT	 75556

Velosulin  A substance that causes sugar to go from the 
blood into our body’s cells and helps turn fat, sugar, and 
protein into energy.

HCPCS II	 J1815

Velsar  Drug used for treatment of generalized Hodgkin’s 
disease, and lymphocytic and histiocytic lymphoma.

HCPCS II	 J9360

vena cava  Either of the two venae cavae (part of the 
heart that carries blood), designated inferior (lower) and 
superior (higher). Also known as cava.

vena cava syndrome  An obstruction of blood flow 
through the vena cava, which carries blood to the heart 
returning from the body.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 459.2

venereal disease  Any infection that can be sexually 
transmitted, such as chlamydia, gonorrhea, ureaplasma, 
and syphilis. Many of these diseases will interfere with 
fertility and some will cause severe illness.
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venereal ulcer  A nonspecific term referring to the 
formation of ulcers about the external genitalia.

venereal warts  A pointed papilloma (tumor or wart) 
usually on the skin or mucous membrane of the anus 
and external genitalia, and caused by a virus transmitted 
through sexual contact. Also known as condyloma 
acuminatum, fig wart, moist wart, pointed wart, venereal 
wart

ICD-9-CM Dx	 078.19

venipuncture  The puncture of a vein for drawing blood 
or injecting medicine.

There	are	too	many	CPT	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	CPT	book	
for	appropriate	codes.

venlafaxine  An antidepressant drug being evaluated 
for the treatment of hot flashes in women with breast 
cancer.

Venofer  Drug used for treatment of iron deficiency 
anemia in patients with kidney disease.

HCPCS II	 J1756

Venoglubulin-S  Immunizing agent used to prevent or 
treat some illnesses that can occur when the body does 
not produce enough immunity on its own.

HCPCS II	 J1566

venography  Radiographic images taken of veins 
following the injection of contrast material.

There	are	too	many	CPT	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	CPT	book	
for	appropriate	codes.

venom  A poison excreted by some animals, such as 
insects or snakes, and transmitted by bites or stings.

venous  Pertaining to the veins or blood passing through 
them.

venous blood  Blood that has given up its oxygen to 
the tissues in exchange for carbon dioxide, which it carries 
back to the lungs for gas exchange.

venous occlusion  The blocking of venous return.

venous system  The system of vessels in which blood 
flows toward the heart, in the systemic circulation carrying 
blood that has given up most of its oxygen.

Ventavis  A medication given to treat pulmonary arterial 
hypertension, high blood pressure within the main artery 
connecting the heart and lungs. Also known as iloprost.

ventilation  Exchange of air between the lungs and 
the atmosphere and the exchange or oxygen for carbon 
dioxide in the alveoli.

ventilation perfusion (VQ) scan  A test that 
compares right and left lung function, blood flow and 
gas exchange, through the use of a small amount of 
radioactive material.

CPT	 78596

ventilators  Machines used in operating rooms and 
intensive care units for respiratory support of patients who 
cannot breathe on their own.

Ventolin  Drug used for the prevention and relief of 
bronchospasm in patients four years and older with 
reversible obstructive airway disease.

HCPCS II	 J7609,	J7610,	J7620

ventricle  A fluid-filled cavity or chamber in the body or 
particular organ.

ventricles  The chambers of the heart which collect 
blood and transport it to other parts of the body. The right 
ventricle pumps the blood to the lungs, while the left 
pumps the blood to the rest of the body.

ventricular fibrillation  A condition in which the 
ventricles contract in a rapid, unsynchronized fashion, 
stopping the heart’s ventricles from being able to pump 
blood through the body.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 427.41

ventricular septal defect (VSD)  A defect in the wall 
dividing the left ventricle from the right heart ventricle.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 429.71,	745.2,	745.4,	745.69

ventricular septal defect repair  Surgical repair 
of a hole located in the wall between the left and right 
ventricles.

ventricular systole  The contraction of the cardiac 
ventricles by which blood is forced into the aorta and 
pulmonary artery.

ventricular tachycardia  An abnormal heartbeat in 
the ventricle, characterized by a very fast heartbeat.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 427.1

ventriculocisternostomy  A surgical procedure 
performed to create an opening between the brain 
ventricles and the cerebellomedullary cistern.

CPT	 62180,	62200-62201
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ventriculography  1)A test that uses radioactive 
materials called tracers to make heart chambers and blood 
vessels visible. The procedure is non-invasive (a procedure 
that does not break the skin or a body cavity). 2) A test 
that uses radioactive materials called tracers to make the 
cerebral ventricles, parts of the brain, visible.

ventriculomyotomy  The dissection of the muscle 
tissue which forms the ventricles of the heart.

CPT	 33416

VePesid  Drug used in patients with refractory testicular 
tumors and small cell lung cancer.

HCPCS II	 J8560,	J9181

verbigeration  Stereotyped and seemingly 
meaningless repetition of words or sentences.

vermillionectomy  The surgical removal of the red 
border of the lips.

CPT	 40500

versed  Drug used to relax and calm patient, generally 
children, before procedures, or before anesthesia 
induction. Also helps decrease memory of the event.

HCPCS II	 J2250

vertebra  One of the 33 bones of the spinal column.

vertebra lamina  The bony arch of a vertebra, formed 
by two plates of bone projecting out from the pedicles 
of the vertebral body that are fused in the middle, 
completing the bony encasement for the spinal cord and 
from which the spinous process projects.

vertebral artery testing  Testing performed to assess 
the relationship between cervical spine movement and 
symptoms which may be vertebrobasilar in origin and 
affecting blood flow, casuing dizziness, tinnitus, diplopia, 
and dysphagia.

vertebral corpectomy  Removal of all or part of a 
damaged vertebra from the neck through the abdomen, 
allowing for decompression of the spinal cord and/or the 
nerve roots.

CPT	 63081-63103,	63300-63308

vertebroplasty  A treatment for compression fractures 
of the vertebrae in which bone cement is injected into the 
damaged vertebrae.

Verteporfin  Drug used in the treatment of patients 
with classic subfoveal choroidal neovascularization from 
age-related macular degeneration, pathologic myopia, or 
ocular histoplasmosis.

HCPCS II	 J3396

vertical nystagmus  Involuntary up-and-down 
movement of the eyes.

vertical transmission  Transmission of HIV from 
mother to fetus.

vertigo  A feeling of dizziness or spinning.

very low birth weight (VLBW) infant  Babu 
weighing less than 1500 grams at birth.

vesical calculus  Abnormal concentration of mineral 
salts in the urinary bladder.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 594.1

vesical hematuria  Blood in the urine that comes from 
the bladder.

vesicant chemotherapy  Harsh toxins that are 
sometimes used in treating cancer and are known to cause 
blistering at the injection site.

ICD-9-CM Dx 999.81

vesical sling procedure  A surgical procedure used 
to stabilize the bladder neck and provide support for the 
urethra using autologous or synthetic sling material.

vesico-psoas hitch  The procedure that reconnects the 
ureter (duct that carries urine from the kidney to bladder) 
to the bladder to bypass a diseased or blocked section 
of the ureter. The bladder must be moved upward and 
sutured in place, or a flap of the bladder must be moved 
upward.

CPT	 50785

vesicoclysis  Injection of fluid into the bladder to wash 
out.

vesicostomy  Surgical formation of an opening into the 
urinary bladder.

CPT	 51980

vesicoureteral reflux  An abnormal condition in 
which urine backs up into the ureters and occasionally into 
the kidneys.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 593.70-593.73
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vesicourethropexy  Surgery that restores the bladder 
and the urethra (duct that discharges urine from the 
bladder) to their normal position.

CPT	 51840-51841

vesicular  Relating to a vesicle; characterized by or 
containing vesicles.

vesiculectomy  Surgical resection of part or all of a 
seminal vesicle (glands on either side of the male urinary 
bladder that secret seminal fluid to promote movement 
of sperm).

CPT	 55650

vesiculography  Radiography of the seminal vesicles 
(pair of pouchlike glands that secretes seminal fluid and 
promotes sperm).

CPT	 55300,	74440

vesiculotomy  Surgical division of the seminal vesicles 
(pair of pouchlike glands that secretes seminal fluid and 
promotes sperm).

CPT	 55600-55605

Vesprin  Drug used to treat serious mental and 
emotional disorders, including schizophrenia and other 
psychotic disorders.

HCPCS II	 J3400

vestibular neuronitis  Infection of the vestibular 
nerve.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 355.2,	357.0,	386.12

vestibular nystagmus  Involuntary slow and fast 
movement of the eyeball due to disturbance of the 
vestibular (sense of equilibrium).

ICD-9-CM Dx	 379.54

vestibular system  System in the body responsible for 
maintaining the body’s orientation in space, balance, and 
posture. Also regulates locomotion and other movements 
and keeps objects in visual focus as the body moves.

vestibule  A cavity, chamber, or channel that leads to or 
is an entrance to another cavity.

vestibulitis, vulvar A chronic painful condition that 
manifests as redness and inflammation of the vestibule.

ICD-9-CM Dx 625.71

vestibuloplasty  Plastic surgery to repair the entrance 
to the mouth.

CPT	 40840-40845

Vfend  Drug used to treat fungal infections such as 
invasive aspergillosis, candidemia, and esophageal 
candidiasis.

HCPCS II	 J3465

viable  Capable of sustaining life. Early pregnancy in 
which a heartbeat has been identified.

Viadur  Drug used to lower testosterone, relieve pain in 
urinary problems, and other symptoms of prostate cancer.

HCPCS II	 J9219

Viagra  Drug that causes erection and used in the 
treatment of erectile dysfunction.

HCPCS II	 S0090

vibrotactile aids  Mechanical instruments that help 
individuals who are deaf detect and interpret sound 
through the sense of touch.

vicious cicatrix  Scar causing deformity or impairing 
the function of a limb.

Vidaza  Drug used in patients with myelodysplastic 
syndrome subtypes: refractory anemia with ringed 
sideroblasts, refractory anemia with excess blasts, 
refractory anemia with excess blasts in transformation, 
and chronic myelomonocytic leukemia.

HCPCS II	 J9025

video assisted thoracic surgery (VATS)  A 
minimally invasive keyhole surgical procedure which 
allows the surgeon to directly examine the chest cavity 
without a big incision.

villous  Covered with soft hairs.

villusectomy  Excision of part or all of the synovial 
membrane of a joint. Also known as synovectomy.

There	are	too	many	CPT	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	CPT	book	
for	appropriate	codes.

vinblastine  A chemotherapy drug used to treat a 
variety of malignancies, most commonly Hodgkin’s 
disease.

HCPCS II	 J9360

vinblastine sulfate  Antineoplastic agent used to treat 
certain kinds of cancer, including lymphoma and cancer 
of the breast and testicles, as well as some noncancerous 
conditions.

HCPCS II	 J9360
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Vincrex  Drug used to treat cancer and noncancerous 
conditions.

HCPCS II	 J9370,	J9375,	J9380

vincristine sulfate  Drug used to treat cancer and 
noncancerous conditions.

HCPCS II	 J9370

vinorelbine tartrate  Drug used to slow or stop the 
growth and spread of cancer cells, commonly used to treat 
non-small cell lung cancer, breast cancer, and bladder 
cancer.

HCPCS II	 J9390

viral burden/load  The concentration of a virus in the 
body.

viral hepatitis  Inflammation of the liver caused by five 
different viruses (A, B, C, D, and E).

ICD-9-CM Dx	 070.0-070.9,	571.49

viral meningitis  Inflammation of the membranes of 
the brain and spinal cord due to a virus, marked by fever, 
headache, nausea, and cerebrospinal fluid pleocytosis 
(abnormal number of cells); it usually runs a short 
uncomplicated course.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 047.9

viremia  The presence of virus in the blood.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 790.8

virion  A virus particle existing freely outside a host cell.

virology  The study of viruses and viral disease.

virulence  Refers to the ability of a microorganism to 
produce serious disease.

visceral  Pertaining to the major internal organs.

visceral larval migrans  A disease, chiefly of 
children, caused by ingestion of nematode ova (worm 
egg), usually of Toxocara canis, characterized by high 
eosinophilia (increased number of white blood cells in 
the blood) and often liver enlargement, fever, cough and 
hyperglobulinemia.

viscerotomy  Incision of an organ.

viscosity  The thickness of a liquid or fluid.

viscosupplementation  Injection therapy for 
osteoarthritis, mainly of the knee, that contains hyaluronic 
acid (a viscous substance normally found in joint fluid but 
that is reduced in osteoarthritis).

viscotoxin  A member of a group of small proteins 
produced by mistletoe plants that are able to kill cells and 
may stimulate the immune system.

viscus  Any large interior organ in any of the three great 
body cavities, especially those in the abdomen.

vision therapy  A mixture of exercises that employ eye 
movement tasks, eye-hand coordination tasks, and 3D 
tasks, to improve performance in dyslexia and reading 
problems.

visit-driven data  Data such as laboratory 
measurements or screening data that is collected on a 
fixed schedule.

Vistaject-50  Used to relax and calm a patient before 
surgery and also as an antihistamine.

HCPCS II	 J3410

Vistaril  Drug used for symptomatic relief of anxiety and 
tension associated with psychoneurosis and as an adjuct 
in organic disease states manifesting anxiety.

HCPCS II	 Q0177,	Q0178

Vistide  Drug used for the treatment of CMV retinitis 
in patients with acquired immunodeficiency syndrome 
(AIDS).

HCPCS II	 J0740

visual acuity  Sharpness of vision as tested with a 
Snellen chart, based on a normal acuity score of 20/20.

visual cortex  The area of the cerebral cortex which 
processes visual data from the optic nerve.

visual epilepsy  Sensory epilepsy in which there are 
visual hallucinations.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 345.5x

visual evoked potential (VEP) test  A test which 
measures the length of time it takes for nerves to respond 
to stimulation.

visual evoked response (VER)  A test of the visual 
pathways functioning, from the retina, along the optic 
nerve and optic tract, to the early parts of the visual 
centers of the brain, through EEG electrodes.

CPT	 95930

visual field  The entire range of vision that can be seen 
without moving the head or eyes.

visual hallucination  An hallucination involving sight, 
which may consist of formed images, such as of people, or 
unformed images, such as flashes of light.
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visual pathway glioma  A rare, slow-growing tumor 
of the eye.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 190.0,	190.9

visual suppression  Involuntary phenomenon when 
the brain ignores the visual image being transmitted 
from one eye, usually associated with strabismus and 
amblyopia in young patients.

Visudyne  Drug used for the treatment of patients with 
subfoveal choroidal neovascularization from age-related 
macular degeneration, pathologic myopia, or ocular 
histoplasmosis.

HCPCS II	 J3396

vital capacity (VC)  The maximum volume of air that 
can be exhaled following a complete lung inflation; the 
difference between total lung capacity (TLC) and residual 
volume (RV).

vital signs record  This form helps keep track of patient 
vital signs to detect any possible changes.

vitamin A  A retinoid necessary for healthy eyesight.

vitamin B-1  Used in the treatment of thiamine 
deficiency and to correct nerve and heart problems that 
occur without enough thiamine.

HCPCS II	 J3411

vitamin B-17, amygdalin  Used to treat patients with 
cancer.

HCPCS II	 J3570

vitamin B12 cyanocobalamin  Used to treat anemia 
caused by B12 deficiency.

HCPCS II	 J3420

vitamin D deficiency  A lack of vitamin D that 
prevents normal bone development in children, and 
demineralization of bone in adults, particularly of the 
spine, pelvis, and lower extremities.

vitamin K  A vitamin that promotes the clotting of 
blood.

HCPCS II	 J3430

vitellus  The contents or substance of the ovum; egg 
yolk.

Vitrase  Drug used as an aid to help the body absorb 
other injected medications and to help contrast dyes show 
up more clearly.

HCPCS II	 J3471,	J3472

Vitrasert  Drug used in the local treatment of 
cytomegalovirus retinitis in patients with acquired 
immunodeficiency syndrome.

HCPCS II	 J7310

Vitravene  Drug used in the local treatment of 
cytomegalovirus retinitis in patients with acquired 
immunodeficiency syndrome.

HCPCS II	 J1452

vitrectomy  The removal of the vitreous humor from 
the eyeball.

CPT	 67005,	67010,	67027,	67036,	67039,	
67040

vitreitis  Inflammation of the corpus vitreum 
(transparent gel that fills the inner portion of the eyeball).

vitreoretinal  Pertaining to both the vitreous humor 
and the retina.

vitreous humor  A clear, jelly-like substance that fills 
the middle of the eye.

Vivatrol  Drug used in the treatment of alcohol 
dependence.

HCPCS II	 J2315

vocal cord paralysis  Inability of one or both vocal 
cords to move because of damage to the brain or nerves.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 478.30-478.34

vocal cords  Muscularized folds of mucous membrane 
that extend from the larynx wall, enclosed in elastic vocal 
ligament and muscle that control the tension and rate of 
vibration of the cords as air passes through them. Also 
known as vocal folds.

vocal tremor  Trembling or shaking of one or more 
of the muscles of the larynx resulting in an unsteady-
sounding voice.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 478.5

voice  Sound produced by air passing out through the 
larynx and upper respiratory tract.

voiding pressure study  Measurement of the amount 
of pressure the bladder can generate and the flow of urine 
using sensors to record pressures prior to voiding, with 
sphincter opening, at maximum voiding pressure with 
maximum flow, and during and after bladder contractions.

CPT		 51728-51729,	51797

volar plate  Plate that forms the floor of a joint and 
separates the joint space from the flexor tendons.
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Volkmann contracture  A permanent flexion 
contracture of the hand at the wrist, resulting in a claw-
like deformity of the hands and fingers.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 958.6

Volmax  Used to treat bronchospasm (wheezing or 
shortness of breath) associated with reversible obstructive 
airway disease such as asthma.

HCPCS II	 J7609,	J7610,	J7620

voltage  A difference in electrical charge between two 
locations; the potential energy for electricity.

volume  Sound intensity or loudness; the measure of the 
quantity of a substance or capacity of a container.

volvulus  Abnormal twisting of the intestine causing 
obstruction.

vomer flap  A procedure that uses the vomer (a bone 
tissue in the nasal septum) to cover a unilateral or bilateral 
cleft palate.

CPT	 42235

von Hippel-Lindau syndrome  A rare inherited 
disorder in which blood vessels grow abnormally in the 
eyes, brain, spinal cord, adrenal glands, or other parts of 
the body.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 759.6

voriconazole  Drug used to treat patients with fungal 
infections such as invasive aspergillosis, candidemia, and 
esophageal candidiasis.

HCPCS II	 J3465

vulva  External genitalia of the female.

vulvectomy  A surgical procedure to remove a part of 
the vulva.

There	are	too	many	CPT	codes	to	list.	Refer	to	the	CPT	book	
for	appropriate	codes.

vulvovaginitis  Inflammation of both the vulva and 
the vagina.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 006.8,	054.11,	098.0,	098.2,	099.53,	
112.1,	131.01,	616.10,	V06.8

Vumon  Drug used in combination with other anticancer 
agents for therapy induction in patients with refractory 
childhood acute lymphoblastic leukemia.

HCPCS II	 Q2017

W-plasty  A procedure to prevent the contracture, 
shortening of a muscle, of a straight-line scar in which the 
edges of a wound are trimmed in the shape of a W and 
closed zigzag fashion.

Waardenburg syndrome  Hereditary deafness 
characterized by hearing impairment, a white shock of 
hair, and/or distinctive blue color to one or both eyes, 
as well as wide-set inner corners of the eyes; balance 
problems are also associated with some types of 
Waardenburg syndrome.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 270.2,	756.89

Wada activation test  Behavioral testing performed 
following the injection of anesthetic into the carotid 
artery to determine the location of memory and language 
function in the brain.

CPT	 95958

Waldenstrom’s macroglobulinemia  A rare 
cancer of the lymph cells that causes the body to produce 
abnormal levels of plasma cells (plasmacytosis) and 
lymphocytes (lymphocytosis) in the bone marrow, which 
also causes a decrease in the number of red blood cells.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 273.3

walking tube  A procedure where the physician 
removes a previously place pedicle graft and places the 
graft in the final location. Also known as walking the flap.

warble tone  A tone resulting from rapid modulations 
of frequency within fixed limits around the basic pure tone 
frequency, commonly used in real ear measurements, as 
they are not easily influenced by standing waves from 
reflective surfaces.

warfarin  An anticoagulant that prevents blood from 
clotting.

wasting syndrome  A condition among HIV-infected 
individuals characterized by involuntary weight loss of 
more than 10% of baseline body weight. Other symptoms 
may include chronic diarrhea or chronic weakness and 
fever for more than 30 days.

water blister  A vesicle with clear watery contents.

Waterhouse-Friderichsen syndrome  Syndrome 
associated with bacterial meningitis (inflammation of the 
meniges that cover the brain and spinal cord); marked by 
sudden high fever and skin discoloration and petechiae 
(red and purple spots) with hemorrhage into the adrenal 
glands and cardiovascular collapse.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 036.3
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wavelength  The distance between the same point on 
two subsequent electromagnetic waves.

weakness  Decreased isometric strength.

weal  A raised bump on the skin that indicates an allergy.

wearing-off phenomena  Waning of the effects of a 
previous dose of levodopa prior to the scheduled time for 
the next dose that results in decreased motor performance 
until the next dose takes effect.

wedge filter  A tapered block of attenuating material 
designed to produce a differential distribution of radiation 
exposures over the area of a radiation beam.

Wehamine  Drug used to prevent and treat nausea, 
vomiting and dizziness caused by motion sickness. Also 
used as antihistamine.

HCPCS II	 J1240

Wehdryl  Antihistamine used to treat life threatening 
allergic reactions and other symptoms of household 
allergies.

HCPCS II	 J1200,	Q0163

weight bearing  Ability to tolerate carrying weight on 
the feet while walking.

Wellcovorin  Derivative of folic acid used as an antidote 
to drugs which act as folic acid antagonists.

HCPCS II	 J0640

welt  A raised section of skin resulting from trauma or 
allergic reaction.

Werdnig-Hoffman disease  A rare, inherited 
neuromuscular disorder characterized by the degeneration 
of nerve cells in the lower brain stem and spinal cord.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 335.0

Wermer’s syndrome  Rare inherited disease causing 
tumors in multiple glands.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 258.01

Wernicke’s area  An area of the brain that is very 
important in the development of language and located on 
the left side of the brain, specifically on the left temporal 
lobe.

Wertheim’s operation  A radical hysterectomy 
(surgical removal of the uterus, ovaries and oviducts) for 
treatment of uterine cancer, in which as much as possible 
of the vagina is removed, and lymph nodes are removed 
throughout a broad area.

Wesmycin  Drug used as an antibiotic to kill infections 
of the skin, bone, stomach, respiratory tract, sinuses, ear 
and urinary tract. It also treats certain sexually transmitted 
diseases.

HCPCS II	 J0120

Western Blot  A laboratory blood test for specific 
antibodies; more accurate than the ELISA test, the Western 
blot is used as a confirmatory test if an HIV ELISA test is 
positive.

wet wrapping  A treatment for eczema that involves 
applying emollients and corticosteroid creams to the 
affected parts of the body and then wrapping the body in 
wet bandages.

Wharton’s ducts  A duct that drains saliva from glands 
at the base of the tongue.

wheal  An itchy small ridge or bump of raised flesh often 
caused by an allergy.

wheezing  Breathing with a rasp or whistling sound; a 
sign of airway constriction or obstruction.

whiplash injury  A popular nonspecific term applied 
to injury to the spine and spinal cord due to sudden 
extension of the neck.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 847.0

Whipple procedure  A type of surgery used to 
treat pancreatic cancer. The head of the pancreas, the 
duodenum, a portion of the stomach, and other nearby 
tissues are removed.

CPT	 48150

whisper test  An obsolete and inadequate method of 
testing hearing.

white blood cells  Cells in the blood that fight 
infection; part of the immune system.

whitlow  A herpes viral infection that results in a painful 
blistery eruption on one of the digits.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 054.6,	681.01

Whitman procedure  Surgical repair or enlargement 
of the acetabulum (cup-shaped cavity at the base of the 
hipbone into which the ball-shaped head of the femur 
fits).

CPT	 27120

Whitmore-Jewett staging system  A system used 
for the staging of prostate cancer.
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wild-type virus  The customary type of a virus before 
genetic manipulation or mutation; virus isolated from an 
individual, as opposed to one from a lab culture.

William’s syndrome  A rare genetic disorder which 
causes mental retardation, abnormal facial features, 
and heart problems, such as a narrowing of the aorta or 
pulmonary artery.

Wilms’ tumor, stage I  Cancer is found only in the 
kidney and can be completely removed by surgery.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 189.0

Wilms’ tumor, stage II  Cancer has spread to tissue 
near the kidney, to blood vessels, or to the renal sinus, a 
part of the kidney through which blood and fluid enter 
and exit.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 189.0

Wilms’ tumor, stage III  Cancer has spread to tissues 
or lymph nodes near the kidney and cannot be completely 
removed by surgery. The cancer may also have spread to 
blood vessels or organs near the kidney or throughout the 
abdomen.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 189.0

Wilms’ tumor, stage IV  Cancer has spread to organs 
further away from the kidney, such as the lungs, liver, 
bone, and brain.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 189.0

Wilms’ tumor, stage V  Cancer cells are found in both 
kidneys.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 189.0

window  A term that describes the upper and lower 
limits of radiation energy accepted for counting by a 
spectrometer. Also known as window width.

winging scapula  Elicited response when the extended 
arm is pushed against resistance, winging out when there 
is a weakening of the serratus anterior, usually caused by a 
long thoracic nerve lesion.

WinRho SDF  Drug used to suppress the immune 
response of non-sensitized Rh negative individuals who 
receive Rh positive RBC’s, either through fetomaternal 
hemorrhage during delivery of a Rh positive infant, 
abortion, amniocentesis, abdominal trauma, or accidental 
transfusion.

HCPCS II	 J2792

wire  Metal thread available in various diameters and 
degrees of stiffness, used in orthopedic surgery to transfix 
fractured bone.

Witzel operation  Surgical creation of an artificial 
opening into the stomach, usually for inserting a feeding 
tube.

CPT	 43500,	43520,	43830,	43832

wobble board  An apparatus used for the re-education 
of proprioception and balance.

Wolff-Parkinson-White syndrome  A condition in 
which an extra electrical pathway connects the atria (two 
upper heart chambers) and the ventricles (two lower 
heart chambers), and may cause a rapid heartbeat.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 426.7

Wood’s lamp  A test in which ultraviolet light is shined 
on the skin to detect porphyria, bacterial or fungal 
infections, or alerations in skin pigment.

wound contraction  The shrinkage and spontaneous 
closure of open skin wounds.

writers’ cramp  A muscle cramp in the hand caused by 
excessive use in writing.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 300.89,	333.84

Wycillin  Drug used to treat bacterial infections.
HCPCS II	 J2510

Wydase  Drug used as an aid to help the body absorb 
other injected medications and to help contrast dyes show 
up more clearly.

HCPCS II	 J3470

X chromosome  The congenital, developmental, 
or genetic information in the cell that transmits the 
information necessary to make a female. All eggs contain 
one X chromosome, and half of all sperm carry an X 
chromosome. When two X chromosomes combine, the 
baby will be female.

xanthochromia  The occurrence of patches of yellow 
color in the skin. Also known as yellow skin.

xanthomatosis  A metabolic disorder marked 
by deposits of yellow or orange nodules in the skin, 
sometimes associated with tinnitus.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 272.0-272.4,	272.7,	277.89

xanthopsia  A form of chromatopsia (a condition in 
which objects appear to abnormally colored) in which 
objects looked at appear yellow.
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Xeloda  Used to treat breast cancer that is resistant to 
other more commonly used drugs. It is also used following 
surgery for colorectal cancer if the cancer has spread to 
lymph nodes.

HCPCS II	 J8520,	J8521

xenograft  A type of tissue graft in which the donor 
and recipient are of different species. Also known as 
heterologous graft, heteroplastic graft, heterotransplant, 
xenograft.

xeroderma  Excessive or abnormal dryness of the skin. 
Also known as ichthyosis.

xeroderma pigmentosum  A genetic condition 
characterized by a sensitivity to all sources of ultraviolet 
radiation.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 757.33

xeroradiography  A type of x-ray in which a picture 
of the body is recorded on paper rather than on film. Also 
known as a xerogram.

xerosis  Dry skin.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 264.0-264.3,	370.00,	371.40,	706.8

xerostomia  Dry mouth occurring when the body is not 
able to make enough saliva.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 527.7

xerotic eczema  Dry scaling, fine cracking, and pruitus 
of the skin, occurring chiefly during the winter when low 
humidity in heated rooms causes excessive water loss 
from the outer most layer of the skin.

xiphoid  Pertaining to the sternum.

Xolair  Drug used to treat asthma in adults and children 
over 12 years.

HCPCS II	 J2357

Xopenex  Drug used for the treatment or prevention 
of bronchospasm in patients 12 years and older with 
reversible obstructive airway disease.

HCPCS II	 J7607,	J7615

Xylocaine  Drug used to treat irregular heartbeats 
(arrhythmias).

HCPCS II	 J2001

xylose Absorption Test  A test that measures the level 
of D-xylose, a type of sugar, in a blood or urine sample. 
The test is done to help diagnose problems that prevent 
the small intestine from absorbing nutrients in food.

CPT	 84620

xyster  A file-like surgical instrument for scraping bone 
and other firm tissues.

Y-cord  A hearing aid cord that divides the electrical 
impulse from one transmitter to two receivers.

y-linked inheritance  Inheritance by genes on the y 
chromosome. Also known as holandric inheritance.

yaba monkey tumor virus  A species of yatapoxvirus 
that is tumor producing and similar to the orthopoxvirus.

ICD-9-CM Dx 059.22

YAG laser  A type of laser used to remove secondary 
cataracts.

yag laser surgery  The use of a laser to punch a hole 
in the iris and relieve increased pressure within the eye 
from glaucoma; sometimes used to cut away secondary 
membranes that form after cataract surgery.

yaws  An infectious tropical disease resembling syphilis 
in its early stages; marked by red skin eruptions and 
ulcerating lesions.

yeast infection  A fungus infection caused by a species 
of Candida that can involve various parts of the body, 
such as the skin and mucous membranes. Also known as 
candiasis.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 112.9

yellow atrophy  A fatal affection of the liver, in which 
it undergoes fatty degeneration, and becomes rapidly 
smaller and of a deep yellow tinge. Symptoms include 
black vomit, delirium, convulsions, coma and jaundice.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 570,	571.8

yellow bone marrow  Bone marrow in which the 
meshes of the reticular (resembling a net) network are 
filled with fat.

Yergason’s sign  Pain on resisted supination of the arm 
due to bicipital tendonitis.

Yergason’s test  A test for biceps tendon subluxation 
at the shoulder, performed with the therapist placing 
resistance against shoulder flexion, elbow flexion, forearm 
supination, and palpating the biceps tendon to feel for 
subluxation.

yolk cleavage  Segmentation of the villas (contents or 
substance of the ovum).

ypsiloid  In the form of the letter Y; Y-shaped.
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z-plasty  A type of wound closure designed to reduce 
tension in wound repair or scar revision.

CPT	 14000-14060

Z-tract injection  A technique in which the skin and 
subcutaneous tissue (below the skin) are displaced 
laterally before inserting the needle intramuscularly; 
used to prevent leakage along the track of the needle and 
consequent tissue irritation.

zanosar  Drug used to treat certain types of cancer.
HCPCS II	 J9320

Zantac  Drug used to reduce the amount of acid that the 
stomach produces, and to treat and prevent ulcers in the 
stomach and intestine.

HCPCS II	 J2780

Zeis’ glands  Sebaceous (fat) gland’s opening into the 
follicles of the eyelashes.

zelophobia  Morbid fear of jealousy.

Zemplar  A man-made form of vitamin D used to reduce 
or prevent high parathyroid hormone (PTH) levels in 
people with chronic renal failure by blocking the formation 
and release of parathyroid hormone (PTH).

HCPCS II	 J2501

Zenapax  An immunosuppressant used to decrease 
the actions of the body’s immune system and aid in 
preventing organ rejection in patients receiving kidney 
transplants; usually used as part of a treatment regimen 
with other medications such as cyclosporine and steroids.

HCPCS II	 J7513

Zenker’s necrosis  A form of severe hyaline 
degeneration or necrosis (death of tissue) in skeletal 
muscle, occurring in severe infections.

Zenker’s paralysis  Parestheisa (abnormality of 
sensation) and paralysis in the area of the external 
popliteal (behind the knee joint) nerve.

Zetran  Medication used in the treatment of anxiety 
disorders, alcohol withdrawal, tremor, muscle spasms, and 
seizures. Also used before surgery or procedures to reduce 
apprehension and anxiety.

HCPCS II	 J3360

Ziconotide  Drug used for the management of severe 
chronic pain in patients for whom intrathecal (IT) therapy 
is warranted, and who are intolerant of or refractory to 
other treatment, such as systemic analgesics, adjunctive 
therapies, or morphine.

HCPCS II	 J2278

zidovudine  Drug used in combination with other 
anti-viral medications in the treatment of HIV infection; 
the first drug approved for treatment of HIV, used to slow 
the progression of disease in patients and to help prevent 
pregnant women from passing the virus to the baby.

HCPCS II	 J3485

Ziegler procedure  Extended myotomy (surgical 
incision or division of a muscle) of the proximal jejunum 
(part of the small intestine between the duodenum and 
the ileum).

CPT	 66820

Zielglar’s operation  V-shaped iridectomy(surgical 
removal of part of the iris) for forming an artificial pupil.

CPT	 66820

Zimany’s bilobed flap  A surgical flap that is 
transposed into a defect with a smaller flap transposed 
to fill the secondary defect caused by the rotation of the 
larger flap.

Zimmerlin’s atrophy  A variety of hereditary 
progressive muscular atrophy (neurologic degeneration of 
muscles) in which the atrophy (wasting away) begins in 
the upper half of the body.

Zinacef  A cephalosporin antibiotic used for treating 
bacterial infections or preventing bacterial infections 
before, during, or after surgery. Infections may include 
lower respiratory tract infections, urinary tract infections, 
skin and skin-structure infections, and septicemia.

HCPCS II	 J0697

zinc colic  Colic (pain) resulting from chronic zinc 
poisoning.

zincalism  Zinc poisoning including chills, fever, 
headache and vomiting.

Zinecard  Used to help prevent or lessen a toxic effect 
to your heart that is caused by certain medicines that are 
used to treat cancer. Reducing the incidence and severity 
of heart problems associated with the chemotherapy 
agent doxorubicin in women being treated for metastatic 
breast cancer.

HCPCS II	 J1190
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Zinn’s membrane  The anterior layer of the iris (circular 
pigmented membrane in the eyeball).

ziprasidone mesylate  An antipsychotic used to treat 
schizophrenia and bipolar disorder.

HCPCS II	 J3486

Zithromax  Drug used to treat many different types 
of bacterial infections, such as respiratory infections, 
skin infections, ear infections, and sexually transmitted 
diseases. Also used to prevent Mycobacterium avium 
complex (MAC) disease in HIV patients.

HCPCS II	 J0456,	Q0144

zoacanthosis  An eruption of the skin caused by 
piercing of the skin with the hair, bristles, or stingers of 
an animal.

Zofran, Zofran ODT  Used to prevent nausea and 
vomiting that may be caused by surgery or by therapy 
with anticancer medicines (chemotherapy or radiation). 
Zofran blocks the actions of chemicals in the body that can 
trigger nausea and vomiting.

HCPCS II	 J2405,	Q0179

Zoladex  Drug used in treating prostate cancer, 
endometriosis, endometrial thinning, and breast cancer; a 
man-made protein like gonadotropin-releasing hormone 
(GnRH) that works by decreasing the production of certain 
hormones, testosterone in men, and estrogen in women.

HCPCS II	 J9202

zoledronate  A drug belonging to the bisphosphonates 
used to prevent bone fractures and reduce bone pain in 
people who have metastatic bone cancer.

zoledronic acid  Drug used to treat hypercalcemia in 
patients with some types of cancer and to treat multiple 
myeloma or bone metastases.

HCPCS II	 J3487

Zolicef  A cephalosporin used to eliminate bacteria that 
causes many kinds of infections, including lung, skin, 
bone, joint, stomach, blood, heart valve, and urinary tract 
infections.

HCPCS II	 J0690

Zollinger-Ellison syndrome  A disorder in which 
tumors of the pancreatic islet cells produce large amounts 
of gastrin, leading to excess acid in the stomach and, 
possibly, a peptic ulcer.

ICD-9-CM Dx	 251.5

Zometa  Drug used to treat hypercalcemia in patients 
with some types of cancer. Also used to treat multiple 
myeloma or bone metastases.

HCPCS II	 J3487

zona  A zone or band; a layer.

zona dermatica  A ridge of thickened skin surrounding 
the protrusion in spina bifida.

zona fasciculata  The thick middle layer of the adrenal 
cortex (gland that secretes steroid hormones).

zona glomerulosa  The thin outermost layer of the 
adrenal cortex (gland that secretes steroid hormones).

zona hemorrhoidalis  Part of the anal canal extending 
from the anal valves to the anus and containing the rectal 
venous plexus (network of blood vessels or lymph nodes).

zona opthalmica  Herpetic infection of the cornea.

zona orbicularis  Fibers of the articular capsule of the 
hip joint encircling the neck of the femur.

zona pellucida  The outer covering of the egg.

zona reticularis  The innermost layer of the adrenal 
cortex (gland that secretes steroid hormones).

zonary placenta  A placenta in the form of a band 
encircling the interior of the uterus.

zone of normal hearing  The range of thresholds for 
speech from 0 to 25 db.

zonoskeleton  The proximal skeletal segments. i.e. 
scapula, clavicle, hip bone.

zonular scotoma  A curved scotoma (an area of lost or 
depressed vision within the visual field) not corresponding 
to the path of retinal nerve fibers.

zonule  A small zone.

zonules of Zinn  A ring of fibrous strands connecting 
the ciliary body with the crystalline lens.

zoonotic disease  An infection or infectious disease 
transmitted from vertebrate animals, such as a rodent, to 
humans.

zoophobia  Morbid fear of animals.
ICD-9-CM Dx	 300.29

zooplasty  Grafting of tissue from an animal to a human.

zoospermia  The presence of live spermatozoa (sperm) 
in the ejaculated semen.
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zootrophotoxism  Food poisoning from eating tainted 
meat or other animal products

zoster encephalomyelitis  Inflammation of the brain 
and spinal cord caused by varicella-zoster virus (herpes 
virus).

zosyn  Piperacillin and tazobactam used as an antibacterial 
agent in treating moderate to severe infections caused by 
certain bacteria, such as appendicitis, skin and skin-structure 
infections, postpartum endometritis or pelvic inflammatory 
disease, and pneumonia.
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Zovirax  Drug used to treat, but not cure, infections 
caused by herpes viruses, including genital herpes, cold 
sores, shingles, and chicken pox; an antiviral that slows 
the growth and spread of the virus so the body can fight 
off the infection.
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Zubrod scale  A 5-point scale that measures the 
performance status of a patient’s ambulatory (ability to 
move from place to place) nature, from normal activity to 
total dependence on other for care.

Zuckerkandl’s fascia  The posterior layer of the renal 
fascia (fibrous and fat tissue covering the kidney).

zygal fissure  A figure formed by two nearly parallel 
cerebral fissure’s connected by a short fissure at right 
angles, forming an H.

zygapophyseal  Relating to the articular processes of 
a vertebra.

zygapophysis  One of the articular processes of a 
vertebra (there are usually four, two anterior and two 
posterior).

zygogenesis  The production of a zygote (when the 
sperm and ovum unite).

zygoma  1) The zygomatic process of the temporal bone. 
2) Zygomatic arch (pertaining to the cheekbone) 3) A 
term sometimes applied to the zygomatic bone.

zygomatic arch  The anterior process of the temporal 
bone that unites to form a joint with the temporal process 
(skull) of the zygomatic bone (cheek bone) to form the 
zygomatic arch.

zygomatic region  The region of the face outlined by 
the zygomatic bone (the prominence above the cheek).

zygomatico-orbital  Relating to the zygomatic 
(prominence of the cheek) bone and the orbit (the bony 
cavity that contains the eyeball).

zygomaticoauricular  Relating to the zygomatic 
(prominence of the cheek) bone and the auricle (ear).

zygomaticofacial  Relating to the zygomatic 
(prominence of the cheek) bone and the face.

zygomaticosphenoid  Relating to the zygomatic 
(prominence of the cheek) bone and sphenoid bones 
(irregular shaped bone and the base of the skull).

zygomaticotemporal  Relating to the zygomatic 
(prominence of the cheek) bone and the temporal bone.

zygomaxillary  Relating to the zygomatic (prominence 
of the cheek) bone and the maxilla (upper jaw).

zygote  The diploid cell (having a pair of each 
chromosome) resulting from the union of a male and a 
female gamete (reproductive cell).

zymosis  Any infectious disease.

Zyvox  Drug used to treat different types of bacterial 
infections of the blood, lungs, and skin that often do not 
respond to other antibiotics.
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